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Edition

Wastewater Treatment for Pollution Control has seen success through three editions in one decade. Preparing
a revised edition is an opportunity to start afresh and perhaps more intelligently! With that objective, in the
current edition, Wastewater Treatment for Pollution Control and Reuse, we extend the discussion from treat-
ment and disposal of wastewater for pollution control to its reuse. This makes the book more complete and
meaningful to the present day problems.

Reuse of wastewater can augment public water supplies, create new employment opportunities and
help improve sanitation all round. With such profound benefits new chapters discussing methods that
are critical to reuse of wastewater have been added. Physico-chemical treatment methods, including
membrane technologies, are much needed along with biological methods for wastewater treatment and
reuse—these are discussed in the new Chapter 12. Also, we take the opportunity to discuss decentralized
systems for collection and treatment of wastewater and the natural treatment methods that go with them-
algal, hyacinth and duckweed ponds, constructed wetlands. These methods are gaining worldwide ac-
ceptance, and we do hope this discussion will increase their application in India and other developing
countries.

To establish the discussion of wastewater reuse, Chapters 14 and 15 deal with the reuse of wastewater
in agriculture, industry and for public water supplies. The information in these chapters is augmented
by new sections on methods of so-called "wastewater harvesting." Wastewater harvesting requires a spe-
cial mention because of the tremendous income opportunities—it can transform polluted water bodies
into lakes that offer recreational facilities.

An important issue that has been addressed is of sanitation in India and other developing countries of
Asia and Middle East. We are aware that in these countries sanitation is largely confined to the metro-
politan cities and towns. Even in these areas there are huge pockets of slums without any sanitation,
which generate small, polluted water bodies. A special section on retrofitting sanitation in slums and
shantytowns has been added, and methods outlined on how to clean up and fix the menace of these
polluted water courses.

Besides the important new topics, the existing content has been significantly updated and made more
meaningful with the coverage of both mechanized and natural treatment systems, sludge management, overall
design of treatment plants and a fuller discussion of factors that affect sustainable waste manage-
ment.

We hope that the design data and solved examples will prove appropriate for India and similar warm
weather countries of Asia. We will consider our efforts well rewarded if the book, in any small measure,
increases wastewater treatment for pollution control and reuse.

Finally, we would like to thank everyone ever willing to help us in putting this book together and to
our own families for their cheerful understanding at all times.

SOLI J ARCEIVALA

SHYAM R ASOLEKAR



Simpler methods of waste treatment have come to be developed, particularly over the last two decades,
capable of reducing the cost and complexities of treatment without sacrificing the requirements of pollution
control. These methods have special relevance for the developing countries which would like to keep mecha-
nisation and imports to a minimum and use methods which are reliable and appropriate to the local condi-
tions.

Most of the existing textbooks on wastewater treatment deal with a large variety of processes and, there-
fore, tend to deal with the simpler methods like oxidation ditches and aerated lagoons in less detail This
book deals with the simpler methods only and adopts a unified approach based on the principles of aerobic
biological treatment and flow kinetics. Since the design requirements for these methods are greatly affected
by climatic conditions, the book includes not only data from colder climates but also from the warmer re-
gions from which data has hitherto not much appeared in textbooks. The information contained should,
therefore, have applicability to countries with widely varying climatic conditions to facilitate pollution control
activities.

This book is in part the result of field work as an UNDP/WHO expert, and in part the outgrowth of notes
prepared for courses on “Wastewater Treatment” given by the author at the Environmental Engineering
departments of universities in India and Turkey, and at the International Courses in Hydraulic and Environ-
mental Engineering at Delft, Netherlands.

The material presented in the book should be of use to both students and practising engineers alike. The
designs of lagoons, ponds and ditches take into account modern concepts of mixing kinetics resulting in
more realistic and economical units, thus reducing pollution control costs. Chapters on reactor design and on
sludge disposal and irrigational use of wastewaters cover several practical aspects of design. Moreover,
design methods have been illustrated throughout the book by a large number of solved examples.

SOLI J ARCEIVALA

SHYAM R ASOLEKAR

Preface to the First

Edition
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Ecosystem Approach to

Pollution Control

�To protect is the voice of the present. To prevent is the divine whisper of the future��.
�Swami Vivekananda

The environment has two major components: (i) living, and (ii) non-living. Ecology is the study
of the complex inter-relationships between these two components and the effect that any inter-
ference or disturbance has on the natural equilibrium or balance between them. An ecological
system (ecosystem) approach to pollution control and reuse is, therefore, necessary if this bal-
ance has to be maintained.

The various pollutants entering an ecosystem through wastewater may belong to one of the
following three groups:

1. Degradable
2. Non-degradable (conservative)
3. Biologically accumulative (persistent).

Degradable pollutants include complex organic substances (e.g. sewage or industrial wastes) and
dead organisms which can undergo gradual microbial decomposition. Degradable pollutants
also include substances which undergo physical degradation or decay (e.g. radioactive isotopes),
though some of them may have such a long half-life that they may be considered as practically
non-degradable. Degradation is a time-rate process, with the rate generally following first order
kinetics (see Chapter 3).

Some organic substances may be readily degradable while others may be more difficult (slow)
to degrade. Microbial degradation of organic matter results in oxygen consumption, which can
become an indirect method of estimating the amount of organic matter present. This is done in
the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) test.

Non-degradable (conservative) substances are those which are inert to biological action and do not
degrade with time. These include inorganic chemicals (e.g. chlorides), heavy metals (e.g. mer-
cury, lead), and certain refractory organics [e.g. polychloride biphenyles (PCB), DDT etc.]

Biologically accumulative (persistent) substances are those that tend to accumulate in the food chain. They

include mercury, cadmium, arsenic, lead, manganese, pesticides, radioactive isotopes, and others.

Chapter 1
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2 Wastewater Treatment for Pollution Control and Reuse

1.1 INTERACTION OF WASTEWATER WITH THE ECOSYSTEM

The living component of an ecosystem consists of three principal groups: (i) primary producers

(plants, vegetation, algae); (ii) consumers (worms, fish, animals, man); and (iii) decomposers (micro-

organisms like bacteria, some of which are aerobic as they depend on oxygen, some are anaerobic

as they grow only in the absence of free oxygen, and some are �facultative� as they can grow

under either of the two conditions. The non-living components include water, gases, minerals,

soil, chemicals, etc.

Photosynthesis is one of the most important processes in nature since it yields the life-giving

organic compounds for the primary producers which constitute the essential source of food for

the entire population of consumers and decomposers. Figure 1.1 shows a typical food chain in a

natural ecosystem. At each step in the chain, the conversion efficiency of the potential food en-

ergy is roughly only about 10 per cent. Thus, for example, 40 units of food energy at the primary

producer level can sustain about 4.0 units at the primary consumer level, 0.4 units at the second-

ary consumer level, and so on, diminishing rapidly. Primary producers are also responsible,

through photosynthesis, for the co-production of oxygen, which is equally essential for many

forms of life. Thus, any factor, which eventually affects photosynthesis has a critical effect on

primary productivity and on the whole food chain. Some of the factors that affect photosynthe-

sis and its rate are as follows:

1. Light energy received at growth surface

2. Availability of water

3. Availability of macro-nutrients (carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, etc.)

4. Availability of micro-nutrients (growth factors)

5. Temperature

6. Other factors affecting metabolic activity (e.g., toxic substances).

Most of the photosynthetic production is carried out in water by algae. Algal production can

be denoted by an equation, such as the following, to show how water and its nutrients (carbon,

nitrogen and phosphorus) combine through photosynthesis to give algae plus oxygen:

106CO2 + 122H2O + 16NO3 + HPO4 + 18H ¾¾¾®
light

 C106H2633O110N16P1 + 138O2

(2427) (3800)

algae oxygen

On a stoichiometric basis, the weight of oxygen produced is 1.3 times the weight of algae

produced by photosynthesis. Up to about 14 per cent of this oxygen is used up in meeting the

respirational requirement of the algae itself while it is living. When algae die, however, the dead

organic matter is biochemically broken down by decomposers and Equation (1) now occurs in

reverse. In an aerobic environment, decomposition thus consumes the same amount of oxygen

that photosynthesis produces and gives the same nutrients back in an inorganic form. In an

anaerobic environment, decomposition occurs but the end-products are different, though they

can be oxidized if the conditions again become aerobic.
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Solar energy
(say) 4000 kcal /m -day

+ Water + Nutrients

2

Photosynthesis

Vegetation,
algae, etc. Herbivores Carnivores Other

Carnivores

Potential food energy at

each level assumed

conversion efficiency

(kcal / m -day)2

Primary
producers

Primary
consumers

Secondary consumers

40 4.0 0.4 0.04

Fig. 1.1 Typical food chain in a natural ecosystem

The Global Ecosystem: The whole world, as well as its individual components like lakes, rivers,

soils, estuaries, and bays are all good examples of �ecosystems� and �eco-subsystems�. An ecosys-

tem is one in which producers, consumers and decomposers all exist in balance as shown in Fig.

1.2 (Arceivala, 1981). Assuming that Fig. 1.2 represents the typical global ecosystem, one can see

how the flow of energy and recycling of nutrients takes place in the ecosystem and a balance is

maintained between the different components. In fact, the figure helps one understand how the

whole global ecosystem works. It shows, firstly, how the natural resources of the earth are con-

sumed in industrial and transport activity. These activities generate liquid, solid and gaseous

wastes. Among the man-made wastes, some are degradable while others are non-degradable.

The decomposers break down the degradable organics into stable inorganic end-products such

as nitrates and phosphates, which happen to be nutrients that again stimulate organic growths

in the presence of water and solar energy.

Figure 1.2 shows how nutrients (NO3 , PO4, etc.) are conserved and recycled while energy is

lost and must be continually supplied with solar energy to keep the system running. The nutri-

ents undergo photosynthesis in the presence of water and solar energy to give primary produc-

ers like algae, grass, trees, etc. and ensure the simultaneous production of the all-important

oxygen. The primary producers are consumed by the primary consumers (cattle, fish, insects)

which, in turn, constitute the food supply for various carnivores and finally for human beings.
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The unconsumed fraction of producers as well as the organic wastes generated by the succession

of consumers and the dead consumers themselves all end up as dead organic matter, which are

decomposed by either aerobic or anaerobic decomposers to give stable inorganic end-products

(the nutrients), which are recycled to give more producers and consumers, provided solar en-

ergy is available once again.

Man-made activities also produce non-degradable substances as shown in Fig. 1.2. During the

process of recycling, some of the non-degradable substances which are accumulative in nature

tend to accumulate in the food chain with time. This accumulation can eventually affect the

health of the consumers when the concentrations of the concerned substances are excessive.

Gas exchange also occurs as shown in the figure and can cause some problems. Most of the

man-made industries and transport activities consume various natural resources like air, water,

soil, fuels, minerals and chemicals, and yield gases like carbon dioxide, methane, etc. The vari-

ous interactions lead to the production of what are called �greenhouse gases� (water vapour,

CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, chloroflurocarbons (CFCs), etc.), which lead to global warming. In

fact, the originally cold and snow-bound earth became more and more livable as the greenhouse

gases accumulated over thousands of years and made the earth warmer for life to exist. How-

ever, over the last century or so, the emission of greenhouse gases has increased to such an

extent that the earth�s climate is undergoing a slow change. The burning of fossil fuels like coal

and other activities has increased the emissions of CO2 and methane to such an extent that it has

started affecting the earth�s climate adversely. Some of these gases are also called �ozone depleters�

(e.g. CFCs, Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs)) which tend to reduce the ozone layer and in-

crease the ultraviolet (UV) radiation reaching the earth�s surface.

CO2 emission inventories carried out in recent time have shown that CO2 emitted in tons per

US$ 1 million of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) approximate 363 tons/year as an average per

country. Russia was high on the emission scale at 914 T/year whereas China and India were at

731 and 621, respectively. The US was at 171 and the UK at 118 while France, Japan and Germany

averaged 56 to 80 T/year. The CO2 emission rate per million dollar GDP is a better measure than

CO2 emission alone and shows the long way that most countries have to go if climate change is

to be arrested.

In a sense, ozone depletion and global warming are separate phenomena. Ozone deple-

tion leads to over-exposure to UV light and consequent health problems. Global warming is

the principal cause of climate change which, in turn, leads to a series of other problems. For

example, warming will eventually melt the polar ice-caps, which, in turn, will raise sea lev-

els, cause the flooding of coastal areas and the affect the drainage of low-lying areas. This

will, in turn, lead to the undue growth of mosquitoes and insects that damage food crops

and consequently affect public health. The world is presently facing an uncertain future owing

to the excessive release of solid, liquid and gaseous pollutants far in excess of the earth�s

capacity to assimilate them.

Thus, Fig. 1.2 is indeed a very valuable diagram for understanding how the natural ecosys-

tem works and how recycling and accumulation inevitably take place in nature with time.
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If all organic matter produced in the world were to undergo aerobic decomposition, the net
oxygen production would be zero, but on a global basis, all organic matter produced is not
destroyed. Hence, a surplus of oxygen is observed in the earth�s general atmosphere. Oxygen
may be depleted only in some localized pockets, which causes problems.

When the natural rate of recycling and the ecological balance in a system are adversely
affected by pollution, a correspondingly adverse effect may occur on the whole system. A
river�s �self-purification� capacity may become inadequate and fisheries may be ruined, a lake
may become too rich in nutrients and undergo eutrophication, and polluted soil may eventu-
ally lose its porosity and moisture�retaining capacity, thus becoming useless for agriculture

(see Section 1.4).

1.1.1 Food Chains and Webs

The new plant (organic) matter generated by photosynthesis provides food and energy for all
other forms of life. The concept of trophic (nutritional) levels is based on the generalization that
primary producers are consumed by the herbivores (vegetarians) who, in turn, are consumed by
the carnivores (like man), who may consume all the previous forms including herbivores and
primary producers. Thus, the lines of organic transfer may constitute quite complex food chains
or networks of chains called �webs�. Figure 1.3 shows a typical food web which interconnects
organisms across all three phases of the environment, viz. soil, water and air. As a result of such

webs or networks some effects may be observed in ecosystems (see sub-sections 1.1.2 to 1.1.5).

Invertebrates
(worms)

Aquatic
plants

Carnivore
fish

Amphibious
vertebrates

Plankton

Man

(Algae)

Herbivore
fish

Bottom sediments

Water

Soil

Air

(Emergent
vegetation)

Other
herbivores
(Birds)

Other
herbivores
(Animals)

Fig. 1.3 A food web interconnecting the biota in air, water and soil
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1.1.2 Accumulation of Pollutants

A relatively non-degradable pollutant entering one species may eventually spread to all others

in a food web. The fallout of a radioactive isotope from the atmosphere may enter a water body

and eventually accumulate in algae, higher organisms, fish, and finally in man.

As a large mass of food at one trophic level is needed to support life at the next higher trophic

level (the efficiency of energy transfer being about 10 per cent or so), it is evident that the amount

of pollutant originally contained in the large mass of food in one trophic state will be concen-

trated into a smaller mass in the next trophic state. Thus, the concentration of pollutant will

increase at each step in the food chain.
Within an organism, accumulation proceeds simultaneously with �elimination� through natu-

ral processes (e.g. in the case of humans, elimination occurs through sweat, urine, faeces, nails,
hair, etc.) Furthermore, during the time that a substance resides in an organism (or organ), physical
decay or chemical breakdown may also occur. Depending on the nature of the substance, differ-
ent mathematical models can be used to describe the net accumulation of a substance with time.
Field measurements of accumulations give the integral effect of various factors which affect
biological accumulation and elimination, and which may not be easy to separate individually in
a theoretical study.

Drawing upon the example of a relatively conservative substance like dichlorodiphenyltri-
chloroethane (DDT) in fresh water, Odum (1971) has given a striking instance of how build-up
occurs along the food chain. A seemingly negligible concentration in water can be magnified

into substantial values in the various consumers as listed below.

Item DDT, mg/l

Water 0.00005
Plankton 0.04
Minnows (fish) 0.2�0.9
Predator fish 1.3�2.0
Scavenger bird 6.0
Fish-eating duck 22.8

The �biological concentration factor� for a substance is expressed as a ratio of its concentra-

tion in the organism (net weight) to its concentration in the medium (e.g. water). Thus, in the
case of DDT just cited, the concentration factor for plankton is computed as 800 (0.04/0.00005).
The concentration factors range from 1 to 10,000 depending on the organism and the pollutant
substance. Donnier (1975) lists some concentration factors based on studies on the marine envi-
ronment as shown in Table 1.1. Information on concentration factors is useful for setting realistic
standards for water quality. For example, if the concentration of methyl mercury in fish flesh is
not to exceed, say 0.2 mg/kg, and if the concentration factor is, say, 500 for the type of fish
involved, then the permissible concentration of methyl mercury in water is 0.4 mg/l. Conversely,
if the existing concentration in water is greater than 0.4 mg/l, the fishing industry in that area

would have to be stopped, thereby resulting in economic loss.
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Table 1.1: Some concentration factors in the marine environment (Donnier, 1975)

Food Chain Item Cu Zn Cr6 Pb Hg

Pelagic type Plankton 1000 1000 10-20 500 1000
(water�plankton�fish) Fish 20-25 200 2 1 100
Neritic type Plankton 1000 7000 1000 5000 3000
(water�plankton�mollusc) Molluscs 120 1000 40 150 400

Similar concentration factors for various Indian organisms, if available, would be useful in de-

termining pollution control strategies.

1.1.3 Behaviour of Pollutants in Water Bodies

The fate of conservative, non-conservative, and persistent substances in a flowing body of water
such as a river can be illustrated as in Fig. 1.4 which shows some indicators of pollution such as
coliforms, nutrients, dissolved oxygen (DO), etc. Figure 1.4 (a) shows three towns situated on a
river. All these three towns draw their water supply from the same river and discharge their
wastewaters into it. Figure 1.4(b) shows how conservative and persistent pollutants tend to build
up as the river flows past each town. Agricultural run-off from the lands in between the towns
would also contribute to this build-up (not shown in the figure) as non-point sources of pollution.

The effect of degradable organic matter on the DO concentration in the river water is shown
in Fig. 1.4(c). The concentration of oxygen is the result of two different activities progressing
simultaneously in the river: oxygen is used in bacterial activity while it is replenished in the
flowing water by re-aeration from the turbulent surface of the river. The net result is that the
oxygen concentration goes up and down as the river passes from town to town. As far as the
fate of the organics themselves is concerned, their degradation leads to a gradual reduction in
their concentration between the towns as shown by the curves in Fig. 1.4(d). The figure can also
be used to show how bacteria, which are again non-conservative, die after passing each town.

All these are time processes and sufficient time between two towns must elapse for �self-
purification� to occur. Gradually, as self-purification proceeds, organic matter is degraded into
inorganic nutrients, bacterial die-off becomes appreciable thereby rendering the bacteria harm-
less, dissolved oxygen is restored to the river�s original or any other desired value, and so on.
As the river flows, it becomes ready to receive new pollution from the next town. Only the
persistent and accumulative substances tend to remain in the water. In a river such as the Rhine,
reuse is said to occur 52 times before it reaches the sea.

1.1.4 Biodiversity and Ecosystem Stability

The extent and type of an ecological community depends on the vast complex of physical, chemical
and biological conditions present in its environment. The tolerance of an organism to the given
conditions affects both its distribution and its relative dominance within an ecosystem (e.g. algae
will flourish only where light is available, and aerobic decomposers will only be found where
oxygen is available).

The rate and amount of food production at a trophic level affects the number and variety of
consumers at the next higher trophic level. The greater the variety of consumers (namely, the
greater the diversity of species), the more complex and varied the food chains are likely to be,
resulting in an increasing number of �channels� through which energy can flow (Odum 1971).
This increases the stability of the system since an organism may not be dependent on just one
channel for receiving its food (a water distribution system in the form of a network gives a
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better assurance of water supply to an area than if the latter is served by a single pipeline). Thus
it can be said that there is stability in diversity.

The entry of organic wastes into a water body may create an unfavourable environment and
reduce the number of fish species (air pollution may reduce the number of plant species and
birds). Any unfavourable environment would tend to shift the population away from sensitive
species to the more resistant ones, consequently reducing the number of species. If enough food is
available but the environment is unfavourable, only the number of individuals in the resistant type

of species may increase, thus resulting in less variety of species but more individuals per species.

Town A

Drainage
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

River

River

River

River

Water
supply

Initial
concentration

Initial D.O.

Minimum D.O.

Initial bacterial
concentration

Minimum D.O.

Concentration of
conservative pollutant

increases after
each outfall

Town B Town C

Bacterial concentration increases
below each outfall but rapidly

diminishes as natural die off occurs

The D.O. profile sags below
each outfall as biodegradable

organic matter exerts oxygen demand

Fig. 1.4 Typical profiles of conservative and biodegradable pollutants discharged from three towns

located on a river bank
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The concept of �species diversity� is, therefore, increasingly being used as an indicator of pol-

lution. The species diversity index, Kd, can be found by noting the number of different species S,

observed while counting a large enough number of individuals, I. Various equations are used for

estimating the species diversity index. The higher the value of the index, the cleaner will be the

water. For example, the expected value of the index is shown in Table 1.2 for different typical

sites, by using one method.

Table 1.2: Species diversity indices for some typical sites

Site Typical values of Kd

Rain forest water 40�50
Tropical seas 30�40
Bays 5�30
Polluted water <5

Similarly, while going out towards the open sea from a relatively polluted estuary or bay, one
would find that the species diversity increases. Such indices are useful for assessing the environ-
mental impact of waste disposal projects, and for developing local criteria for permissible con-
centrations of certain substances in waste discharges. The measurement of indices before and
after the construction of new waste disposal systems can also provide useful objective informa-
tion on the quality of the waters.

1.1.5 Effects on Water Environment

Figure 1.5 shows the fate of pollutants discharged by man as a result of his industrial and urban
activities. There are no boundaries between the soil, water and gaseous phases of the environ-
ment. Pollution occurring in one phase can get transferred to another, as shown in the figure.

Pollutants entering the environment may either degrade with time or remain inert and thus
undiminished with time. This condition will result in adverse economic and health effects.
Many of these effects become apparent only in the long term and hence tend to be neglected
until it is too late.

1.2 WASTEWATER CHARACTERISTICS

1.2.1 Municipal Wastewater

Domestic wastewater contains organic and inorganic matter in suspended, colloidal and dis-
solved forms. The concentration in the wastewater depends on the original concentration in the
water supply, and the uses to which the water has been put. The climate, and the wealth and
habits of the people have a marked effect on the wastewater characteristics. The presence of
industrial wastes in public sewers can substantially alter the nature of the wastewater. Concen-
trations of wastewater are also affected by the amount of water used per person since in many
communities the amount of solids added per person vary within relatively narrow limits. Thus,
wastewater characteristics vary not only from city to city but also from season to season and
even hour to hour depending on the water supply within a given city.
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Raw domestic wastewater characteristics are shown in Table 1.3. The range of values given is

typical for municipal wastewaters, which are predominantly domestic in character. The wastes

are mainly organic in nature, containing nutrients like carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus, among

others, with relatively high concentrations of micro-organisms. They are readily putrescible, and

the biological degradation of organic matter proceeds even as the wastes flow through sewers,

thereby altering some of its characteristics as time passes. The values given in Table 1.3 refer to

relatively fresh wastes. Furthermore, all values given in Table 1.3 are stated in terms of grams

per capita to facilitate their use for design purposes and for comparison between different com-

munities. Values given in terms of milligrams per litre are obscured by the fact that they depend

on water usage, which varies markedly between communities, especially between those in the

developed and developing countries.

The values of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) generally average around 54 g per person

per day where the sewage collection system is separate from the storm collection system and is

reasonably efficient. In some developing areas, the BOD values may be only 30�40 g per person

per day as all the sewage produced in the area may not be entering the sewer system. Where

combined sewers are used, the BOD values may be about 40 per cent higher, namely 77 g per

person per day.

In the case of offices, factories, schools, etc., where there is a part-time occupancy, the BOD

values are generally taken as half of 54 g per person day or even less. For restaurants and cafete-

rias, each meal served may be taken to contribute one-fourth of 54 g of BOD. Theatres and cinemas

may be taken to contribute one-sixth of 54 g of BOD per seat. Hotels and hospitals, on the other

hand, may contribute as much as 1.5�2.5 times more than the usual 54 g of BOD per person per

day. Domestic sewage is the primary source of nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorous; most

industrial wastes (except the food and fertilizer industries) are relatively minor sources of these

nutrients in municipal wastewaters. In many developing countries, the amount of nitrogen and

phosphorus in wastewaters may lie at the lower end of the ranges shown in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: Domestic wastewater characteristics (Arceivala, 1981)

Item Range of values contributed in wastes (g/capita per day)

Biochemical oxygen demand, 5 days, 20°C (BOD5) 45�54
Chemical oxygen demand 1.6�1.9 ´ BOD5

Total organic carbon 0.6�1.0 ´ BOD5

Total solids 170�220
Suspended solids 70�145
Grit (inorganic, 0.2 mm and above) 5�15
Grease 10�30
Alkalinity (as calcium carbonate, CaCO3) 20�30
Chlorides 4�8
Total nitrogen N 6�12
Organic nitrogen ~ 0.4 ´ total N
Free ammonia ~ 0.6 ´ total N
Nitrite �
Nitrate 0.0�0.5 ´ total N

(Contd.)
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Item Range of values contributed in wastes (g/capita per day)

Total phosphorus, P 0.6 �4.5
Organic phosphorus ~ 0.3 ´ total P
Inorganic (ortho- and polyphosphates) ~ 0.7 ´ total P
Potassium (as potassium oxide K2O) 2.0� 6.0
Micro-organisms present in wastewater (per 100 ml wastewater)
Total bacteria 109� 1010

Coliforms 109�1010

Faecal Streptococci 105�106

Salmonella typhosa 101�104

Protozoan cysts Upto 103

Helminthic eggs Upto 103

Virus (plaque forming units) 102�104

 1: The values given in the table represent approximate daily per capita contributions. To these must be added the contents

in the original water supply. The per capita daily water usage ranges from 180 to 300 litres in most sewered communities

though in some larger cities of Western countries, it may even range up to 500 litres per person. The pH of wastewater

generally ranges from 6.8 to 8.0, again, depending on the raw water quality.

The major nitrogen compound in domestic waste is urea CO(NH2)2, which is readily hydrolyzed to ammonia

(NH3) and carbon dioxide (CO2) by the enzyme urease present in sewage. Hence, NH3 constitutes the major fraction

of total nitrogen in domestic sewage.

At least 80�85 per cent of the water supplied returns as wastewater. Thus, if the water supply

is 180 L /person per day, the wastewater flow Q�at 80 per cent of the supply�is given by the

following equation

Q = (180)(0.8) = 144 to about 150 litres/person-day

BOD5 = 
-

- ´ 354g/person day 10
360 mg/l

150L/person day

Thus, the concentration depends on both the wastewater flow (L) and the biochemical oxygen

demand, five days, 20°C (BOD5) contribution per capita.

1.2.2 Mineral Pick-up from Water Usage

For any country that envisages the reuse of wastewater, it is important to determine the mineral

pick-up from domestic usage of water. Table 1.4 gives some typical values reported as national

averages in the US, while Table 1.5 gives some values reported from Israel (Metcalf and Eddy

Inc., 1990).

In cases where sewers pass through waterlogged soil, infiltration of ground water into the

sewer can modify the above concentrations depending on the nature of the groundwater. The

infiltration estimates vary from 500 to 5000 L/day per km of sewer line.

Table 1.3: (Contd.)
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Table 1.4: Mineral pick-up from domestic usage of water in the USA (Metcalf and Eddy Inc., 1990)

Item Pick-up from one cycle of domestic water (mg/L)

Chlorides, Cl 20�50
Sulphates, SO4 15�30
Nitrates, NO3 20�40

� Phosphates, PO4 20�40
Sodium, Na 40�70
Potassium, K 7�15
Calcium as CaCO3 15�40
Magnesium, Mg 15�40
Boron, B 0.1�0.4
Total dissolved solids 100�300
Total alkalinity as CaCO3 100�150

Table 1.5: Mineral pick-up in sewage from towns and agricultural settlements in Israel (Feinmesser,

1970)

Item Municipal sewagea Agricultural settlementsb

Nitrogen, N, g/capita-day  5.18  7.00
Potassium, K, g/capita-day 2.12 3.22
Phosphorus, P, g/capita-day 0.68 1.23
Chlorides, Cl, g/capita-day 0.54 14.65
Boron, B, g/capita-day 0.04 0.06
Sodium, Na. g/capita-day 0.60 14.75
Total hardness as CaCO3, g/capita-day 2.50 6.25
Total dissolved solids, g/capita-day 40.00 78.00
Electrical conductivity, mmhos/cm 600.00 470.00
Sodium absorption ratio, meq/L 2.00 1.50

a Average of 62 municipalities. Sewage flow @ 100 litres/cap-day
b Average of 250 settlements. Flow @ 250 litres/cap-day including sewage and livestock water.

1.2.3 Industrial Wastewater

The characteristics of industrial wastewaters vary widely from industry to industry, and even

within the same industry, depending on the raw materials used, processes employed, and vari-

ous other factors. It is therefore difficult to generalize, though a few typical values are shown in

Table 1.6. A detailed discussion of the nature of wastes from industries is, however, beyond the

scope of this book.

Grab or Composited Samples: One characteristic of most industrial wastes that must be mentioned

at this stage is the effect of wide fluctuations in both the flow and constituents of a waste while

sampling the effluent. For this reason, it is best to depict such values in terms of the statistical

probabilities of reaching certain values. For example, the wastewater flow and the concentration

of any desired constituent (e.g. phenol, BOD, etc.) can be readily plotted on arithmetic probabil-

ity paper from which the percentage of time that a value is likely to be equalled or exceeded can

be determined.
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Often flow measurement, as well as sampling, have to be done in industries in such a manner

that individual streams from different departments, or even different machines, can be evalu-

ated in order to assess the possibilities of reuse of water, waste reduction, or segregation of

wastes to facilitate treatment and/or disposal. Flow measurement is often done by using a

V-notch weir installed temporarily for this purpose in an existing channel or sewer. For a V with

a 90º notch, the following approximation may be used:

Q m 3/sec = 1.4 (head in metres)2.5

Various other methods of flow approximation are also available.

The duration of sampling for industrial purposes is very important if a �composite� and repre-
sentative sample is to be obtained. Generally, samples can be taken every 15 or 30 minutes,

depending on variability, and composited over a total period long enough to cover one shift of
say eight hours, in the industry or one clear cycle of operation of a specific unit. The tempera-

ture and pH are measured without compositing. It is preferable for the sampling point to be
kept at the mid-depth of a sewer or channel, and for all sources contributing to it to be shown on

a sewer diagram of the industry. The data thus collected can be used to prepare a materials
balance and flow diagram.

Table 1.6: Water Requirement and Wastewater Characteristics of Some Selected Industries*

Industry Water Wastewater characteristics Nature of pollutants and

requirement Quantity BOD Other characteristics effects

items

Food
Beet sugar 27m3/ton 89.5% of 1 kg/ton Food industry wastes, in general,

without reuse intake beet contain much organic matter
whose degradation leads to

3m3/ton depletion of DO in streams
resue and estuaries and likely effects

aquatic life such as fish. Odorous
and anaerobic conditions may
be created.

Cane sugar 500 L/ton 0.6 kg/ton
Meat 5 m3/1000 kg Some food industies operate
slaughter live wt. of seasonally only; they often
houses slaughtered produce solid wastes also.

animals
Meat 30 m3/1000 kg 96.8% of From 3�9 kg
slaughtering live wt. intake packing N/1000 kg
& packing only, 15�20 live wt.
houses kg/1000 kg

of meat
packed

Fruit and 8� 80 m3/ton 67% of
vegetable intake
canning

(Contd.)
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Industry Water Wastewater characteristics Nature of pollutants and
requirement Quantity BOD Other characteristics effects

items

(Contd.)

Beverages
Beer 10 � 15 L per 8 g/L of 0.1� 0.5 g Similar in effects to food industry

litre of beer beer N/L of beer wastes and domestic sewage,
but may have very high BOD.

Milk 2� 10 L per 0.1� 0.2 Wastes from food and beverage
litre of milk kg/100 kg industries are often disposed on

of milk land, where possible by crop
irrigation.

Whisky 20 litre per
litre of whisky

Soft drinks 2�5 L per 600�2000
litre of mg/litre
product

Pulp and paper
Pulp 40�200 Large in volume; problems
manufacture m3/ton often caused by solids,

fibres, and colour. May need
nutrient supplementation in
treatment.

Pulp 80�200
bleaching m3/ton
Paper 40�120
making m3/ton
Integrated 190�230 60�165 kg/ton
pulp and m3/ton
paper mill

Textile
Cotton spin, 120�750 L/kg 93% of 150 7�15 kg Colour problem from dyes; high
weave, and of goods intake kg/1000 kg N/1000 pH due to use of sodium
processing of goods  kg of hydroxide (NaOH) in processing;

goods fluctuating character
Wool 500�600 300 Dyes, grease, high BOD.

L/kg of kg/1000 kg
goods  of goods

Rayon 25� 58 L/kg 30 kg/1000 High pH, sulphides, and Zn.
of goods kg of goods

Nylon 100�150
L/kg of
goods

Polyester 67�133 L/kg 200
of goods kg/1000 kg

of goods

 Table 1.6: (Contd.)
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Industry Water Wastewater characteristics Nature of pollutants and
requirement Quantity BOD Other characteristics effects

items

Chemical
Petroleum 200�400 L per 45 g/barrel Phenol: 4 Problems caused by oil emulsions,
refining 117 litre g/barrel phenol, and sulphides. Taste and

barrel of oil odour, toxicity, thermal pollution.
Soap 200 m3/ton Grease, solids, and high pH. May
manufacture contain phosphates and

non-degradable organics.
Detergents 13 m3/ton
Fertilizers Per ton of 10�25 kg High nitrogen content toxic to

NH3: NH3 per fish; also promotes
carbon slurry, ton NH3 eutrophication.
2500 L manufact'd
Scrubber, Phosphatic fertilizers give
100�800L phosphorus in wastes
NH3 plant,
2000�7000 L
Urea plant, 6�22.5 kg
3000�5000 L urea/ton

NH3

Metal plating 1�25 L per 1�15 mg May have toxicity problem with
L of plating CN per sludge, CN�, Cd, Cr, Zn, etc.
solution litre Affect stream life.  Some sub-

stances persist in food chain
3�100 mg
Cr per litre
0�25 mg Ni
per litre

Miscellaneous
Tanneries 2.0�8.0 9 kg/100 kg Suspended Hair, solids, sludge, high pH,

m3/100 kg of hides solids high BOD, and odour.
of hides 22�30 kg

per 100 kg
Total dissolved solids: 35�40 kg/100 kg

*Values included in this Table have been taken from various sources, and indicate order of magnitude values.

Actual values may vary from plant to plant.

Example 1.1 Estimate the flow, BOD, and total nitrogen received at a waste treatment plant serving the

following:

1. A population of 180,000 persons with water supply at 100 L/capita-day
2. Meat slaughter and packing, 5000 kg live weight/day

3. Brewery, 80,000 L/day of beer
4. Cotton integrated mill, 50,000 kg/day

 Table 1.6: (Contd.)
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The estimated values are tabulated below along with the assumed basis of calculation in each case.

Item Assumed basis Estimated values

Flow BOD5 Total N Flow BOD5 Total N
(m3/day) (kg/day) (kg/day)

180,000 100 L/capita 54 g/capita 8 g/capita 18,000 9,700 1,440
population day day day

Meat 29 m3/ 50 kg L/ 6 kg/ 145 250 30
1,000 kg 1,000 kg 1,000 kg

(slaughter
 and pack)

Beer 10 L/per 8.0 g/L 0.3 g/L 800 587 24
litre beer beer beer

Cotton 500 L/kg 150 kg/ 10 kg/ 25,000 7,500 500
integrated  1,000 kg  1,000 kg
mill

 Total 43, 945 18,037 1,994

Hence,

BOD5 =
18,037 10

43,945 10

6

3

´

´
 = 410 mg/l

and, total N =
1 994 10

43 945 10

6

3

,

,

´

´
 = 45.4 mg/l.

Example 1.2. A wastewater flow of 10,000 m3/day is received at a sewage treatment plant. The popula-

tion served is 40,000 and there are a few industries in addition. If the BOD5 of the wastewater is 400

mg/l, estimate the BOD due to: (i) domestic sewage, and (ii) industries.

Total BOD5 =
´ ´ 3

6

400 10,000 10

10
 = 4000 kg/d

 Estimated BOD5 due to domestic sewage = 
´

3

40, 000 54

10
 = 2160 kg/d

BOD5 due to industries = 4,000 �2,160 = 1,840 kg/day (i.e., 45% of the total) .

1.2.4 Fluctuations in Flow and Composition

It is important not only to know the values of the usual parameters such as flow, Q, five-day
BOD i.e., BOD5; ultimate biochemical oxygen demand (BODU), chemical oxygen demand (COD),
suspended solids (volatile and fixed), total solids, temperature, pH, alkalinity, total kjeldahl ni-
trogen (TKN), phosphates, phosphorus, and such other items, but also whether any toxic sub-
stances are likely to be present, and if so, in what concentrations and for what durations of time.
It is also equally important to know the likely magnitude of fluctuations, and with a sufficient
number of samples it may be possible to express flows, BOD, etc., as 50 percentile (i.e., average),
90 percentile, and 99 percentile values.

Generally, the hydraulic design of a plant has to be sufficient to meet 99 percentile values,
whereas organic loading is often based on 50 percentile values, though higher values have some-
times been used in the interest of a consistently high quality effluent. Sludge handing facilities
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are also based on 50 percentile values, but final settling tanks are preferably sized on the peak
flow rates (see Chapter 16).

In the case of municipal wastewater, the typical range of per capita values given above can be
used alongwith the expected flows to estimate the concentrations of BOD, TKN, solids, etc. As is
well known, plant designs are sometimes based on little, if any reliable field data, and success
then becomes a hit or miss proposition.

For a town, the ratio of the maximum daily flow to the average daily flow depends on the
contributory population and its flow rate. For small flows of 3000�4000 m3/day, the ratio may be
3.0 while for larger flows of 50,000�100,000 m3/day, the ratio may be 2.0�2.25. Similarly, the

minimum flow to average flow ratios may vary from 1/2 to 1/3 only.

1.3 WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT IN INDIA

Wastewater management in India has come a long way since its early beginnings in the 1960s
when the first Central Pollution Control Board was established in Delhi. In the initial years,
emphasis was rightly placed more on the microbiological contaminants in water that affect pub-
lic health, but gradually, increasing attention started being paid to other media like air, soil and
hazardous substances such as heavy metals and toxic non-biodegradables. As in other develop-
ing societies, efforts at pollution control in India were affected during the initial years by the lack
of political will (mainly due to lack of general awareness), lack of personnel with first-hand
experience and expertise, and a rather vague set of priorities typically seen in a newly sovereign
nation facing a multitude of accumulated problems that have to be solved with totally inad-
equate resources.

While the whole history of pollution control in India cannot be recounted here, two aspects of
the situation which would also benefit other Asian readers need to be highlighted. These are:

1. Development of criteria and standards for pollution control, explaining the philosophy on
which this exercise is based, and

2. Types of wastes and applicable rules in India for their control.

1.3.1 Development of Criteria and Standards for Pollution Control

It is best to use an example to show how criteria and standards are developed for the control of

a persistent and toxic substance. Arceivala (1981) has given some relevant highlights for methyl
mercury in water and fish food. Such work takes years to perform and involves inputs from
toxicologists, epidemiologists, environmental scientists, sociologists and others, besides securing
actual field evidence of the health effects of consumption of the substance in question.

The following data for methyl mercury have been extracted from various sources such as
WHO, FAO, Swedish and Japanese findings:

Substance: Methyl mercury

Routes of entry: Mainly alimentary canal, respiratory tract, skin

Critical organ: Central nervous system, brain

Distribution in body: 10 per cent of total body burden is lodged mostly in the brain.

Excretal routes: Faeces, urine and hair.

Biological elimination rate: The half-life is 70�90 days. The elimination rate is 0.01 per day.

Epidemiological evidence: (1) Lowest reported levels of methyl mercury in the brains of persons
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who died in Japan was about 5 ug/g brain weight at the onset of the disease. (2) Poisoning of
adults sensitive to methyl mercury occurred on exposure to about 0.3 mg of methyl mercury/
day through fish.

Some typical mercury data: (1) WHO international drinking water guidelines require mercury in
surface waters to be < 1.0 ug/L. (2) Mercury intake from average US diets is 10 ug/day. (3)
Marine fish from uncontaminated waters (Sweden) contain 0.01 to 0.10 ug/g fresh fish. (4) The
per capita fish consumption in Sweden averages 30 g/day.

The above data show that  the total weight of mercury upon death in an average brain size of
1.6 kg is likely to be 1600g x 5 ug/g = 8 mg. If this constitutes 10 per cent of Total Body Burden
(TBB), the latter would be 80 mg. If the daily elimination rate is 1 per cent of the TBB, the mass
eliminated daily = 0.8 mg/day. Hence, in order to ensure steady state conditions, the methyl
mercury intake should not exceed 0.8 mg/day. However, other epidemiological evidence from
Japan for susceptible individuals, which is given above, indicates that it would be desirable to
limit the intake to 0.3 mg/day rather than 0.8 mg/day. Applying a safety factor of 10, the Ac-
ceptable Daily Intake (ADI) would be 0.03 mg/day.

A knowledge of the dietary habits of the people, can help one arrive at a �derived limit� the
methyl mercury content of fish flesh to facilitate ease of routine control. For Sweden, with its
relatively high fish consumption habit, the derived limit (or standard) is 0.2 mg/kg fish flesh.

The development of criteria is different from that of standards. The latter entail a political deci-
sion in which a certain element of risk is balanced against cost. For example, in the case of mercury
just described, it is possible that if the Swedish standard of 0.2 mg/kg fish flesh were applied in a
developing country, it would cause unemployment among a sizable section of the fishing commu-
nity. Sweden may thus wish to relax the limit to 0.5 mg/kg knowing that the heavy fish eaters in
its community may cross the ADI. However, as long as the ADI does not exceed the toxic level,
relaxation of the limit would remain a political decision merely reducing the factor of safety, and
can therefore be allowed. Thus, standards may vary from nation to nation within a relatively
narrow margin as long as public health is not sacrificed for economic benefit.

Most countries do not have the ability to undertake the development of criteria and standards
for different pollutants on their own. These countries may either join together and work with
organizations like the WHO and FAO to develop standards for specific substances or just adopt

the standards developed by other countries with minor modifications to suit local conditions.

1.3.2 Types of Wastes and Applicable Rules in India

A community produces various types of wastes including solids, liquids and gaseous. These

wastes may be of domestic, commercial or industrial origin and are generally required to meet

specific discharge standards in each case.

In India, domestic and industrial wastewaters have to meet the standards set out in the Envi-

ronmental (Protection) Third Amendment Rules (1993) and Water (Prevention and Control of

Pollution) Act (1974). In order to meet the general discharge standards (see Table 1.7), a different

degree of treatment has to be given for discharge to either surface waters, coastal waters, public

sewers or land. Minimum national standards have also been specified in the case of certain

industries (CII Publication, 1995).
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Hazardous wastes are governed by the Hazardous Wastes (Management and Handling) Rules

(1989) which specify certain categories of wastes that are considered hazardous if they exceed

specified quantities. The classification of hazardous wastes is based on reactivity, corrosivity,

ignitability and toxicity. A hazardous waste may be solid, sludge, slurry, liquid or even gaseous.

The 18 categories of hazardous wastes identified in India include solvents, oil and tarry wastes,

cyanide, wastes with certain heavy metals, and wastes from certain industries (e.g. paints, dyes,

pesticides, phenols, asbestos). The rules specify stringent requirements for their disposal.

Radioactive wastes, though also hazardous, are required to comply with special rules under

the Atomic Energy Act (1982). Ambient air quality levels as well as gaseous wastes from station-

ary sources such as industries are governed by the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act

(1981), whereas emissions from mobile sources are controlled by rules framed under the Central

Motor Vehicles Act (1993).

Solid wastes from municipal sources generally involve municipal collection and disposal sys-

tems and are, therefore, left to the management of local authorities. Most of this management till

recently included indiscriminate dumping for land-filling. However, as a result of court orders,

municipal solid wastes are now required to be segregated and either recovered or composted

and reused. Hospital wastes are also required to be handled separately at the source instead of

being disposed with municipal garbage. Industrial solid wastes can be either hazardous or non-

hazardous and, strictly speaking, should be separated so that hazardous wastes can be brought

under the ambit of the relevant rules referred to earlier, while only the non-hazardous wastes

(e.g. debris) should be picked up by the municipal authorities along with the general garbage.

Unfortunately, this strict separation has not always been undertaken in India and the leachate

from such dumps often contains seriously hazardous wastes. All this is now changing.

Table 1.7: Schedule VI of environment (protection) third Amendment Rules, 1993
(1)(2)

Sr. No. Parameter Standards

Inland Public Land for Marine coastal
surface sewers irrigation areas
mwater

(a) (b) (c) (d)

1. Colour and odour � � � � (See footnote)

2. Suspended solids 100 600 200 (a) For process
 mg/L, Max waste water-100

(b) For cooling water
effluent, 10 per cent
above total suspended
matter of influent.

3. Particle size of Shall pass (a) Floatable solids,
suspended solids 850 micron solids max. 3 mm

IS Sieve

(Contd.)
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Sr. No. Parameter Standards

Inland Public Land for Marine coastal
surface sewers irrigation areas
water

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(b) Settleable solids, max.
856 microns

4. pH value 5.5�9.0 5.5�9.0 5.5�9.0 5.5�9.0

5. Temperature Shall not � � Shall not exceed 5°C
exceed 5°C above the receiving
above the water temperature
receiving
water
temperature

6. Oil and grease 10 20 10 20
mg/L, Max

7. Total residual 1.0 � � 1.0
chlorine mg/L, Max

8. Ammoniacal 50 50 � 50
nitrogen as (N)
mg/L, Max

9. Total kjeldahl 100 � � 100
nitrogen (as N)
mg/L, Max

10 Free ammonia 5.0 � � 5.0
(as NH3) mg/L, Max

11. Biochemical 30 350 100 100
oxygen demand (5
days at 20°C),
mg/L, Max

12. Chemical oxygen 250 � � 250
demand mg/L, Max

13. Arsenic (as AS) mg/L 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

14. Mercury (as Hg) 0.01 0.01 � 0.01
mg/L, Max

15. Lead (as Pb) mg/L, Max 0.1 0.1 � 2.0

16. Cadmium (as Cd) 2.0 1.0 � 2.0
mg/L, Max

17. Hexavalent chromium 0.1 2.0 � 1.0
(as Cr + 6) mg/L, Max

18. Total chromium (as Cr) 2.0 2.0 � 2.0

Table 1.7: (Contd.)

(Contd.)
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Sr. No. Parameter Standards

Inland Public Land for Marine coastal
surface sewers irrigation areas
water

(a) (b) (c) (d)

mg/L, Max

19. Copper (as Cu) 3.0 3.0 � 3.0

mg/L, Max

20 Zinc (as Zn) mg/L, Max 5.0 15 � 15

21. Selenium (as Se) 0.05 0.05 � 0.05

mg/L, Max

22. Nickel (as Ni) 3.0 3.0 � 5.0

mg/L, Max

23. Cyanide (as CN) 0.2 2.0 0.2 0.2

mg/L, Max

24. Fluoride (as F) 2.0 15 � 15

mg/L, Max

25 Dissolved phosphates 5.0 � � �

(as P) mg/L, Max

26. Sulphide (as S) 2.0 � � 5.0

27. Phenolic compounds 1.0 5.0 � 5.0

(as C6H5OH) mg/

L, Max

28. Radioactive materials

(a) Alpha emitters 10-7 10-7 10-8 10-7

micro-curie mg/L, Max

(b) Beta emitters 10-6 10-6 10-7 10-6

micro-curie, mg/L, Max

29. Bio-assay test after 90% 90% 90% 90%

96 hours in 100% survival survival survival survival

effluent of fish of fish of fish of fish

30. Manganese (as Mn) 2 mg/L 2 mg/L 2 mg/L 2 mg/L

31. Iron (as Fe) 3 mg/L 3 mg/L 3 mg/L 3 mg/L

32. Vanadium (as V) 0.2 mg/L 0.2 mg/L � 0.2 mg/L

33. Nitrate nitrogen 10 mg/L � � 20 mg/L

(1) These standards shall be applicable to industries, operations or processes other than those specified in Schedule I.

(2) All efforts should be made to remove colour & unpleasant odour as far as practicable.

Figure 1.6 shows the titles of the applicable rules and regulations specified by the control
authorities in India for each type of waste. These requirements have to be met while deciding

upon the type of treatment required. In some cases, more than one requirement may have to be

met.

Table 1.7: (Contd.)
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Wastes can �crossover� from one medium to another: Scrubbers used in air pollution control

can give liquid wastes; liquid wastes can result in precipitates, sludges, slurries or even solid

wastes. One of the situations that can arise, especially where industrial and domestic wastes are

combined as in the case of common effluent treatment plants (CETPs), is that the treated effluent

may meet the required liquid effluent standards, but the sludge from the setting tank has to

meet the stricter, hazardous waste requirements which may even involve disposal of sludge

after drying to a special secure, (i.e. non-leaching) landfill. Thus, different regulations may apply

to different components of a waste and treatment needs to be provided accordingly.

1.4 SOME ISSUES CONCERNING WASTEWATER DISPOSAL TO THE ENVIRONMENT

In order to further illustrate the ecosystem approach required for pollution control, examples are

given below of some of the important issues involved in wastewater disposal to the environ-

ment, starting with rivers and moving on to lakes, coastal waters and finally to land. What is

given below applies equally not only to India but also to Asia and, in fact, the whole world.

1.4.1 Wastewater Disposal to Rivers

A river is not just a long lake. Differences are imposed in a river by the shorter time of residence

of water in it before it reaches the sea, and by the dynamics of its flow conditions. The velocity

of water in a river varies from section to section and so do the impacts on its ecology. Thus, the

entire river ecosystem consisting of the river, its catchment area, its tributaries and any lakes

lying in between, must be fully considered while evaluating its environmental impacts.

In a populous country like India, characterized with ever-increasing abstraction of water from

the rivers for various use including industrial use the waters available per capita in the rivers

today are only half to one-third of what they were just 30 years ago. Thus, the natural dilution of

wastewaters is greatly reduced and they have to be treated to a higher degree in order to retain

the original water quality in the rivers. Moreover, in the context of modern industrial and urban

development, various additional parameters have to be kept in view besides the traditional BOD5,

DO and suspended solids.

Organic wastes introduce nutrients into the river waters and affect their productivity. The

resulting heavy algal growths cause difficulties in water treatment in downstream supplies and

promote eutrophication in the affected lakes. Nitrification places an additional demand on the

oxygen resources of the river waters. The accumulation of detergents, pesticides, heavy metals

and other non-biodegradable substances in downstream waters can also adversely affect the

beneficial uses of river waters. Figure 1.4 indicates how the build-up of conservative, non-biode-

gradable substances occurs in a river system owing to discharges in the river from town after

town. In modern times, the river waters need to be tested for �Carbon-Chloroform-Extract� (CCE)

and �Polycyclic-Aromatic-Hydrocarbons� (PAH) in order to measure the various organics and

other adsorbable materials that are present in river waters in concentrations which are too small

to be enumerated individually but which can be collectively significant in terms of their hygienic

and organoleptic properties. These tests are generally not performed in India.

Recent reports that Indian groundwaters used for making aerated drinks contain pesticides

have attracted a lot of attention. However, pesticides (mainly from agricultural run-offs) enter

all river waters in India and are therefore present in all drinking waters supplied in the country

since no plant provides any special treatment for their removal. The presence of pesticides and a
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few other pollutants has unfortunately been overlooked so far during the formulation of

drinking water standards.

In several US streams, field surveys have reported coliform die-off rates ranging from 1.0 to

1.8 per day, signifying a river flow time of about one to two days for 99 per cent die-off of

coliforms. Again, the US experience indicates that a coliform concentration of up to 5,000 per

100 ml in the raw waters can be routinely brought down to drinking water standards through

chemically aided sedimentation, filtration and disinfection. More data of this type is urgently

needed to tackle Indian conditions. Fig. 1.4 shows a typical curve for the purpose of illustration.

The Dissolved Oxygen (DO) profile of streams shows a diurnal variation as shown in Fig. 1.4.

The DO replenished from the atmospheric transfer of oxygen at the air�water interface (K2)

continues at a more or less even rate throughout the day and night while the bio-degradation of

organic matter also consumes oxygen throughout the day and night but at a rate given by Kr,

which is high at the beginning as the wastewaters freshly enter a stream and gradually decreases

as stabilization of its organic content occurs. This creates a typical sagging curve with a critical

(minimum) value of the DO reached at some distance downstream from the wastewater

discharge point. At this critical point, the DO in the stream has to be at least a little more than 2

mg/L for most coarse fish to survive. Salmon and trout fish require higher values of DO of 4 to

5 mg/L. This enables one to determine from first principles the permissible BOD value of the

wastewater to be discharged after treatment.

Strategies for river water quality control: In India, the above-mentioned method of

determining permissible values of BOD in treated wastewaters is not used since Indian rivers

are mostly rain-fed and are therefore, generally not perennial. In fact, most rivers, streams and

nallahs (drains) in India dry up for some months of the year. This is the biggest difference be-

tween Indian rivers and the rivers of the Western countries where the rivers always have some

flow throughout the year. Hence, India prefers to use relatively fixed �effluent discharge�

standards rather than �river water quality� standards. The effluent discharge standards are given

in Table 1.7.

The conventional approach to river water quality control in India entails wastewater treat-

ment at each individual outfall. This requires every discharger to install and operate a treatment

facility. In order to optimize such a procedure, the water bodies are generally classified accord-

ing to the major use to which they are likely to be put, such as:

· Drinking water supplies

· Fish culture

· Agricultural use

· Recreational use

· Industrial use

· Navigational use.

For each typical use, the desired water quality objectives are established and the standards

promulgated accordingly. All standards need to be reviewed periodically and updated to take

into account increases in the contributing population (which increases fresh water abstraction

from a river and also makes it more polluted) and new development/industrialization occurring

in an area. Water resources must obviously be allocated to each region in order to optimize that
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region�s water resources for various uses. Often, more lax standards may be made applicable to

the lower reaches of a river, especially where the river is tidal. Sometimes, where topography

permits, the entire lower portion of a river may be used for wastewater discharge purposes

while an adjoining tributary carrying fresh water may be reserved for providing water supply

and for recretional purposes in the area.

Stream flow regulation is another strategy that is sometimes followed for low flow augmenta-

tion where necessary. Adequate storage capacity may be provided in upstream reservoirs to

enable the release of additional quantities of water to flush down wastewaters discharged into a

river, thereby, ensuring more dilution and higher DO content in downstream waters. Stream

flow regulation can also be brought about in favourable situations through the inter-basin trans-

fer of waters if topography and an ecological evaluation so permit. Another form of stream flow

regulation is the augmentation of flow through rainwater harvesting by providing check dams

and weirs in suitable soils in order to force the rainwater underground as far as possible, and to

let it emerge at lower levels to augment stream flows. Weirs can also be used to influence veloc-

ity, re-aeration, time of flow, and such other aspects of the stream flow.

The ecological consequences of any form of resource allocation or stream flow regulation can be

complex and difficult to predict (especially where the political climate may be overwhelmingly in

favour of a particular action). The construction of the Aswan Dam in Egypt is a case in point.

In-stream treatment is another possible strategy where the stream flows are perennial and the

necessary organizational and legal framework exists. This process generally consists of provid-

ing in-stream aeration at low flow times to prevent the DO content at some downstream point

from falling below the desirable limits. It can be very cost-effective since aeration would be

required only during low flow periods in the stream.

The disposal of wastewaters after treatment for land irrigation or to coastal waters are other

strategies available for consideration. These alternatives are, in fact, often favoured wherever

feasible since the corresponding discharge standards are relatively more lenient than for rivers

(see Table 1.7).

1.4.2 Wastewater Disposal to Lakes

Every lake in India is reported to be polluted, and many lakes have been ruined in recent times (as

per observations in 2004-05) through the indiscriminate discharge of untreated wastewaters either

out of ignorance of the consequences or due to the failure to adequatly treat the ever-increasing

volumes of urban and industrial wastewaters in the country. The unchecked pollution has ren-

dered the lakes unfit for supporting various legitimate functions. The water quality in a lake is

primarily the result of land use in the surrounding catchment area of the lake ecosystem, including

its tributaries. Uncontrolled land use leads to deterioration in the quality of water in a lake. As in

the story of �like father, like son!�, the quality of land, determines the quality of the lake.

Pollution may be natural as caused by the soil, dead vegetation, debris, etc., or it may be

man-made as contributed by industrial, urban and human sources within the catchment area of

a lake. Shallow lakes and ponds may be well-mixed owing to the wind effects, but deep lakes,

especially in the colder regions, may show thermal stratification twice a year, for some days

during the cold winter season and again during the hot summer season when the temperature
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differences between the upper layer (the epilimnion) and lower layer (the hypolimnion) may be

substantially different and thus stratified because considerable energy would be required for

vertical mixing. The temperature profile during the in-between periods may be more or less

uniform from top to bottom and wind-induced lake �overturning� can occur at such times rela-

tively more easily. At the time of overturn, all material from the hypolimnion moves up to the

epilimnion and vice versa (see Fig. 1.7).

Among the nutrients that might enter a lake, nitrogen and phosphorus are of special interest.

However, in a lake ecosystem, phosphorus is of greater interest than nitrogen since uncontrolled

nitrogen can enter a lake through nitrogen fixation in blue-green algae naturally growing in a

lake, whereas phosphorous can only enter through sewage and other organic wastes and from

eroded soil (with previously adsorbed phosphorus on it). Thus, the entry of phosphorus can be

controlled if desired. It is also often the limiting nutrient.

Lakes are generally grouped according to their trophic status, i.e., their nutrient or nourish-

ment status or their �algal productivity� as follows:

· Oligotrophic (poorly nourished)

· Mesotrophic (moderately nourished)

· Eutrophic (well nourished).

Fig. 1.7 Typical biological activity in a lake

Oligotrophic lakes are deep, have clear water and exhibit low productivity. The algae density

in such lakes is low and algal blooms are rare. Under aerobic conditions, the liberated phosphate

ions tend to form insoluble complexes with iron and manganese, thereby getting removed from

the water and entering the bottom sediments. Most Indian lakes do not fall in this category.
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Eutrophic lakes, on the other hand, are shallow or moderately deep, and are typically rich in

plant nutrients and in organic materials. They exhibit relatively higher rates of algal productivity

and algal blooms, and may also have a prolific weed growth (littoral vegetation). The hypolimnium

may be anaerobic at certain times of the year. In the course of time, littoral vegetation may invade

larger and larger areas of the lake and shallow eutrophic lakes may eventually end up as swamps

or marshes, on the way to final extinction. Mesotrophic lakes lie in between oligotrophic and

eutrophic lakes. Many lakes in India are of the eutrophic type caused by the entry of gross pollu-

tion in them.

Correlation Studies: The concentration of phosphorus in a lake under holothermic conditions has

been correlated to the trophic status of the lake. While the precise limiting concentrations of

nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are not easy to prescribe, the view in colder countries is that in

order to avoid eutrophication, phosphorus should be limited to 50 ug/L in waters directly enter-

ing a lake and 100 ug/L for waters entering rivers.

It is better to use a graphical approach like the one shown in Fig 1.8 as it helps in land use

planning within a lake�s catchment area. This diagram, originally prepared by Vollenweider for

Fig. 1.8 WHO/CEPIS regional warm-water tropical lakes program
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lakes in the colder (temperate) regions has been modified by WHO/CEPIS (1989) by using data

from 23 warm water �tropical� lakes (defined as those with an annual average of 15oC or more in

southern USA and South America, and later tested for validity in Africa also). Figure 1.8 depicts

a modified diagram for warm water lakes. This figure shows how land use affects the trophic

status of a lake. Land use determines the areal loading of P in g/m2 per year on the lake surface

while the lake morphology is described by its depth, Z, meters and detention time, tw , in years.

The graph plots the (areal loading of phosphorus/Z) against the detention time tw.

The Hussain Sagar lake in Hyderabad, India, studied by the author in 1995 is plotted in this

graph as a eutrophic lake. The remedial measures taken have been discussed in Chapter 15

entitled �Reuse of Water for Augmenting Public Water Supplies�.

The inflows of N and P from a few types of land uses are indicated in Table 1.8. In the absence

of data pertaining to India, this table is based on US and European conditions given in literature.

It can be used in India for preparing a rough inventory of phosphorus likely to flow into a lake

from a given catchment area and can help form a suitable strategy for controlling this inflow.

Table 1.8: Typical nutrient inflows from different sources in western countries

Source Nitrogen Phosphorus

Direct rainfall on lake area 1 mg/L in rain 0.1 mg/L in rain

Forest run-off 300 kg/km2/year 6.0 kg/km2/year

Mixed agricultural areas 1000 kg/km2/year 50 kg/km2/year

Urban storm run-off 900 kg/km2/year 90 kg/km2/year

Sewered population (raw) 12 g/capita/day 3g/capita/day

Sewered population (treated) 50% of raw  50% of raw

Unsewered population 30% of raw 30% of raw

Industries As per analysis As per analysis

Entry of Gross Pollution: In India, the problem with most lakes is the uncontrolled and untreated

entry of urban sewage, industrial wastewater, storm run-off, and even some municipal solid

waste, directly into the lakes. Hence, in most cases, the health of lakes can be easily restored if

the gross pollution entering into them can be controlled by the diversion of the polluting wastes

into intercepting or other sewers, which would carry the wastes away from the lakes, and by

proper treatment of the pollutants before discharge. Once this is done, the condition of a lake

can steadily improve and its normal beneficial uses can be restored. The surrounding land val-

ues would also increase for evident reasons.

A related problem in many Indian cities is the presence of several open nallahs carrying foul,

smelling and filthy matter, which run right through the middle of cities and feed their noxious

contents into the lakes. People also live in slums around such nallahs and dispose their domestic

garbage into these drains which adds to their filth. Where the funds are available, these open

nallahs can be discontinued and replaced by proper sewerage and storm water drainage sys-

tem. However, since adequate funds are never available for such extensive remodelling, cheaper
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methods have to be employed mainly to eliminate the stink from the wastewaters and to reduce

the filth and pollution in the slum dwellers� surroundings. Some natural methods of treatment

within the nallah itself also need to be introduced as has been successfully done in a few cases in

India, which are discussed later in Chapters 14 and 15.

Effects of Deforestation: In a country like India where illegal felling of trees is rampant in

some regions, it would be interesting to know what effect deforestation has on the local ecol-

ogy of the area. Borman (1973) explains the results of a unique, full-scale study conducted by

the US Forest Service who literally cut down the existing forest covering a relatively large

water-shed area extending over 15.6 ha in order to study the effects of deforestation on the

stream flow and its quality.

The average volume of stream flow after deforestation was found to have increased by as

much as 40% over the earlier average. As was expected, this increased flow led to greater ero-

sion. The particulate matter contained in the flow increased 4.3 times while the net washout of

dissolved inorganic substances increased 14.6 times.

Deforestation also reduced the flow of ammonia nitrogen (NH3-N) to higher plants but in-

creased its flow to nitrifying organisms, thus considerably increasing the concentration of ni-

trates in the stream. The increased H+ (hydrogen ions) released through increased nitrification

replaced metallic cations on the soil exchange surfaces and thus, Ca, Mg, K, and Na concentra-

tions in the stream water increased correspondingly. Hence, the character of the stream flow and

of the soil both changed. Such is the effect of deforestation. More effects would manifest them-

selves in the longer term. The effects would also carry on further as the stream flow continues

downstream and enters lakes and agricultural fields.

1.4.3 Wastewater Disposal to Coastal Waters

Wastewater disposal to coastal waters is a tricky business! Firstly, there are several ecosystems

and their ecological effects are complex. Things are complicated further by salinity, tides, waves,

currents and other such phenomena.

Figure 1.9 provides a definition sketch of a coastal area showing the traditional extent of the

continental shelf, the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ), etc. The mean sea level is the plane about

which the tide level oscillates. The mean high tide and mean low tide are the average heights of

all the high waters and of all the low waters measured over a period of several years. In India,

the CRZ is further designated as I, II, etc. in terms of the land use and pollution potential. Less

than about 5 per cent of the ocean area is involved in the continental shelf but this is the most

important from the viewpoint of waste disposal. Seas generally connect with an ocean or a

larger sea, but are sometimes land-locked (enclosed seas) and behave differently.

The connecting passage affects the sea water quality through nutrient entrapment. The

Mediterranean Sea, for example, is an enclosed sea and only 1.0 per cent of its volume flows out

annually. Bays and gulfs are a part of a sea or ocean forming a curved recess into the land. A bay

is smaller than a gulf but has the same general character. The Indian Ocean is an open ocean but

the Bay of Bengal and the seas around the various islands in the Ocean have current patterns
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Fig. 1.9 Definition sketches

and nutrients in varying concentrations. Estuaries exist where a river meets a sea and constitute

important areas for habitation since history shows that they were generally the first water bod-

ies to develop. Moreover, estuaries support fish which move up a river for spawning and return

to the sea at other times. They are thus susceptible to estuarine pollution.

Fish foods, both from estuaries as well as the open sea, constitute an important source of

livelihood and nourishment for the relatively large coastal populations of India. Interestingly,

fish act like a �boomerang�, bringing back to the people on their dining tables all the conservative

and toxic pollutants that the community vainly tries to throw out to the sea along with polluted

wastewaters. Such is the power of the food chains! The degradable organics, however, undergo

bio-degradation in the sea in the same manner as they do in a river, with the only difference

being that in the case of a river, all the problems occur downstream for someone else whereas in

the case of the sea, the same community suffers from its actions.

In the coastal areas of many countries including India, each river that empties into the sea

washes down with it all the polluting wastes, nutrients and debris from the upstream land which

it drains. Similarly, all the drains which carry storm run-off from a coastal city (e.g. Mumbai)

generally discharge their wastes into the near shore waters along the coastline. Such discharges

also carry nutrients and other wastes washed into the storm drains. Sanitary sewers, on the

other hand, first discharge into a treatment plant and thence to the sea via outfalls.  In the case

of an over-populated city like Mumbai, overloaded sanitary sewers are �relieved� through a bye-

pass from the sewer into the storm drains. Thus, even some raw sewage directly enters the

coastal waters instead of the outfalls and swimming in such waters is a positive hazard. The
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BOD values of sea waters normally range from 1.0 to 3.0 mg/L, but in case of polluted shore-

lines (like that of Mumbai) they may reach 30�40 mg/L on occasion. When travelling by air, one

often clearly sees the relatively bright greenish colour of the algae-laden coastal waters just ad-

joining the land mass and the bluish colour of the waters of the open sea.

Global warming is also raising the sea levels all around India and all low-lying coastal areas

are likely to exhibit its adverse health and other ill-effects in due course.

The water quality objectives that need to be met in the case of sea disposal are essentially

meant to protect people�s health and promote the beneficial uses of coastal waters by minimiz-

ing their impact on the micro-environment. For instance, odours, and the presence of floatables

(oil, solid wastes) may cause aesthetic problems such as the discoloration of water, thereby af-

fecting recreational and navigational uses and riparian land values. Other ecological effects would

arise from oxygen depletion, excessive primary productivity, reduction in water transparency,

species diversity, and important health effects resulting from the bio-accumulation of pollutants

in the fish food chain and/or affecting the taste of the fish.

In many coastal cities, municipal wastewater is carried out into the sea by �outfalls� of ad-

equate length and discharged into the sea either at the end of the pipe or through a set of

�diffusers�. Dissolved oxygen requirements have to be met, especially in the vicinity of the dis-

charge point where the �plume� rises vertically and then flows away horizontally (see Fig. 1.10).

Diffusers tend to mix the low density wastewater well with the higher density sea water such

that the resulting density of the plume makes it rise only up to the pycnocline level, thus leaving

it submerged below the sea surface, unseen by the general public.

From the viewpoint of health, apart from the bio-accumulation in fish, coliform requirements

also have to be met at bathing beaches and shellfish grounds.

Treatment and Disposal Strategy: While assessing the environmental impact of a pollution control

system for sea disposal, one has to assess the proposed wastewater treatment facility and the

outfall design together for arriving at an optimum design.

A minimum degree of treatment is always given to all urban wastewater before it is dis-

charged into the sea. Attention is always paid to screening for the removal of any unsightly

floating objects, of oil and grease and of grit-like solids, which might settle in the outfalls at low

flow and obstruct the normal flow later.

Persistent substances must be controlled at their very source (during manufacture and use)

itself and should not be discharged in the wastewaters, as far as possible. From the point of view

of bio-accumulation, persistent substances like mercury, cadmium, lead, chromium and arsenic,

as also radio-isotopes, hydrocarbons, oils, PCBs, and pesticides like DDT, aldrin, dieldrin,

malathion, from agricultural and other run-offs should not be present in discharges to the sea.

Wastes, no doubt, undergo much dilution in a sea, but the biological accumulation of persistent

substances in the food chain may cancel out that benefit (the boomerang effect). Thus the removal

of these substances at source is the best way of treating wastewaters.

All waste stabilization (BOD removal) is left to occur in the sea through natural biological

processes. Some biological pre-treatment on land is considered only if it proves to be cost-effec-

tive in shortening the outfall length. Advanced treatment to remove nutrients may be necessary

in the case of discharge to areas prone to a nutrient build-up.
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Figure 1.10 depicts the typical elements of a sea disposal system such as pumping, pre-treat-

ment, outfall with a diffuser of required length at the end, the rising plume upto its level of
entrapment at the pycnocline, and finally dispersion to the open sea as a result of currents.

Site Surveys: The position of the site is more or less fixed by the sewerage plan of the city or the
location of the industry. Extensive site surveys need to be conducted before a system can be de-

signed. As a rough indication, the extent of the survey area should cover a radius of about 1 km of
the likely position of the diffuser and 500 meters on either side of the proposed outfall alignment.

A lot of data are often available with the Navy and other institutions concerned with the marine
environment. A preliminary survey at the site may include only a depth profile along the pro-

posed alignment and a knowledge of the salinity, temperature and currents. Thereafter, a more
exhaustive pre-design survey may be undertaken over a period of at least one year. It should be

borne in mind that there is only one opportunity to obtain background data for comparing it with
the situation prevalent after construction. The parameters to be included in a survey are listed

below but depend upon whether the discharge is into an open sea or an enclosed one.
The physical parameters include tides, winds, currents, salinity, temperature, density, subma-

rine topography and geology, �drogue� movements, and dispersion.
The chemical parameters include pH, DO, organics in euphotic zone, organics in bottom

sediments, nitrogen, phosphorus, heavy metals, and persistent substances.
The biological parameters include productivity, phytoplankton, zooplankton, fish, benthic flora

and fauna, species diversity, and coliforms.
These parameters are merely used to indicate the type of work involved in making an ecosys-

tem approach to pollution control work in the coastal areas. The exact methods of survey and
the equipment to be used depend on the extent of the accuracy desired. More exhaustive details

are given by Arceivala (1981), Grace (1978)

1.4.4 Wastewater Disposal on Land

Wastewater disposal on land is a very old practice, that has been sanctified by time. However, it

should be clarified that the wastewater implied in old times was generally just sewage. In fact, for
domestic sewage, many thumb rules have sprung up over time to guide the users, and sometimes

these same thumb rules have been erroneously applied to industrial wastes. There are as many
industrial wastes as there are industries and their large variety makes it necessary to design such

systems from first principles keeping in mind the three important aspects of soil, crop and water�

to ensure sustainability. Wastewater disposal on land has been exhaustively covered in Chapter 11.

1.5 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

All industrial, urban and rural infrastructural and development projects are likely to affect the
environment, generally for the worse. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is an orderly

method, a structured approach, for studying the probable changes and consequences of various
physical, chemical, biological and socio-economic characteristics of the environment brought about

by a proposed action (for example, the establishment of an industry or a new urban develop-
ment project or the construction of a large, multipurpose dam). Their inter-relationships are

defined as �impacts�. EIA ensures an ecosystem approach to pollution control. It is a thought
process par excellence to be undertaken before a project starts.
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The identification of impacts is generally complicated by the fact that primary impacts may
be followed by secondary and tertiary ones. The primary impact of a waste discharge may be
the reduction of dissolved oxygen in an estuary, while its secondary effect may be the reduced
spawning of fish, and the tertiary effects may impact the fishing industry and tourism. In India,

one of the secondary impacts often experienced as a result of industrial development in a green
field area is the springing up of shanty towns in the vicinity of the new industry. This is also true
for urban development. Ideally, the impacts should be quantifiable and be evaluated in such a
manner as to be easily understood by the decision-makers.

Even in a developing country, the conduction of an EIA can be very valuable as it could help
identify the relative advantages and disadvantages of alternative sites in order to facititate selec-
tion of the best site from an environmental angle. It could also highlight the advantages and
relative costs involved in using �cleaner technologies� for manufacture rather than traditional
ones which generally consume more water per unit of production and produce more wastes
(solid, liquid and gaseous) in manufacture. The proponent must also minimize the impacts of
the use of processes which reduce the need for various raw materials and explore the scope for
reuse and recycling of wastes and intermediates. Energy requirements must also be minimized.

EIA is also a powerful and transparent way of ensuring that the proposed development does not
disadvantage the local people in any manner. Any possible future problems, especially the likelihood
of disasters, must also be identified. Finally EIA would help industries meet the export requirements
in the context of globalization and also help in self-monitoring of the situation after the project be-
comes operational. The specific EIA procedures to be followed and the care to be taken in interpreta-
tion of data, including the use of predictive models, is beyond the scope of this book.

In order to ensure an ecosystem approach to pollution control, EIA should also be undertaken
in deciding the location of wastewater treatment plants and in selecting the waste treatment

processes themselves. These are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 16.

1.6 STRATEGIES FOR CONTROL OF POLLUTION

The control of pollutants is not just a matter concerning waste treatment. It involves an entire set

of approaches based on the philosophy that the overall cost to a nation should be minimized. It
is not important as to who spends money for waste treatment (be it the government or a private
industry) since eventually the money comes from the people in the form of either taxes or higher
costs of the manufactured products. It is simply thus important to optimize the total money
spent by a nation on pollution control. It is, of course, sensible to adopt what has come to be
called the PPP: �the polluter pays principle�. But the discussions here will be limited to technical
rather than fiscal and organizational aspects.

Among the different approaches available for pollution control, modern trends favour
thefollowing method (Cleaner Technologies in the Chemical Industry, 1992):

1. Select, modify or develop a manufacturing technology which is, for all intents and pur-
poses, a cleaner technology from the polluton viewpoint, as it:
(a) Gives minimum mass and volume of wastes (important in case of most industries); it is

also called 'low waste technology�;
(b) Produces wastes which can be readily treated and handled (for example, it avoids the

use of arsenic process in fertilizer manufacture, mercury compounds in agriculture and
paper manufacture, and industries based on hard detergents);
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(c) Conserves water, raw products and other resources (through the reuse of water, by

following good housekeeping practices in any factory); control at source is one of the
best methods of pollution control and as why should one produce the wrong kind of

wastes and then spend money on treating them; and
(d) Conserves and minimizes the energy requirements of various processes to save fuel

costs.
2. Locate the new industries carefully so that treatment costs are minimized. This can be done

by benefiting from large dilutions available at seasides or on large rivers, by avoiding val-
leys with air inversion conditions, by practising land disposal of wastes where feasible and

by discharging wastes into public sewers in cities.
All the above-mentioned approaches can be used when environmental considerations neces-

sarily become a part of the decision-making process through Environmental Impact Assessment

(EIA) and the proper enforcement of laws.
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Planning for Wastewater

Collection and Treatment

Good environmental quality is never an accident. It is always the result of intelligent planning.

It is always good practice to take a holistic or integrated view of all forms of waste production,

collection, treatment and disposal as several issues are interlinked so that one can arrive at an

environmentally and economically sound, and a socially acceptable solution while planning for

an urban area or a part of an area. This is particularly true of wastewater collection, treatment

and disposal. The condition of the wastewater arriving at a treatment plant depends on the type

of conveyance system provided, and the duration and velocity with which the wastewater has

been travelling in it. The treatment to be afforded depends on the nature of the raw wastewater

and the final disposal system available or the discharge standards to be met. Hence, each com-

ponent affects the others and, in turn, is affected by others in the system. This interdependence

necessitates a holistic view of the situation.

For planners living in developing countries like India, that are situated in warm climates, this

chapter also provides some hints on the use of newer approaches such as decentralized wastewater

collection, treatment and disposal systems, which would conserve various resources and, at the

same time, provide sanitation in unsewered slum areas typically seen in over-populated urban

regions in developing countries.

In this chapter, various treatment methods are reviewed and the factors affecting their choice

are discussed.

2.1 INITIAL PLANNING

Once the urban area proposed to be covered by a sewer system is decided upon, some initial

planning has to be undertaken to understand the various issues involved. The following basic

aspects have to be considered during the initial planning stage:

1. The data required and the field surveys to be undertaken for the purpose;

2. The type of wastewater collection system to be adopted (centralized or decentralized or a

hybrid of the two);

Chapter 2
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3. The probable discharge point(s) and mode of disposal;

4. The relative proportion of industrial and domestic wastewaters likely to be received at each

disposal point;

5. Need for sewer discharge standards to protect the life of sewers and to facilitate their main-

tenance; and

6. The potential health benefits of the proposed system.

2.1.1 Data Requirements and Surveys

Data have to be obtained on the current and planned development of the city and the area under

consideration. This data should include the following items:

· Demographic profiles;

· Development plans;

· Present and proposed town plans showing industrial, commercial and residential areas (and

the existing and likely location of slum colonies and areas marked for specific develop-

ments such as �sites and services� schemes;

· Topographical surveys, contour surveys; drainage districts; road, highway and railway align-

ments and levels;

· Special protection areas, green spaces;

· Existing water bodies (lakes, rivers, etc.);

· Planned water treatment and storage sites; planned wastewater treatment and disposal sites;

planned municipal solid wastes and industrial hazardous wastes disposal sites, if any;

· Meteorological information (wind directions, rainfall);

· Hydrological and hydro-geological data (groundwater, soil strata, rivers);

· Area-wise water supplies (present and likely future); and

· Socio-economic aspects, affordability of services.

Present trend is to put all the services on a computerized �Geographic Information System

(GIS)" which would facilitate record-keeping, updating and future planning.

2.1.2 The Type of Wastewater Collection System

The two types of wastewater collection systems that can be used are: (1) centralized, and

(2) decentralized systems. Figure 2.1 shows the two systems and the different repercussions they

have for the conveyance of wastewater, its treatment and disposal.

Conventionally, centralized wastewater collection systems are provided to serve towns and

cities. A centralized system generally consists of a main sewer or manifold with branch sewers

emanating from it and yet smaller lateral sewers to cover all the houses. Appropriate design

criteria are fixed for the whole sewerage system. Sewer design methods require fixing tentative

alignments, positions of manholes, the minimum and maximum velocities desired, etc. The de-

sign period is often kept as 30 years or as per the Manual of Sewerage Practice (1993), which is

generally followed for information on various aspects of sewer design in India. Computerized

calculations are then made. Depending on the sewer slopes adopted and the lay of the land,

there may be a need for intermediate pumping stations. Sewer systems are generally designed
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such that the flow arrives at the final disposal site in as fresh a condition as possible. Septic

conditions lead to the formation of hydrogen sulphide (H2S), which promotes sulphide corro-

sion, especially along the sewer crown.

The treatment plant is generally located just ahead of the disposal point. Again, depending on

the lay of the land, there could be two or three separate treatment plants and disposal points.

However, this is not to be confused with decentralized sewerage systems because the splitting is

merely done for topographical reasons to ensure that the wastewater arrives in a relatively fresh

condition to the treatment plant.

Decentralized sewerage systems are discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1.3 The Probable Discharge Point(s) and Mode of Disposal

Every city in a developing country generally needs a judicious mix of �on-site� and �off-site�

disposal systems to cover their entire area in the context of their typical characteristics of topog-

raphy, population density, water supply rate, etc. Conventionally, for certain areas of a city such

as downtown and commercial areas where the population density is usually high, it may be

more economical to have a centralized water-borne sewerage system to convey the wastewaters

to a chosen off-site disposal point.

Figure 2.1 lists some typical treatment and disposal systems used in India for urban areas.

After treatment at the off-site disposal point, the wastewater is generally discharged to one of

the following:

1. A water body that affords the required dilution�this could be a river, nallah, estuary, or

coastal water, or

2. Land for irrigation of crops, or

3. Land for ground water recharge (where soil is suitable).

Centralized water-borne sewerage systems with off-site disposal cost anything from Rs. 800 to

1800 per person (2001 costs) depending on the topography, type of soil, population density, etc.

This is roughly two to four times more expensive than waste treatment alone. Hence, the convey-

ance system alone is quite expensive and few cities in developing countries can afford a 100 per

cent water-borne sewerage system. Most cities in India have a partial sewerage system with hardly

any worthwhile conveyance system to serve its peri-urban and the surrounding low density areas

where the people have to depend on their own initiative to provide either septic tanks where

water supply is adequate for conveying sewage through sewer lines (water supply more than 75

litres per capita) or use dry latrines (low cost sanitation) where water supplies are lower.

In unsewered areas, where piped water supplies are adequate, cistern-flushed toilets are often

used and they are served with septic tanks followed by a soakage pit or trench where soils

permit soaking. As shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, besides septic tanks, other treatment systems such

as �package plants� and natural systems like ponds, constructed wetlands and land irrigation

can be used.

Where water supplies are not adequate for supporting water-based conveyance systems, vari-

ous types of dry latrines or so-called �low cost sanitation� technologies are used to avoid convey-

ance problems and such toilets make do with manual flushing systems such as the �pour-flush�

systems to flush the toilet pans manually. Some examples of such systems are:
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· �Aqua-privies�, which are like septic tanks, but built directly below the toilets and kept self-

topping by introducing a continual flow of water so as to prevent any gases formed in the

tank from coming up the toilet and creating a foul smell and/or a fire hazard from smoking

in the toilet (see Fig. 2.2).

· �Double-pit� type latrines, where excreta is �pour-flushed� into a pit at the rear. In fact, two

pits are used at the rear alternately so that while one pit is in operation, the other continues

to hold the faces long enough for compost to be formed (Fig. 2.2).

The other wastewaters such as bath, kitchen and laundry wastes are carried separately to

another soaking pit.

Fig. 2.2 A few alternatives for on-site sanitation (also see Chapters 9, 10, 11 for more alternatives)
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Goen Ho et al. (2003) describe various alternative methods of treatment and disposal for smaller

decentralized collection systems based on mechanized and natural processes.

2.1.4 Relative Proportion of Industrial and Domestic Wastewaters Likely to be Received at

Disposal Point(s)

In most cities, the wastewater received at a municipal treatment plant site is a mixture of indus-

trial and domestic wastes, the proportion typically being less than 5 to 10 per cent industrial and

90 to 95 per cent or more domestic. Indian cities have high population densities and, therefore,

the wastewaters are predominantly domestic in nature. On an overall basis, a city like Mumbai

or Kolkata generate only around 10 � 15 per cent of industrial waste (by volume and BOD*)

though in some specific sector of the city, the proportion of industrial waste volume or BOD or

some other constituent may be higher. In Delhi, the proportion of industrial waste is reported to

be only 8 per cent. In all cases, the admixed wastewater is predominantly domestic in character

and readily treatable in conventional processes.

In the case of small residential townships attached to large industries, the proportions may be

the other way round. The industrial waste may be 90 to 95 per cent of the total and, therefore,

the flow and its fluctuations and other characteristics may all be dominated by the industry

itself as a result of which the treatment of the wastewater may have to be designed accordingly.

Incidentally, in places where biological treatment processes are used, the presence of domestic

sewage in the admixture causes a �seeding� of the overall wastewater with homogenous organ-

isms which facilitates treatment.

2.1.5 Need for Discharge Standards to Protect Sewers

Yet another issue that one must be familiar with at an early stage is the need to have adequate

standards for the discharge of domestic and industrial wastes to public sewers in order to pro-

tect them. Many industrial wastes generated within city limits are allowed to be discharged to

public sewers since, in admixture with domestic sewage, they are generally treatable and dis-

posable. However, certain types of industrial wastes are not allowed to be discharged into pub-

lic sewers because they would make sewer maintenance either difficult (as in the case of large

solids or sludges) or hazardous (if oil and inflammable petroleum products are allowed) or if the

industrial wastes contain heavy metals and refractory compounds, which would not be treatable

or would interfere with treatment and would only accumulate in the downstream ecosystem

wherein the final effluent is discharged. Thus, some standards for discharge of wastewaters to

sewers are prescribed and certain wastes may need to be pre-treated before discharge or may

need completely different treatment and disposal systems.

Sewer discharge standards in India are indicated as a part of the Environment (Protection)

Rules mentioned earlier in Table 1.7, but local authorities have the freedom to prescribe stricter

standards if and when required. The existence of old industries in the midst of built-up cities

has led to a shortage of land for locating treatment facilities to meet even the basic standards, let

alone stringent standards. Some industries in Mumbai have had to be provided with two-tier

and three-tier treatment plants to save on land (Arceivala, 1998).

* BOD stands for Biochemical Oxygen Demand.
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2.1.6 Potential Health Benefits

The World Health Organization (WHO) has shown some health benefits for communities as

occurring in the form of reduced water-borne diseases when both water supply and sewerage

have been provided with full coverage. Even this is really not enough. Surface drainage, solid

waste collection and general sanitation all have to be taken care of for eliminating communicable

diseases caused by flies, mosquitoes, rodents, etc. Most urban areas in developing countries are

not yet fully covered by sewerage systems. Large areas are left unsewered and on-site disposal

methods (mostly septic tanks or pit latrines) are used in such areas. On-site methods have to be

carefully designed and operated as they may otherwise lead to one or more of the following,

among other things:

· Ground water pollution,

· Stagnant pools of water,

· Fly, mosquito and rodent breeding, and

· Foul odour.

Septic tanks, aqua-privies, constructed wetlands, and pit type latrines, are all vulnerable to

the above problems and can diminish their potential health benefits if not constructed carefully.

The primary requirement that septic tank effluents be disposed underground through a soakage

pit or trench, is often violated (especially where soil is impervious) and the effluent is allowed to

flow through open drains by gravity and to eventually form stagnant pools of water which

breed malaria and filaria mosquitoes. In order to provide a somewhat higher degree of treat-

ment to septic tank effluents, sometimes trickling filters are added where ground levels so per-

mit. Trickling filters have been converted into upflow, submerged rock filters which are reported

to give even better efficiencies (see Chapter 6) but the effluents remain anaerobic and smelly, and

the potential health problems remain.

Constructed wetlands (root zone, reed beds, etc.), if properly designed and operated, do not

create foul odour or suffer from fly and mosquito problems, but need more land area per person

served.

Pit type latrines can also be carefully provided so as not to pollute ground waters but the

problem often lies with the bath and kitchen wastes (grey waters) which may not soak properly

but may drain on the exposed surface and may breed flies and mosquitos, leading to foul odour.

Moreover, the higher the proportion of slum and pavement dwellers in a city, the worse will

be the sanitation situation as the slums are generally not served by any of the municipal services

(except perhaps a stand-post for water supply). The provision of a proper sewerage system and

sewage treatment facility to serve only a part of a city does little for overall health. It is the

whole system that counts�a case of all or nothing!

2.2 NEWER APPROACHES IN WASTEWATER COLLECTION SYSTEM DESIGN

Conventionally, centralized wastewater collection, treatment and disposal systems have been

used. However, decentralization is one of the newer approaches in wastewater collection system

design, being undertaken more and more frequently in recent times in order to secure at low

cost a wider coverage of the population, and better treatment and disposal of the wastewater.
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Decentralized sewerage systems are particularly helpful in serving low and medium density

areas in cities and towns as discussed below.

2.2.1 Decentralized Wastewater Management

Decentralized wastewater management is now being given increasing attention since people are

finding centralized systems more expensive to build and maintain, especially in low density

suburban and small town areas. Firstly, in a centralized system, the total sewer length is quite
high. Sewers of larger and larger diameter are required as one proceeds downstream. The sew-

ers also have to be laid deeper and deeper which sometimes necessitates pumping. Usually
sewerage costs account for about 80 per cent of the total cost while treatment may account for

only about 20 per cent of the total cost. Logically thus focus of attention should be on sewers
when there is a need to reduce overall costs.

Moreover, centralized systems are wasteful of both water and nutrients (nitrogen and phos-
phorus) which are just carried to a nearby water course, then quickly to the sea and subse-

quently lost. In a decentralized system, the water and nutrients are generally both put back into
the soil and reused as far as possible.

In a decentralized system, the sewer networks are shorter in length and smaller in diameter
since there are several disposal points. On-site disposal is generally provided as near the source

of waste generation as possible (the oldest example being the use of septic tank and soak pit).
Thus, the quantity of waste to be treated at the end of each network is relatively small. This

makes it possible to use a variety of simpler and natural unmechanized treatment methods such
as ponds and constructed wetlands (not neessarily more septic tanks). Natural treatment meth-

ods are often preferred as they are easier to operate, and maintain and require no power. Con-
ventional, mechanized systems can also be used as they may often become more feasible in

relatively populous areas of Indian cities.
In case of decentralized systems, final disposal can be done in one of the following ways:

1. On-ground (for irrigation or gardening),

2. In a water body (like an adjoining river or nallah),
3. Underground (for groundwater recharge), and

4. Various other reuse purposes.

Not a single properly designed decentralized system exists in India for any town, as yet (2005).
Only a few individual towns in new development areas under private control have adopted the

use of some natural treatment systems in their own campus.
As is well known, local authorities of small and medium-sized towns, often put off sanitation

for want of funds. They should find scope in decentralization, they should exploit a new oppor-
tunity to providing sanitation at lower cost and with public�private sector participation. Popula-

tion growth in India is rapid and all towns are spreading in area. Squatter settlements are com-
ing up everywhere. Newer areas need to be served. Private individuals have nothing else to fall

back on except septic tanks or dry sanitation. One can make a beginning with:

1. Small municipal areas where no sewer systems exist at present. These areas may be selected

either for their touristic potential or for other local reasons.
2. Newly developing suburban areas of large cities/towns.

3. Newly developing industrial townships.
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Decentralization is characterized by short lengths of sewer lines to serve clusters of houses,

the presence of several on-site disposal systems, and treatment generally leading to reuse of the

wastewater. Reuse can be in agriculture, horticulture or other form of aqua-culture. Reuse can
also be for toilet-flushing, car washing, groundwater recharge and such other purposes. In USA,

the use of Membrane Bio-Reactors has been picking up as a form of treatment to give high
quality reusable water (see Chapter 15).

2.2.2 Strategies for Planning New Decentralized Sewerage Projects

The following successful strategies can be used for planning new decentralized sewerage projects:

(1) Examine each property or cluster of properties for their potential for treatment and reuse in
various ways, or treatment and recharge underground, either on-site or as near it as possible.

(2) Emphasize reuse, recharge, resource recovery and conservation of water and nutrients while
working out a sewerage plan for the area. Assuming that land is available, the following

possibilities exist for reuse.
(3) Reuse in landscape and agriculture: This includes commercial nurseries, parks, roadway me-

dian strips, golf courses, greenbelts and crop irrigation.
(4) Recreational/environmental uses: These include development of fisheries, ponds, lakes marshes

and wetlands, and lake replenishment.
(5) Non-potable urban uses: These are toilet flushing, car washing, fire protection, and make-up

water for centrally air-conditioned buildings.
(6) Industrial non-potable uses: These include cooling, boiler feed, and process water.

Following are the advantages of decentralization:

(1) It automatically promotes conservation of used water and nutrients.

(2) It makes sanitation cost-effective by reducing the cost of collection.
(3) It often helps in the adoption of a natural treatment system (see Chapters 9, 10 and 11),

which may, in fact, be the most appropriate treatment system under the circumstances,
keeping in mind the principle of �affordability, acceptability, and manageability of the treat-

ment system by the community�.
(4) It is best done when a new (virgin) area is proposed to be developed to ensure proper

planning of all aspects, and availability of adequate land for optimizing the advantages of
decentralization.

(5) Collaboration with urban planners is necessary at all stages to ensure that space is available
where needed and that the required population density is maintained.

(6) Decentralization involves a kind of �public�private partnership�. The municipality is not required
to build and maintain big-sized treatment plants and pumping stations. The local authority has

to provide lesser capital outlay and maintenance staff. Some burden is passed on to the public.

Decentralized systems also have the following disadvantages:

(1) Private builders/property owners may provide improperly designed, shoddy systems if the
municipal supervision is not strict enough.

(2) Lack of maintenance can lead to mosquito nuisance.
(3) Downstream discharges in rivers may get reduced and the consequent lower flow may have

serious consequences for downstream users. Ground water recharge may also affect down-
stream users. An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) may be needed in some cases.
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Figure 2.3 shows how a decentralized wastewater disposal system can be conceived for a newly

developing area adjacent to an existing old town.

Fig. 2.3 A decentralized wastewater disposal system planned for a newly developing area adjoining

an old town
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Referring to Fig. 2.3, the design can be explained as follows:

· Dense growth in the old town makes it necessary to continue with a conventional convey-

ance system, but the effluent is now treated well enough to enable its reuse.

· It is desirable to lay an intercepting sewer to protect the lake.

· In another area, one could provide a small sewage treatment plant with a natural treatment

system to produce water that is fit for replenishing the lake, and another natural treatment

plant to give water for reuse in irrigation.

· Finally, a few large properties can be drained into individual septic tanks before the under-

ground seepage takes place.

Bhasale, et al. (2003) have suggested the application of a decentralized collection network for

the city of Nagpur wherein large areas have yet to be served with a wastewater collection sys-

tem. The Central Pollution Control Board had also prepared a concept note on the subject as far

back as 2001. However, the large-scale implementation of this system at a town or city level is

still awaited.

The need to introduce urban planners as partners in this subject cannot be overstated. This

move will make them aware of the various possibilities of introducing decentralized systems

and benefiting from them in the many medium and small-sized towns of India where the scope

of implementing these systems is the maximum. Newer areas of larger cities and old flourishing

towns will also benefit from them. Urban planners can facilitate the introduction of decentral-

ized systems by incorporating the area requirements of such systems in their town planning

activities from the beginning.

2.2.3 The ECOSAN Concept

Prof. George Tchobanoglous and co-workers in the USA (1998) and Mehlmann (1996) and Venhuizen

(1997) and others in Europe and elsewhere (like India) with the support of GTZ have been work-

ing on the decentralization of sewerage systems. The questions that come to mind in Western

countries where population densities in rural and suburban areas are normally low, are as follows:

1. Can we ensure greater compartibility between water, wastewater and agriculture for the

sake of sustainability?

2. Do we always need water for transport of waste? And that too, potable water? Can dry

sanitation be perfected?

The use of �separating toilets� is presently being experimented with in Europe to keep urine

and faeces separate (Mehlmann, 1996). Urine can be flushed (using very small amount of water)

and stored without pre-treatment for use later as a fertilier. The faeces (minus the urine) can be

composted readily in a compositing unit and used locally in case of on-site systems for garden-

ing or agriculture. The concept appears to be more feasible in the case of small on-site disposal

systems in peripheral areas where the other (bath�kitchen�laundry) wastes can also be treated

separately and more easily and reused either directly or for ground water recharge. These ex-

periments will show if separating urine and faeces (source separation) is as good an idea as it

seems to be, and if it is behaviourally acceptable. Several other fixtures that can be used with

decentralized systems are under development in USA (Tchobanoglous, 1998).
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The ECOSAN concept is, in a way, an extension of the decentralization system in which the

complete recovery of all nutrients from faeces, urine and gray waters is sought for the benefit of

reuse in agriculture and for minimizing the pollution of water resources like rivers. More impor-

tantly, it reduces the use of fresh water otherwise used for conveying water-borne waste matter

for off-site treatment and disposal. Schlick, et al. (2000) estimate that in a conventional central-

ized system approximately 15000 L of water (of drinking water quality) is used per person every

year to flush only 35 kg of faeces and 500L of urine. This makes the existing systems unsustainable.

Urine is nearly sterile and contains approximately 88 percent of the nitrogen, 67 percent of the

phosphorus and 71 percent of the potassium carried in domestic wastewater. If separated, It can

be stored in a vented tank and used directly as a fertilizer in gardening or agriculture. The

faeces, on the other hand, contains only 12 percent of the nitrogen, 33 percent of the phosphorus

and 29 percent of the potassium while its main constituent is 46 percent of the organic carbon. If

separated from the urine, it can be composted (anaerobically, without expensive aeration) and

become usable as a fertilizer/soil conditioner. The gray waters can also be used directly for crop

watering/groundwater recharge, thereby conserving the nutrients.

If urine and faeces are mixed together as is normally done at present, the wastewater may

need more elaborate treatment in the form of algal ponds, constructed wetlands, etc, before crop

irrigation. In India, in the rural areas and in some small towns, the �double-pit dry latrine� is

often used successfully. It obviates the need for urine�faeces separation and, in the Indian cli-

mate, it gives useable manure/soil conditioner after a lapse of time.

The question about well populated urban areas for which centralized conveyance systems

have to be used, however, remains unanswered. In such cases, on-site treatment has to be re-

placed by more elaborate off-site treatment using minimum electrical energy (e.g., the UASB

process) with resource recovery and ending in crop irrigation and groundwater recharge (see

section 2.5).

2.3 PROVISION OF SANITATION IN UNSEWERED SLUMS AND SHANTY-TOWNS

The provision of sanitation in unsewered slums and shanty-towns of developing countries like

India is entirely different from the provision of decentralized sewerage in suburban and small

towns with proper built-up houses. The sanitation scenario prevailing in some of the unsewered

slums and shanty-towns around Delhi, Mumbai, and other metrpolitan cities of India is indeed

pathetic. Poverty and the need to live close to their work sites, compel people to leave their

cleaner rural areas and migrate to crowded urban ones where they are forced to exist in miser-

able and unhealthy conditions. They are often huddled together with their large families and

even animals in unbelievably small shanties, receiving scant water supplies through stand-posts,

and surrounded by filth and garbage, devoid of any semblance of sanitation whatsoever. In

Mumbai, nearly 60 percent of the people live in slums even today. In Delhi and other metropoli-

tan areas, slums constitute 30�45 percent of the urban population. These slumdwellers generally

pay no taxes and are �punished� for this by being deprived of any sanitation services expect a

few stand-posts for water supply. These people, however, constitute a formidable vote bank for

the local politicians during election time, which is why a kind of laissez-faire relationship exists

between them and the local authorities at other times.
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Conditions for Success of Sanitation Programmes in Slums

Providing a sewer system or any form of sanitation in such a scenario would only seem to be a

miracle as both space and funds are in extremely short supply. Thus, only the methods involving

the lowest costs and absolutely minimum space, which can be maintained by the people them-

selves or with minimum public and maximum private participation, have a chance of succeed-

ing provided the entire operation does yield a small income to the beneficiaries. This is the crux

of the challenge as sanitation must mean something to the beneficiaries in terms of money that

can be earned.

A few methods have proved partially successful in providing some rudimentary form of sani-

tation in unsewered squatter settlements. These are detailed below.

2.3.1 The Sulabh Sauchalaya Way

This method is conventionally used in India and a few neighbouring countries for providing

sanitation in squatter settlements. Sanitation is limited to community toilets (with pour-flush

latrines) and a few attached bathrooms wherein public water supply is made available. The

wastewater flows to a septic tank generally followed by a soak pit and wherever possible, the

effluent is connected to the town�s sewerage system through a small bore sewer*.

The toilets are maintained by attendant(s) whose salaries are funded through a small fee lev-

ied on the users. World Bank support for the project has been conditional on local participation

and funding for maintenance, otherwise maintenance is neglected and people start defecating in

the open once again. Generally, the users agree to pay the required fee for the benefit of a clean

toilet and some privacy.

The water required for cooking, drinking, washing and maintenance of individual dwellings

is obtained manually from stand-posts. A few households that can afford to pay higher costs

may opt for individual house connections. The sullage (gray) waters from individual houses or

a group of houses are led to simple soak pits. In some cases, the soak pits fail to soak after some

usage while others are choked by garbage thrown in or strewn by the wind, which make them

inoperable. Alternatively, slumdwellers use the sullage waters for growing crops/vegetables/

fruits where they can find space, which becomes a source of some additional income. Of course,

land needs to be found for the community toilets and the sullage water channels, soak pits,

cultivation areas, etc. This task may be difficult but not impossible.

2.3.2 Use of Shallow Sewers

The use of shallow sewers is particularly applicable in congested slum areas which are normally

difficult to include in a city�s regular wastewater collection system because of their typically

haphazard, unplanned development, high population densities, low income levels, and lack of

* Sewers of small bore can sometimes be used for extending system coverage. If such sewers are being used
sewage needs to be settled first in order to remove coarser and settle able solids, so that they can be used, for
example, after septic tanks to connect the septic tank effluents to the city�s sewerage system at some distance
away, using flatter gradients than those used in conventional systems. In the case of new schemes, however,
small bore sewers offer little advantage over conventional sewers in terms of overall costs (Venhuizen,1997).
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space for any infrastructure. Usually, community toilets as described above are used. Where

space is available, low cost sanitation technologies have been used for the disposal of excreta in

pit latrines located in such a way as to serve individual houses or a group of houses. In both

cases, gray waters are disposed in soak pits. Unfortunately, as stated earlier, the soil has limited

capacity for absorption and the disposal system eventually fails. Moreover, open drains become

clogged with solid wastes (either manually deposited or wind-blown) and other misuse.

To public
Sewer

Fig . 2.4 (a) A slum area drained by gravity to a public sewer using ‘shallow sewers’ laid zig-zag

through the narrow lanes of a slum area (see text)
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Hutments in

Main Road

Vermiculture strip 4·0 m

Fig . 2.4 (b) Provision of a vermiculture strip around the slum hutments

A low cost, shallow sewerage system has been developed in Brazil where each hutment is

provided with water supply at a low rate of 20 � 30 L/cap-d ( just sufficient for drinking, cook-

ing and a few other chores like having a bucket-bath and using a hand-flushed latrine. The

shallow sewers accept all household wastewaters (both toilet and gray waters) and zig-zag their

way between the huts to off-site treatment and disposal sites. In this manner, each hutment is

provided with water supply and sewerage with a reasonable degree of comfort, obviating the

need to fetch water manually from stand-posts and without using open (liable to choke) drains

to convey wastewaters. UNCHS, Habitat, Nairobi (1986) and Pickford (1995) also give various

design criteria.

Essentially, typical pour-flush type water-seal toilets are provided in the houses and connected

by 75 mm diameter polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or asbestos cement pipes to inspection chambers

just outside the houses. All sullage waters generated on the premises are also connected to the

same inspection chambers by 50 mm diameter PVC pipes. Inspection chambers are provided at

frequent intervals along the length of the collecting sewer line. The collecting sewers are gener-

ally 100 mm diameter clay or concrete pipes which are laid at a shallow depth (minimum: 0.4 m

to invert). The collecting sewers follow a straight alignment from chamber to chamber though

overall the line zig-zags in between the houses (see Fig. 2.4 ). The final effluent is connected to

the city�s sewerage system or to some form of treatment suitable to the situation.

Shallow sewers do not rely on large quantities of flush water for trouble-free operation. In-

stead, they rely on the high frequency with which wastewaters pass through the system. Densely

populated slum colonies offer ample opportunity for frequent �flushing�, though each flush may

be feeble in areas where water supplies are poor. In high density slums and squatter settlements,

a shallow sewer arrangement may actually work out to be cheaper than other on-site systems.
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Will such a system work in India? The question is, perhaps to some extent, answered by the

experience of a similar country, namely Pakistan, where shallow sewers have been used success-

fully in a slum colony (Chisty Nagar, within Orangi slum area, 12 km from Karachi, Pakistan) as

described by UNCHS, Habitat, Kenya.

2.3.3 Use of Vermiculture for Wastewater and Garbage

The use of verminnculture for treatment given to the wastewater and the garbage emanating

from a squatters� colony, would perhaps entitle the colony to be called �vermi-colony� or �vermi-

village�. It is particularly useful for providing some greenery where the colony is located in

downtown areas amidst regular buildings and motorable roads. The sanitation service provided

to the colony may be either of the community toilet type with separate gray water soakage pits

or it may be in the form of shallow sewers carrying both gray and black waters in shallow

sewers zig-zagging their way through the colony and emptying into a vermin-bed. The differ-

ence lies in the treatment provided. Community toilets would drain into vermi-beds instead of

septic tanks and the final effluent would be used for cultivation. The gray waters would also

drain into vermi-beds and cultivation instead of soak pits. Similarly, the flow carried by shallow

sewers would also be treated in vermi-beds and then used for cultivation. The design details are

given in Chapter 11.

In fact, vermiculturing all flows would have two big advantages. Firstly, the overall popula-

tion density of the area would remain almost unchanged. Secondly, there would be greater in-

come from the crops grown and, secondly, the crops can be grown along the public roads so as

to provide a welcome green buffer between the public roads and the squatter colony. This would

prevent the resale of hutments for the purpose of making shops later on. The disadvantages of

vermiculturing are that more land would need to be set aside for cultivation and a few hutments

may need to be relocated or be allowed to construct a floor. Arceivala (1998) has recommended

this method for improving the sanitation situation in slums and squatter colonies without in-

creasing the population densities within the colonies which invariably happens when the

formula often used in Mumbai is adopted.

The official Mumbai formula 1
3

1
3

1
3

: :F
H

I
K  consists of providing every slumdweller with a regu-

lar well-constructed flat with bath and kitchen free of cost in tall buildings spread over one-third

of the slum area while another one-third of the area is used for housing at commercial rates in

order to cross-subsidize the free housing provided to the slumdwellers. Although the rest of the

area is to be used as open spaces, this rule is often breached and the population density consider-

ably increases, thereby placing a heavy load on the town�s drainage system. This is not wise town

planning and is sometimes ridiculed as a case of �grab some land; build a hut; claim a flat�!

2.3.4 Some Interim Measures

For the large number of existing slums in India, some interim measures are urgently needed.

Essentially, both wastewater and garbage need to be handled together so as to offer better health

protection to the dwellers. On this basis, as an interim measure the following approach is recom-

mended:
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Provide standposts for water supply to be brought to the hutments manually. Provide Sulabh

Shauchalaya type community toilets and baths, and drain them either to join the city�s sewerage

system or provide septic tanks/vermiculture beds to treat and dispose them at the site provided

some land is available for the purpose. Use shallow sewers to convey the gray waters from the

huts to vermibeds where the garbage would also be brought (after separation to remove the

recoverable items). Some crops can be grown to provide a small income. Not much else can be

done in their crowded setting.

For a satisfactory solution, both sewage and garbage would need to be handled equally well.

Some education or awareness generation is, of course, needed to ensure people�s participation.

All methods, as long as they satisfy the few condition enunciated earlier (low cost, little space

and some income generation), would hopefully work.

The Japanese collect the sewage from households in tanks and use sewage pumps (mounted

on small-sized tanker trucks) to carry the same to nearby wastewater treatment plants either for

treatment or for composting. However, this method would be expensive in India and also con-

sume imported diesel oil for transport.

2.3.5 Some Promising Methods for the Future

In summary, one can once again list a few approaches and wastewater collection devices which

hold promise for spreading sanitation in the developing countries that are not likely to have

proper centralized sewerage systems and treatment plants in the near future. Many Asian coun-

tries including India would benefit from their use. Some of these approaches are as follows and

have been dealt with in this chapter.

1. Use of decentralized wastewater collection systems in small and medium-sized towns;

2. Use of shallow sewers, particularly in congested slums;

3. Use of more efficient �vertical� septic tanks rather than the usual horizontal ones so that the

wastewater is introduced at the bottom and flows upward thereby ensuring more efficient

treatment; and

4. Separation of faeces and urine by providing �separating toilets� so as to facilitate their dis-

posal without much treatment (the Ecosan Principle)

In all major cities in India, where slums are proliferating, the problem cannot be solved by

interference from the courts or by local politicians as they are all �after-the-event� solutions. We

have to be ready to include the poor into our planning strategies. We must provide for simplifi-

cation with sanitation. For this, the most important change that we need to bring about is a

change in our mind-set towards slumdwellers and migrants. We have to abandon our ostrich-

like policy of waiting for people to grab land illegally and establish a slum pocket, which is

�authorized� after a few years, and the sanitation force-fitted later. The present rules forbid the

provision of municipal services in such areas until they are �authorized�. This is the root cause of

the sanitation problem as sanitation always becomes an after-thought.
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How can we pre-empt the formation of slum �pockets� in the first place and provide sanita-

tion before the area develops? Perhaps, one could adopt the original �sites and services� idea

once propagated by the World Bank, but which was rather expensive to implement. Perhaps we

could have a simplification in which neither sites nor services, as such, are provided in advance,

but only planned for later installation as development occurs?

In our simplified scheme, only the general area would be selected and earmarked for the

development of a colony. The area thus selected would then be �planned� by deciding how the

individual sites for their modest huts will be laid out and how the drains/sewers will be laid.

The subsequent gradual development of the area has to be strictly restricted to the selected

area(s) only. No haphazard development is to be permitted. It is also necessary to give the peo-

ple a title to the land on which they build. This would encourage them to gradually improve the

quality of materials from which their initial hutments are made. The drains and sanitation would

be provided by the local body. In this way, public�private participation would be achieved. The

parameters followed in the layout and construction of the colony would be very modest and

affordable in keeping with our original objective of �low cost, little space and some income gen-

erations�, is kept in view. The setback from public roads would be assured as described earlier

so as to allow space for �vermiculture� or something else, and to discourage roadside huts from

becoming shops. Let us try and see how that something can be done without placing the cart

before the horse. Unless we do something, we will be condemned to repeat the present style of

doing things, even after another 50 years.

2.4 SOME WASTEWATER TREATMENT METHODS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

Treatment methods range from the physico-chemical to the biological, and in the latter group,

from the aerobic to the anaerobic (see Fig. 2.5). The following wastewater treatment methods are

briefly described in this section:

· Aerobic systems

· Anaerobic systems

· Natural systems

· Physico-chemical methods.

This section also describes the typical performance characteristics of some of the methods (see

Table 2.1). The full design of treatment plants is given in the subsequent Chapters concerned

with treatment.

2.4.1 Aerobic Systems

(a) Activated Sludge Process

Among the aerobic biological processes, the activated sludge process is widely used in waste

treatment. The complex biological mechanism of this process, which was developed around
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Fig. 2.5 Some wastewater treatment methods

1912�1914, has fascinated more research workers than any other waste treatment method and

over the years, various modifications of the process have been developed.

The process is a good example of a �suspended� biological growth system. The typical

flow sheet of a conventional activated sludge plant is shown in Fig. 2.6. The �primary treat-

ment� part involves screening, grit removal and settling so that the settleable and floating

solids are removed, by giving about 30�35 per cent reduction in biochemical oxygen de-

mand (BOD) in the case of municipal wastewaters. Further treatment after settling is called

�secondary treatment� and generally consists of a biological aeration step in which the dis-

solved organic matter is converted into a settleable form and removed as sludge by settling

in a secondary settling tank. This sludge, which has been previously aerated, is referred to

as �activated� sludge; a part of it is recycled back to the aeration tank and the remaining part

is withdrawn from the system as excess sludge. This excess sludge and the primary settled

sludge are mixed, thickened and sent to a sludge digester for further stabilization followed

by dewatering. The treated effluent from the secondary settling tank generally shows an

overall BOD removal upwards of 90 percent, which is sufficient, in most cases, to meet river

pollution control standards.

If more treatment is needed, it is called �tertiary treatment� and the actual steps needed de-

pend on the purpose for which the effluent is to be used. Tertiary treatment is generally neces-

sary where some form of effluent reuse is contemplated.
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Fig . 2.6 Flowsheet of an activated sludge system

(b) Extended Aeration Process

A modification of the activated sludge process with �suspended� biological growth, which has

gained popularity over the years, is the extended aeration process (Fig. 2.7) of which several

applications can be found in Europe in the form of Pasveer type oxidation ditches, and in USA,

in the form of package plants. Several plants of both types exist in India also where they are

found to be easier to construct and operate than the conventional activated sludge plants mainly

because there is no primary settling tank and no sludge digester. The raw sewage goes straight

to the aeration tank for treatment. The whole process is aerobic. This simplification implies longer

aeration time which has earned for it the name �extended aeration�. The consequent power con-

sumption is, thus, higher but is compensated for by its simplicity in operation. The BOD re-

moval efficiency of the extended aeration process can be higher than that of the activated sludge

process, even 97�98 percent, which makes its use especially desirable where it is to be followed

by tertiary treatment for reuse (Arceivala, 1981).

Fig . 2.7 Flowsheet of an extended aeration system
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(c) Trickling Filters

Among aerobic biological processes with �attached� growth, the use of the trickling filter has

been favoured for larger plants because its power consumption is relatively lower than that of

activated sludge and its operation is more rugged. Figure 2.8 gives a typical flow sheet of the

waste treatment method that uses a trickling filter. Their design methods are discussed in Chap-

ter 6. Several trickling filter plants also exist in India.

Fig . 2.8 Flowsheet of a trickling filter system

(d) Rotating Bio-discs

These are also �attached� biological growth systems in which biological growth takes place on

slowly rotating discs immersed in the wastewater to be treated. They have been favoured for

use as package plants in small installations. They have not been used much in India, so far. Their

design principles are discussed in Chapter 6.

(e) Mechanically Aerated Lagoons

Aerated lagoons fall in between the algal ponds (described below) and activated sludge systems.

Oxygen is supplied through mechanical or pneumatic aeration. The unit is deeper (3 to 5 m) and

hence requires much less land than algal ponds. Their power requirement is almost the same as

that for activated sludge but their operation is much simpler. Figure 2.9 illustrates a typical flow

sheet of the method of using a mechanically aerated lagoon for waste treatment and Chapter 8

gives its design details.

Fig . 2.9 A facultative aerated lagoon with floating aerators
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2.4.2 Anaerobic Systems

Upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) units have been used for many years for high BOD

industrial wastes. In the last ten years, these units have been seen to be useful for giving inter-

mediate levels of treatment of low BOD municipal waste without the need for any power except

for initial pumping which is generally needed, in any case, with all treatment methods. The

saving in operating power makes the UASB cheaper in terms of overall costs than most other

systems in warm countries (with reactor temperatures of more than 20ºC). However, because of

its anaerobic nature, there are certain constraints on the inflow (e.g. level of sulphates in the

influent) and on the effluent, which needs some post-treatment to keep it aerobic. The method is

useful for meeting land irrigation requirements economically in a country like India (Arceivala,

1981). A typical flow sheet of a UASB plant and its design as well as the use of some other types

of anaerobic systems, is explained in Chapter 7.

2.4.3 Natural Systems

(a) Waste Stabilization Ponds

At the other end of the spectrum of waste treatment processes is the method of the waste

stabilization pond or �algal pond�, which is the simplest method of treatment. The method relies

on the use of a shallow pond (1�2 m deep) in which the wastewater is held for several days

depending on the temperature and other climatic conditions under which the algae can flourish

and, at the same time, provide oxygen through photosynthesis. A simple flow sheet for this

method is given in Fig. 2.10 and the design details are described in Chapter 9. Algal growth is

important for meeting the oxygen demand of the wastewater. Other things being equal, algal

growth depends on the surface area of the pond, which makes the pond area an important

design parameter. The relatively large land requirement for this method has, however, limited

its use to smaller populations only.

Fig. 2.10 A multi-celled algal pond (no machinery)

(b) Land Irrigation

The irrigational use of wastewater can give a high degree of wastewater treatment�primary,

secondary and tertiary all rolled into one! In fact, land treatment is generally most desirable for

removing the nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus, from the wastewater. Sprinklers, channels or

drip type irrigation can be used, and the pre-treatment required can be determined accordingly.

Chapter 11 discusses various details of the land irrigation system design.
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(c) Aquatic Plant Systems, Constructed Wetlands and Vermiculture

Among other aquatic plant systems used for wastewater treatment are hyacinth ponds, duck-

weed ponds, constructed wetlands (by reed beds and root zone) and vermiculture systems. These

are described in Chapter 10. They can be efficient if well designed and maintained. Increasingly

now, some operating experience is becoming available in India.

(d) Combinations of UASBs, Aerated Lagoons and Algal Ponds

Various combinations of anaerobic systems (UASBs), mechanically aerated lagoons and algal

ponds can be used in order to optimize land or power requirements or any other characteristic.

These are described later in Chapter 16.

2.4.4 Physico-chemical Methods

A few advanced physico-chemical methods have become important in dealing with indus-

trial wastes and for providing tertiary treatment for reuse of water. Notable among these are

systems which require chemically-aided sedimentation, activated carbon treatment, soften-

ing, ultra-filtration and reverse osmosis. The membrane technologies hold a special interest

for us where reuse of reclaimed wastewater is involved. These methods have been discussed

in Chapter 12.

2.5 FACTORS IN CHOICE OF WASTE TREATMENT METHODS

The various design criteria developed in the later chapters for a few commonly used biological

treatment methods have been summarized in Table 2.1 with particular reference to certain im-

portant parameters such as land and power requirements and their performance based on which

a choice can be made.

The values given in Table 2.1 can be used for making first approximations for judging suit-

ability of different treatment methods for a given case (Arceivala, 1981). Eventually, detailed

designs would have to be made using computational methods discussed in the respective chap-

ters.

The expected BOD removal efficiency, though important, is not the only performance pa-

rameter to be considered. In several instances, equally careful attention has to be paid to the

required removal of nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus, and to micro-organisms like coliforms,

helminths, etc. Foul odour potential, sludge handling and disposal difficulties, other opera-

tional characteristics and dependability of performance are the other factors that need to be

addressed.

Table 2.1 compares a few selected mechanized methods of treatment (such as activated sludge

and extended aeration systems, trickling filters and facultative aerated lagoons) with a few non-

mechanized, so-called �natural� treatment methods (such as the UASB, waste stabilization ponds

and land irrigation). Each treatment method is compared in terms of various criteria or param-

eters of design and operation in order to guide users to make an informed choice regarding the

method to be used.
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Ultimately, the choice of a treatment system depends on various factors which can be grouped

under three key words: affordability, acceptability, and manageability. The various aspects in-

volved in each of 3 factors are delineated below.

Affordability firstly depends on the financial ability of the community to be served and

secondly, on the requirements of the process in terms of power and land requirements. The

typical questions concerning this factor are: Is the requisite electric power available and afford-

able? Can we find or spare the land needed for setting up the plant?

Acceptability mainly depends on the performance of the treatment system. The acceptability

of the system generally depends on two groups of individuals: firstly, the pollution control au-

thorities who have to approve the treatment proposed and, secondly, the riparian public who

have to live near the treatment facility. The questions concerning this factor are: Will the authori-

ties approve of the proposed scheme? Does it meet the discharge standards? Is the project likely

to give rise to nuisances like mosquitoes and foul odour in it�s vicinity? Will the neighbours

accept it at the expected level of performance? The answers to these questions must satisfy all

the people concerned.

Manageability refers to both the routine operation of the plant, and its maintenance and re-

pairs when needed. Here, the following questions are asked: Will staff employed to run the plant

be able to manage it? Are they competent enough to handle the project or is it too skilled and

specialized for them? Can the staff be trained reasonably soon in the skills required? Will it be

possible to repair the machinery locally when something goes wrong or will imports be needed

(and not readily available) from other cities or countries?

If the three key tests of �affordability, acceptability and manageability� are met by a process or

treatment method, the latter should be considered for adoption, regardless of how simple it is.

Even a simple septic tank or algal pond could be an �appropriate technology� in a given case. An

appropriate technology is also most likely to be a sustainable one.

Chapter 16 discusses further factors to be considered in the choice of treatment technologies.
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Chapter 3

Principles of Aerobic

Bio-Reactor Design

Successfully choosing a bio-reactor can sometimes be as critical as choosing a spouse in life.

Many reactions occurring in wastewater treatment are slow and take place in large-sized reac-

tors. Hence, both kinetic and hydrodynamic considerations have to be taken into account while

designing them. This chapter considers both these aspects in a general way and helps prepare

the reader further for the basic subject of biological treatment.

3.1 REACTION ORDER

 The general equation relating the rate of change of concentration with time to the concentration

of the reacting substance can be expressed as:

dC

dt
A  = ± KCA

n (Eq.3.1)

where CA is the concentration of the reacting substance A, K is the reaction rate constant, per

unit time, n denotes the order of the reaction (n=1 signifies first order, n=2 signifies second

order, and so on), and the major factors which affect the K values include: (i) temperature

(ii) presence of catalysts, (iii) presence of any toxic substance, and (iv) availability of nutrients

and �growth factors�.

Zero-order reactions (n=0) are independent of the concentration CA, and hence their rated

dCA/dt is constant as shown in Fig. 3.1. Certain catalytic reactions occur in this fashion. Some

first-order biochemical reactions may also seem to behave like zero-order ones (see below).

First-order reactions (n=1) are those wherein the rate of change of concentration of the reactant

A is proportional to its concentration. Referring to Fig. 3.1, it will be seen that this rate dimin-

ishes with time. A true first-order reaction is one in which a single substance [e.g., H2O2 or Ca

(OCl)2] is decomposing. The aeration process and heat dissipation also proceed in a similar

manner.
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In pseudo-first-order reactions, several items affect the reaction rate, such as dissolved oxy-

gen concentration, number of organisms, organic matter concentration, etc., but the rate is propor-

tional to the concentration of a single item�organic matter in this case�provided the other

items are in relative abundance. The biological stabilization of organic matter in a batch system

is a typical example of a pseudo-first-order reaction. If the organic matter (substrate) concentra-

tion is also maintained within a narrow range (as in a continuous flowing, complete-mixing

reactor), then the rate is practically constant and the reaction behaves like a pseudo-zero-order

type of reaction. Some biological treatment systems behave in this manner.

There are various complex processes whose overall rates are approximately first-order in nature.

Several single substances by themselves exhibit zero-order rates, but complex substrates (e.g.,

sewage, industrial wastes, etc.), which may contain several such substances, may show a high

rate of overall removal at the start when all its component substances are being removed (con-

sumed) simultaneously. Later, the overall rate may be slower since only the relatively more dif-

ficult substances remain. Thus, the overall rate may appear like a typical first-order rate.

Equation (3.1) may be integrated within the limits of concentration C1 and C2 at times t1 and

t2, respectively, to give:

dC

C
A

AC

C

1

2

z  = K

t

t

dt

1

2

z

or ln 
C

C

1

2

 = K(t2�t1)

or, if the concentration is C0 at the start (t1 = 0), then the concentration Cn at any time t is:

Ct = C0 e
�kt (Eq. 3.2)

For logarithms to the base 10, Eq. 3.2 becomes:

Ct = C0.10� kt (Eq. 3.3)

where k = 2.3 k and k = 
log C C

t

t0b g
(Eq. 3.4)

The units of k and K are per unit time.

Second-order reactions (n=2) proceed at a rate proportional to the square of the reactant

concentration. As shown in Fig. 3.1, small changes in concentration can affect the rate

considerably.

Other types of reactions include: (i) reactions of higher than second-order, (ii) reactions of

fractional order, (iii) sequential reactions in which one substance is removed first and another

afterwards, and (iv) chain reaction in which various steps occur intermediately (e.g., NH3 ®

NO2 ® NO3).

A graphical plot of log (C0/Ct) against t should give a straight line whose slope equals k

(see Fig. 3.2). In fact, obtaining a straight line is taken as a test for concluding that the reaction

follows first-order kinetics.
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Second-order

First-order

Zero-order

Time, t

dC
dt
A

Fig. 3.1 Typical curves obtained with zero-, first- and second-order reactions

Slope = k
Log

C

C

0

t

(a) First-order

t

Slope = k

l

Ct

(b) Second-order

t

Fig. 3.2 Typical plots to determine "k" values for (a) first-order, and (b) second-order reactions

3.2 FLOW PATTERNS OF REACTORS

All tanks, lagoons and ponds used for waste treatment can be referred to as �reactors.� Their

flow patterns (hydrodynamics) depend on the mixing conditions in them, which depend on the

shape of the reactor, the positioning of the inlet and outlet, energy input per unit of volume, the

size or scale of the unit, and other factors. Flow patterns affect the time of exposure to treatment

and substrate distribution in the reactor and hence the efficiency of treatment.

The typical reactor types incorporating the different flow and mixing patterns include [see

Figs. 3.3 (a) to (d)]:

a. Batch reactors,

b. Ideal plug flow reactors,
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c. Ideal completely-mixed flow reactors,

d. Non-ideal, dispersed flow reactors,

e. Series and/or parallel combinations of the above (not shown in fig)

(a) Batch type reactor

(b) Plug flow reactor

(c) Completely-mixed flow reactor

(d) Dispersed flow reactor

Fig. 3.3 Different types of reactors

3.2.1 Batch and Continuous Flow Reactors

Batch reactors are closed systems having no continuous flow. Each batch is exposed to the desired

treatment and then discharged. However, the contents are generally well mixed to ensure that

no temperature or concentration gradients exist. All elements are exposed to treatment for the

same length of time for which the substrate is held in the reactor. Hence, they are, in a way, like

ideal plug flow reactors.
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Batch reactors are often used in laboratory studies. Care must be taken while extrapolating

their results to other types of reactors. A biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) determination

bottle can be regarded as a batch reactor.

Continuous flow reactors include all the other types of reactors mentioned in Fig. 3.3 from (b) to

(d). Tracer tests are needed to distinguish between the different types of reactors and to charac-

terize them. Cells in series and parallel arrangement are discussed in the next section.

3.2.2 Tracer Tests

The tracers used in making tracer tests may be dyes, chemicals or radioactive isotopes, which are

injected at the inlet end of the reactor either instantly as a sudden slug (plug input) or on a con-

tinuous basis (step input). The effluent is monitored for the concentration of the tracer by taking

samples at regular time intervals (say, every 15 minutes) from which �time-concentration� curves

are obtained [see Fig. 3.4(a)]. These curves can be expressed in dimensionless units by plotting

(C/Co) against (t/to). The curves so obtained are called �C diagrams� [see Fig. 3.4(b)] in which

C = actual concentration in the effluent sample

C0 = Concentration if the slug dose of tracer were to be mixed uniformly with the

entire reactor volume

t = actual time of sampling after addition of tracer

to = Theoretical detention time in the reactor = V/Q.

The C diagrams give the �age� distribution at the exit. As different reactors show different

results, we now see how different types of reactors respond to tracer tests.

0

Monitor
at outlet

Add tracer
slug here

Reactor
(volume = )v

Concentration
of tracer

A typical time-concentration
curve

Outflow
(flow rate )= Q

Inflow
(flow rate = )Q

Peak

Time after addition of tracer

Fig. 3.4 (a) Conducting a tracer test to obtain a typical time-concentration curve
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= 0.025

= 0.002
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Fig. 3.4 (b) Some typical C diagrams for different types of reactors

3.3 IDEAL PLUG FLOW

Ideal plug flow, also called piston flow, is one in which every element of flow leaves the reactor in

the same order in which it entered. There is no overtaking or falling behind, no intermixing or

dispersion. Hence, every element is exposed to treatment for the same length of time (as in a

batch reactor), namely the theoretical detention time, t0.

The slug of inert tracer added instantaneously at the inlet end, flows through the tank uni-

formly and appears all at once in the effluent at time t = t0 or t/t0 =1.0 (see Fig. 3.4(b)). The

concentration C is high since the slug of tracer does not mix with the tank contents, theoretically

speaking. Thus, the ratio C/C0 is high at t/t0
 =1.0. At other values of t/t0, which are lesser or

greater than 1.0, the value of C/C0 is theoretically zero.

3.3.1 Substrate Removal in Ideal Plug Flow

For a sub strate like organic matter which undergoes biological degradation following first-order

kinetics, the concentration at any time in a plug-flow reactor or a batch reactor is given by Eq.

3.2 in terms of substrate concentration as:

S = S0. e � Kt,

in which S0 and S = initial and final substrate concentrations, respectively, and

 K = substrate removal rate, per unit time

 t = residence time in reactor

3.4 IDEAL COMPLETELY—MIXED FLOW

An ideal completely-mixed flow is one in which all the inflowing elements are instantly and

thoroughly dispersed in the reactor so that the contents are perfectly homogeneous at all points
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in the reactor. Consequently, the concentration of the effluent from the reactor is the same as that

in the reactor.

The tracer slug added in this case is, theoretically, completely mixed with the tank contents as

soon as it enters. Thus, at the start, the concentration C = C0 or C/C0 = 1 at t/t0 = 0. Thereafter,

as t/t0 increases, the concentration C decreases because the tracer is gradually washed out from

the reactor and, therefore, C/C0 decreases [see Fig. 3.4(b)].

3.4.1 Substrate Removal in Ideal Completely Mixed Flow

For a degradable substrate whose removal follows first-order kinetics, it will be recalled from

Eq. 3.1 that, in terms of substrate concentration S:

dS

dt
 = K.S

if Q = inflow rate = outflow rate, and V = reactor volume, the substrate mass balance around the

reactor gives,

[Input rate]-[Output rate]-[Removal rate] =[Rate of change in reactor],

namely,

Q×SO � Q×S � K×S×V =
dS

dt
× V; (Eq. 3.5)

where So denotes the initial substrate concentration. But in the steady state, the rate of change in

the reactor is zero. Thus, if Eq. (3.5) is rewritten for the steady state, it results in the following

equation:

S =
S

K
V

Q

O

1+
F
HG
I
KJ

or S =
S

Kt
O

1+
(Eq. 3.6)

3.5 DISPERSED FLOW

Dispersed flow is one in which each element of the incoming flow resides in the reactor for a

different length of time [Fig. 3.3(d)]. It is also called intermixing or arbitrary flow and lies in

between the two boundary cases seen earlier, namely, ideal plug flow and ideal completely-

mixed flow. Thus, dispersed flow is a non-ideal case and can, in fact, be used in practice to

describe the flow conditions in most large reactors like lagoons and ponds.

Using Fick�s second law, but replacing the diffusion coefficient therein by a dispersion coeffi-

cient, D, the change in concentration is given as:

¶

¶

C

t
 = D

C

X

¶

¶

2

2
(Eq. 3.7)
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in which C = concentration of substance, mass/volume

D = axial or longitudinal dispersion coefficient (= L2/t),

 X = distance L in the direction of the main flow,

Taking a steady state differential materials balance at any cross-section in a reactor. Levenspiel

(1962) obtained the following general equation for any reactant following nth-order kinetics:

D
C

X
U

C

X
KC

n
.
¶

¶
-

¶

¶
-

2

2
 = 0 (Eq. 3.8)

in which U = mean flow velocity along reactor L/t,

L is the length of axial travel in reactor

K = removal rate constant, per unit time

 n = order of the reaction

For a conservative tracer, K = 0, the last term is dropped, and the solution of the equation

gives the family of curves as shown in Fig. 3.4(b) for different values of the �dispersion number�

D/UL which characterizes the mixing conditions in a reactor. It is affected by all the factors

which affect its component terms D, U and L. The dispersion number can also be expressed in

terms of detention time, t, of a unit. Since U = L /t, therefore:

D

UL
 =

D t

L

.
2

By definition, dispersion is absent in the ideal plug flow condition and, therefore, D = 0 and

D/UL = 0.

For various non-ideal or dispersed flow conditions, the value of D/UL lies anywhere between

zero and infinity. From the C diagrams given in Fig. 3.4(b), it can be seen that D/UL values as

low as 0.025 give a spreading of the curve. As D/UL increases, the spread increases, the peak

concentration reduces in height, and the peak itself occurs earlier, namely at (t/t0) < 1.

The actual C diagram obtained by conducting a tracer test on a reactor can be compared to

the theoretical curves of the known D/UL values, to find the curve that most closely fits the

experimental curve. This comparison can be done by comparing their �variances� or their �peak

times� as discussed later when solving Example 3.2.

3.5.1 Substrate Removal in Dispersed Flow

Equation (3.8) was solved for first-order kinetics by Wehner and Wilhem (1956) with regard to

chemical engineering processes, but it is finding increasing application only now in waste treat-

ment process design. For reactions other than that of first-order, only a numerical solution is

possible. Fortunately, in waste treatment, most processes of interest involving removal of or-

ganic substrates are of the first-order type. Their equation is:
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S

SO

 =
4

1 1

1 2

2 2 2 2

ae

a e a e

d

a d a d( ) . . /
+ - -

-a f
(Eq. 3.9)

in which

a = 1 4+ Ktd  (dimensionless)

d =
D

UL
 = 

Dt

L
2

 (dimensionless)

 L = length of axial travel path

 t = theoretical detention time (V/Q)

 K = substrate removal rate constant; per unit time. (The determina-

tion and use of K values are discussed in Chapter 6).

So and S = initial and final substrate concentrations (mass/vol.),

respectively.

As seen earlier, the D/UL values may vary widely from zero to infinity. However, when

D/UL approaches zero (i.e., plug flow), Wehner and Wilhem�s equation (Eq. 3.9) gives practi-
cally the same effluent concentration S, as is given by Eq. 3.2 for ideal plug flow conditions.
Similarly, when D/UL approaches infinity (ideal complete-mixing), Wehner and Wilhem�s equa-
tion gives almost the same value for S as is given by Eq. 3.6 for complete-mixing flows. Thus
Wehner and Wilhem�s equation is universally applicable for first-order equations over the entire
range of D/UL values.

The use of the Wehner�Wilhem equation is facilitated by reference to substrate removal

efficiency charts. Figure 3.5 shows one such chart which is a graphical plot of the dimensionless
product (Kt ) against the percentage of the remaining substrate (S/S0), and percentage substrate
removed (1 � S/S0). The family of curves shown pertain to different values of D/UL from zero
to infinity and are seen to flare out from the point of origin.

It is evident from Fig. 3.5 that: (i) a completely-mixed or even a reasonably well-mixed system
(D/UL > 4) is just not capable of giving more than 90�97 percent efficiency for Kt values less
than 20, (ii) for a given Kt value, the efficiency increases as D/UL reduces, namely, plug flow
type systems always tend to give higher efficiency of removal than well-mixed systems and, (iii)
very high efficiencies of greater than 99 percent�as are often required in the case of bacterial
removal in oxidation ponds, for example�can only be reached if the system approaches plug
flow conditions. Thus, it is seen that D/UL is as important a design parameter as the substrate
removal rate K is (Arceivala, 1981).

Figure 3.6 is a plot similar to Fig. 3.5 but is particularly useful for low values of Kt.

Example 3.1 Estimate the process efficiency (percentage removed) at different dispersion con-

ditions, if a wastewater is treated for six hours and the substrate removal rate, K = 0.2 per hour

at reactor conditions. Assume different values of D/UL such as 0, 0.2, 4.0 and ¥ for the sake of

comparison.

From Fig. 3.6, at Kt =(0.2)(6) = 1.2, we get

D/UL value: 0 0.2 4.0 ¥

Efficiency %: 70 65 56 55
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Fig. 3.6 Determination of substrate removal efficiency under different types of mixing conditions

using the dispersed flow model (Wehner-Wilhem equation)

3.6 THE DISPERSION NUMBER, D/UL, AND ITS ESTIMATION

In practice, the typical range of D/UL values observed in different types of treatment reactors

generally lies between 0.1 and 4.0. Of course, some reactors may show values of less than 0.1

and some much greater than 4.0 (even 100). All reactors lie somewhere in between zero and

infinity. Table 3.1 gives some typical D/UL values observed in practice. When a unit shows a

D/UL value of about 0.2 or less, it can be said to be approaching plug flow, while at D/UL = 3.0

� 4.0, it can be considered �well-mixed� or approaching complete-mixing.
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Table 3.1: Typical D/UL values for different waste treatment units (Adapted from Arceivala, 1986)

Waste treatment unit D/UL (Likely range)

Aeration Tanks:

Complete-mixing activated sludge systems 3.0 � 4.0 or higher
Pasveer and carrousel type oxidation ditches 3.0 � 4.0 or higher
Waste stabilization ponds: & aerated lagoons:

Single rectangular ponds (L = < 4 W) 1.0 � 4.0 or higher
Long and narrow ponds with baffles or multiple inlets 0.1 � 1.0
Facultative aerated lagoons: Long rectangular  0.2 � 4.0

Square-shaped 3.0 � 4.0 or higher
Ponds and lagoons with cells-in-series arrangement

 Overall D/UL for two cells in series 0.2 � 0.7
 Overall D/UL for three cells in series 0.10 or less

It is interesting to observe from Table 3.1 that facultative aerated lagoons and oxidation ponds

which are of great concern to us in this book, vary widely in their mixing conditions, practically

from one end of the spectrum to another, and one must give this aspect more consideration in

their design by deciding in advance what mixing regime is desired. Activated sludge aeration

tanks and Pasveer and Carousel type oxidation ditches exhibit well-mixed conditions (approach-

ing complete-mixing) and therefore can be designed using the complete-mixing equation

(Eq. 3.6) to determine substrate removal.

The following are some of the key factors affecting dispersion in waste treatment units (ASCE,

1983):

1. Scale of the mixing phenomenon,

2. Geometry of the unit,

3. Power input per unit volume (mechanical or pneumatic),

4. Type and disposition of inlets and outlets,

5. Inflow velocity and its fluctuations,

6. Density and temperature differences between inflow and reactor contents.

Temperature variations between 12°C and 20°C have been observed to have no significant

effect on the dispersion condition in tanks (Murphy and Timpany, 1967). In case of large reactors,

however, strong wind can distort the time-concentration curve pushing the peak more leftward

implying short-circuiting during the windy condition.

For the above stated reasons, the same unit may show different D/UL values on different

occasions if flow, wind, and other conditions vary. In this regard, units constructed as two, three

or more cells-in-series would show lesser variations in their overall D/UL values.

3.6.1 Estimation of D/UL

The dispersion number D/UL, can be estimated in either of the following two ways:

1. By conducting a tracer test on an existing unit or on a suitably scaled-down model, or

2. By using empirical methods for predicting the likely dispersion number before a unit is

constructed.
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3.6.1.1 Use of tracer tests

Tracer test results give time�concentration curves (Fig. 3.4) from which the variance of the curve

can be calculated and the D/UL found (Levenspiel, 1962) as shown in Example 3.2 where the

necessary equations are also given. Generally, the time�concentration curves show long �tails�,

which cannot be neglected as they affect the calculation of variance considerably. Therefore, the

sampling must continue for a sufficiently long time (about four to even ten times the theoretical

detention time of the unit). This may not always be feasible, in which case where the concentra-

tion curve is cut off prematurely, the tracer concentration beyond twice the theoretical time can

be estimated from a semi-log plot of the data. There can be a very serious error in the estimation

of D/UL if this is not done, as illustrated in Example 3.2.

In order to get over this difficulty, Murphy and Timpany (1967) have developed another method

of estimating D/UL. In their method, the ratio of the time at which a peak occurs, tp, to the

theoretical time to, is computed. This method makes both field work as well as computations

easier and is also illustrated in Example 3.2.

Example 3.2 Estimate the dispersion number D/UL for a small tertiary pond of 2.2 days theoretical

detention time for which the tracer test results are given below for a period of nine hours only. Use both

variance and peak�time techniques.

Observation Variance computations

Time, t (hours) Concentration C, MG/l t2 t.C t2.C

1 23 1 23 23
2 23.5 4 47 94
3 25 9 75 225
4 26.5 16 106 424
5 28 25 140 700
6 31 36 186 1116
7 27 49 189 1323
8 26 64 208 1664
9 25.4 81 228.6 2057.4

S SC=258.4 St = 285 StC=1202.6 St2C=7626.4

(i) Variance Technique (Levenspiel)

(a) Mean time t = 
tC

C

å
å

 = 
1202 6

258 4

.

.
 = 4.654

(b) If the standard deviation of the time�concentration curve is rt, the variance is

s t2 = 
t C

C
t

2
2å

å
-  =

7626

258 4

.

.

4
 � (4.654)2 = 7.89 (Eq. 3.10)

(c) Variance in terms of dimensionless time (C curve)
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s
2 =

st

t

2

2
 = 

7 89

4 654 2

.

( . )
 = 0.364 (Eq. 3.11)

Using the following relation for closed vessels of finite length,

s
2 = 2

D

UL

D

UL
e D ULF

H
I
K -
F
H
I
K × -

-2 1
2

1/b ge j (Eq. 3.12)

The dispersion number d = D/UL = 0.24.

(ii) Peak time Technique (Murphy and Timpany)

The following ratio is first computed:

t

t

p

o

 =
Peak time

Theoretical detention time
 = 

6 hours

2.2 days 24 hours´
 = 0.114

The value of D/UL is then computed from one of the following two equations:

D/UL = 4.027 (10)-2.09tp/ to when 0.3 < (tp/to) < 0.8 (Eq. 3.13)

or D/UL = 0.2(tp/to)
-1.34 when 0.03 < (tp/to) < 0.3 (Eq. 3.14)

Hence, in the above case D/UL = 0.2 (0.114)-1.34 = 3.67. (Eq. 3.15)

Note: Here, the variance technique gives erroneous results since the time�concentration curve

is prematurely stopped after nine hours only, without allowing the full �tail� to be developed.

Regardless of the method used to interpret the tracer test results, it is necessary to note that

the test normally gives an instantaneous snapshot value of the dispersion condition obtaining at

the time of the test. The actual values obtaining at different times of the diurnal cycle may vary

depending on factors such as the volume of inflow, the temperature prevailing at the time, the

wind condition, etc.

3.6.1.2 Use of empirical equations for estimating D/UL

In recent years, empirical correlations between the dispersion coefficient and certain parameters

have been attempted in order to facilitate greater use of the dispersion number concept in reac-

tor design without recourse to field tests or model studies every time. Such empirical methods,

also have their limitations and must be used with caution.

(1) For oxidation ponds and facultative aerated lagoons

Arceivala (1981) has pooled tracer study data from various sources covering facultative aerated

lagoons, oxidation ponds, rectangular settling tanks and such other units from reported studies

undertaken in four different countries to arrive at an empirical correlation between dispersion

coefficient, D, and width, W, of a unit. Essentially, his results show that D varies as W2 for small-

sized units of less than 10 m, whereas the variation is linear for larger widths (W > 30 m). Fur-

thermore, in each case he found that units possessing baffles which lengthen the flow path (around-

the-end type baffles) invariably gave much higher D values than those without baffles but hav-

ing the same width. This is because bends in flow increase dispersion.
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The tentative empirical correlation where D is in metres per hour and W in metres, can be

expressed as follows:

1. For lagoons and ponds of widths larger than 30 m

(a) With baffles: D = 33 W (Eq. 3.16)

(b) Without baffles:D = 16.7 W (Eq. 3.17)

2. For lagoons and ponds of widths less than 10 m

(a) With baffles: D = 11 W2 (Eq. 3.18)

(b) Without baffles:D = 2 W2 (Eq. 3.19)

Among the factors affecting dispersion, it may be mentioned that�on three large-scale

lagoons studied by Murphy and Wilson (1974) for paper mill wastes in Canada�the variation in

power input from 0.47 to 2.29 kW per 1000 m3 of the lagoon volume showed no significant effect

on the D and D/UL values. Thus, the mixing imparted by the aerators apparently did not affect

the overall value of D which was already large owing to large lagoon widths (76 and 106 m).

However, sufficient data is presently not available to enable one to state that aerated lagoons of

lesser widths will likewise be unaffected by power input.

While designing a lagoon or pond to give a desired value of D/UL, one first needs to select a

trial width. Generally, the depth is already decided on the basis of other considerations. Thus,

for the given flow and detention time, the length is computed, and using one of the equations

just given, D is then computed. It is now possible to find D/UL or its equivalent expression

D.t/L2. Inserting a baffle in the unit helps to quickly reduce the D/UL value since the baffle

reduces width, and increases both the velocity and length of the flow path.

Polprasert and Bhattarai (1985) have developed a dispersion prediction formula for use in the

waste stabilization pond design relating the pond�s dispersion number to the pond�s shape (length

L, width W and depth, H), hydraulic detention time, t, and kinematic viscosity, v, of pond water,

as follows:

D

UL
 =

0184 2
0 489 1 511

1 489

.
. .

.

tv W H W

LH

+a f a f
a f

[Eq. 3.19(a)]

The authors state that this formula and the constants proposed should be considered only

tentative as they need to be tested with more pond data including variations in flows, inlet and

outlet devices and wind conditions.

Agunwamba (1991) has shown the dispersion number to be as follows:

d = 0.102 [3(B + 2H )t / 4LBH] �0.410 (H/L ) ´ (H/B)�(0.981 + 1.385H/B)

Soares and Bernardes (2001) have proposed the following equation for estimating the disper-

sion number:

 d = D/UL = 
L W

L W L W

/

. ( / ) . ( / ) � .1 014 0 254 0 2612
+

[Eq. 3.19(b)]

Asolekar and Langote (2004) have recommended from computer studies the use of multiple

inlets spaced 3.5 m apart to give a practical arrangement approaching plug flow conditions in a
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pond. In fact, it is tantamount to placing imaginary baffles 3.5 m apart to give a narrow and

relatively long length of flow, thus ensuring plug flow.

For the four configurations shown in Fig. 3.7 for a waste stabilization pond, the correspond-

ing dispersion numbers, D/UL, have been computed by using the above equations as shown in

Table 3.2.

Fig. 3.7 Effect of different algal pond configurations on D/UL values estimated by different methods

Table 3.2: Estimated D/UL values using different methods

Author Configuration (see Fig 3.7)

 (1) (2) (3) (4)

 W = 314 m W = 104.7 m W =104.7 m W = 3.5 m
L = 1000 m L = 1000 m L = 3000 m L = 1000 m

Estimated value of D/UL as per:
Arceivala (1981) 4.7 1.6 0.35 0.02
Polprasert and Bhattarai (1985) 0.67 0.08 0.03
Agunwamba (1991) 0.15 0.05 0.03
Soares and Bernardes (2001) 0.33 0.10 0.03

It is seen that the above methods give widely differing numerical values of the dispersion

numbers for the four pond configurations shown but generally indicate in a relative way whether

the pond tends towards mixed or laminar flow conditions. Configurations 1 and 2 indicate, as

expected, relatively �mixed� conditions while configurations 3 and 4 indicate that the flow is

more laminar in nature. This is because each equation (except Arceivala�s) was derived from

studies on specific pond configurations with its specific inlet and outlet arrangements as studied

by the concerned author.

As Agunwamba (1991) points out, one more factor that should be considered in tracer dye

studies is the period that elapses between the tracer release and the measurement of tracer con-

centration. This is because �d� is time�dependent within the convective period and time�inde-

pendent within the diffusive period. Ponds are often not long enough for the diffusive period to

become effective and thus experiments are often carried out within the convective period during

which the diffusion equation cannot apply. Some workers have also pointed out that the wind

energy assumed to affect a pond may actually be smaller in its effect than the continuous input

of energy via the inflow to a pond and thus, the inlet type, size (dia) and disposition may be-

come an important factor affecting dispersion.

Further work is required to reconcile the four above methods which seem to work reasonably

well for plug flow type conditions but do not seem to agree with tracer dye values for well-
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mixed ponds. Moreover, even if it were possible to determine a D/UL value more accurately, it

would still be likely to vary significantly during each diurnal cycle because of the variation in

the temperature, the wastewater flow volume itself, and such other parameters. Field studies

can show the exact variation around the mean value at a particular location. As stated earlier,

the tracer test normally gives an instantaneous snapshot value of the dispersion condition ob-

taining at the time of the test.

Consequently, it would seem desirable to presently follow only the general guidelines given

in Section 3.10 for designing reactors so as to ensure that the reactor is either a well-mixed one

or a plug-flow type, as any finer design seems unwarranted.

(2) For pasveer and carrousel type oxidation ditches

For pasveer and carrousel type ditches which are mainly used for activated sludge systems

working on the extended aeration principle, the dispersion number, D/UL, is generally in the

range of 3.0�4.0 or higher, indicating well-mixed (if not completely-mixed) conditions. Thus,

there is no need to estimate the D/UL specifically in such cases. One could simplify the matter

by �assuming� complete-mixing conditions and using Eq. 3.6 with the corresponding value of K

(as given in Chapter 6) to determine substrate removal efficiency and detention time.

(3) For activated sludge aeration tanks

Generally, activated sludge aeration tanks are also designed on the basis of complete-mixing

conditions and Equation 3.6 is used with the appropriate K value.

For diffused air aeration tanks of the type used in activated sludge plants, Murphy (1971) has

reported the following correlation:

D = 3.118 (W2) (qa)

in which W = tank width in ft., qa = air flow rate, per unit tank volume (standard cubic feet per

1000 ft3/per minute).

This equation was derived from studies on tanks up to about 30 feet in width and air supply

rates ranging from less than 10 to more than 100 standard cubic feet per 1000 ft3, per minute.

3.7 MULTIPLE CELLS WITH SERIES OR PARALLEL ARRANGEMENTS

Large lagoons and ponds are often provided as multiple cells with series or parallel arrange-

ments in order to ensure certain desired mixing or operating features. The multiple cells can be

provided according to the following options:

� Equal-sized cells in series,

� Unequal-sized cells in series,

� Cells in parallel,

� Cells in series with incremental feed,

� Cells in series-parallel arrangements.
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3.7.1 Equal Cells in Series

A model often used in reactor design is the equal-sized cells-in-series model. It is possible to use

it with reactions of any order. In this model, it is assumed that there are n number of cells in

series wherein each cell in itself is completely-mixed, and has detention time t� and volume v

(see Fig. 3.8). Thus:

V = å vn = total volume of cells in series

and t¢ =
V

nQ
 = detention time per cell.

Since each cell is assumed to be completely-mixed, Eq. 3.6 can be used�with first-order

kinetics�to give the output from the first cell as:

S1 =
S

Kt
0

1+ 'a f
The output from the first cell becomes the input for the second cell. Hence:

S2 =
S

Kt
t

1+ 'a f  = 
S

Kt Kt
0

1 1+ +' 'a f a f

Generalizing in this manner for n cells, we get:

S =
S

Kt
n

0

1 + 'a f
(Eq. 3.20)

This can also be written as:

S =
S

K
V

nQ

o
n

1 +
F
HG
I
KJ

L
NM

O
QP

(Eq. 3.21)

For a given efficiency, if n is increased (n ® µ), the total volume (Sv) approaches the volume

required for a plug flow system with first-order kinetics. The required total volume for different

numbers of cells in series is indicated in Table 3.2 from which it is seen, as in the case of the

dispersed flow model, that the higher the efficiency required, the more advantageous it is to

have plug flow. The table also shows that in most cases, a sharp drop in the total reactor volume

occurs if two to four cells are used in series instead of just one. Increasing the number of cells

does reduce the volume requirement further, but not as sharply as before.

Thus, the provision of two or three equal-sized cells in series may be another way of ensuring

the conditions approaching plug flow. (It may be pointed out that in the case of large lagoons

and ponds, each cell may not really be completely mixed and it may be more realistic to apply

the dispersed flow model individually to each cell in order to estimate the substrate removal as

stated in the previous section).
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Table 3.3: Relation between number of cells, their total volume and efficiency

Number of completely mixed cells in series Required total relative volume of reactors

Efficiency 85% 90% 95% 99%

1 5.67 9.0 19.0 49.0
2 3.18 4.32 6.96 12.14
4 2.48 3.10 4.48 6.64
6 2.22 2.82 3.90 5.50
8 2.16 2.64 3.60 5.04
� � � � �
µ (plug flow) 1.90 2.30 3.0 3.91

Example 3.3 Estimate the relative volume of reactors to give 90 per cent efficiency with n = 1,

n = 2 and n = µ (at 90 per cent efficiency, S/ S0 = 0.1).

(i) When n = 1 
S

S0

 = 0.1 = 
1

1+
L
NM
O
QP

K
V

Q

Hence, K 
V

Q

F
HG
I
KJ  = 9.0.

(ii) When n = 2 
S

S0

 = 0.1 =
1

1 +
F
HG
I
KJ

L
NM

O
QP

K
V

nQ

n  = 
1

1
2

2

+
L
NM
O
QP

K V

Q

.

Hence, K(V/Q) = 4.32.

(iii) When n = a , S/S0 = 0.1 = e�K(V/Q)

Hence, K(V/Q) = 2.3

D/UL values for cells-in-series

Presently, a mathematical relationship is not available to enable one to predict the overall value of

D/UL when two or more cells are placed in series. Preliminary studies from actual tracer dye tests

show that a sharp decrease in the overall value of D/UL occurs when a group of cells are placed

in series though the D/UL value of each individual cell may not be so low. As an approximation,

the following figures can be considered on the basis of the data given in Table 3.1:

Cells-in-series Likely overall D/UL value

Two 0.2�0.7
Four 0.1 or less

For cases involving cells-in-series, each cell may be designed individually, if desired, by using

the specific value of D/UL applicable to that cell. In this manner, each cell in the series arrange-

ment can be designed in such a way as to promote the desired well-mixed or plug flow condi-
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tions. The cells may also be equal or unequal in size if beneficial for the process or may be

required to comply with site topography.

3.7.2 Unequal Cells in Series

Sometimes, unequal cells-in-series need to be provided for certain reasons. Examples include

oxidation ponds where one cell may be larger than another cell for topographical reasons, or

where the first cell may be deliberately kept larger than the second cell to avoid anaerobicity due

to overload of the first cell, or an upset due to shock load (Fig. 3.8).

For two cells-in-series, Marais (1974) has shown that unequal sizes give lesser overall effi-

ciency than two equal cells in series.

Since the cells may not be really completely-mixed, their design can be made by using the

dispersed flow model with the appropriate value of D/UL applicable to each of the unequally

sized cells. Of course, it is important for the value of D/UL to be reasonably applicable.

3.7.3 Cells in Parallel

Cells may also be provided in parallel, as shown in Fig. 3.8, if desired. This is sometimes done

with ponds and lagoons. The following factors must then be kept in mind:.

1. The cells can be either equal or unequal in size as they operate independently of each other.

2. Even if the cells are unequal in size, they can be operated to give equal detention time by

adjusting the individual feed rates.

3. Each cell can be designed individually either as approximating plug flow or as approximat-

ing a well-mixed unit.

4. If each cell is assumed to be well-mixed, the same result is obtained as if it were a single cell

of equivalent total volume (Marais, 1974).

5. For a given total volume, the substrate removal efficiency is lower for cells in parallel than

for cell-in-series. However, parallel arrangements may sometimes be preferred for opera-

tional reasons (e.g. flexibility of operation, need for shutdown of one cell without disturbing

other cells during repairs, sludge removal, etc.).

3.7.4 Cells-in-series with Incremental Feed

In order to relieve overload on the first cell of a series of cells, a part of the inflow may be

diverted to the second or third cells, thus forming a series arrangement with incremental feed

(Fig. 3.8). Such arrangements have been used in the case of ponds and lagoons. They have also

been used in trickling filters and conventional activated sludge systems using incremental feed.

In a series arrangement with n number of equal or unequal volume cells fed incrementally as

shown in Fig. 3.8, all fractions of flow do not receive the same exposure to treatment. The first

increment of feed receives treatment in all cells, the second increment is treated in (n-1) cells, the

third in (n-2) cells, and so on. In case of all the cells being of equal volume, v, Marais (1974) has

shown that the efficiency is the same as in a single completely-mixed cell of equivalent volume.

Thus, the benefit of series arrangement for securing plug flow is lost. The arrangement behaves

like a completely-mixed system.
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If the cells are of unequal volume, other methods can be used to estimate efficiency. Further-

more, the dispersed flow model can also be usefully applied regardless of whether the cells are

of equal or unequal volume, provided the appropriate value of D/UL is used for each cell indi-

vidually, and a step-wise computation of the substrate removal is made.

3.7.5 Series-parallel Arrangement

In the case of large lagoons and ponds, a series-parallel arrangement of cells can be of some

advantage (Fig. 3.8). This arrangement is not the same as cells-in-series with incremental feed. A

series-parallel arrangement permits one to benefit from the normally higher efficiencies obtain-

able with cells-in-series while also providing the benefit of flexibility in operation. The incoming

flow is divided into two or three parallel streams, with each stream flowing through two or

three cells-in-series. An added advantage of this arrangement is that the individual cells can be

stepped in level to suit falling contours both length-wise and sideways, which are so likely in a

mountainous terrain.

Estimation of the substrate removal efficiency is done by using Eq. 3.10 for equal cells or by

applying the dispersed flow model with the appropriate value of D/UL for each individual cell.

3.8 EFFECT OF SHOCK LOADS

It is well known that there are diurnal fluctuations of flow and BOD in municipal plants. Generally,

plants are capable of handling these fluctuations. However, industrial wastewater flows may

sometimes show very high fluctuations in flows or concentrations or both. This is particularly

true in cases where certain operations are carried out on a batch basis, giving sudden discharges

for short periods (slugs).

The effect of a slug discharge on a plant depends on the: (i) duration of shock load, (ii) nature

of shock or material (e.g. acidic, toxic, organic, hydraulic, or thermal), and, (iii) capacity of the

plant for withstanding shock loads.

The reader is referred once again to the C diagrams presented earlier (Fig. 3.4) from which it

will be seen that complete-mixing gives the lowest peak (C/C0 =1.0). The peak concentration is

higher for all other cases, with the highest being for plug flow. A similar situation occurs even if

the slug continues to be received for some time. The system fails if microbes are adversely af-

fected at the peak concentration reached in the reactor. It is, therefore, evident that in cases

where shock loads are likely to occur, the system is best protected by being made a completely-

mixed system.

If should also be evident that in relation to a given inflow, larger-sized units are less likely to

be upset than smaller, high-rate systems, since the incoming slug is more diluted in a larger unit.

Shock load considerations are particularly important when cell-in-series are proposed to be used.

The first one or two cells in the series may be �upset� owing to their relatively smaller size as

compared to a single large cell of equivalent volume.

The subject of shock loads has been discussed in greater detail elsewhere (Arceivala, 1981,

George and Gaudy, 1973). Eckenfelder- (1970) recommends that equalization of the incoming flow

should be considered before biological treatment if the expected BOD load (based on four-hour

composites) exceeds a ratio of 3:1.
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Fig. 3.8 Different types of reactor cell arrangements

(a) Equal-sized cells-in-series

(b) Unequal-sized cells-in-series

(c) Equal or unequal cells in parallel

(d) Cells-in-series with incremental feed

(e) Series-parallel arrangement

3.9 ESTIMATION OF WASTEWATER TEMPERATURE IN LARGE REACTORS

It is necessary to estimate the likely temperature in a lagoon, pond or any other large reactor

from a knowledge of the incoming wastewater temperature and the ambient conditions in order

to be able to estimate the biological reaction rates in different seasons.

Often, incoming wastewater is the major source of heat gain while solar radiation is a rela-

tively minor one and bacterial activity even more so. Thus, heat gain is essentially proportional

to the inflow rate and the temperature difference between the influent and reactor conditions.
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Heat losses occur simultaneously, largely through convection and radiation and, to a lesser ex-

tent, through evaporation. These losses are proportional to the surface area exposed and the

ambient conditions. While neglecting the minor losses and gains, we should concentrate on the

major ones and balance them since the total heat gain must equal the total heat loss at steady-

state or equilibrium conditions in the reactor. Thus:

Total heat gain = Total heat loss

or Q(Ti  � Te) = f .A (Tw � Ta)

where Q = Wastewater inflow rate, m3/day

 Ti = Influent temperature, °C

 Te = Effluent temperature, °C

 Tw = Average wastewater temperature in reactor, °C

 Ta = Air temperature, °C

 A = Surface area of reactor, m2

f = Exchange coefficient, m/day.

The exchange coefficient can be determined graphically as illustrated in Fig. 3.9. If complete

mixing conditions are assumed, Te = Tw and the above equation can be written as:

A

Q
 = t

h
 =

T T

T T
i w

w a

-

-

b g
b g

, (Eq. 3.20)

where t = detention time (days), and h = depth of reactor (metres).

The above coefficient f takes into account several variables such as wind, humidity and turbu-

lence (or the resultant net surface area exposed) and other factors which affect heat exchange from

the reactor. The minimum value of the heat exchange coefficient is 0.325 m/day. Hence, if the

value of f is somewhat larger than this, the value would be likely to be observed in the field. Some

values reported in the literature are given in Table 3.4. The value of f is obtained by plotting the

data graphically as shown in Fig. 3.9 (Cartar and Barry, 1975; Curie and Eckenfelder, 1980).

Recently, a dynamic model has been developed (Sedory and Stenstrom, 1995) for estimation

of the temperature of relatively smaller aeration tanks such as those used in activated sludge

plants.

Table 3.4: Typical values of exchange coefficient

Unit Coefficient f (m/day) Reference

Aerated lagoons 0.49 to 0.06 (9)
Waste stabilization ponds 0.40 (2) (12)
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A

Fig. 3.9 Graphical determination of the exchange coefficient for lagoon or pond temperature

(reproduced from Eckenfelder and Adams, 1972)

Example 3.4 A lagoon is 3.3 m deep and provides ten days detention to an industrial wastewater

entering at 55°C. If the mean ambient temperature in the given season is 10°C, estimate the

lagoon temperature assuming complete-mixing conditions and f = 0.5 m/day.
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Hence, Tw = 28°C.

3.10 GUIDELINES FOR CHOICE OF REACTORS

From the above discussion, it can be seen that reactors can be provided in different ways in

order to emphasize desired mixing or operating or other conditions. The aim of any designer

should be to maximize the substrate removal efficiency at minimum capital and running costs,

and to build better operating characteristics and reliability into the system.

The factors affecting reactor choice are discussed below.

3.10.1 Desired Mixing Conditions

In the case of large facultative aerated lagoons and oxidation ponds, the designer must decide

whether he wishes to emphasize plug flow conditions or complete-mixing conditions. Plug flow

conditions are generally desirable during the treatment of municipal wastewaters wherein the

danger of having toxic slugs is relatively less and bacterial removal of a high order is required.

On the other hand, it is desirable to ensure completely-mixed conditions in case of industrial

wastewaters wherein for operational reasons, wider fluctuations in both quality and quantity

are to be accommodated, where slugs of toxic wastes may be received or temperature variations

in the influent are considerable. It should be noted that for the same size or detention time, a

complete-mixing unit will show a lesser efficiency than a plug flow unit.
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Plug flow conditions are approached in lagoons and ponds by providing one or more of the

following options:

(1)  Long and narrow units (W : L = 1 : > 8),

(2)  Around-the-end type baffles to create long and narrow units, and winding flow,

(3)  Multiple inlets, spaced close together so as to reduce dead spaces and to create an effect

similar to several long and narrow units, and

(4)  Two, three or more cells-in-series. While each cell may be the complete-mixing type, the

overall effect would be tending towards plug flow.

Any of the above methods will help reduce the dispersion number, d, in the approximate

range of 0.5 or less. The value can be verified by running a tracer test after the unit is

constructed

Conversely, in the case of industrial wastes where in it is preferable to maintain more or

less complete-mixing conditions, the ponds and lagoons may be provided with the fol-

lowing:

(1) a more squarish geometry of the treatment unit in plan view (W : L = 1:< 4),

(2) suitable placement of the inlet and outlet,

(3) Cells-in-series with incremental feed,

These factors are also discussed further in the respective chapters.

3.10.2 Nature of the Waste

Reaction order: Zero-order reactions perform equally well in both plug flow or completely

mixed flow. First and higher order reactions perform better in plug flow, giving higher efficiencies.

Very high efficiencies (for example, bacterial removal) are possible only with plug flow.

Reaction rate constant K: Wastes with very low K values behave more or less similarly in plug

flow and completely-mixed flow. Wastes with higher K values, and first-order kinetics are best

removed in plug flow unless other requirements indicate some other choice.

Shock loads: These may be hydraulic, organic, toxic or thermal. Where shock loads are ex-

pected, complete-mixing systems work better owing to immediate dilution of the incoming shock

load. Similarly, when shock loads are expected, it may be better to employ slower acting, low-

rate processes as they would result in larger-sized units. High-rate processes requiring lesser

detention times and therefore, smaller-sized units would be preferred where no shock loads are

expected to be received. Again, if cells-in-series and shock loads are expected, it may be desir-

able to use unequal-sized cells-in-series with the first cell being larger than the others.

3.10.3 Process Optimization

This can be done by adopting the following measures:

Fictionalizing: Whenever possible, this ought to be done. For example, environmental require-

ments of acid-formers are different from those of methane-fomenters. They can, therefore, be

handled better in successive steps. There is a strong possibility of deep lagoons and ponds hav-

ing an anaerobic layer lower down where gasification can occur and BOD can be removed with-

out expensive aeration. Similarly, Imhoff tanks are more functionalized than septic tanks.
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Sequential removal: The removal of different substrates is better achieved in plug flow reactors

and cell-in-series. Nitrification occurs after the carbonaceous demand is satisfied. Nitrifiers have

a slower growth rate. Hence, plug flow conditions help in achieving better nitrification.

Heat conservation: During the treatment of hot industrial waste, especially in cold climates,

two or more cells-in-series (approaching plug flow) give better overall removal efficiency than

one large cell of equivalent volume in which the incoming temperature will drop more quickly.

Thus heat conservation increases waste treatability (K value).

Load distribution: This may be necessary to avoid overload on the first cell of a series of equal-

sized cells. Overload will reduce the K value. Unequal cells in series or re-circulation may then

be necessary.

3.10.4 Other Factors

These include:

Operational flexibility: Provision of cells in parallel is often done for the sake of flexibility,

since one cell can be put out of commission for repairs or sludge removal, for instance, without

affecting the operation of the other cells. The sizing of cells may also be based on flexibility and

other considerations like the availability of equipment.

Site conditions: In the case of large lagoons and ponds, site conditions may dictate the size and

relative location of cells either in series or in series-parallel arrangement. Unequal volume cells

in series may, therefore, be necessitated in certain sites.
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Chapter 4

Principles of Aerobic

Biological Treatment

*Endogenous respiration or auto-oxiation involves the breakdown (oxidation) of organics contained in the cell itself in order
to produce energy for the maintenance of the remaining cell mass. Thus, endogenous respiration involves a fractional de-
crease in cell mass with time. (In humans, this kind of decrease becomes evident during starvation.)

A unified approach must be applicable for the design of different types of biological treatment processes
involving microbes. After all, the �bugs� do not know in which process they are functioning�and just
keep doing what comes naturally! We have to model them correctly.

A few essentials of aerobic biological treatment are discussed here to show that a unified ap-
proach to the design of various types of treatment processes such as lagoons, ponds and ditches,
is feasible. A fuller discussion of the principles of aerobic biological treatment will be found
elsewhere [Arceivala (1981), Metcalf and Eddy (2003), Eckenfelder (1970, 1976)].

The action of micro-organisms on organic substrates leads to the gradual conversion of the substrate
into more micro-organisms until in a batch system, the substrate is exhausted. The new cells
produced undergo endogenous respiration until finally a non-degradable cellular residue remains. In

engineering terms, the substrate is the wastewater, and the microbial cells constitute the sludge.

4.1 MICROBIAL GROWTH RATES

The basic equation relating solids production to substrate removal rate is given by:

r
dSdX

Y
dt dt

= (Eq. 4.1)

in which X = mass of microbial solids (cells) in the system, namely, the mixed liquor volatile

suspended solids (MLVSS)

 Sr = mass of soluble substrate [e.g., biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)] removed

t = time

 Y = yield coefficient (mass/mass)
Owing to relatively long detention times in treatment processes, however, the new cells

produced undergo substantial decay by way of endogenous respiration* and the net production
rate is thus given by:
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dX

dt

F
HG
I
KJ

net

 = Y
dS

dt
K xr

d
F
HG
I
KJ

- × (Eq. 4.2)

where Kd = endogenous decay rate constant, per unit time.

From lab experiments, the data can be plotted to give the values of the coefficients and con-
stants involved for domestic sewage and a few other wastewaters (see Table 4.1). A typically
assumed value of Y for domestic sewage is 0.52 kg/kg BOD5 removed, while typically assumed
values of Kd are 0.07�0.10 per day.

Furthermore, since the growth in biological systems is proportional to the initial mass of cells
present, the rates must be studied in terms of the growth rate per unit mass, namely, the specific
growth rate:

dX

dt

X

F
H
I
K  = m (Eq. 4.3)

where m = specific growth rate constant, per unit time

Monod (1942) showed that m depends on the substrate concentration in accordance with Eq.

4.4 which gives a typical curve as shown in Fig. 4.1.

m = m max

S

K Ss +

L

N
M

O

Q
P (Eq. 4.4)

in which S = substrate concentration, mg/l

Ks = substrate concentration value at which m = 
m max

2

m max = maximum value of m  likely under given conditions when

the substrate is not limiting

Typical values often assumed for m max are 1�3 per day on the basis of the ultimate biochemi-
cal oxygen demand (BODm ) or chemical oxygen demand (COD), while the Ks values assumed
often range around 55 �60 mg/l for sewage on BODu basis or about 45 mg/l on BOD5 basis. By
comparison, the value for a substance like glucose is only 0.2 mg/l.

Table 4.1: Typical values of constants in treating waste

Waste Basis Yield Y Kd day�1 mmax day�1 Ks mg/l k day�1 k� Author

Domestic BODm 0.57 0.052 0.67 54 � 0.0234 Handa
Domestic COD 0.40 0.09 ~3.2 60 8.0 Sherrard
Domestic BOD5 0.37 0.098 45 8.35 Hashimoto
Domestic* BOD5 0.73 0.075 0.017�

0.03 Eckenfelder
Chemical
Petrochem BOD5 0.31� 0.05� 0.003�

0.72 0.18 0.012 Eckenfelder
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Table 4.2: Overall BOD removal rates, K for different sewage treatment processes (Arceivala)

Process Likely SS mg/l Overall K per day (20°C)

Filtered effluent basis Unfiltered effluent basis

Extended aeration 4000 �5000 20 �30 20 � 25

Facultative aerated lagoon 50 �150 0.6 � 0.8 0.3 � 0.5

Fully aerobic lagoon 100 �350 1.0 � 1.5 0.4 � 0.5
Waste stabilization pond � � 0.1� 0.15

4.2 TREATMENT KINETICS

Using Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4, Eq. 4.1 can be rewritten as:

rdS

dt
 = ( )

mm é ù
= ê ú+ë û

max

S

X S
X

Y Y K S
(Eq. 4.5)

The term mmax/Y can be replaced by k which denotes the maximum substrate utilization rate

per unit of time. Typically, for sewage k = 8.0 per day on BODm or COD basis.

Treatment kinetics are affected by the relative values of Ks and S. Two boundary cases can be

identified for which simple approximations can be developed from Eq. 4.5 as follows:

1. When S >> Ks

Then
dS

dt
r  » k × X (Eq. 4.6)

Here, as shown in Fig. 4.1, the removal is independent of the substrate concentration, namely,

a zero-order reaction. The removal rate depends only on the mass of microbial solids present in

the system.

mmax

mmax
Specific

growth rate

2

KS

Nutrient concentration ( )s

Fig. 4.1 Typical specific growth rate and limiting nutrient concentration curve (Monod, 1942)
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2. When S << Ks

rdS

dt
 ≅ k X 

S

Ks

 = k ¢ ´ S = (a first-order reaction) (Eq. 4.7)

where k� = k/KS = the specific substrate utilization rate, (mg/l)�1 (t)�1.

From the above, we can see, for example, that while sewage is being treated by the extended
aeration process in a completely-mixed reactor, the value of S could be around 10 mg/l as BOD5.
With the value of Ks being around 45 mg/l for sewage, m would work out to 10 /(45 + 10). umax

= 0.18 mmax , thus making it a first-order reaction. However, while glucose is being treated at the
same concentration of S = 10 mg/l, but with KS = 0.2 mg/l only, the value of m  = mmax�, making

it a zero-order reaction.

In practice, one can determine the k� values through laboratory experiments or field observa-

tions, measuring the parameters and plotting the data as shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Fig. 4.2 BOD removal characteristics of various organic wastes in terms of k¢

Eckenfelder gives the typical values of k� for domestic sewage as varying from 0.017�0.03

(mg/l)�1 (day)�1 while for chemical�petrochemical wastes they are much lower, ranging from

0.003�0.012.

The concentration of microbial solids (x) is given by (X/V). The values of x can vary consider-

ably from process to process. For example, in facultative aerated lagoons x = 50�150 mg/l, whereas

in the extended aeration process x = around 4000 mg/l. The volumes, V, of the treatment tanks

in the two cases are also different. Thus, the mass of solids, X, varies and so does the treatment

time required in each case.

In facultative type systems, (e.g. facultative aerated lagoons and waste stabilization ponds)

where settlement of solids can occur, the mass of microbial solids, X, is difficult to determine

from the measured values of concentration x, and, therefore, Eq. 4.7 is often modified to include

X in the k� value to obviate the difficulty of separate measurement.

Thus, rdS

dt
 = KS (Eq. 4.8)

where K = k� × X = overall substrate removal rate per unit time.
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Table 4.1 lists the typical values of several constants and coefficients mentioned so far.

Similarly, Table 4.2 gives the overall removal rate, K, values for different processes treating

domestic sewage.

It may be necessary to determine the treatability and kinetic constants in laboratory studies,

especially for industrial wastes. The details of such studies are given in various references.

4.3 HANDLING OF SOLIDS

All the processes listed in Table 4.2 are of the �suspended growth' type in which three different

ways of handling solids can be identified as shown in Fig. 4.3, namely facultative, flow-through

and flow-through with recycle.

Aerator

Aerator

Aerator

Volume = V

Volume = V

Solids = X1

Solids = X2

Solids = X3

Q
SO

Q
SO

Q
SO

Q
S
X< 1

Q
S
X2

Q
S
X3

Settle

Sludge

Pump

Recycle

Volume = V

Fig. 4.3 Wastewater treatment systems with different arrangements for handling solids produced in
system. (a) Facultative, (b) Flow-through without recycling, (c) Flow-through with recycling

In facultative systems, the solids are uncontrolled, as it were. They may settle or go out with

the effluent. The power input level may be zero (as in the case of waste stabilization ponds) or

low and therefore not enough to keep all solids in suspension (as in the case of facultative aer-

ated lagoons).

In systems having flow-through without recycling, the solids are partially controlled in that the

power input level is sufficient to keep them all in suspension but no settlement is possible. The

solids go out with the effluent. Fully aerobic, flow-through lagoons are of this type.
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In systems incorporating flow-through with recycle, the solids are fully controlled. They are

neither able to settle (as the power level is high enough to keep them all in suspension), nor are

they able to pass out with the effluent. The reactor effluent is settled and the solids are generally

retained in the system through recycling arrangements. The withdrawal of solids is achieved in

a fully controlled manner.

As waste treatment proceeds and more cells are produced by conversion of the substrate, a

steady state is finally reached when:

Solids produced = Solids leaving

This occurs naturally in the facultative and flow-through systems, while in systems with recy-

cling, it is the sludge withdrawal which determines the steady state. In each case shown in

Fig. 4.3, the incoming flow is Q, the influent substrate is So and the outgoing substrate is S.

However, the mass, of solids, X, in each case is different, as stated earlier.

4.4 SLUDGE AGE AND HYDRAULIC RETENTION TIME

The hydraulic retention time is the same for each of the three above methods of handling solids,

namely:

 t = V/Q

but the time for which the cells remain in the system can be quite different.

The sludge age or the mean cell residence time, qc, can be estimated as follows:

( )q daysc  =
Mass of solids in system

Mass of solids leaving system/day
(Eq. 4.9)

=
.

'.

x V

x Q

where x and x� are concentration terms, with x� being the solids withdrawn from the system or

escaping out with the effluent, or both, as the case may be.

In flow-through systems, x� = x and, hence, t = qc. In flow-through systems with recycling such

as extended aeration systems, x� < x. Hence qc > t. In extended aeration systems, for example,

the hydraulic time, t, may be around 1�2 days while qc may range from 20�30 days owing to

recycling. In facultative aerated lagoons also, qc > t though it is not possible to accurately esti-

mate qc since the solids settled at the bottom are not measurable.

4.5 FOOD/MICRO-ORGANISM RATIO

This the food/micro-organism (F/M) ratio gives the substrate removal rate per unit of solids in

a system. It can be computed from:

F

M
=

-
.

OS S

X t
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Some confusion can arise from values cited in the literature which are calculated on varying

bases, such as with reference to BOD5, BODu, COD, MLVSS, MLSS, etc. Thus to avoid confusion,

one should state this ratio along with its basis. Some values are given in Table 6.1.

It is not possible to express F/M ratios for facultative aerated lagoons and stabilization ponds

as a part of the microbial solids (M) settle at the bottom.

4.6 BUILD-UP OF SOLIDS IN THE SYSTEM

Equation 4.2, which determines the net production rate, can also be stated as follows:

Dæ ö
ç ÷è øD net

X

t
 =

-æ ö -ç ÷è ø
'O
d

S S
Y K X

t
(Eq. 4.10)

At steady state,

Qc = D D/

X

X t

Hence,
1

Qc
 =

-
-o

d

S S
Y K

Xt
(Eq. 4.11)

or
1

Qc
=

æ ö -ç ÷è ø
F

M
dY K (Eq. 4.12)

Solving, Eq. 4.11 for X we get:

X  =
( )
( )

-

+
c

c

Q
.

1 Q

O

d

Y S S

tK
(Eq. 4.13)

This equation is simplified for flow-through systems since Qc = t. In recycling systems, the term

(Qc/t) has a multiplier effect on X. Hence, extended aeration systems have a much higher value

of X than flow-through lagoons.

Substituting, t = V/Q and writing in concentration terms, Eq. 4.13 becomes:

.x V  = 
q

q

-
+
c

c

( )

(1 )
O

d

YQ S S

K
(Eq. 4.14)

Example 4.1: Estimate the weight of net solids (sludge) produced per day in an activated sludge aera-

tion system in which the influent BOD is reduced from 250 to 30 mg/l. The flow, Q = 4000 m3/day;

aeration tank volume = 700 m3 and MLVSS = 3000 mg/l. Assume: Y = 0.5, Kd = 0.09/day. Also compute

qc and F/M.

Substrate removed = (250 � 30) 4000 ´ 103/106 = 880 kg/day

MLVSS = (3000) (700) ´ 103/106 = 2100 kg
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Net solids produced/day = [Y (substrate removed)� Kd (solids in system)]

= (0.5) (880) � (0.09)(2100)

 = 251 kg/day

qc = =
2100

8.36 days
251

t  =
´

=
700 24

4.2 hours
4000

F

M
 =

880

2100
= 0.42 kg BOD5, per day per kg MLVSS.

4.7 SUBSTRATE REMOVAL EFFICIENCY

From Eq. 4.11 we can write:

qc

1
 =

( )
-

/r
d

Y dS dt
K

X
(Eq. 4.15)

Combining this with Eq. 4.5, we get:

qc

1
 =

é ù
-ê ú+ë û

. d
s

S
Y k K

K S
.

Solving for S, we get:

S  =
( )
( )

+ q

q - -

1

. 1

s cd

c d

K K

Y k K
(Eq. 4.16)

or, S  =
( )

-

F M .

(F M)

SK

k
(Eq. 4.17)

also, S  =
q

é ù
+ê ú

ë û

1 1

' d
c

K
k Y

. (Eq. 4.18)

Example 4.2: Find the sludge age qc at which the final effluent BOD concentration S, will be

10 mg/l. Assume typical value of constants for sewage from Table 4.1.

If we use Eq. 4.16 here, it leads to:

10  =
( )
( )

+ q

q é - ù -ë û

60 1 0.09

0.5 8 0.09 1

c

c

Hence, qc = 20.8 days.
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4.8 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

The K values determined at 20°C can be adjusted to any other temperature T°C in a process

reactor by using the following equation and a temperature correction factor θ:

K T °C = K20°C (θ)T�20 (Eq. 4.19)

The reactor temperature can be determined as described earlier in Section 3.5. Table 4.3 gives

a few typical values of q. Experimental determination requires that at least three bench-scale

units to be run in parallel at different temperatures.

Table 4.3: Effect of temperature on process kinetics

Process Value of q

Activated sludge (domestic sewage) 1.0 �1.01
< 0.6 kg BOD/kg MLSS 1.01 �1.04
> 0.6 kg BOD/kg MLSS
Activated sludge (soluble industrial wastes) 1.04 �1.10
Aerated lagoons, waste stabilization ponds
Domestic sewage 1.035
Industrial wastes 1.035�1.10

4.9 ESTIMATION OF FINAL EFFLUENT BOD

The substrate removal equations derived earlier assume that solids do not escape out in the final

effluent but are all settled or recycled. However, processes used for separation of solids are

never ideal and some solids do leave with the effluent thus adding to the effluent BOD esti-

mated by using the substrate removal equations. The total BOD of the effluent is, therefore, the

sum of the soluble BOD, (S), estimated from the substrate removal equation plus the BOD due

to the volatile suspended solids (VSS) passing out in the effluent. Thus, in terms of BOD5 in the

final effluent:

[Total BOD5 mg/l] = [Soluble BOD5 S mg/l] + [BOD5 mg/l of VSS in effluent] (4.20)

If the BODu of microbial solids is taken to be equal to the COD, it can be theoretically estimated as
follows:

C5H7O2N + 5.O2 + H+ = 5CO2 + 2H2O + NH4
+ + energy

(113) (160)

or, BODu =1.42 kg/kg microbial solids

From common experience with sewage samples, BOD5 = 0.68 (BODu).
Hence, BOD5 = 0.97 (kg microbial solids).

Thus, the BOD5 of fresh biodegradable solids can be said to be about 1.0 mg BOD5 per milli-

gram of solids. However, only 77 per cent of the actual solids are biodegradable (with 23 per

cent being inert) over the usual time period involved in waste treatment. Thus, the oxygen de-

mand is about 0.77 mg BOD5 per milligram of VSS.
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The relative proportion of VSS in the total suspended solids (SS) also changes with time in a

recycling system (Eckenfelder, 1970). The typical ratios observed in practice are given in Table

6.1 for extended aeration and in Table 8.1 for aerated lagoons. The computations are illustrated

in design examples given in the respective chapters.

When effluent samples are filtered through cotton wool before analysis, the results give only

the soluble fraction of BOD. When samples are unfiltered, one registers the total BOD (soluble +

solids BOD) in the effluent. The reader can refer to Table 4.2, where the values of the overall

BOD removal rate, K, are given separately for filtered and unfiltered samples.

4.10 OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS

The oxygen required in aerobic treatment should be adequate to meet the BODm removed in the

system. If nitrification occurs, an additional oxygen demand has to be met.

4.10.1 For Facultative and Flow-through Units

In the case of facultative aerated lagoons and waste stabilization ponds, a part of the microbial

cells produced in treating the substrate stay settled in the unit where their BODm demand is

satisfied, while those passing out with the effluent are included in the BOD measurement of the

effluent. Thus, in such units, the BODm removed in the system is obtained by measuring BOD5

concentrations of the influent (So) and effluent (S), namely the efficiency of treatment, and by

converting BOD5 values to BODm by using the foll0owing equation:

BODm = 1.47 (BOD5) (Eq. 4.21)

Similarly, in flow-through lagoons (without recycling), all the solids pass out in the effluent

and are registered in the effluent BOD measurements.

Thus, for all facultative and flow-through units:

(BODm removed in treatment) = (Efficiency of treatment) ´ (Incoming BODm) (Eq. 4.22)

Generally, in such units, nitrification does not occur; hence, there is no other oxygen demand

to consider.

4.10.2 For Flow-through Systems with Recycling

For flow-through systems with recycling such as extended aeration, a part of the microbial sol-

ids produced in treatment are physically removed out of the system as surplus sludge. Thus

only the BODm of the remaining fraction must be taken into account while computing the oxy-

gen demand in the aeration tanks, as shown below:

[O2 required in aeration, kg/day] = [BODm removed in system, kg/day] � 1.42 [Solids with

drawn as sludge, kg/day]

= [Treatment efficiency][Incoming BODm, kg/day] � (1.42) (X V/qc)

=
é ù
ê ú+ që û

0

1.42( )
( � ) 1 �

1 . cd

Y
Q S S

K
(Eq. 4.23)
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In systems having recycling, however, nitrification can occur, and where this is desired, an

additional oxygenation capacity should be provided in the aeration tank as follows:

2O required, kg/day for nitrification 4.33 Incoming TKN, kg/day

TKN,kg/day in effluent and sludge withdrawn

=é ù é ù
ë ûê úë û

- é ù
ë û

(Eq. 4.24)

From the above, it will be seen that as the sludge age or mean cell residence time, qc , in-

creases, the oxygen demand also increases owing to greater endogenous loss within the system

and greater opportunity for nitrification to occur. For this reason, extended aeration systems

always need more aeration than activated sludge systems.

Chapter 5 explains the determination of power requirements for aeration.

Figure 4.4 summarizes a great deal of information on the breakdown of organic matter, the

production and destruction of microbial cells, the oxygen requirements and the final residues formed.

Fig. 4.4 Typical materials balance for organic matter and oxygen. [Aerobic removal of 1 kg COD
gives 0.08 kg non-degradable residue; total oxygen required = (0.5 + 0.38) kg per kg of
COD removed (= 1.3 kg per kg of BOD5 removed)].

4.11 NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS

New cells synthesized from the degradation of organic matter have been shown to contain at the

maximum level 12.3 per cent nitrogen (N) and 2.6 per cent phosphorus (P) on dry weight basis

(C:N:P = 106:16:1). After endogenous respiration, the non-degradable residue contains only

7 per sent nitrogen and 1 per cent phosphorus, with the rest being released back into the substrates

(Adams and Eckenfelder, 1974). The nutrients contained in the surplus sludge withdrawn from

the system, and in the micro-organisms leaving with the effluent, are of course, unavailable for

recycling. Thus, depending upon the age of the cells (θc) in the system, the nitrogen and phos-
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phorus requirements vary. The higher the value of qc,� the greater is the recycling, and hence, the

lesser the nutrient requirements. Table 4.4 lists some typical values.

Table 4.4: Relative requirement of nutrients N and P

Process qc (days) BOD5 removed Proportional nutrient requirements

N P

Activated sludge 3�10 100 5.0 1.0
  Extended aeration 10 �40 100 0.825 0.165

The nutrient requirements of the conventional activated sludge process are higher than those

of the extended aeration process as in the latter, there is more recycling and less sludge with-

drawal. In facultative aerated lagoons and oxidation ponds, no sludge is removed continually

from the unit and some nitrogen and phosphorus is released back from the accumulated sludge

undergoing anaerobic decomposition in the lower layers. Some nitrogen loss due to denitrification

may, however, occur in such units.

Domestic sewage has more than sufficient amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus nutrients

present in it as compared to carbon but some industrial wastes are deficient in them (e.g. cotton

textiles, pulp and paper) and the artificial addition of nutrients may be essential for biological

treatment at optimum rates.

4.12 PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL

In waste stabilization ponds, phosphorus removal mainly occurs through precipitation at high

pH values reached in them (see Chapter 9). Phosphorus removal from aerated lagoons is mainly

done in the form of microbial cells, (VSS) escaping out with the effluent. But in the activated

sludge and extended aeration processes, phosphorus is mainly lost through the sludge with-

drawn from the system daily. If the net VSS content of the sludge withdrawn is estimated, the

phosphorus removed can be determined generally at about 12.6 per cent of this weight, depend-

ing on the sludge age.

Example 4.3: 2000 m3/day of wastewater with BODm = 400 mg/l is treated in an activated sludge

plant at 90 per cent efficiency. Assuming net VSS production as 0.28 kg per kilogram of BODm removed

at qc = 5 days, estimate the phosphorus removal.

Incoming BODm = 2000 ´ 400 ´ 103/106 = 800 kg/day

Net VSS produced = (0.28) (0.9) (800) = 202 kg/day

Assume the phosphorus content of VSS as 2 per cent owing to the relatively low value of qc =

5 days.

Thus, phosphorus removed = (0.02) (202) = 4 kg/day

or, phosphorus removed/BOD5 removed =
( ) ( )

=
´

4
0.8%

0.68 0.9 800
.
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Note: If the waste was deficient in phosphorus, artificial addition would have been necessary

at the same rate, viz. 0.8 kg/100 kg BOD5 removed.

4.13 NITROGEN REMOVAL

Nitrogen removal is more complex than phosphorus removal as it involves nitrification and

denitrification besides loss in the sludge withdrawn and solids escaping out in the effluent.

Nitrification does not generally occur in facultative lagoons and ponds, but does occur in

systems incorporating recycling such as extended aeration.

For nitrification to occur, the sludge age, qc , should be at least 9.5 days at 10°C (mixed liquor

temperature) or three days (Eckenfelder, 1976) at 20°C as shown in Figure 4.5 (c and d) Extended

aeration plants which are generally designed for qc greater than ten days show nitrification uni-

formly over all seasons, provided the aeration capacity is enough to meet the oxygen require-

ments of nitrification and no inhibiting factors are present (Arceivala, 1981; Eckenfelder, 1970;

Adams and Eckenfelder, 1974).

Denitrification occurs in the absence of dissolved oxygen when the nitrates formed earlier are

reduced to nitrogen gas and given off into the atmosphere. For denitrification to occur, prior

nitrification is essential. In activated sludge systems, denitrification can be achieved in a special

basin just after the aeration tank in which the mixed liquor is held unaerated, but only gently

stirred to prevent MLVSS from settling. During this time, the oxygen requirement of the mi-

crobes due to endogenous respiration is first met from the dissolved oxygen present in the mixed

liquor. The dissolved oxygen is soon depleted and any more oxygen requirement is met by the

release of oxygen from the breakdown of nitrates. Thereafter, the denitrified mixed liquor is

settled and the solids are returned to aeration. The typical flow sheets and methods are dis-

cussed in Chapter 6, which also lists various alternative ways in which nitrification and

denitrification can be achieved.

Some nitrogen removal also occurs as a result of sludge withdrawal from the plants. The

basis of this process is similar to that for phosphorus removal discussed in the previous section.

Interestingly, nitrogen removal has been shown to occur in deep waste stabilization ponds

(4�5 m deep). The mechanism is not yet fully understood since denitrification requires prior

nitrification which does not generally occur in ponds (see Chapter 7).

4.14 CHOICE OF SLUDGE AGE

Activated sludge plants are generally designed to keep qc values between four and ten days,

while for extended aeration plants, the values range from 10 � 30 days or even more. Thus,

the variation of qc is over a wide range, and some rational basis is provided through the

following diagrams and discussions to facilitate an appropriate choice of qc value in design

(see Fig. 4.5).
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Fig. 4.5 Effect of θθθθθc on various performance parameters

Figure 4.5(a) shows how the efficiency increases rapidly once qc is greater than the cell washout

time. There is some, but not much, improvement in efficiency thereafter. The cell washout time

depends on the specific growth rate at the critical (winter) operating temperature, and fixes the

minimum value of qc for successful operation.

Figure 4.5(b) also shows that the effluent quality is improved only after qc exceeds cell wash-

out time. Thereafter, the effluent soluble BOD does not improve much. The BOD of any volatile

solids carried over in the effluent will, of course, decrease as qc increases as shown in Fig. 4.5(j).

The total effluent BOD thus reduces as qc increases.

Figure 4.5(c) shows the required value of qc to ensure nitrification in activated sludge plants.

Where nitrification is desired, the qc value should equal or exceed the required value at the

winter operating temperature (Michael and Jewell, 1975; Handa, 1977). Nitrification is more likely

to occur at all times of the year in extended aeration plants.

Figure 4.5(d) shows similar data on nitrification. More or less complete nitrification can be

expected beyond qc values of about three days at 20°C. Data from various sources have been

pooled to give the expected percentage of nitrification (Handa, 1977). Nitrogen removal, as such,

takes place when denitrification occurs. Also, some nitrogen is withdrawn from the system in

the form of excess sludge. The latter reduces as qc increases.

Figure 4.5(e) gives the phosphorus removal efficiency at different qc values. The removal effi-

ciency decreases as qc increases, for a given ratio of C:P in the waste. The phosphorus require-

ment in the case of nutrient-deficient wastes reduces as qc increases.
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Figure 4.5(f) shows that the MLVSS concentration x in the aeration tank is considerably affected

by the initial substrate concentration So at any given value of qc (Eq. 4.18). As long as qc remains

unchanged, x increases as So increases. This keeps the F/M constant and the efficiency of re-

moval remains unaffected.

Figure 4.5(g) shows the variation in the net solids production rate at different qc values. The

rate is maximum at about two days, because at less than two days, not much substrate removal

occurs while at more than two days, there is progressively more time for endogenous decay

(Sherrard and Lawrence, 1973).

Figure 4.5(h) shows that the substrate utilization rate per unit volume of reactor varies with qc

in much the same manner as the VSS rate in Fig. 4.5(g). Recycling helps to build up the solids

concentration, x, in the reactor thus increasing the overall substrate removal rate, K, since K = k� X

(Eq. 4.8). However, as the value of qc increases, there is more endogenous decay and the �active�

fraction of X tends to decrease.

Figure 4.5(i) shows how the degradable fraction in the MLVSS decreases as qc increases. Even

in freshly produced cells (qc = 0), the biodegradable fraction is only 0.77 of the cell mass, and

decreases with age (Eq. 4.20) as the organic but inert fraction accumulates. Thus, all MLVSS are

not �active� micro-organisms.

Figure 4.5(j) shows how well stabilized the solids are at different qc values. As qc increases,

the biodegradable fraction decreases as seen in Fig. 4.5 (i) and the BOD of the suspended solids

diminishes. In systems where inflow has inert suspended solids, the latter also tend to accumu-

late due to recycling, thus giving a reduced BOD per unit weight of solids at a given value of qc

(dotted curve).

Figure 4.5(k) shows that sludge settleability (SVI) is unsatisfactory at qc values of about 2�3 days,

but improves thereafter as the sludge solids are more mineralized. The temperature and nature of

microbial growths also affect their settleability. Good sludge settleability is an important criterion in

the choice of qc value for design of plants. Figure 4.5(k) also shows that the zone settling velocity of

the sludge steadily improves beyond qc of four days (Hashimoto and Fuigita, 1975).

Figure 4.5(l) gives an indication of the effect of qc on the specific resistance of the sludge to drain-

ing. As qc increases, the drainage characteristics of sludge improve (see Chapter 13). Specific

resistance is an additional parameter affecting the choice of the qc value in the case of extended

aeration and other systems wherein the surplus sludge is dewatered directly without any digestion.

The succeeding chapters continue the discussion on the above stated concepts.
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Chapter 5

There are many ways of aerating wastewaters by using electric power.  The trick lies in using more and
more renewable sources of energy like solar or wind power or bio-gas to cut down on the cost of aeration.

Improvements made in recent years in the efficient design of mechanical and pneumatic aerators
have led to their increasing use in wastewater treatment. Both mechanical and pneumatic aera-
tors are used today depending upon their suitability for their application and are available in a
variety of sizes and designs. They are used for keeping biological systems aerobic such as in

activated sludge aeration, extended aeration, oxidation ditches and aerated lagoons.

5.1 THEORY OF AERATION

Aeration is a gas�liquid mass transfer process in which the driving force in the gas phase is the partial
pressure of the gas, Pg, while in the liquid phase, it is the concentration gradient (CS � C), the concentra-
tion being equal to the saturation value, CS, at the gas-liquid interface and some lower value, C, in the

body of the liquid.  The rate of change of concentration is a function of this driving force:

dc

dt
 = ( ) ( )g sP C Cj j= - (Eq. 5.1)

For slightly soluble gases, such as oxygen and carbon dioxide, as in the case of most waste

treatment processes, it is the liquid phase which governs the transfer process. The concentration

gradient is, therefore, important. Hence:

Mass transfer per unit time = KL. a(Cs - C) (Eq. 5.2)

where KL = Liquid film coefficient

=
2Diffusion coefficient of the liquid (D, cm /h)

Thickness of film ( , cm)Y

and, a = Interfacial area for transfer per unit volume

=
Surface area

Volume

A

V
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The value of a increases as finer and finer droplets are formed, thus increasing the gas transfer.

However, in practice, it is not possible to measure this area and, hence the overall coefficient (KL

.a) per unit time, is determined by experimentation as demonstrated in Example 5.1.

5.2 FACTORS AFFECTING OXYGEN TRANSFER

Several factors affect the performance of aerators, including the following:

1. Temperature

2. Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration:

a. For water, at saturation level

b. For waste, at saturation level

c. In aeration tank, at operating conditions

3. Characteristics of the aerator:

a. Turbulence and liquid spray

b. Peripheral speed

c. Immersion depth

d. Size of bubble

5.2.1 Temperature

Temperature affects the transfer of oxygen in many ways since aeration involves gas transfer at

the interface followed by diffusion within the liquid phase.  As temperature increases, the value

of (KL. a) increases.  If the value of (KL. a) is 1.0 at 20°C, it becomes 1.25 at 30°C, but reduces to

0.75 at 10°C (see Fig. 5.1). Temperature also affects the DO gradient as discussed below and even

tends to change the air bubble size to some extent.
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Fig. 5.1 Relation between KL×a and temperature in aeration (adapted from Eckenfelder, 1970)
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5.2.2 Dissolved Oxygen Concentration

The saturation concentration, Cs, of DO in plain water is given in standard textbooks for differ-
ent temperatures (see Table 5.1). These values are not valid for wastewater which has various
substances in solution. The saturation concentration for the waste, Csw, is obtained by aerating a
treated effluent sample overnight. It is 90 to 98 per cent of the value of C for plain water.

Apart from the saturation concentration of DO, it is also necessary to know its actual concentra-
tion, CL, that is likely to exist in the lagoon or tank under operating conditions. For conventional
activated sludge plants where nitrification is not intended, Eckenfelder states that DO values would
range between 0.5�1 mg/l, while in the case of extended aeration systems where nitrification gener-
ally occurs, the DO values would more nearly average 1.5�20 mg/l to ensure proper nitrification.

The performance of aerators is rated by the manufacturers at certain �standard� conditions
(10° or 20°C and zero DO in tank) and has to be adjusted to actual operating conditions in the

field.  The adjustment is in the ratio of (Csw�CL)/CS (20°C).

5.2.3 Characteristics of Waste

The oxygen transfer obtained by aeration is different for wastewater as compared to tap water.  It   is

not only the saturation concentration which is different but the oxygen transfer rate is also different

in the two cases. These differences are due to the presence of dissolved solids, organic substances,

surface active agents, etc. in the waste. The surface active agents tend to be concentrated at the

interface, and they change the surface tension and create a sort of �barrier� to diffusion.

Table 5.1: Dissolved oxygen saturation concentration in tap water at different temperatures

Temp°C Saturation C, Temp°C Saturation C Temp°C Saturation C, Temp°C Saturation C,
mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1

0 14.62 10 11.33 20 9.17 30 7.63
1 14.23 11 11.08 21 8.99 31 7.50
2 13.84 12 10.83 22 8.83 32 7.40
3 13.48 13 10.63 23 8.68 33 7.30
4 13.13 14 10.37 24 8.53 34 7.20
5 12.48 15 10.15 25 8.38 35 7.10
6 12.80 16 9.95 26 8.22 36 7.00
7 12.17 17 9.74 27 8.07 37 6.90
8 11.87 18 9.54 28 7.92 38 6.80
9 11.59 19 9.35 29 7.77 39 6.60

Small concentrations of surface active agents reduce surface tension and, therefore (KL. a), but
larger concentrations do not depress it further (see Fig. 5.2). The reduction in KL is compensated,
to some extent, by an increase in a since a decrease in surface tension decreases the size of
bubbles and hence increases A/V.

Again, since aerators are rated for their performance in tap water, their oxygenating capacity
has to be adjusted (reduced) for actual wastewater conditions.  This adjustment is made by

taking the ratio a where:
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a =
( )
( )

L

L

K . for wastewater

K . for tap water

a

a
(Eq. 5.3)

The values of a range from 0.65�0.98 depending on the characteristics of the waste. Its labora-
tory determination can be done. The coefficient changes and tends to approach unity as the
substances affecting the transfer of oxygen are removed in the biological process.

Concentration of Surface Active Agent

For
Bubbl

e Aerat
ion

Per Hour

( )LaK

Fig. 5.2 Effect of concentration of surface active agent on (KL. a)

Example 5.1 A sample of waste showed a value of Csw = 9 mg/l when aerated overnight at 15°C.  The
sample was then de-aerated by using sodium sulphite, Na2SO3 (at 8 mg/l per mg/l DO in sample), and
cobaltous chloride, CoCl2 (at 5 mg/l per mg/l DO in sample), and the aeration unit commenced.  Samples
of the wastewater were now withdrawn at five-minute intervals and checked for DO.  From the results
tabulated below, estimate (KL.a) per hour.

Time (min) Observed DO C mg/l (Csw
-C) mg/l (calculated)

concentration

5 0.5 8.5

10 1.5 7.5

15 3.0 6.0

20 4.0 5.0

25 5.1 3.9
30 6.0 3.0

Plotting the above data on a semi-log scale as shown in Fig. 5.3, we get:

(KL . a) =
( )

1

2

2 1

2.3 log 60

1.93/hour

sw

sw

C C

C C

t t

-
´

-
=

-

If the value of (KL . a) is determined similarly for plain water, the ratio of the two values would give a.
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5.2.4 Characteristics of Aerators

In the case of mechanical aerators, turbulence and liquid spray are caused by the motion of an
aerator.  Fine spray creates a large surface area and thus entrains more air. As the spray falls
back on the liquid, air in the form of small bubbles enters and circulates below the surface. As
the aerator works, a circulatory motion is set up in the entire tank or lagoon provided the power
input per unit volume is adequate.

Turbulence affects the aeration efficiency by its effect on KL. The greater the turbulence, the
thinner is the film thickness, YL, and the higher is the value of KL. High turbulence also increases

the rate of surface renewal which is beneficial for aeration.
Generally, the submergence or the depth of immersion of an aerator in wastewater has a very

significant effect on its aeration capacity and power requirement. At the correct submergence (as
recommended by the manufacturer and at which the unit is rated), the performance will be
optimum. There will be good turbulence and entrainment of air relative to its power consump-
tion. If the submergence is more, the unit tends to act like a liquid mixer rather than an aerator
and power consumption increases without any consequent benefit in the oxygenation capacity.
On the other hand, if the submergence approaches zero, only some surface spray is formed in
the vicinity of the aerator but without any effective turbulence. The power consumption de-
creases but so does the oxygenation capacity. Care has to be exercised when erecting an aerator
in order to ensure its optimum depth of immersion as recommended by the manufacturer.

Similarly, in the case of pneumatic aeration, the bubble size is important. Fine bubbles give

greater oxygen transfer while coarse bubbles give lesser oxygen transfer.
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5.3 OXYGENATION AND MIXING REQUIREMENTS

An aerator often performs the following two functions:

1 It meets oxygen input requirements, and

2 It provides adequate mixing conditions (where biological flocs have to be kept in suspen-

sion and any settlement in the aeration tank has to be prevented).
Thus, the power requirement of an aerator has to be determined from both the above considera-

tion and the appropriate one used depending on the biological process adopted. In activated sludge
and extended aeration plants, both oxygenation and mixing are important and, therefore, the higher
of the two requirements must be used. In the case of facultative type aerated lagoons, mixing is not
so important and the power input has to be enough to meet the oxygenation requirements only.

The oxygenation capacity No of an aerator is given in terms of kilograms of oxygen per kilo-
watt-hour or kilograms of oxygen per horsepower-hour at standard conditions (10°C or 20°C,
zero DO and plain water). It is the sum total of the oxygen transfer from liquid spray, Ns, and

the oxygen transfer due to turbulence and entrainment, which is given by the term K.P/V:

No = Ns + (K P/V), (Eq. 5.4)

where K = a constant for the type of aerator

P = power input

V = volume of aeration tank.

From field studies, one can determine the oxygenation capacities as well as the mixing capa-

bilities at different power input conditions per unit volume of aeration tank. The power levels

(i.e. the power per unit volume) required to maintain a given turbulence level for mixing are a

function of several factors such as the concentration of settleable solids, the aeration tank or

lagoon geometry, and the type of aeration equipment used. As many types of equipment are

available, the equipment manufacturer�s specific recommendations should be sought. General-

ized relationships for low speed, mechanical, surface aerators to keep all settleable solids in

suspension, of the following type have been used (Rich, 1882):

P

V
 = 0.004 (x) + 5, x < 2,000 mg/l (Eq. 5.5)

where
P

V
 = Power input per unit volume, W/m3

x = Mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentration, mg/l

The use of Eq. 5.5 signifies that a minimum power level of 5 W/m3 is required to keep any
solids in suspension whereas the power level required increases to about 6 W/m3 if the MLSS
are expected to be about 200�300 mg/l and 13 W/m3 if MLSS are 2000 mg/l.

Adams and Eckenfelder (1974), on the other hand, use field studies on lagoons treating pulp
and paper mill wastes, to suggest a linear relationship between the concentration of solids and
power input as a minimum of 0.75 W/m3 when MLSS are 50 mg/l and 2.75 W/m3 when MLSS
are 300 mg/l.  Observations on twelve aerated lagoons treating pulp and paper mill wastes

showed that power levels of 2.75 W/m3 were sufficient to keep all solids in suspension when

total solids varied from 400�500 mg/l.
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According to Adams and Eckenfelder (1974), the minimum recommended power levels for

facultative aerated lagoons treating domestic wastewater and where settlement of solids is al-

lowable, are in the range of 0.75�1.0 W/m3 for adequate dispersion of DO in the lagoon.  This

minimum level would, of course, have to be checked with the manufacturer for its adequacy for

meeting the oxygen input for biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) satisfaction in the lagoon, or

increased, if necessary.

From the various available references, the suggested power levels and expected lagoon condi-

tions as given by Arceivala (1981) are indicated below in Table 5.2.

Computations of power levels for various types of aerated lagoons are shown in Chapter 8.

The oxygenation capacity No, is related not only to the immersion depth but also to the diameter

of the rotating element and the peripheral speed of the unit. As the diameter and peripheral

speed increase, so does the oxygenation capacity (Von Emde, 1968). But, in practice peripheral

speeds are limited to about 4.45�5.0 m/s for optimum performance.  Higher speeds increase

power requirements unduly.

Table 5.2: Oxygenation and Mixing Requirement in Aeration (Arceivala, 1981)

Power level (W/cu m) required in aerated lagoons

· 0.75 � 1.0 Minimum needed for DO dispersion.  Some SS may settle.

· 2.0 � 2.75 Adequate for keeping SS upto 50-60 mg/L in suspension.

· 5.0 � 6.0 Adequate for SS upto 200-300 mg/L in suspension.

Power level (W/cu m) required in activated sludge systems

· About 13.0 Adequate for keeping MLSS about 2,000 mg/L.

· 15.0 - 18.0 Adequate for keeping MLSS about 3,000 � 4,000 mg/L.

5.3.1 Adjustment for Field Conditions

It is necessary to compensate the values obtained at standard conditions for the actual condi-

tions likely to prevail in the field so as to take into account the following factors:

1 Variation in temperature,

2 Presence of DO in tank,

3 Oxygen transfer characteristics of the waste.

The foregoing discussion shows that the oxygen transfer under field conditions, Nf, is related

to the oxygen transfer at standard conditions, No , as follows:

oN  =

( )
20

1.02

f

Tsw L

s

N

C C

C
a

-æ ö-
ç ÷è ø

(Eq. 5.6)

It is desirable to estimate the oxygen requirement under field conditions for the degree of BOD
removal and nitrification likely to be achieved in both the summer and winter conditions. Winter
is critical from the point of view of oxygen transfer characteristics, whereas the oxygen demand
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itself is maximum in summer. Hence, the larger of the two values will control the choice of the
aerator size. From the examples solved for aerated lagoons in Chapter 8, it will be seen that

generally in practice:

Nf = 0.6-0.8 No.

Where several mechanical aerators are to be installed in a large basin, their spacing is kept in

such a way that their circles of influence do not overlap much. The basin or lagoon depth should

also be compatible with the type and size of aerator proposed to be used, otherwise oxygenation

and mixing may not be adequate.
The use of pneumatic aeration devices is often preferred with the activated sludge system

and its modifications. Air is generally produced through blowers of adequate capacity and con-
veyed through a manifold and piping network to the aeration tank. The air is released in the
form of fine bubbles through porous diffusers (often patented) fitted in the floor of the tank.
Alternatively, the air is released in the form of coarse bubbles through orifices placed in the
piping network lowered in the tank. The oxygen requirements depend on the strength of the
wastewater and whether nitrification is required or not. Table 6.1 gives the desired oxygenation
values in case of both activated sludge and extended aeration systems.

For both mechanical aerators and pneumatic devices, the equipment suppliers should be in-
variably consulted at the detailed engineering stage.

5.4 TYPES OF AERATORS

Several types of aerators are available in the market to suit different requirements.  Principally,

they are of the following types:

· Mechanical types

1. Vertical axis aerators

· Low speed (electrical) (Zeper amd Deman, 1970)
Or wind powered (Viraraghavan, 1998)

· High speed (electrical)
2. Aspirator type aerators (inclined axis)
3. Cage rotors and brushes (horizontal axis)

· Pneumatic types

1. Fine bubble (using porous diffusers)
2. Coarse bubble (using non-porous diffusers)

Figure 5.4 (a) shows a typical mechanical type vertical axis floating aerator. Single units ranging
from 1�100 hp, and in some cases up to 200 hp, are available. Most aerators are capable of
delivering 2.0�2.3 kg of oxygen per kilowatt-hour at standard conditions. Mechanical aerators
are better suited to large basins or lagoons because fewer aeration devices are needed as com-

pared to other systems. The facility afforded by vertical and inclined axis aerators, especially the

float mounted type, has led to their increased use in aerated lagoons.
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Fig. 5.5 Coarse bubble aeration arrangement for a tank using air blowers

Where manufacturers� power requirements are given at the aerator shaft, they have to be

suitably increased to account for losses in geared drive. The efficiency of a good geared drive

arrangement may be about 90 per cent. In the interest of trouble-free operation, it is essential to

use a geared drive of higher transmission capacity with a service factor of 1.5�2.0. Geared drives

are not needed where aerators work at 1440 rpm directly.

Figure 5.4 (b) shows a cage type rotor with horizontal axis.  This type of aerators are easy to

fabricate for relatively narrow aeration channels up to 1.0�1.5 m width and are used in Pasveer

ditches, but are no longer used for larger plants as wider aeration channels would require sev-

eral intermediate bearings.  Figure 5.4 (c) shows an aspirator type aerator which is increasing in

popularity as a speed-reducing gear is generally not required with them.  Some details and

typical characteristics of various types of mechanical aerators are given in Table 5.3.

Pneumatic type aeration devices are generally more economical to use and often preferred for

activated sludge systems.  Figure 5.5 shows a simplified arrangement for installing a pneumatic

type aeration system with coarse bubble aeration in a tank either for aerating a wastewater

during equalization of inflow or for activated sludge or extended aeration treatment. It consists

of pipes with openings or orifices through which air is released in the form of coarse bubbles.

The pipes can be fabricated in such a way as to make it possible to swivel them up for inspection

and/or repairs. Finer bubble aeration can be achieved by using porous diffusers made of either

ceramics or plastic or perforated membranes of flexible plastic or rubber material generally pro-

vided as a network in the floor of the tank.  In the case of plug flow type activated sludge tanks,

finer bubble aeration may be provided initially (because oxygen demands will be higher in the

earlier part of the tank) followed by coarse bubble aeration in the latter portion of the tank, if

desired.
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5.5 USE OF RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGY

In a country like India, where electricity is neither cheap nor abundantly available in most loca-

tions, alternative sources of energy have to be used to the extent possible. In many parts of

India, even if electricity is available, its supply is not reliable. Power shortages and power out-

ages are common for several hours in a day necessitating the use of expensive diesel generators.

The following non-conventional energy sources can be considered for generating electricity:

1. Solar-powered systems: Presently they are available only for small powered installations and

even then are quite expensive. A lot more research and development (R&D) work is required

in the area of wastewater aeration.

2. Wind-powered systems:  Such systems can be considered only where ample winds are blow-

ing at good speeds for most of the time. Here also a lot of R&D work is needed to develop

wastewater aeration applications.  Both solar- and wind-powered installations might be-

come feasible first with smaller-sized installations.

In Chapter 8, Arceivala (1986) has described the use of a simple deep lagoon for wastewater

treatment where in the lower part of the lagoon would undergo anaerobic activity (not

requiring power) and only minimal aeration would be provided for keeping the upper lay-

ers of the lagoon aerobic by using the required number of small-sized solar- or wind-pow-

ered aerators. In this manner, one can ensure that the effluent leaving the system is aerobic

and that the system is odour-free.

Viraraghavan (1998) also describes the use of wind-powered aerators for lagoons in

Canada.

3. Use of bio-gas: If bio-gas can be produced by first treating the wastewater anaerobically in

a unit (like the UASB) and the bio-gas then converted to electricity to operate aeration

systems in the further treatment units, the energy problem can be solved at least partially, if

not fully. The present level of knowledge seems adequate for solving this problem.
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Chapter 6

Some Aerobic Biological

Treatment Methods

Biological treatment is the favourite thesis subject of both professors and students of environmental
engineering and sciences. Yet, the gap between theory and practice is widest here!

In this chapter, we will discuss some practical applications of the various concepts presented ear-

lier concerning reactor design and biological treatment. The treatment methods commonly used

can be divided into �suspended� and �attached� growth systems. Some of these systems are of the

'aerobic' type while others are of the �anaerobic' type. Some are used in 'mechanized' treatment

systems while others are used in non-mechanized or 'natural' treatment systems. The division into

suspended and attached growth is based on how the biological flocs or films exist in the reactor. It

should be re-emphasized that the general principles of biological treatment are equally applicable

in all cases, though certain differences are brought about by the habitat of the growth.

6.1 SUSPENDED AND ATTACHED GROWTH SYSTEMS

Some typical examples of suspended growth systems are:

· Activated sludge and its modifications,

· Aerobic and anaerobic sludge digesters,

· Aerated lagoons, and

· Waste stabilization ponds.

The activated sludge process is an aerobic suspended growth process generally used in mecha-

nized plants. It was first developed during the early part of the twentieth century and is still

very popular. Various modifications of the process have been developed to improve perform-

ance or operational characteristics. The anaerobic sludge digester is a good example of anaerobic

suspended growth systems.

Attached growth systems occur naturally at any water�solid interface such as in soil, lakes and

river bottoms. Their engineered forms (used in fixed film reactors) are characterized by some of

the following features:
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· Tricking (or percolating) filters,

· Rotating bio-discs,

· Submerged media beds (downflow, upflow), and

· Land treatment and infiltration systems; constructed wetlands, etc.

A third category has come into prominence in recent years, namely one in which the particles

are held in suspension in relatively defined zones and grow by accretion. The typical examples

of this type are:

· Sludge blanket system (e.g. the UASB), and

· Fluidized bed systems.

Although in all the above cases, their design originally was rather empirical in nature, a more

fundamental approach to bio-film kinetics has been followed in recent times.

In this Chapter, some essentials of practical plant design are covered for some of the methods

used in mechanized treatment plants. Algal ponds, duckweed ponds and various land disposal

systems are discussed in other chapters dealing with natural treatment systems.

6.2 ACTIVATED SLUDGE

In a modern complete-mixing activated sludge system, the raw wastewater undergoes screen-

ing, grit removal, and primary settling before aeration. The wastewater is then aerated and the

mixed liquor from the aeration tank is settled to give a clear supernatant which may be disin-

fected and discharged or treated further depending on the intended end-use. The sludge with-

drawn from the final settling tank is called the activated (or aerated and full of micro-organisms)

sludge. It is recycled to the aeration tank, while a small fraction is wasted in order to keep the

system in the steady state. The fraction wasted is generally mixed with the primary sludge,

thickened and digested, anaerobically, before being dewatered.

The essential difference between the modern and the so-called conventional activated sludge

system lies in the mixing conditions in their aeration tanks (see Fig. 6.1). In the modern system,

the aeration tank is generally of the complete-mixing type. In the interest of better operational

stability, the present trend is to opt for the complete-mixing type wherever feasible, especially in

the case of industrial wastes wherein both the magnitude of flow fluctuations and possibilities of

toxic inflows are greater. With municipal sewage, two or three complete-mixing cells-in-series

would be more desirable for obtaining better sludge settling characteristics.

The typical design criteria used with municipal wastewater are included in Table 6.1. Some

differences in design criteria are also indicated between �warm� and �temperate� climates in the

Table. A precise definition of climates is difficult, but for practical purposes of design in this

book, �warm� is taken to imply those climates wherein the temperature of the contents of the

reactor (be they activated sludge, aerated lagoon, or oxidation pond) are around 18�20°C or

higher all through the year, and 'temperate' refers to conditions wherein the temperature of the

reactor contents is around 9�10°C or so during the winter. In �cold� climates, the temperature of

the contents may be around 3�7°C or lower in the winter.
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From primary settler

From primary settler

Aeration

Aeration

Effluent

Effluent

Recycle

Recycle

Final
settler

Final
settler

Waste sludge
to digester

Waste sludge
to digester

(a) Conventional activated sludge system

(b) A complete mixing activated sludge system

Fig. 6.1 Types of aeration tanks used in activated sludge systems

Table 6.1: Summary of typical design criteria for treatment of domestic sewage in activated sludge

and extended aeration systems (Arceivala, 1986)

Parameter Conventional and Extended aeration (including
complete mixing activated Passveer and carrousel

sludge systems type ditches)

Mean cell residence time qc, daysa

Warm 4�5 10�20

Temperate 5 � 10 20�30

Cold 10 �15 Over 30

F/M ration, kg BOD5 
c/kg MLVSSd �daya

Warm 0.6� 0.9 0.2�0.25

Temperate 0.4�0.6 0.1�0.2

Cold 0.2�0.4 0.1 or less

Hydraulic detention time t, hour 3�8b 12�36

MLSSe, mg/l 2000�5000b 4000�5000

VSSf/SSg 0.7�0.85 0.5�0.8

Biodegradable fraction of VSSf, fb 0.55�0.7 0.4�0.65

(Contd.)
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Parameter Conventional and Extended aeration (including
complete mixing activated Passveer and carrousel

sludge systems type ditches)

BOD5 of MLVSS, mg/mg MLVSSd 0.55�0.7 0.4�0.65
Suspended solids in effluent, mg/l 10�30 10�30
Substrate removal rate constants See Tables 4.1 and 4.2 See Tables 4.1 and 4.2
Cell growth constants Y and Kd See Table 4.1 See Table 4.1
Temperature activity correction See Table 4.3 See Table 4.3
Recirculation pump capacity 0.5�0.75Q 0.75�1.0Q
Net VSSf production, kg/kg BODu removed 0.3�0.5 0.25�0.4
Surplus sludge, g VSSf/ person-day 22�35 18�30
Surplus sludge, g SSg/person-day 30�40 26�40
Separate sludge digestion Needed Not needed
Oxygen requirements, kg/kg BODu removed

Without nitrification 0.6�0.65 0.8�0.85
With nitrification 0.8�1.2 1.0�1.3

Dissolved oxygen in aeration tank mg/l 0.5�2.0a 1.0�2.0a

Nutrient requirements See Table 4.4 See Table 4.4
Sludge drying bed area See Table 10.3 See Table 10.3
Power required in aeration, kWh/person-year 8�17a 15�19a

Expected removal efficiency
Percentage of BODu 85�93 95�98
Percentage of coliforms 90�95 90�98

kg phosphorus removed/100 kg BODu 0.4�1.0 0.1�0.4
removed
kg nitrogen removed/100 kg BODu removed 4�5 2�4

a Also depends on nitrification requirements
b Higher values in range used with complete mixing systems
c 5 day, 20 C, BOD demand
d Mixed Liquor Volatile Suspended Solids
e Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids
f Volatile Suspended Solids
g Suspended solids

6.2.1 Aeration Tank

The first step in designing an activated sludge system is to choose a suitable value of qc (or F/M).

This choice depends on the expected winter temperature of mixed liquor, the type of reactor, the
expected settling characteristics of the sludge, the efficiency of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)
removal, and the nitrification required. The reader may refer to Section. 4.14, which offers guid-
ance in choosing qc values. The choice generally lies between a qc of about five days in warmer
climates to ten days in temperate ones wherein nitrification is desired along with good BOD
removal, and complete-mixing systems are employed for treating domestic or similar wastewater.
Reactor temperatures are more or less equal to those of the influent wastewater since hydraulic
detention times are relatively small.

The second step is to select two inter-related parameters, the hydraulic retention time, t, and
the mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentration in milligrams per litre. Their inter-
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relationship is dependent on the recycle ratio adopted. For typical domestic sewage, the value of
t is kept as small as possible (to reduce the aeration tank volume). Generally, the value of hy-
draulic retention time, t is kept between three to four hours. The MLSS value is kept at 2000�
3000 mg/l if a conventional plug flow type aeration system is provided, or 3000�4000 mg/l for
complete-mixing types. Generally, concentrations that are higher than 6000 mg/l are not kept
owing to their effect on the settling tank design (see below) and possibly on the oxygen transfer
capacity of the aeration device. Hence, the upper limit is fixed. While estimating the total mass
of solids in the system as a whole, one may add the solids contained in the final settling tank
and under recirculation to the amount held in the aeration tank, if desired.

However, while treating wastewaters which are highly fluctuating in volume or likely to con-
tain occasional slugs of toxic substances, one should preferably increase the aeration tank vol-
ume over the minimum, thereby allowing the MLSS concentration to be proportionately reduced.
The tank geometry adopted should also be able to promote as nearly complete-mixing condi-
tions as possible. Thus, for such a wastewater, it may be more desirable to adopt a detention
time of 6�8 hours than the commonly used minimum of 3�4 hours.

Once the required volume of the aeration tank is determined, the geometric configuration of
the tank is kept (squarish in plan view) such that it ensures a well-mixed system (D/UL ³ 4.0)

approaching completely-mixed conditions.

6.2.2 Final Settling and Recycle Ratios

As summarized in Table 6.1, recycling ratios of 0.5 to 0.75 are generally preferred as they are
able to maintain the desired MLSS concentrations in completely-mixed reactors under varying
conditions of sludge settleability as discussed in the previous chapter. Re-circulation pump num-
bers and total capacity should be designed for flexibility in operation (Chapter 16).

The design of a settling tank is now beginning to receive more attention since it has been found
that traditional designs based simply on overflow rate consideration are not always adequate.
Moreover, the loading of solids in such units must also be taken into account as 'hindered settling'
often occurs in them. Thus, the design criteria must be properly selected, as discussed in Chapter
13, using batch flux techniques that enable one to size the final settling tanks adequately in order
to transmit the required flux of solids to the tank bottom. While computing the normal overflow
rate of the tank, one neglects the re-circulation flow as it is withdrawn from the tank bottom as
'underflow' and, therefore, does not constitute part of the overflow. Currently, the trend is to
design final settling tanks for the peak flows likely to be received at a plant. Winter conditions can
considerably affect the settling characteristics of sludge. For unknown industrial wastes, it may be
desirable to develop specific experimental data for design purposes.

6.2.3 Surplus Sludge Removal and Disposal

In order to maintain steady state conditions, the surplus sludge solids which must be removed
from the system can be taken from the underflow of the settling tank, i.e., a part of the re-circu-
lated flow can be diverted out of the system. This is easy to accomplish and is thus, the usually
preferred method of re-circulation, though the actual mass of solids withdrawn depends on the
settled sludge density, which may vary somewhat from time to time. Alternatively, some preference

is shown for withdrawing a small fraction of the mixed liquor just before it enters the settling

tank. In this manner, it is possible to keep qc fairly constant if the flow withdrawn is always kept

as a constant fraction of the total flow of the mixed liquor since the mass of solids withdrawn is
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then also a constant fraction of the mass in the system. Automatic control of qc is also possible in

this manner. However, the surplus sludge is now too diluted to be sent directly to the digester

and may be thickened first either in a thickener or sent to the primary settling tank to settle with

the primary sludge and then thickened again, if desired, and passed on to the digester.

Sludge drying beds can be designed by using the methods outlined in Chapter 13.

6.2.4 Oxygenation

Oxygen requirements are estimated for meeting the carbonaceous and nitrification demands

where in nitrification is desired. Aeration power requirement is computed for both summer and

winter conditions and the higher of the two values is installed. The typical values for treatment

of domestic sewage in activated sludge and extended aeration systems are given in Table 6.1.

6.2.5 Nutrients

When nutrient addition is required to make up deficiency, commercially available compounds of

nitrogen and phosphorus are used.

Denitrification system design and phosphorus removal through chemical precipitation can be

undertaken as detailed later in this chapter.

Example 6.1: Design a complete mixing activated sludge system to serve 60,000 people that will give a

final effluent that is nitrified and has a five-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5) not exceeding 25

mg/l. The following design data is available:

Sewage flow =150 L /person-day = 9,000 m3/day

BOD5 =54 g/person-day = 360 mg/l BODm =1.47 (BOD5)

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) =8 g/person-day = 53 mg/l

Phosphorus =2 g/person-day = 13.3 mg/l

Winter temperature in aeration tank = 18°C

Yield coefficient Y = 0.6, Decay constant, Kd = 0.07 per day, Specific substrate utilization rate K'

= 0.038 (mg/l)-1 (h)-1 at 18 °C (all BOD5 basis).

Assume that 30 per cent raw BOD5 is removed in primary sedimentation, and BOD5 going to

aeration is, therefore, 252 mg/l (i.e., 0.7 ´ 360 mg/l).

(a) Selection of qc, t and mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentration

Considering the operating temperature and the desire for nitrification and good sludge set-

tling characteristics, adopt qc = 5 days. As there is no special fear of toxic inflows, the

hydraulic detention time t may be kept between 3�4 hours, and MLSS = 4000 mg/l (com-

plete-mixing).

(b) Effluent BOD5 and efficiency

From Eq. 4.18, substrate concentration

S =
1 1

k' .Y cq
+

F
HG

I
KJ

kd
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=
1

0 038 0 6

1

5
0 07

. .
.a f a f ´ +

F
HG

I
KJ  = 12 mg/l

Assume that suspended solids (SS) in the effluent = 20 mg/l and VSS/SS = 0.8. If a degra-

dable fraction of volatile suspended solids (VSS) = 0.7 (check later), BOD5 of VSS in effluent

= (0.7) (0.8 x 20) = 11 mg/l. Thus, the total effluent BOD5 = 12 + 11 = 23 mg/l (acceptable).

Soluble BOD5 removal efficiency = 
252 12

252
95%

-
=

Overall BOD5 removal efficiency = 
252 23

252
91%

-
=

BOD5 removed = (252�12) (9000) 
10

10

3

6
 = 2160 kg/day.

(c) Aeration tank

While neglecting solids in the final settling tank, we can estimate from Eq. 4.14 the tank

volume V:

xV =
Y Q S SOq

q

c

d cK

-

+

b g
b g1

 where x = concentration of solids in system

= 0.8 (4000) = 3200 mg/l

or, 3200 V =
[ ]

(0.6) (5) (9000) (252 12)

1 (0.07)(5)

-

+

V = 1500 m3

Detention time, t = 1500 24

9000

´  = 4h

F/M ratio =
252 12 9000

3200 1500

-b g
a f( )

 = 0.45 kg BOD5 per kg of mixed liquor

volatile suspended solids per day.

Let the aeration tank be in the form of four square-shaped compartments operated in two

parallel rows, each containing two cells measuring, for example, 11 m ´ 11 m ´ 3.1 m to

ensure well-mixed conditions. (Check for D/UL or Dt/L2). This gives a value of about 10.0.

(d) Return sludge pumping

If the SS concentration of return flow = 1% = 10,000 mg/l we get the re-circulation ratio:

R =
MLSS

MLSS10 000,a f -  = 0.67

Return flow = 0.67Q = 0.67 ´ 9000 = 6000 m3/day.

In order to ensure the possibility of a greater return flow if the sludge volume index (SVI) is

low, one has to provide pumps of 3000m3/day capacity each. (Normally, two pumps will be

used for recycling and one will remain as a standby. Thus, when required, the re-circulation

ratio can be increased from 0.67 to 1.0).
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(e) Settling tank design

(See Chapter 13)

(f) Surplus sludge production

Net VSS produced =
xV

q c

= =
3200 1500 10 10

5

4800

5

3 6a f a f e j

= 960 kg/day

or, in terms of SS,

Net production = 
960

0 8.
 = 1200 kg/day

If these SS are removed as underflow from the final settling tank with a solid concentration

of 1 per cent, and if the specific gravity of sludge is assumed as nearly 1.00:

Liquid sludge to be removed = 1200 ´ 
100

1 0.
 = 120,000 kg/day

= 120 m3/day (namely, about 1.3% of Q)

This quantity is small and the re-circulation pumps can be used to pump this flow also,

but to the primary settling tank or to a thickener.

Alternatively, a flow of 300 m3/day may be withdrawn directly from the mixed liquor

(concentration 4000 mg/l) so as to withdraw the same weight of SS from the system per

day. This can also be pumped to a primary settling tank or thickener.

VSS production/BOD removed =
960

2160
 = 0.45 kg/kg BOD5 removed

= 0.30 kg/kg BODu removed

 = 24 g/person-day

SS production/BOD removed =
1200

2160
 = 0.56 kg/kg BOD5 removed

= 0.38 kg/kg BOD5 removed

= 30.3 g/person-day

This does not include the solids removed in the primary settling tank.

(g) Aerobic digester design

It is proposed to provide aerobic digestion of the mixed primary and excess activated sludge.

Primary sludge @60 g dry SS/person

= 60 ´ 60,000 ´ 10�3 = 3600 kg/day

Surplus activated sludge = 1200 kg/day as SS = 960 kg/day as VSS

Total sludge to digester = 3600 + 1200 = 4800 kg/day

Sludge volume @ 3% (assumed) solids = 
4800

0 03.
 = 160 m3/day
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Compute detention time, t, in digester from t =
X X

X
O e

e

-

K vb g b g

where, Xo = initial VSS concentration = 
0 7 3600 960

160 10 3

.a f b g
a f e j

+

-

= 21,750 mg/l

Xe = final VSS concentration after (say) 45% reduction

= 11,960 mg/l

Kv = VSS breakdown rate, t�1

Assume Kv = 0.04 (on the basis of lab studies)

Hence t = 
21 750 11 960

0 04 11 960

, ,

. ,

-

a f a f  = 20.5 days

Aerobic digester volume =160 ´ 20.5 = 3280 m3

Power level desired =30W/1000 m3 = 98 kW = 130 hp

Most mechanical aerators used in aerobic digesters require bottom mixers for solids greater

than 8000 mg/l.

(h) Sludge drying

Determination of the sludge drying bed area is discussed in Chapter 13.

(i) Phosphorus removal

= kg P/100 kg BODu removed = 
24

1 47 2160. ( )a f  = 0.76

The phosphorus is removed from the system along with the surplus sludge withdrawn

from activated sludge. The incoming phosphorus is at 2 g/person-day = 120 kg/day in raw

sewage. Assume 25 per cent removal in primary sedimentation, namely, 30 kg/day. The

removal efficiency in the activated sludge section = 2% of the surplus sludge, i.e. 2% ´ 960

kg/day, i.e. 19.2 kg/day. Thus, overall removal = 30 + 19.2 = 49.2 kg/day, i.e. about 41%.

(j) Nitrogen removal

Similarly, the incoming total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) at 8.0 g/person-day = 480 kg/day.

Assume 30% (i.e., 144 kg/day) is removed in primary sedimentation and the balance of 336

kg/day is oxidized to nitrates. Nitrogen removed along with surplus sludge can be esti-

mated as about 10% of surplus solids withdrawn, i.e. 0.10 x 960 = 96 kg/day.

Thus, total nitrogen removal =
144 96

480

+
 = 50%

(k) Oxygen requirement

1. For carbonaceous demand, using Eq. 4.23 the oxygen required:

= (BODm removed) � (BODm of solids leaving)
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= 1.47 (2160 kg/day) � 1.42 (960 kg/day)

= 1812 kg/day � 75.5 kg/day = 72.5 kg/h

= 0.57 kg per kg BODm removed

2. For nitrification, using Eq. 4.24, the oxygen required:

= 4.33 (TKN oxidized, kg/day)

While the nitrogen contained in the final effluent is neglected and in the surplus sludge, it is

withdrawn, the maximum amount of nitrogen to be oxidized equals 336 kg/day as com-

puted above. Thus, the oxygen required:

= 4.33 ´ 336 = 1455 kg/day = 60.6 kg/h

3. Total oxygen required:

= 72.5 + 60.6 = 133 kg/h = 1.0 kg per kg of BODm removed

Oxygen uptake rate per unit tank volume=
133 10

1500 10

6

6

´

´

= 90.6 mg/h/L tank volume

= 50 mg/h/L (without nitrification)

(l) Power requirement

Assume that the oxygenation capacity of aerators at field conditions is only 70% of the

capacity at standard conditions and that the mechanical aerators are capable of giving 2

kg oxygen per kWh at standard conditions.

Power required =
136

0 7 2. ´
 = 97 kW (130 hp)

=
97 24 365

60 000

´ ´

,

= 14.2 kWh/year

6.3 EXTENDED AERATION

Extended aeration systems [Pictures 1 and 2 (Plates 1 and 2)] are simpler in construction and

operation, and are entirely aerobic since the primary settling of the wastewater and the anaerobic

digestion of the sludge are omitted. The wastewater is brought directly to the aeration basin

after screening and grit removal. Aeration is now done for an extended period of time, thus

mineralizing the sludge solids sufficiently so that they can be dewatered on open beds without

any prior digestion. This helps in improving efficiency and in simplifying the whole operation.

But the power requirement is higher than that of activated sludge systems. Hence, the operating

cost of this system is higher. This cost can be reduced somewhat by encouraging denitrification

concurrently with nitrification in the aeration tank as explained later.
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Plates 1 and 2: Extended Aeration Systems
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The pasveer and carousel type of oxidation ditches are essentially extended aeration systems,

employing the complete-mixing regime. These ditches were first developed in Holland, and by

1977, there were well over 2000 installations of Pasveer type ditches in Western Europe along

with about 100 existing carousels and another 80 under construction by 1986. The largest carou-

sel type ditch serves a population equivalent of about 8,300,000 for the German pharmaceutical

company BASF (DHV Consult., 1972) Several units of this type treat various industrial wastes.

The so-called 'package plants' popular in the US and some other countries for small installations

are also often based on the extended aeration principle.

Pasveer ditches with cage rotors have often been preferred for small installations. In the case

of larger flows, carousel ditches have been gaining in popularity as they have some construc-

tional advantages over the Pasveer type. With the trend toward larger oxidation ditches, the

adoption of vertical axis aerators enables the use of deeper ditches (about 2.5�5.0 m), thus sav-

ing on land requirement. Cage rotors have a horizontal shaft which rests on the walls of the

aeration ditch. The width of the ditches is thus restricted by the availability of cage rotors. Ver-

tical axis rotors have been shown to be considerably cheaper than cage rotors for larger ditches

(Zeper and Deman, 1970). Figure 6.2 shows a typical carousel aeration unit.

Aerator

Channel

Influent

Sludge
return

Section

Top view
To clarifier

Dividing wall

a/3

a

Aeration zone

a

Fig. 6.2 Extended aeration system using carrousel type oxidation ditch

Mechanically aerated lagoons can also be designed on the extended aeration principle, if de-

sired (see Chapter 8). Here, the ditch is replaced by a lagoon. The name 'extended aeration

lagoon' may be used in order to distinguish it from other types of aerated lagoons. The process

is not affected in any manner if ditches are replaced by lagoons. In fact, the carousel ditch may

be regarded as a special case of the extended aeration lagoon. Land requirement is reduced in

this case as compared with the Pasveer type ditches. Intermittent operation and benefit from

partial denitrification is also possible as discussed in Chapter 8.
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In the US, the extended aeration system is considered economical (Metcalf and Eddy, 1972)

for flows of up to 3.8 ML/d, but this is definitely not true in many other countries. In Holland,

the limit for carousel ditches is now considered to be the population equivalent of about 300,000

(Zeper, 1973). For even larger populations, the extended aeration systems are preferred in South

Africa (Barnard, 1973). The relative capital and operating costs must be taken into account while

undertaking an economic analysis. In India, Arceivala et al. (1969) have shown Pasveer type

ditches to be economical for a population of up to 150,000, as compared with conventional acti-

vated sludge or trickling filters.

6.3.1 Selection of Cell Residence Time

The first step in designing an extended aeration plant is to select a suitable value of the mean

cell residence time, qc, and consequently, F/M. The major factor affecting this choice is sludge

stabilization and nitrification. The surplus sludge withdrawn from the system should be in such

a sufficiently mineralized condition that it can be sent directly for dewatering without any fur-

ther treatment. As seen in Section 4.14, the effluent quality is not vastly improved by extending

the aeration time or qc, but both the quantity or net volatile solids produced and their biode-

gradable fraction (BOD) are reduced.

In fact, theoretically speaking, in extended aeration systems, such a value of qc can be adopted

that all the volatile solids produced are destroyed by endogenous respiration to give an inert

residue. As seen earlier, if aeration is continued for a sufficiently long time, the non-degradable

residue is 23 per cent of the new cells produced. Furthermore, if the substrate mass (BOD) re-

moved per day is Sr, the volatile suspended solids (VSS) produced per day will be YSr, and the

degradable solids produced per day will be 0.77 YSr. If, the mass of degradable solids in the

system is fbX (where fb is the biodegradable fraction) and the fraction destroyed endogenously is

Kd per day, then at steady state,

0.77 YSr = Kd fbX (Eq. 6.1)

or, X =
0 77. YS

f
r

bKd

(Eq. 6.2)

Thus qc =
VSS in system

VSS produced/ day Kd

= =
X

YS fr b

0 77.
(Eq. 6.3)

Temperature affects both the constants Kd and fb. The value of Kd also depends on the nature
of the wastewater, whereas the fraction fb depends on various factors and generally varies from

0.3�0.5 for extended aeration systems. For example, at 20°C, if Kd = 0.09 per day and fb = 0.5, we

get qc = 22.2 days. However, if fb = 0.4, qc must be increased to 27.7 days in order to completely

destroy all degradable solids.

The above result can also be stated in the form of the food to micro-organism ratio (F/M)

since, from Section 4.5:

F

M
 =

S

X
r
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Substituting for Sr from Eq. 6.2, we get

F

M

f

Y
b=

Kd

0 77.
(Eq. 6.4)

If, in the example just seen, Y is taken as 0.58 (BOD5 basis and 20°C), we get F/M = (0.09)

(0.5)/(0.77) (0.58) = 0.1 kg BOD5 removed per kg of mixed liquor volatile suspended solids

(MLVSS) per day.

Thus the above equations provide a rational basis for the selection of qc and F/M values for
extended aeration systems wherein complete destruction of all degradable solids is desired on

the premise that the remaining solids will be inert (mineralized) and will not need any further
treatment in digesters before dewatering. The effect of temperature on the constants is difficult
to take into account separately as discussed earlier, but their combined effect on process loading
can be taken into account by selecting a suitable value of the temperature activity correction
coefficient "q" from Table 4.3. Because of the low value of q, the temperature does not have a
large effect on the loading rate of extended aeration systems treating domestic sewage.

The values of qc and F/M computed in the manner just described may be regarded as the
limiting values for complete degradation. They are also generally more than sufficient for achieving
full nitrification. The lower values of qc can also give nitrification and a sludge which can be
dewatered equally readily without any malodour in warmer climates. For example, Arceivala
(1970�71) has shown that in full-scale sewage plants in India, very satisfactory effluents and
sludge are obtained at F/M values as high as 0.22 kg BOD5/kg MLVSS-day. Similarly, Handa

(1974) working on a pilot-scale oxidation ditch of 20,000 gal. (90.8 m3) volume treating domestic
sewage, observed on the basis of sludge specific resistance that mean cell residence times of as
low as ten days gave a very satisfactory performance when mixed liquor temperatures varied

between 20 and 28°C. This corresponded to 0.2 kg BOD/kg MLVSS/day. BOD removals were

around 97 per cent in both the above cases.

For Dutch climatic conditions, Pasveer (1963) suggests that small plants be provided with a

volume at least 250 L/person on the basis of 54 g BOD5/person and MLSS of 4000 mg/l. As-
suming VSS/SS = 0.65, an approximate F/M ratio of 0.083 kg BOD5/kg MLVSS/day is implied.

Similarly, qc values implied in this criterion range between 25 and 30 days. For larger plants
where better operational control is likely, the developers of the carousel ditch suggest higher
loadings (lower qc), without affecting the sludge dewatering characteristics.

For sub-Arctic conditions in Alaska, Coutts and Christianson (1974) recommended that loadings
be restricted to 0.08 kg BOD5/kg MLVSS day at mixed liquor temperature that was continually

below 7°C. Typical values of qc and F/M under different climatic conditions are indicated in

Table 6.1 for domestic sewage.

6.3.2 Sludge Handling

Recycling ratios between 0.75 and 1.0 are generally preferred in order to facilitate maintenance

of MLSS concentrations of 4000 mg/l in aeration tanks under varying conditions of sludge

settleability.

Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations of less than 0.5 mg in the mixed liquor must be avoided

as they tend to favour the growth of filamentous organisms and increase sludge 'bulking'. In-
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creased aeration or reduced BOD load may restore the growth of floc-forming bacteria and re-

duce the sludge volume index (SVI). Over-aeration may lead to the formation of filamentous coli

and again affect the SVI. Thus, variable recycling ratios are essential for the success of the process.

The design of the final settling tank must be based on batch flux studies in order to ensure

that the expected solids flux can be handled in the 'hindered settling' generally likely to be

found in such tanks. This is explained in Chapter 13.

The net VSS production rate in extended aeration systems ranges from 0.25 to 0.4 kg/kg

BODm. In order to withdraw this much VSS, one must withdraw more SS since VSS constitutes

only 50�80 per cent of the SS.

Baars (1960) states that 30 g dry weight of volatile and inert suspended solids per person

must be removed daily from oxidation ditches in Holland. Pasveer (1963) points out that this

surplus sludge production of 30 g/person/day may increase to about 40�45 g SS/person/day in

the winter. Zeper and DeMan (1970) also give similar values from their experience in Holland.

Coutts and Christianson (1974) state, on the basis of their work in sub-Arctic Alaskan condi-

tions, that surplus sludge production may reach 0.6 kg SS/kg BOD5 applied (which is nearly

equivalent to 32 g/person/day at 54 g BOD/person) at temperatures continually below 7°C.

In India (Handa, 1974) experience with mixed liquor temperatures ranging between 23 and

28°C and with higher loadings, indicates a surplus sludge production of only 18�20 g VSS/

person/day (on 54 g BOD5 population equivalent basis). With a VSS/SS ratio of only about 50�

60 per cent, the surplus solids production should range between 26�40 g SS/person/day. Thus,

it is interesting to observe that the solids production rate in extended aeration systems seems to

vary with climate over only a relatively narrow range.

Aeration Power: The aeration power requirement is computed for both summer and winter

conditions and the higher of the two values is installed. The power requirement generally varies

from 13 to 20 kWh/person/year for domestic sewage, depending on the extent of nitrification�

denitrification occurring in the system.

6.3.3 Construction of Extended Aeration Plants

The design of the inlet and outlet from an aeration tank is relatively simple and several sugges-

tions exist in the literature (Barnard, 1973; Van der Geest and Witvoet, 1975). However, it is

important to ensure that the outlet is sufficient to handle peak flows without undue heading up

of liquid in the aeration tank, or else the aerator submergence will change and the oxygenation

capacity will be affected. A weir of adequate length or a submerged pipe of adequate diameter

may be used to connect the aeration tank to a separate settling tank.

Hopper type settling tanks need to have hoppers with at least 60° slopes; the hydrostatic

removal of sludge (or underflow) should be done on a continuous basis, especially in warmer

climates. The sludge may be pumped back to the aeration tank inlet by the use of either screw

pumps or an ordinary centrifugal type sewage pump. Wherever possible, the sludge may be

drained by gravity from the settling tank to the wet-well in a raw sewage pump house in order

to be pumped back to the aeration tank.
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Sludge drying is generally accomplished on open sand beds similar to the ones used in con-

ventional treatment plants. If the beds are located sufficiently high, the underdrains can be sloped

to convey the filtrate back to the ditch or the effluent channel.

When irrigation is proposed either with treated effluent or with wet sludge or both, the plant

should be located in such a way as to command the area to be irrigated by gravity otherwise

additional pumping would be required.

Example 6.2: Using the same data given earlier in Example 6.1, design an extended aeration system to

serve 60,000 people. Primary settling of the raw sewage is to be omitted, and the surplus sludge should be

fit for direct dewatering. Assume that complete nitrification occurs, but neglect denitrification. The win-

ter temperature in the aeration tank may be taken as 18°C.

Selection of qc:

qc =
0 77.

Kd fb

 = 
0 77

0 07 0 63

.

. .a f b gassumed
 = 17 days

The assumed value of fb will be checked later. However, provided qc = 20 days

(a) Effluent BOD5 and efficiency

S =
1 1

k y
K

c
d

' q
+

F
HG

I
KJ

=
1

0 038 0 6

1

20
0 07

. .
.a f a f

+
F
HG

I
KJ  = 5.0 mg/l

Assume SS in effluent = 20 mg/l and VSS/SS = 0.7, and fb = 0.63 (check later).

BOD5 of VSS in effluent = (0.63) (0.7 ´ 20) = 9.0 mg/l

Thus, total effluent BOD5 = 5.0 + 9.0 = 14.0 mg/l (acceptable)

Influent BOD5 = 360 mg/l (no primary sedimentation)

Overall BOD5 removal efficiency =
360 14 0

360

- .
 = 96%

BOD5 removal in aeration = (360�5) (9000) (103/106) = 3195 kg/day

(b) Aeration tank

Assume MLSS = 4000 mg/l (complete mixing) and MLVSS = 0.7 (4000) = 2800 mg/l.

While neglecting solids in final settling tank, we estimate from Eq. 4.14 that the tank volume:

V =
1

2800

0 6 20 9000 360 5 0

1 0 07 20

. .

.

a f a f a f b g
a f a f

-

+

L

N
M
M

O

Q
P
P

 = 5700 m3

Detention time t =
V

Q
 = 

5700 24

9000

´
 = 15.2 h
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F

M
 =

360 5 9000

2800 5700

-

´

b g
  = 0.2 kg BOD5/kg MLVSS per day

The aeration tank may be designed in the form of a set of Pasveer or carousel type ditches or

as an extended aeration lagoon. The configuration can be selected on the basis of various consid-

erations such as the available equipment and its efficiency, available land, etc. The configuration

chosen should be such that it facilitates complete-mixing and prevents solids from settling in the

aeration tank.

(c) Return sludge pumping

1. Identical to Example 6.1. Re-circulation ration will be between 0.67 and 1.0 and three pumps

of 3000 m3/day capacity will be required.

2. The settlings tank design will be made on the basis given in Chapter 13.

(d) Surplus sludge production

Net VSS produced =
xV

qc

= 
2800 5700 10 10

20

3 6a f a f e j
 = 

15960

20
 = 798kg/day

or, in terms of SS, net production = 798/0.7 = 1140 kg/day.

If these SS� are removed as underflow from the final settling tank with a solids concentration

of 1 per cent, the volume of sludge to be withdrawn is approximately 108 m3/day. The same re-

circulation pumps can also be used for this purpose, and the surplus can be pumped directly to

drying beds.

VSS production

BOD removed
 =

798

3195
 = 0.25 kg/kg BOD5 removed

= 0.17 kg/kg BODm removed

= 14 g/person/day

SS production

BOD removed
 =

1140

3195
 = 0.36 kg/kg BOD5 removed

= 0.24 kg/kg BODm removed

= 20 g/person/day

Both the VSS and SS production values computed here are lower than the values likely to

occur in practice (Table 6.1). This is due to the fact that all incoming BOD is normally not in

soluble form and some solids are also present.

(e) Sludge drying or lagooning

See illustrative examples solved in Chapter 13.

(f) Phosphorus removal

VSS withdrawn = 798 kg/day
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Assume phosphorus = 1.5% of cells

Corresponding phosphorus removed = (0.015) (798) = 12 kg/day

Phosphorus removed

100 kg BOD removedu

 =
12

1 47 3195

a f
a f a f.

 = 0.25

As there is no primary sedimentation, the total phosphorus removal is as given above.

Influent phosphorus is 120 kg/day (Example 6.1). Thus:

Removal =
12

120
 = 10%

(g) Nitrogen removal

Nitrogen lost in sludge at 9% of VSS withdrawn = (0.09) (798) = 71.8 kg/day

(h) Oxygen requirement

The oxygen required for meeting the carbonaceous demand is computed as:

= BODm removed�BODm solids leaving

= 1.47 (3195 kg/day)�1.42 (798 kg/day)

= 3564 kg/day = 148.5 kg/h

= 0.76 kg per kg BODm removed

From Eq. 4.24, the oxygen required for nitrification is obtained (neglecting nitrogen removed

in sludge, lost in effluent, and lost in denitrification) as a maximum upper limit of 4.33

(influent TKN/day), i.e.:

Oxygen for nitrification = 4.33 (480 kg/day) = 2078 kg/day

= 86.6 kg/h

Total oxygen required = 148.5 + 86.6 = 235 kg/h

= 1.2 kg/kg BODm removed

Oxygen uptake rate per unit tank volume = 
235 10

5700 10

6

3

´

´
 = 41.2 mg/h/l/tank volume

(i) Power requirement

Assuming that the oxygenation capacity of aerators = 2 kg oxygen per kWh at standard

conditions, and only 70 per cent capacity at field conditions.

Power required =
235

0 7 2. ´

=
168 24 365

60 000

´ ´

,
 = 24.5 kWh/person/year

This is the maximum power requirement assuming that all incoming nitrogen has to be

oxidized.
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6.4 NITRIFICATION–DENITRIFICATION   SYSTEMS

A certain amount of nitrogen removal (20�30 per cent) occurs in conventional activated sludge

and extended aeration systems. If additional removal is desired in order to meet wastewater

discharge standards, some process modification is necessary. Nitrogen removal ranging from 70

to over 90 per cent can be obtained by use of the nitrification�denitrification method in plants

based on activated sludge and other suspended growth systems. The activated sludge process

has been used successfully with ammonia concentrations as high as 500 mg NH3-N/litre to achieve

90 per cent removal of nitrogen.

Biological denitrification requires prior nitrification of all ammonia and organic nitrogen in

the incoming waste. Thus, an important requirement of plant design is that nitrification should

occur at all times, even under the worst operating conditions (e.g. winter conditions and slug

discharge). For this reason, the sludge age or mean cell residence time, qc , should be carefully

selected with a sufficient factor for safety. Extended aeration plants with higher qc values are

likely to be more uniform in nitrification performance than activated sludge plants of low

sludge age.

6.4.1 Nitrification

The nitrification of ammonia is a two-step process:

NH NH NO NO3 4
Nitrosomonas

2
Nitrobactor

3® ¾ ®¾¾¾¾¾ ¾ ®¾¾¾¾

Stoichiometrically, 4.6 kg of oxygen are required for nitrifying 1 kg of nitrogen. Experimen-

tally determined values are less (3.9�4.33). The nitrifying organisms are strict aerobic autotrophs.

Their growth rate is affected by temperature, oxygen concentration, pH and the presence of any

toxic substances. Growth rates at different temperatures can be estimated from 20°C rates by

using q =1.08 for attached growth and 1.12 for suspended growth systems.

The optimum temperature for nitrification lies between 25°C and 32°C. The optimum pH is

between 7.8 and 9.2 for nitrosomonas and between 8.5 and 9.2 for nitrobacter. The oxygen con-

centration in the reactor has to be at least 3 to 4 mg/l in order to avoid oxygen limitation. At

lower concentrations, the growth rates would be slower. In any case, the growth rates of nitrifiers

are slower than those of BOD removing heterotrophs, and the nitrifiers may constitute only 1�2

per cent of the total mass of organisms in a system.

The sludge age (or, mean cell residence time) qc in a treatment plant must be sufficiently high

if nitrification is desired. Unless the cell residence time in a reactor is somewhat greater than the

cell doubling time, the cell may get washed out of the system before if can multiply.Thus:

qc =
1

m
,

Where m is the growth rate of the nitrosomonas at the worst operating temperature. For do-

mestic sewage (without any specially inhibiting factors), the values given in the following table

are representative of the desirable sludge age.
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Mixed liquor temperature (°C) Sludge age qc for complete nitrification (days)

5 12
10 9.5
15 6.5

20 3.5

In warm climates with a low sludge age requirement, both activated sludge and extended

aeration plants may show nitrification throughout the year, but in cooler areas, only extended

aeration plants may show nitrification.

The size of the aeration tank depends on the ammonia content in the wastewater and the
expected rate of nitrification. At 20°C, the actual nitrification rates (in mg NH3-N/g VSS/hour)
vary from 2.5 in combined systems to 9�13 in separate systems.

The typical flow sheets for achieving nitrification in suspended growth systems are shown in
Fig. 6.3.

Figure 6.3(a) shows a combined system for biological oxidation (BOD removal) and nitrifica-
tion in a single tank. This is the favoured method of operation. It is less sensitive to load varia-
tions-owing to the larger-sized aeration tank, and generally produces a smaller volume of sur-

plus sludge owing to the higher values of qc, adopted. Some reports indicate that such sludges

have better settling characteristics. The sludge mainly has the usual heterotrophs with only about

1 to 2 per cent nitrifiers. Thus, nitrification per se gives little additional sludge.

In north European countries (e.g. Holland), such plants are designed with an F/M ratio of
0.05�0.10 kg BOD5 per kg MLSS to have nitrification all year round (~10°C). Higher F/M ratios
may not show nitrification during some winter months. The choice of this ratio under any other
climatic condition should be guided by sludge age considerations. The nitrification rate reported
from Holland (IAWPR,1975) for an extended aeration plant has been 1.6 mg NH3�N/g
VSS/hour at 10°C

Care should be taken to ensure that the oxygenation capacity of aeration tanks is sufficient to

meet the oxygen uptake due to carbonaceous demand and nitrification. The recycling of sludge
must be rapid enough to prevent denitrification (and �rising� sludge) owing to anoxic conditions,
i.e. the absence of DO, in the settling tank�a phenomenon often experienced in warm climates.

Figure 6.3(b) shows a separate system in which biological oxidation and nitrification take
place in two separate successive tanks, with each having its separate sludge recycling arrange-
ment. Consequently, the first tank can now be smaller in size since a higher F/M ratio can be
used, but this makes the system somewhat more sensitive to load variations and also tends to
produce more sludge for disposal. An additional settling tank is also required between the two
aeration tanks in order to keep the two sludges separate. A principal advantage of this system is
its higher efficiency of nitrification and its better performance when toxic substances are feared
to be in the inflow. As long as these toxics are biodegradable, the first part of the plant will take
care of them and the nitrifiers will be protected.

Figure 6.3(c) shows a typical contact stabilization system in which nitrification can occur along
with biological oxidation in the contact step if the hydraulic detention time in this tank is ad-

equate for nitrification. Thus, in the design of contact stabilization plants, not just the sludge

age, but the contact time also should be adequate. This may make the choisce of this method

unattractive unless the influent ammonia concentration is relatively low. (see Example 6.3)
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C N+
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Fig. 6.3 Typical flow sheets for suspended growth nitrification systems: (a) Combined system with

carbonaceous and nitrogenous matter being oxidized in the same tank, (b) Separate system,

and (c) Combined system with separate sludge stabilization (C—biological oxidation of

carbonaceous matter, N—nitrification, S—sedimentation)

6.4.2 Denitrification

Denitrification involves facultative micro-organisms which are abundant in sewage. They work
over a wider range of environmental conditions, and need only anoxic conditions so that they
can draw their oxygen requirements from the breakdown (reduction) of nitrates.

An anaerobic condition begins when the nitrates are exhausted and the sulphate breakdown
to 'smelly' sulphides begins. However, denitrification requires only the anoxic phase and not the
anaerobic phase. Anoxic conditions refer to the immediate micro-environment of the bacteria
(i.e, within the bio-floc or film) where redox potentials may be about 200 mV, though DO may be
present in the bulk liquid.

A carbon source is also essential as an electron donor for denitrification to take place. This source
may be in the form of carbon that is internally available in sewage or artificially added (e.g. as metha-
nol, CH3OH). Since most community wastewaters have a higher ratio of BOD: N than 4.5 mg
BOD5/mg NO3/N, the internally available carbon becomes attractive and economical for denitrification.

Denitrification results in the release of nitrogen which escapes as an inert gas to the atmos-
phere while the oxygen that is released stays dissolved in the liquid and thus reduces the oxy-
gen input needed into the system. Each molecule of nitrogen needs 4 molecules of oxygen dur-
ing nitrification but releases back 2.5 molecules in denitrification. Thus, theoretically 62.5 per
cent (2.5/4.0) less oxygen is required if the oxygen released back in denitrification is used.
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Recycle
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Sludge return

Sludge return

Sludge return
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Fig. 6.4 Typical flowsheets for denitrification systems:
(a) Separate denitrification of nitrified waste achieved in a separate tank using methanol;
(b) Nitrification followed by denitrification in an anoxic tank; (c) Pre-denitrification with recycle
of nitrified effluent to anoxic tank; (d) “Bardenpho” arrangement Bardenpho with two anoxic
tanks to give a higher degree of denitrification; (e) Simultaneous nitrification-denitrification in
the sametank; (Notations: C = carbonaceous, N = nitrification, DN = denitrification, i.e. anoxic tank;

A = aeration, S = sedimentation)
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Denitrification in suspended growth systems can be achieved by using any one of the typical

flow sheets shown in Fig. 6.4. The use of methanol requires a flow sheet of the type shown in

Fig. 6.4(a). The wastewater has first to be nitrified by using either a combined or a separate

system as discussed above. The nitrified waste is then dosed with methanol and allowed to

denitrify in a stirred, anoxic tank. The rest of the steps include re-aeration, settling, and sludge

recycling as are done in usual waste treatment plants.

Methanol is relatively more expensive to use, but the plant capital cost is somewhat reduced

by the fact that the denitrification rate is quite rapid (about 10 mg NO3 N/g VSS hour at 20°C),

thus requiring a much smaller-sized anoxic tank. Some operating difficulties may arise from the

dosing rate of methanol, which, in the case of a fluctuating load situation, may become either

too much or too little. Too much of it would introduce an unnecessary BOD in the effluent while

too little would leave some nitrates under-nitrified. Generally speaking, the use of methanol or

any other artificial carbon source should be avoided as far as possible since it adds to the cost of

treatment. A more satisfactory arrangement would be to use the carbon contained in the waste

itself. The use of methanol in nitrification�denitrification may increase the cost of treatment by

as much as 60 per cent over that incurred on conventional activated sludge (Walker and Dreoer,

1966). The use of internally available carbon may increase plant cost by only about 10 per cent

over that incurred on conventional activated sludge when nitrification�denitrification is achieved

simultaneously in extended aeration systems, and by about 30 per cent in case of separate nitri-

fication and denitrification systems.

The system shown in Fig. 6.4(b) is similar to the one first proposed by Wuhrmann in which

denitrification by internally available carbon is allowed to take place in a separate anoxic tank

following the nitrification step. However, the anoxic tank has to have sufficient detention time

for denitrification to occur which has a slower rate (about 0.4�2 mg NO3 N/g VSS hour at 20°C

as shown in Fig. 6.5 since the corresponding oxygen uptake rate of the mixed liquor is mainly

due to endogenous respiration and is thus low. The denitrification rate, therefore, in a way also

depends on the F/M ratio used in prior aeration tank (Walker and Dreoer, 1966).

Figure 6.4(b) can be used, as illustrated in Example 6.3, to determine the likely denitrification

rate in the anoxic tank from the oxygen uptake rate at a known temperature. The rate can be

adjusted for any other temperature by using appropriate qc values. The anoxic tank must be kept

gently stirred (not aerated) to prevent solids from settling in it. Finally, it is desirable to re-aerate

the flow from the anoxic tank for 10�15 minutes to drive off nitrogen gas bubbles and add

oxygen prior to sedimentation. Sludge recycling from the settling tank should be affected rap-

idly to prevent it from becoming anoxic once again and causing sludge lifting by nitrogen gas

bubbles.

While the flow sheet is perfectly feasible and high removal of nitrogen can be achieved, the

detention time required in the anoxic tank in rather high owing to the low endogenous respira-

tion rate. Consequently, if desired, a portion of the raw waste may be bypassed as shown in Fig.

6.4(b) to enter directly into the anoxic tank and to thus contribute an increased respiration rate.

This arrangement helps in reducing the sizes of both the anoxic and aerobic tanks, but it reduces

the overall nitrogen removal as some unnitrified ammonia in the bypassed waste cannot be

denitrified.
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Figure 6.4(c) shows a similar denitrification system but with the relative positions of the an-

oxic and aerobic tanks reversed. The stirred anoxic tank now receives the incoming raw waste

directly. In its anoxic state, the oxygen requirement of the waste is met by the release of oxygen

from nitrates in the recycled flow taken from the end of the nitrification tank. The primary

settling of the raw waste may be omitted so as to bring more carbon into the anoxic tank. Owing

to the presence of the raw waste, denitrification rates in the anoxic tank are higher (about 2�3

mg NO3 N/g VSS hour at 20°C). This method benefits from the potential that raw unaerated

waste has for promoting denitrification of nitrified waste.

 This arrangement has some advantages and is thus often preferred to the one described previ-

ously, since the size of the anoxic tank is reduced owing to faster denitrification rates; the overall

oxygen requirement is reduced as the oxygen released by nitrate reduction in the anoxic tank is

useful for satisfying the oxygen demand of the incoming waste, and a separate short-detention re-

aeration tank is not required prior to settling. However, the requirement of recycling of nitrified

liquor is quite high. This recycling has to be about of two to three times the raw waste inflow to

achieve denitrification upward of 80 per cent. Sludge recycling from the settling tank is also re-

quired.

Since some biological stabilization occurs in the anoxic tank, the size of the subsequent aerobic

tank can be reduced somewhat if its detention time is not reduced below that required for complet-

ing nitrification at the expected rate (at the liquor temperature).

More complete nitrification�denitrification can be achieved by the use of a flow sheet of the type

shown in Fig. 6.4(d) which gives the so-called Bardenpho method developed in South Africa (Barnard,

1973). It is similar to the previous two types from which it combines their features by having two

anoxic tanks, one on either side of the aerobic tank. The first anoxic tank has the advantage of a

higher denitrification rate for reasons just discussed. The percentage removal of nitrogen in it can be

increased by up to about 85 per cent by adopting a suitably high rate of recycling of nitrified liquor,

while the nitrates remaining in the liquor passing out of the tank can be denitrified further in a

second anoxic tank through endogenous respiration, thus giving an overall removal upwards of 90

per cent. The liquor is finally aerated before settling and the settled sludge is recycled.

Heide (1975), while working with a similar flow sheet (but with lime addition prior to final

settling in order to achieve phosphorus removal), has also reported good results (>85 per cent

nitrogen removal at 10°C) from the plant serving a population equivalent of 500 in Holland. The

actual denitrification rates measured at different temperatures in both these plants are summa-
rized in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Observed denitrification rates

Anoxic tank Carbon source Denitrification rate (mg NO3-N/g VSS-hour)

South Africa1 (20°C) Holland2 (10°C)

1st Raw sewage 3.6 1.1
2nd Endogenous respiration 1.3 0.5

1 Barnard, 1973
2 Heide, 1975
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Simultaneous nitrification and denitrification can also be achieved in a single, large tank (with

sufficient sludge age) using a simple flow sheet of the type shown in Fig. 6.4(e). It results from

having aerobic and anoxic zones within the same tank�a condition often occurring in extended

aeration ditches where in zones in the immediate vicinity of aerators are rich in oxygen while

others away from aerators or deeper in the ditch are anoxic. The nitrifying and denitrifying

bacteria in the biomass are not adversely affected by the rapidly alternating aerobic and anoxic

environments so that wherever DO is available, nitrates are formed and wherever DO is absent,

denitrification occurs. This phenomenon has also been demonstrated in laboratory-scale reactors

subjected to alternating condition (Van der Geest and Witroet, 1975) Consequently, simultaneous

action remains largely uncontrolled in full-scale plants as it is dependent on the fluctuating in-

fluent loads in relation to a relatively constant aeration capacity. The relative proportion of an-

oxic zones changes from hour to hour and is the highest when the plant receives peak loads

(Adams and Eckenfelder, 1979). Even under such fluctuating, conditions about 50 per cent nitro-

gen removals have often been reported (Van der Geest, 1975; Adams and Eckenfelder, 1979).

A more controlled form of simultaneous action can be achieved by the suitable placement and

spacing of aerators, which is especially feasible with extended aeration systems in long ditch-

like construction, so that the zones farthest from the aerators are more evenly anoxic at all times,

and high nitrogen removals (> 80 per cent) are assured (Van der Geest and Witroet, 1975). Oxy-

genation requirements are also reduced.

In existing extended aeration plants built with evenly spaced aerators, a lot of improvement

of nitrogen removal efficiencies has been achieved by switching off a few aerators at the head

end of the tank where the raw waste and return sludge are received. This has, in fact, helped to

conserve electrical energy without affecting BOD removals by using the oxygen released from

denitrification (Barnard, 1973).

Recycle pumping is avoided if there is continuous circulation of the mixed liquor through the

aerobic and anoxic zones. This is done anyway in the case of ditch-like constructions and should

result in no extra cost. A return motion of the flow can also be established by a clever choice of

type and placement of aerators (Barnard, 1973). In the case of extended aeration type lagoons

the objective of simultaneous nitrification-denitrification-sedimentation and recycling can be

achieved through intermittent aeration, i.e. by alternately switching on and off the aerators in

the lagoon or in what are called 'sequencing batch reactors'.

At the present time, it would appear that the most promising approach to biological treat-

ment is to use the extended aeration process in a relatively deep (4�5 m) ditch or lagoon type

configuration with some effort to achieve process funtionalizing in order to allow better op-

erational control and higher treatment efficiency at minimum power cost. This can be achieved

firstly, by adopting, a suitable sludge age qc and, second, by engineering the aeration system,

the inflow, outflow, and sludge return so as to promote fairly well-defined aerobic and anoxic

zones in the ditch in a sequence similar to the flow sheets described previously. Such arrange-

ments would facilitate not only high BOD removal (> 95 per cent) but also high nitrogen re-

moval (> 85 per cent), often at no extra cost. In the use of oxygen released through denitrification

even reduces the aeration cost. Generally speaking, these arrangements give an effluent of

more uniform quality and less sensitivity to fluctuating inflows and loads while keeping the

plant's equipment requirement and operation relatively simple.
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Example 6.3: Design the nitrification-denitrification step for a complete�mixing activated sludge system to

treat wastewater from a community of 60,000 persons based on the following data from Example 6.1:

Flow Q = 9000 m3/day; BOD5 = 360 mg/l (raw)

Assume 30% BOD removal in primary settling and 90% in biological step

TKN = 53 mg/l (raw) = 40 mg/l after settling

Winter temperature of mixed liquor = 10°C

Yield Y = 0.6

Kd = 0.07/day (BOD5 basis, 15°C)

MLSS = 4000 mg/l, VSS/SS = 0.8

Assume organic nitrogen in effluent = 5 mg/l

I. Nitrification Step

Adopt sludge age qc = 10 days. Provide combined bio-oxidation and nitrification in a single tank

[Fig. 6.3(a)].

Aeration tank

Raw settled BOD to aeration = 360 (1- 0.3) = 252 mg/l

xV =
YQ S S

K

O

d

-

+

b g q

q

c

c1

(0.8 ´ 4000) V =
0 6 9000 252 0 9 10 10

1 0 07 10

3. .

.

a f a f b g a f

b g a f

´ ´

+

-

V = 2250 m3

MLVSS =
2250 0 8 4000

10 3

. ´

-

b g
 = 7200 kg

Detention time =
2250 4

9000

´
 = 6h

F/M ratio =  
BOD /day

MLVSS
5

=
9000 252 10

7200

3
´ ´

-

 = 0.315 kg BOD5/kg MLVSS/day

V = 2250 m3

BOD removed/day = 9000 (252 ´ 0.9) ´ 10-3 = 1620 kg BOD5/day

Excess solids produced/day

= Y(BOD5)�Kd (MLVSS) = 0.6 ´ 1620�0.07 ´ 7200

= 468 kg/day

Oxygen requirement

Uptake per day = (BODm removed/day)�(BODm of solids withdrawn/day)

= 1.47 ´ 1620�(1.42 ´ 468)

= 1716 kg/day = 71.5 kg/h
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For nitrification:

Total nitrogen to be oxidized = (incoming nitrogen)�(nitrogen in effluent)�(nitrogen

in sludge)

= [40 mg/l (say) ´ 9000 ´ 10-3]�[5 mg/l ´ 9000 ´ 10-3]

�[7 % (say) % 468 kg/day]

= 282 kg NH3�N/day = 11.75 kg/h

Oxygen uptake/day = 4.33 (282) = 1222 kg/day = 51 kg/h

Hence, total oxygen uptake rate = 71.5 + 51 = 122.5 kg/h at field conditions

Nitrification rate =
11 75 10

7200 10

6

3

. ´

´

= 1.63 mg NH3�N/g VSS/hour (acceptable at 10°C)

II. Denitrification Step

Alternative 1: Aerobic tank followed by anoxic tank [Fig. 6.4(b)]

Oxygen for endogenous respiration = 1.42 ´ Kd = 1.42 ´ 0.07 = 0.1/day

= 0.004 g/g VSS/hour

or 4.1 mg/g VSS/hour

At this oxygen uptake rate the corresponding denitrification rate = 1.1 mg NO3�N/g VSS/hour

(from Fig. 6.5). However, this rate corresponds to 15°C (since the value of Kd was at 15°C).

Hence, the corrected denitrification rate at 10°C (using q = 1.15) = 0.5 mg NO3�N/g VSS/hour.
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Fig. 6.5 The correlation between rates of denitrification and oxygen uptake (After Wuhrmann)

Total Nitrogen to be reduced = 282 kg NO3�N/day = 11.75 kg/h. Hence,

VSS required in anoxic tank =
11 75 10

0 5 10

6

3

.

.

´

´
 = 23,500 kg.
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Assume that the MLVSS concentration in the anoxic tank is the same as that in the aerobic tank

(i.e., 3200 mg/l)

Anoxic tank volume =
2350 10

3200

3´
 = 7343 m3

Detention time =
7343

9000
 ´ 24 = 19.58 h

(Slightly more time is actually needed if the DO present in influent to the anoxic tank is taken

into account.)

Alternative 2: Anoxic tank followed by aerobic tank [Fig. 6.4(c)]

From the above, the carbonaceous demand for oxygen = 71.5 kg/h. Assume that anoxic tank gives

8 hours detention (V = 3000 m3) and MLVSS = 3200 mg/l = 3200 ´ 3000 ´ 10�3 = 9,600 kg. Hence:

Oxygen uptake rate =
71 5 10

9 600 10

6

3

.

,

´

´
 = 7.5 mg O2/g VSS hour

Figure 6.5 shows the corresponding denitrification rate to be about 2.2 mg NO�N/g VSS hour.

This is at 15°C. The corresponding denitrification rate at 10°C (using qc = 1.15) = 1.1 mg

NO3�N/g VSS-hour. Hence, the minimum VSS required in the anoxic tank to reduce 11.75 kg

NO3�N/hour:

=
11 75 10

1 1 10

6

3

.

.

´

´
 = 10,680 kg

Thus, keep anoxic tank capacity at 9 h detention instead of 8 h.

Recycling Rate

Each kilogram of NO3�N releases 2.86 gram of oxygen. The oxygen required per hour for

carbonaceous demand in anoxic tank = 71.5 kg/h. Hence, NO3�N required = 25 kg/h (but in-

flow Q gives only 11.75 kg/h).

Therefore:

Recycling rate =
25

11 75.
 = 2.13 Q

Aerobic tank

Since biological oxidation has already been occurring in the anoxic tank, the size of the aero-

bic tank can be reduced, but this size should be enough for nitrification to be complete. Hence,

in the above case, there is not much use of reducing the aerobic tank since the nitrification rate

determined earlier is already high enough at 10°C.

Power saving

The oxygenation requirement (and hence power) is reduced owing to the release of oxygen

from nitrates. The savings effected can be estimated to be about 20 per cent in this case (also see

Example 6.4).

Alternative 3: Use of methanol prior to anoxic tank (no bypass of sewage)

Methanol required = 2.47(NO3�N kg/day)

= 2.47 (282 kg/day) = 696 kg/day (cost?)
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Assume that the denitrification rate = 10 mg NO3�N/g VSS/hour at 20°C. Hence, at 10°C

(using qc = 1.15):

Rate = 2.5 mg NO3�N/g VSS/hour

Total nitrogen to be reduced = 11.75 kg/hour

VSS required in anoxic tank =
11 75 10

2 5 10

6

3

.

.

´

´
  = 4.700 kg

Hence, anoxic tank volume =
4700 10

3200 10

6

3

´

´
  = 1468 m3 (i.e., detention time = 3.9 h)

Final aeration tank

Detention time = 15 minutes (settling, sludge recycling, etc, may be designed by using the

methods outlined earlier.)

Example 6.4: Recalling the data used in solving Example 6.2 concerning an extended aeration system for

60,000 persons, a ditch unit is to be provided with appropriate anoxic and aerobic zones for promoting

nitrification�denitrification. Estimate what fraction of total ditch volume may have to be allocated for

each purpose.

Minimum temperature 18°C

Sludge age qc = 20 days

Inflow = 9000 m3/day

BOD5 influent = 360 mg/l = 3240 kg/day

TKN = 53 mg/l = 480 kg/day

Detention time in ditch = 15.2 h

Total ditch volume = 5700 m3

MLSS = 4000 mg/l VSS/SS = 0.5

Nitrification�denitrification rates

On the basis of the observed rates, which are duly adjusted for temperature, we may assume

the following:

First anoxic zone with raw sewage = 3 mg NO3�N/g VSS hour (18°C)

Second anoxic zone (endogenous) = 1.2 mg NO3�N/g VSS-hour (18°C)

Nitrification zone = 4.0 mg NO3�N/g VSS-hour (18°C)

Total nitrogen to be removed:

= Incoming nitrogen�nitrogen in sludge�nitrogen in effluent

= 480 kg/day�(say) 18% ´ 480 kg/day�(say) 7% ´ 480 kg/day

= 360 kg/day

First denitrification zone volume

Assume that 85 per cent of 360 kg nitrogen per day is denitrified in the first zone, i.e., at the

rate of 12.75 kg/h. Hence:

VSS required =
12 75 10

3 10

6

3

. ´

´
 = 4250 kg
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Zone volume required =
4250 10

2000

3´ -

 = 2125 m3

Detention time =
2125

9000
 = 5.67 h (i.e., 37% of ditch volume)

Second denitrification zone volume

Now to denitrify 15 per cent of 360 kg N/day at only 1.2 mg NO3�N/g VSS/h, we need 1875 kg

VSS, i.e., zone volume = 937 m3 (i.e. 10% of ditch volume).

Check if the remaining volume is enough for nitrification.

VSS required to nitrify 15 kg nitrogen per hour = 
15 10

4 0 10

6

3

´

´.
 = 3750 kg  VSS

Zone volume required =
3750 10

2000

3
´

 = 1875 m3 (only 21% of ditch volume required;

hence, ample)

Final aeration volume

At 10�15 minutes detention, one of the aerator pockets should suffice. The overall ditch vol-
ume is thus quite sufficient for both nitrification and denitrification to occur. Normal biological
oxidation will proceed concurrently with the above within the same volume. Of course, volu-
metric sufficiency is one factor, while the other is the sludge age at the operating temperature, to
ensure successful treatment.

Power requirement

From Example 6.2.

Oxygenation required = carbonaceous + nitrogenous demands

= 148.5 + 86.6 = 235 kg/h

Theoretically, the oxygen released by denitrification is 62.5 per cent of that used in nitrifica-

tion. Hence, denitrification may release:

62.5% ´ 86.6 = 54 kg/h (maximum)

Power saving = 54/235 = 23% of the total.

6.5 PHOSPHORUS PRECIPITATION

Phosphorus precipitation is usually achieved by the addition of chemicals like calcium hydroxide,
ferrous or ferric chloride, or alum, in either the primary or the final settling tank. Alum is more
expensive and generates more hydroxide, which creates extra sludge, that is difficult to dewater.
For extended aeration plants, there is no primary settling and chemical addition has to be done in
the final settling tank. The total phosphorus contained in the effluent depends on the chemical
dose. Heide (1975) recommends the use of calcium/phosphorus (wt/wt) ³ 7.0 in order to obtain a
treated effluent with about 2 mg total phosphorus per litre with pH values ranging between 8.4
and 8.8. An increase of approximately 50 per cent in the surplus sludge production may be ex-
pected as a result of lime dosing, but the sludge is reported to have good dewatering properties.

When iron salts are used, a molar ratio of 1.0:1.4 of iron to phosphorus is reported to give 91�
96 per cent removal, respectively, of total phosphorus using ferrous chloride (from steel mill
pickle liquor) dosed directly beneath the aerator.
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Chemical addition prior to biological treatment is feasible if a primary settling tank exists as
in the case of the conventional activated sludge process. The dose requirement then increases,
but chemical precipitation also improves organic removal, thus reducing the BOD load on the

biological treatment section of the plant.

6.6 SEQUENCING BATCH REACTORS

Since the early 1980s, over 1,000 installations of Sequencing Batch Reactors (SBRs) have come up
worldwide primarily for serving small communities and industries. They can best be described
by a similar but more simplified system called the INTER-AIR SBR system, first designed in

1987 for India. Three such plants have been working in India since then (Arceivala et al., 2002).

The Process

Although the process is based on the well-known activated sludge extended aeration principle,
it has now undergone further simplification due to the adoption of the sequencing batch reactor
(SBR) configuration in which the aeration tank serves the double purpose of aeration and set-
tling in the same tank, one after the other, batchwise, in sequence as explained further below.
The aeration is thus intermittent because of which it has been named as 'Inter-Air'.

Operating Schedule

The aeration system (see Fig. 6.6) consists of floating aerators (or diffused aeration) which work

for a few hours after which they are switched off, together with the inflow, for an hour or so

Fig. 6.6 The aeration-cum-settling tank in a sequencing arrangement in “INTER-AIR” SYSTEM
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during which period the tank acts like a quiescent settling tank, allowing the MLSS to settle

down. The relatively clear liquid from the approximately upper one-third of the tank is then

decanted off either through a telescopic outlet or a floating arm [Figs. 6.6(a) and (b)] or by

merely providing an outlet pipe at the lowest level proposed to be reached after withdrawing

the supernatant. (The latter arrangement can be adopted for the sake of simplification but may

not give as clear an effluent as the other types of outlets would do). When decantation or with-

drawal is complete, the outlet valve is closed and raw sewage inflow re-started. The aeration

system is now switched on again and the settled MLSS immediately gets picked up in circula-

tion. In this manner, the cycle of aeration, settling , decantation, refilling and re-aeration goes on

again and again.

A typical schedule is shown in Fig. 6.7

Handling inflow

The raw sewage inflow needs to be stopped during the settling period, generally for 1.0 to 1.5

hours. This is done by holding the sewage in the pump-house wet well. If this creates any

anaerobicity problems in the wet-well (as could well happen with long travel times in sewers in

hot climates), the inflow may be diverted during this period to a small separate, aerated tank

perched above the main tank or allowed to flow continuously into the main aeration tank even

during the non-aerating period, provided the inlet pipe extends deep enough into the bottom

one-third of the tank and does not agitate its contents too much.

In all the three plants built in India, no particular difficulties were experienced on account of

anaerobicity since the incoming sewage from nearby houses was relatively fresh.

Nitrification–Denitrification

Some nitrification generally occurs during aeration. The nitrified wastewater undergoes

denitrification if the start of re-aeration is delayed and anoxic conditions are allowed to de-

velop in the tank. Already, during the quiescent settling period, when there is no aeration,

the dissolved oxygen (DO) level gradually decreases owing to bacterial respiration. If the

DO is completely used up, the facultative organisms start breaking down the nitrate mol-

ecules into nitrogen gas and oxygen. The nitrogen goes into the atmosphere while oxygen is

used to meet the respirational needs of the organisms. Eventually, when the nitrates are

exhausted, the sulfates are broken down and this emits obnoxious sulfides. Thus, the anoxic

period should be such that only denitrification occurs in it and the sulfates are not touched.

The anoxic period required for denitrification is usually the 1.0 to 1.5 hours (see bar diagram

in Fig. 6.7).

However, when the effluent is to be reused for gardening or horticulture, nitrogen should, in

fact, be retained in the system and hence, an additional anoxic period after decantation does not

need to be provided (see Fig. 6.7).
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Fig. 6.7 Typical operating schedules with and without nitrogen removal

Advantages of SBRs

It is evident that SBRs ensure economy of construction because no separate settling tank and no

recycle sump, pumps or piping are required. Besides simplifying construction, its operation is
more stable. As the aeration tank becomes the settling tank, it has a large surface area and can
comfortably accommodate peak flows that may come in the morning hours as in the case of
hotels, tourist resorts, hostels and military camps. This also eliminates the danger of exceeding
the settling tank's overflow capacity at such times. SBRs have also developed a reputation for
responding better to shock loads. The difficulties caused by rising sludge, filamentous sludge
and carry-over of solids are also obviated by the use of SBRs. Aeration equipment and control
valves can be sequenced to operate as required, by using timer switches.

Excess sludge is removed from the bottom of the aeration tank, directly dried on open sand
beds or wherever possible, and then sent back to the original sewer system downstream of the
intake point.

Aeration Capacity

The aerator capacity may have to be suitably increased over the normal to make up for the
quiescent periods during which no oxygenation occurs. This is particularly necessary where
denitrification is required and the no-oxygenation periods add up to several hours. In such cases,
the oxygen input of 24 hours may have to be delivered in, say, 12 or 15 hours, requiring the
rating of the aerators to be increased accordingly. Of course, the overall power consumption

remains practically the same.
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Performance

The performance of SBRs has generally remained very satisfactory and stable wherein power is

available on a continuous basis. The overall BOD removal efficiency of all three plants is of a
high order, generally higher than 95 per cent for municipal wastewater, which is typical for
extended aeration systems.

Figure 6.8 gives details of the Inter-Air SBR system used in a botanical garden in Mumbai,
India, to provide 250 m3/day of reusable water. Diffused aeration has been provided in this
case. The treated effluent is chlorinated and passed through a pressure filter to ensure full re-
moval of solids since a 'drip irrigation' system has been used to distribute water over the 12-
acre garden stocked with a variety of botanical species. The wastewater quality, which was moni-
tored over a four-year period, showed the effluent BOD to range from 4 to 7 mg/L and the TSS

to be consistently absent.

Fig.6.8 The INTER-AIR system using a sequencing batch reactor (SBR) for sewage treatment for

reuse in Mumbai Port Trust Garden (Consultants: AIC WATSON)

A similar unit installed at a hotel was functioning well but had a sudden upset and started

emitting obnoxious sulfide smells. The problem was traced to the grease trap located on the
sewer line just after the hotel kitchen from where so much grease and fat had accumulated that
the hotel staff had to use steam to melt down the same and send it through the sewers to the
treatment plant, not knowing that it would thus overload the plant and the sulfates contained in

it would thus form sulfides. The unit was, however, soon restored.

Design and Applications

Goronszy (1974) describes an installation of the SBR type serving 4,000 persons in Australia and

provides the following design criteria:

Design Flow = 2 ´ average Dry Weather Flow (DWF)

BOD = 70 g/person�day

Loading = 0.05 kg BOD5/kg MLSS

MLSS at low water level = 5000 mg/l

Volume of settled sludge = 70% of depth (after 1 hour)
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Excess sludge = 0.4 g/g BOD removed

Denitrification rate (17�23°C) = 0.25 to 0.6 mg NO3-N/g MLSS/hour

Oxygenation rate for effective 12 hour aeration = 2.4 kg O2/kg BOD5 applied

Example 6.5: Design an extended aeration SBR unit to operate as an Inter-Air system serving 5,000

persons using parameters suitable for India. Assume that BOD5 = 50 g/person�day and average flow Q =

200 L/person/day. Neglect nitrification�denitrification. Take F/M = 0.15 kg BOD5 per kg MLSS.

Q = 200 ´ 5000 = 1000 m3/day

F = 5000 ´ 50 = 250 kg/day

Hence, M = F/0.15 = 1667 kg MLSS

Let MLSS concentration at mixing conditions = 3000 mg/L = 3 kg/m3

And MLSS at low water level = 5000 mg/l = 5 kg/m3

Thus, lagoon volume at low water level = 1667/5 = 333 m3

Add 10% volume below low water level for safety = 370 m3 (say)

(a) Lagoon volume and size

If we wish to stop aeration and decant only once a day, the lagoon volume between the maximum

and minimum levels should be equal to one day's flow, i.e., 1000 m3/day (too large). Let us decant

four times a day. The volume between the maximum and minimum levels will then be 250 m3/day.

Hence, total lagoon volume for 4 decantations/day = 370 + 250 = 620 m3

If lagoon depth = 4.3 m, area of lagoon = 144 m2

Provide lagoon of 12.0 m ´ 12.0 m ´ 4.30 m (add freeboard)

Lagoon volume per person = 620 ´ 1000/5000 = 124 L/person

If excess sludge = 30 g SS/person/day

(b) Sludge produced

Total sludge produced/day = 150 kg/day as SS = 90 kg/day as VSS

= 0.38 g/g BOD5 removed

(c) Aeration and mixing power

Expected BOD removal efficiency = 95%

Oxygen required = (BODu removed)�(BODu of solids leaving)

= 0.95 ´ (1.47 ´ 250)�1.42 (90)

= 221.3 kg/day = 9.22 kg/hour

However, the oxygen has to be supplied within 18 hours since there will be four quiescent

periods of 1.5 hours each,

Hence, power may be enhanced to = 9.22  ́
24

18
 = 12.3 kW (16 hp)

This will be adequate since nitrification is not desired in this case.

Check for mixing power level @ 12.3 kW = (12.3 ´ 1000)/620 = 19.8 W/m3

The minimum mixing power level required for extended aeration is about 15�18 W/m3. Hence,

it is acceptable.

(By trial and error, one can determine the size of the lagoon and the number of decantations

per day at which the oxygenation and mixing power level required would be the same.)
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(d) Sludge drying

Excess sludge volume @ 1% solids content = 150 kg/day / 0.01 = 15 m3/day

If liquid sludge is spread to 20 cm depth,

Sludge drying bed area required per day = 15/0.2 = 75 m2

If drying time = 10 days + 2 days for removing = 12 days

Total area required = 60 ´ 12 = 720 m2

Hence, the area per person = 720/5000 = 0.144 M2/person

6.7 CONTACT STABILIZATION PROCESS

The contact stabilization process is yet another modification of the activated sludge process in
which one takes advantage of the fact that substrate removal occurs in two stages. In the first
stage (lasting 0.5 to 1.0 hour), the colloidal and dissolved organics present in the wastewater are
rapidly adsorbed on activated sludge solids. In the second stage (lasting 3 to 6 hours), the adsorbed

organics are stabilized. In the processes seen so far, both these steps occurred in the same unit.

However, in the contact stabilization process, the two steps, are separated or functionalized. The

first step occurs in what is called the 'contact' tank and the second one in the 'stabilization' tank.

A typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.9.

Fig. 6.9 Contact Stabilization Process

This functionalization helps to reduce the overall volumetric requirement of tanks as com-

pared with the activated sludge system though the oxygen requirement remains practically the

same because the organics to be oxidized remain the same in both cases. An MLSS concentration
of up to 3,000 mg/L is maintained in the contact unit, while it may even go up to 10,000 mg/L
in the stabilization unit. The surplus sludge is withdrawn for further treatment either in an
aerobic digester (for smaller plants) or in an anaerobic digester (for larger plants). As regards the
efficiency of performance, the contact process is somewhat similar to the conventional activated
sludge process, but requires less reactor volumes.
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The contact stabilization process generally lends itself well to the treatment of domestic and
municipal wastewaters. However, before deciding on its use for treating industrial wastewaters, it
is desirable to ensure (through lab tests) that about 85 per cent of BOD removal occurs in about 15
minutes of contact time with previously stabilized sludge. The BOD has to be sufficiently present
in the colloidal and dissolved form for the contact process to work efficiently. It may not be advis-
able to use the contact process where toxic or highly fluctuating flows are expected.

Existing conventional activated sludge plants have sometimes been converted into contact
stabilization plants capable of handling nearly double the original flow without any major addi-
tions to the overall tank capacities. This is possible because, for example, if a conventional plant
receives a flow of Q m3/hr and its aeration time is 6 hours, the aeration tank volume is 6Q. Now,
for a contact stabilization plant, if the required contact time is 1 hour and the stabilization time
is 4 hours based on a return flow of 0.5 hrs, the total tank volume required is (Q ´ 1 hr) + (0.5Q

´ 4 hrs) = 3 hours. Thus, double the flow can be accommodated by converting from the conven-

tional to the contact process.

6.8 PACKAGE PLANTS

Many of the package plants are based on either the extended aeration process or the contact

stabilization process. In the latter case, separate compartments are generally provided for 'con-

tact', for 'stabilization' and for 'digestion', all in a compact arrangement as shown in Fig. 6.10.

However, in developing countries in warm climates, the use of air and hydraulic lift devices and

certain aeration systems can become a source of maintenance problems. Some redesigning may

then be called for to have conventional pumps and aeration systems.

Fig. 6.10 Plan view of a circular package plant using contact stabilization process
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Figure 6.11 shows yet another package plant designed in India, which is based on the conven-

tional extended aeration principle and which uses steel for pre-fabrication. In India, concrete has

been relatively cheaper than steel, which has necessitated some redesigning. For various rea-

sons, package plants have not been extensively used in India.

Reusable
water outlet

Raw sewage inlet

Fig. 6.11 Package plant for sewage water reclamation and reuse based on the extended
aeration principle (Consultants: AIC, Mumbai)
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Other processes based on which so-called 'packaged plants' are available are the rotating bio-

discs (see Section 6.11). There is also scope for using the CAACO process and the Membrane

Bioreactors (see Chapter 12) in the form of package plants.

6.9 TRICKLING FILTERS

A trickling or percolating filter (Plate 2) is perhaps the earliest form of a packed-bed, fixed-film

reactor used in waste treatment. Biological degradation occurs in a manner similar to that in the

activated sludge process except that the filter is a system in which the bio-film (corresponding to

MLSS in activated sludge) is fixed on a solid medium (stones or plastic). Stone media are placed

in a bed about 2 m deep while the wastewater is dosed over it and air is allowed to flow past it

within the voids in the media bed. No aeration is necessary, but with some deep bed designs,

forced ventilation has been practised.

Although the contact time between the percolating wastewater and the bio-film is of the order

of a few minutes to about an hour, much BOD removal is accomplished since it is transferred to

the bio-film where the oxidation and synthesis of new cells occur and the end-products are

washed back into the wastewater. Synthesis leads to growth of the bio-film thickness which

eventually sloughs (peels) off and is washed out of the bed by the flowing wastewater. The bio-

film (also called 'zoogleal film') is rich in various heterotrophs, predominantly bacteria. The

microbial composition varies with the depth of the filter, the nature of the waste, and the season

of the year. Fungi, for example, may be observed more in the lower zones. A rich population of

grazers (protozoa, rotifers, crustacea, etc.) would also be present, feeding on the micro-organ-

isms, with a natural balance being maintained in the community as a whole.

Historically, the trickling filter has been considered more rugged in operation and easier to

maintain than activated sludge plants. This is partly because attached growth systems can, on

the whole, have a much larger mass of biological solids than the corresponding mass of MLSS in

suspended growth systems, and the growths are not easily destroyed or washed out of the sys-

tem by incoming slugs (fluctuations) in the quality of the wastewater. Alongwith domestic sew-

age, the presence of considerable concentrations of toxic substances like cyanide, phenols, and

formaldehyde can also be tolerated and treated.

Trickling filters are classified into low and high rate filters depending on the organic and

hydraulic loads placed on them. When trickling filters are used to provide some form of pre-

treatment, they are referred to as roughing filters.

Low-rate filters are best used for serving small communities or single households wherein sim-

ple and sturdy operation is desired. They are easy to construct with local materials (rocks, gravel,

slag, etc.) as media and need no mechanical equipment except a simple tipping trough or dosing

siphon. These filters are filled with media up to a depth of 2�3 m and, therefore, a loss of head

of 2.5�3.5 m occurs between the filter inlet and the outlet. Re-circulation of flow is not practised.

Thus, pumping is not required. The Land requirement varies from 0.5 to 0.7 m2/person. In their

design, simple empirical methods borne out of experience are used, but generally they conform

to the broad criteria for trickling filters given in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Design parameters for trickling filters treating municipal sewage (Arceivala, 1986)

Item Low-rate High-rate High-rate Roughing filters
filters (stone media) (Plastic media)

filters filters

Hydraulic load, 1�4 10�30a 40�90a 60�180a

m3/m2/day
Organic load, kg 0.10�0.30 0.30�1.2b 1.2�3.0 2.0�6.0b

BOD5/m3/day
Re-circulation ratio Nil 0.5�3.0 1.0�4.0 1.0�4.0
Depth, m 1.8�3.0 1.0�3.0 4.0�12.0 4.0�12.0
Filter media Rock, gravel Rock, gravel Plastics Plastics
Efficiency of BOD 80�85 65�85 65�85 40�65

removal, %
Nitrification Well nitrified Limited Limited Nil

nitrification

If the land is quite hilly and rocky, a non-mechanized low-rate trickling filter arrangement
may become a viable alternative to other waste treatment methods which may then be difficult
and expensive to construct. Low-rate trickling filters may also merit strong consideration for
medium-sized communities perched on hilltops. The trickling filter could extend all the way
from the hilltop to the foot of the hill or as far down as is necessary for providing the required
stone volume (with no re-circulation). The energy conservation needs of today demand that the
low-rate trickling filter be favourably considered in case, where both hydraulic head and filter
stone are available to provide a 'natural' solution as described in the above case, wherein commu-

nities are located at higher levels while the receiving water bodies are located in the valleys below.

High-rate filters (Fig. 6.12) are more commonly used for municipal sewage treatment as they
are preferred for larger flows. They involve more mechanization due to pre- and post-filtration
settling, continuous sludge withdrawal, re-circulation pumping, etc. Their excess sludge also
needs further treatment. The design criteria followed in the case of high-rate filters are also
given in Table 6.3, wherein a distinction has been made between high-rate filters provided with
stone media and high-rate filters provided with plastic media as the latter can be built to much

greater depths.

Primary
sedimentation

Revolving
arms

Stone
media

Final
sedimentation

(b)

TF.

Q SSa Sa

(a)

1
.5

–
2
.5

M

To settler

Inlet

Recycle, R

Fig. 6.12 A typical trickling filter in (a) Cross-section, and (b) Flow sheet
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In the case of stone media, the filter depth is generally restricted to 3 m only, so as not to

impede free ventilation. In the case of plastic media, there are more void spaces and filter depths

of up to 12 m can be provided. This reduces land requirement and is particularly advantageous

in the case of industrial wastes with high BOD loads and land constraints.

The efficiencies of BOD removal in high-rate filters generally vary from 65 to 85 per cent

depending on the BOD load, re-circulation ratio, type of media, etc. (see solved examples). Nitri-
fication depends on the BOD load applied and, in the case of stone media, on the filter depth.
Re-circulation ratios beyond 2.0 often become uneconomic for municipal sewages.

Roughing filters are used for pre-treating wastewaters before using other processes such as
the activated sludge process. Roughing filters can also be used in the case of combined effluent
treatment plants (CETPs) treating industrial wastes from groups of industries. As stated earlier,

trickling filters are more rugged and can withstand variations better.

Over the last 80 years, trickling filters have alternated in popularity with the activated sludge

process. Their design methods have also attracted much attention and research. No less than 14

methods of design have been proposed in the literature, but unfortunately most of them are

empirical in nature. A proper bio-film kinetic approach is emerging only now.

6.9.1 Empirical Methods of Design

Among the earlier empirical methods, the equations developed by the US National Research

Council have been popularly used to give the efficiency E as:

E =
100

1 0 44+ .
W

VF

,

where W = BOD load of settled sewage applied to filter

V = Volume of filter media, m3

F = Re-circulation factor = 
1

1 1
2

+

+ -

R

f R

b g

b g

R = Re-circulation ratio

 f = 0.9

Among other empirical methods, the one that has been successfully used in the US and other

countries (including India) over rather wide temperature ranges is the Tentative Method of Ten
States, USA which, briefly, requires the following conditions to be observed for single-stage fil-

ters (Ten States, 1971):

1. Raw settled domestic sewage BOD applied to filters should not exceed 1.2 kg BOD5/day/m3

filter volume.

2. Hydraulic load (including re-circulation) should not exceed 30 m3 /m2 filter surface/day.

3. The re-circulation ratio (R/Q) should be such that the BOD entering the filter (including re-

circulation) is not more than three times the BOD expected in the effluent. This implies that

as long as the above conditions are satisfied, efficiency is only a function of re-circulation

and is given by:
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E =
( / )

( / ) .

R Q

R Q

+

+

1

1 5
(Eq. 6.5)

Example 6.6: Design a trickling filter using the empirical method of Ten States for the following data.

Sewage flow = 5000 m3/day

Raw settled BOD = 200 mg/l =1000 kg/day

Filter depth D = 1.8 m

Media = 7.5�10 cm diameter stones

Re-circulation as necessary

Efficiency desired = 85% (to give effluent BOD = 30 mg/l)

Re-circulation required to give 85% efficiency

E = 0.85 = 
1

1 5

+

+

R Q

R Q

b g

b g.
 R/Q = 1.83

Raw settled BOD applied 1.2 kg/m3 day. Hence,

Filter volume =
1000

1 2.
 = 833.5 m3

At depth = 1.8 m the filter diameter = 24.3

Hydraulic load, including re-circulation,

=
5000 1 83 5000

3 14 24 4
2

+

´

.

. /

a f

a f a f
 = 30 m3/m2 day (just enough)

Eckenfelder's method (1971) is one which takes kinetic consideration into account and is found
to be applicable to sewage and industrial wastes, stone and plastic media, shallow and deep
filters, and is also amenable to laboratory experimentation. It is based on the original observa-
tion of Velz that BOD removal with depth of filter follows a first-order form owing to plug flow

type conditions. Eckenfelder's equation, simplified for a given filter, is:

S

SO

 = e�kf(D/Qn) (Eq. 6.6)

SO =
S R Q S

R Q

a +

+

b g

b g1
, in which

Sa = BOD after primary settling, mg/l

SO = BOD after mixing with re-circulation flow (namely, BOD en
tering filter), mg/l.

S = effluent BOD after final settling, mg/l

Q and R = inflow and re-circulated flow, respectively

Kf = apparent substrate removal rate (compatible units)

Trickling filter modelling in laboratory or pilot-scale work involves setting up of a filter col-
umn of about 2 m height, filled with stones or other media exactly of the type to be used in a
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full-scale plant. The dosing rate should also be in a practical range. Effluent samples are with-
drawn from different depths, and for each hydraulic load applied to the filter, the percentage of
BOD remaining at each depth is found.

From such data, the value of the coefficient n and of the reaction rate constant Kf in Eq. (6.6)
can be computed as shown in Example 6.7(a).

Example 6.7(a): The following data is obtained from lab-scale tests. Obtain the Eckenfelder equation

corresponding to this data.

Depth (m) Percentage BOD remaining at stated hydraulic loads, Q (litre/minute-m2)

20 40 60 80

1.0 50 70 75 82
1.5 40 50 60 60
2.0 25 30 40 50
2.5 15 20 30 40

Fig. 6.13 A plot of lab-scale test results to determine Eckenfelder's equation for design of trickling

filters
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1. Plot percentage, BOD remaining (log scale) against depth D (ordinary scale) at different

hydraulic loads, Q. Compute the slope of each line.

2. Plot hydraulic loads (log scale) against the corresponding slopes computed above (log scale).

Determine the slope of the line, this gives n.

3. Finally, plot percentage BOD remaining (log scale) against the corresponding term (D/Qn)

(ordinary scale) slope of this line equals Kf = 0.62 m2 (min)1/2/l1/2.

Inserting in Eq. 6.6, we get from laboratory results:

S

SO

 = e�0.62 D/Q0.5

Example 6.7(b): For the data given in Example 6.6, calculate the correspondingvalue of Kf in Eckenfelder's

equation.

BOD to filter, SO =
S R Q S

R Q

a +

+

b g

b g1

=
200 1 83 30

1 1 83

+

+

.

.

a f
 = 90 mg/l

Using Eckenfelder's equation and assuming n = 0.5:

S

SO

 = e�Kf (D/Qn)

30

90
 = e-Kf [1.8/(30)0.5]

Hence, Kf = 3.36 m1/2 day1/2.

6.9.2 Performance

Re-circulation is not essential per se for fixed-film reactors. However, experience with high-rate

trickling filters shows that re-circulation helps in improving performance. Re-circulation helps to

'seed' the incoming flow and distribute the BOD load over the filter depth. It also helps to keep

down nuisance from filter flies and ponding in the filter. But re-circulation adds greatly to the

operating costs and in some cases, affects the size of the pre- or post-filtration settling tank.

Generally, a re-circulation ratio of over 2.0 tends to become uneconomical.

About 50 per cent nitrification is observed when the trickling filter effluent averages about

15�25 mg/l BOD. A 90 per cent nitrification requires the effluent BOD to be brought down to

5�15 mg/l (IAWPR, 1975).

Excess sludge production from high-rate trickling filter operation is in the same general range

as that for conventional activated sludge methods, namely, about 0.8 g/g BOD removed. How-

ever, trickling filter sludge generally has better settling characteristics than those of activated

sludge and compacts more readily in final settling tanks to give lower moisture concentration

(97�98 per cent) by weight.
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6.9.3 Construction

For municipal wastewater treatment, stone media are commonly preferred, with sizes ranging

from 7 to 10 cm in diameter since the variation in stones should be minimal to keep a high void

ratio for ventilation. Filter depths are generally limited to 2.5 m with stone media. The surface area

of stone media ranges from 30 to 90 m2/m3 as shown in Table 6.3(a), depending on the diameter.

Plastic media of various pre-formed shapes and sizes are now available in India. They are

generally more expensive and, are therefore more suitable for use wherein deeper filters are

desired. They provide much more surface area per unit volume without impeding ventilation.

Table 6.3(a): Types of filter media (Eckenfelder, 1971) (Wat Res Centre, UK, 1978)

Media Area (m2/m3) Filter deptha (m) Wet density (kg/m3)

Stones 1�2.4 ~2000
10 cm diameter 30
5 cm diameter 90

Plastics 90�240 Up to 12 < 500

Underdrains must also be designed to ensure free flow conditions at all flows otherwise else

ventilation will remain affected. Filter sidewalls could be constructed (like Venetian windows) to

remain open and permit ventilation, which is so important in warm countries. (Plate 2)

Dosing arms can revolve because of the hydraulic action of the issuing jets. The centre turnta-

ble is the key to trouble-free operation. In order to accommodate revolving arms, circular filters

are often built. This leads to some land wastage between successive units, but very satisfactory

installations can be provided.

The land requirements for a trickling filter plant together with settling, sludge digestion, sludge

drying, etc. may range from 0.3 to 0.5 m2/person.

6.10 SUBMERGED MEDIA BEDS

During the last few years, attention has begun to be paid to the use of submerged media beds as

opposed to trickling or percolating beds. In submerged contact beds, the direction of wastewater

flow may be downwards or upwards. If the flow is upwards, the media may be fluidized or

non-fluidized depending on the size of the media and the upflow velocity.

One simple application of a non-fluidized, upflow type contact bed is to be found in the

anaerobic treatment of domestic sewage after septic tank or other pre-treatment. In this so-called

'upflow filter' (Fig. 6.14) the medium consists of stones of 1.8�2.5 cm in diameter laid to a depth

of 1.0�2.0 m. The flow enters from the bottom and leaves from the top with a loss of head of

only about 10�15 cm in small installations. During the treatment of a septic tank effluent, a stone

bed volume of about 0.1 m3/person would give an upflow face velocity of 1�2 m/day for a flow

of 100�200 l/person/day, respectively, giving about 70�80 per cent BOD removal. A study in

India (NEERI, 1978) reports similar BOD removals at only about half the per capita stone vol-

ume just stated.
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Fig. 6.14 Cross-section of submerged upflow filter

The effluent from such a unit is anaerobic and may need to be held in a polishing pond of

short detention to aerate it. Some natural aeration would also occur as the effluent flows over

the ground to its final disposal point. The surface disposal of such effluent is often permissible

unlike septic tank effluent which must be soaked below the ground.

6.11 ROTATING BIO-DISC SYSTEMS

Rotating disc systems are essentially similar to trickling filters. The discs (up to about 3 m in

diameter) made of plastic mesh, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or polystyrene foam, provide the sur-

face for attached bio-growths. The discs are partially submerged (about 30�40 per cent) in a tank

containing the wastewater and rotated in it at about 3�6 rpm (see Fig. 6.15). This disc rotation

helps to expose the bio-growths alternately to the substrate and to air, and also keeps the

wastewater tank aerated. An increase in rotational speed increases the DO in the tank where in

it is considered desirable to have a minimum of 1�2 mg/l. The discs are also spaced at least 2�3 cm

apart to prevent 'bridging' between the growths on two adjacent discs.

The bio-film undergoes sloughing as in trickling filters and arrangements have to be made for

settling the sloughed solids and disposing them suitably. For a given efficiency of BOD removal

and/or nitrification, the rotating disc systems have reportedly required less power than needed

for any other comparable process (Borchardt, 1971). Better performance has been obtained when

the discs have been installed in three or more compartments to promote plug flow conditions

(Harremoes, 1975). Recycling of the flow is not essential.

Rotating disc systems are conveniently marketed as 'package plants' and are particularly popu-

lar for small communities. Larger-sized installations are also seen in the US and France. The

largest one of its kind (93,000 m3/day), designed for BOD, nitrogen and phosphorus removal is

situated at Orlando, Florida in the US, and is reportedly expected to be able to save energy costs

by about 30 per cent as compared to conventional processes (Dallaire, 1979). Concerted efforts

are being made to develop lightweight but strong discs of inert material having a high ratio of

surface area to a given volume. The discs in each compartment have to be supported on a shaft

and bearings, and be driven at the required speed with the whole assembly being capable of

withstanding torque due to possible imbalance caused by a wet lower half and a dry upper half

resulting from the prolonged idleness of the disc.
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Fig. 6.15 Rotating Discs: (a) rotating discs installed in an Imhoff tank, (b) rotating discs with
separate settling and digestion units, (c) BOD removal rate as a function of substrate
concentration (Adapted from Harremoes)

6.11.1 Sizing of Disc Units

The design of disc units involves the estimation of surface area required for bio-film growth so
as to bring about the desired BOD removals (and nitrification, if desired). Table 6.4 gives the
BOD load applicable per square metre of the disc per day.
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It is interesting to compare the values given in Table 6.4 with those normally adopted by
trickling filters. For example, low-rate trickling filters in England are loaded at 0.1�0.12 kg/m3/
day, and the stones use have an average diameter of 5 cm (i.e. the stone surface area = 90 m2/
m3), thus giving a loading of 120 g/90 m2/day, i.e. 1.33 g/m2/day. A rotating disc unit required
to give the same performance can be loaded about five times higher (WRC, UK 1978).

Table 6.4: Performance of some rotating disc plants

Country Plant BOD applied Remarks Reference
(g/m2 day)

England Full scale 6 Effluent BOD 20 mg Water Res.
per litre (for 95% of time). Centr, UK
Nitrification occurs.

Pilot 8 Nitrification successful Harremoes
(17�23°C).

Federal Republic Full scale 6�10 Over 90% BOD removal. Water Res.
of Germany Centr, UK

12�18 Loadings used in larger
plants with slightly
reduced efficiency.

India Pilot (operated
10 hr/day) 25 85�89% BOD removal NEERI

(> 23°C)
United States Full scale 20a 85�94% BOD removal Borchardt

Various other approaches towards the sizing of disc plants have been suggested in the litera-
ture including some based on Monod kinetics (Horrendous, 1975). But, the Monod kinetic ap-
proach is not easy to implement owing to difficulties experienced in determining the active mass
of attached growths. Harremoes has shown that the BOD removal rate, ra per unit area and time
(see Fig. 6.7) exhibits a half-order relation when plotted against bulk concentration, S, applied to
the discs, the slope of the line of best fit = 0.53 ± 0.03.

The reaction rate constant Ka = 2.3 g1/2/m1/2/day over the temperature range 18°�20°C. Tem-

perature correction can be applied by using q = 1.002�1.006. The effluent concentration can be
obtained from the following equation:

S = - ±
F

H
G

I

K
J +

L

N

M
M

O

Q

P
P

2 3

2

2 3

2

2
2

. .A

Q

A

Q
SO

a f a f
(Eq. 6.7)

6.11.2 Sludge Production

Plant designs are often based on an excess sludge production of about 0.6 kg per kilogram of

BOD applied. Recent studies have shown the production to be temperature-dependent, affected

by plant efficiency, and based on whether raw or settled waste was applied.

In one case (Clark et al., 1978), at optimum conditions, the sludge production was shown to

decrease from 0.56 to 0.41 and even to 0.33 kg dry solids per kilogram of BOD destroyed as

temperature rose from 11° to 18°C and 27°C, respectively. Results from Taiwan (Liu and Ouyang,

1979) have shown that at about 89 per cent BOD removal efficiency, the excess solids production
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averaged about 0.55 kg SS per kilogram of BOD removed from raw sewage application, and

about 0.42 kg SS per kilogram of BOD removed from the settled sewage. Sludge production was

lower than that obtained from conventional activated sludge systems. Excess sludge has also

been shown to exhibit good settling characteristics. Zone settling occurs, and settling is complete

within 15 minutes (Liu and Ouyang, 1979).

Further treatment and disposal of the excess sludge may require digestion, dewatering, and/

or land application. For small plants, the excess sludge can be held in a tank or lagoon (with

lime addition if desired) to be carted away periodically for offsite disposal generally by land

application or along with refuse for land filling. In situ sludge digestion can be provided if discs

are installed directly in an Imhoff type tank (Fig. 6.7). For larger plants, separate sludge diges-

tion and/or dewatering (with or without chemical addition) may be necessary. It should be

noted that while comparing rotating disc type plants with other methods, the cost and difficul-

ties of sludge handling and disposal should be given proper consideration.

6.11.3 Power and Other Requirements

Power requirements for mechanically operated disc units of smaller sizes have been reported

to vary widely from 6 to 12 kWh/person year for about 80 per cent efficiency, and upwards of

16 kWh/person year for higher efficiencies coupled with nitrification. Additional power may be

needed for sludge disposal.

Power requirements for larger plants are reported to be not very different from those for

activated sludge (WRC, UK, 1978) while the initial investment may often be higher than that for

activated sludge.

Land requirements may be quite small (< 0.1 m2/person), where offsite sludge disposal is

practised. The loss of head through the disc units is quite low, at about 3 cm or so (Borchardt,

1971), making them suitable for flat terrains. The disc units may be covered over, if desired, and

a forced ventilation system may be provided to take care of possible malodour.

Example 6.7: Prepare preliminary designs for a rotating bio-disc type installation to serve 1000 persons.

Assume 80 per cent BOD removal at an organic load of 20 g BOD/m2 day and 3 m diameter discs, spaced

5 cm apart on centres.

Flow and BOD

At 54 g BOD person/day and 200 litres flow per person/day the influent BOD = 54,000 g/day

= 270 mg/l, and Q = 200 m3/day.

Disc unit

Disc area required =
54 000

20

,
 = 2700 m2

Area per disc of 3 m diameter (d) = 2 sides

Number of discs required = 2700/14 = 195 (say)

At 5 cm apart on centres the tank for housing the discs will have:

Length = 195 % 5 = 9.75 m (say 10 m)

Width = 3 m diameter + 0.2 m clearance = 3.2 m
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Depth = 2 m average (say)

Tank volume = 64 m3

Tank area = 32 m2 (net) = 0.04 m2 gross (approx.)/person

Hydraulic load on discs =
200 10

2700

3
´

 = 74 litres per m2/day

Surface load on tank =
200

32
 = 6.25 m3/m2/day

Effluent concentration and efficiency

From Eq. 6.8, we get S = 49 mg/l

Efficiency =
270 49

270

-
 = 81% (nearly as assumed)

Excess sludge

At 0.6 kg/kg BOD removed, sludge = 0.6 [200(270�49) %10�3] = 26.5 kg/day sludge volume at

1% solids = 2.7 m3/day. This sludge will need to be carted away for offsite disposal.

Related topics: Physico-chemical processes including the CAACO process and the membrane

bio-reactors are discussed in Chapter 12. Solids settling and sludge handling are included in

Chapter 13 while tertiary treatment (using both biological and physico-chemical methods in com-

bination) is done for reuse purposes as discussed in Chapters 14 and 15.
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The "UASB" and Other

Anaerobic Processes

Chapter 7

A �UASB� is like a large septic tank standing on its head. Like the septic tank it needs no power to
operate. Yet, it is far more efficient in the removal of organics than a septic tank, and gives usable
biogas. It has also increased the scope for using other treatment systems like oxidation ponds which
require much less land when used in tandem with UASBs.

In the last two or three decades, over 500 Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket (UASB) units have
been built in the world for treating high biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) industrial wastes.
Over 40 plants already exist in India, some of them on a build, own, operate and transfer (BOOT)
basis, covering:

· Distilleries
· Dairies
· Pulp mills
· Pharmaceutical units
· Starch maize units
· Textile units
· Industrial estates
· Tanneries (together with city sewage)
Since 1982, their use has been extended to include typical municipal sewage, which has a

relatively low BOD of only 200�300 mg/l, which has increased their use in many developing

countries in warmer climates. In fact, from small beginnings first made in the laboratory of Prof.

G. Lettinga of the Wageningen Agricultural University, Holland, its use has spread worldwide

as an important treatment method.

7.1 BACKGROUND IN INDIA

The world�s first full-scale demonstration UASB for municipal sewage was built in Kanpur, India,

[Pictures 3 and 4 (Plate 3)], in 1989 (5 ML/day capacity) under an Indo-Dutch Project* and has

been in successful operation since then (Sontakke et al., 1992). Subsequently, under the same

* Consultants: Hasconings, Euroconsult, AIC India (now MWH), Iram Consult
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Picture - 4

Picture - 3

Plate 3
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REACTOR NO. 2 REACTOR NO. 1

Plate 4

project, a 14 ML/day unit was designed and built in Mirzapur, UP, and yet another 36 ML/day

unit has been commissioned for Kanpur to treat sewage mixed with tannery wastes [Picture 5

and 6 (Plate 4)]. A plant of 50 ML/day capacity has been designed by AIC Watson for Hyderabad

city, India, as a part of its master plan for Hyderabad with World Bank funding (Arceivala,

1995). A plant was also designed for Pondicherry, India with UASB as pretreatment followed by

a duckweed and fish pond (Arceivala, 1995b).

This chapter is mainly based on experiences in India with municipal wastewaters and a few

industrial wastes.

Picture - 5

Picture - 6
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7.2 TYPICAL ARRANGEMENTS

The UASB system is not patented. A typical arrangement of a UASB type treatment plant for

municipal sewage would be as follows (see Figs. 7.1 and 7.2):

1. Initial pumping

2. Screening and degritting

3. Main UASB reactor (having a sludge blanket and settlor)

4. Gas collection and handling

5. Sludge drying bed

6. Post-treatment facility (optional, depending on final discharge standards).

The raw municipal sewage flow coming to the plant is first screened and grit is removed in

the same way as for conventional plants. The flow is then taken to a distributing inlet chamber

(see Fig. 7.2) from which several vertical pipes take the flow down the UASB reactor of 4.5 to 5

m depth (for BOD values around 200�300 mg/l) and release it uniformly in the lower part of the

reactor allowing it to rise at a desired velocity up to the outlet which is at the upper periphery of

the unit. Alternatively, the feed could also be pumped up from the bottom as shown in Fig. 7.1

for a soluble industrial wastewater.

In the UASB process, the whole waste (not just the sludge) is passed through the anaerobic

reactor in an upflow mode, with a hydraulic retention time (HRT) of only about 8-10 hours at

average flow. No prior sedimentation is required. The anaerobic unit does not need to be filled

with any stones or other media; the upflowing sewage itself forms millions of small �granules� or

particles which are held in suspension and provide a large surface area on which organic matter

can attach and undergo biodegradation. A high solid retention time (SRT) of 30�50 or more days

occurs within the unit. No mixers or aerators are required, thus conserving energy and giving

very low operating costs.

The gas produced can be collected and used if desired. Anaerobic systems function satisfacto-

rily when temperatures inside the reactor are above 18°�20°C. Thus, in most parts of India,

temperature is no problem. In colder countries, the reactor needs to be heated and hence the use

of the UASB is generally limited to high BOD industrial wastes from which much gas recovery

can take place and some can be diverted to heat the reactor itself.

Excess sludge is removed from time to time through a separate pipe and sent to a simple sand

bed for drying. The nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus are not removed but are, in fact, con-

served in the process and, to that extent, make the irrigational use of the effluent more valuable.

The basic approach to design is the same regardless of whether low BOD municipal sewage

or high BOD agro-industrial wastewaters are to be treated. This approach is explained below.

7.3 APPROACH TO DESIGN

The UASB design has to be tailor-made to suit the wastewater characteristics with regard to

certain typical parameters like BOD, COD, pH, alkalinity, TSS and VSS as well as other items

which may prove toxic, such as sulphates-sulphides, heavy metals, and ammonia. It is also im-

portant to know two other wastewater characteristics: the temperature range (which affects the

solids-retention time), and the flow fluctuations (which affect the upflow velocity).
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Size of reactor: Generally, UASBs are considered where temperatures in the reactors will be

above 20°C. Between 20° to 26°C, a solids retention time (SRT) of around 30 to 38 days in India

gives a stabilized sludge for disposal on open sand beds. At equilibrium conditions, the sludge

withdrawn daily has to be equal to the sludge produced daily.

The sludge produced daily depends on the characteristics of the raw wastewater since it is
the sum total of: (i) the new VSS produced as a result of BOD removal, the yield coefficient
being assumed as 0.1 g VSS/g BOD removed, (ii) the non-degradable residue of the VSS com-
ing in the inflow assuming that 40 per cent of the VSS are degraded and residue is 60 per cent,
and (iii) ash received in the inflow, namely TSS�VSS mg/l. The sum total of the above three
components gives the total solids produced per day and therefore the total sludge that must

be withdrawn from the system at equilibrium conditions.

From Chapter 4, at steady state conditions:

SRT =
Total sludge present in reactor, kg

Sludge withdrawn per day, kg/ d
(Eq. 7.1)

 = 30 to 50 days, or more depending on temperature

It is important to achieve the desired SRT value at the prevailing temperature. Another

parameter is the hydraulic retention time (HRT) which is given by:

HRT =
Reactor volume m

Flow rate, m / hr

3

3 (Eq. 7.2)

= 8 to 10 hrs or more at average flow.

The reactor volume has to be so chosen that the desired SRT value is achieved. This is done

by solving for HRT from the SRT equation assuming: (i) depth of reactor, (ii) the effective depth

of the sludge blanket, and (iii) the average concentration of sludge in the blanket (often taken as
70 kg/m3).

Another parameter considered in design is the organic loading on the solids in the reactor.

The full depth of the reactor for treating low BOD municipal sewage is often kept at 4.5 to 5.0 m
of which the sludge blanket itself may be 2.0 to 2.5 m depth. In this way, the organic loading
remains within desired limits. For high BOD wastes, the depth of both the sludge blanket and
the reactor may have to be increased so that the organic loading on solids may be kept within
the prescribed range shown in Section 7.4 (ii).

Once the size of the reactor is fixed, the upflow velocity can be determined from:

Upflow velocity m/hr =
Reactor height

HRT, hrs
(Eq. 7.3)

Using the average flow rate, one gets the average HRT while the peak flow rate gives the

minimum HRT at which minimum exposure to treatment occurs. In order to retain flocculent
sludge in reactor at all times, experience has shown that the upflow velocity should not be more
than 0.5 m/hr at average flow and not more than 1.2 m/hr at peak flow. At higher velocities,
carry over of solids might occur and effluent quality may be deteriorated.
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The feed inlet system is next designed so that the required length and width of the UASB
reactor are determined.

The settling compartment is formed by the sloping hoods for gas collection. The depth of the
compartment is 2.0 to 2.5 m and the surface overflow rate kept at 20�28 m3/m2/day (namely,
about 1 to 1.2 m/hr) at peak flow. The flow velocity through the aperture connecting the reac-
tion zone with the settling compartment is limited to not more than 5 m/hr at peak flow. Due
attention has to be paid to the geometry of the unit and to its hydraulics to ensure proper work-
ing of the �Gas-Liquid-Solid-Separator ��(GLSS)�� the gas collection hood, the incoming flow dis-
tribution to get spatial uniformity and the outflowing effluent. Figures 7.4 (a) and (b) show

details of gas separation and collection hoods and settler compartment. Sludge withdrawal and
dewatering have also to be designed (see Chapter 13).

A few of the physical and process parameters used in UASB design are given in Section 7.4 (i)

and (ii). Examples 7.1 and 7.2 give an illustrative design.

7.4 USEFUL PARAMETERS FOR DESIGN

The following physical and process design parameters are useful in preparing the initial designs

for UASBs for both municipal and industrial wastewaters.

7.4.1 Physical Parameters

A single module can handle 10 to 15 ML/day of sewage. For large flows, a number of modules
can be provided to make up the total flow such that if one module is out of operation, the
overload on each of the remaining modules will be a handleable fraction of the total inflow.
Some physical details of a typical UASB reactor module are given below.

Reactor Configuration in Plan: Rectangular or circular. Rectangular shape is preferred for

larger sized units as the required number of gas domes at

the top can be accommodated. However, structurally, it is

more economical to construct a circular shape.

Depth: 4.5 � 5.0 m for sewage. More for stronger wastes.

Width or Diameter: To limit the length of inlet laterals to around 10 � 12 m for

facilitating uniform flow distribution and sludge with-

drawal (see Fig. 7.1). This can affect overall size of a module.

Length: As necessary (in the case of rectangular units).

Inlet Feed: Depending on topography, pumping arrangement and like-

lihood of chokage of inlet pipes, one can provide either: (i)

gravity feed from top (preferred for municipal sewages),

(see Fig. 7.2), or (ii) pumped feed from bottom through

manifold fan laterals (preferred in the case of soluble in-

dustrial wastewaters) (see Fig. 7.1).

Sludge Blanket Depth:  2�2.5 m for sewage. More depth is needed for stronger

sewages or industrial wastes to keep within desired or-

ganic loading.
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Deflector/GLSS: This is a deflector beam which together with the gas hood

(slope � 60°) forms a �gas-liquid-solid-separator� (GLSS)

letting the gas go to the gas collection channel at top, while

the liquid rises into the settler compartment and the sludge

solids fall back into the sludge compartment. The flow

velocity through the aperture connecting the reaction zone

with the settling compartment is generally limited to about

5 m/hr at peak flow.

Settler Compartment: 2.0�2.5 m in depth. Surface overflow rate equals 20�28

m3/m2/day at peak flow.

Loss of Head through Unit: 2� 3 m for gravity feed with distribution from top of UASB

through the use of splitter boxes and weirs to divide and

regulate the feed to each inlet channel and then to

downtake pipe (see Fig. 7.2).

In case of municipal sewages, it is very important to provide inlet arrangements which, if

choked, can be readily detected by the operator and cleaned. The hydraulic distribution of the

inflow also has to be carefully designed so that the whole floor area of the unit is equally cov-

ered by the inlet points.

7.4.2 Process Design Parameters

A few important process design parameters for UASBs are listed below for municipal sewages

with BOD around 200 � 300 mg/l and temperatures above 20°C:

Hydraulic Retention Time (HRT): 8 � 10 hours at average flow (minimum 4 hours

at peak flow)

Solids Retention Time (SRT): 30 � 50 days or more

Sludge Blanket Concentration (average): 15�30 kg VSS per m3 for municpal wastewaters.

(About 70 kg TSS per m3). Higher values for

industrial wastes.

Organic Loading on Sludge Blanket: 0.3�1.0 kg COD/kg VSS day (even up to 10 kg
COD/kg VSS day for agro-industrial wastes).

Volumetric Organic Loading: 1�3 kg COD/m3 day for sewage (10�15 kg
COD/m3 day for agro-industrial wastes).

BOD/COD Removal Efficiency: Sewage: 75�85% for BOD, 74�78% for COD. In-

dustrial wastes: 85�95% for BOD/COD
Inlet Points Minimum 1 point per 3.7�4.0 m2 floor area.
Flow Regime: Either constant rate for pumped inflows or typi-

cally fluctuating flows for gravity systems. In the
latter case, the peak and average flows must be
known.

Upflow Velocity: About 0.5 m/hr at average flow, or 1.2 m/hr at
peak flow, whichever is lower.

Sludge Production: 0.15� 0.25 kg TS per m3 sewage treated.
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Sludge Drying Time: About seven days (in India). Normally, UASB
sludge is easier to dry than conventional digested
sludge.

Gas Production: Theoretical 0.38 m3/kg COD removed. Actual
0.1�0.3 m3 per kg. COD removed.

Gas Utilization: The method of use is optional (see text) 1 m3

biogas with 75% methane content is equivalent

to 1.4 kWh electricity.

Nutrients Nitrogen and Phosphorus Removal: 5�10% only.

7.5 SULPHATES AND SULPHIDES

Sulphides require special attention in case of all anaerobic processes as they can lead to a lot of
corrosion and other problems. Sulphides may come from industrial sources or be formed in the
anaerobic units as a result of the reduction of sulphates present in the wastewaters. High sul-
phates may come from the original water supplies of the city or industrial wastes. They may
also come from infiltration of brackish ground waters where sewers pass through such area. The
extent to which sulphates (SO4

2) contained in the influent to the UASB are converted to sul-
phides (S2-) depends on various factors and removals can vary from 50�90 per cent or more. The
sulphates so removed are converted to sulphides:

SO S4
2

96

2

32

- -
¾ ®¾

a f a f

Sulphides formed equal one third of the sulphates removed, stoichiometrically. Sulphides

(S2-) can be toxic above 100 mg/l, but are partly converted to H2S, which is less toxic. Depend-

ing on the pH and dissociation constant at given temperature, the unionised H2S can be deter-

mined from Fig. 7.3 (a), which is a typical diagram, using:

H S 2H S2
2

Û +
+ -

The free or unionized HSS fraction at pH 7.0 to 7.4 may be about 0.2-0.4 of the sulphides

present and can be toxic to the process at about 250 mg/l for granular sludge (for dispersed

sludge the limit is 50 mg/l). Gas production can then be diminished by about 50 per cent or

more and the corresponding economy of the system also diminished (Lettinga, 1981; Alaerts et

al., 1990). Sulphate reduction also consumes some COD as shown in the next section, and to that

extent, less COD is available for gas production.

Sulphides tend to remain dissolved in the liquid phase if the COD/SO4 ratio is less than 7�10,

though ratios as low as 0.5 have been operated with, as long as H2S is less than 200 mg/l. When

the COD/SO4 ratio is higher than 10, the sulphide tends to get stripped from the liquid phase to

the gas phase owing to the higher rate of gas production. The dissolved S2- still remaining in the

liquid phase [see Fig. 7.3(b)] goes out in the effluent. At pH 7.2, the residual sulphides may be

about 25% of the sulphides formed earlier, and will have an immediate oxygen demand at the

rate of 2g of O2 per 1 g of sulphides:
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This immediate oxygen demand has to be met by aerating the effluent as stated. This again
reduces, to some extent, the economy of the UASB system.

Discharge standards in India generally allow sulphides up to 2 mg/l in effluents to be dis-
charged to surface waters and 5 mg/l to marine coastal waters.

Possibilities of conversion of sulphides into elemental sulphur from anaerobic effluents high
in sulphides have been successfully explored and provide interesting opportunities for by prod-
uct recovery of sulphur where sulphates/sulphides are in high enough concentration in raw
wastewater. This approach appears more favourable to follow than aerating the effluent. It can

also be used to treat exhaust gases.

7.6 GAS PRODUCTION AND COD BALANCE

Theoretically, gas produced at 25°C and 1 atm = 0.38 m3 per kilogram of COD removed. How-
ever, since COD is removed in various ways as shown below, the effective gas production may
be only 0.10�0.3 m3 per kilogram of COD removed. About 15 L biogas is produced per day per
population equivalent. Biogas has about 70�80 per cent methane content, on an average. In en-
ergy terms, 1 m3 biogas with 75 per cent methane content is equivalent to 1.4 kWh electricity.

Only a part of the biogas formed in the UASB is available for energy purposes, with the rest
staying dissolved in the wastewater and passing out with the effluent. In the case of Kanpur
UASB, about 23 per cent of the COD could be accounted for by the gas recovered, whereas
another 23.5  per cent of the COD could be accounted for by the gas dissolved in the effluent.

Typically, in terms of COD balance, about 80  per cent of the COD is removed in process,
while the balance 20  per cent COD goes out with the effluent. Out of the 80 per cent COD
removed in the process, (23 + 23.5)  per cent is accounted for by the gas produced, whereas
nearly 31 per cent is the COD of the sludge. A relatively small  per centage of the COD is
consumed in sulphate reduction as shown. If sulphates in the influent are high, this  per centage

can be quite high, and to that extent, less gas would be produced.

COD removal paths Percentage of COD Basis

(average of 30 days)

Gas recovery 23.0 Measured methane gas

production (1 m3 CH4 =

2.62 Kg COD)

Gas dissolved in effluent 23.5 0.028 m3 methane per

cubic metre of effluent

COD remaining in effluent 20.0 COD measured in UASB

effluent (1 Kg VS = 1.4

Kg COD)

COD consumed in SO4 1.5 1 g COD per 1.5 g sul-

reduction phate reduced

COD removed as sludge 31.0 Measured VS in sludge

over averaging period

(1 kg VS = 1.4 kg COD)
Total 100
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7.7 GAS RECOVERY

Gas recovery is optional, though normally favoured in view of its fuel value and fears of global

warming. In case of high BOD industrial waste, gas recovery is generally desirable, but in case

of municipal systems, the gas production may be relatively small and the fuel value of the gas

may or may not justify the expenditure and complexity of having a proper gas recovery arrange-

ments with a gas-tight dome on top of the reactor, gas scrubbing (to remove H2S), gas piping,

metering, storage and conveyance to place of usage. Also, in most parts of India, the tempera-

tures of digester contents do not fall so low as to need gas for UASB heating. If gas is collected

but not used, a flare may be installed to burn the biogas. It also helps avoid odour nuisance from

any H2S present in the gas.

If at all gas recovery is to be practised for municipal installations, it would be wiser to find

bulk consumers of gas nearby and sell them the surplus gas directly rather than try to produce

electricity. Gas conversion to electricity requires the use of dual-fuel engines and various con-

trols, which are not always easy to operate under municipal conditions in India. In the industrial

sector, however, several successful installations do exist.

The economics and desirability of the whole gas recovery question has therefore to be care-

fully reviewed in each individual case. Generally, in terms of operating costs, the UASB process

is cheaper to operate than usual conventional processes for municipal plants, even when the

income from gas recovery is neglected.

7.8 NUTRIENTS

Removal of nitrogen can hardly be expected from an anaerobic unit like the UASB. Anaerobic

units are unable to remove any Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) by means of oxidation. Some organic

nitrogen is converted (further reduced) to ammonia-nitrogen (NH-N). Total nitrogen removal of

less than 5�10  per cent may be expected from UASB (Alaerts et al., 1990). This is no problem

where irrigational use is to be made of the treated effluent. However, for surface water dis-

charge, TKN (as NH3) has to be limited to 100 mg/l in India, and post-treatment after UASB has

to be designed for it, if necessary.

Phosphorus removal is also relatively small in a UASB (less than 3  per cent). However, both

nitrogen and phosphorus are very useful to retain in the effluent where irrigational use is made.

7.9 TOXICITY

Toxicity in a UASB is reported to come from the following, which may be present in high enough

concentrations in industrial wastes. Municipal wastewater, which is predominantly domestic in

character, generally presents no problem because of relatively low concentrations in the waste.

Toxicity in anaerobic systems may be: (i) pH-related, or (ii) immediate, or (iii) concentration-

related, as shown below:
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1) pH-related toxicity

Ammonia, VFA and sulphides are prominent members of this group as they dissociate in water
depending on pH and their dissociation constant. In their undissociated form, they are toxic at

the following concentrations:

Ammonia 1000mg/l

VFA (volatile fatty acids) 1000 mg/l

Dissolved sulphides 50 (dispersed sludge) to 250 mg/l (granu-

lar sludge) (as unionized H2S)

2) Immediate toxicity

Chlorinated compounds 1 mg/1 or less

(CCI4, CH3CI, CH2CI2)

Cyanides Highly toxic, but adaptation possible

Formaldehydes 50�100

Oxygen Toxic to methane formers

3) Concentration-related

Heavy metals 1�10 mg/l but generally precipitated as non-

toxic metal sulphides and may cause sludge

disposal problems (Ahammed et al., 1998).

7.10 PLANT COMMISSIONING AND OPERATION

Generally, two to three months time is needed to build up a satisfactory sludge blanket without

the addition of �seed� sludge from a working UASB. A shorter time is needed if seeding is done.

During the start-up period, chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal in the UASB gradually

improves as sludge accumulation occurs. This may be called the sludge accumulation phase. The

end of the sludge accumulation phase is indicated by a sludge washout. At this time, the reactor is

shut down to improve the quality of the sludge. This may be called the sludge improvement phase.

After sludge improvement, blanket formation starts. Once the blanket is formed, again some

surplus sludge washout could occur and in order to get stable operation, one has to thereafter

keep removing the excess sludge periodically. The excess sludge so removed can be sent directly

to the sludge drying bed. No separate digestion is needed (Sontake et al., 1992).

The sludge accumulated in the UASB is tested for pH, volatile fatty acids (VFA) alkalinity,

COD and SS. If the pH reduces while VFA increases, do not feed new material until the pH and

VFA stabilize. If on any day, it is observed that the VFA: Alk ratio is less than 1:2, one should

stop feeding for the day and add bicarbonate alkalinity to bring the ratio to 1:2.

The daily operation of the UASB requires minimum attention. No special instrumentation is

necessary for control, except where gas conversion to electric power is practiced. As stated,

surplus sludge is easy to dry over an open sand bed. The reactor may need to be emptied

completely once in five years, while any floating material (scum) accumulated inside the gas

collector channels may have to be removed every two years to ensure free flow of gas (DHV and

Haskonings, 1993).
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7.11 POST-TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS

Some form of post-treatment is generally required after an UASB. Where 75�80 per cent BOD

removal is adequate to meet effluent discharge standards, further treatment may be required

only to give slight aeration to the effluent to destroy anaerobicity. In such a case, a simple �cas-

cade� type post-treatment may be adequate. The same effect may be obtained in the effluent

flowing through a long enough open channel to an irrigation area, or by the provision of a short

detention algal oxidation pond if land is available. In India, irrigation standards (BOD< 100 mg/l)

are generally conveniently met by UASBs when followed by some aeration as above. The stand-

ards for discharge to creeks can also be met.

When stricter effluent standards have to be met (as for river discharge), some better form of

post-treatment may become necessary. The design of a proper post- treatment system is impor-

tant for the success of any project involving an anaerobic step. Post-treatment required may be

given in various forms to meet effluent discharge standards. A few typical methods are listed in

Table 7.1, and may be used singly or in combination depending on site-specific requirements.

Table 7.1: Typical post-treatment methods of UASB effluents

Sr. No. Post-treatment Objective

1. Provision of cascades or holding of To drive off odorous gases, (sulphides) destroy
effluent in a short detention algal anaerobicity, and catch any solids carry over
oxidation pond with or without that may occasionally occur.
aeration.

2. Aerobic biological treatment (e.g. To reduce sulphides, suspended solids, BOD/
aerated lagoon, activated sludge, COD and nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus).
extended aeration).

3. Chemical treatment To remove sulphides, adjust pH, reduce sus
pended solids, BOD/COD and nutrients
(phosphorus).

4. Oxidation ponds (three cells in series) To eliminate helminths and reduce pathogens,
etc.

5. Duckweed ponds To reduce suspended solids and BOD/COD to
low values to meet stream standards and have
potential for biomass recovery in the form of
fish. (see Chapter 10).

7.11.1 Post-treatment Ponds and Lagoons

In the case of municipal sewage, where sulphides are not expected to be a special problem and

the final effluent is to be used for irrigation, the flow from an anaerobic unit can be treated in a

simple algal oxidation pond of short detention (about half to one day) to provide some aeration

and also settle some solids that may occasionally overflow from the anaerobic unit. Algal growth

cannot be expected at pond detention times less than the multiplication rate of algal cells, which

is 2 to 2.5 days at 20 °C. Thus, pond detention time would have to be kept to about 2.5 days if
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algal growth to meet the oxygen demand of the effluent is desired. Moreover, the presence of

sulphides above 4.5 to 6 mg/l in the effluent would deter algal growth altogether, even if deten-

tion time was adequate from the point of view of cell growth rate. Thus, in some cases, a short

detention, mechanically aerated lagoon for post-treatment may need to be considered rather

than an algal pond (see Example 7.2).

UASB reactors help remove some helminths, but an oxidation pond of longer detention time

(up to seven days) provided in the form of three cells in series may be necessary if complete

helminth elimination is desired. The use of �duckweed ponds� after anaerobic units has also been

suggested, as they can tolerate anaerobic inputs better than algal ponds, but their helminth re-

moval capability has not yet been established (Arceivala, 1995). Duckweed ponds are proposed

to be provided after a UASB in Pondicherry, near Channai, India, to provide further BOD re-

moval in the UASB effluent, and will be followed by fish ponds to secure some biomass recov-

ery and income generation. (see Chapter 10).

7.12 SOME PROS AND CONS IN THE USE OF UASB

1. Capital Costs: As shown in Table 16.4, the capital cost of the UASB system for low BOD

municipal sewage is more or less of the same order as that of activated sludge extended aeration

process which makes the cost relatively high compared to the effluent quality expected from it,

namely 75�85  per cent BOD removal against 93  per cent in activated sludge and 97 per cent in the

case of extended aeration. The cost of the UASB system may be even higher if much post-treat-

ment is required for meeting discharge standards. BOD removal of only 75 to 85  per cent makes

the UASB a good and economical form of intermediate treatment, such as that required prior to

land irrigation in India. The flow sheet remains simple and devoid of moving machinery

2. Operating Costs: The low operating power cost of UASB makes it worthwhile to be consid-

ered, especially in developing countries where power costs are high, and/or power supply is not

dependable. A few different methods of municipal sewage treatment have been compared ear-

lier in Table 2.1 to bring out certain essential features of each method. Because of low operating

costs, the UASB is today the cheapest method of municipal sewage treatment, especially when

complicated post-treatment is not needed and thanks to the Indo-Dutch assistance programme,

the full-scale unit built in Kanpur has shown that operation is quite within the capability of

usual treatment plant operating personnel in India. As just stated, its advantage is its almost

zero power requirement for BOD reduction, and its low land requirement.

If power failure occurs, the process does not suffer since it is already anaerobic in nature and

little electrical equipment is involved. Provision of captive power supply for only initial pump-

ing of raw sewage can keep the whole plant operational at all times. This is a great advantage in

many parts of India where regular power cuts occur. Moreover, with minimal equipment, their

repair and maintenance is also simplified.

The benefit from power saving is so substantial that even if no gas recovery is done, the

UASB becomes cheaper than other processes in terms of the �present worth� method of compari-

son of capital and operating costs.
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3. Wastewater and Sludge Quality: The inflowing quality of the raw wastewater and its fluc-

tuations must be carefully considered before a UASB is adopted. The following factors should

be kept in mind:

· Saline water infiltration into sewers laid in coastal areas and/or presence of certain indus-

trial wastes can bring in sulphates into the inflow, which, in the anaerobic atmosphere of

the UASB, can be reduced to the highly corrosive and toxic form of sulphides as stated

earlier. The sulphides in the effluent would need to be aerated to convert back to sulphates

before discharge. This would be a set-back.

· Certain heavy metals present in industrial wastes can retard biological action in UASBs or

get precipitated as metal oxides in the UASB making sludge disposal difficult.

· Inflow fluctuations can give corresponding fluctuations in upflow velocities leading to some

solids carry over in effluent. In some cases, this may need prior �equalization� of the inflow.

However, equalization must be achieved without any aeration of the wastewater, as oxygen

is toxic to anaerobic processes.

4. Corrosion: The corrosion potential of anaerobic systems is a major negative point and makes

it important to choose the right construction materials. Otherwise, corrosion can ruin a UASB in

no time. The use of M-20 grade concrete, FRP, PVC, HDPE and such other materials in strategic

parts of the UASB is essential, although it increases the construction cost substantially.

The following special measures need to be taken for withstanding corrosion:

· Reactor Tank Concrete

1. M-20 grade concentrate vibrated (1:1.5:3) or concrete made with sulphate-resistant ce-

ment (circular tanks of steel are used for industrial applications). Small circular tanks of

brick construction have also been used.

2. Portion below liquid level : Epoxy paint to resist CO2 attack

3. Portion above liquid level : FRP lining on RCC (only where gas tightness

is required)

· Distribution boxes : RCC, M-20 grade

· Overflow weirs of the distribution boxes : FRP

and effluent gutters:

Bolts and nuts for adjustment : Stainless steel, (Keep all weirs adjustable

and use FRP only for weirs)

· Downtake pipes : FRP (HDPE, MDPE, PVC, PE)

· Sludge withdrawal pipes : Cast Iron Piping (Class LA as per Indian

Standards)

· Gas hoods : RCC with 5 mm FRP lining internally to the

gas collecting channels.

· For slopes of hoods : PVC plates on FRP frames. The use of

aluminum in wet applications is not recom

mended.

· Electrical switches : Locate at a distance and coat the contact points

with a silver alloy (since brass is quickly at

tacked)
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Conclusion: Wherever it is feasible to provide the UASB, it is the least demanding process on

resources in terms of land, energy and finances. The facultative aerated lagoon, on the other

hand, is somewhat lower in initial capital cost, but requires both more power and land than the

UASB. In India, power supply is scarce and must be conserved at any cost to keep it available

for industrial, agricultural and other uses. Land also needs to be conserved especially since

sewage treatment requires very valuable land in the vicinity of cities.

Example 7.1: Design a UASB type unit to treat average flow of 8 Mld municipal sewage in a single

module. Peak flow is expected to be 2 ´ average flow. Temperature range = 22 to 28 °C. The wastewater

characteristics are as follows:

pH = 7.3 � 7.7

BOD = 350 mg/l

COD = 820 mg/l

SO4 = 105 mg/l

TSS = 395 mg/l

VSS = 270 mg/l

The raw sewage will be given preliminary treatment by screening and degritting before being

pumped to the inlet chamber at the top of the UASB for feeding through downtake pipes. Soil

strata require that to keep excavation in rock to a minimum, the floor of the UASB reactor be

kept at 3 m below ground level. Ground water level in the wet season is 12.5 below ground

level. Check for gas production. The final effluent has to be suitable for land irrigation (namely,

BOD<100 mg/l, SS<100 mg/l, sulphides<2 mg/l).

Average Flow = 8000 m3/d = 333.3 m3/hr

Sludge Production

Assume BOD removal efficiency = 80% (namely, UASB effluent BOD = 70 mg/l)

New Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS) produced in BOD removal = (0.1) (350 ´ 0.8) = 28 mg/l

Non-degradable residue = VSS (1�0.4) = 270 (1�0.4) = 162 mg/l

Ash received in inflow = TSS�VSS = 395�270 = 125 mg/l

Total sludge produced = 28 + 162 + 125 = 315 mg/l

 = 2520 kg/day

SRT and HRT Values

SRT =
Total sludge in reactor

Sludge withdrawn per day

Assume the following:

SRT value desired at given temperature = 30 days

Depth of sludge blanket = 2.2m

Effectiveness coefficient = 0.85

Average concentration of sludge in blanket = 70 kg/m3

Let full depth of reactor (including settler) = 5 m
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Hence, SRT = 30 days = 
(70 kg/m ) (2.2 m/5.0 m) (0.85) (Flow rate m /d) (HRT hr/24)

(315 kg / m ) (Flow rate m /d)

3 3

3 3

and, HRT =
(30) (315)

(70) (2.2/5.0) (0.85) (1000/24)
 = 8.66 hrs at average flow

= 4.33 hrs at peak flow (acceptable)

Upflow Velocity

Upflow velocity at average flow =
5 m

8.66 hrs
 = 0.577 m/hr

However, adopt 0.5 m/hr (so as to be able to retain even flocculant sludge within UASB at all

times). The corresponding upflow velocity at peak flow will be 0.5 ´ 2 =1 m/hr.

Reactor Dimensions

Reactor area required =
Total flow m /d

Upflow velocity,  m/hr (24)

800 m /d

0.5 m/hr 24

3 3

=
´

 = 667 m2

Hence, provide reactor of 20 m width ´ 34 m length ´ 5 m side water depth + 0.5 m free

board.

Check for Organic Loading

Volumetric organic loading =
COD load

Vol. of reactor

820g/m 8000 m /d

1000 (20 34 5)

3 3

=
´

´ ´ ´

= 1.93 kg COD/m3/day (acceptable)

Organic loading on sludge blanket = kg COD/kg VSS/day

= 
820g/m 8000 m /d

1000 0.4
VSS

TSS
(70 kg/ m ) (20 34 2.2)

3 3

3

´

´ ´ ´ ´

 = 0.156 kg COD/kg VSS/day (acceptable)

COD Removed and Methane Production

(i) Total COD removed = 80% of incoming load = 0.8 
820

1000
g/m 80003

´
F
HG

I
KJ

= 5248 kg/d

(ii) COD consumed in sulphate reduction:

Sulphate incoming = 105 mg/l

Assuming sulphate removal = 80% = 0.8 ´ 105 = 84 mg/l

=
84 g/m

1000
8000 m /d

3
3

´  = 672 kg/d

Corresponding COD consumed in sulphate reduction = 672 kg/d ´ 0.67 = 450 kg/d
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(iii) Hence, COD available for methane production

= 5248 � 450 = 4798 kg/d

Methane produced at 27 °C = 350 L/kg COD removed

Total methane produced/day = 4798 kg/d ´ 0.350 m3/kg

 = 1679.3 m3/d

(iv) Methane leaving as dissolved in effluent

 = 0.028 m3/m3 effluent volume/day

 = 0.028 % 8000 m3/d = 224 m3/d

(v) Hence, usable methane = 1679.3 � 224 = 1455.3 m3/d

1455.3 m

5248 kg/d

3

 = 0.277 m3/kg COD

In energy terms, 1 m3 biogas with 75 per cent methane content is equivalent to 1.4 kWh

electricity. Thus, 1455.3 m3 biogas/day would be equivalent to 2037 kWh electricity. However, to

avoid use of dual-fuel engines for electricity production, effort will be made to find a direct user

of the biogas in the vicinity of the plant.

Sulphates-Sulphides

Sulphates contained in influent will be reduced to sulphides. Assuming 85% removal of sul-

phates and their reduction to sulphides, we get

S2� = (0.85 ´ 105 mg/l)  ́
1

3
 = 29.75 mg/l

Depending on the pH and dissociation constant at given temperature, one determines the

unionized H2S in the reactor to check if it is below the toxicity limits.

H2S� = 2H+ + S2�

The free dissolved H2S (unionized fraction) is likely to be 0.2 to 0.4 of the total sulphides at

pH 7.0 to 7.4 (Figure 7.3a). Hence, in this case H2S fraction will be 6 to 12 mg/l and therefore not

toxic. Moreover, some H2S would enter the gas phase since:

 
COD

SO4

 =
820mg/l

105 mg /l
= 7.8 (favourable)

Any H2S present in the gas would be corrosive and would necessitate scrubbing of the gas

with a NaOH solution prior to the supply of gas. [Disposal of the liquid from the scrubber

would generally be back to the UASB].

Residual sulphides (H2S +S2�) remaining in the UASB, and therefore leaving in the effluent,

will be about 15 to 20 mg/l depending on pH and temperature [see Fig. 7.3(b)], and will have to

be treated by aeration during post-treatment (see typical Example 7.2).

Gas Collector Design

Provide gas collector width (i.e. centre to centre distance between two deflector beams) of 4 m

[see Fig. 7.4 (a)].
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Fig. 7.4 (a) Gas hoods, (b) Settler compartment
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Hence, number of gas collectors =
20 m

4 m
 Nos. (each 34 m length)

Aperture Width

Maximum upflow velocity through aperture is to be limited to 5 m/hr at peak flow. Hence,

Aperture area required =
Peak flow m / hr

Permissible Aperture Velocity m/ hr

3

=
8000 m /d 2

5 m/ hr 24

3
´

´
 = 133.3 m2

Aperture width =
Aperture area

Length of aperture No of apertures´

=
133.3 m

34 m 5 Nos.

2

´
 = 0.784 (say 0.8 m)

Provide inclined plate of gas collector at 50° to the horizontal

Horizontal width of plate = PH (see diagram)

PH = [Total gas collector width � Aperture width � Hood width +

Overlap of gas collector over hood width]  ̧ 2

=
( . � . . . )4 0 08 05 0 05

2

- +
 = 1.375 m

Pv = Vertical height of plate collector

 = Tan (50°) ´ PH

 = 1.639 m (say 1.64)

Deflector Beam

Width of deflector beam = Aperture width + 2 (overlap) = 0.8 + 2(0.1) = 1 m

Height of deflector beam @  0.5 m

Check for total side water depth of 5m

Sludge bed height up to base of deflector beam = 2.2 m

Deflector beam + space up to inclined plate = 0.75

Collector plate height, Pv = 1.64

Vertical water depth in settler = 0.4

Free board at top = 0.5 m

Hence, total reactor height = 5.5 m

Check for Settling Zone

From diagram [Figure 7.4(b)] cross-sectional area of settler

 = (0.8 ´ 1.64) + (0.4 ´ 3.2) +(1.64 ´ 1.2) = 4.56 m2
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 Volume = Area ´ Length ´ Nos.

 = 4.56 m2 ´ 34 m ´ 5 = 775.2 m3

HRT =
Volume

Flow rate

775.2 m

8000 m /d(1 / 24)

3

3
=  = 2.32 hrs (acceptable)

Surface loading =
8000 m /d

Settler Width Length Nos

3

´ ´

=
8000

3.2 m 34 2´ ´
 = 14.70 m3/m2/day (acceptable)

Sludge Withdrawal and Dewatering

As seen earlier, sludge to be withdrawn daily

= 2520 kg/d = 
2520 kg / d

8000 m / d3
 = 0.315 kg/m3 flow

(This rate is somewhat high due to the relatively high value of TSS and VSS in influent sewage.)

At a sludge concentration of 7 per cent solids, the sludge volume

=
2520

0.07
 = 36 m3/d

Note: Sludge withdrawal pipes may be provided at three different levels: one at the floor level, the second

a height of 1.0 to 1.5 m above the floor, and third at the bottom of the settler (so that effluent can be

used if necessary, for flush-out of the sludge drains). The maximum lead from any point on the

floor of the reactor to sludge outlet should be less than 12 m as far as possible. Each sludge drain is

provided with sluice valve located in a chamber. The sludge drains are taken to a sludge sump and

thence to sludge drying beds.

Sludge Drying Beds

See Chapter13 for design of open sand drying beds.

Assuming a sludge drying time of 7 days followed by 2 to 3 days for sludge lifting before the

next cycle commences, and assuming 36 m3/day will be applied at 25 cm depth, the total sludge

bed area required

=
36m /day say 10 days

0.25 m

3
´

 = 1440 m2

Provide 10 beds of 15 m ´ 10 m each. The beds will be formed with graded gravel and sand

with open-jointed, glazed stoneware pipes at bottom to drain the filtrate back to the plant.
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Influent Feed and Loss of Head

Note: As the influent consists of sewage, provide gravity feed from the top of the unit as shown in Fig.

7.2. This will entail a total head loss of 2.5 to 3.5 m depending upon the flow and the influent

arrangement to get uniform distribution of flow to each downtake pipe. For this purpose, the

inflow is first brought to a distribution chamber (or splitter box) at the top from where it is

divided and further sub-divided as required. At each chamber of box, a free-falling weir has to be

provided and the flow carried by a channel to the next division point. The loss of head at each

weir and in each channel has to be computed, the loss being proportional to v2/2g. Finally, a loss

of head occurs in the effluent overflow launder at the settler and conveyance to the post-treatment

section.

Post-treatment after UASB (see Example 7.2)

Example 7.2: Design a facultative type aerated lagoon to provide post-treatment to 10,000 m3/d UASB

effluent with the following characteristics:

(i) BOD to be reduced from 70 mg/L to 40 mg/L

(ii) Immediate Oxygen Demand caused by 20 mg/L of sulphides.

(iii) Occasional solids carryover of 200 mg/L for ½ hour.

Provide facultative aerated lagoon of 1 day detention time (see Sec. 8.2)

Assume KL = 0.7 per day at lagoon temperature

From Eq. 8.1, BOD removal will occur, i.e. from 70 to 41 mg/L (i.e., 42.8% removal)

Oxygen required = 0.428 (incoming BODu )

0.428 (1.47 ´ 70 g/m3 
´ 10,000 ´ 1/1000) = 440 kg/d = 18.3 kg/h

Also O2 demand of 20 mg/L sulphides = 20 ´ 2 = 40 mg O2/L = 400 kg/d = 16.7 kg/hr

Kilogram of solids deposited from carryover @ 200 mg/l for ½ hour = 41.6 kg [oxygen demand

@ 0.1 kg O2/kg solids = 4.16 kg O2/day = 0.17 kg/hr.]

Hence,

Total oxygen required =18.3 kg/hr + 16.7 kg/hr + 0.17 = 35.2 kg/hr (approximate)

Power required = 25.1 kW (= 34 HP)

Power level = 2.51 W/m3 (acceptable).

7.13 OTHER TYPES OF ANAEROBIC UNITS

1. Septic Tanks: Perhaps the simplest and longest surviving example of an anaerobic process is

the lowly septic tank still used as the method of choice for the treatment of wastewaters from

single houses. Septic tanks normally provide 24 hours detention time and are often built as horizon-

tal flow units with 1 or 2 baffle arrangements between the inlet and outlet. Yet, their very simplicity

has lead to imperfections in operation, first in the form of short-circuiting and second in the form

of disturbance to anaerobic activity by some dissolved oxygen always coming in with the inflow.

Some years ago, an improvement in their performance was brought about by providing verti-

cal flow instead of horizontal flow arrangements but this fell by the wayside because it needed

slightly deeper excavation. The advantage of a vertical flow is better understood now and one

hopes it will be revived in the near future.
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Septic tank effluents have to be soaked underground as surface discharge is not allowed. This

is done by providing either soak pits or soak trenches as explained in Chapter 2. In some cases,

�upflow filters� packed with stones or gravel or brickbats, are used to provide an additional

treatment step (of an anaerobic nature) after the septic tank. Their use has been given in Section

6.1 under �Submerged Media Beds�.

2. Anaerobic Digesters: Anaerobic digesters are used in conventional treatment plants for di-

gestion of the sludge (not the whole waste) and their design and operation have been discussed

in Section 13.6.

3. Anaerobic Lagoons: Among �natural� treatment processes, the anaerobic lagoon has often

been used as a pre-treatment unit before a regular waste stabilization pond. This has been dis-

cussed in Chapter 9.

4. Other Anaerobic Units: Various other types of anaerobic units have been developed, and

some have even been patented, to deal with industrial wastes. Essentially, they are of the follow-

ing types:

(1) Upflow Anaerobic Filters (UAF) packed with either pebbles, stones, brick balast, raschig

rings or PVC sheets as media to support submerged biological growths (fixed film) have been

used with raw wastewaters [see Fig. 7.5(a).]. The units are reported to work well but a likely

problem is accumulation of solids in the interstices.

(2) Downflow Anaerobic Filters (DAF) packed with similar media as in (1) above, but not to be

confused with usual trickling filters which are aerobic. In the anaerobic units, the inlet and outlet

are so placed that the media and the fixed film stay submerged. They are similar in operation to

the UAF.

(3) UASB Type Units in which no special media have to be used since the sludge granules

themselves act as the �media� and stay in suspension. These are commonly preferred and have

been described fully in this chapter (Fig. 7.1).

(4) ‘Hybrid Units’ in which a part of the unit is of UASB type with granules in suspension and

another part with media and fixed film. Fig. 7.5(b) shows a unit developed in Canada and called

the HYAN process or 'Hybrid Anaerobic' process which is reported to work well. Another ver-

sion, the Bio-Tim process, is shown in Fig. 7.5(c) suitable for industrial wastes in which an initial

hydrolysis step is provided along with other additional steps as necessary.

(5) Fluidized Bed Units filled with sand or plastic granules are used with recirculation under

required pressure to keep the entire mass fluidized and the sludge distributed overall the reac-

tor volume. Their power consumption is higher.

(6) Expanded Granular Sludge Bed (EGSB), which is like a high-rate UASB with an expanded

(not fluidized) bed. Recent developments have revealed new potentials for treating industrial

wastewaters at temperatures even below 10°C and at COD loading rates exceeding 19 kg/m3

with liquid detention times of only 1.5 hours. It appears that convective mass transport is

likely factor which, so far, has been underestimated relative to the contribution of diffusion.

The EGSB type reactors described by Letting et al. (1996), have upflow velocities greater than 6

m/hr obtained by applying effluent recycle. The reactors are 10�20 m tall, slender columns
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Fig. 7.5(a – d)  Various types of anaerobic units for industrial wastes
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[see Fig. 7.5(d)]. A Dutch company has reportedly built two plants of this type for a chemical

factory in India. This type may not be desirable for urban wastewater as it would have substan-

tial power consumption owing to recycle and some operational complexities not appropriate for

municipal plants in developing countries.

(7) Anaerobic Baffled Reactor, Anaerobic Migrating Blanket Reactor, Anaerobic Expanded Bed

Reactor and several such units, have come to be developed in USA mainly for treating indus-

trial wastes. All of them are not yet ready for large-scale application. The reader may refer to

Metcalf and Eddy (fourth edition, 2003) for a fuller description.

7.14 A POSSIBLE NEW SYSTEM

Finally, a word for the future. Currently, the UASB process has an anaerobic step followed by a

settling tank and some after-treatment in a pond or lagoon. The usual treatment flowsheet is:

Wastewater ® UASB ® Settling ® After-treatment in Pond or Lagoon ® Irrigation

This is adequate where the final effluent is to be used for irrigation. However, where a better

quality of effluent is desired such that it can be reused in industry (Chapter 14) or used for other

selected non-potable purposes (Chapter 15), economically, some more research work is needed.

Already, the UASB has breathed new life into wastewater treatment by reducing land require-

ment and practically eliminating the need for electric power for its operation. Now, it stands to

reason that the next development required is the development of an ultra-filtration membrane

for filtering anaerobic material without the need for power. We must aim for the development of

both the anaerobic treatment system and its membrane filtration, without power, so that a modi-

fied UASB system would emerge such as the following:

Wastewater ® UASB ® Anaerobic Membrane Bioreactor (AnMBR) ® Reusable filtrate + Biogas

The main treatment unit could be either a UASB system or an anaerobic activated sludge

system followed by some form of membrane filtration (not requiring continuous power) so as to

be suitable for giving reusable water in developing countries with chronic power shortages.

Such units would be particularly advantageous to use because: (a) the operating the cost would

be greatly reduced as aeration would become unnecessary, and (b) their use would be particu-

larly advantageous in cities where power is in short supply or is expensive as is often the case in

developing countries.

Moreover, usable biogas would also be obtained. The anaerobic membrane would perhaps be

a more efficient separation device than the settling tank and the overall footprint may also be

smaller. This type of a treatment unit would first need improvements in membrane technology

so as to facilitate the handling of anaerobic material without the need for power and undue

fouling of the membrane. Just imagine how quickly every existing treatment plant would be-

come obsolete once such a treatment system is developed!
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Chapter 8

Mechanically Aerated

Lagoons

An aerated lagoon is almost like a 'package plant' where a floating aerator comes from the factory and
excavation of the lagoon is done locally. Aerated lagoons used in combination with UASBs, algal
ponds and other natural systems can make design flexible and operation cheaper.

Mechanically aerated lagoons are earthen basins generally 2.5 �5.0 m deep, provided with me-

chanical aerators installed either on floats or fixed columns. Raw sewage is fed from one end

into the lagoon (after screening) and leaves from the other end after desired period of aeration.

Such lagoons are much smaller in size (less than 10�20 per cent) as compared to waste stabilization

ponds, partly because lagoons are deeper, and partly because the detention time needed for

stabilization is lesser than for natural algal ponds as discussed in Chapter 9.

The construction features of mechanically aerated lagoons are simple and similar in many

ways to those of algal waste stabilization ponds. Mechanical equipment is, however, needed in

the form of aerators. Recent advances made in the design of mechanical aerators have resulted

in higher oxygen inputs per unit power consumed and have made them the preferred method of

aeration for use in lagoons.

Aerated lagoons permit a considerable amount of flexibility in design, spanning from the

simple facultative type units at one end to the more efficient and compact ones employing recy-

cling of solids, while at all times maintaining their relative simplicity in construction and opera-

tion. Consequently, they find useful applications in both the developing and developed coun-

tries. Their design can be manipulated so as to optimize either for land or power requirement, or

for overall costs, as desired, by adopting combinations of different types of aerated lagoons and

and other units.

Aerated lagoons also have the potential for becoming semi-packaged plants as aerators are,

or can be manufactured in standard sizes (5, 10, 25, hp, etc.) from which the necessary ones can

be ordered and readily installed in an earthen basin of required volume. Thus, some part of the

work would be done at site on a do-it-yourself basis, and factory assembly or imports are kept

to a minimum.
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There are various examples of the successful use of aerated lagoons for the treatment of do-

mestic, municipal and industrial wastewaters. Aerated lagoons have been extensively used by

the pulp and paper industry, by food processing, petrochemical and various other industries.

There are several instances of overloaded algal ponds which have been successfully converted

into mechanically aerated ponds in order to upgrade the quality of final effluent.

8.1 TYPES OF AERATED LAGOONS

Depending upon the power input per unit lagoon volume and the provision or otherwise of a

recirculation arrangement, the solids in the system will either settle or flow through or build up.

Thus, on the basis of the way solids are handled, the following four types of aerated lagoons can

be distinguished:

1. Facultative aerated lagoons

2. Aerobic, flow-through

3. Dual-powered lagoons

4. Aerobic, with recycling of solids

The different ways of handling the solids have a substantial effect on efficiency, power require-

ment, detention time, sludge disposal, etc., and the design methods have to take these differences

into account though the basic principles of biological treatment apply equally well to all the three

types. Some of their essential characteristics are given in Table 8.1 and are discussed as follows:

Table 8.1: Some typical characteristics of different types of aerated lagoons treating domestic

sewage (Arceivala, 1976)

 Sr. No.Characteristic Facultative type Aerobic flow Aerobic with solids recycling
through type (extended aeration type)

1. Solids control some None (some settle, some Partial (solids Full control, solids neither
flow out with effluent) cannot settle, settle, nor flow out. They

they must are recycled, with control-
flow out with led withdrawal of surplus.
effluent)

2. Suspended solids 50 �150 100 � 350 3000 �5000
concentration in
lagoon, mg/l

3. VSSe/SSf % 50 � 80 70 � 80 50 � 80
4. Sludge age or mean High (because of Generally 5 warm: 10-20 temperate:

cell residence time settlement)  20 � 30 cold: over 30
qc, days

5. Overall BOD removal 0.6 � 0.8 1�1.5 20 �30
rate KL per day at
20°C (filtered)

6. Temperature 1.035 1.035 1.01�1.05
coefficient, q

(Contd.)
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7. Detention time, days 3�12 2� 5 0.5� 2.0
8. BOD removal 70 � 90 50�60 95� 98

efficiency, %

9. Nitrification None None Likely under favourable

conditions

10. Coliform removal, % 60 �99a 60� 90 60� 90

11. Lagoon depthb, m 2.5� 5.0 2.5� 5.0 2.5� 5.0

12. Land requirement,

m2/person: Warm 0.30� 0.40 0.30� 0.40 0.15� 0.25c

Temperate 0.45� 0.90 0.35� 0.70 0.25� 0.55c

13. Power requirement,

kW/person-year 12 �15d 12�14 18-24 (depends on

nitrification)
HP/1000 persons 2.0 �2.5d 2.0�2.5 3.0� 5.0

14. Minimum power 0.75�1.0 2.75� 5.0 15�18 (to ensure all solids

level, kW/1000 m3 (to ensure uniform (to ensure that are kept in suspension)

lagoon volume diffusion of oxygen into all solids are kept

lagoon) in suspension)

15. Sludge Accumulates in No accumulation; Surplus sludge is

lagoon; manual solids go out withdrawn continuously

removal after some with effluent. (daily) and disposed off

years. suitably

16. Outlet arrangement Effluent flows Partially or fully Weir or pipe

over a weir. submerged pipe

outlet

a High efficiency feasible only if two or more cells provided in series.
b Depth should be compatible with type of aerator used.
c Including sludge drying.
d Power requirement is reduced if anaerobic gasification is dependable.
e Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS).
f Suspended solids (SS).

8.1.1 Facultative Aerated Lagoons

In facultative aerated lagoons, the power input per unit volume is sufficient only for diffusing

the required amount of oxygen into the liquid, but not for maintaining all the solids in suspen-
sion. Consequently, some of the suspended solids entering the lagoon and some of the new
solids produced in the lagoon as a result of substrate removal tend to settle down and undergo
anaerobic decomposition at the bottom. The activity in such a lagoon is, therefore, partly aerobic
and partly anaerobic which gives it the name 'facultative'. They are also sometimes referred to
simply as "aerated lagoons" (see Fig. 8.1). They are capable of giving 70�90 per cent biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD) removals from domestic or municipal wastewater. The typical character-

istics are given in Table 8.1.

Sr. No. Characteristic Facultative type Aerobic flow Aerobic with solids recycling
through type (extended aeration type)

Table 8.1 (Contd.)
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Fig. 8.1 A mechanically aerated facultative lagoon

Aerators

Inlet

Inlet

Pipe outlet

Section

Plan

Embankment

Effluent goes
for further
treatment

Effluent goes for further
treatment in a facultative
lagoon or algal waste
stabilization pond

Fig. 8.2 A mechanically aerated flow-through type lagoon

8.1.2 Aerobic Flow-through Lagoons

Aerobic flow-through lagoons are those where the power level is high enough not only to diffuse
enough oxygen into the liquid but also to keep all solids in suspension as in complete-mixing
activated sludge aeration tanks. No settlement of solids occurs. In these lagoons and the wastewater
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is aerated for about 2�5 days and leaves along with the solids under aeration (Fig. 8.2). Thus, the
efficiency of BOD removal attained in these lagoons is not very high (about 50�60 per cent) since
substantial amounts of solids are likely to be present in the effluent. Additional treatment is neces-
sary if better BOD and solids removal is desired. In fact, these lagoons are generally followed by
either facultative aerated lagoons or algal ponds or are designed with the intention of converting
them eventually to aerobic lagoons with recycling of solids. As the entire lagoon contents are

aerobic, these lagoons are also sometimes referred to simply as "aerobic lagoons".

8.1.3 Dual-powered Lagoons

Dual-powered lagoons signify a special case of aerobic flow-through lagoons in which the first
lagoon is usually a completely mixed aerobic flow-through type lagoon followed by one or more
facultative aerated lagoons in series [see Fig. 8.3 (a)]. The name 'dual-powered lagoons' comes
from the fact that the power level maintained in the first lagoon is different from that in the
subsequent lagoon(s). The detention times in the two lagoons may also be different. The aerobic
lagoon may be of only 1 �3 days detention time while the detention time in the aerated lagoons
may add up to 3 or 4 days or more to meet desired final effluent quality. The design of the
aerobic lagoon and the dual-powered lagoon is explained in Section 8.3 and 8.4, respectively.
Generally, a dual-powered lagoon system requires lesser land and lesser overall power than a

single facultative aerated lagoon to give the same quality of effluent.

Fig. 8.3 (a) A dual-powered lagoon arrangement, (b) Graphical representation of Rich¢s equation for
dual-powered lagoon design
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8.1.4 Aerobic Lagoons with Recycling of Solids

Aerobic lagoons with recycling of solids are just like extended aeration plants. The power input

level is sufficient to meet the oxygen requirement as well as to keep all solids in suspension. But

the solids concentration in the lagoon is now quite high since the system is designed to prevent

the solids from escaping out with the effluent by the incorporation of some form of settling and

recycling of solids (see Fig. 8.4).

Fig. 8.4 An extended aeration type lagoon with separate settling and sludge return

In order to preserve the simplicity of operation, such lagoons can be provided with a settling

arrangement within the lagoon itself (Fig. 8.5) or be provided with two parallel compartments

for alternating use (Fig. 8.6). In all the cases, the surplus sludge is stabilized and can be disposed

directly to drying beds or separate sludge lagoons without digestion.
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Fig. 8.5 An extended aeration lagoon with settling compartment provided within the lagoon

The efficiency of BOD removal in these types of lagoons can be as high as 95�98 per cent and

nitrification can also be achieved. This is discussed in greater detail below, and some typical

characteristics are included in Table 8.1. The Pasveer and carousel type oxidation ditches are

essentially of this type.

Fig. 8.6 An extended aeration lagoon with two cells for intermittent operation
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8.2 DESIGN OF FACULTATIVE AERATED LAGOONS

Among aerated lagoons, the facultative type are most commonly used for treatment because of

their relatively low power requirements and simple operation. Large-sized units are often built

with different length�width ratios and arrangement of baffles. Hence, lagoon mixing conditions

often vary from unit to unit with consequent effect on their performance and efficiency.

8.2.1 Substrate Removal Rate

For the removal of organic matter which generally follows first-order kinetics, the removal rate

can be recapitulated from Section 4.2:

d

dt

S
 = (k.x)S = KL.S, (Eq. 8.1)

in which S = substrate concentration (mass/volume)

 k = specific substrate removal rate which is generally

 = 0.17 � 0.13 (mg/l)-1 (day)-1 for domestic sewage

x = volatile solids conc. in system, (mass/vol) = 50 � 150 mg/l generally

 t = time of exposure to treatment (days)

 KL = overall substrate removal rate (time)-1

= 0.6 � 0.8 per day (filtered effluent basis).

The exact concentration of volatile solids, x, in the system is difficult to estimate for facultative

lagoons, since (mixing) power levels are not high and partial settlement of solids can occur.

Hence, two approaches are possible to follow: either the value of k and x are estimated sepa-

rately or they are merged into one single value KL as shown above.

The values of KL can be determined either from laboratory studies as outlined in Chapter 4 or

from field measurements of substrate removal under known mixing and other conditions. Gen-

erally, KL = 0.6 � 0.8 per day (filtered effluent basis) for domestic sewage at 20° C. The minimum

winter temperature is the critical design temperature. The substrate removal rate KL can be

estimated at any other temperature, T° C, by using:

KL (T°C) = KL (20°C).qT�20 (Eq. 8.2)

Values of q have been reported in the literaturing ranging from 1.0352 to 1.0973 (McKinney,

1965). For domestic sewage, the value generally used is 1.035 (Sawyer, 1968).

8.2.2 Lagoon Mixing Conditions and Efficiency

In the design of facultative aerated lagoons, the ideal complete-mixing model has been generally

used by Eckenfelder (1970) and others (Bartsch and Randall, 1971) to estimate the substrate

removal efficiency in facultative lagoons. However, where the configuration of the lagoon is not

likely to promote complete-mixing or well-mixed conditions, it would be more appropriate to

use other models such as the dispersed flow model. It may be preferable to have a relatively
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long and narrow path of flow, or adopt other measures to promote more plug flow type condi-

tions, either due to process considerations or owing to the lay of the land. In fact, in most cases,

the substrate removal and oxygenation requirement can be better approximated by the use of

the dispersed flow model since facultative aerated lagoons are neither ideally completely mixed

nor ideally of the plug flow type. The Wehner and Wilhem dispersed flow model for first order

kinetics (Eq. 3.9) may be used.

Table 8.1 gives a few typical values of the dispersion number, D/UL, observed in different

treatment reactors which are recapitulated briefly as under:

Aerated lagoon Likely value of D/DL

Rectangular, long 0.2�1.0

Squarish to rectangular 2.0�4.0 and over

In order to use the dispersion number, D/UL, as a design parameter, either model or prototype

studies may be performed by using suitable tracers, or the values of D/UL can be estimated by

using analytical methods.

Murphy and Wilson (1974) studied three large aerated lagoons (20, 21 and 30 acres) of differ-

ent configurations in Canada for treating pulp and paper mill wastes using Rhodamine-WT as a

tracer to determine the values of the dispersion number, D/UL, from the time concentration

curves. The D/UL values of the three lagoons were found to be 0.3, 1.0 and 4.0, depending on

the lagoon configuration. Thus, two out of the three lagoons were by no means well-mixed as

one might otherwise assume. An interesting observation made by Murphy and Wilson in their

study was that no significant correlation could be established between D/UL and the levels of

power input per unit volume in the range of 0.47�2.29 kW/1000 m3 lagoon volume, studied by

them. Power input was shown not to have any effect on D/UL in these large lagoons.

It is desirable to keep as low a value of D/UL as possible when: (i) removal follows first-order

or higher-order kinetics, (ii) high efficiencies of removal are desired as in the case of coliform

removal, for example, where sometimes efficiencies of 99 or 99.99 per cent or even more may be

desired, and (iii) The process is benefited by approaching plug flow conditions as, for example,

when nitrification is desired. In such cases, an attempt is made to keep D/UL around 0.2 or less

by providing either baffles or multiple inlets or cells in series. Economy in lagoon size is readily

achievable in this manner in the treatment of domestic and similar wastewaters.

However, under certain specific conditions, plug flow may be contra-indicated. For example,

if the wastewater is industrial in character and likely to receive slug discharges of toxic sub-

stances from time to time, it may be advantageous to opt for well-mixed conditions and adopt

such dimensions for the lagoon that D/UL will be around 4.0 or more. Thus, the basis for selec-

tion of D/UL values should be process requirements (Arceivala, 1981).

Having selected the value of D/UL (namely, the mixing condition) the designer may play

with the geometry or configuration of the lagoons in order to achieve the selected value. Figures

3.5 and 3.6 may be used to estimate the detention time at the assumed D/UL and KL values, for

achieving any desired efficiency.
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When two or more facultative aerated lagoons are to be provided in series, the effluent of the

first unit becomes the influent to the second unit and so on. Each successive lagoon can have its

own dispersion number D/UL, if desired, or be designed as equal cells in series.

8.2.3 Lagoon Depth

The depth of facultative aerated lagoons is, generally kept between 2.5�5.0 m. The factors in-

volved in the choice of depth are: (i) the type of soil (or hard rock), groundwater and other

possible constructional problems, and (ii) compatibility with the type of aeration equipment used,

as there is a limitation to the maximum depth with different types of aerators.

Deeper lagoons are preferred where it is desired to ensure an anaerobic zone devoid of all

oxygen in the lower layer so as to promote the growth of methane fermenters where tempera-

tures permit. In deeper lagoons, thus, a substantial part of the BOD may be removed anaerobically.

8.2.4 Solids in Suspension and Power Level

Generally, in the case of facultative aerated lagoons, a minimum aeration power input of 0.75

Kw/1000 m3 lagoon value is recommended. At this power input and depending upon the type

of waste, the solids in suspension may range between 30 and 150 mg/l (Table 8.1) though when

domestic sewage is being treated, the concentration may well be around 40�60 mg/l only. At

higher power inputs, the solids concentration in suspension can be higher. Adams and Eckenfelder

(1974) suggest from field studies on lagoons treating pulp and paper mill wastes a linear rela-

tionship between the likely concentration of solids and the power input as tabulated below:

Power level, kW/1000 m3 Suspended solids in lagoon,
lagoon volume mg/l (approximate)

0.75 50
1.75 175
2.75 300

The observations of Adams and Eckenfelder (1974) on 12 aerated lagoons treating pulp and

paper mill wastes showed that power levels of 2.75 Kw/1000 m3 were sufficient to keep solids in

suspension (total solids varied from 400�500 mg/l).

8.2.5 Oxygenation and Power Level

The power required for running aerators is calculated from the oxygenation requirements, taking

into account the fact that aerators are normally rated by the manufacturers for operation at stand-

ard conditions [10°C in some countries and 20°C in some others], zero dissolved oxygen (DO) and

tap water quality. The oxygenation required must, therefore, be adjusted for the likely field condi-

tions, at the crucial time of the year which, for aeration purposes, is generally the summer.

Generally, the oxygenation achieved at field conditions is only 60 �80 per cent of that achieved

at standard conditions. A method has been given in Chapter 5 for estimating the oxygenation

capacity at different conditions. The reader is also referred to Section 5.4 for the discussion of

oxygenation and mixing at different power levels.
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For treating municipal wastewater to obtain about 85 per cent removal of BOD in facultative

aerated lagoons, the power requirement ranges as shown in Table 8.1 subject to the provision

that the minimum power level required to ensure availability of DO in all parts of the lagoon is

0.75 to 1.0 kW per 1000 m3 of lagoon volume.

8.2.6 Anaerobic Activity in Facultative Lagoons

Under anaerobic conditions in a lagoon bottom, a heterogeneous group of facultative and anaerobic

bacteria collectively referred to as 'acid formers' convert carbohydrates, proteins and fats into
fatty acids by hydrolysis and fermentation. Thereafter, if conditions are favourable, another group
of bacteria known as 'methane formers' convert these substances into carbon dioxide (CO2) and
methane (CH4).

The first stage conversion by acid formers merely changes the form of the organic matter
without any substantial BOD reduction. It is only in the second stage that BOD reduction occurs
as organic carbon is converted to carbon dioxide and methane. The methane producing bacteria
are strictly anaerobic organisms and, therefore, not likely to grow in the presence of any oxygen
in the lower layers of lagoons. These bacteria are also sensitive to temperature and little
gassification occurs below 15°C. Thus, BOD removal by anaerobic activity in the bottom of fac-
ultative aerated lagoons can only occur when a combination of sufficiently low power input
(resulting in lower layers being devoid of oxygen) and a relatively warm temperature favour-
able for gassification, occurs. Such a condition is most likely to occur in warmer climates and
where lagoons are relatively deep and highly loaded. It would be advantageous (as a power
saving device) to let anaerobic activity take place in the lower layers of a lagoon so that some
part of the BOD can be removed without aeration. Fortunately, in warm countries, this anaerobic
action can be expected throughout the year.

In the colder climates of Western countries, where lagoons are relatively lightly loaded, well-
aerated and shallow, liquefaction may occur but gassification in the anaerobic zone cannot be
relied upon and is best neglected. No doubt, liquefaction by acid formers (which are facultative)
occurs in such lagoons as long as the temperatures are favourable but the methanization step
(with strict anaerobes) is inhibited by the presence of oxygen. Even liquefaction may not occur at
very cold temperatures (5°C) and the settled solids may remain undegraded on the lagoon bot-
tom until such time as favourable conditions are re-established in the warm season.

Where liquefaction does occur, it results in a feedback of soluble organic matter (partially or
wholly devoid of oxygen and perhaps containing hydrogen sulphide and other oxidizable sub-
stances) to the upper aerobic layer. All BOD has then to be satisfied aerobically. The feedback
BOD is estimated by Eckenfelder et al. (1974) at about 0.4 g per gram of volatile suspended
solids (VSS) deposited in the lagoon.

For reasons just discussed, the organic load on facultative lagoons must be established taking
into account the effect of anaerobic activity. Generally, gassification is neglected (even in warmer

climates) and the substrate to be removed is taken as the ultimate BOD (BODu) of the incoming

waste. Oxygenation requirements are calculated accordingly (see Example 8.1).

8.2.7 Nutrient Requirements

Nutrient addition may be necessary in the case of certain industrial wastes. When so needed, the

nutrient requirements can be estimated using methods outlined in Chapter 4.
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8.2.8 Performance

Facultative aerated lagoons can give 70�90 per cent BOD removal from readily degradable wastes

such as municipal wastewater. The effluent BOD is made up of two parts: a soluble fraction, S, and

a fraction due to solids in the effluent. The estimation of effluent BOD can be done using the

procedure given in Chapter 4. The concentration of suspended solids in the effluent may be as-

sumed to be the same as that in the lagoon, or somewhat less if the outlet is baffled. For sewage

treatment the suspended solids (SS) concentration may be assumed to be about 40�60 mg/l.

The five-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5) corresponding to the volatile solids may be

assumed as 0.77 mg per milligram of volatile suspended solids (VSS) in the effluent. Due to the

relatively long detention time provided in aerated lagoons, only 50�80 per cent of the suspended

solids may be assumed to be VSS. Thus,

Final effluent BOD5 mg/l = S mg/l + (0.77) (VSS mg/l in effluent)

Due to the relatively low power level used in facultative aerated lagoons, algal growth can

occur in them and algae can frequently become a major component of the suspended solids in

the effluent. In warm climates, the presence of algae may be unavoidable and its effect on efflu-

ent quality can be seen by taking 'filtered' and 'unfiltered' samples. Unfiltered samples may not

be able to meet surface water discharge standards at all times of the year since standards in

India unfortunately do not distinguish between filtered and unfiltered ones. Where effluents are

used for land irrigation, the presence of algae is, however, beneficial. Where effluents have to

meet surface water discharge standards, further treatment could be conceived in the form of

intermittent sand filters, upflow gravel beds, or constructed wetlands using the root-zone method

(Zachritz and Fuller, 1993).

Nitrification, generally, does not occur in facultative aerated lagoons.

Coliform removals depend on temperature and generally range from 90 per cent in summer

down to 60 per cent or less in winter in single-celled lagoons. Higher removals can occur as

stated earlier in lagoons operated with two or more cells in series or where other steps are taken

to ensure very low values of D/UL. Design estimates can be prepared on the same basis as done

for waste stabilization ponds (Chapter 9) using the coliform die-off rate constant Kb as 1.0�1.2

per day at 20°C and converting to other temperature using q = 1.19.

8.2.9 Sludge Accumulation

A certain amount of net accumulation of sludge occurs with time, depending on the rate at

which new sludge solids are deposited and the rate at which they are degraded. As an approxi-

mation, the sludge accumulation in treating domestic sewage may be taken as 0.03 � 0.08 m3/

person/year, as in waste stabilization ponds, the cleaning interval is around five years. The

manual removal of sludge may be needed after some years so as not to decrease the effective

lagoon volume. The dried sludge constitutes a welcome soil conditioner for farmers.

Example 8.1: Design a facultative aerated lagoon to serve 40,000 people. Sewage flow @180 L /person/

day = 7200 m3/day. Raw BOD5 = 50 g/person/day = 2000 kg/d (= 277 mg/l) and final BOD5 is not to

exceed 40 mg/l in winter. Average ambient air temperature in January is 18°C and in summer 37°C.

Assume KL at 20°C = 0.7 per day; Coliforms in raw sewage = 107/100 ml; Kb =1.2 per day at 20°C.
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Lagoon Size

Assume detention time = 5 days

Lagoon volume = 7200 ´ 5 = 36,000 m3

Let lagoon dimensions = 70 m ´ 130 m ´ 4 m

Lagoon Winter Temperature

Assume wastewater temperature = 23°C so that from Eq. (3.20):
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Thus, TL = 21°C

Estimation of KL

Assume KL at 20°C = 0.7 per day

Hence, KL at 21°C = 0.7 ´ 1.035 = 0.724 per day

D/UL Estimation

Keep lagoon geometry such that flow conditions are plug flow type (i.e., D/UL = 0.2 approx).

This will be possible if a long and narrow (23 m ´ 390 m) lagoon is provided with multiple inlets

and baffles giving a winding flow.

BOD5 Removal Efficiency (in winter)

K t×  = 0.724 ´ 5 = 3.62

From Figure 3.6, at K.t = 3.62 and D/UL = 0.2, soluble BOD removal efficiency = 92%

Namely, soluble BOD in effluent = 22 mg/l

SS likely to flow out in effluent = 35 mg/l (say)

BOD of VSS = 0.77 (0.6 ´ 35) = 16 mg/l

Hence, BOD of effluent = 22 + 16 = 38 mg/l

Overall efficiency in winter = 86%

In other months of year, the efficiency will be higher and effluent soluble BOD will be less than

the winter value.

Power Requirement (in Winter)

When efficiency = 86% and all BOD is removed aerobically,

Oxygen required = 0.86 (1.4 ´ 2000) = 2,408 kg/day = 100 kg/hour

Power needed =
100

0 8 2.a f a f
 = 62.5 kW (i.e., about 80 HP)
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Power level in lagoon =
62 5 1000

36 000

.

,

´
 = 1.7 W per m3 (acceptable)

Power Requirement (in Summer)

Using a similar procedure, the overall efficiency of BOD removal is estimated to be 90 per cent

in summer.

Hence, Oxygen requirement = 0.9 (1.4 ´ 2000)

= 2520 kg/day =105 kg/hour

and power requirement = 66 kW = 88 HP (namely, 2.2 HP/1000 persons)

Aeration equipment may be installed for the higher requirement of summer time and one unit

may be shut off during winter when the oxygenation requirement is less.

Annual Power Consumption

On the basis of 66 kW, it is

=
66 24 365

40 000

´ ´

,
 = 14.5 kWh/person/year

Sludge Accumulation

If the cleaning interval is five years and accumulation occurs @ 0.05 m3/person/year (on an

average)

Sludge volume = 0.05 ´ 40, 000 ´ 5 =10,000 m3

Extra depth required =
10,000 m

(lagoon floor area)

3

 = 1.1 m (approx.)

Thus, overall liquid depth will have to be 4.0 + 1.1 = 5.1 m (check if soil and topography permit).

Land Requirement

Net lagoon area = 9100 m2

Area including embankments and slopes = 13,500 m2 (approx.)

Area/person = 0.337 m2/person

Coliform Removal

Assume coliform die-off rate constant = Kb = 1.2 per day at 20°C and temperature conversion

constant q = 1.19. Then, efficiencies at winter and summer temperatures in lagoon can be found.

In the present case, there is hardly any difference between winter and summer temperatures

which may be assumed uniformly as 20°C on safe basis. Hence, percentage of removal can be

estimated from Fig. 3.5 at Kbt =(1.2) ´ (5 days) = 6.0, as 98 %. Thus, coliform concentration in

effluent will be = 20,000 per 100 ml.

Being a uniformly warm climate, the coliform removal will fluctuate within a relatively nar-

row range.
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Note: If the lagoon was kept as a square shaped unit or a rectangular unit with width :

length = 1:2, the D/UL value would be between 3.0 and 4.0 (namely, approaching completely

mixed conditions) and soluble effluent BOD would increase to 49 mg/l, thus giving a total

final effluent of about 65 mg/l instead of 38 mg/l seen above. Thus, lagoon geometry plays an

important part in determining efficiency.

Lagoon effluent quality can also be improved by providing a maturation pond or a sand

filter or a constructed wetland such as a reed bed after the lagoon.

8.3 DESIGN OF AEROBIC FLOW-THROUGH TYPE LAGOONS

Aerobic flow-through type lagoons are similar to the aeration tanks used in activated sludge

plants except that no recycling of solids is practiced. Their design is based on the principles of

biological treatment presented in Chapter 4 and recapitulated briefly below.

Since there is only flow-through (i.e., there is no recycling of solids in the system) the hydrau-

lic detention time t, is equal to the mean cell residence time qc, in the lagoon. Thus, t = qc.

The mixing pattern in these lagoons is well-mixed and their designs been based on the use of

the ideal completely mixed model (Eckenfelder, 1970).

8.3.1 Substrate Removal and Solids Concentration

If the complete-mixing model is used and no recycle is assumed, a mass balance for the micro-

bial solids present in the lagoon at equilibrium can be obtained as explained in Chapter 4 and

Eq. 4.13:

X =
Y S SO -

+

b g
1 K d cq

(Eq. 8.3)

in which the terms are defined as in Chapter 4.

Similarly, if the complete-mixing model is used, the substrate removal can be estimated using

Eq. (8.1) and replacing KL by k'x, to give

S =
S

k xt
O

1 + 'b g
(Eq. 8.4)

Combining Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) we obtain

S =
1 + K t

Y k t
d

'
(Eq. 8.5)

It will be observed from this equation that the final effluent BOD is independent of the incoming

BOD, So. This is because as So increases, the microbial solids concentration, x, also increases, and

hence the overall substrate removal rate k'x correspondingly increases so that final concentration

remains the same. In fact, the value of S is only dependent on the values of Y, Kd, k' for the

particular waste, and the detention time t.

The values of k' for municipal wastewater generally range from 0.01 to 0.03 (mg/l)�1 (day)�1,

at 20°C, and can be converted to other temperatures using q = 1.035 as seen earlier.
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8.3.2 Detention Time

It must be mentioned that slight changes in the values of the constants can have a considerable

effect on lagoon size, and the constants need to be evaluated carefully, preferably based on labo-

ratory or field data. The detention time required in treating municipal wastewaters to give about

50 � 60 per cent BOD removal ranges from two to three days in favourable climates and up to

five days or more in colder climates.

8.3.3 Solids Concentration

The total VSS present in an aerobic flow-through lagoon may constitute about 60 �80 per cent of

the total SS present in the lagoon. The SS concentration is such lagoons often varies from 100�300

mg/l depending on the nature of the waste, the lagoon loading, the efficiency, and power input

per unit volume. It is thus seen that generally the solids concentration, x in aerobic flow-through

lagoons is higher than that in facultative aerated lagoons, and hence, for a given wastewater

treatability k', the overall removal rate, k' x, will be correspondingly higher for aerobic lagoons

(Table 8.1).

8.3.4 Final Effluent BOD

The overall BOD removal may not, in reality, be high since the presence of large amounts of

solids in the final effluent adds to the final BOD value.

BOD5, mg/l = [S, mg/l] + [0.5 to 0.8(SS, mg/l)] (Eq. 8.6)

8.3.5 Oxygen Requirements

The oxygen supply has to be adequate to meet the demand for biochemical oxidation of

carbonaceous matter. As in the case of aerated lagoons, nitrification does not occur in aerobic

lagoons.

The carbonaceous demand can be estimated using the same basic approach as presented in

Chapter 4. In summary, the oxygen requirement is estimated as under

Oxygen required/day

= [soluble BODu removed/day] � [BODu of solids leaving the

system/day] (Eq. 8.7)

8.3.6 Aeration Power and Power Level

Exactly the same procedure is used in estimating the power requirement of aerobic lagoons as the

one given earlier for facultative aerated lagoons. The only difference is that the minimum power

level has to be kept equal to or higher than 2.75�5.0 kW per 1000 m3 lagoon. It is important to

ensure this otherwise the lagoon will operate more like a facultative aerated lagoon rather than an

aerobic flow-through lagoon. This requirement of minimum power level often places a constraint

on the detention time that can be economically provided in such lagoons. Economy in power

consumption dictates that the maximum detention time be such that power requirement based on

BOD removal considerations and that based on mixing considerations coincide as far as possible.
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Example 8.2: For a wastewater (flow = 12,400 m3/day; BOD5 = 300 mg/l), design an aerobic flow-

through type lagoon to serve a town of 70,000 persons, using the ideal complete-mixing model. Since the

lagoon is proposed to be followed by another treatment unit, its size can be restricted to give a detention

time of only 3 days. The following additional data may be used: k' = 0.015 per day at 20°C; Y = 0.5,

kd = 0.07 per day (all on BOD5 basis).

Lagoon Size

Lagoon volume = 12,400 ´ 3 = 37,200 m3

Let lagoon depth = 4 m (check compatibility with aerator manufacturers requirements)

Lagoon area =
37200

4
 = 9300 m2

To promote conditions approaching complete mixing choose a squarish shape, again checking

compatibility with aerator manufacturers recommendations. Let lagoon size be 93 m wide, 100 m

long and 4 m deep.

Lagoon Temperature in Winter

From Eq. (3.20).
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 where f = 0.49 m/day for aerated lagoons
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Thus Tw = 17°C

BOD Removal Rate in Winter

k' (17°C) = k' (20°C). q17�20 where q = 1.035

Thus k' at 17°C = 0.0135 per day

Effluent BOD in winter

S =
1 + K t

Y k t
d

'
 = 

1 0 07 3

0 5 0 0135 3

+ .

. .
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 = 60 mg/l (soluble BOD5)

VSS in lagoon will be x =
Y S S

K t
O

d
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+1
 = 
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.
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+
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 = 99 mg/l

Assume BOD5 of VSS in effluent =  0.77 mg/mg VSS

Final effluent BOD5 = soluble BOD + BOD of solids

 = 60 mg/l + 0.77 (99 mg/l)

= 136 mg/l (Too high. Further treatment necessary)

Overall efficiency of aerobic lagoon =
300 136

300

-
 = 54% in winter

(Similarly, efficiency in summer = 55%)
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Oxygenation Required

Oxygen required = 0.55 [(1.4) (300) (12400) (103/106)]

 = 2864 kg/day

= 120 kg/hour at field conditions

Power Requirement

On the basis that aerators can give 2 kg oxygen per kWh at standard conditions, and the oxygen

transfer efficiency is only 80% at field conditions in the summer, we have

Power required =
120

0 80 2 0. .a f a f
 = 75 kW (100 HP)

Power Level

Power input per unit lagoon volume =
75

37 200,
 = 2.0 kW per 1000 m3

This is less than the minimum required. Hence, provide power at least at the rate of

2.75 Kw/1000 m3, or 102 kW (138 HP) for this lagoon. The winter requirement will also be equal

to this minimum. (Alternatively, repeat design with less than three days detention to see if the

power requirement from the BOD point of view comes closer to the power requirement from

volume considerations.)

Power Consumption

Power consumption =
102 24 365

70 000

´ ´

,
 = 12.76 kW/person/year

8.4 DESIGN OF DUAL-POWERED AERATED LAGOONS

As seen earlier, dual-powered lagoons signify a special case of aerobic flow-through lagoons in

which the first lagoon is usually a completely mixed aerobic flow-through type lagoon followed

by one or more facultative aerated lagoons in series. The name 'dual-powered lagoons' comes

from the fact that the power level maintained in the first lagoon is different from that in the

subsequent lagoon(s).

8.4.1 Design Basis

The first lagoon in a dual-powered aerated lagoon is a completely mixed flow-through lagoon of

the type just described in Sections 8.3 and can be designed accordingly. Its effluent becomes the

influent to the facultative type aerated lagoon(s) that follow. If the facultative lagoons are pro-

vided as equal cells in series, the method given by Rich (1982) may be followed to determine a

relationship between the hydraulic retention time in the first (completely mixed) cell and in the

following (facultative) units to obtain a given BOD in the final effluent from the system. In this

method, a steady state mass balance of biomass across a completely mixed, flow-through cell

(without recycling of solids) yields:
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1

V Qb g
 = m � Kd (Eq. 8.8)

The specific growth rate, m can be related to the substrate concentration by the Monod equation

(4.1):

m = mmax 
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P , (Eq. 8.9)

Where the substrate concentration expected in the completely mixed cell is

S1 << Ks in which case Eq. (8.9) becomes approximately

m = Y
Y K

S
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. .maxmb g
1  = Y.k ¢S1 (Eq. 8.10)

By combining Eqs. (8.8) and (8.10), one gets the retention time in first cell
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 or (t)1 = [Y.k¢S1 � Kd]
�1 (Eq. 8.11)

A steady state mass balance of substrate across 'n' number of equal-sized facultative aerated

cells in series can be taken assuming the concentration of biomass maintained in suspension in

the cells remains constant and equal to Xa, to give:
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(Eq. 8.12)

where k' =
μmax

Y Ks
 = specific substrate removal rate

Xa = average biomass concentration in the facultative cells

tj = (V/Q)j =Retention time in the equal-sized facultative cells

Se = effluent substrate concentration

8.4.2 Retention Time

Rich has solved the above equations using a typical set of parameters and presented the results

graphically [see Fig. 8.3 (b)] plotting the total retention time, T, as a function of the time, t1

provided in the first, completely mixed cell. The total retention time required in the system is

reduced as the number of facultative cells is increased from one cell to three and four cells.

If the retention time provided in the first, completely-mixed cell is kept high, the power require-

ment increases (at the recommended value of 5 �6 W/m3 of the lagoon volume). If the retention

time is kept too low, the bacterial cells may wash out before they multiply and from this viewpoint

the minimum time (from lab studies) should be not less than two-thirds of a day. However, if a

safety factor of 3 is provided, it would give the minimum retention time as 2 days in a completely

mixed lagoon. The optimum retention time appears to lie between 1.5 and 3 days.
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The retention time provided in the subsequent facultative cells also has an effect on perform-

ance since at the power level of about 0.75 �1.0 W/m3 usually provided in these units, algal

growth can occur and algae can frequently be a major component of the suspended solids in the

effluent. Hence, the aerated lagoons should not be made unduly larger than necessary.

The work of Toms, et al. (1975) has shown that the growth rate of dominant algae in polishing

lagoons over an 18-month period was always less than 0.48 day �1, and concluded that algal

growth would not be a significant problem if the hydraulic retention time in a single lagoon was

greater than two days (< 1/0.48). Ulhmann (1978) found that significant algal growth does not

occur when retention times are less (1978) than 2.5 days.

Rich has shown that in order to enable dual-powered lagoons to keep algal multiplication

within practical limits in the set of facultative aerated lagoons, the total retention time in them

should not be less than the values shown below:

No. of facultative aerated lagoons  Total retention time (days)

1 > 2.3
2 3.5
3  4.25
4 5.0

In warmer climates, the presence of algae in the effluent may be inescapable and its effect on

effluent quality can be distinguished only by taking filtered and unfiltered samples. On the basis

of unfiltered samples, facultative aerated lagoons may not be able to meet the Indian BOD dis-

charge standard at all times of the year. This may be inconsequential where the effluent is used

for land irrigation. For surface water discharge, however, the BOD may have to be limited to the

prescribed standard and further treatment considered in some form.

8.4.3 Performance

Rich (1996) observes that where close attention has been paid to critical design criteria, the efflu-

ent BOD5 has consistently met the 30 mg/l limit. He reports that a US �EPA study on the per-

formance of aerated lagoons located throughout the US showed that, on an annual basis, the

effluent BOD5 and total suspended solids (TSS) each averaged about 35 mg/l. Results from

another US study on six aerated lagoons showed that the effluent BOD5 and TSS of such system

can be expected to exceed 45 and 85 mg/l for 10 per cent of the time. However, if algae were

excluded from the effluents, the BOD5 and TSS could be expected to drop to 25 mg/l. Dual-

powered lagoons have not yet been constructed in India though the first such units were de-

signed in 1995 for Hyderabad city (AIC Watson, 1995) under a World Bank-funded program.

Nitrification does not occur in dual-powered lagoons.

Incidentally, If the facultative aerated lagoons are provided in 2 or 3 units of various

shapes and sizes to suit local topography, the above method of Rich cannot be used directly.

In such cases their design can be created separately from lagoon to lagoon on the basis given

earlier.
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8.4.4 Power Requirement

The power level required to be maintained in the first, completely-mixed lagoon has to be evi-

dently higher than in the subsequent facultative aerated lagoons where settlement of solids can

be allowed. Referring to Section 5.4, one could summarize as follows:

Lagoons type Desired power level (W/m3)

Completely-mixed [with mixed liquor 5�6
suspended solids (MLSS) of about
200�300 mg/l]

Facultative aerated 0.75�1.0

The overall power requirement of dual-powered lagoons can be computed as something less

than the 12�15 kWh/person/day which is normally required for a single facultative aerated

lagoon to give the same effluent quality. This is the advantage of adopting a dual-powered la-

goon instead of a single one.

8.4.5 Sludge Accumulation

Sludge accumulation occurs in facultative aerated lagoons where the power level is low enough

to allow settlement. Benthal studies have indicated that in warm climates, if the average loading

rate of biodegradable solids on the lagoon bottom does not exceed 80 g/m2/day, most of such

solids will be stabilized over the annual cycle (Rich, 1996).

In a lagoon system reported by Rich from South Carolina, USA, after seven years of opera-

tion, sludge removal has not yet been found to be necessary. The observed sludge accumulation

rates at the two locations are given below.

Location Accumulation period Accumulation rate
(Years) (g/m2. day)

Berkeley 7 44
Hampton 7 38

The Indian sludge accumulation rates based on algal waste stabilization pond studies are com-

parable to the above (0.03� 0.08 m3/person/year)

Example 8.3: Using the data from Rich (1982):

Flow Q =2000 m3/day; Influent BOD5 = S0 = 200 mg/l = 400 kg/day; Solids in influent = X0 = 133 mg/l;

mmax =1.3 day�1 Ks =120 mg/l; Y = 0.5; Kd = 0.2 day�1 (all at 20°C) final effluent desired (soluble);

Se = 10 mg/l, Xa = 8 mg/l; Temperature: Coldest week 0°C; Warmest week 31°C; Solids load 80 g/m2/day on

lagoon floor

As a trial, assume retention time in the first completely-mixed lagoon to be 1.5 days, 2 days and

3 days, respectively The corresponding detention times in the subsequent facultative aerated

lagoons are obtained from Eq. (8.12) using the given coefficients and are tabulated below:
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Retention in first Corresponding retention Total retention in Solids deposition
lagoon, complete mixed in each of 3 facultative  system  average on 3 lagoons

(days) lagoons (days) (days) (g/m2 day)

1.5 1.0 4.5 50
2.0 0.74 4.22 58
3.0 0.42 4.26 82

Although a retention time of two days in a complete-mixing lagoon gives the minimum total

retention time (i.e. minimum earthwork) we may select 1.5 days in a complete-mixing lagoon to

achieve better power economy.

The flow sheet is as shown below together with the power and other requirements of each

unit:

Lagoon units C-M unit Fac AL1 Fac AL2 Fac AL3

Lagoon volume (m3) 3000 2000 2000 2000

Oxygen required (kg/hour) 25 3.88 3.88 3.88

Power required (kW) 20 3 3 3

Power level (W/m3) 6.67 1.52 1.52 1.52

This example brings out the general approach to design and the power required in the first

completely-mixed unit and in each succeeding facultative unit.

8.5 DESIGN OF AEROBIC LAGOONS WITH RECYCLING OF SOLIDS (EXTENDED

AERATION LAGOONS)

Aerated lagoons characterized by the recycling of solids are essentially similar to extended aera-
tion systems and are, therefore, designed on the same basis as the latter given earlier in Section

6.2. After screening and grit removal, the raw wastewater is brought directly to the aerated
lagoon. The lagoon could be either in masonry or in earthwork with partial pitching. From the
aerated lagoon the flow goes to a separate settling tank for settling the solids and recycling the
sludge (Fig. 8.4). Excess sludge is taken for drying. Carousel ditches are similar except for their
shape.

In the case of smaller systems, the settling tank may be incorporated within the aeration unit

itself as shown in Fig. 8.5.

A more practical way of achieving the same result is to provide the aeration lagoon either as

two compartments in parallel for intermittent operation (Fig. 8.6) or as a single compartment

with the intermittent operation of the aerators. In the latter case, it becomes a �sequencing batch

reactor (SBR) as discussed in Chapter 6.

8.6 OPTIMIZATION OF LAGOON AND POND COMBINATIONS

When combination of facultative aerated lagoon followed by a waste stabilization pond is used
in order to optimize for total cost, it is necessary to prepare several trial designs (with their
costing) to be able to plot the data graphically and arrive at the optimum combination (see
Fig. 8.7). In each trial, the detention time in the aerated lagoon is assumed and the detention time

required in the stabilization pond is determined to obtain the same overall efficiency in each case.
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The power and land costs are computed along with construction and equipment costs. The alter-

native in which all the required treatment is achieved in only the aerated lagoon will be high in

power costs but low in land costs. At the other end of the spectrum will be the alternative where

all the required treatment is obtained only in the stabilization pond where no power is required.

In between these two boundary cases will lie an optimum combination whose overall cost will

be minimum.
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Fig. 8.7 Optimizing for an aerated lagoon and waste stabilization pond combination to treat
municipal wastewater

Example 8.4: An industrial wastewater flow of 10,000 m3/day is aerated in a two-celled facultative

type aerated lagoon operated in series and having 5 days detention time in each cell. The depth in each cell

is 3.3 m. If the wastewater inflow is at 55°C and the ambient temperature 10°C, estimate the temperature

in each cell. Assume f = 0.49 m/day.

Volume of each cell = 10,000 ´ 5 = 50,000 m3

Area =
50 000

3 3

,

.
 = 15000 m2
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From Eq. 3.20

t
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Thus, for the first cell:

5

3 3.
 =

55

0 49 10

T

T
w

w. -b g
or Tw = 35°C

Similarly, for the second cell, Tw = 25°C

If the lagoon had only one cell of same total detention time, i.e., 10 days, Tw would have been

equal 27.3°C.

Note: The two cells in series need not be of equal size. They may be of unequal size, and various combina-
tions could be tried so as to find the optimum combination which will require minimum total detention
time for obtaining a desired quality effluent. The results of three or four different trials can be plotted as
shown in Fig. 8.8 to obtain the needed detention time in the first cell by which the total detention time in

the combination will be minimum.

Fig. 8.8 Optimizing for detention time in a two-celled lagoon for treating hot wastewater from an
industry

8.7 COMBINATIONS OF DIFFERENT PROCESSES

Figure 8.9 illustrates a few possible alternative layouts which are, in effect, combinations of dif-

ferent types of treatment methods such as UASBs, aerated lagoons, algal oxidation ponds, etc to

attain certain desired objectives. The designer is often called upon to meet certain seemingly

conflicting requirements of treatment without sacrificing final quality of effluent. Such require-

ments may be met either by some reconciliation or compromise or by having combinations of

different treatment methods so as to: (a) reduce overall land requirements, or (b) reduce power

requirements, or (c) improve treatability (e.g., by conserving heat), or (d) enhance simplicity of

operation. Figure 8.9 gives some possibilities.
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Fig. 8.9 Alternative combinations of different types of lagoons, ponds and UASBs for wastewater
treatment
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(a) Single Facultative Aerated Lagoon + Crop Irrigation: The provision of a single facultative
type aerated lagoon followed by land irrigation [Fig. 8.9(a)] is a typical example to be found
among aerated lagoons. It is relatively simple to design, construct and operate. The power cost
can be considerably reduced if a non-conventional source of energy is used such as wind or
solar powered aerators.

Chlorination of its effluent is an optional step though currently chlorination is not favoured
owing to fears of the formation of trihalomethane (THM) with sewage organics. Where dis-
charge standards for irrigation are stricter (for coliforms, hookworms, etc.) the provision of an
algal waste stabilization pond after the aerated lagoon may be better and cheaper than chlorina-
tion, especially in warmer climates, provided land is available.

A single aerated lagoon can be provided either as a squarish-rectangular shaped lagoon or as
a baffled, narrow and long lagoon to lengthen the flow path depending on the type of wastewater
to be treated:

Square-shaped lagoons promote complete-mixing conditions. They are more suitable for indus-
trial wastes where the quantity and quality may undergo much fluctuations.

Baffed and longish lagoons with multiple inlets or lagoons built as cells-in-series promote more
plug-flow conditions. They are generally suitable for municipal wastewaters. They give higher
efficiencies of BOD and coliform removal than square-shaped lagoons because their flow path is
lengthened (approaching plug flow).

(b) Two or More Facultative Aerated Lagoons in Series: Figure 8.9(b) shows how two (or more)
facultative aerated lagoons could be provided as cells in series to enhance the overall of BOD,
coliform, etc. benefiting from mixing kinetics. Other reasons for such layouts could be the desire
to conserve heat in the incoming waste so as to benefit from a higher temperature and faster
reaction rate likely in the first cell, or to meet certain process or site requirements. Eckenfelder et
al. (1974) point out that the benefits of multiple lagoons for heat conservation may be marginal
in warm climates and with relatively low strength wastes. Some other possible arrangements
described earlier in Chapter 3 are given below.

Equal cells in series
Each cell may be of the completely-mixed type but the combination of cells in series makes the
overall arrangement tend towards plug flow.

Unequal cells in series
Cells may be unequal in volume to suit contours or topography. The first cell may be kept larger
than the others as it generally receives a larger load.

Equal or unequal cells in parallel
· Each cells can be of different sizes and shapes (to suit topography).
· Each cell can be operated independently (seasonally).
· The detention time in each cell can be varied depending on the flow rate in each cell.

Cells in series with incremental feed
· All fractions of flow do not receive equal exposure to treatment.

Efficiency is the same as that of single completely-mixed cell of equivalent volume.

(c) Facultative Aerated Lagoon + Algal Waste Stabilization Pond: The layout shown in Fig.
8.9(c) is of considerable value in many areas where the combination of a facultative aerated
lagoon followed by a stabilization pond can help the designer to optimize between land and
power requirements depending upon their relative costs, without much affecting the operating
simplicity as given in this Chapter.
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(d) UASB + Algal Pond (or Duckweed Pond): Figure 8.9(d) shows an arrangement wherein the
first unit is an anaerobic one in the form of UASB to give an intermediate level of treatment
(BOD removal 75�85 per cent) without the need for power. In a warm country, an anaerobic
pond of 1�3 days detention time could be provided instead of UASB but then, the biogas pro-
duced is lost to the atmosphere. The UASB can be followed by a short-detention algal waste
stabilization pond to aerate the effluent that is then used for land irrigation. Alternatively, if an
effluent of better quality is desired for surface discharge, a duckweed pond of adequate deten-
tion could be used as discussed in Chapter 10.

(e) UASB + Facultative Aerated Lagoon: Figure 8.9(e) gives a flow sheet where the UASB is
followed by a facultative aerated lagoon. This would be done where UASB + algal waste stabilization
pond of short detention is not adequate and land is not available for longer detention time in the
pond. An aerated lagoon would need lesser land. Also, in cases where sulphides are present in the
UASB effluent and have a high oxygen demand, or where further treatment is required, an aerated
lagoon can be designed accordingly. The final effluent can be discharged to river or land.

(f) Aerobic Flow-through Lagoon + Algal Waste Stabilization Pond: The arrangement shown in
Fig. 8.9(f) has a completely-mixed, aerobic flow-through lagoon followed by an algal waste
stabilization pond and giving an effluent fit for discharge on land. This arrangement is useful
where the initial BOD loads are low and later needs can be met by converting to dual-powered
system as seen in the next combination below.

(g) Dual-powered Lagoon (Aerobic + Facultative Lagoons): Figure 8.9(g) shows a completely-
mixed, aerobic flow-through lagoon followed by a set of one, two or more facultative type aer-
ated lagoons in series. At the power level provided in the aerobic unit, the solids formed through
the conversion of the substrate are all kept in suspensions, and flow on to the following units
where the power levels are lesser and settlement can occur. The settled solids are further stabi-
lized. This arrangement generally proves more economical in both land and power requirements
compared to a single lagoon only.

(h) Use of Sequential Batch Reactor (SBR) Systems: Figure 8.9(h) refers to the use of SBR sys-
tems such as the 'Inter-Air' system with intermittent aeration and settling in the same tank. A
high degree of BOD removal efficiency (upwards of 95 per cent) is obtained together with some
nitrification�denitrification. This method is suited for use in hotels, tourist camps, etc., and lends
itself to further (tertiary) treatment where reuse is desired. The land requirement is minimal.

(i) Use of "Extended Aeration" Lagoon Systems (see Figs. 8.4, 8.5, 8.6). Extended aeration la-
goon systems are used where treatment plants are of a relatively smaller size, where simplified
operation is desired and where power is available. Instead of the concrete structures normally
provided in such plants, a single lagoon (in earthwork) could be used as an extended aeration
lagoon if operated on an intermittent basis like a 'sequencing batch reactor' system. The
wastewater would enter the square-shaped lagoon and get aerated (by a floating aerator) for a
few hours followed by stoppage of the aerator and quiescent settling in the same lagoon after
which the clear liquid from the top would be decanted and used for local irrigation. The excess
sludge would be drained, as and when necessary, from the bottom of the lagoon and sent to
drying beds or a separate sludge lagoon as described in Chapter 13. In this manner, the land
requirement would be greatly reduced as compared to a facultative lagoon and only a local
person (trained as part-time operator) would be required for starting/stopping the aerators and
decanting the clear effluent periodically. (The operator's work could be further reduced to, say,
only three hours per day provided the lagoon is made large enough to hold the required
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volume. A disadvantage would be the relatively higher power required by such a system. Hence,
it would be workable only where the cost of land and labour is high).

8.8 A POSSIBLE NEW SYSTEM: A DEEP LAGOON WITH SMALL SOLAR-POWERED

AERATORS

Among all the mechanized treatment methods, facultative aerated lagoons are the simplest to
operate and their land requirement is quite low but they have not been used as much as they
should because their power requirement is quite considerable and a continuous source of power
is necessary. Facultative aerated lagoons are therefore an excellent candidate for use of non-
conventional energy sources such as wind and solar systems.

As explained earlier in Section 8.2.6, some part of the incoming BOD is reduced through
anaerobic activity in the lower portion of a facultative lagoon as long as the dissolved oxygen
does not reach the anaerobic layer. Thus, in a warm country like India, one can conceivably use
a number of small-sized aerators on the lagoon surface to diffuse oxygen uniformly in just the
upper layers of a facultative aerated lagoon without disturbing the anaerobic activity in the
lower layers. Such an arrangement might reduce the overall power requirement and also per-
haps make it feasible to use wind or solar powered devices for the small-sized aerators. This
concept could be a fruitful subject for research as any success in saving aeration power require-
ment as well as in using a non-conventional means of energy like wind or solar power, would be
welcome. Some work on BOD removal rates under aerobic and anaerobic conditions in lab-scale
lagoons has been done by Batacher 1980 (Arceivala,1981) which shows that ways must be found
in warmer countries for accelerating the BOD removal rates in the anaerobic zone to make the

process more profitable. The flowsheet would be as follows:

Wastewater ® Deep Lagoon with small solar-powered aerators ® Irrigation

Alternatively, anaerobic activity could be allowed to occur in a separate unit such as the Upflow
Anaerobic Sludge Blanket (UASB) where gas collection and utilization is possible as BOD is
removed and the effluent coming to the facultative aerated lagoon is greatly reduced in organic
content so the lagoon size and aerator capacity can be correspondingly reduced. However, an
expensive item like the UASB has to be built and operated. Moreover, the problem of sulphides
coming from the UASB must also be considered as explained in Chapter 7. It would appear that
a deep facultative lagoon with small-sized (wind- or solar-powered) aerators might be cheaper
to construct and operate than one which would require a UASB prior to the aerated lagoon.

8.9 CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

As stated earlier, the general construction features are similar to those seen in Chapter 9 for algal
oxidation ponds. A few additional requirements are involved owing to the presence of aerators
(Plate 4).

Aerobic as well as facultative lagoons are generally 2.5�5 m in liquid depth and built in earth-
work with slopes partly or fully pitched in stone or concrete. The inlet and outlet are located on
opposite banks.

Where fixed aerators are used (mounted on columns or stilts), it is essential to maintain the
liquid level in the lagoon constant so as to ensure the required degree of submergence of the
aerator blades. Most of the aerators available are quite sensitive to the depth of submergence
and their rated oxygenated capacity can be severely reduced if the specified submergence is not
maintained. This implies water tight conditions are required in the lagoon which may some-
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times be difficult to have in the early life of a lagoon. The discharge of effluent can be controlled
over a weir, fixed or adjustable to any desired level, but of sufficient length to avoid much
heading up at peak flows which would change the aerator submergence.

In order to avoid percolation, a lagoon has to be located in relatively impervious soil or suitably
lined, or constructed in masonry or concrete. The latter would be quite expensive owing to the large
volume involved. Compaction of the soil to Proctor density is recommended. Control of percolation
is to be considered from the point of view of groundwater pollution. A 10�15 cm layer of clayey soil
(brought from elsewhere, if necessary) may need to be provided where the natural soil is porous.
Otherwise in most cases the soil pores tend to close up after a few months of operation.

Where floating aerators are used, percolation does not matter since the aerator is floating and
its submergence will always remain the same. Hence, the lagoon can be constructed easily and
inexpensively in earthwork and provided with stone pitching, if necessary. This is the main
advantage of using floating aerators. Fabrication of aerators from non-corrosible material is, of
course, necessary to ensure durability. An electric cable may be carried overhead to the aerator
from the banks of the lagoon. The steel ropes used to anchor the aerator to the side banks can be
used to carry the cable also. For repairs or maintenance, the aerator can be pulled or dragged in
water to a corner of the lagoon where a small loop or arm can be provided to 'wet dock' the
aerator and enable lifting it up for inspection.

Other precautions in installing aerators depend on the size and type of aerator, and the cli-
matic conditions, and must be checked with the aerator manufacturer. In severely cold climates,
special precautions need to be taken to keep aerators running inspite of ice formations, and
during sudden thawing which may cause imbalances resulting in damage to gear boxes. These
may need the provision of special cover plates.

In the case of large aerators (over 75 hp) it is advisable to provide a concrete pad directly
below them on the lagoon bottom, or a shallow tube. The aeration capacity of all types of aera-
tors tend to be reduced by the formation of a vortex which is generally controlled by providing
baffles attached to the aerator support pillars.

Sometimes, it may be advisable to leave room for additional aerators to be installed either to
meet expected increases in the incoming BOD or to increase the suspended solids concentration
in the lagoon to desired values.

Aerated lagoons are often rectangular in shape though they could be built to conform to
natural topographical features. However, it appears that power levels required for mixing are
increased if the length-to-width ratio exceeds 2:1 (Eckenfelder et al., 1974). In the case of uneven
shape, the number and disposition of aerators should be such as to ensure uniform oxygenation.

The usual principles of good civil engineering practice would apply to the design and con-
struction of aerated lagoons, particularly with regard to embankment slopes, compaction of earth-
work, pitching, flood protection, etc. Where the ground water table is relatively high, the lagoon
level must be raised accordingly, and where irrigation of adjoining fields is desired, the lagoon
level may be so kept as to permit gravity flow to the fields.

The provision of preliminary screening facility and a weir or flume for flow measurement are
strongly recommended even for small installations.

As aerated lagoons are generally provided in earthwork, construction is facilitated by using
earth-moving machinery where possible. Aerators of required capacity are by ordered factory-
made and are readily installed, at site. Thus, in a sense aerated lagoons can become 'semi-pack-
aged plants'. They can also be relocated readily, if desired, at a later date or enlarged at the same
site. Where a rapid population increase is expected (as in the case of industrial townships), the

treatment facility can be provided in the form of 'modules'. Sometimes, the final aerated lagoon
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requirement can be provided right from the start but initially operated as an algal waste stabilization
pond and then converted into an aerated lagoon and aerators added as load increases. This flexibil-
ity is useful. Aerated lagoons are suitable over a wide range of population and effluent conditions.
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Classical Algal Ponds

for Treatment and

Resource Recovery

Amongst the natural, non-mechanized, treatment systems, classical algal ponds have been used most
frequently to treat wastewater. In the Indian experience, 3-celled algal oxidation ponds give the best
performance. Even helminths are removed 100 per cent.

Waste stabilization ponds are the simplest of all waste treatment techniques available for treat-

ing sewered wastewaters. Their advantages stem from their extreme simplicity and reliability of

operation. Nature cannot go wrong; there is no equipment to fail; no tricks to successful opera-

tion. But, nature is slower, requiring longer detention periods which in turn imply larger land

requirements. Biological activity is also considerably affected by temperature, more so in the

pond's natural conditions. Thus, waste stabilization ponds are most appropriate where land is

inexpensive, climate favourable, and a simple method of treatment is desired not requiring equip-

ment and operating skills (Gloyna, 1971).

The chapter explains how current refinements in design enable ponds to be approached as

reactors, affected by reaction kinetics and flow patterns. The performance criteria in many cases

have widened to include the removal of micro-organisms and nutrients, besides meeting the

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) (Arceivala, 1998).

9.1 TYPES OF PONDS

(a) Aerobic waste stabilization ponds are shallow ponds of about 0.3 m depth or less designed so

as to maximize light penetration and the growth of algae through photosynthetic action.

Aerobic conditions are maintained throughout the depth of the pond at all times. Such

ponds are useful where the ultimate harvesting of algae is desired, but their use in waste

treatment has not been widespread.
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(b) Anaerobic waste stabilization ponds require no dissolved oxygen (DO) for microbial activity as
the anaerobic and facultative organisms use oxygen from compounds like nitrates and sul-
phates as their hydrogen acceptors, and give end-products like methane and carbon diox-
ide. Such ponds, can therefore, accept higher organic loadings (> 100 g/m2/day) and oper-
ate without algal photosynthesis. Light penetration is unimportant and they can be built
deeper, about 3�4 m being more common. Temperatures above 15°C are essential, and the
rate of digestion increases sevenfold for each 5°C rise. An anaerobic pond can now be re-
placed by an upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) which is actually more efficient in
performance and equally non-mechanized. Anaerobic effluent is generally not fit for dis-
charge without further treatment. Anaerobic ponds are, thus, often provided in tandem
with facultative ponds, which follow them.

(c) Facultative waste stabilization ponds are partly aerobic and partly anaerobic. They are often about
1�2 m in depth, favouring algal growth along with the growth of facultative microorganisms
(see Fig. 9.1). Their volumetric BOD loadings are reported to be around 15�40
g/m2 day. Facultative ponds are predominantly aerobic during the sunshine hours as well as
for some hours of the night. In the few remaining hours, the pond bottom waters may turn
anaerobic. Benthal deposits are generally anaerobic beyond the first few millimetres from the
solids-water interface. Most of the existing waste stabilization ponds in the world are of the
facultative type with varying degrees of aerobicity and anaerobicity. In this chapter, therefore,

reference to waste stabilization ponds implies facultative ponds unless stated otherwise.

Sunlight

Aerobic

Faculative

Algal

CO2 O2

O2

Other
gases

Bacteria

New cells

New cells

Microbes

Organics Organics
acids etc.

Anaerobic
condition

Dead
cells

Dead
cells

Settleable
solids

CO + NH + PO2 3 4

Effluent + algal
+ bacterial cells

Settled sludge

Raw wastes

CH + CO + NH4 2 3

Fig. 9.1 Treatment of waste in a typical facultative pond

Ponds receiving untreated wastewaters are referred to as raw or primary waste stabilization
ponds. Those receiving partially treated or biologically treated wastewaters for further treat-
ment are called secondary waste stabilization ponds.
(d) Maturation ponds are secondary ponds in which wastewaters, pre-treated either in faculta-

tive ponds or conventional treatment plants, are exposed for a further period of time (about
5 to 7 days, depending upon the climate) with the main purpose of achieving natural bacte-
rial die-off to desired levels. The ponds are lightly loaded in terms of organic matter and
improve the quality of the final effluent. Maturation ponds are wholly aerobic even upto
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depths of 3 meters. The algal numbers, originally high in facultative pond effluents, reduce
considerably in maturation ponds owing to the presence of predators like crustaceans and
fish. Their usage has been reported upon mainly from South Africa and USA. According to
Arceivala (1981) in warm climates, they often constitute a safer and economically feasible
alternative to disinfection by chlorine.

(e) A fish pond can be a part of a maturation pond or an altogether separate pond in which fish
are reared. Sometimes they are also reared in the end-compartment of a primary pond.

(f) Aquatic plant ponds are secondary ponds in which vascular aquatic plants (e.g., hyacinths,
duckweeds, etc.) are allowed to grow either for their ability to remove heavy metals and
other substances from wastewaters or to give further treatment to wastewaters and pro-
duce new plant (biomass) for their nutrient or gas value (see Chapter 10).

9.2 TYPICAL FLOW-SHEETS

Figure 9.2 displays some commonly used layouts in designing waste stabilization ponds. The

first layout [Fig. 9.2 (a)] shows only a facultative pond while the second layout [Fig. 9.2 (b)]
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Fig. 9.2 Some typical layouts of waste stabilization pond systems
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shows an anaerobic pond followed by a facultative one; the third layout is a combination in

which the facultative pond is followed by either a maturation or fish or aquatic plant pond, or

all three if desired. Chlorination of the effluent is optional. Final discharge of the effluent is

made either to a water course or to land for restricted/unrestricted irrigation (Arceivala, 1973).

Ponds may have different geometric shapes and can be provided as cells in series or in paral-

lel to emphasize plug flow, dispersed flow or complete-mixing flow. Ponds can also occur in

combination with aerated lagoons as shown in Chapter 8.

9.2.1 Performance

The performance of each type of pond layout and flowsheet used can be judged from three differ-

ent viewpoints: (i) BOD removal, (ii) micro-organism reduction, and (iii) nutrients removal. It should

also be remembered that being a natural system, its performance varies from day to day, and even

hour to hour, depending on its location, temperature, sunlight and other climatic factors. Perform-

ance must also be judged in the light of possible undesirable developments (e.g., sulphide odours,

mosquito breeding and ground water pollution) which may occur. Engineering performance is

dictated, in large measure, by the various factors which influence substrate utilization in the pond,

and skill lies in optimizing this utilization, without creating offensive conditions.

9.3 FACTORS AFFECTING POND ECOSYSTEMS

In a pond ecosystem, the principal members of the abiotic component are oxygen, carbon diox-

ide, water, light, and nutrients while the biotic component includes algae, bacteria, protozoa and

a variety of other organisms. Figure 9.1 shows the different components of the pond system and

some of their inter-relationships. The presence of both bacteria and algae in symbiotic action is

essential to convert the complex organic substrate contained in the wastewater to simpler inor-

ganic end-products like the nitrates and phosphates whose uptake leads to the production of

more bacteria and algae, some of which flow out with the effluent. Detailed discussions are to be

found elsewhere (Gloyna 1971; Feachem et al., 1977).

The various factors which affect pond design are:

1. Wastewater character and fluctuations

2. Environmental factors (radiation, light, temperature, and resulting viscosity and their fluctuations)

3. Algal growth patterns and their diurnal and seasonal variations

4. Bacterial growth patterns, and decay rates

5. Hydraulic transport patterns, Reynolds Number, dispersion, etc.

6. Evaporation and seepage

7. Solids settlement, liquefaction, gassification, upward diffusion, sludge accumulation

8. Gas transfer at interface.

Simpler steady state, first-order kinetic models with assumed flow patterns have often been

used to illustrate the foregoing complex patterns. Ideally, non-steady state, mathematical models

using mass balance equations are needed to simulate water quality in ponds. Such approaches

are being increasingly attempted (Fritz and Meredith, 1979; Ferrara and Harleman, 1980). A

similar computer-based method developed by Asolekar and Langote (2004) can also be used.
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9.4 ALGAL GROWTH DYNAMICS

9.4.1 Nutrient Content of Algae

Algae can be expressed by the empirical formulae C106H180O45N16P1 or C106H263O110N16P1 and the

relative proportion of C: N: P is about 40: 7: 1. This proportion in domestic sewage, however, is

only 11.4: 3: 1. Thus, in case of sewage, the carbon is limiting or, in other words, when BOD is fully

removed some nitrogen and phosphorus are still left over. On the other hand, the C: N: P ratio for

industrial wastes can be quite variable and, in fact, in some cases nitrogen and/or phosphorus

may need to be artificially added to get the required balance for promoting algal growth.

9.4.2 Algal Cell Washout Time

Besides nutrients, algae require sufficient time in a pond to grow and multiply through binary

fission. If this time is not sufficient, the algal cell will pass out into the effluent before it has had

time to multiply.

The observed growth rate for algae in ponds can range widely depending on temperature and

other factors. Studies in the UK (Toms et al., 1975) have found the rate to be 0.05�0.7 per day. If

the typically observed growth rate under a given condition is, for example, 0.48 per day, the

algae should remain 1/0.48 days, namely a little over 2 days in the pond, otherwise cell washout

would occur. Each pond compartment should provide a minimum detention time of 2�2.25

days for successful algal culture under such conditions.

Bacterial growth rates are much faster than those of algae. Thus, algal cell washout times

control the minimum detention time.

9.5 OXYGEN PRODUCTION IN A POND

The oxygen input in a pond occurs at least from two sources. It occurs partly from the mass

transfer of oxygen that takes place at the air/water interface of the pond and partly from the

oxygen co-produced when algae grows in a pond through photosynthesis. The algae also need

carbon dioxide for photosynthesis and their demand for it exceeds that supplied from the at-

mosphere. This is where bacterial activity helps to produce more carbon dioxide. Thus, there is

'symbiosis' between algae and bacteria (Feachem et al., 1977 ). The split between the two sources

of oxygen is variable from hour to hour.

Oxygen Mass Transfer from Air-Water Interface

According to Asolekar and Langote (2004), the rate of oxygen transfer across the air/water in-

terface from lab simulated studies, is K0xy = 1 ´ 10�5 m/sec at 35°C and may be sufficient to meet

the full requirement.

Oxygen Co-produced in Photosynthesis

Oxygen is co-produced along with algae through photosynthesis in a pond. Algal growth converts

solar energy to chemical energy in the organic form. Empirical studies have shown that generally

about 6 per cent of visible light energy can be converted to algal energy (Oswald and Gotaas, 1957).
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The chemical energy contained in an algal cell can be determined as the unit heat of combus-

tion using a bomb calorimeter. Values averaging 6000 calories per gram of algae, on ash free

basis, have been observed.

The light energy received on a pond surface is stated as langleys/day (gram calories per

square centimetre per day). Visible radiation which can penetrate the water surface is limited to

4000�7000 A°. Table 9.1 gives some typical values for latitudes from 10° to 50°N. The maximum

values relate to clear sky conditions, while 'minimum' values occur when the sky is cloudy.

Depending on the 'sky clearance factor' for an area (data generally available from meteorologi-

cal departments), the average visible radiation received can be estimated as follows:

Average radiation = minimum radiation +

[(Maximum-radiation�Minimum radiation) ´ Sky clearance factor]

Its use is illustrated in Example 9.1.

Table 9.1: Average visible radiation at different latitudes

Latitude (degrees north) Visible radiation

Maximum Minimum

50 26 7
40 66 24
30 126 70
20 182 120
10 225 162

Example 9.1 Determine the theoretical average algal production per hectare of pond surface at 23°N in

December if the sky clearance factor at the pond location is 75%. Assume conversion efficiency is 6%.

Average radiation = 105 + [(165�105) ´ 0.75] = 150 cal/cm2/day

Average algal production per hectare = 
150 10 0 06

6000 10

8

3

´ ´

´

.a f

= 150 kg/ha/day (i.e., 15 g/m2/day)

Oxygen production occurs concurrently with algal production in accordance with the follow-

ing equations:

106 CO 16NO HPO 122H 0 18H C H O N P 138O2 3 4 2 106 263 110 16 1

algae 1 1

2

Oxygen 1.3

+ + + + ® +
+

a f a f
1 2444 3444 124 34

On weight basis, the oxygen production is 1.3 times the algal production. Besides the mass

transfer of oxygen and CO2 that occurs at the water/air interface, the oxygen co-produced through

photosynthesis could also be valuable in meeting the BOD requirements of the wastewater. Con-

ventionally, a safe assumption is made that to ensure aerobic conditions throughout a pond, the

ultimate demand of the wastewater for oxygen (BODu) should not exceed the oxygen produced
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in algal photosynthesis. Production and consumption should be balanced to ensure that some

DO is present in the effluent at all times.

Example 9.2 Estimate the permissible BODu loading on the pond described in Example 9.1. Assume

BOD treatment efficiency in the pond averages 80%. Neglect oxygen transfer at interface.

Oxygen production = 1.3 ´ 150 = 195 kg/ha/day = 19.5 g/m2/day

In order to balance oxygen production with oxygen consumption due to BODu removed in
pond, the permissible BODu loading on pond should not exceed 195/0.8, namely, the pond size

should be such that it will produce at least 244 kg of oxygen/ha/day (say, 250 kg/ha/day or 25

g/m2/day) through photosysthesis.

Fig. 9.3 Relative depths of aerobic and anaerobic zones in facultative ponds at different BOD
loading rates in Nagpur, India

Figure 9.3 shows the relative depths of aerobic and anaerobic zones in facultative ponds at
day and night. As the BOD load on a pond increases, the depth of the aerobic zone tends to
diminish both during day and night. With increased BOD load, relatively more algal growth is
promoted; this algal biomass not only generates oxygen but consumes it as well. It gives oxygen
only during daylight hours when photosynthesis is possible, but it consumes oxygen all the
while (day and night) in respiration. With increased algal biomass, the loss of oxygen in non-
photosynthesis hours can be so rapid as to turn the pond anaerobic and lead to sulphide forma-
tion and odorous conditions.

From this viewpoint, Neel et al. (1961) suggest that the ratio of the average radiation to BODu

loading should be above 0.38 to maintain DO in the pond effluent. The Indian experience de-
notes that a ratio above 0.42 is desirable. For the data given in Examples 9.1 and 9.2, the ratio is
150/250 = 0.6 which is well above the minimum desirable value.

Thirumurti (1994) has shown that as radiation reduces in intensity, the DO in the effluent
diminishes but BOD removal rate progresses undiminished until finally light becomes limiting.

It should also be noted that if conditions are satisfactory, a certain part of the BODu is re-
moved anaerobically in the lower strata of the pond. With increased pond loading, a greater
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fraction of the BOD is likely to be removed anaerobically, especially in warmer climates. When a

pond is loaded in accordance with the above described methods keeping the ratio of average

radiation to BODu, loading above 0.42 undesirable effects (malodour, etc.) can be restricted to a

minimum (Arceivala, 1981).

9.6 SUBSTRATE REMOVAL RATE IN PONDS

The size of a pond also has to be determined from the viewpoint of substrate removal rate at the

prevailing temperature besides oxygen production seen earlier and the higher of the two values

used so that desired performance is obtained. In the presence of oxygen, aerobic bacteria pro-

duce CO2 from organic carbon, nitrates from organic nitrogen, phosphates from organic phos-

phorus, and sulfates from organic sulfur. In a pond, under the symbiotic action of microorgan-

isms and algae the substrate is worked upon as shown in Fig. 9.1 and gradually stabilized. The

extent of stabilization or the substrate (BOD) removal rate, Kp, per unit time can be determined

either from existing ponds or from laboratory scale units by measuring the incoming and outgo-

ing substrate concentrations, S0 and S, respectively, the flow rate Q, the pond volume V, and the

temperature, as shown in Fig. 9.4. The detention time, t = V/Q.

Fig. 9.4 Laboratory determination of substrate removal rate KP for algal WSP (Note: The two

methods of data fitting do not give the same Kp values)

The data thus obtained is generally either force-fitted to one of the two ideal flow pattern

models (plug flow and complete mixing) or fitted to match the actual (dispersed) flow condi-

tion:

1. Plug flow [see Eq. (3.2)]:

S = So e
�K
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2. Completely-mixed flow [see Eq. (3.6)]:

S =
S

Kt
O

1 +

3. Dispersed flow [see Eq. (9.1)]:

As stated in Chapter 3, the flow through a pond is not ideal. It is, in fact, non-ideal, dispersed

flow. Thus, the data can be fitted to any observed flow pattern by using the dispersed flow

equation (or Fig. 3.5) provided a dye-tracer test is first conducted on the pond in order to deter-
mine the flow pattern.

S = SO 
4

1 1

1 2

2 2 2 2

a e

a e a e

d

a d a d
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. .
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/ /
+ - -

L
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Q

P
P-b g a f

, (Eq. 9.1)

In which a = 1 4+ K t dp .

d = D/UL = Dispersion number (dimensionless)

D = Dispersion coefficient, m2/hour

U = Flow velocity, m/hour

L = Length of flow, m

This method gives the applicable value of Kp since it takes into account the actual flow pat-

tern (and, therefore, the actual residence time in the pond) rather than assumed ideal flow pat-

terns. Moreover, as substrate removal is assumed to follow first-order kinetics, the removal rate

also depends on the initial loading on the pond. The Kp value, in case of facultative units, is also

a composite value, the result of partly aerobic and partly anaerobic activity. Laboratory studies

for determining Kp values are explained more fully by Arceivala (1981).

Analyzing pond data for domestic sewage from USA, Canada, Thailand, India and elsewhere,

after taking actual dispersion conditions and loadings into account, Arceivala (1981) gives the

following equation:

Kp (20 °C) = 0.132 log (BODu load) � 0.169 (Eq. 9.2)

In practice, Kp values at 20°C are found to range from 0.10 to 0.15 in most cases, depending

on the pond load as indicated below. If during designing, the pond load (BODu) is not known, it

would be safe to assume the BODu load as equal to oxygen co-produced by algae, kg/ha/day.

BODu load Kg/ha-day Kp (20ºC) per day

100 0.10

200 0.13

300 0.15

In the design procedure used by Asolekar and Langote (2004), the Kp values obtained are

similar, namely, they vary from 0.13 to 0.20 per day at 25°C, the lower value being applicable to

facultative ponds with h > 2.5 m and the higher value to aerobic ponds with h < 2.5 m. The effect

of pond loading on the Kp values has not been taken into account by them.
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These Kp values are not to be confused with other K values found in literature generally

based on assumed ideal completely-mixed flow or plug flow patterns.

The pond temperature can be estimated as explained in Chapter 3. If the average winter

temperature in the pond is expected to be less than 20°C, the KP value obtained from a particu-

lar pond load should be corrected for temperature using

Kp (T°C) = Kp (20°C) (1.035)T�20 (Eq. 9.3)

9.7 CHOICE OF FLOW PATTERN AND POND DETENTION TIME

The detention time required for any desired efficiency and flow pattern is determined using

Figure 3.5 or 3.6, as illustrated in Example 9.3. It should be noted that the mixing condition in a

pond has a considerable effect on the detention time requirement for a given efficiency as illus-

trated below.

Example 9.3: At 23°N, assuming Kp = 0.15 per day for domestic sewage, compute the detention time for

85% efficiency when the flow pattern is: (i) well-mixed (D/UL = 4.0), and (ii) plug flow type (D/UL = 0.2).

(a) Well-mixed Flow Pattern

At 85% efficiency and D/UL = 4.0 the chart gives Kp t = 5.0. Hence,

t = � 
5 0

0 15

.

.
 = 33.0 days

(b) Plug Flow Pattern

At the same 85% efficiency, but D/UL = 0.2, the chart gives Kp t = 2.5. Hence,

t =
2 5

0 15

.

.
 = 16.7 days

Thus, a pond of only half the size is required if the flow pattern is plug flow rather than

complete-mixing.

The use of dispersed flow models gives the designer an opportunity to decide the flow pat-

tern he wishes to adopt in the interest of better treatment. For example, in the case of certain

industrial wastes which have either highly fluctuating flows or the presence of slugs of toxic

substances which may interfere with treatment, a designer may wish to promote relatively com-

plete-mixing conditions. On the other hand, in case of domestic or municipal wastes, a designer

may wish to have relatively plug-flow pattern especially where high degree of BOD and coliform

removals are desired. The designer must, therefore, play with his pond geometry to secure the

desired result (Arceivala, 1981).

It is not possible to benefit from such flexibility when standard design formulae (such as

Gloyna's well-known equation) are used. No wonder, therefore, one finds in the literature, widely

varying detention times and surface loadings with very little mention of flow characteristics.

The effect of pond geometry, especially pond width, W, on the dispersion coefficient, D, has

been explained in Chapter 3 and empirical correlations for estimation of D have been given by

Arceivala (1981), Polprasert and Bhattarai (1985) and Soares and Bernardes (1991) and the latter
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as modified by Agunwamba (2001). At the present time, the use of such equations has been

shown in Chapter 3 to give widely divergent results. Hence, it is recommended to provide only

ponds of the general shape for giving mixing conditions either approximately approaching plug

flow or complete-mixing.

The equal-sized cells-in-series model has often been used with success in case of domestic or

municipal wastewater as two or three cells in series usually give an overall D/UL value around

0.2 to 0.7. However, in other cases, unequal-sized cells may be advantageous to use with the first

cell larger than the others to promote well mixed condition in the first cell followed by more

plug flow conditions in later cells. This flexibility has advantages, especially with certain indus-

trial wastes or where the terrain is very uneven.

If a complete-mixing type of pond is desired, either the pond should be more squarish in

layout with just a single inlet or the same volume can be split into two or three cells in series

with incremental feed as explained in Chapter 3 so as to give a pond similar in performance to

a complete-mixing pond.

9.8 POND DEPTH

Pond depth generally varies in the range of 1 � 2 m in most cases. It should be so chosen that at

the minimum pond surface area (to ensure required algal production) the minimum detention

time criterion is also satisfied.

This is best illustrated by Example 9.4.

Example 9.4 At 23°N the permissible loading on a pond is estimated at 250 kg BOD ha/day (25 g/m2/d)

and the desired detention time as 20 days. Compute pond area requirement per person and pond depth

assuming the flow Q = 167 L /person/day, BOD5 = 50 g/person/day and BODu = 1.4, (BOD5 ) = 70 g per

person/day.

Minimum pond area required at 23°N =
70

25
 = 2.8 m2/person

Minimum pond volume required = 167 ´ 20 = 3.34 m3/person

Hence, required Pond depth =
3 34

2 8

.

.
 = 1.2 m

If a pond is kept shallower than 1 m, the growth of emergent vegetation is encouraged. Tem-

perature effects would also be felt throughout the depth. Deeper ponds, on the other hand,

would exhibit greater temperature stability and, therefore, more even performance. In warmer

climates, anaerobicity is experienced more continuously in the lower layers (see below).

Deep ponds of even 3�5 m depth have been used in Israel (Wachs and Berend, 1968) and

advantages claimed for them. More studies on their use are needed, especially in warm climates

like that of India, where the continuous existence of an anaerobic layer at the lower levels can

promote good BOD removal through gassification and can give equally good treatment efficiencies

with reduced land surface areas. This was also discussed under mechanically aerated lagoons in

Chapter 8.
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9.9 ANAEROBIC ACTIVITY IN PONDS

Settled organics in the lower zone undergo liquefaction, followed by gassification. Liquefaction
is brought about by facultative bacteria (acid formers) without reducing BOD. The liquefied
material diffuses upwards unless conditions are favourable for gassification.

Gassification is brought about by methane-forming bacteria which are strict anaerobes. They
convert organic carbon to carbon dioxide and methane. Thus, methane formation signifies BOD
removal. However, methane formers function only if there is no DO in the lower zone, and if the
temperatures are higher than 15°�18°C. Thus, deeper ponds with higher BOD loadings in warm
climates can sustain continuous gassification and account for 30�50% BOD removal anaerobically
(Siddiqui et al., 1972)

Conversely, in colder climates, the organics may liquefy but they do not gassify, and in very
cold conditions even substantial liquefaction may not occur. In such conditions, the pond con-
tents may seem to remain in "cold storage" during the winter and bacterial activity (and, there-
fore, oxygen demand) may only become unduly high in the late spring months when tempera-

tures increase giving poor effluent quality at that time.

9.10 SULPHIDE PRODUCTION IN PONDS

A certain amount of sulphide formation often occurs in facultative ponds, but when this is ex-
cessive, it may lead to malodours and even inhibition of algal activity. Generally, sulphides for-
mation is limited to the anaerobic bottom layers of a pond and is chemically or biochemically
oxidized as it diffuses upwards into the aerobic layers. However, if sulphide production is ex-
cessive or if the upper layers are not oxygenated enough owing to inhibition of algal activity or
for any other reason, foul odour may result.

The sulphates contained in the wastewater are reduced to sulphides by those bacteria which
utilize sulphate as a hydrogen acceptor in their catabolic reactions. Typical of this group of bacteria
are those of the Desulphovibrio species for which favourable conditions imply a DO concentration
of less than about 0.16 mg/l, i.e. practically anaerobic conditions, and temperature above 15°C.

The sulphides so formed are readily oxidized by DO. They can also be oxidized biochemically
by two different groups of micro-organisms. The first group consists of sulphur bacteria, a group
of strict aerobes which utilize sulphides but only under aerobic conditions (in which chemical
oxidation by DO occurs more readily). They are consequently not generally found in stabilization
ponds. The second group of micro-organisms which oxidize sulphides are the photosynthetic
sulphur bacteria which are often present in large numbers in stabilization ponds when sulphides
are available to them. These bacteria require both light and sulphides, and utilize carbon dioxide
as the hydrogen acceptor.

Thus, photosynthetic sulphur bacteria help to reduce foul odour by oxidizing the sulphides. When
they are present in large numbers, ponds show a typical brownish red colour. Unlike the photosyn-
thetic algae, these bacteria do not produce any oxygen and hence do not help in BOD removal.

Gloyna and Espino (1969) studied sulphide production in the lab-scale stabilization ponds
under different loading conditions. From their factorially designed experiments they developed
an empirical relation which could be stated as follows, at 25°C:

S2� mg/L = [0.0001058 (kg BOD5/ha/day)�0.001655 (detention, days) + 0.0553] ´ SO4
2� mg/l

This equation enables an estimation of the average 24-hour sulphide ion (S2�) concentration in a
facultative stabilization pond at 25°C if the BOD loading, the detention time in the pond, and the
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incoming sulphate ion (SO4
2�) concentration in the wastewater are known. The coefficients would

evidently change at other temperatures for which data are not available at present. However, the
relationship as given is likely to be useful in estimating sulphides during critical summer-time
operation of ponds in many regions where pond temperatures would be around 25°C (see Ex-
ample 9.5).

Inhibition of algal activity may occur if the average sulphide ion concentration exceeds about
4 mg/l. Disappearance of algae has been observed by Gloyna and Espino (1969) and others at
about 6.5�8.4 mg/l. Sulphide formation can, in fact, become a severe constraint on adopting
high BOD loadings and short detention times in warm climates.

Oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) measurements have been used to the early formation of
sulphides in ponds as relatively small increases in sulphide ion concentration cause large de-
creases in ORP. Sulphide ion concentration generally shows a diurnal variation in ponds, being

maximum before day-break and diminishing thereafter as photosynthesis picks up.

9.11 MICRO-ORGANISM REMOVAL IN PONDS

Bacterial removal in ponds also depends on temperature and mixing patterns as seen earlier for

BOD removal. The presence of algae does not appear to enhance bacterial die off rates through

any antagonistic activity (Sarikaya and Saatei, 1987)

Bacterial die off rate is first order and given by:

dN

dt
 = Kb.N (Eq. 9.5)

where N = Number of organisms at any given time, t

Kb = Die off rate, per unit time

Marais (1974) has reported very useful studies in die-off rates. Adapting these rates to dis-

persed flow conditions, Arceivala (1981) suggests that

Kb = 1.0 � 1.2 per day at 20°C

Marais' values have also been shown to be equally applicable to coliforms, E. Coli and faecal
streptococci in pond effluents. At temperatures other than 20°C, the rate has to be adjusted by

the following equation valid between 5 � 21°C:

Kb (T°C) = Kb (20°C) (1.19) T�20 (Eq. 9.6)

The high value of the constant (1.19) shows that temperature has a considerable effect on

bacterial die off rates.

9.12 MICRO-ORGANISM REDUCTION PRIOR TO REUSE IN IRRIGATION

Raw sewage may contain 106�107 coliforms/100 while pond effluents proposed to be used for

irrigation may need to be brought down in concentration to less than 1000/100 ml. Thus, remov-

als required are on the order of 99.9 � 99.99 per cent or even higher.
An examination of Fig. 3.5 shows that well-mixed ponds can rarely meet such high removal

requirements. These can be achieved only with conditions approaching plug flow. Thus, the
various alternative strategies available to a designer who wants high removals are as follows:
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1. Ensure that pond geometry is appropriate to give required low value of D/UL < 0.2.
2. Provide cells in series (at least three cells).
3. Increase detention time (increase depth).
4. Provide additional pond (e.g., maturation pond 5�7 days detention).
5. Provide chlorination.
The last alternative (chlorination) may be the only feasible option in a colder climate, but in

warmer countries, the other options must be fully explored first. The use of chlorine is not
favoured owing to the fear of formation of trihalomethanes (THM) in sewage effluents and the
high cost of the chemical.

Among other organisms, helminths (both cysts and ova) are fully removed in ponds with
three cells in series (NEERI Report, 1970). Snail vectors of bilharziasis are unable to flourish in

ponds. Virus removals upwards of 85 per cent have been observed in the field.

9.13 SLUDGE ACCUMULATION

Gloyna (1971) gives sludge accumulation as 0.03�0.05 m3/person/year. Indian studies with four

ponds have shown the accumulation to be 0.08 m3/person/year as the average after four years
of accumulation (Arceivala, 1981).

Grit constitutes only 5�10 per cent of the accumulated sludge volume, but the problem with
grit is that it tends to accumulate all in the first compartment directly near the inlet point. Even
then, prior grit removal is not always necessary.

Sludge cleaning from facultative ponds must be planned for at least once in 7�10 years.
Anaerobic ponds may need to be desludged once in 3�5 years. The dried sludge is highly fa-

voured for use by farmers as a soil conditioner.

9.14 PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL IN PONDS

The total phosphorus contained in a pond is partly in the organic form and partly, in fact mainly, as

inorganic phosphate. Figure 9.5(a) shows the relative transformations that occur in a pond system.
There are two phosphorus removal mechanisms: (i) phosphorus contained in algae passing

out in effluent, and (ii) precipitation of phosphorus. Algae contains about 1% phosphorus by
weight; hence algae passing out in the effluent will carry away that much phosphorus. This
would account for removal of only about 1 mg/l or so and, thus, is a minor mechanism.

Precipitation as calcium hydroxyapatite, however, constitutes the major mechanism. It has
been shown that the soluble phosphates concentration in the effluent is strongly dependent on

pH [see Fig. 9.5(b)]. Beyond pH value 8.2, the concentration drops sharply owing to low solubil-
ity. There is no doubt a "regeneration" mechanism by which some of the precipitated phosphate
is dissolved back into the pond under certain favourable conditions. Phosphorus removal is
promoted by algal growth which raises pH value. Thus consistently more phosphorus removal

should occur in warmer climates. The removal phenomenon should also show seasonal and

diurnal variations similar to those of pH in ponds. Furthermore, better removal should occur in the

later cells of a cells-in-series system where anaerobic activity would be less and pH values high.

Specific design criteria for phosphorus removal are not available. However, phosphate con-

tent of warm weather pond effluents often average 1 � 3 mg P/L.
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Fig. 9.5 (a) Relative transformations between organic and inorganic forms of phosphorus and their

interactions in pond systems; (b) Effect of hydrogen ion concentration on the solubility

of phosphates in Rye Meads effluent with total hardness of 315 mg/l as CaCO3

[reproduced from Toms et al. (1975)].
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9.15 NITROGEN REMOVAL IN PONDS

For nitrogen removal also, specific design criteria are not available and one can only take some

measures, if desired, to promote removal. Various nitrogen forms and their interactions are shown

in Fig. 9.6. A materials balance is, indeed, difficult since some quantum of nitrogen fixation also

occurs.

Wastewater
inflow

Nitrogen
fixation At high pH Denitrification

Organic
nitrogen NH N3– NO N3–

Mineralization

Organic growth

Organic growth

Effluent

Seepage
Loss in sediments
and seepage

Fig. 9.6 Organic and inorganic forms of nitrogen and their interactions in a WSP

Nitrogen removal mechanisms are: (i) loss with algae in effluent, (ii) loss through seepage,

and (iii) denitrification. Denitrification is the principal mechanism while loss with algae in efflu-

ent may account for only 6�9 per cent nitrogen contained by weight in algae. Denitrification

occurs more consistently in warmer climates.

The promotion of nitrogen removal in ponds can be achieved through the following:

· Lighter loading on ponds

· Increased area of interface between pond water and the mud base

· Provision of cells-in-series

The water-mud interface appears to be important for facultative denitrifiers. According to

Gale et al. (1993), a NO3�N loss of about 1 g/m2/day appears to be attainable in ponds and 0.5

gN/m2/day in constructed wetlands.

9.16 EXAMPLE OF A POND DESIGN

The essential steps in designing a waste stabilization pond are outlined in the following illustra-

tive example.

Example 9.5 Design a waste stabilization pond for 25,000 people for a town in North India (near

Nepal) with the following data:

Q = 150 L/person/day = 3,750 m3/day; Wastewater temp. = 20°C

BOD5 = 50 g/person/day = 333 mg/l (say 330 mg/l); Final BOD5 < 50 mg/l

SO4 = 115 mg/l; pH = 7.8�8.0; Coliforms = 107/100 ml

Latitude = 30°N; Average radiation in January = 115 cal/cm2/day

Average ambient air temperature in January = 10°C; Summer = 25°C
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(a) Oxygen Production

= 1.3 [115 ´ 108 ´ 0.06 ]/ [6000 ´ 103 ] = 150 kg/ha/day

(b) Estimation of Kp

Kp (20°C) = 0.132 log (BODu) � 0.169

Assume BODu = 150 kg BODu/ha/day (safely assumed, same as above)

Kp (20°C) = 0.13/day

As a trial, assume pond temperature in January = 12°C (check later)]

Kp (12°C) = (0.13) (1.035)12�20 = 0.095/day

(c) Dispersion Number

Assume D/UL = 0.5 (Ordinary municipal / domestic waste; plug-flow desirable).

Note: We must provide pond geometry accordingly (see Fig 9.7)

(d) Estimation of Detention Time and Pond Volume

For using Fig. 3.5.

S/So = 50 mg/L / 330 mg/L = 0.15%

At D/UL = 0.5, we get K t×  = 2.85 or t = 2.85/0.095 = 30 days

Hence, Pond volume = 30 ´ 3,750 m3/d = 112,500 m3

[Note: If D/UL = 4, t = 42 days]

(e) Estimation of Pond Area

BODu removed in pond should be not more than 150 kg/ha/day

Since BOD removal efficiency = (1 � 0.15) = 85%

Maximum BODu load on pond should be 150/0.85 or 176 kg/ha/day

Influent BODu = 1.4 ´ 50 ´ 25,000 = 1750 kg/day

Hence, minimum pond area required = 1750/176 = 9.95 ha

(f) Choice of Pond Depth

Minimum pond depth = 112,500/99,500 = 1.13 m (keep minimum 1.5 m)

(g) Check for Pond Temperature
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(h) Estimated Sulphide Concentration in pond at 25°C

= [(0.0001058) (112) � (0.001655) (37) + 0.0553] ´ 115

= 1.15 mg/l, average at 25°C

(i) Pond Geometry

Net water surface area per person = 9.95 ha = 99,500 m2 = 3.98 m2 (net)

Gross land required may be 25% more owing to embankments

(j) Pond Configuration

Owing to local mountainous terrain, it is decided to adopt a series-parallel arrangement as

shown in the Figure. 9.7
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Note: In the above case, the land required per person is relatively high as compared to most  other parts

of India owing to cold temperature and poor radiation in January month. For comparison, if the
same pond were near Mumbai (23oN) India, the oxygen production would have been 200 kg/ha/
day and corresponding value of Kp = 0.15 at 25oC in January. The detention time, would have been
only t = 15 days for D/UL = 0.5 and pond volume = 3750 ´ 15 = 56,250 m3 i.e., 56,250/1.5 = 37,500,

namely, 1.5 m2/cap (net),

(k) Sludge Accumulation

At 0.08 m3 sludge/person/year and 10 years cleaning interval (assuming average popula-

tion during this period = 25,000).

Sludge volume = 25,000 ´ 0.08 ´ 10 = 20,000 m3

Provide 2 m depth instead of 1.5 m in the first cell of each series.

(l) Coliform Removal

Assume Kb = 1.2/day at 20°C; q = 1.19; D/UL = 0.5

Pond Kb.t Removal Coliform
temperature(°C) efficiency (%)  concentration (per

100 ml of effluent)

20 (1.2)(37) = 44.4 99.99 1000
11 (1.2)(1.19)11�20(37) = 9.28 97.8 220,000

Consider the need for further reduction through any of the following:

· Reduce D/UL still further

· Provide more detention time (increase depth)

· Provide maturation pond

Fig. 9.7 Pond configuration adopted

Note: The algorithm prepared by Asolekar and Langote can also be used to solve the above Example 9.16,
with the same basic data, and to arrive at similar results. The algorithm would help readers, if they

wish to readily see the effect of varying some of the input data/coefficients.

9.17 PRE-TREATMENT IN ANAEROBIC UNITS

The pre-treatment of wastewater in anaerobic units before they enter waste stabilization ponds can

be either in: (i) open anaerobic ponds, or (ii) UASBs. Pre-treatment is generally the most effective

way of reducing the size of ponds (and, therefore, the extent of land required) at a plant site.

Wherever feasible, the UASB would be preferred as it would need a relatively smaller area

and give more consistent and higher degree of BOD removal throughout the year as compared
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to an open anaerobic pond. Moreover, in case of the UASB, gas collection is possible, if desired.

However, in out-of-way places, where land is cheap and occasional malodors can be tolerated,

open anaerobic ponds would be cheaper and may be preferred.

The performance characteristics of anaerobic ponds and lagoons in some typical applications

are discussed below along with their design criteria.

Gloyna has reported experiences with anaerobic ponds from Zambia, South Africa, Australia

and Israel. The seemingly wide variations in results are due to the influence of temperature,

pond mixing conditions, and other factors. Experience in India with domestic sewage ranges

over detention times of about two to three days giving 60�70 per cent BOD reduction, though

40�60 per cent may be more dependable over temperature ranges of 20�30°C. Detention time

beyond five days is generally not recommended for domestic sewage because the pond may

then tend to act as a facultative unit.

Sludge digesters operating under controlled conditions with conventional designs have provided

for average loadings of 0.5�0.65 kg of volatile suspended solids (VSS) per cubic metre per day. High

rate digesters are designed to handle even three to five times more load than conventional ones.

Anaerobic lagoons of two to five days detention time meant for treating domestic sewage are

loaded at about 0.10�0.30 kg VSS/m3 day which places them in the same range as septic tanks.

These loadings are not necessarily limiting loadings and higher rates may be justifiable with more

concentrated wastes. With first-order reactions, higher loading rates would be advantageous.

Regeneration time for methane bacteria have been reported to vary from 2 to 11 days depending

on the temperature and species. Thus, anaerobic units of less than this detention time would suffer

from likely cell washout before the cell has had sufficient time to multiply at the prevailing tempera-

ture. A lagoon that is limited to two days detention time in treating usual domestic sewage in a

warm climate is consequently not possible to be loaded much higher than 0.30 kg VSS/m3/day.

Other reports from India of the use of anaerobic lagoons in industrial waste treatment include

tanneries using the vegetable tanning process where 80% efficiency is claimed for anaerobic la-

goons, milk wastes with 66% efficiency, and pulp and paper mill wastes with lesser efficiency.

Anaerobic lagoons have also been used with distillery and sugar mill wastes.

Figure 17.2 gives a typical flowsheet with a UASB followed by a waste stabilization pond and

crop irrigation suitable for municipal wastewater treatment and disposal in India. It would pro-

vide good treatment to meet disposal standards at relatively low cost and enable some income

generation from the recovery of biogas, fish, irrigated crops, etc.

9.18 PONDS FOR ANIMAL WASTES

Animal wastes are rich in organic matter and quite concentrated as relatively little water is used

in proportion to the waste matter. Pond loadings are thus of the order of 1200�7000 kg /ha/day

depending on the nature of the waste and climatic conditions. Loadings are, however, some-

times given in term of cubic metre per animal in these cases.

Some typical characteristics of animal wastes and pond loadings are given in Table 9.2 adapted

from Hart and Turner (1968) and Loehr (1969). It is interesting to note that BOD measurements

are sometimes difficult in case of animal wastes owing to the inclusion of antibiotics in some

animal feeds.
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Table 9.2: Some typical animal wastes and pond loadings

Item Poultry Swine Cattle

Total solids (g/animal day) 30 227�365 4740
Volatile solids (g/animal day) 23 159�280 3810
5-day BOD (g/animal day) 6�8 90�150 700
Ratio of COD/BOD 3.3�3.8 2.2�5.2 2.5�5.5
Anaerobic pond volume, 0.17�0.34 2.5�5.0 23�45
m3/animal
Anaerobic pond loading 0.067�0.135 0.06�0.12 0.08�0.016
Kg VS/m3/day

When the pond volume requirements are converted to pond loadings in Table 9.2 in terms of
kilograms of volatile solids (VS) per cubic metre of pond volume per day, it is interesting to
observe that the loading range is practically the same for poultry, swine or cattle. Under more
favourable conditions of temperature and site location, anaerobic lagoon loadings of even 1.0-3.0
kg VS/m3/day have been used with livestock wastes (Loehr, 1969).

In waste stabilization ponds or aerated lagoons or a combination of aerated lagoon followed
by a stabilization pond as a polishing unit, additional treatment of effluent may be needed be-
fore discharge to a water course,. Effluent recycling to both anaerobic and aerated lagoon have
been recommended at times. Land disposal of such wastes are preferred. Lagoons can then be so
designed as to enable holding the water, when not required, for agricultural purposes.

The start-up of an anaerobic lagoon may require the introduction of some digested sludge as
seeding material to hasten up the process. In warm countries, when dealing with industrial
wastes, cow dung has been successfully used to initiate the same.

9.19 'COMPLETE' WASTE TREATMENT

Oswald (1972) has reported on a simple flow sheet using ponds in St Helena, California, USA,
where such high degrees of treatment are possible as to be called "complete" treatment, giving an
effluent fit for reuse. In this system [see Fig. 9.8 (a)] the raw sewage is first kept in a deep pond (3
m) for a detention time of 20 days followed by a shallow algal pond (1 m) for 10 days detention. In
the deep pond, nitrogen removal by 60 per cent (through denitrification) helps to bring it in bal-
ance with the carbon in the wastewater. Then, in the algal pond designed to optimize for algal
growth, the remaining nitrogen and carbon are removed while some phosphorus is left over. Now,
to remove the remaining phosphorus, lime addition and sedimentation were shown (in the labora-
tory) to be very effective. The final effluent gave 99.8 per cent BOD removal, 93 per cent nitrogen
removal and 92% phosphorus removal, which is indeed a high degree of treatment.

In developing countries with warmer climates, like India, the same result is achievable in
treatment in a pond followed by land irrigation as shown in Fig. 9.8(b). Raw sewage can be
brought to a deep pond (3 � 4 m deep) or a UASB and then to a short detention pond, and the
effluent used for irrigation. The under drainage from the field will exhibit a very high degree of
removal, such as 90�95 per cent BOD removal about 90 per cent nitrogen removal and as high
as 99 per cent phosphorus removal in passing through the soil. Equally high coliform removal
can be expected in passage through the soil. No better treatment can be expected even from a
fully mechanized, modern plant.
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Fig. 9.8 Complete waste treatment methods: (a) at St. Helena, California;

(b) in India using UASB + WSP + irrigation

An interesting suggestion has been made by Reed et al for a waste stabilization pond with
flexible configuration as shown in Fig. 9.9. Three ponds are provided in which the flow can be
manipulated in one way in winter and in another way in summer to get improved performance. In
winter, the ponds are configured for plug flow to get higher bacterial removal efficiency. In sum-
mer, the incoming flow is distributed between the first two ponds so as to prevent any possible

EFFLUENT

WINTER OPERATION

SUMMER OPERATION

Inflow

1 2 3

Fig. 9.9 Three waste stabilization ponds in a flexible configuration for winter and summer operation
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overloading of the first pond if all flow went through it as in the winter. The third pond then
works as a polishing or maturation pond during the summer. For the pond configuration shown
in Fig. 9.9, the inlets and outlets need to be modified seasonally to get this flexibility.

The emphasis, however, should be on multi-purpose utilization and resource recovery along

with "complete" treatment which would be a valid objective for any developing country.

9.20 RESOURCE RECOVERY BASED PONDS

So far we have been examining the use of algal waste stabilization ponds as waste treatment

units. We will now examine the various ways in which the primary algal ponds (including matu-

ration ponds) can be followed by other types of ponds and arrangements for utilizing the re-

maining nutrient and water value of the waste so as to have as much "resource recovery" as

possible together with a high degree of treatment. Resource recovery can include various items

such as:

1. Recovery of its water and nutrient value in form of crop cultivation

2. Bio-gas production and utilization

3. Cultivation of other items in the food chain, such as algae, duckweed, fish, crustaceans,

ducks, geese, etc.

Attempts made in China for achieving both resource recovery and 'complete' waste treatment

have been described by Wang et al. (1995). Use has been made of a series of ponds for treating

municipal wastewater, 30,000 m3/day in Zhengzhou city, Shandong Province, as shown in Fig.

9.10. The ponds are referred to as 'eco-ponds' and a variety of products can be obtained such as

biogas, algae, fish, duck and geese besides agricultural crops through irrigation.

In China, the resource recovery concept has been taken much further and includes not only

fish and various aquatic plants, and land crops, but also shrimps, clams, snails, duck and

geese. Chinese literature cites examples of even large-sized installations (80 ML/day) based on

natural lagoons and ponds. As the utilization of solar energy by land grown crops is of the

order of 0.5�1.0 per cent only, while in aquaculture it is 3�5 per cent, large areas of farm land

have been converted into hundreds of ponds in which various types of aquaculture are con-

ducted.

In the USA and countries of the European community (EC), the use of sewage or sewage-fed

by-products from the food chain resource recovery is forbidden. Hence, we cannot find many

resource recovery examples concerning food, except some examples of crop cultivation. In the

USA and EC countries lagoons and ponds are being used in considerable numbers for obtaining

a high degree of wastewater treatment.

In India, resource recovery has generally been limited to the water value of the waste through

the use of treated effluents for land irrigation or for cultivating animal folder and other crops for

human consumption. Only a few attempts have been made for cultivating fish in effluent-fed

ponds, presumable because India is largely a 'vegetarian' country in its villages and small towns.

The Eastern parts of India, around Kolkata, however, enjoy fish and that too fresh water fish.

Fish ponds provided after algal ponds are discussed below.
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Fig. 9.10 A multiple pond arrangement used in China to enhance resource recovery in the form

of fish, duck, geese and crop irrigation besides bio-gas.

9.21 FISH PONDS AFTER ALGAL PONDS

In many countries, fish ponds are provided after algal waste stabilization ponds to benefit from

fish production wherever a relatively ready market exists. The algae in the pond serves as fish

food and, therefore, an ecosystem approach is needed for successful pisciculture. Namely, com-

patibility between the fish, the food and the pond environment.

Several pond arrangements are feasible as shown in Fig. 9.11. In the first arrangement Fig.

9.11(a) fish is grown directly in the waste stabilization pond. This can be hazardous as the whole

batch of fish in the pond may die if the DO content gets depleted below 1�2 mg/l at night hours

or if very high ammonia values are reached in the day time depending on variability of inflowing

sewage, etc. In the second and third arrangements shown in Figs. 9.11(b) and (c), the ponds are

more functionalized and fish is cultured only in the second (or even third) compartment under

relatively more uniform conditions. Finally, one could place the fish pond as an altogether sepa-

rate pond, aside from the main flow, but connected to it to enable topping up the fish pond from

time to time as required [Fig. 9.11(d)]. This arrangement provides maximum flexibility in opera-

tion, enabling control of inflow-outflow to meet optimum nutrient requirements, fish food sup-

ply and make-up of seepage and evaporation losses.

Fish cultured in ponds are generally carps. Surface breathers ('ophiocephalus") have some-

times been used for their ability to survive in low DO conditions, but their marketability is not

always assured.

Fish yields as high as 2 g wet weight per day per square metre of the pond surface area

(averaging 400 per cent more than in control ponds in the same location) have been obtained

(Krishnamoorthy et al., 1975). Interestingly, fish yield is increased only if the fish in question like

to feed on the species of algae grown in the pond. Furthermore, to optimize for algal productiv-

ity wastewater dilution may be necessary so that phosphate concentration is not too high (< 4

mg/l) so as not to give a large algal crop in the pond leading to very low DO in the pre-drawn

hours.
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Among pond environment factors are nutrients (PO4), temperature, light, algal concentration in

the euphotic zone, DO, pH, ammonia and the presence of toxics, if any, in the wastewater. Fish kills

occurring at pre-dawn hours are generally due to lack of DO, while fish kills at noon time are often

due to higher concentrations of ammonia. High pH resulting from rapid algal growth rates at noon

time can drive ammonium ions to form ammonia which kills the fish. Chapter 10 discusses the use

of fish ponds which are fed on duckweeds and other fish ponds which are just sewage-fed.

Fig. 9.11 A few alternative pond arrangements for fish culture

9.22 ADVANCED INTEGRATED POND SYSTEM

Oswald developed for Richmond, California, the "Advanced Integrated Pond System (AIPS)" in
which four different types of ponds are put together in series to give a functional treatment system
[see Fig. 9.12 (a)]. The first pond is facultative (with anaerobic fermentation pits built in it), the
second is a high rate pond with a paddle wheel to keep the flow moving and to give algal produc-
tion and concurrent oxygen production. Water from this pond is recirculated to the first pond to
maintain an aerated surface layer to control odours. An objective of the second ponds is to optimize
the growth of micro-algae. The third unit allows algae to settle, while the fourth acts as a matura-
tion pond which also provides incidental disinfection and storage for irrigation. it is reported to
give better coliform removal and lesser algae in the effluent than in case of regular algal ponds.
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No AIPS-type units have as yet been built in India. It is feared that the land requirement of the
AIPS in India may be about two to three times more than that of regular oxidation ponds. There is
also the fear that the anaerobic fermentation pits in the first pond may choke up as the notorious
Indian grit settles in them. Local experience with a demonstration unit is needed in a warm country.

Fig. 9.12 (a) The Advanced Integrated Wastewater Pond System (AIWPS)

9.23 POND-ENHANCED TREATMENT AND OPERATION (PETRO) SYSTEM

The PETRO (Pond Enhanced Treatment and Operation) process was developed in South Africa
and features an anaerobic pond (with a fermentation pit) followed by an oxidation pond which
is followed by a trickling filter and clarifier to remove algae and reduce BOD and TSS, [see
Fig. 9.12(b)]. A small proportion of the anaerobic pond effluent along with the oxidation pond
effluent, is fed to the trickling filter, where the growth of heterotrophic bacteria is able to flocculate
and remove the algae. The trickling filter plays a unique role by converting microscopic algae
into a biofilm, which can be sloughed off and easily settled without the addition of chemicals.
As with AIPS, sludge removal remains an infrequent operation. Nearly 85 per cent nitrogen
removal along with a high quality effluent is reported. Again, no plant of the PETRO type has

yet been built in India but a demonstration unit would be desirable to have.

Sludge
drying

Inflow

Anaerobic with
fermentation pit

Oxidation ponds

Effluent

Final
clarifier

Trickling
filter

Fig. 9.12 (b) The PETRO process
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9.24 CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF PONDS

Once the land requirements are estimated, a suitable site for the construction of the ponds has to
be identified taking into account various factors discussed below. Wrong site selection has some-
times led to problems in operation and maintenance and, more importantly, in public relations
resulting in the ponds never being built or abandoned after some period of usage. Construction
norms have also to be followed carefully, and undue cost-cutting attempts resisted in the interest
of proper operation and maintenance.

Site Selection

The major factors to be considered in the choice of site are: topography, land availability and soil
conditions.

Topography of the area generally dictates the location in the first choice. Every effort is made
to avoid wastewater pumping and to be as close as possible to the source of wastewater (e.g.,
town, industry, etc.) and the final disposal site (e.g., river, irrigable lands, etc.).

Once the likely sites have been identified, unavailability of land can often be a source of
frustration. Either the land may be very expensive or may entail lengthy legal acquisition pro-
ceedings besides becoming a source of poor public relations if the land has agricultural or other
potential. This may force one to select less favourable sites or adopt mechanized methods of
treatment requiring much less land.

Another consideration of importance is the condition of the soil. Rock would sharply increase
all construction costs, while porous soil may need special treatment to prevent excessive seep-
age. A site requiring minimum earthwork costs would be desirable. Other considerations in-
clude the direction of the prevailing wind (which may carry occasional foul odors to neighboring
areas) and possibilities of groundwater pollution. Ponds are generally located not less than 300
m from residences and drinking water wells, though some exist much closer.

Construction of Ponds

The major constructional work involved is earthwork. Pond elevation is affected by one or more
of the following: ground water level, high flood level in the case of river discharge, and farm
level in the case of irrigation. Where the ground water table is high, the pond may need to be
located above this level, thus implying more earthwork. Sewage pumping may also become
necessary. A high ground water table may also cause difficulties in excavation and reduced
pond efficiency due to reduction in detention time brought about by entry of ground water.

A pond need not necessarily have a distinct geometric shape. It could be so formed as to
follow contours as long as the inlet and outlet design are so made as to avoid short-circuiting
and the creation of idle pockets. For this reason, multi-celled ponds are often formed in keeping
with the contours.

Levelling of the pond area is desirable to keep the floor within 10 cm of the designed eleva-
tion. Compaction of soil may be needed in the case of relatively pervious soils to avoid percola-
tion and groundwater pollution. In rare instances, clayey soil (transported from elsewhere) may
need to be spread as a lining over porous limestone and sandy gravel formations, or plastic or
soil-cement lining may need to be used, all of which can steeply increase construction costs. In
most cases, percolation tends to diminish naturally with time as deposited solids themselves
help to seal the bottom.

The outer slopes of the embankment may range from 2.0�2.5 horizontal to 1.0 vertical. The
inner slopes may also be kept the same, but where the embankment is pitched with stones or
brick or lined with asphalt or concrete or soil-cement, steeper slopes of 1.0�1.5 horizontal to 1.0
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vertical may be used. Even with flatter slopes about 30 cm below and above the water line; stone
or brick pitching is always recommended in order to protect the embankment from erosion by
wind-induced wave action. An attempt is always made to balance the cut and fill volumes to
keep earthwork to a minimum. Surface run-off must be prevented from entering the pond.

Recommended arrangements for inlets and outlets are shown in Fig. 9.13. It is advisable to
keep the inlet submerged [Fig. 9.13 (a)] to minimize short-circuiting and localized foul odours in
the vicinity of the outfall. The outlet is easily provided over a weir protected by baffle [Fig.
9.13(b)] to reduce the overflow of algae which concentrates most in the top layer of water. The
figure also shows possible arrangements for interconnecting two ponds when the water is at the
same level [Fig. 9.13(d)] or different levels [Fig. 9.13(c)] in the two ponds. A simple flow meas-
urement weir is highly recommended to be installed ahead of every inlet. Flow bye-passing and
recirculation arrangements can be readily provided as needed.

Screen

Baffle

Pond

Pond

Pond

Pond

Pond

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Ground

V-notch

Fig. 9.13 Typical pond (a) Inlet arrangements, and (b) Outlet arrangements, (c) Interconnection

between ponds at different levels, (d) Interconnection between ponds at the same level
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Land Requirement

The land requirement of ponds must take into account the required water surface area and

add about 15�30 per cent more area to accommodate embankments, roads, etc. The overall

land requirements including embankments, etc. generally vary from 1.0�3.0 m2/person in

warmer areas and 3.0 � 12.0 m2/person or even more in colder areas depending on ice cover

conditions.

Land requirements can be reduced considerably if the wastewater is pre-treated in anaerobic

units or UASBs. Ponds can also be operated in tandem with mechanically aerated lagoons.

Operation and Maintenance

In order to bring a new pond into operation, it is generally desirable to fill it to a small depth

with dilute sewage and allow a spontaneous growth of algae to establish itself in the pond

within a short time. The pond is then operated with full flow. Algae should never need to be

brought from other areas.

Maintenance work generally consists of good 'house keeping' which mainly entails regular

weed and grass trimming and other usual measures to prevent mosquito breeding. Floating

scums and mats must be removed. Occasionally, embankments may need dressing, and once

every few years some desludging may be necessary.

Periodic visits by an operator are desirable to ensure that the pond is operating satisfactorily.

When the characteristic green colour of a pond changes to gray, brown or pink, it is generally a

sign of overloading and anaerobic conditions, often accompanied with malodours. When this

occurs as a result of temporary overload, the wastewater may be bypassed for sometime to

allow the pond to restore itself. Repeated occurrences can be corrected by taking more perma-

nent measures such as enlarging the existing ponds to cater to the increased load. In this regard,

periodic sampling and the installation of a simple measuring weir in the inlet chamber proves

helpful to assess whether flow conditions have changed or BOD or other characteristics of the

wastewater or both have changed.
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Natural Systems – 2

Hyacinth and Duckweed

Ponds, Fish Ponds, Natural

and Constructed Wetlands,

and Vermiculture

Aquatic plant ponds and constructed wetlands are yet more examples of non-mechanized treatment
systems which are easy to build and operate and, if well designed, are �sustainable�. However, their
usage in India has been disappointingly low even where land is available.

This chapter reviews various types of natural aquatic plant (macrophyte) systems of value in
wastewater treatment. Algal ponds (phytoplankton systems) have already been discussed in the

previous chapter and we now proceed to see other aquatic systems some of which are free
floating growths (e.g. the duckweeds and hyacinths) while others are rooted vegetations (e.g.
reeds) which emerge out of shallow waters. Free floating growths are harnessed in the form of
built-up units for waste treatment such as the duckweed and hyacinth ponds while reeds are

cultivated in constructed wetlands. Aquatic plant systems are summarized in Fig. 10.1.

Aquatic plant ponds consisting of aquatic plants, free floating macrophytes, such as water hya-
cinths, alligator weeds, duckweeds, hydrilla, mart, solms, etc., have been cultured in ponds either
for their ability to remove heavy metals, phenols, pesticides, nutrients, etc. from wastewaters or to
assist in giving further treatment to pre-treated wastewaters to meet stringent discharge standards

while at the same time producing new plant growths (biomass) for their biogas or food value.

 Among aquatic plant ponds, there are two varieties of special interest in waste treatment,

which are discussed below:

1. Hyacinth ponds using a free floating plant called Eichornia crassipes,

2. Duckweed ponds using the free floating plant species Spirodela, Lemna, etc.

10.1 HYACINTH PONDS

Aquatic macrophytes can be used to purify municipal and industrial wastewaters in secondary

ponds located after algal waste stabilization ponds or aerated lagoons. Hyacinths (Eichornia
Crassipes) flourish in tropical areas and are known for their beautiful blue flowers. Hyacinths are
known for their rapid growth rate in warm temperatures and while growing, they pick up nutri-
ents and other dissolved substances from the wastewater thus giving good removal of BOD,

etc., in the treated wastewater.
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Fig. 10.1 Aquatic plant systems

Atmospheric oxygen enters the stomata of the hyacinth stems and leaves, and is transported
down to the roots. Masses of organisms cling to the roots where much of the organic stabilization
takes place. Higher organisms feed on the attached biota and organic detritus. The hyacinth
plants themselves bring about very little actual treatment of wastewater. Their function is to
provide the surface and oxygen for growth of organisms thus improving treatment capability
and reliability. The attached aerobic organisms, in fact, continue to function in an anaerobic
environment since the dense growth of hyacinths tends to diminish radiation of light into the
pond, thus preventing algal growth and the resultant oxygenation. Conceptually, hyacinth treat-
ment systems have been likened to horizontal-flow trickling filters in which the plants replace
the rocks or other media as bacterial support structures. In that sense, there is some similarity
between the reeds growing in constructed wetlands, the burrowing worms in vermiculture sys-
tems and the hyacinth plants. Unlike algal oxidation ponds, the effluents of hyacinth ponds are

devoid of algae and dissolved oxygen.

10.1.1 Growth Characteristics

The growth characteristics of hyacinths, summarized from O�Brien (1981), are:
· Natural availability: Over a wide region from 33°N to 33°S of the equator
· Growth rate: Optimum rate 220 kg/ha/day (India) at 28�30°C (up to 600 kg/

ha/day seasonally (100�200 tons dry weight/ha/year)
· Area doubling time: About six days (Florida, USA)
· Density in pond: Varies from 224�412 tons/ha (i.e., 22.4�41.2 g/m2)
· Harvesting: About ten times per year (possible to maximize for biomass)

· Evapotranspiration: Three times greater than for open water (sometimes more)
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10.1.2 Removal of Pollutants

The capability of hyacinths for removing various substances is shown below, based on limited

data available (Wolverton and MacDonald, 1978):

Substance Removal rate

Trace metals 120�670 mg/day/kg dry plant matter

Phenols About 12 mg/day/kg dry plant matter
Nitrogen about 1 g/day/m2 pond area

Phosphorus about 0.25 g/day/m2 pond area

Effluent biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) values of less than 20�30 mg/l are generally ob-
served though even less than 5 mg/L can be obtained. On the negative side, hyacinths have been
well-known for choking natural water bodies with their rapid growth even to the extent of interfer-
ing with navigation. Their roots and stem structure can provide sites for mosquito breeding. These
can cause formidable problems in some areas. Gambusia fish can be used for mosquito control.

A conceptual flow sheet is shown in Fig. 10.2 where the wastewater can be first treated in a
waste stabilization pond or aerated lagoon followed by an aquatic plant pond whose effluent
can be discharged to river or land after passing through a special screening arrangement to

Fig. 10.2 Conceptual flow sheet showing waste treatment using an aquatic plant pond whose

effluents are discharged into a river or on land. The hyacinths can be harvested and used

either to generate bio-gas or can be solar dried or incinerated and used for various end

purposes
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prevent floating plants from escaping with the effluent and infesting the downstream waterway.

The aquatic plants periodically harvested from the pond (along with additional plants, if feasi-

ble, brought from natural water bodies in the vicinity) can be either digested for biogas or solar

dried or incinerated for various possible uses as conceptually shown in the figure. Some of the

factors to be considered in the choice of alternatives are:

1. Initial construction cost

2. Land requirements

3. Cost of harvesting/transporting the plants

4. Maintenance problems such as loss of plants in effluents, mosquito infestation, digester

upsets,desludging, possible process failures, etc, and maintenance costs

5. Marketing of end-products (gas, sludge, etc.).

10.1.3 General Design Criteria

Some design criteria from Middlebrooks in California (1979) are given in Table 10.1 for the design

of hyacinth ponds as secondary treatment units preceded by primary treatment either in anaerobic

or facultative ponds or in conventional sedimentation systems with digestion of settled sludge.

The final effluent BOD can be expected to be < 10 mg/L and phosphorus less than 5 mg/L.

Table 10.1: Suggested design criteria for water hyacinth treatment systems (Middlebrooks)

Parameter For secondary treatment

Detention time, days > 6
Hydraulic loading, m3/ha/day 800
Organic loading, kg BOD5

 /ha/day £ 50
Pond depth, m 0.91
Length to width ratio > 3:1
Nitrogen loading, kg TKN/ha/day £15
Mosquito control Essential
Plant harvesting Monthly/weekly

10.1.4 Design Criteria Recommended for India

The typical values for India would probably be recommended on similar lines. Kumar (1986), who

worked on hyacinth ponds at Roorkee University in North India, recommends a detention time of

ten days. Kumar and Garde (1999) found that lab-scale hyacinth ponds of ten days detention time

performed well and gave an average density of 20 g/m2 of hyacinth (wet weight) with an average

root length of 200�300 mm at the end of the run. They also observed that the dense growth tended

to reduce the radiation reaching the pond water by over 90 per cent. Thus, the effluent was rela-

tively free of algae and devoid of oxygen. Interestingly, the absence of oxygen did not affect the

purification process and the final BOD was always < 10 mg/L and phosphorus < 1.5 mg/L.

 As more design data and field experience become available, the use of hyacinth ponds may

be increasingly incorporated in waste treatment schemes, especially for their energy production

and fertilizer value.
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10.2 DUCKWEED PONDS

10.2.1 General

Duckweed ponds [Picture 7 (Plate 5)] can be used effectively in wastewater treatment because they
grow profusely under favourable conditions and can be harvested easily and used as fish feed to

give a marketable end-product, namely fish, while at the same time providing a high degree of
treatment to the wastewater. Duckweed-based wastewater treatment systems can be used:

1. To give further treatment to effluents from algal waste stabilization ponds and mechani-
cally aerated lagoons to meet more stringent BOD and Total Suspended Solids (TSS) regu-
lations, especially where TSS are due to algal growth;

2. To provide enhanced denitrification before discharge of effluent to a river or lake; and
3. To develop a treatment system which can generate some financial returns from duckweed-

fish cultivation that can pay for the operation and maintenance costs of treatment, and thus
attract local community involvement in ensuring maintenance of the treatment plant.

In India, the first installation of the latter type was designed only in 1995 for the city of
Pondicherry, near Chennai, funded by World Bank/UNDP (Arceivala, 1998). Some duckweed
ponds have existed in Bangladesh since 1990 using natural ponds to cultivate duckweed as fish

food. A duckweed pond also has existed there for treating hospital waste (Selvam et al., 1992)
Other duckweed ponds exist in Taiwan and China. Some duckweed ponds also exist in Califor-
nia, USA and elsewhere, but US and European community (EC) regulations forbid the use of
any sewage or sewage fed by-products like fish to enter the human food chain and thus the use
of harvested duckweed biomass has to be restricted to composting for use as soil conditioners

for ornamental plants. Such restrictions do not exist in many countries like India and China.

10.2.2 Duckweed Species

Duckweed are small, floating aquatic plants that grow in many parts of the world. They belong

to the botanical family Lemnaceae and are classified as macrophytes though they are sometimes

mistaken for algae. The family consists of four genera: Lemna, Spirodela, Wolffia and Wolffiella.

An individual duckweed �frond� has no leaf, stem or specialized structure; it has only an

ovoid frond suited for floating (see Fig. 10.3). Hence, it needs little fibre (as little as 5 per cent) in

contrast to terrestrial plants, which need much more fibre for supporting their stems and leaves.

Thus, duckweed tissue is virtually all metabolically active and useful fish food (Journey et al., 1991).

At 27°C, they double every four days in laboratory studies. Their dry weight is 252 kg/ha. Prelimi-

nary studies have shown sewage-fed duckweed to have higher total protein and free amino acid

contents than in control plants (Journey et al., 1991). Besides fish food, duckweeds can be used for

poultry feed, composting and other such purposes. Heavy metals can also be removed by duckweed

but if such use is contemplated the duckweed would lose its subsequent use as fish food.

A floating homogeneous single layer of duckweeds tends to form a continuous mat on the

water surface which inhibits light penetration and oxygen transfer at the surface. Thus, the water

column below the mat tends to be devoid of both oxygen and algae (similar to the case of hyacinth

ponds). In fact the anoxic-anaerobic condition tends to promote denitrification. Some settlement of

solids also occurs under quiescent conditions. The anaerobicity is reported to discourage mosquito

breeding but more data is required to confirm this under tropical conditions (Nath, 1993).
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Plate 5

Picture 7

Picture 8
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Plate 6

Picture 9

Picture 10
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A Spirodela Lemna Wolffia

Wolfiella Lemna & Wolffia

A
B

B

C

C

D

D

E

E

Species of:
A.
B.
C.

Spirodela
Lemna
Wolffia

Frond measurement
20 mm across
6 - 8
2 mm

General:

Fig. 10.3 Some typical genera of Duckweeds (family Lemnaceae)

As the duckweed plants are small and float at the water surface, they tend to be moved about

by wind and wave action which can break the continuity of the mat. The duckweed can get
pushed to a corner of the pond according to the wind and expose the pond water to sunlight
with consequent algal growth which increases TSS in the effluent. Moreover, the presence of
blue-green algae can itself inhibit duckweed growth. Hence, duckweed ponds are provided with

some form of �wind-barriers� to keep the duckweed in place (see Fig. 10.6).

10.2.3 Design Aspects

Figure 10.4 gives two typical flow sheets for duckweed-based wastewater treatment systems
which can be used in warm countries. Some of their design aspects are discussed below.

1. Pre-treatment: Some form of pre-treatment is generally recommended and can be given
either by using an anaerobic process such as the Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket (UASB) [Fig.
10.4(a)] or by using an aerobic/facultative process such as an aerated lagoon or an algal waste
stabilization pond [Fig. 10.4(b)]. In either case, it is recommended that the inflow coming to the

duckweed pond be kept within the following parameters (Skillicorn and Jeppesen, 1994):

Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) £ 80 mg/l

Ammonia (NH3) £ 50 mg/l
Hydrogen ion concentration (pH) £ 9.0
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) £ 100 mg/l

Total dissolved solids (TDS) £ 4000 mg/l
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Thus, pre-treatment should be designed accordingly which is relatively easy to attain with
UASBs, algal ponds and aerated lagoons. The limiting values shown above are only approxi-
mate and indicative, and would need to be updated as more experience is gained. The presence
of ammonia and a pH of 9.0 or more (likely with high blue-green algae loadings) would lead to
significant ammonia volatilization which must be avoided as it could kill the duckweed mat.
The presence of blue-green algae would also inhibit duckweed growth.

Some installations, however, exist in which raw sewage is successfully used after screening
and grit removal only. Somewhat longer detention times in duckweed ponds are then required.
Bangladesh reports on a 500 m3/day duckweed-based sewage treatment plant in which raw
sewage (BOD = 360 mg/l) comes to settling pond of three days detention time followed by
duckweed ponds of 26 days detention time. An overall BOD removal of 97.5 per cent is reported
giving an effluent BOD of 8.9 mg/l (Alaerts et al., 1996) The nutrient removal was 74 per cent
Kjeldahl-N and 77 per cent total phosphorus. Alaerts et al. note that it is important to provide
adequate pre-treatment for the sewage to release organically bound NH4 + and O-PO4

3+� (e.g. in
an anaerobic upflow sludge blanket).

2. Duckweed Pond Sizing Duckweed pond sizing depends on whether one or both of the
following major objectives have to be met:

1. Detention time to give desired effluent quality, and
2. Yield of duckweed biomass to give the desired fish production for marketing.
Where both the above objectives have to be met, the duckweed pond size has to be calculated

separately for both purposes and the larger of the two has to be adopted.
(a) Detention time and effluent quality The detention time required to give the desired ef-
fluent quality is still estimated on a thumb-rule basis, based on a few measured values of BOD,
TSS and TKN at different detention times in laboratory and field studies, such as the values

tabulated in Table 10.2.

Table 10.2: Approximate values of parameters after duckweed pond treatment (adapted from

Selvam et al, Skillicorn et al, Alaerts et al)

Duckweed pond Approximate values of parameters

treatment Heavy metals (mg/l)

BOD TSS TKN(mg/l) As Cu Ni

Pond influent 60�70 100�120 35�40 10 15 15
Pond effluent after 7 days 40�50 60 20
 12-13 days 20�25 30 10
 20 days 5-6 <10 <5 4 * 0.9

Effluent discharge standards for land irrigation in India permit BOD values of up to 100 mg/l
and generally, therefore, no further treatment is required after an algal waste stabilization pond
or an aerated lagoon, provided the effluent is to be used for irrigation. However, during the
rainy season when it is not possible to use the effluent on land, it may have to be discharged to
a natural water course for which surface water discharge standards (BOD = 30 mg/l) would
apply and thus require additional treatment. Even during the fair weather, the presence of algae
in the effluent often increases the BOD and TSS beyond permissible limits and creates difficulties
where stringent standards are applied. Duckweed ponds of 10�12 days detention would then be
an interesting alternative to consider. Duckweed ponds may be more attractive than algal waste
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stabilization ponds which require 20�30 days detention time, and may need further treatment in
maturation ponds or hyacinth ponds to meet standards.

Facultative aerated lagoons with their low power inputs can also develop algal growths add-
ing BOD and TSS in their effluents. Constructed wetlands using reed beds can remove BOD and
TSS. But, duckweed ponds are more attractive to use than hyacinth ponds or reed beds since
duckweeds yield a valuable fish or poultry feed as a result of which some income can be gener-
ated, at least partly, to meet the operation and maintenance costs of the system.

Once the detention time and pond depth are fixed, the water surface area of the pond can be
determined. For a wastewater flow of 150 l/person day and a pond depth of 2 m, the corre-
sponding area of duckweed ponds is computed below as 0.5�1.5 m2/person for the detention

time shown (this is the net water surface area).

 Pond detention time (days) Pond depth (m) Approximate pond water

surface area required (m2/person)

7 2 0.5

13 2 1.0
20 2 1.5

The question that needs to be answered now is whether the surface area thus computed is
adequate for cultivating the desired duckweed and fish biomass, and the resulting income gen-

eration. This is discussed below.

10.2.4 Duckweed Yield and Fish Production

Under a typical ecosystem management approach, the harvestable fraction is roughly about 10
per cent of the total biomass in a pond. This applies to both duckweed and fish. Harvesting
more than this amount may not be sustainable on a long-term basis while harvesting much less
may lead to less than optimum growth conditions. Thus, one can use the size of the duckweed
ponds to calculate the duckweed biomass that will be available for fish cultivation and thus the
likely fish production and income from marketing (see Fig. 10.5).

Fig. 10.5 Relation between duckweed yield and fish production
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Alternatively, where ample land is available for constructing the duckweed and fish ponds,

one can maximize for income generation and thus find the size of ponds required to cultivate
the required biomass of fish and duckweed assuming that the nutrients in the wastewater are
enough for the purpose. This would result in the creation of ponds which are larger than those
required from the effluent quality viewpoint.

(i) Duckweed Yield Estimation

From field experience, the duckweed density expected to be maintained in ponds is in the range
of 650�800 g/m2 or 6.5�8.0 tons/ha of duckweed (wet weight). Hence, the harvestable fraction

of duckweed equals 0.65 to 0.8 tons/ha/day. The corresponding fish production can be derived
from the following data.

(ii) Fish Production Estimation

According to results seen in Bangladesh, 0.8 ton/day (wet weight) of duckweed plants fed to
fish, can give a fish production of 28�32 tons/year, on an average, i.e., approximately 80 kg of
fish per day, a ratio of 10 duckweed to 1 fish.

For carp polyculture, fish production can be taken as 10 tons/ha-year. Hence, for 28�32 tons/
year, the pond area required would be 2.87�3.2 ha, say 3 ha. Thus, 1 ha of net water surface of
duckweed pond would require about 3 ha of fish ponds. If a denticular arrangement of embank-
ments is followed (see next section) the gross area of the duckweed pond would become 1.5 ha.

The recommended mix of carp polyculture cultivated in fish ponds in south India (Ghosh,

1994) has been as follows:

Fish Percentage of total Feeding habit

population in a pond

Catla 10 Surface and column
Grass Carp 25�30 Surface
Rohu 25 Column
Others (mirror carp, 35�40 Bottom and column
silver carp, etc.)

Total 100%

Similar varieties of carp fish have been used in Bangladesh. Among the Tilapia species, refer-

ences have been made to T. mozambica and T nilotica, with the latter being considered the faster

growing and hardy type in Bangladesh.

The market value of fish produced varies from area to area. An annual contract can be awarded

for harvesting, transporting and marketing work to one agency.

10.2.5 Layout and Construction of Duckweed and Fish Ponds

As duckweeds are free floating plants, the mats formed by them on a pond surface are easily
blown by the wind and it is essential to design duckweed ponds with proper arrangements to
confine them by using floating or fixed �wind barriers� so as to keep the entire water surface
uniformly covered at all times. The advantages in getting better performance by keeping the
entire water surface covered by the mat have been explained earlier. The mat can be confined in
various ways as given in Table 10.3 together with some of its features (see Fig. 10.6).
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(b) Prefabricated HDPE barriers

Water line

Pond bottom

(a) A simple barrier made from bamboos

Bamboo
barrier

Bamboo poles erected
at intervals to support
the bamboo barrier

at water level

2
5
0
0
m
m

Fig. 10.6 Various types of barriers for confining duckweed mats in ponds (adapted from

AIC Watson, 1995).
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The choice of the type of barrier depends on its cost, the permanency desired and the cost and
availability of any extra land required. Harvesting of duckweeds can be done as given in the
Table 10.3.

Table 10.3: Various types of barriers for confining duckweed mats (adapted from Ref. 4)

Sr. No. Type of barrier Remarks Increase in pond Relative costs
 area needed to keep net

water surface same

a. Floating bamboos. Need frequent replacement. Negligible Cheapest

b. Plastic HDPE* floating Supplied by a private company. 5�10% More expensive
barriers (patented design). Patented design. Long life.

Harvesting done by use of boats

c. Fixed barriers made from Long life. Harvesting can be 10�15% Medium
reinforced concrete columns, done from the walkways using
beams and walkways. a barge pole with net

d. Fixed barriers made from Pond area increases by 30�50% 30�50% Medium to low
permanent earthen thus requiring more land. Crops (neglecting
embankments in a and trees can to grown on the additional
�denticular� shape embankment to add to income. land cost)

Harvesting can be done using a
barge pole or a boat.

Embankment slopes, inlet, outlet, etc., are provided by using similar precautions to those
given for construction of algal waste stabilization ponds. A pond depth of 2.0�2.5 m is com-
monly provided.

Collateral crops Embankment berms and slopes present a welcome opportunity for cultivat-
ing �collateral crops� which add to income generation, such as from bananas and papayas along
the embankments.

Fish pond layouts Generally, the following two types of fish pond layouts are feasible:
(a) As flow-through units through which the whole effluent passes, and
(b) As separate, static units with arrangement for topping up of the pond level, as necessary,

using the effluent to replace the pond water lost through evaporation and seepage.
Flow-through fish ponds require a low BOD (less than 6 mg/l) which would, in turn, require

a 20�day detention duckweed pond. Higher BOD values may give fish kills from possible re-
lease of ammonia at high pH in the mid-afternoon or from lack of dissolved oxygen (DO) in the
early morning hours.

Separate fish ponds can be topped up only when they need replenishment of water lost by
evaporation and seepage. Excessive seepage can be controlled by the use of a clay or membrane
liner. Evaporation loss given in mm/month would differ with the seasons and the duckweed
pond effluent (now permissible to a higher BOD value of, say, 20�30 mg/l) can be fed to the fish
pond as required to top up the level. It is preferable to maintain a minimum DO of about 4 mg/l
in the ponds, while phosphates are kept less than 4 mg/l to avoid too much algal growth.

The advantage of providing separate fish ponds is that they are more manageable, and that
they can be emptied one at a time for the cleaning of fish debris, renewal of lining, etc., as
required from time to time. They also remain independent of any possible upsets in the up-
stream treatment steps.
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Figure 10.7 shows a typical layout of fish ponds with the facility to �top up� together with
channel, aeration chamber, tubewell, nursery ponds, etc. Unless it is certain that adequate natu-
ral aeration of the duckweed pond effluent will take place as it flows in an open channel to the

Common carp
Tilapia nilotica

Nursery pond

Nursery pond

Effluent

Effluent to
irrigation

Duckweed
feeding
enclosures
floating
on water

Aeration
chamber

Fish ponds
with facility
to top up

Tube well

Inlet Inlet

Wastewater Effluent

Fresh water

Main canal
from duckweed

pond

Fig. 10.7 Typical layout of top-up type of fish ponds and ancillary structures. The effluent passes

on for crop irrigation. Figure also shows a common carp and Tilapia nilotica
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fish ponds, a small mechanical aeration arrangement may be provided in order to destroy any
anaerobicity in the effluent. This aeration chamber can be constructed in masonry to provide 10�
15 minutes detention time with a 1�2 HP aerator. One or two separate nursery ponds of (say)
1000 m2 each may have to be provided for rearing fish fingerlings before they are grown enough
to be introduced into the main fish ponds. Fresh water may have to be provided to these nursery
ponds, and this can either be obtained from a surface water source, if available in the vicinity, or
pumped up from a tubewell as shown in Figure 10.7. Between the main fish ponds and the
effluent channel, connections have to be joined with control valves (or gates) to introduce the
amount of flow required for topping up from time to time. The rest of the effluent flow has to be

carried for irrigating the adjoining fields.
Feeding duckweeds The harvested duckweeds are fed in a fresh condition to the fish by manu-
ally dropping them into the fish ponds at pre-determined enclosures [Picture 8 (Plate 5)] of say
1/m ´ 1/m with floating barriers as shown in the Fig. 10.7 (4 to 6 enclosures/ha). It is interesting
to see how the duckweeds are gobbled up by the fish with a voracious appetite bearing testi-
mony to the fact that ecosystem compatibility is achieved. The main fish ponds may be kept 1.5 m
deep with a 0.5 m free board. Embankment slopes may be kept 1.0 vertical to 1.5 horizontal or
may be different depending on the type of soil. An aspect ratio of 1 width to 3�5 length may be
kept. It is advisable to take the opinion of a fishery expert while finalizing the layout and prepar-

ing the ponds to receive fish.

10.2.6 Overall Land Requirement

The overall land requirements for duckweed-based wastewater treatment systems include the

sum of requirements for

· Preliminary treatment (screening and degritting)

· Pre-treatment UASB or aerated lagoon or algal waste stabilization pond

· Duckweed ponds

· Fish ponds, including nursery ponds

· Miscellaneous items (sludge drying in case of UASB, holding platforms for wet duckweed

and tanks for harvested fish, administration building, etc.)

The overall requirement may, thus be of the order of 2.0�2.5 m2/person for a 7-day detention

in duckweed pond to about 6 m2/person for a 20-day detention to get a high quality effluent.

10.2.7 Income Generation

Income generation would occur from the sale of the following items:

· Fish

· Surplus duckweed, if any, as poultry or animal fed or as compost

· Co-crops grown on embankments of ponds

· Crops grown on downstream irrigated farm.

Local market values, on a wholesale basis, need to be determined and a cost-benefit analysis

carried out. The estimation of net present worth can be carried out as explained in Section 2.2.4.

Example 10.1: Design a duckweed and fish pond system for treating sewage from a town of

20,000 people @ 150 L /person/day. After screening and degritting, the flow is to go to an
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anaerobic unit (e.g., UASB) for pre-treatment before going to a duckweed pond of 12 days de-

tention. This is followed by land irrigation. Fish ponds off the main circuit are to be provided for

topping up. Estimate the duckweed and fish pond sizes and their likely productivity on the

thumb-rule basis given in the text.

Flow Q = 20,000 ´ 150 = 3 Mld

Duckweed pond volume = 3000 ´ 12 = 36,000 m3

Assume pond depth = 1.8 m

Hence, pond water surface area = 20,000 m2 = 2 ha (approx. 1 m2/person)

Likely duckweed yield = 0.8 ´ 2 = 1.6 tons/day

Corresponding fish yield = (1/10) (1.6) = 0.16 tons/day (approx. 60 tons/year)

Fish pond area required = 
60

10
 = 6 ha

Adding 50% area for embankments, we get

Duckweed pond area = 2 ´ 1.5 = 3 ha = 1.5 m2/person

Duckweed yield = 1.6 tons/day

Fish ponds area = 6 ´ 1.5 = 9 ha = 4.5 m2/person

Fish yield = 60 tons/year

Note: The area required for duckweed ponds alone is comparable to that required for some other treat

ment methods giving an effluent capable of meeting the surface water discharge standards. The
fish ponds require a correspondingly much larger area as they are based on the desirable fish
density in a fish pond. However, as they are provided mainly for income generation, their cost-
benefit considerations must be worked out separately depending on the marketability of fish in the
area. In an area where the fish demand is poor, it may be advisable to divert the fish pond land for
crop irrigation. The duckweed may be dried and used as poultry or animal feed to benefit from

their high protein value.

10.2.8 Examples of Duckweed-fed Ponds in India

For various reasons, the Pondicherry installation has not yet materialized at the time of going to

the press. However, a few other installations of duckweed-fed fisheries have materialized. These

are described below.

1. A 1 MLd duckweed based plant of 10-days detention time has been installed in Cuttack,

Orissa, producing carp and prawn fish and giving an effluent with BOD removal of 75�90

per cent.

2. A 3 MLd plant in Halisahar, West Bengal gives 85�90 per cent BOD removal. The fish

produced here is of the carp and related variety.

3. A 3 MLd plant at Nehru Vihar, Wazirabad, New Delhi, based on duckweek ponds, has

been installed. The system was sponsored by CPCB and operated by Sulabh International.

The actual flow received was less than the design flow. It varied from 1�2.7 MLd. The

duckweed ponds were operated at different flow rates giving a retention time from 5.4 to

22 days. It was observed that on an average organic loading of 106.2 kg/ha/day (10.62 g/

m2/day) the city sewage could be treated effectively. The BOD reduction was recorded as

66�80 per cent. Phosphate reduction was 30�50 per cent while the ammoniacal nitrogen
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reduction varied from 56�80 per cent. Faecal coliform removal was consistently above 99

per cent. The yield of duckweed varied from 41�135 g/m2/day. The fish production was,

however, only 6 MT per ha in an 11-month period which is rather low, thereby reducing its

income generating potential.

10.3 SEWAGE-FED FISH PONDS

There are a number of fish ponds in India, which are generally provided after waste stabilization

ponds. The reader may refer to the examples of such algae-fed fish ponds, which were given in

Chapter 9. The current chapter discusses duckweed-fed fish ponds which can be designed and

used like the algae-fed ponds, and give a good fish yield.

 There are also other plain sewage-fed fish ponds or in some instances, ponds fed with par-

tially treated sewage like those serving Kolkata, which must be mentioned because of the large

scale of their operation. Their sizes and income potential can be determined using the methods

indicated above. But, sadly, their hygienic condition is often intolerable.

Successful pisciculture requires an ecosystem approach to ensure compatibility between the

various components. Compatibility between the fish, the food and the pond environment is most

essential. This is taken care of when fish is introduced either into the final compartment of an

algal waste stabilization pond or into a separate pond which is topped up from time to time and

fed with harvested duckweed as explained earlier. Fish yields in case of sewage-fed ponds are a

little lesser than those obtained in the case of duckweed-fed ponds depending on compatibility.

Duckweed generally exhibits high compatibility with a variety of fish from the carp family. Again

in the interest of compatibility, phosphate concentration has to be kept below 4 mg/L in the fish

ponds to prevent a large algal crop in the pond leading to very low dissolved oxygen in the

early morning hours.

Kolkata (East) has a unique set of fish ponds (of some 3000 ha area), developed by local

fishermen some 80 years ago, which receive untreated municipal wastewater (approximately

550,000 cu m/day) through a long, open channel. Thus, the fish ponds receive almost raw sew-

age and the whole operation is fairly odorous. The reported fish yields are around 13,000 tonnes

of fish (mainly carp and some tilapia), with the average production being 4�7 tonnes per ha per

year which is on the low side (somewhat similar to the relatively low production obtained in the

case of the duckweed-fed ponds in New Delhi).

From the viewpoint of public health, no trematode infections are reported from the area and

fecal coliform levels in the ponds are around 1000 per 100 mL. The biggest problem is that of

odour and decreased land values in the vicinity. The fish ponds are remarkable in that they

provide employment to some 4,000 people over a number of years.

10.4 NATURAL WETLANDS

Wetlands are defined as areas which are inundated or saturated with surface or groundwater,

saline or fresh, which support vegetation typically adapted for living in saturated soil condi-

tions. Wetlands exist in a broad variety of environmental conditions and have plant communi-

ties, soils and hydrology that differ from most upland plant communities. Wetland plants are
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adapted to growing in soils which, during the growing season, are too wet for plants that nor-

mally grow under upland conditions.

Although wetlands are currently recognized as some of the most productive natural areas, im-

portant as buffers between uplands and streams, lakes or coastal areas, more than half of the

world�s wetlands have been lost in the process of building our industrial, residential and agricul-

tural resources. Natural wetlands exist all over the world and those located at the margins of land

and sea or land and other fresh water bodies (for example, mangroves) are well-known for the

important role they play in maintaining natural ecosystems that are rich in plant and animal (fish)

life. Natural wetlands generally have saturated soil conditions and abound in rooted vegetation

which emerges out of shallow waters in the euphotic zone. They may also have phytoplankton.

If natural wetlands can be integrated with wastewater treatment systems, one can find an

effective way of wastewater disposal while at the same time controlling the wanton destruction

of wetlands in the habited areas (Rakesh Kumar, 2002). Only one natural wetland has been stud-

ied at Roorkee in India by Himanshu Joshi and Mohammad Shafiqul Islam (2004) where it was

found that medium strength wastewater (BOD 200�250 mg/L) passing @ 250 m3/day over a

natural wetland of very small area (83 m ´ 36 m) gave a BOD removal of 73 per cent, TKN

removal of 20 per cent and phosphorus removal of just 7 per cent. They found the Phragmites

karka to be a most efficient and hardy plant growing in those natural wetlands.

It is not easy to convince the authorities to even consider using �natural� wetlands as they put

forth the following objections.

1. The existing rules protecting the Coastal Regulation Zones would not permit it.

2. The Pollution Control Board rules prohibit the discharge of untreated wastes to the envi-

ronment

3. There is a likelihood of polluting groundwaters and nearby shallow wells.

4. The likelihood of smell and mosquito nuisance and overall deterioration of aesthetics in

the vicinity.

5. Wind often blows from the seashore towards the land.

6. There is a lack of design criteria and pilot studies.

Until further studies and research are undertaken to develop this interesting line of action, an

artificially constructed wetland, as described below, has a greater chance of acceptance in India

than a natural wetland.

10.5 CONSTRUCTED WETLANDS (REED BEDS)

A constructed wetlands [Pictures 9 and 10 (Plate 6)] can be defined as a wetland specifically

constructed for the purpose of wastewater treatment at a selected site. Constructed wetlands

have been used for: (i) treating septic tank and Imhoff tank effluents from housing complexes,

and (ii) providing tertiary treatment to effluents from aerated lagoons and conventional sewage

treatment plants. In both cases, constructed wetlands are provided to meet more stringent BOD

and suspended solids (SS) standards before the discharge of effluent to surface waters or for

reuse. The population that can be served is dependent on the land area available, the media

used, climate, and other factors discussed below. Constructed wetlands have also been used in

Western countries to treat storm-waters, industrial, mining and agricultural wastes.
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They were first developed in 1960 by Dr. K Seidel in Germany. He showed that by planting the

reed system in inert media the plants take up nutrients from the applied wastewater. By 1995, over

200 units had been built in Europe (mainly in Denmark, Germany and UK) and another 200 in

USA, and in smaller numbers elsewhere. In these countries, the population densities are generally

low, and even small populations have to treat sewage to a high standard before discharge. Only

about 50�60 units were reported to be existing in India in 2005 (mostly in Tamil Nadu and Auroville,

Pondicherry) perhaps because of our laxity in allowing even �king-size� septic tanks for populations

of 1000�2000 people, with effluents discharged directly to natural surface water courses instead of

underground soaking. As this unfortunate practice ceases, more consideration will be given to

reed beds and other such methods to meet stricter standards in India.

Only a few well-documented cases have been quoted in literature from India (Proceedings of

International Conference on Constructed Wetlands, Chennai, 2000; Rengasami et al., 2002 and

Himanshu Joshi and Mohammad Shafiqul Islam, 2004). Other references at the end of this chapter

are from various international sources.

10.5.1 Types of Constructed Wetlands

Constructed wetlands (also called �reed beds� and �root zone treatment�) are generally of two types

as far as their water surface is concerned. They are either of the free water surface (FWS) type or of

the submerged flow (SF) type and the direction of flow is either horizontal or vertical. Figure 10.9

shows the horizontal, submerged flow (SF) type, which is often preferred as it per forms well, can

be installed in relatively flat land and discourages the possibility of mosquito breeding that is

likely with a free water surface. However, submerged flow wetlands are more expensive to con-

struct because of the special gravel fill required and associated earthwork and are likely to suffer

from plugging with time. Constructed wetlands of the vertical flow type are preferred where an

adequate slope is available to accommodate vertical flow without pumping. Such wetlands are

also preferred for larger flows as they are reported to require less land area per person.

The beds can serve flows ranging from a single family to a whole town or Industry. The

constructed wetlands used for treating domestic sewage from houses require a land area of 1.0

to 2.0 m2 per person in warm areas like India and larger areas in colder climates (see Table 10.4).

An installation serving a textile mill in Germany extends over as much as 23.5 ha of land.

10.5.2 Aquatic Plant Species

The aquatic plant species cultivated should preferably be one of the native plant species which

grows locally in that area. The selected species should have a relatively rapid growth rate, be

tolerant to nutrient rich feeds and be able to withstand wetlands conditions. Thus, one of the

following species could be selected:

1. Phragmites australis, Phragmites communis, Phragmites karka

2. Typha spp. (Cattail)

3. Schoenoplectus validus (Great Bulrush)

4. Juncus ingens (Giant Rush)

In India, the Phragmites species (locally called nanal in Tamil Nadu) have been reported to be

successfully used. They can grow to a height of 3�4 m at full growth.
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All these aquatic plants have the characteristic ability of transporting air (oxygen) from
the atmosphere to the roots from where a part diffuses into the liquid substrate. They have
relatively deep roots and rhizomes which create a large volume of active rhizosphere per unit
surface area (see Fig. 10.8). They supply oxygen to the micro-organisms in the substrate, and
help stabilize the organic matter applied. The plants create oxidized micro-zones in an otherwise
reduced substrate with anoxic and anaerobic zones in which micro-organisms perform, stabiliz-
ing organic matter and promoting nitrification�denitrification also.

As the roots and rhizomes penetrate through the soil, they loosen the soil and improve perco-
lation, thus helping in stabilizing the hydraulic conductivity at a level reported to be resembling

coarse sand, within 2�5 years regardless of the initial porosity of the soil.
The reed beds also promote evapotranspiration in the growing season (up to 10�15 mm/day or

100 to 150 m3/ha-d). In the tropics, the rate could be higher and the outflow from the bed would
get reduced accordingly. One can also conceive of �zero� discharge in a tropical area though this is
not the principal objective of a reed bed. In moderate climates of central Europe, systems designed

at 8 m2 per population equivalent are reported to produce almost no effluent during summer time.

0

100

100

200

80% bio-mass is in the roots
20% in the green tops.
The roots extend down to
0.6 – 0.8 m and even up to 1 m in
warmer climate

Fig. 10.8 Typical Macrophyte Phragmites australis used in providing reed beds for root-zone

treatment of wastewater
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Multiple pathways of organic removal exist. In case of phragmites in north Europe studied

for phenol removal, 72 per cent was metabolized by soil organisms, 16.7 per cent by plant tissue

and 9.1 per cent was voltalized (Rust and Barlow, 1995). Nitrogen from the wastewater is par-

tially removed by the mechanism of nitrification�denitrification and partially by physically har-

vesting the crop and removal from site. Phosphorus removal occurs mainly in the passage of the

wastewater through the media, with the removal being higher where the clay content is higher

in the media. However, a higher clay content tends to increase the hydraulic resistance to the

flow in the media. (Also see sec.10.5.7)

10.5.3 Construction

A typical reed bed or macrophyte trench with horizontal, sub-surface flow is shown in Fig. 10.9. It

is a shallow bed about 0.6�0.8 m deep filled with gravel (< 15 mm dia.), coarse sand and selected

soil (created by mixing some clay with sandy soil or compost with local soil). The porosity of the

bed varies from 0.3�0.42 depending upon the media contents. Preparing the bed may constitute

the major cost. Rengasami et al (2002) describe their constructed wetland plant for ISRO at Bangalore,

giving the relative proportion of the three inert ingredients making up the media as 50 per cent, 40

per cent and 10 per cent, respectively. The porosity of the bed in this case is 0.3.

Fig. 10.9 Longitudinal section through a typical reed bed filled with gravel, sand or selected soil with

horizontal flow of wastewater. Note that some pre-treatment is provided (e.g., in a septic

tank) and the wastewater distributed through a trench. The effluent is collected using another

trench at the other end. The flow of water is regulated by using a weir. The water line is

maintained sub-surface throughout

A bed may be rectangular in plan (about 3:1 in length: width ratio) and may be inclined at a 1�3

per cent slope. The bed is isolated from the surrounding groundwater by lining it with clay to

prevent ground water contamination. For this purpose, sealing of the bottom may be done by

using natural clay with bentonite, if necessary, to achieve a hydraulic conductivity of 10�8 to 10�9

m/sec. Alternatively, a plastic medium may be used but it is generally more expensive.

At the head-end of the bed, a distribution trench is provided filled with larger gravel (50 mm)

and an inlet pipe as shown in Fig. 10.9. Similarly, a collection trench filled with gravel (50 mm)

and provided with an outlet pipe is built at the outlet end with the pipe(s) leading to a water
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level regulation chamber before final discharge. The baffle in this chamber is adjustable and

fixes the level of the sub-surface flow. Initially, the loss of head may be only about 50 mm

while later this may increase as the bed matures and the pores clog, and the outlet level may

have to be manually shifted close of the base of the bed giving a maximum loss of head of

nearly 0.6 m.

Incidentally, the extent of clay contained in the media improves the phosphorus removal po-

tential of the wetland. However, as stated earlier, clay decreases the hydraulic conductivity of

the system.

About 3�5 Phragmites plant saplings are planted per square meter. At full growth, the plants

may be 3�4 m tall and 100�150 reeds may exist per metre. The reed growth rate can, however,

be adversely affected if the chromium content is more than 10 mg/l of wastewater or cadmium

is above 500 mg/l. Xylene, toluene and alkylated benzene substances are also toxic. Normally,

workmen are not encouraged to step into the beds. The mosquito menace cannot be ruled out

since thick vegetation is present. But it should be kept to a minimum. Mosquito control, espe-

cially in the malarious areas, is of paramount importance.

Sub-surface flow It is desirable to maintain the sub-surface flow at all times to prevent mos-

quito breeding and malodour formation, especially in the tropics. After some years of operation,

some flow may tend to take place over the bed surface through the litter layer of dead leaves

and stems. This may also happen when the inflow increases over the years. The reed beds then
need to be enlarged to restore sub-surface flow. It is claimed that no harvesting or re-laying of
the beds is necessary and a life of 50 years is indicated! However, no installation is as yet that
old to be able to verify the claim, especially in the tropics. Of course, this should not be a big
problem as the bed can be easily re-laid after some years if necessary.

Catchwater channels need to be provided as shown in Fig. 10.9 to intercept the storm run-off
from the surrounding areas entering the beds. Access to the public and cattle may also need to
be controlled. Sufficient free board is given to allow the accumulation of reed litter and effluent

derived solids for some years.

10.5.4 Pre-treatment

In the case of raw sewage from residential complexes, pre-treatment has to be provided in the

form of a septic tank or Imhoff tank in order to remove settleable solids before the flow goes to

any macrophyte bed (Fig. 10.9). Pre-treatment is highly recommended in all cases except where the

macrophyte bed has to provide tertiary treatment to an effluent already pre-treated in an aerated

lagoon or a conventional plant. If a �silt trap� is required, its periodic cleaning must be provided for.

In Australia, it is claimed that in order to dispose septic tank effluent through conventional

drainfields one requires 50�100 m2 area per 1 m3/day flow, whereas with macrophyte trenches

about half the area may suffice. For smaller populations, reed beds may be cheaper to install

than sand filters to polish septic tank effluents, before surface discharge.

10.5.5 General Design Considerations

Batchelor and Loots (1995) give some process design norms for constructed wetlands with sub-

surface flow in South Africa as shown in Table 10.4. These norms cannot be applied directly to a

warm country like India without adjustment.
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Table 10.4: Process design norms for subsurface flow wetlands for treating raw domestic

wastewaters in India (Adapted from Arceivala and Asolekar, 2005)

Parameters Typical Values

European Literature Recommended for India

Area requirement, m2/ person(1) 2.0�5.0 1.0�2.0
BOD5 loading rate, g/m2 � day(2) 7.5�12.0 17.5�35.0
Detention time, days 2� 7 2� 3
Hydraulic loading rate, mm/day (Must not exceed hydraulic conductivity of bed)
Depth of bed, meters 0.6�0.9
Porosity of bed, % (typical) 30�40
1st Order reaction constant, KT/ day 0.17�0.18
Evapotranspiration losses, mm/day(3) 10�15 > 15

(1) Constructed wetlands may be suitably downsized when wastewater is pre-treated

(2) Based on raw sewage BOD = 50 g/person-day and 30% reduction in pre-setting

(3) 1.0 mm/day = 10 m3/ha-day

For the design of macrophyte beds with horizontal flow, two important aspects of design

have to be kept in mind. These are:

(i) Organic removal parameter, and

(ii) Hydraulic flow considerations.

Design for organic removal BOD removal has been approximated by first order, plug flow

kinetics. On the basis of the European design and operations guidelines for these systems, Green

and Upton (1994) give the following based on first order kinetics as also used in Severn Trent,

UK, for the design of constructed reed beds for polishing wastewater treated effluents from

small communities:

Ct = Co e�K t

Since t is a function of bed area, we can also write

A =
Q C C

K

o t

BOD

ln ln-b g
(Eq. 10.1)

in which, A = bed area, m2

 Q = average flow, m3/day

 Co = inlet 5-day BOD, mg/l

 Ct = Outlet BOD5, mg/l

 KBOD = BOD5 reaction constant, day�1

As per the Severn Trent Report, the value of KT for 49 systems in Denmark is observed to average

0.083 and in UK it is 0.067 per day. For Bangalore, India, with domestic wastewater Rengasami et al.

(2002), give the KT value as 0.17 per day which is likely to occur in a warm country.

 The following example works out the area requirement for a constructed wetland to treat

septic tank effluent with a KT value of 0.18.

Example 10.3: Estimate the area required for a reed bed to treat septic tank effluent with BOD

200 mg/l to be brought down to 30 mg/l in the outflow. Assume KBOD = 0.18 /day and flow =

200 L/person/day. Hence determine the BOD loading on the bed.
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(a) Bed Area

From Eq. (10.1)

A =
0 2 200 30

018

. ln ln

.

−a f
 = 2.1 m2/person

(b) BOD load

BOD load per person = 200 mg/l ´ 200 l/day = 40 g/person/day

Hence, BOD loading on bed = 
40

2 1.
 = 19 g/m2/day

This loading is acceptable for a warm country like India as given in Table 10.4. The loading

can be reduced by increasing the reed bed area per person. From limited observations in India,

however, BOD loadings of 20 g/m2/day appear satisfactory, and no increase in area appears

necessary until more field data from independent sources are available to show otherwise.

Hydraulic considerations in design The dimensions of the reed bed can be derived from the

following two assumptions in applying Darcy�s Law:

1. Hydraulic gradient is equivalent to a slope of 5 per cent.

2. Hydraulic conductivity will stabilize at around 1 ´ 10�3 m/sec (86.4 m/day) as the reed

bed is fully established. Values as high as 500 m/day have been recorded in India.

The formula is:

Ac =
Q

K dH dSf b g ´ 86 400,
 , (Eq. 10.2)

in which, Ac = cross-sectional area of the bed, m2

 Q = average flow, m3/day

 Kf = hydraulic conductivity, m/sec

 dH/dS = slope = m/m

Example 10.4 For a flow of 200 L/person-day from a house with 10 persons, a reed bed 0.6 m deep

is to be provided. Estimate the cross-sectional area of the bed required for transmitting the flow at Kf

= 1.0 ´ 10�3 m/sec and a slope of 0.05 m/m. Also determine the detention time in the reed bed and

the hydraulic loading rate.

(a) The Reed Bed

Ac =
2 0

86 400 1 10 0 053

.

, .a f e j a f´

 = 0.46 m2

Hence, bed width =
0 46

0 6

.

.
 = 0.8 m for 10 persons

To provide a reed bed of 2.1 m2/person (previous example) we need 21 m2 in plan area for

ten persons. Hence a bed of width 0.8 m, length 26 m would be required. However, we can

adjust dimensions to keep to the desired aspect ratio of 1:3�1:5 without altering the total plan
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area, namely provide a bed of approximately 2.4 m width and 8.75 m length. If a bed is made

wider rather than longer, the flow distribution must be assured reasonably equal all over the

width.

(b) Detention Time in Reed Bed

The detention time in the reed bed can be estimated as

= 
Net pore volume of bed,m

Flow rate, m /day

porosity3

3

=

· · ·

2 4 8 75 0 6 35%

2

. . .a f
 = 2.2 days

Typical values range from 2 to 5 days as given in Table 10.4 and may be even lower when rain

water enters the system. In the Bangalore case, the detention time was 2.1 days while in Roorkee

it was about 5 days.

(c) Hydraulic Loading Rate

The hydraulic loading rate is 2 m3/day on 0.46 m2 cross-sectional bed area i.e.

2 m /day

0 m

3

2.46
 = 434 cm/d.

In the Bangalore case, the hydraulic loading was 0.085 m3/m2/day while in Roorkee, it was

0.084 m3/m2/day.

The usual mechanism used for nitrogen removal is nitrification�denitrification. As Phragmites

beds are not rich in oxygen, not much nitrification may occur, especially in cold climates, and

hence nitrogen removal is not very high. Nitrogen removal mainly occurs when the crop is

harvested and removed from the site.

10.5.6 Other Approaches Used in Design

The current design criteria seen above for wetlands have been based on either empirical or first-
order reaction rates. The following two examples indicate the direction in which research is
currently progressing.

Polprasert et al. (1998) have attempted to incorporate bio-film kinetics and dispersion data to
predict COD in free water surface wetland design and determine performance from lab experi-
ments. The proposed kinetic model satisfactorily predicted COD removal efficiencies in pilot-
scale free water surface wetland units.

 Shulin Chen et al. (1999) have used the concept of solute transport to develop a mathematical
model to predict BOD removal in submerged flow constructed wetlands. The main advantage of

the new model over the plug flow model is that (as in the case of Polprasert et al.) it considers
the impact of dispersion and is therefore more accurate in predicting BOD removal from sub-

merged flow wetlands.

10.5.7 Performance of Constructed Wetlands Treating Domestic Wastewater

The performance of a constructed wetland (a reed bed or root zone system) treating domestic

wastewater can be judged on various bases, such as biochemical/chemical oxygen demand (BOD/
COD), TSS, nitrogen, phosphorus and coliforms removal, as discussed below.
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BOD/COD and TSS removal The BOD removal efficiency in India when reed beds are used in

horizontal flow mode generally varies from 80�96 per cent. The final effluent tends to show

BOD5 values ranging from 3�6 mg/l though 5�10 mg/l are more common. Somewhat lower

figures are more applicable when the land area provided is below the optimum or tertiary treat-

ment is provided to an already pre-treated wastewater such as from an aerated lagoon or an-

other process. The higher efficiency applies to other cases (see Table 10.5). In the case of Bangalore,

the treated effluent is found to be consistently in the range of 4�20 mg/L and BOD removal varies

from 68�96 per cent. TSS removals are better than 75 per cent in most cases.

Table 10.5: Performance data for constructed reed beds used for tertiary treatment at five sewage

treatment works in Seven Trent Water (in the UK) and from January to May 1992 annual

average results in mg/l (Adapted from Green and Upton, 1994)

Works BOD COD SS TKN

1991 1992 1991 1992 1991 1992 1991 1992

Middleton-450 m2 serving 400 people, commissioned April 1987
Inlet 11.6 13.3 72.7 87.3 25.5 26.2 6.1 9.3
Reed bed 2.7 1.6 36.6 35.3 5.7 4.6 1.8 1.8

effluent

Leek Wootton-900 m2 serving 1.150 people, commissioned June 1990
Inlet 13.2 12.1 94.3 106.1 20.2 20.6 8.6 8.9
1st Reed bed 3.3 56.0 4.4 4.9

effluent
2nd Reed bed 3.9 54.5 3.8 5.6

effluent
Combined 2.1 54.3 4.8 4.0

effluent

Himley-864 m2 serving 704 people, commissioned August 1991
Inlet 13.5 27.3 79. 119.2 38.9 39.0 6.6 7.1
Reed bed 1.5 3.7 31.7 50.2 5.1 5.0 2.5 3.3

effluent

Thrope Satchville-600 m2 serving 630 people, commissioned October 1991
Inlet 15.4 14.9 100.2 116.4 35.3 33.8 8.7 12.6
Reed bed 4.0 3.4 50.6 53.2 5.5 5.8 6.0 8.3

effluent

Ashby Folville-782 m2 serving 780 people, commissioned October 1991
Inlet 14.5 17.7 99.1 83.3 60.5 25.7 6.9 11.3
Reed bed 3.0 2.8 46.8 50.6 7.5 3.7 5.5 8.6

effluent

Good removal of TSS, BOD and COD starts as soon as a reed bed is commissioned. This is
probably due to low velocity through pore spaces in the bed and the large surface area available
(Green & Upton, 1994). The absence of algae in the effluent gives its low TSS values of 5�7 mg/l
which is desirable in meeting stringent discharge standards.

Nitrogen and phosphorus removal Phosphorus removal depends on the type of soil used in
the reed bed media. Treatment in reed beds with gravel media and horizontal flow shows little

promise for phosphorus removal. The removal efficiencies for nitrogen and phosphorus reported

from cold climates are generally poor (20�30%). Reports from India indicate phosphorus
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removal to be highly variable. In the case of Roorkee noted earlier, phosphorus removal was
only 7%. In the case of Bangalore, it was around 50%. Incidentally, the higher the clay content in
the soil, the better the phosphorus removal but the poorer the hydraulic conductivity of the soil.

Ammonia�nitrogen removal generally improves with time. This improved removal is prob-
ably due to the growth of nitrifiers and improved oxygen transfer with time. Only a small per-
centage of removal can be ascribed to the growth of Phragmites reeds. In an Austrian study, it
has been shown that as compared to the TKN removal of about 400 g/m2, nitrogen in the aerial
biomass accounted for only 65 g/m2 (Perfler and Haberl, 1995). Nitrogen removal is also de-
pendent on the carbon�nitrogen balance in the system (Rust and Barlow, 1995). As stated in

Section 9.17, a NO3-N loss of about 1 g/m2/day appears attainable in algal waste stabilization
ponds while 0.5 g/m2/day is possible in constructed wetlands.

Pathogen and coliform removal Pathogen and coliform removal is observed to be of a high
order in reed beds. Almost 100% removal can be expected.

Other aspects Reed beds show a tolerance to peak loadings and relative stability over sea-
sonal differences. H. Kraft (2006) states that in his European experience, a 25% difference is
observed between summer and winter values of final effluent BOD from constructed wetlands.
Malodours are also greatly reduced. Trace organics and heavy metals removal are also ob-

served. The major fear with macrophyte beds in the tropics is the likelihood of mosquito breed-
ing which may be particularly undesirable in malarial areas and in and around urban areas. In
an installation serving a housing complex in Germany, the treated water from the root zone

bed is reused in flushing toilets. This is a good example of water conservation. (Kraft, 2006)

10.5.8 Constructed Wetlands for Reuse

As reed beds have a good potential for polishing of effluents, these systems could be considered in
reuse of wastewater and in groundwater recharge. A few interesting examples are given below.

Perfler and Haberl (1995) describe comparative studies carried out in Vienna, Austria, using
both horizontal and vertical flow reed beds. They use vertical flow reed beds after providing
pre-settling to remove coarser solids and applying sewage only intermittently. They conclude
that by optimization of operating conditions, it should be possible to establish the wetland sys-
tem as useful technology for wastewater treatment in rural areas.

Lawrence P. (1997) indicates that Montgomery Watson have designed and implemented a
constructed wetland system for two villages in Greece with a population of 3500 using a combi-
nation of vertical and horizontal flow systems to treat raw sewage. The unit has been perform-
ing satisfactorily and is the subject of a two-year monitoring programme. The system has been
designed with two streams: one with an Imhoff tank for presettlement, the other sending unset-
tled sewage direct to the primary beds. The overflow goes to a lake though replenishing it is not
the main objective. The vertical flow beds are two, for intermittent operation, followed by a
horizontal flow bed with continuous operation. In this manner, it is claimed that the area re-
quirement is reduced (about 1.2 m2/person) and nutrient removal is better.

A Bangalore Lake An instance from Bangalore, in India, can be given where the Madhivala
Lake within the city proper was badly polluted by urban wastewater directly flowing into it and
grossly polluting it. It was decided to clean up the lake by treating the untreated wastewater
flowing into it by providing a wastewater treatment scheme such as the following:

Waste ®UASB + algal oxidation pond + constructed wetland -® Madhivala Lake
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A Lake in Rajasthan: The authors (Arceivala and Asolekar, 2005) along with others, are pres-
ently engaged in planning the rejuvenation of a lake on the outskirts of a city in Rajasthan where
a constructed wetland is proposed to be provided to give additional treatment to the city�s
tertiary treated wastewater before use in the lake. The constructed wetland is to be preceeded by
a hyacinth pond, if necessary.

The Hussain Sagar Lake, Hyderabad: This is an example of successful rejuvenation of a lake
in India (the Hussain Sagar Lake in Hyderabad, Andhra Padesh) since 1998, using the city�s
wastewater after mechanized treatment (extended aeration process). A constructed wetland and/
or groundwater recharge may become necessary in future if the lake is to be used for potable

purposes. It is described more fully in Chapter 15.

10.5.9 Performance of Industrial Installations

As a developing country, China has been making use of natural and constructed wetlands to
treat municipal and industrial wastewater for more than 40 years. From 1960 to 1980, many
systems were installed for treating municipal wastewaters. Since 1980, wetlands have also been
used for treating industrial wastes (Shuhai and Yuxing Bai, 2000). The waste from Liaohe Oil
Field (450 km from Beijing) is an oily waste of 800 cu m/day with COD = 360 mg/l. Although
the average temperature is 9.2oC, it reaches a minimum of � 30ºC in the winter. The flow sheet is
partly mechanical and partly natural:

Skimming Tank ® Two-stage Air Flotation ® Anaerobic Tank (30 days) ® stabilization-
cum-holding ponds (100 days) ® Constructed Wetlands (214 days) used only from May to
November ® Final effluent

The final effluent shows oil < 10 mg / L and COD < 100 mg/L which meets the national standards.
Tom Burkitt et al. (2000) give an example from Billingham, Teeside, UK, where reed beds with

Phragmites australis are being used by ICI since over ten years to treat chemical industry waste
(3000 cu m/day, BOD 1500 mg/L) from the manufacture of alcohols, phenol/acetone and amines
with various derivatives. The constructed wetlands cover 4.9 ha employing vertical flow. The
final effluent flows to River Tees. Even though the capital cost was rather high because of diffi-
cult site conditions, this system was selected because its running costs were very low. The sys-
tem also absorbed shock loads very well.

Other examples of the use of constructed wetlands come from Germany. These are listed below.

1. Windel Textil of Bielefeld use 23.5 ha of constructed wetlands for treating organic chemi-
cals (dyes and finishing agents) for reducing BOD from 600 mg/L to less than 40 mg/L
and also eliminating sulphide odour.

2. Havighorst, Hamburg, where 40�400 cu m/day leachate flow (depending on rainfall) from
a solid waste dump is treated in a 2500 cu m reed bed system which removes 94�100 per
cent chloro-organic hydrocarbons.

3. At Buchenauer Hof, a vineyard waste of 10 cu m/day with COD varying from 1000 to 2000
mg/L is treated on a small 150 sq m reed bed installation (loading 67 g/m2/day) to give a
final COD < 200 mg/L consistently over a four-year period in spite of shock loads.

Following are examples from India on the use of constructed wetlands for industrial wastes:

1. Tannery wastewater has been treated successfully in selected tanneries of Tamil Nadu un-
der a UNIDO program giving 50�60 per cent organic removal along with better colour and
turbidity removal.
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2. In pilot studies near Pune, constructed wetlands have been used to treat 40,000 L/day of
an automobile factory wastewater with COD 2000 mg/L giving 90 per cent removal. Moreo-
ver, they make an interesting suggestion that the traditional reed bed could be provided
over only half the total area, thus giving a partially treated effluent which can be used in
the other half to grow fodder or fruit crops which yield some revenue.

3. Reed bed systems have also been installed in India for treating industrial wastes admixed
with domestic sewage. Domestic sewage from residences can be added to the factory waste
to provide welcome seeding with nutrients to facilitate treatment of the latter. Many indus-
tries located in distant areas have their own housing colonies attached to the industries.

Industries such as the following are likely to make use of natural systems like constructed
wetlands, ponds and others discussed in this Chapter as well as in Chapters 9 and 11, to treat
and dispose their wastewaters:

· Dairies, starch, sugar factories
· Fruit and vegetable canning
· Poultry and animal rearing agro-industries
· Pulp and paper
· Textiles, tanneries, pharmaceuticals

· Wineries, breweries, distilleries.

10.6 VERMICULTURE, EARTHWORM TECHNOLOGY

Vermiculture has been mainly used in composting of solid wastes such as domestic garbage, and
in treatment of agro-wastes rich in organic matter such as sugar, brewery, distillery, press mud,
pulp bagasse, oil extraction residues, etc.

Earthworm technology using vermiculture and vermi-composting system utilize the natural
capability of soils rich in bacteria and earthworms for degrading organic matter. The benefits of
earthworms are well-known to the farmer. Their use in waste treatment has been shown since
the 1980s with agro-industrial and domestic wastes, both solid and liquid. They constitute a
viable, natural treatment system, though their design parameters are yet mainly based on em-
pirical observations in the field and more work is needed in the form of well controlled experi-
ments to be able to optimize designs.

The two principal types of earthworms used in vermiculture are:
(i) Surface or epigeic worms, and

(ii) Burrowing earthworms.

There are wide differences between the way in which these two types of earthworms act on
organic wastes. Their niches in the soil ecosystem are different and a choice of one or the other

must, therefore, be based on their characteristics.

10.6.1 Use of Epigeic (Surface) Worms

Surface or epigeic worms (also called red worms) generally keep to the soil surface or within

10�15 cm of it. They thrive on decomposing organics in the presence of excessive moisture

(80�90 per cent) and acidity (optimum pH 5.0). They show horizontal mobility, easy reproduc-

ibility, developing into densities of 2000 per square meter. They are thin and short (20 � 40 mm,

3 mm diameter). Their life span is less than a year.
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Surface worms assimilate a small part of the ingested material and excrete out the rest as a

granular �cast� coated with muco-polysaccharides which act as a substrate for aerobic microbes

to utilize for further breakdown of the organics. Thus, the worms prepare the food for the aero-

bic bacteria to act upon. In India the species Eudrilus eugeniae and Eisenia foeteda have mostly

been used for conversion of solid wastes into compost. The other species used are Perionyx

excavatus, Dichogaster curgensis, and Lumbricus rubellus.

Using distillery sludge and press mud cake, Seenappa and Kale (1995) have shown that about

1000 kg of waste material innoculated with 3 kg of worms (Eudrilus eugeniae) took about eight

weeks time to convert 45�65 per cent of the material into compost, eliminating malodour and

improving handleability. Eventually, the industry has set up vermi-composting facility success-

fully over a 4 ha area. A similar successful installation has come up for converting solid waste

from an aromatic oil extraction unit manufacturing perfumes.

10.6.2 Use of Burrowing Earthworms

Burrowing earthworms are pale brownish in colour, and live deeper in the soil (3�5 m deep) i.e.,

in the root zone with about 50 per cent moisture only. They are thicker and longer than the

surface worms (100�300 mm long, 3�6 mm diameter) and maintain a neutral pH of around 7.0

in the soil. They grow relatively slowly and reach field densities of 100�200 per square meter.

Their life span can be 15 years.

These earthworms usually stay burrowed in the soil mass and generally exhibit vertical move-

ment, rising up or burrowing deeper into the soil depending on its moisture condition. They

tend to rise up to the soil surface during the rains and undergo asexual reproduction. Each

worm has both male and female features.

An interesting feature of these worms is the presence of a gizzard and grinding mechanism in

their system. This makes it obligatory for them to consume some rock, grit or dust particles to

enable �grinding� of their organic intake during passage through the guts of the earthworm.

They assimilate about 5�10 per cent of the ingested material and excrete the rest as granular cast

coated with muco-polysaccarides which act as important substrates for aerobic microbes. The

vermicasts thus contain a large number of aerobic microbes and earthworm cacoons which hatch

in a few weeks to give more earthworms in the soil. Thus, vermicastings are used to innoculate

a new soil bed with earthworms when commissioned. Thereafter, the addition of rock or dust

particles together with organic wastes either liquid or solid, have to continue. According to

Bhawalkar (1999), the addition of particles is about 30 per cent of the organic waste fed on

weight for weight basis. Other workers indicate a much lesser requirement of rock or dust or

lime powder just enough to keep the soil on the alkaline side.

The burrowing action of the earthworms, the excretion of vermicasts and addition of rock or

dust particles, all help to keep the soil porous and well drained, thus promoting the growth of

aerobic bacteria which bring about the eventual breakdown of organic matter into simpler end-

products for plant uptake. In a sense, vermiculture is similar to the reed beds in constructed

wetlands and the hyacinths in aquatic ponds where the reeds and hyacinths themselves do not

break down the organic wastes but only provide the support structures on which the microor-

ganisms perform. The symbiotic relationship between the microorganisms, the earthworms and

the plants keep the system going (see Figs. 10.10 and 10.11).
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Fig. 10.10 Symbiotic relationship between applied wastes, earthworms and soil bacteria and

plants. The burrowing type earthworms need dust or rock particles to assist their gizzard

action. Their end-products (vermicasts) help to regulate soil porosity and aeration, and thus

support bacterial activity which degrades the organics in the waste to give humus and release

nutrients. The nutrients support plant growth. Some leachate may also occur.

Fig. 10.11 Internal structure of a burrowing earthworm showing its gizzard and grinding mechanism
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10.6.3 Vermi-beds to Make Compost from Kitchen Garbage

Vermiculture for solid waste disposal: Vermiculture has found useful application in case of dis-

posal of domestic garbage (often referred to as �wet� wastes from kitchens). Already a large

number of families in cities like Mumbai in India practice vermi-composting with the encourage-

ment of the local municipality since it reduces some load on the municipal waste transport

system and the dumping site and at the same time gives good quality compost for gardening

(A.K. Jain, 2003).

The following steps are recommended to prepare a vermi-bed for handling kitchen wastes

from households (Bombay First, 1999):

1. Select a soil surface in the building compound or garden away from direct sunlight.

2. 1.0 m2 of this bed will generally be adequate for processing 1.0 kg/day of kitchen or garden

waste. This can be gradually increased to 2.0 or 3.0 kg/d. Since the �wet� waste from kitch-

ens in India is about 0.15 to 0.30 kg/person/day, a family of five persons would roughly

require a vermi-bed of about 1 m2 area. This is the common thumb-rule for area followed

in most of India.

3. To prepare the bed, cowdung is first spread @ 3 � 4 kg per m2. This is covered with a layer of

leaf-litter about 10 cm thick. Earthworms will be gradually attracted to the site and will �turn

over� the soil and the waste. As stated earlier, microbes will eventually convert it into compost.

4. After 15 days, start spreading raw vegetable waste on the prepared bed and, after another

15 days or so spread cooked food waste, but, not daily to begin with. Layers should not be

more than 5 cm to 10 cm thick. Do not heap the waste as that tends to cut off oxygen at the

bottom of the pile.

5. Vermi-processing beds are preferably made in a trench about 1.0 m deep. At the bottom, a

layer of brickbats and/or pebbles is spread and cowdung is spread over it as in step 3 above.

Over that spread 4�5 kg of vermi-cast powder per square meter of soil surface. Vermi-casts

contain tiny earthworms which help to change the wet garbage into compost.

6. In order to help prevent odours, sprinkle some dust / lime powder over the wet waste.

Sprinkle water regularly to keep it moist. In about 3 or 4 months, good quality compost

will form. Stop watering about two days before harvesting.

10.6.4 Some Typical Installations in India for Wastewater Treatment

Some species used in India for the treatment of both solid agro-wastes and liquid waste (sew-

age) are as follows:

· Pheretima elongata

· Lumbricus terrestris

· Allolobofora caliginosa

Some examples of installations existing in India and using the species Pheretima elongata, are

given below.

Vermi-pits A vermi-pit installation suitable for a low-cost sanitation programme is shown in

Fig. 10.12 (a). A vermi-pit is located at the rear of the pour-flush type toilet which has a squat-
ting platform, a pan without water seal (as a vermi-pit does not stink) and no vent pipe. The pit
bottom is made in soil (not concrete) so as to enable any liquid to percolate into the soil thus

giving zero discharge as effluent.
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As a pour-flush system uses about 10 L/person day the area of the vermi-pit is calculated on
the basis of 0.2 m2/person to give zero discharge (Arceivala, 1998). About 4�5 kg vermi-castings
are required per square meter of the pit area to commission the unit. It appears suitable for
serving individual households in rural areas using pour-flush type latrines. It has to be located
away from a drinking water well, although leachates may show low BOD and colilform values.

Vermi-filters A typical vermi-filter unit is shown in Fig. 10.12(b). This can be used to serve
larger inflows as when the number of persons is more or the houses use piped water supply. The
vermi-castings are supported on a typical under-drainage arrangement of the type used for sludge
drying beds or sand filters. The effluent is either used for gardening or soaked underground or

discharged through a small-bore sewer to a nearby municipal sewer.

Fig. 10.12 Typical installations of vermi-pit and vermi-filter used in wastewater treatment
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The vermi-filter area is calculated at 2 m2/m3/day, i.e., about 0.3 m2/person when sewage flow

is approximately 150 l/person day. Effluent BOD values have been reported to be less than 20 mg/

l. Some fast growing crops may be planted in the soil matrix for periodic harvesting of the biomass.

Vermi-beds for agro-industry wastes The successful application of vermiculture has also been

reported from agro-industry treating soybean, onion, chicken dressing, aromatic oil extraction,

distillery waste, etc. A small activated sludge plant has also been replaced by vermi-beds lo-

cated within the old aeration tank of 200 m2 surface area (Bhawalkar, 1997). Manual labour is

required for the addition of rock or dust particles and the removal of bed material from time to

time. Design criteria are empirically derived rather than on basis of controlled experiments.

As mentioned in Chapter 12, Satish Patel (1999) from Gujarat has suggested a very unusual

application of vermi-cast powder where he conceptualizes the treatment of certain industrial

wastes (chemical effluents and sludge) by the activated sludge process, adding the powder (like

powdered activated carbon in PACT) at 100�500 mg/L to improve the functioning of the proc-

ess. Both activated carbon and vermicastings appear to have some similarity in terms of surface

area, pore volume, etc. The addition of vermi-casts increases the population of useful microbes

to form a dense, quickly precipitating activated sludge and decreases the formation of long

filamentous and branched organisms, thus improving sludge settleability. Moreover, vermi-casts

have adsorbtive capacity similar to that of activated carbon which enables the adsorbed material

to be exposed to treatment for a much longer time than if it was merely floating in the liquid. In

fact, the difference in exposure time is like sludge age of several days compared to mere hydrau-

lic residence time of a few hours. This is an entirely new approach to the use of vermi-powder.

 Studies in Florida, USA (Eastman, 2000) have shown that sludge quality can be upgraded by

introducing earthworms (Eisenia fetida) in the sludge. In pilot experiments it was shown that

pathogen indicators like enteric virus, fecal coliforms, Salmonella spp and helminth ova (Ascaris

spp) could be reduced several-fold within 3�6 days as compared to control beds where no earth-

worms had been inoculated. This aspect has not yet been included in Indian studies.
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Wastewater Irrigation

Irrigation with any wastewater, especially industrial wastewater, needs an ecosystem approach to
ensure sustainability of the �soil-crop-wastewater� system. For predominantly domestic wastes, the
UASB followed by a short-detention oxidation pond generally makes adequate treatment for meeting
discharge standards for wastewater irrigation in India, and gives valuable biogas for free!

Historically, wastewater irrigation has pre-dated all pollution control measures since sewer sys-

tems, in the form of open canals, were first used. In practicing wastewater irrigation then, peo-

ple only began to do on a relatively wider scale what they were already doing at the personal

level by defecating in the fields and forests. That is where they learnt that sewage could be used

advantageously in agriculture. Wastewater irrigation in so-called �sewage farms� has thus been

practiced for well over a hundred years and people have seen its benefits. Interest in disposal of

wastes on land has not been confined to countries with arid and warm climates. Even in the

developed countries, with temperate climates, increasing interest has been taken in land dis-

posal as an ecologically satisfactory solution giving a high degree of treatment and nutrient

removal.

Land application of wastewater has generated its own set of problems and irrigation practices

have greatly improved as a result of the experiences gained over time, especially in health pro-

tection and in the use of municipal wastewaters mixed with industrial wastes which led to

problems of �soil-water-crop� sustainability in course of time. Some of the essential features of

these systems are discussed below, and particular attention is paid to irrigational use of wastewater

as it yet has a wide scope for application in developing countries in warmer climates like India�s.

11.1 WASTEWATER IRRIGATION

The irrigational use of treated effluent and sludge must be given the fullest consideration in

planning any wastewater disposal scheme. There is sound logic in returning the solids back to

the soil and reusing the wastewater wherever feasible.
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From the agricultural point of view, treated wastewater and sludge could be used effectively

provided certain quality constraints are met. Their use has advantages over plain water, such as:

1. Presence of fertilizing constituents (nitrogen, phosphorus and micro-nutrients)

2. Favourable soil conditioning properties (e.g., aiding water retention)

Wastewater irrigation becomes a successful method of �treatment� achieving primary, second-

ary, and tertiary treatment (all rolled in one), and in many instances, is capable of giving returns

in the form of crops and reusable water. However, the main disadvantages associated with its

irrigational use are:

1. Contamination and health hazards likely in regard to agricultural workers and consumers

of the crops (the food chain)

2. Possible chemical effects of the wastewater or sludge on the soil and ground water

3. Generally, large land requirements

4. Seasonal nature of irrigation demands.

Irrigational use of wastewater is not to be regarded as just a primitive and inferior method of

getting rid of wastewater or sludge. Properly designed and operated, irrigation systems can be a

convenient and low cost method, comparable with tertiary treatment and capable of satisfying

environmental criteria. Furthermore, the cost of wastewater treatment can be at least partly off-

set by the sale value of the treated effluent supplied to a farm. For obvious reasons wastewater

irrigation has had a much wider application in warm and arid regions, although there have been

some notable examples in the temperate climates where increasing consideration is being given

to it as a means of tertiary treatment (Kneeland, 1973)

One such notable example of wastewater disposal by irrigation in a temperate climate comes

from Muskegon County, Michigan, USA, where the scheme was the recipient of an Award from

the National Society of Professional Engineers, USA, as one of the ten outstanding achievements

of 1972. The project involved [see Fig. 11.1] disposal of nearly 200,000 m3/day of raw sewage

which was first held for three days in an aerated lagoon followed by five months in a balancing

reservoir for storage when irrigation on land was difficult owing to winter months. Finally, an

area of about 148,000 ha was covered by spray irrigation using specially designed arms (rotating

like trickling filter arms). The under-drainage was collected in underdrains below the

200,000 m /d
raw sewage

3

Aerated lagoon

( = 3 days)t

Spray irrigation by
rotating arms to

irrigate 148,000 ha

Balancing reservoir
( = 5 months at

full storage)
t

Land

Under-drainage to river

Fig. 11.1 Wastewater disposal scheme for Muskegon County, Michigan, USA
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ground level and conveyed to the river. A high degree of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD),

nutrients nitrogen, phosphorus and coliforms removal was thus achieved in a natural way.

Several other examples of wastewater irrigation from the US, in present times, are mainly from

Florida and California with some instances from Arizona, Nevada, Texas and New Mexico, all for

agricultural and landscaping purposes (Crook, 2000). In the 1980s, about 1300 industrial plants,

including more than 300 canneries, in the US utilized land irrigation for wastewater disposal.

Besides this, over 1000 municipalities, largely in the arid western parts of the US, also used infiltra-

tion or crop irrigation to treat and dispose their sanitary sewage It is interesting to note that in the

US much interest has been evinced in land disposal of wastes as an economical method of achiev-

ing a degree of tertiary treatment of the wastewater (not for enhancing food production).

In Germany, sewage has been utilized for agricultural purposes since around 1880. In 1962, in

the then Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), about 6000 ha of land were irrigated with sewage

from nearly 70 plants; 4000 ha by irrigation channels and 2000 ha by spraying (Kruse, 1962). By

1996, however, land disposal became limited to small installations and individual farm houses

in rural areas.

In India, the oldest sewage farm was established around 1885, and even today in India one of

the principle modes of final disposal of wastewater is on land. The climatic conditions, the ab-

sence of dilution flows in most streams during the summer, and the need to grow more food

make irrigation attractive. It is preferred that wastewaters from even larger cities are used in this

manner wherever possible. There are over 150 farms covering over 12,000 ha and utilizing over

5 ´ 108 m3 of sewage annually (Arceivala, 1980)

A large number of treated, and sometimes untreated, wastewaters from industries have been

disposed of by land application. Some of the industrial wastes for which land application is

considered favourable are from the food processing and agro-based industries such as:

· Canneries

· Milk dairies

· Sugar factories

· Breweries and distilleries

· Beverage factories.

Among other industries where land disposal has also been done are:

· Fertilizer manufacture

· Pulp and paper.

Sludges have also been disposed on land. Examples have been reported from several coun-
tries on the use of liquid sludge for irrigation; the sludge sources being primary settlement,
anaerobic digestion, or aerobic stabilization of domestic sewage. The increasing use of various
industrial waste sludges for irrigation were also reported until a few years ago when new rules
came into force forbidding their use if they were �hazardous� in nature.

Some industrial wastes are unfit for land disposal as they contain hazardous components
such as oils and tars, petroleum products, solvents, heavy metals and various toxic substances

which may accumulate in the food chain or migrate in the soils and pollute ground waters.
Town planners and urban planners could give greater leadership in considering the potential

of liquid and solid wastes for land treatment and earmark in advance geographical locations
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suitable for sewage irrigation in the vicinity of their towns taking into account their aesthetic,

topographical, soil and other considerations. The large areas required for land treatment could

thereby help town planners in controlling urban sprawl and in setting up certain industries or

facilities (like refuse disposal) which must be located away from residential areas. Eroded and

agriculturally poor lands can be developed gradually by the use of sewage sludges. The lands in

all cases could be considered for the development of grasslands, croplands, or forest land. Thus,

both land and water resources would be protected and even augmented.

A difficulty in this regard has been the possibility of problems of malodour and mosquitoes in

the vicinity of such sites. This difficulty is likely to occur in any poorly managed farm or waste

treatment plant where impounding of wastewater occurs, where the units are overloaded, or

where other difficulties exist. This aspect is very important from the public relations point of

view and cannot be overemphasized.

Governmental and other funding agencies could formulate their financial policies in such a

manner as to encourage land disposal where it constitutes an environmentally sound and sus-

tainable solution.

11.2 ASPECTS IN PLANNING AN IRRIGATION SYSTEM

Planning a proper wastewater irrigation system needs attention to many details with which

environmental engineers are generally not familiar. Thus, to give an overview, this section check-

lists the various aspects to be considered under the following three major groupings, which are:

· The irrigation system and its layout

� Wastewater (quantity) available for irrigation (the irrigant)

� Choice of crops

� Land requirement of farm and holding lagoon

� Distribution system at farm level

� Other elements of the system

· Soil-crop-water system and wastewater treatment

� Frequency of irrigation

� Salt build-up

� Salt tolerance of crops

� Traditional irrigation water quality norms

� Wastewater quality and treatment

� Removal of nutrients and pathogens in irrigation

� Fate of heavy metals and persistent substances

� Land treatment efficiency

· Operational and monitoring aspects

� Sustainable productivity

� Health of consumers and farm workers

� Guidelines for better operation and monitoring

The aspects to be considered under each of the above heads, as also their design basis are briefly

described below.
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11.3 THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM AND ITS LAYOUT

11.3.1 Wastewater Available for Irrigation (the Irrigant)

The quantity of wastewater available at a treatment plant site can be estimated from data given

earlier in Chapter 1 for municipal and industrial wastes. However, the effective quantity avail-

able for irrigation is much less owing to percolation and evaporation losses en route. The actual

quantity available for crop irrigation can be estimated by subtracting the losses likely to occur in

conveyance of the wastewater from the treatment site to the irrigation site, including losses in its

intermediate holding lagoon, if a lagoon is necessary for balancing purposes, and finally in its

distribution in the field.

Conveyance from the treatment site or pumping station is often by an open canal or channel

to carry the maximum expected flow. Channel losses vary widely and are estimated in the

range of 0.1�0.7 m3/m2/day of channel area, depending on the type of soil and channel lining

(US Agronomy, 1967).

The farm is the heart of the system and in deciding on its area it should be remembered that

with a given volume of irrigant, more area can be irrigated in the colder or wetter season than in

the warmer season. Thus, if enough land area is available, one could have a larger farm area in

service in the colder season and a smaller farm area at other times by keeping some part of the

farm area idle. No balancing lagoon would be needed. This would constitute a flexible area farm

[Fig. 11.2(a)]. If, on the other hand, a farm of constant area is to be operated, the wastewater

flow has to be held in a balancing or holding lagoon when not required on the farm, and used

from the lagoon to supplement the normal flow when demand on the farm is high, as during the

warmer season [Fig. 11.2 (b)]. Thus, the farm and the balancing lagoon are complementary parts

of the system and must be considered together. Example 11.3 explains the manner in which the

capacity of a balancing lagoon is determined. Unless the lagoon is to help tide over short periods

only between croppings, the lagoon land requirement can be quite substantial, especially if one

has to tide over long non-irrigating periods for climatic reasons.

Where wastewater has to be stored in holding lagoons when it is not being used, the overall

losses must also take lagoon evaporation and seepage into account, unless the lagoon bottom

and sides are specially treated to avoid or minimize seepage. Evaporation losses are estimated

from the climatic data available with meteorology departments.

Balancing lagoons do not provide a constant detention time to the inflow. By their very na-

ture, they provide a long detention time for some periods of the year and a very short detention

time at other periods when the lagoons are at a low level. At some time of the year the lagoon

may even be practically empty. This is important to keep in mind as the incidental treatment

afforded by the lagoon (bacterial die off, further BOD removal, denitrification, etc.) becomes

variable with the time of the year. Also for this reason, the use of the holding lagoon as a fish

pond, or as a treatment device, or as an aerated facultative lagoon demands that it be so con-

structed as to ensure the desired minimum lagoon volume at all times beyond the balancing

requirements. Aeration, if desired for treatment, could be achieved by the provision of floating

aerators in the lagoon as shown in Fig. 11.1.
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hence no balancing lagoon needed. If land is ample and under-
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Fig. 11.2 Typical wastewater disposal farm layouts for irrigation

Once the water losses in conveyance and in the holding lagoon are estimated, the wastewater

actually available for irrigation in the farm is known. A further loss of irrigant occurs in distrib-

uting it through channels in the farm. Some losses also occur through over-irrigation. Among

the distribution systems used the efficiency of water usage is of the following order given in

Table 11.1 (adapted from US Agronomy, 1967).

Table 11.1: Farm-level distribution systems and their water usage efficiencies

System Efficiency of water usage (%)

Drip type 85�95%
Sprinklers 65�75%
Gravity types (basins & channels) 42�65%

The gross water requirement at the head of the system may, in fact, be twice the net water

reaching the field, as more than half may be lost en route where gravity systems are used.
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11.3.2 Choice of Crops

The choice of crops depends on the region and on climate, soil and wastewater characteristics

such as its volume and nutrient content. The selection generally depends on the agricultural

practices and market demands in the area. Hence, these are first investigated with the help of

local agricultural marketing experts.

Ideally the choice of crop has to match the wastewater quantity available. Selection of crops

to be grown on a farm must also be geared to the quality of the wastewater when selecting from

among the likely crops that can be normally grown in a given area. Crops grown on wastewater

farms include the following:

· Forage crops: Fodder grasses such as Bermuda grass, rye grass, tall wheat grass, Reed Ca-

nary grass, alta fescue, para-grass, and alfalfa.

· Field crops: Corn, maize, wheat, barley oats, rye, rice, pulses, millets, sugarcane, sugar-beets,

cotton, flax, essential oil-bearing plants (Citronella, Mentha, etc.), and tobacco.

· Vegetables: Tomato, potato, lettuce, artichokes, broccoli, spinach, soybeans, beans, cabbage,

cauliflower, okra (bhindi), and clover.

· Fruits: Citrus fruits, stone fruits, berries, strawberries, grapes, and bananas.

· Others: Various trees, woodlands, ornamental plants, and flowers.

Wastewater irrigated farms in the vicinity of cities have a ready market for their crops and,

naturally, cash crops such as vegetables and fruits are preferred by farmers. Hence, strict control

of the effluent quality is needed, to avoid health hazards as detailed later in this chapter. Herein

lies a potential conflict between the desire to maximize profits and the need to safeguard health.

Regulations in this regard exist in some countries.

If enforcement of strict measures is not likely to occur, it is best to allow cultivation of only

non-edible crops or fodder grasses. An alternative crop which can be recommended for use in

such cases is the cultivation of essential oil-bearing plants such as Mentha or Citronella which

have a good market value owing to their use in various commercially manufactured products.

Actually, in India the demand is high and import of the oil occurs. Their suitability for cultiva-

tion on wastewaters has been amply demonstrated (NEERI, 1971).

Recently, there has been news that seeds from a group of pants when crushed can yield oils

which in admixture with petrol can be used as vehicle propellants (called �bio-fuels�). There are

reports that they can even withstand flooding conditions during their growth stage. Their culti-

vation using wastewater has not yet been attempted but it seems like a very feasible proposition

to explore.

Farms adjoining food and beverage industries prefer to grow crops which can be readily used

in those industries. The chemical quality of wastewater in the context of the local soil and climate

may also affect the choice of crops. For example, fruits are generally more sensitive to chemical

quality, salinity, etc. Crops with a relatively high nutrient demand may be more compatible for

growing on sewage farms. Some examples are Reed Canary grass, corn, alfalfa, and soyabeans.

The selection of crops, generally depends on the agricultural practices and market demand

prevailing in a given area, and on the local climate, type of soil, and quality of wastewater. The

mechanized farming practices likely to be followed and the ready availability of fertilizers, pes-

ticides, etc. in the vicinity of cities may also need to be taken into account in crop selection.
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Another aspect to be considered is the cropping pattern, namely, what percentage of land is to

be covered by what crop in each season. Since different crops have different watering requirements,

the selection of the cropping pattern must take into account the seasonal availability of wastewater,

the growing season of each crop, and the need for crop rotation to maintain soil fertility and perme-

ability (e.g. the inclusion of legumes, pulses, etc. may be desirable). In colder, wetter climates a

combination of agricultural and woodland irrigation may be preferred.

Crop water requirement The water requirement of a crop is best estimated from local practice as

requirements vary substantially from area to area. In irrigation practice, crop water requirements are

often stated in terms of millimetres (mm) in a given time period. Thus, for example, in Hyderabad

the total water requirement in the growing season for some crops is as given in Table 11.2.

Table 11.2: Some crop water requirements and growing periods in Hyderabad, India

Crop Total water requirement (mm) Approximate growing period (days)

Wheat 375 90
Barley 360 90
Cotton 1070 200
Sugarcane 2400 365
Rice 1060 105
Sunflower (rabi) 875 120

In some parts of India, the crop watering practice is to flood a basin with, say, 200 mm of

water every ten days during the growing season. This gives a loading of 20 mm/day. If this

loading is applied over 1 ha of land, it equals 0.02 m ´ 10,000 m2 = 200 m3/ha/day.

Pound and Crites (1973) found that wastewater application rates in the US varied from 12.7

to 101.6 mm per week of the crop growing season. Thus, if a crop�s growing season extended to

ten weeks and the watering rate was 100 mm/week, (say 15 mm/day) the crop�s water require-

ment in the growing season works out to 150 m3/ha/day.

During harvesting and ploughing time, the wastewater must be applied elsewhere or held in

a balancing lagoon or discharged to a water course, if permissible by local pollution control

authorities. In order to keep the harvesting and ploughing periods as short as possible, perennial

fodder-type crops are preferably grown on wastewater farms.

11.3.3 Land Requirement of Farm and Holding Lagoon

The overall planning begins with an estimation of the land requirement, its possible location

(which generally has to be in the near vicinity of the wastewater treatment plant site) and its

general suitability for irrigation. Broadly speaking, in India, 100�200 m3/d of wastewater can be

applied per ha of land. Water application rates during the growing season of a crop have to be

known to get a more site-specific design. Location of the land is better on the downwind side of

habitation to avoid smell and mosquito nuisance.

Land is also required to be obtained for treatment and conveyance of the wastewater includ-

ing the construction of a holding lagoon if necessary. The sizing of a lagoon and its land require-

ment is illustrated in Example 11.3.
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11.3.4 Organic Loading on Soils

Most solids contained in wastewater applied on land are retained in the top 5 cm or so, while

dissolved solids flow through. The mean residence time in a soil layer depends on the pore

volume and the water infiltration rate. During this time, the removal of organic matter occurs. In

intermittently aerated soils, the biological degradation is aerobic, while in waterlogged soils and

lagoon bottoms, the degradation may be anaerobic. BOD removal with soil depth follows first-

order kinetics and plug-flow pattern in soils, and rapid removal can occur in small depths giv-

ing a high quality leachate.

Experiments can be performed using soil lysimeters of about 50 cm depth to study the effects

of different BOD loading rates on the quality of the leachate, the crop cover and soil permeabil-

ity after several month of regular irrigation. In long-term experiments with pulp and paper mill

wastes, loading rates of up to 225 kg BOD5/ha/day were found satisfactory over the types of

soils used (Blosser and Owens, 1964).

More organic load can be placed on a sandy soil than a clayey one. The more permeable the

soil, the farther the organic matter moves into it, resulting in a thicker zone of bacterial activity

and a higher long-term acceptance rate as a balance comes to be achieved between bacterial

degradation and organic load. Overloaded soils develop anaerobicity, clogging and ponding of

the wastewater, reduction in soil permeability and damage to crop cover. This is sometimes

referred to as a �sewage sick soil�.

The BOD loading rate on soils can be readily estimated. As an example, if the crop watering

practice is, say, to give about 20 cm, of water every ten days during the growing season, the

wastewater applied per day over a hectare of land is, as worked out earlier = 200 m3/ha day.

Now, if the wastewater is raw sewage, or some industrial waste, with a BOD of, say, 500 mg/l

the BOD load applied to land is:

200 ´ ´ ´10 500
1

10

3
6

 = 100 kg/ha/day

Table 11.3 gives some typical BOD loading rates applied in some cases. They are seen to vary widely.

Table 11.3: A few typical organic loading rates acceptable on land

Waste Organic loading, Reference

kg BODs /ha/day

Dextrose 1026 Kneeland
Pulp and paper 225 Blosser and Owens
Horse manure 160 Kneeland
Raw domestic and industrial wastes (India) 25�150 Arceivala
Secondary effluents 2�5 -do-
Milk wastes 12�125 Koziorowski and Kucharski
Canning wastes 100�2000 -do-
Various wastes (USA) 0.8�97.5 Pound and Crites
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Considerably higher loadings are tolerated under favourable climatic and soil conditions. But

excessive organic loadings can damage the vegetation cover and soil permeability. At times, the

hydraulic load on a soil dominates, rather than the organic load (e.g. secondary effluents, Table 11.6).

11.3.5 Distribution System at Farm Level

Various types of irrigation systems can be provided for distribution of wastewater at the farm

level, such as surface irrigation, flood irrigation, spray and drip irrigation systems, generally

depending upon local practices and crops grown. Drip irrigation has a special place in arid

regions to conserve water.

Figure 11.3 shows several methods of introducing the irrigation water on a field. The method

should be chosen to suit the crops to be irrigated, the lay of the land, its slope, nature of soil, its

holding capacity, permeability, etc (FAO, 1973). The method should also be related to the quality

of the wastewater. Essentially, two types of systems are used. They are:

1. Gravity systems

2. Pressure systems

Evidently, wastewater application must be done within the limits of soil permeability. Success of

an irrigation system can be jeopardized by poor surface or under-drainage from the fields.

Strip or Contour Irrigation Among the gravity systems, a sloping field can be irrigated from a

channel running along its upper contour to allow the water to flow over the field until it is

intercepted by another channel running along a lower contour. The channels or ditches should

be spaced close enough and measures should be taken to ensure uniform distribution of water.

The method is well suited to sloping and rolling land for the cultivation of grasses and certain

trees [Fig. 11.3 (a)].

In USA, such overland flow systems cover plots of land extending upto 60 m with preferred
slopes of 2�8 per cent. Application rates average 0.2 cu m/m2/hr with application periods of
6�12 hrs/day for 5�6 days/week. Water-tolerant grasses are used.

The strip method of irrigation involves the division of a field into a number of strips, gener-
ally 5�15 m wide and 100�300 m long, separated by low dikes or border ridges. The water
given from one end advances as a sheet down the strip, allowing it to enter the soil as the sheet
advances. This method is suitable for a wide range of soil textures, though generally not for fine
textured soils with low intake rates. It is often used with relatively large irrigation streams to
cultivate hay, pasture and grain crops. Land slopes may be up to 3 per cent. In using wastewater,
the design of the system should provide for ease of access and operation of valves, gates, etc.

without having to dip one�s hand and feet into the wastewater or wet soil.

Basin or Flood Irrigation In the basin or flooding method of irrigation [Fig. 11.3(b)] used in many

parts of the world, water is applied to level plots surrounded by dikes, and may be used on a
wide variety of soil textures and crops. It can also be used with fine textured soils with low
permeability rates. It promotes deep percolation of water and thus helps leaching of salts. The
basin may be of any shape and some are as large as 10 ha for growing rice, though they are often
4 or 5 meter squares in area. They are periodically filled with water to the required depth to
replenish the soil moisture. In areas of heavy rainfall, surface drainage facilities around the ba-

sins may be necessary. The crops grown include hay, pastures, grains, and many row crops.
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Fig. 11.3 Some typical methods of irrigation used at the farm level
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Ridge and furrow irrigation Ridge and furrow irrigation [Fig. 11.3 (d)] is possible with various

soil textures and land slopes, and with either large or small streams of water. In fact, this system

is used extensively by farmers. While the land is being tilled, the soil moved to make the fur-

rows elevates the ridges in between. Many crops and vegetables are grown in this manner such

as the row crops, potatoes, corn, cotton, fruit trees, grapes, etc. The spacing of the furrows is

determined by the spacing of the row crops.

If the furrows are too long, unnecessary water losses can occur from deep percolation. Over-

irrigation of the upper end of the field can occur by the time the lower end is sufficiently irri-

gated. Large flows causing erosion should also be prevented. Furrow irrigation has often been

used with sewage especially with raw or primary settled sewage.

Sprinkler irrigation In sprinkler or spray irrigation [Figure 11.3(c)] the soil is wetted in much

the same way as by rain. It can give uniform distribution of water without much deep percola-

tion and is particularly adapted to light applications of water for shallow-rooted crops whose

annual water requirement is low. On porous soils such as sands, irrigation by other methods

may give excessive losses through rapid percolation.

Sprinkler systems, however, are generally higher in initial and operating costs. They can be

laid in the field as portable units (so that the land is not criss-crossed by dikes and furrows, thus

enabling easy use of tractors and other machinery). However, this method may not be desirable

for heavy soils or with wastewater. Large, slowly revolving sprinkler arms 250�400 m long,

have been used in the US [Fig. 11.1] with nozzles facing downward to reduce aerosol effect and

eliminate human handling of wastewater. Pressures of 2�4 kg/cm2 are used. Plastic pipes ex-

posed to sunlight may deteriorate in 1�5 years, while most of other components would have a

useful life of from 7�15 years.

Higher evaporation, but lower percolation, losses occur with sprinklers than, for example, with

furrow irrigation because sprinklers wet the entire soil surface as well as the leaves of the plants.

Evaporation from soil surface is confined to a relatively shallow depth, not much below the upper

20 cm. With light irrigations, wetting only the surface layer, just enough water can be added to the

soil to meet evaporation requirements. Hence, sprinklers can be more efficient in usage of water,

especially with light irrigations. Sprinklers are also suitable for a rolling topography.

Mechanical clogging of the system, handling of leaks, and spraying of pathogens if any from

wastewater directly onto the plants or fruits make it desirable to confine the use of sprinklers to

only well-treated wastewaters. Similarly, the use of sprinklers can encourage direct foliar ab-

sorption of chlorides, sodium, and certain heavy metals, thus escaping the soils complexing

capacity.

Drip irrigation Drip irrigation in its present form spread from Israel and USA in 1969 and its

use has been attempted in south India only since 1985, on a limited scale for growing coffee,

coconut and vegetables. The chief advantage of the system is that water can be applied directly

at the root zone of each plant. Thus, water is used most efficiently which is an important factor

in arid areas. The applied water meets the evapotranspiration needs of the plant, and no loss in

under-drainage occurs as in the case of basin or contour irrigation systems where 50 per cent of

the applied water may go as under-drainage [Fig. 11.3(e)].
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Drip irrigation is, however, sensitive to clogging and its usage for wastewater systems implies

good pretreatment (including filtration, if necessary), to prevent clogging. The systems also need
some skill in design and operation. Its various components are as follows [see Fig]:

· Pre-treatment (as necessary)

· Secondary filter located at start of system
· Flow controller, flow meter, etc.
· Pump to overhead tank
· Main line, manifold and laterals of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or other material
· �Emitters� on the laterals (spaced as required)

The emitters are of special design so as to receive water under pressure on the inlet side and
be able to release the water only as a �drip� at atmospheric pressure on the outlet side. As the
emitters are normally spaced according to the crop or tree spacing, several hundred emitters
may be needed to cover one hectare of area. The hydraulic design of the pipe system and emit-
ters has to be carefully done so that the flow distribution is even. Discharge per emitter may be
set anything from 2 to 12 L/hour, or so according to plant needs. Arrangement for adding a
fertilizer in liquid form may be provided into the piping, if desired, to supplement the fertilizer

content of the wastewater (WALMI, 1988).

11.3.6 Other Elements of the System

Collection and disposal of surplus irrigant Surplus irrigant can be of two types: (1) the un-

used irrigant which is surplus to the requirement of the farm, and (ii) the used irrigant which
either flows over the soil and constitutes the surface run-off, or percolates into the soil as leachate
and finds its way to the ground water or is intercepted by an under-drain and withdrawn from
the soil for separate disposal. The leachate is of a higher quality than the run off. The unused
surplus irrigant which may be only partially treated needs more care in disposal than the leachate
or the run off which are actually land treated.

In fact, one of the major differences between the primitive wastewater irrigation systems and
the present-day engineered systems is the manner in which the above problem of surplus irrigant
during the off season is handled. In a properly engineered system, the wastewater, whenever
surplus to the irrigation requirement, can be stored or discharged elsewhere without causing
any environmental hazards. The kind of backup or stand-by facilities provided include:

1. Holding lagoons for off-season storage (as discussed earlier)
2. Additional land (agricultural or forest) which can be seasonally brought into action as re-

quired
3. Discharge of surplus irrigant to rivers (with or without additional treatment, as required by

local pollution control authorities)
4. Discharge of surplus irrigant to an adjoining sea (during non-bathing season)
5. Groundwater recharge of surplus irrigant, seasonally (surface or sub-surface)

The timing of the wastewater discharge such that it occurs during high flood flows in rivers
or during the non-bathing season in the sea would, in many cases, reduce the costs of treatment
before discharge. The present and potential use of groundwater must be carefully considered.
Percolation from holding lagoons, canals, etc. may need to be diverted to collecting wells and
pumped back to the lagoon or to the farm in order to avoid groundwater pollution where such
pollution can have detrimental consequences.
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Final discharge pertains to the tail discharge from the irrigation field itself after irrigation. If

the treatment plant effluent is supplied directly to the farmers, then the irrigation water dis-

charge standards apply. However, if the treatment plant effluent is first discharged to a water

course from which the farmers pick up their requirements individually, then the surface water

discharge standards apply. As the latter standards are generally stricter than the former ones, it

makes sense to supply directly to the farmers.

The farmers in turn may produce a residual flow after irrigation. The quality of this flow depends

on whether it comes as a surface flow or as under-drainage from the field. The latter is, generally of

a higher quality and if it percolates into the soil, there is �zero-discharge� from the farm.

11.4 SOIL-CROP-WATER SYSTEM DESIGN AND SUSTAINABILITY

11.4.1 Irrigation Frequency, Evapotranspiration and Soil Moisture

Apart from local practices, the irrigation requirement and its periodic frequency can be esti-

mated from the type of soil and the evapotranspiration rate of the crop in question under local

climatic conditions as explained earlier.

Evapotranspiration rate The evapotranspiration rate of a crop can be estimated by applying a

factor, a to the usual open water evaporation rate determined by using standardized pans as used

by irrigation and water resource engineers. The open water evaporation rate, is the maximum rate

of evaporation, while with a crop growing on land it is reduced. Thus, evapotranspiration, Et is

less than the pan rate, Ep.

Et = a Ep

The value of a for folder grass, alfalfa, wheat and barley ranges from 0.2 when the plant is

young to 0.8-0.9 as the plant matures.

Water retained by soil When water is applied to a field, its infiltration or intake rate depends on
the soil properties and the moisture gradient. Thus, a dry soil shows a faster infiltration rate
while as the soil gets saturated, its infiltration rate diminishes. Field tests are therefore generally
conducted at saturation conditions to reflect long-term conditions. The rates are lowest for clayey
soils. Gravitational water is that part of the applied water which will move out of the soil if
conditions are favourable for drainage to occur.

Capillary water is that part which exists in the pore space of the soil and is retained against the
force of gravity by capillary action. Hygroscopic water is water held on the surface of the soil
grains and is not capable of movement by the action of gravity or capillary forces.

When gravitational water has drained away, the remaining moisture content of soil is called
the field capacity. The latter is the sum of capillary and hygroscopic water in a soil.

Moisture content of soil A plant will wilt when it is no longer able to extract sufficient moisture
from the soil. The soil moisture content at which the plant permanently wilts is called the per-
manent wilting point or the wilting co-efficient. The difference in moisture content of the soil
between field capacity and permanent wilting is called the available moisture (it is mainly the

capillary water) and, in fact, only about 75 per cent of this is relatively readily available to a plant.

A fine-textured soil retains more water than a coarse-textured soil. At field capacity, for ex-

ample, a cubic meter of clay soil will hold about 400 L of water, a loam soil about 270 L, and a
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sandy soil only about 135 L. The addition of organic matter as manure not only provides nutri-

ents, but has a generally favourable influence on soil structure and its water holding capacity.

Table 11.4 gives some typical properties of soils, their infiltration rates and their available

moisture content.

Table 11.4: Typical physical properties of some soils

Soil texture Infiltration Approxi- Approxi- Approximate moisture content
rate,a mate total mate bulk  (%)

(typical pore space density At field At Total
cm/day)   (%)  (g/cm3) capacity permanent available

wilting (dry wt
 basis)

Silty sand 120(60�600) 38 1.65 6�12 2�6 4�6
Sandy loam 60(30�180) 43 1.50 10�18 4�8 6�10

Loam 30 (18�50) 47 1.40 18�26 8�12 10.14
Clay loam 18 (6�36) 49 1.35 23�31 11�15 12�16
Silty clay 6 (0.6�12) 51 1.30 27�35 13�17 14�18

Clay < 0.6 (0.3�2.5) 53 11.25 31�39 15�19 16�20

Note: Infiltration rate 1 cm/d = 100 m3/ha-d

A soil with more than 35 per cent clay behaves, for all practical purposes, like a clay, while one with less than
10 per cent clay is just like sand. Loamy sand has 10�15 per cent clay; a �medium loam� has 15�23 per cent
clay while a �clay loam� has 23�35  per cent clay.

The time taken after rainfall or irrigation to reach the field capacity depends on the rapidity
with which the gravitational water drains out; this ranges from 1 to 2 days for clays and loams.
Thereafter, the soil moisture content continues to decrease and the permanent wilting point is
eventually reached unless further rainfall or irrigation occurs, The effect of irrigation on the soil
moisture content can be estimated from the following equation whose use is illustrated in Exam-

ple 11.1:

Ie =  
P P

S D
f i

s r

-L
N
M

O
Q
P

100
(Eq. 11.1)

where Ie = effective infiltrated irrigation water, mm ( = field capacity)

Pf = Final moisture content of soil, percentage by weight, after

irrigation

 PI = initial moisture content of soil, percentage by weight, before

irrigation

 Ss = apparent specific gravity of soil, g/cm3

 Dr = depth of soil to the root zone to be wetted, mm

Example 11.1 For a clay-loam soil which is irrigated periodically, the moisture content before irrigation

is 10 per cent by weight. If the effective infiltrated irrigation water is 1000 m3/ha, estimate the soil

moisture content after irrigation. Assume the soil apparent specific gravity = 1.35, and the depth to which

the soil is wetted = 90 cm. What should be the frequency of irrigation if the evapotranspiration rate = 250

mm/month?
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Infiltrated water Ie =
1 000

10 000

,

,
 = 100 mm

From Eq. 11.1: 100 =
Pf -L
N
M

O
Q
P ´ ´

10

100
1 35 900.

Thus, Pf = 27.3%

Required irrigation frequency = 
100 mm

250 mm / month
 = 12 days

The purpose of periodic irrigation is to restore the field capacity of the soil for moisture, and

a sufficient quantity must be used for that purpose. Generally, an excess quantity is used so that

the full field capacity is restored at each irrigation; the balance leaches down below the root

zone. The frequency of irrigation depends on the climate and the nature of the crops as reflected

by the evapo-transpiration rate, Et. Table 11.4 gives the range of moisture values for different

types of soils at field capacity and at the permanent wilting point. As stated earlier, the mini-

mum allowable moisture content may be somewhere between the field capacity and the wilting

point, depending on the soil, crops and other factors.

Net irrigation requirement after precipitation The irrigation requirement of a crop is reduced

by the extent of natural precipitation received during the growing season. However, in this re-

gard the effective precipitation from an agricultural viewpoint has to be considered. Rainfall of

less than 10 mm per month is neglected whereas heavy rainfall is only partly effective, the rest

merely contributes to run off. Also, effective precipitation in excess of evapotranspiration perco-

lates beyond the root zone and is not available to meet the needs of the following month. Thus,

the net irrigation requirement, I, is found on a month-to-month basis as:

I = Et�P (Eq. 11.2)

A simplification of the estimation procedure, according to the US Bureau of Reclamation is

given below in Table 11.5 (FAO, 1971)

Table 11.5: Estimation of effective precipitation (FAO, 1971)

Precipitation increments Percentage of effective precipitation
 (mm/month) in stated increment

0�20 95

20�50 90

50�100 70

100�150 30

>150 0

· For example, if total rainfall in a given month is 170 mm, made up spells of 20 + 30 + 50 + 70 mm

the effective rainfall in the month = 20 (0.95) + 30 (0.90) + 50 (0.70) + 70 (0.30) = 96 mm.
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11.4.2 Salt Build-up in Soil with Time

Figure 11.4 shows a typical soil system and the various inputs and outputs likely to take place

from such a system as irrigation routinely occurs. The diagram is self-explanatory.

Fig. 11.4 A typical soil system with various inputs and outputs due to routine irrigation

The soil-crop system acts as a �concentrating� mechanism for salts contained in the irrigant

(Fig. 11.5). Thus the concentration of a salt in the soil saturation extract (Cs) is often greater than

the corresponding concentration in the irrigant CI and therefore, knowledge of the concentration,

Cs is necessary to evaluate effects on soil and crop. The ratio Cs/CI is referred to as the �salt

build-up ratio�.

Fig. 11.5 A soil-crop system as a concentrating mechanism for any salts contained in the irrigant
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As shown by Arceivala (1980) one can obtain a mass balance for water over a unit area and

per unit time assuming that the soil moisture content is not changed. Referring to Fig. 11.5:

I + P = Et + L (Eq. 11.3)

where I = volume of irrigant used, mm/year

P = precipitation, mm/year

Et = evapotranspiration, mm/year

L = leachate volume, mm/year

Similarly, one can obtain a mass balance for any salt (conservative substance) as follows as-

suming leachate concentration is same as in the soil extract:

(I.Ci) + (P.Cp) = (L.Cs) + (Et ´ zero concentration) + Plant uptake

If the plant uptake is neglected, a safer estimate of Cs is obtained. Thus:

I.CI + P.Cp = L.Cs

Also in terms of the average incoming salt concentration, CI, one can write:

Ci
 =

I C P C

I P

i p. .+

+

Hence, (I + P)C I = L.Cs

or
C

C

s

i
 =

I P

L

+b g
(Eq. 11.4)

Thus, the salt build up ratio is inversely proportional to the leaching fraction:

L /(I + P). Also, eliminating L from Eq. 11.4 by combining with Eq. 11.3, we get

C

C
s

i

 =
I P

I P Et

+

+ -

b g
b g

(Eq. 11.5)

From Eqs. 11.4 and 11.5 it is evident that the higher the leaching fraction, the lesser is the

build-up of salts in a soil. Leaching fractions vary from about 0.1 to 0.2 in tight, clayey soils and

from 0.3 to 0.4 in well-drained, sandy soils. Thus, inversely speaking, salt build up ratios gener-

ally vary from about 2.5 to10, more in clayey soils and less in sandy ones.

Wet areas also show less build up of salts (both L and P increase). In hot dry climates, Et is

high and consequently the build-up ratio tends to increase. The simple mathematical model

presented here, can be extended to estimate the additional quantity of water required for artifi-

cially increasing the leachate where other conditions permit such a course of action to prevent

excessive concentrations in the soil (Arceivala, 1980).

11.4.3 Salt Tolerance of Crops

Plant growth is affected by actual salt concentrations present in the soil (root zones) rather than

in the irrigant itself. Thus, it is worthwhile to remember that an irrigant as such has no inherent

quality; it must be evaluated in terms of the local soil, climate and crops proposed to be grown.
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A wastewater that may be suitable in one region may not be suitable in another. For example, if

the electrical conductivity of a wastewater is say 1000 mmhos/cm, it may lead to the build up of

a soil concentration of anything between 2000 and 10,000 mmhos/cm, in the long run depending

on the conditions just discussed.

This brings us to the question of salt tolerance of crops. Some can withstand more salinity in

the soil and some less. Table 11.6 gives a few illustrative examples. Generally, the grasses are

most tolerant and citrus fruits least. This must be borne in mind especially when one is design-

ing industrial wastewater disposal farms which need to remain �sustainable� over a long period

of time.

Table 11.6: Salt tolerance level of some crops (Adapted from FAO, 1971)

Crops Maximum tolerable electrical conductivity
in soil saturation extract (mmhos/cm)

Bermuda and some other gases 18,000
Wheat and cotton 12,000�14,000
Alfalfa 8,000
Corn, flax 6,000
Citrus fruits 4,000

The following recommendations of the US Salinity Laboratory (Table 11.7) are useful in broadly

determining the suitability of waters for irrigation as they combine the three inter-related as-

pects: water quality, nature of soil and crops tolerance (FAO, 1971).

Table 11.7: Suitability of waters for irrigation

Electrical conductivity, Salinity Uses
m mhos/cm

<250 Low Suitable for most crops on most soils.

250�750 Medium Suitable in most cases with moderate
drainage.

750�2250 High May be used for salt-tolerant crops
on adequately drained soils.

2250�5000 Very high May be used with very tolerant
plants, and with excess leaching.

11.4.4 Traditional Irrigation Water Norms

Traditionally, certain water quality criteria have been used in determining the suitability and

sustainability of natural waters for irrigation. These criteria can as well be used in determining

the suitability of wastewaters for irrigation (FAO, 1971) (FAO/UNESCO, 1973). The criteria (or

norms) referred to include the following:

· TDS or electrical conductivity values

· Sodium content
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· Bicarbonate and residual sodium carbonate

· Other items such as boron, chlorides, pH, etc.

Some typical irrigation water standards have been given in Table 11.8.

Table 11.8: Quality* limits for waters used for irrigation in USA and India (Adapted from US, 1967)

Item California India

Agriculture Parks

Total dissolved solids, mg/l 2100 1500 2100

Electrical conductivity, mmhos/cm � � 3000 at 20°C

Chlorides, mg/l 355 250 600

Sulphates, mg/l � 250 1000

Boron, mg/l 2.0 2.0 2.0

Per cent Sodium � � 60

Sodium absorption ratio meq/l 10 8 �
Residual sodium carbonate, meq/l 2.5 � �

Total Dissolved Solids/Electrical Conductivity In the previous section, the values arising from

salt build-up in soils and the tolerance of some crops to salts have already been referred to.

Indian Standards require TDS to be limited to 2100 mg/l. Treated municipal sewages in India

exhibit TDS values between 600 and 1300 mg/l and sometimes more in cases where original

water supplies are high in TDS. Generally, TDS reduction is expensive since expensive reverse

osmosis systems may be necessary unless fresh, low TDS waters are available nearby for blend-

ing purposes.

Sodium content The soil structure is considerably affected in the long run by the sodium

content in the irrigation water. Sodium enters into cation exchange relationships with clay

particles in the soil, tends to break down the clays. This, in turn tends to reduce the soil

porosity which is important for air and water movement. A 5�10% reduction in porosity can

seriously impede growth. Thus, the sodium content of irrigants is of primary importance

and is generally assessed in terms of its relative content compared to that of other cations

like Ca
++ Mg++ and K+ by determining the sodium absorption ratio (SAR) or the percent of

sodium. Some limits are given in Table 11.8. Other tests include the exchangeable sodium

percentage (ESP). A more detailed discussion of these tests will be found in standard texts

on irrigation.

Evaluation of soil data is an integral part of the design of irrigation systems, and sanitary

engineers will be well advised to include a soil and agricultural specialist with them on such

projects, to be able to better assess the wastewater quality in terms of local soil, crops and

climate.

Domestic sewage generally presents no problem in respect of the irrigation water quality

requirements just discussed, unless the original fresh water supply of the town is itself unduly

high in certain concentrations. If an irrigation system has to be designed without the benefit of

actual sewage samples, the quality can be estimated from the fresh water supply quality by
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adding to it the typical mineral pick-up likely to occur in one cycle of water usage in a town (see

Table 1.2). For industrial wastewaters, an actual analysis is essential.

In cases where the sodium content is in excess of the desirable limits relative to calcium and

magnesium, a commonly used corrective measure is to add calcium oxide (CaO) or calcium

sulphate (CaSO4) not calcium carbonate (CaCO3) to reduce the percent sodium proportion, the

SAR value, or the Residual Sodium Carbonate (RSC). An alkaline soil is also generally preferred

by agriculturists. Another corrective measure often possible to use is to mix the wastewater with

river or ground water in the required proportion so that the blended water meets irrigation

requirements.

Bicarbonate or residual sodium carbonate A large amount of bicarbonate tends to precipitate

out the calcium, as calcium carbonate from water and soil. Magnesium enters the exchange

complex of the soil, replacing the precipitated calcium. Ordinarily, magnesium does not replace

calcium to any great extent but, if calcium is precipitated as it is released, the reaction proceeds

to completion.

As calcium and magnesium are lost from the soil water, the relative proportion of sodium is

increased, with an attendant increase in sodium hazard discussed in the preceding section. This

hazard is generally evaluated in terms of the residual sodium carbonate (RSC), defined as:

RSC = CO HCO (Ca Mg )3
2

3
2 2− − + +

+ − +e j

SAR =
Na

Ca Mg

2

+

++ +++

e j
 where all items are expressed as meq/l.

SAR Values (meq/l) Sodium Hazard to soil

0�10 Low

10�18 Medium

18�26 High

Above 26 Very high

Some typical recommended values for irrigation waters are given below:

Water quality RSC (meq/liter)

Safe Less than 1.25

Marginal 1.35�2.5

Unsuitable Over 2.5

With an increase in the leaching fraction, the percentage of bicarbonate that precipitates de-

creases. The use of marginal waters can be corrected by the use of gypsum, for example, as

stated previously.

Boron Although boron is necessary in small quantities for plant growth, it can be an important

phytotoxic substance if it occurs in toxic concentrations in natural irrigation waters. Very few

other substances occur in toxic concentrations in natural waters and, hence, it is necessary to

check for boron in assessing irrigation water quality. Industrial sources involving borax mining,
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refining, and usage may discharge considerable quantities in wastewaters. The relative tolerance

to boron is tabulated below in Table 11.9.

Table 11.9: Boron concentration limits in irrigation waters (Adapted from FAO, 1971)

Crops Limiting boron concentration
 in irrigation waters (mg/l)

Fruits 0.3�1.0
Vegetables, wheat, barley, corn, cotton, potato 1.0�2.0
Beet sugar, onion, carrot lettuce, palm trees, alfalfa, etc. 2.0�4.0

A boron concentration of less than 0.7 mg/l in the soil extract is considered safe for all plants.

Chlorides Chlorides are said to have no effect on a soil�s physical properties per se. Certain

plants, however, are sensitive to chloride ions. In Israel, for citrus fruits, chlorides up to 15 meq/l on

sandy-loamy soils, and up to 7.5 meq/l on clayey soils are considered to be of low risk. In India,

some irrigation water standards allow up to 600 mg/l (i.e., 16.92 meq/l) but soil conditions are

not specified.

Sulphates The term �potential salinity� of water has been suggested in terms of [Cl
1

2
SO4

2- -+ ]

in meq/l and the following values have been proposed to ensure sustainability (FAO/UNESCO,

1973).

�Potential Salinity� (meq/l) Desirable Soil Permeability

5�20 Good

3�15 Medium

3�7 Low

Acidity/Alkalinity The pH values are generally required to be held between 6.5 and 9.0 to avoid

deleterious effects.

It must be mentioned here that there have been suggestions that the US and Indian standards

discussed above are �obsolete� and better ways of evaluating irrigation water quality need to be

used. In fact, some revisions have been recommended and new limits indicated even for trace

elements (Gupta, 1999). These have not yet been approved for countrywide application.

11.4.5 Wastewater Treatment

 Wastewater proposed to be used as an irrigant can be judged for its suitability based on tradi-

tional irrigation water quality criteria such as those for sodium, calcium, TDS, and some other

criteria such as uptake of heavy metals by crops, loss of nutrients in leachates, pathogen trans-

mission, etc. This task is best carried out in consultation with agricultural experts, although

irrigation water quality guidelines are generally known.

Treatment of the wastewater, if required, must be carried out so that the soil-crop-water sys-

tem is kept sustainable over many years. Pre-treatment of the wastewater may consist of merely

pH correction or BOD removal, or more complex chemical adjustments in some cases.
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For municipal sewages and high BOD agro-industry wastes, simple pre-treatment can be pro-

vided using natural methods such as algal, hyacinth or duckweed ponds followed by fish ponds

so that discharge standards are met and some resource recovery also occurs.

The simpler methods require little or no power for operation, but may require considerable

land area which may not always be possible to find at the desired site. In such cases, the ten-

dency is to opt for more mechanised treatment processes which require less land but more power.

Mechanized processes not only require more power but are generally more difficult to operate.

As far as possible, some ways and means of using natural methods must be found (e.g., using a

part of the farm land itself may be possible). A very pertinent treatment method useful in case of

irrigation schemes for municipal wastewaters which are predominantly domestic in character, is

the Upflow Anaerobic Sludge Blanket (UASB) process followed by a short detention algal oxida-

tion pond:

Wastewater®screening®UASB®Algal oxid. Pond®Discharge for irrigation

The use of UASB reduces the overall land requirement for treatment and produces valu-

able biogas which can be collected and used. The oxidation pond can be followed by a fish

pond to help with resource recovery in form of fish, and irrigation, of course, can give more

resource recovery in form of crops. The used irrigant can also be recovered for its water

value, if desired.

Table 11.8 gives a summary of standards followed in USA and India for wastewater used in

agriculture and in parks and gardens. Table 11.10 gives the faecal coliform and helminthic crite-

ria recommended by the World Health Organization for wastewaters used in irrigation (WHO,

1973).

Table 11.10: WHO guidelines for irrigation water quality (WHO, 1989)

Sr. No. Irrigation Exposed Faecal coliforms Intestinal
purpose group (no. per 100 ml) nematodes

(no. per litre)

1. Sports fields, public Public <200 <1
parks, hotel lawns

2. Crops likely to be Farm workers, <1000 <1
eaten raw consumers.

3. Crops like cereals, fodder, Farm workers No coliform standard <1
industrial crops and trees recommended

4. Localized irrigation of None Pre-treatment determined
crops in item 3 (where by irrigation technology.
workers and public are not But minimum is primary
exposed) sedimentation.

In India, the standards for discharge of effluents to surface waters are stricter than those for

irrigation. Hence, disposal by irrigation is preferred wherever possible. For irrigation, a bio-

chemical oxygen demand (BOD) of up to 100 mg/l is permissible which can easily be met by an

upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB), aerated lagoons, algal waste stabilization ponds, used
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singly or in combination. No standards have yet been adopted in India for hookworms and fecal

coliforms.

Based on current epidemiological evidence, WHO has issued new guidelines since 1989 which

reflect the importance of hookworm (intestinal nematodes) removal, not just coliforms, prior to

irrigation as summarized in Table 11.10.

The new guidelines have had considerable effect on wastewater treatment technology espe-

cially in regard to helminth removal since helminths are not removed in conventional treatment

nor by chlorination. Only sand filters and oxidation ponds of 5�7 days detention time (with

three cells in series) can effectively remove helminths.

Toxic substances, heavy metals, hard detergents, etc. from industrial wastes are best prevented

at their source as their removal in later treatment may be difficult and expensive.

Table 11.11 gives a summary of the requirements of some countries for controlling the agricul-

tural use of wastewater (WHO, 1973). They indicate the nature of pretreatment to be given. All

these requirements have to be met by a well-designed system.

Resource recovery Where an irrigation system gives a final discharge, its collection and dis-

posal must be properly arranged. The surplus irrigant is generally a good water resource for

reuse and, to add even further to resource recovery, it could be made to pass through a fish

pond so as to benefit from the nutrients present in the irrigant.

11.4.6 Fate of Heavy Metals and Persistent Substances

The potential for the uptake of heavy metals and refractory materials from wastewater irrigation

using polluted industrial effluents depends on the metal species, the soil chemistry and the crops.

This potential must be minimized as these metals and refractories would tend to enter the food

chain through the crops grown on such soil, and consumed either directly by the people, or

indirectly through the milk of cows feeding on them.

Certain persistent substances (e.g. pesticides, heavy metals) contained in the irrigational wa-

ters may firstly accumulate in the soil and then be taken up by the crops thus entering the food

chain. More serious consideration is being given at the present time to the fate of cadmium,

copper and zinc in the food chain. Other metals do not seem to accumulate in the edible por-

tions of crops and are mainly phytotoxins. Though wastewater farms have been in operation for

a number of years, little is known concerning biological accumulations of persistent substances

and hence no limits for such substances have been prescribed in most irrigation water stand-

ards.

Municipal wastewaters containing much industrial wastes may show the presence of sub-

stances like cadium, silver, zinc and copper in the range of 0.5�4.0 mg/l. But their concentration

in digested sludges may be several times more. Thus, sludges have a higher potential for dam-

aging the soil than liquid effluents if they contain such substances.

Plant uptake depends on plant species and soil chemistry. Generally, in alkaline soils, heavy

metals are precipitated and are, therefore, not available. Metals are absorbed on hydrous oxides

of iron and manganese. Organic matter in soil also tends to chelate and fix heavy metals. The

chemical tie-up of metals is promoted in clayey soils with higher cation exchange capacity. Various
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synergistic and antagonistic activities are also observed. For example, the presence of phosphates

tends to reduce the availability of metals to plants.

The entry of toxic substances into wastewaters proposed to be used for irrigation is best

controlled at source in the industry itself so as to have a �sustainable� irrigation scheme.

Example 11.2 If cadmium contained in treated effluent and liquid sludge is 0.05 and 8 mg/l respec-

tively, estimate in each case the amount that would be applied to land in 1 cm of application, over 1 ha of

land.

1 cm over 1 ha =0.01 ´ 10,000 = 100 m3 effluent

Cadmium in effluent =0.05 ´ ´100
10

10

3

6
 =  5 g/ha

Cadmium in liquid sludge = 800 g/ha

It is no wonder that sludges from wastewater treatment plants are now considered as falling

in the category of �hazardous� wastes (Chapter 1) requiring separate disposal.

11.4.7 Removal of Nutrients in Irrigation

The fate of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) in their uptake by crops and in downward

travel through the soil must be known in order to determine their potential for groundwater

pollution. Nitrate pollution of groundwater is a potentially serious problem. Soils generally re-

move phosphates but let the nitrates pass through, which end up in the groundwater.

Nitrogen and phosphorus removal measured in the irrigation system at Pennsylvania State

University, USA show that the wastewater is relieved of most of its phosphorus by the soil, and

of most of its nitrogen by the crop as illustrated by the following (Overman, 1975).

Table 11.12:  Removal of nutrients in irrigation (Overman, 1975)

Mode of nutrient removal Percentage removal

Nitrogen Phosphorus

By crops 83 27
By leaching 23 1
By soil retention �6 72
Total 100 100

All soils are effective at removing phosphorus, potassium, calcium and magnesium from the

wastewater percolating through them, but the degree of effectiveness depends on the soil tex-

ture. Coarse-textured soils are good with phosphorus and calcium, but not with potassium and

magnesium. None are too effective at removing nitrogen except through the growth of crops.

Without crops, the nitrogen may only leach through as nitrate; hence proper crop management is

essential to ensure nitrogen removal.

Phosphorus concentrations in surface run-off and soil leachate display reverse characteristics

compared with nitrogen. Both the organic and inorganic forms of phosphorus are only slightly
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soluble in water and, therefore, tend to precipitate in the top soil. Thus, water percolating through

the soil has low concentration. However, surface run off has a higher phosphorus concentration

resulting from the soluble fraction and the fraction contained in the finer soil particles carried

with it through erosion. Thus, from an agricultural field, the transport of the two nutrients,

nitrogen and phosphorus, to a water body (e.g., a river) follows different routes: nitrogen travels

through ground flow, while phosphorus travels through surface flow. Of course, in terms of

relative magnitudes, nitrogen generally exceeds phosphorus. Erosion adds to the phosphorus

loss from a soil, but an irrigated field with a proper crop cover is less likely to suffer erosion

than a barren one. Figure 11.6 illustrates typical ion concentration profiles likely to be obtained

in penetration through soils.

Fig. 11.6 Typical concentration profiles of ions in penetration through soils

Nitrogen contained in the soil is partly absorbed by plant growth, partly lost by denitrification,

and partly carried away as nitrate in the leachate. Mineralization of organic nitrogen to nitrates

in the soil progresses at around 1 per cent per year, with higher and lower values depending on

various factors. These nitrates are then carried down to the ground waters by the rainfall seep-

ing through. For example, if the top soil has, say, 4000 kg/ha of nitrogen and the leachate is, say,

800 mm/year, natural mineralization at an assumed rate of 1% per year would give nitrogen
concentration in the leachate as

4000 kg / ha 0.01 10

800 l / m 10000 m /ha

6

2 2

´ ´

´
 = 5.0 mg/l

Thus, the nitrate nitrogen concentration in the ground water depends on the nitrogen content

in the soil, extent of mineralization, and the quantity leaching through. Drinking water stand-

ards require that nitrates should be less than 10 mg/l as ammonia�nitrogen in the water.
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Grasses generally have higher nutrient requirements than other plants and are, therefore, pre-

ferred where nutrient removal is desired. The nitrogen content in a crop stated in terms of kg/ha

may account for about 25�75 per cent or more of the nitrogen applied, kg/ha, through wastewater

(Overman, 1975). At higher applications rates, the percentage of recovery of nitrogen in crop

form is less.

Excessive addition of nitrogen to the soil in the form of wastewater or sludge would only

increase the losses and perhaps the nitrate content in the ground water. If the aim of irriga-

tion is nutrient removal along with wastewater disposal on a sustained basis without dam-

age to other components of the ecosystem, it would be advantageous to optimize for nitro-

gen and phosphorus removal by diluting the waste, if necessary, and spreading over a larger

area.

Hu (1997) has recently explained a procedure for minimizing the required irrigation area

for disposal of wastewaters containing nitrogen and phosphorus on a sustainable basis and

has concluded that ground water pollution may become the controlling factor in certain

cases.

11.4.8 Land Treatment Efficiency

Possibilities for groundwater pollution exist and must be evaluated in connection with any

wastewater irrigation project. Pollution can be either biological, chemical, or both, depending on

the soil and wastewater.

The percolating wastewater is partially purified in its passage through the soil and ultimately

returns by gravity flow to the sub-surface and is mixed with natural groundwater.

An investigation of the effectiveness of different land disposal techniques carried out by the

US Army Crops of Engineers (1972) showed the relative efficiencies of removal of different con-

stituents from the wastewater in its passage through the soil (see Table 11.7).

Renovation of water can thus be achieved to a high degree if land disposal systems are prop-

erly designed and operated. Land disposal systems can be incorporated into a wastewater treat-

ment strategy to enable renovation at least cost. Both recreational and potable use of renovated

water can be more assuredly made if natural land treatment is included in the system, rather

than depending on solely artificial methods. Public acceptance of renovated water is also better

assured when land treatment is incorporated.

Land disposal must be considered as yet another method, not only as a method for dis-

posal of wastewater or sludge when a water course is unavailable nearby, but as a method

capable of giving a high degree of treatment along with reusable water. Land disposal, when-

ever feasible, can often be a more ecologically sound solution than that afforded by only

artificial treatment. Various factors involved in the design of land disposal systems have

been discussed. They must be taken into account in preparing a properly engineered design

for sustainable operation rather than just leaving the wastewater to the wits of the local

farmer.

Examples 11.3 and 11.4 illustrate how the above mentioned concepts are applied in practice.
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Table 11.13: Effectiveness of land disposal techniques (Hu, 1997)

Item Approximate efficiency of removal (%)

Spray/irrigation Flood/irrigation Rapid infiltration ponds

BOD 99 80 99

Suspended solids 99+ 80 99

Nitrogen 80�90 80 80

Phosphorus 99 80 90

Heavy metals 99 10�30 95

Organic compounds 99 50 90

Viruses 99+ 90 99+

Bacteria 99 90 99+

Total cations 0�75 0�50 0�75
Total sedimentation.anions 0�50 0�10 0�50

11.5 OPERATIONAL AND MONITORING ASPECTS

11.5.1 Monitoring for Crop Productivity

Crop productivity rates need to be monitored from time to time in order to see the long term

effects of using, especially, industrial wastewaters, which over a period of time, may have a

deleterious effect on crop productivity, soil quality, etc. The crop output or its quality or both

may get reduced over time. The short-term results are generally not so meaningful to use, since

most of the deleterious effects are relatively long term in nature.

Buechler et al. (2003) describe their studies in Andhra Padesh around the Musi River where

farmers use wastewater-polluted river water as well as groundwater to irrigate their paddy and

other crops. Farmers using groundwater are still growing paddy whereas those farmers who

were using river water have found their crop production substantially decreasing and have

switched over to growing para grass instead of paddy. Most grasses and forage crops have

higher tolerance to salinity than paddy. Farmers innovate when faced with adversity. In fact,

they recommend that new users of wastewater such as golf courses and public parks should not

be encouraged in areas where farmers are dependent on wastewater.

11.5.2 Monitoring for Health

Where health considerations are involved, we refer to the: (1) health of the general consumers of

crops grown on the farms, and (2) health of the people who work on the farms and are more

likely to be exposed to various occupational hazards. Transmission of pathogens, especially

hookworms, is an important aspect in wastewater irrigation, as the sewage and other wastewater

can have a considerable load of these organisms, especially in developing countries, like India.

They can affect both the consumers as well as the workers. Discharge standards in India do not

as yet provide for hookworm control. As far as other pathogens are concerned, some studies
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have been undertaken by the National Environmental Engineering Research Institute, Nagpur,

India, and these have shown that a fair amount of natural die-away occurs in the time elapse

between cropping and reaching the individual homes (NEERI, 1970, 1971).

The many variables affecting the survival rate of different organisms make it difficult to apply

available data from one sewage farm to another. Generally, however, non-edible crops are pre-

ferred as stated earlier. Stoppage of wastewater irrigation about two weeks prior to harvesting is

also recommended.

Health of Farm Workers The workers who work on sewage or wastewater farms are exposed

to pathogens, worms, bruises and cuts. In India, the rate of hookworm infection has been found

to be significantly higher among workers on sewage farms than among the farming population

in general (NEERI, 1971). This is attributed to the local custom of walking barefoot on the farms

and thus providing an opportunity to the hookworm larvae to enter the human body ( through

the soft skin between the fingers). Wearing shoes and gloves and observing reasonable standards

of hygiene are recommended for protection of their health. This is done through better engineer-

ing design of the farms, through better clothing for workers and through periodic medical check-

ups. All these aspects tend to be neglected in Indian farms.

11.5.3 Performance Control

Finally, performance control for all the above aspects is necessary. Good engineering design and

performance control would distinguish a modern wastewater disposal farm from a primitive

uncontrolled one. For too long, engineers have tended to treat wastewater and leave it at the exit

of their treatment plants for the poor farmers to pick up on an as-is-where-is condition and use

it for whatever it is worth.

Provision must be made to facilitate monitoring of the land-treated effluent and return irriga-

tion flows. This can be done through tile drains, collecting wells, and other structures to which

the return flow may find its way. Monitoring for nitrates has a special significance with regard

to ground water pollution. There is no reason to dispense with the usual sampling for various

constituents that are normally analysed in conventional waste treatment plants. Needless to say,

flow measurement facilities such as Parshall flumes must also be provided.

11.6 Price Charged to Farmers for Use of Treated Wastewaters

The price charged to farmers for use of treated effluents is not strictly an operational matter

since the price charged determines the attitude of the giver and the taker. This is especially true

in case of wastewaters where the price charged is so ridiculously low considering that the efflu-

ent has an excellent fertilizer value as well as soil conditioning value. This is a broader question

of pricing as the price is controlled by the government, and the earnings go the revenue depart-

ment of the government, not to the treatment plant authorities. The treatment plant authorities

are, therefore, not truly concerned with providing value for money. The farmers are too docile to

ask for a better treated effluent. Someday, hopefully, things will change. Meanwhile, it is hoped

the reader will see the various issues involved in design and operation of wastewater irrigation

systems, and the need for using more scientific approaches.
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 In order to illustrate the concepts discussed thus far, two examples have been solved below,

for assumed data, one for a municipal wastewater and another for industrial wastewater:

11.7 DESIGN OF A MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SYSTEM

Example 11.3 Design an irrigation farm in order to utilize the unchlorinated effluent from a proposed

wastewater treatment plant treating sewage from a population of 70,000 persons and using a facultative

aerated lagoon (BOD removal efficiency = 85%). Sewage flow rate is expected to be 150 L /person daily.

The water, soil and climatic data are given below:

(a) Water Quality

TDS = 370 mg/l electrical conductivity = 580 mmhos/cm,

Total alkalinity = 195 mg/l as bicarbonate  pH = 7.80

Total hardness = 105 mg/l as calcium carbonate

Na+ = 89.8 mg/l K+ = 9.5 mg/l Ca2+ = 48.6 mg/l; Mg2+ = 23.3 mg/l

SO4
2+ = 41.4 mg/l Cl� = 37.0 mg/l

Boron = 0.30 mg/l

(b) Climatic Data (35°N latitude)

Item Month

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Temper- 5 8 12 15 20 25 30 31 27 21 11 6

ature (°C)

Average

Precipitation 29 23 27 23 12 2 � � 2 11 22 25

(mm/month)

Pan-evaporation 27 44 74 104 152 278 424 412 298 157 55 28

(mm/month)

(c) Soil Data

The following predominant soil characteristics at the proposed site are as follows:

CECa = 30 meq/lb (Ca2+ = 24, Mg2+ = 4.5, K+ = 0.5, Na+ = 1.5)

ECc
b = 400 mmhos/cm

pH = 7.8

Percent carbon = 1.17, Carbon/Nitrogen = 13.0

Bulk density = 1.3 g/cm3

Texture Sand (> 50 m) = 7.5%, silt (2.50 m) = 34.8%, clay (< 2 m) = 43%,

CaCO3 = 13.9%, and stones = 4.8%.
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Infiltration rate (from field tests) = 5.0 cm/day at steady saturation condition.

Moisture content by weight = 30% at field capacity, 15% at wilting.

In the absence of a sewage system in the town, the likely quality of treated sewage can be

estimated only by making suitable assumptions. One method is to be guided by values given in

Table 2.1 showing the average increment in different mineral constituents owing to domestic

water usage. These constituents are not much affected by treatment. Hence, the quality of treated

wastewater is roughly estimated as follows:

Total wastewater flow = 70,000 ´ 150 = 10,500 m3/day

Effluent BOD5 = (1�0.85) 54 = 8.1 g/capita-day ( = 53 mg/l)

Since sewage flow per capita is not high, we may use the highest value from the range shown

for each mineral constituent in Table 2.1. Thus,

TDS = 370 + 300 (for example) = 670 mg/l

Approximate electrical conductivity = 1050 mmhos/cm

Total alkalinity = 195 + 150 = 345 mg/l as HCO�
3 ( =  5.66 meq/l)

 Na+ = 89.8 + 70 = 159.8 mg/l as Na+ ( = 6.13)

 K+ = 9.5 + 15 = 24.5 mg/l as K+ ( = 0.613 meq/l)

Ca2+ = 42. 6 + 40% (40/100) = 58.6 mg/l as Ca2+ ( = 2.87 meq/l)

 Mg2+ = 23.2 + 40% (24/100) = 32.8mg/l as Mg2+ (= 2.69 meq/l)

pH will be slightly less than original value of 7.80.

Municipal wastewater quality as irrigant

1. Electrical conductivity value indicates somewhat high salinity

2. pH value is not objectionable

3. SAR = 
6 84

2 87 2 69

2

.

. .+
 = 4.10 meq/l (acceptable)

4. Per cent Sodium = - 
100 Na

Na Ca Mg K2 2

+

+ + + +
+ + +

e j

=
100 6 84

6 84 2 87 2 69 0 613

.

. . . .

a f
+ + +

 = 52.6 (acceptable)

However, in terms of SAR value, the sodium hazard is �low�, and the wastewater can be

classified as satisfactory for almost all soils.

5. RSC = (CO2�
3 + HCO�

3) � (Ca2+ + Mg2+)

= (0 + 5.66) � (2.87 + 2.69)

 = 0.10 meq/l (safe)
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6. Boron concentration of 0.3 mg/l in irrigation water will be tolerable for most plants. As-

suming boron in the soil will build up as other soluble salts would, over a period of time,

the steady state concentration would be about five times more than the original concentra-

tion in the irrigating water as shown below.

7. It is assumed that, in view of the essentially domestic character of the wastewater, no toxic

substances are involved. The alkyl benzene sulphonate (ABS) concentration is also assumed

to be at an unobjectionable level. The bacteriological quality may be controlled by chlorina-

tion, if desired.

Soil data The soil data do not reveal any strikingly objectionable feature. It can be classified as

�silty-clay�. The pH of the soil is only slightly alkaline and the electrical conductivity of the soil

extract indicates a relatively low salinity. Both pH and ECe will increase somewhat as irrigation

proceeds. An increase in pH cannot be predicted, but an increase in ECe can be guessed at as

shown further below. The clay content of the soil is fairly high. This affects its CEC value and

permeability. In this context, the presence of calcium carbonate should be beneficial. However, a

detailed interpretation of soil data should be made only with the assistance of soil specialists

and agronomists.

Selection of cropping pattern Selection of the cropping pattern depends on local agricultural

practices and the constraints imposed by the soil and wastewater quality. In view of the

unchlorinated effluent from the proposed treatment plant, assume that only perennial fodder

grass will be grown. Its irrigation water requirements are estimated in Table 11.14.

Method of irrigation Basin irrigation with open distribution channels should be used. (Spray

irrigation could have been used, if desired.)

Irrigation frequency and infiltration rate The moisture content of the soil is 30 per cent by

weight at field capacity and 15 per cent at the wilting point. Assume that it is not desirable to

allow the moisture content to fall below 22 per cent at any time between irrigations. Hence, from

the field capacity will be

 Ie =
P P

S D
f i

s r

-F
HG

I
KJ100

 = 
30 22

100
1 3 900

-
.a f a fj100 mm

At the July maximum evapotranspiration rate of 382 mm per month (see Table), the above

quantity of 100 mm will be consumed in (100/382) 32 = 7.8 days. Hence in July, a given plot of

field should be irrigated every 7 to 8 days at 100mm depth of wastewater per application. In

fact, since irrigation efficiency for this type of system is likely to be only 50 per cent, the wastewater

required should be estimated at 200 mm every 7 to 8 days. About 70 mm may be lost enroute

and in uneven application, only 130 mm would be applied to the basin, giving a leachate of

about 30 mm.

Field tests for infiltration have given a saturation condition rate of 5.0 cm/day. Hence, the

above quantity of 130 mm will require a maximum of 3 days to infiltrate into the soil. In fact, the

time required will be somewhat less than three days since initial infiltration will be at a higher

rate than the saturation condition rate.
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At other times of the year, the evapotranspiration rate will be less and, correspondingly, the

required frequency of irrigation will be reduced (for example, the frequency in June will be once

in 13.5 days, since the evapo-transpiration rate will be only 222 mm/month) and, thus, more

land will be needed to utilize the given wastewater or the latter will have be stored in a holding

lagoon as shown below.

Holding lagoon and farmland requirement Various possibilities suggest themselves for design

of the irrigation system and must be evaluated in the light of the local conditions such as avail-

ability of agricultural land, dilution flow in adjoining water courses, and other factors affecting

costs and benefits, based on a EiA study if necessary (Koenia and Loucks, 1977).

The simplest alternative would be to size the farm on the basis of the highest estimated re-

quirement of irrigation water, which in the given case occurs during June and July each year. At

that time, the gross irrigation requirement is 7640 m3/ha/month or 255 m3/ha day. A wastewater

flow at 10,500 m3/ha/day can irrigate a maximum of 10.500/25 5 = 41 ha of net croplands. In

the adjoining months of May and August, the flow will be more than necessary for 41 ha and

nearly 40 per cent of the flow will need to be discharged to the nearest water course. Progres-

sively larger quantities will need to be discharged in other months and practically the full flow

will need to go to water course in December, January, and February. If good stream flows cou-

pled with low temperatures do not create an objectionable condition, and meet other disposal

objectives, the arrangements may be the simplest and stream disposal and land disposal could

complement each other. Alternatively, the area of land irrigated may be varied to suit the avail-

able wastewater flow if this is possible.

 If, on the other hand,. It is desired to use all the wastewater flow for irrigation over a fixed area

of land, some form of flow balancing would be required in a holding lagoon. As a trial solution, if

it is proposed to irrigate 100 ha, the cumulative irrigation requirements from month to month

would be as shown in column 10 of Table 11.14, totalling 2,996,000 m3/year. The wastewater in-

flow would be at the calculated rate of 10,500 m3/day, or 315,000 m3/month (assumed at a steady

rate although there would be some seasonal differences) and would total 3,780,000 m3 in a year.

Thus, the wastewater utilized would be only about 80% of the total available. This would be fairly

realistic since storage would entail losses by way of net evaporation, seepage, etc. from the lagoon.

Lagoon losses can be estimated better after a trial size is first estimated.

The capacity of the lagoon can be estimated from a cumulative plot of incoming and outgoing

flows, as shown in Fig. 11.7. A minimum volume of 1.2 million m3 is required in this case. The

siting of the lagoon would be facilitated by the availability of a natural depression; if not, the

depth of excavation would be governed by the type of soil, the depth to ground water table, etc.

Assuming an average depth of 5 m, the holding lagoon would have an average water spread of

24 ha. The lagoon will receive direct precipitation and suffer evaporation loss. Net loss from the

lagoon will be equal to 2053�176 = 1877 mm/year, i.e., 450, 500 m3/year from a 24 ha area. This

will be accommodated within the 20 per cent losses allowed for above, provided seepage is not

much. The choice of a lagoon site will be important. Incidentally, a lagoon of this capacity would

give a theoretical detention time of 114 days, or 3.8 months, to the wastewater flow when the

lagoon is full, but very little detention when lagoon is at low level. Hence, the incidental treat-

ment afforded by the lagoon would be variable with time.
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Fig. 11.7 Determination of the capacity of a holding lagoon from cumulative plots of incoming and

outgoing flows

Salt build-up in soil On an annual basis, assume that the water effectively applied to the irriga-

tion basins is 30 per cent over the net requirement, and the excess quantity leaches through. Thus:

Iapplied = 1498 ´ 1.3 = 1947 mm/year

Leachate L = 1498 ´ 0.3 = 450 mm/year

Precipitation, P = 166 mm/year

Hence,

Build-up ratio 
C

C

s

i
 =

1 1

450 1947 166L I P/( ) /applied +
=

+
 = 4.8

Thus, electrical conductivity in the soil will be likely to reach the following value at steady

state condition (assuming 
i i
C C@ ) equal to {4.8 ´ 1050 = 5040 mmhos/cm, which is acceptable

for grass cultivation. However, this estimation of the salt build-up is only approximate as it is

based on several simplifying assumptions.
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BOD load on field The maximum gross irrigation volume is used in July; 7640 m3/ha/month

(j250 m3/ha/day).

Ultimate BOD load =
53

0.7 (for example)
250

10

10

3

6
´ ´  = 19.0 kg/ha/day

This is the maximum load likely and is quite acceptable. At other times of the year, the load

will be less.

Nutrient value in wastewater Assuming typical per capita values of nitrogen, phosphorus and

potassium in raw sewage, and their likely removal in treatment, we get:

Nitrogen = 1460 kg/1000 persons ´ 70 = 102.2 tons/year

P2O5 = 1825 ´ 70 = 127.7 tons/year

K2O = 912 ´ 70 = 63.8 tons/year

Land requirement A 100 ha farm signifies 9.52 ha per 1000 m3/day flow ( =  105 m3/ha day).

However, total land = lagoon + farm = 24 + 100 = 124 @  140 ha gross (for example) = 140 ha/

70,000 persons = 20 m2/person.

11.8 DESIGN OF AN INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SCHEME

An example is now presented to illustrate the designing of an industrial wastewater irrigation

scheme (Gurol, 1975).

Example 11.4 The raw waste from a milk bottling plant at 600 m3 has the following analysis (Mirat

Gurol). Using traditional irrigation water quality standards, assess its irrigation potential for growing

fodder grass on loam-clay soil where the leaching fraction is estimated to be not less than 0.3. The soil can

accept an infiltration rate of 10 cm/day. Its bulk density = 1.35 g/cm3. At field capacity, the available

moisture in soil is 9 per cent by weight. In the dry season, the average evapotranspiration rate is 80% of

the pan rate of 270 mm/month. BOD5 = 600 mg/l, Na+, K+, Ca++, and Mg++ are 130, 35, 32 and 20 mg/

l respectively, Cl2� = 175 mg/l. SO4
2� = 110 mg/l. Total alkalinity as CaCO3 = 530 mg/l. Total dissolved

solids = 1260 mg/l (electrical conductivity = 1759 mmhos/cm) Boron = 0.39 mg/l, pH = 8.3.

Water quality In terms of the standards given, the quality of the raw wastewater does not

seem to be objectionable from the standpoint of pH, total dissolved solids, chlorides, sulphates

and boron. Regarding assessing sodium hazard, the following computations are first made:

1. SAR = 
Na

Ca Mg

2

5.60

1.6 1.64

2

+

++ +++
=

+
 = 4.4 meq/l (acceptable)

2. Per cent sodium = 
100 5 60

5 60 0 9 1 6 1 64

.

. . . .

a f
+ + +

 = 57.5 (acceptable)

3. RSC = CO HCO Mg Ca3 3+ - +++ ++d i e j
= 10.6�3.24 = 7.33 meq/l

The RSC value is much higher than permissible. It can be brought closer to the permissible

limit of 2.5 meq/l by one of the following possible ways, the choice depending on economic and
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other considerations: (i) Reduce alkalinity (CO3
� + HCO3

�), review plant processes to see if alka-

linity reduction can be achieved, (ii) Increase Ca++ content by addition of gypsum to the water,

or apply lime periodically to the soil, (iii) Treat the wastewater, or (iv) Blend the wastewater

with some fresh water relatively low in alkalinity.

Salt build-up Theoretically speaking, the salt concentration ratio in the soil ( / )
s i
C C  will be the

reciprocal of the leaching fraction, which is given in the data as not less than 0.3. Thus:

 
C

C
s

i

=
1

0 3.
 = 3.3

This signifies a maximum likely build up of 3.3 times the average concentration ( )C  of any

incoming ion. The average value depends on the concentrations of the given ion in wastewater and

rainfall.

If rainfall is absent, the maximum incoming concentration is the one present in wastewater

(safe assumption). Thus, considering the electrical conductivity of the wastewater; the maxi-

mum value of electrical conductivity likely to be reached in the soil saturation extract is 3.3 %

1750 = 5775 mhos/cm. In reality, the value reached will be less than this owing to dilution by

rainfall. Crops grown on this soil should be tolerant to the concentration likely to be reached in

the soil. Fodder grasses will, of course, pose no problem in this regard as their tolerance level is

around 18,000 mhos/cm.

Irrigation requirements Available moisture at field capacity is:

Ie =
P P

S D
f i

s

-
= ´ ´

e j a f
100

9

100
1 35 900. . mm (assumed) = 109

In dry season, Et = 0.8 (Ep) = (0.8) (270) = 216 mm/month

Hence, irrigation interval =
109

216
 = 15 days.

This is the maximum interval, and the irrigation arrangement can be so organized as to suit

local practice with spray systems (e.g. daily spraying). Since the leaching fraction is 0.3, the

wastewater required to be applied is 1.33 ´ 109 = 141.7 mm in 15 days. If the irrigation efficiencies

is taken as 0.7 for sprinkler systems, the gross requirement is:

Igross =
141 7

0 7

.

.
@ 200 mm every 15 days

This works out to about 10 cm/week or 145 m3/day/ha during the growing season, it meet

crop demand. The soil is capable of accepting a much higher infiltration rate (up to 100 cm/

day). Hence, soil permeability is no problem.

Land required At 145 m3/day/ha in the dry season the land required for disposing 600 m3/day

wastewater is 600/145 = 4.2 (say 5 ha).

BOD load on soil BOD load = 145 ´ ´600
10

10

3

6
 = 87 kg/day/ha.

Disposal in non-irrigating periods Consideration should be given to this aspect as outlined in

the text earlier.
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Technologies

Physico-chemical treatment methods generally complement biological methods and the combined use
of the two becomes especially effective when wastewater is to be treated to higher standards for reuse.

In the future, we will certainly see more of both, especially the membrane technologies.

Some of the commonly used physico-chemical treatment methods such as primary and second-
ary sedimentation have been dealt with in Chapter 13 as they are a part of solids settling and
sludge handling for any wastewater treatment plant. The few physico-chemical methods dealt
with here in this chapter are used more in the treatment of wastewater for reuse purposes. A
recent addition is the Membrane Bio-Reactor which combines physico-chemical with biological

treatment. Thus, this chapter is relevant to the following two chapters on reuse of water.

12.1 REMOVAL OF OIL AND GREASE

Normally, the oil and grease present in municipal wastewater floats up in the primary settling
tanks for which reason a floating scum arm is invariably provided in these tanks. In case where
industries have specific processes which give oily wastes (e.g. garages) every attempt is made
to remove these wastes at the source itself through the provision of grease traps such as those
shown in Fig. 12.1(a). The trap is located as near the process unit as possible to ensure degreasing
before other wastes are mixed with it.

In case of industries which produce considerable amounts of oil and grease (e.g., food and
soap industries, oil refineries) an oil separator is often provided in the treatment plant in ac-
cordance with the design procedures laid down by the American Petroleum Institute (API)
which requires the oil separator to remove free oil globules 0.015 cm in diameter and having a
specific gravity of 0.80. Based on their field experience the API has given certain �factors�
which can be used in design as illustrated in Example 12.1 below. Figure 12.1(b) shows a typical
oil separator.

Present day oil separators are provided with inclined plates (plate settlers) which can im-
prove their performance considerably. Such separators are available from several vendors to
whom the size and specific gravity of the oil globules desired to be removed and their perform-

ance efficiency need to be specified.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.1 (a) Grease traps for intercepting oil and grease at source

(b) A typical oil separator based on API design
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Example 12.1 Find the dimensions of an API type oil separator to work at 15°C in winter with a

wastewater flow of 15,000 m3/day. The specific gravity of oil, So= 0.80 and diameter, d, of oil globules to

be removed = 0.010 cm. The kinematic viscosity (v) at 15°C = 1.1457 ´ 10�2 cm2/sec. From API data,

the scale-up factor F = 1.65 when the flow velocity V through the tank is not more than 15.v0 where vo

is the rising velocity of oil globules.

Rising velocity, v0 =
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 = 15, V = 15 ´ 0.089 = 1.335 cm/s

Hence, cross-sectional area of oil separator = Ac = 
Q
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In selecting final dimensions of the tank, note that

L

d
 = F

V

v0

(Also note that the size of the tank is very greatly affected by the assumption of diameter of oil

globules).

12.2 REMOVAL OF FINES USING FLOTATION TECHNOLOGY

Air floatation units are sometimes provided as alternative to oil and grease units for removal of

lighter particles. Some incidental removal of detergents and other wastes also occurs. Three

types of systems are available:

1. Air floatation In this case simple aeration is done at atmospheric pressure to get lighter

particles and oil globules to float up. It is preferred with scum forming wastes (e.g., certain

pharmaceutical, food, and other wastes). It is not as effective as the other methods given below.

2. Dissolved air floatation In these units, air is generally injected together with chemicals

into the wastewater which is pumped to a pressure vessel at 3� 4 atmos and held for 1�3 min-

utes to help dissolve the air; the pressure is then released as the liquid passes to a Flotation

tank. The material floated up is removed by a scraper arm. These units are often used in case of

certain industrial wastes (e.g., pulp and paper) which respond well to such treatment. In an
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arrangement of the type shown in Fig. 12.2 one has to optimize between pumping, pressurizing

and tank construction costs. For large systems, a recycle arrangement is provided in the dis-

solved air flotation unit.

Air

Pressure vessel
Flotation tank

Scraper

Concen.
subst.

Effluent

Press.
reducer

Chem.
dose

Mix

P
Inflow

Fig. 12.2 A dissolved air flotation system (without recycle)

Since air bubbles must attach to solids in order to cause flotation, the ratio of (weight of air)/

(weight of solids) is generally maintained at an optimum level between 0.01� 0.06 as deter-
mined from laboratory studies. Too much air does not help. The use of polyelectrolytes can
help increase recovery upto 98 per cent. These units have, however, been considered with cau-
tion for use with municipal wastewaters and Combined Effluent Treatment Plants (CETP) ow-
ing to the high cost of chemicals and the machinery involved. Their use is more limited to the

treatment of compatible industrial wastes.

3. Vacuum floatation Here the liquid is saturated with air at atmospheric pressure and

then subjected to vacuum conditions.

12.3 MULTIMEDIA FILTRATION

Multi-media filtration process is commonly employed in secondary as well as tertiary treat-
ment of wastewaters�both, in municipal and industrial installations. During secondary treat-
ment stage, multi-media filtration is employed as an integral part of typical physico-chemical
treatment processes comprising of coagulation-flocculation or chemical precipitation. In terti-
ary treatment, multi-media filtration process is commonly employed with wastewaters pre-

treated by biological methods.

12.3.1 Types, Configuration and Filtration Mechanism

There are two types of filters, which are commonly used in practice, based on the direction of
the influent flow, which are: (a) gravity filters, and (b) pressure filters. If the influent is intro-
duced at the top and allowed to flow down the filter without the help of any pump, the filter is
said to be a gravity filter; whereas water is pumped through the bed under pressure in a pres-
sure filter. Taking �rate of filtration� as the basis, gravity filters can further be classified as slow
sand filters and rapid sand filters while pressure filters are generally rapid sand filters. Slow
sand filters normally operate at a rate of 1 to 10 mgad (million gallons per acre per day), while
rapid sand filters operate at a rate of 100�200 mgad.
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Other types of filters include �diatomaceous earth filters� and �microstainers� which have

rather limited applications. Diatomaceous earth is a powder made up of billions and billions of

fossilized plankton skeletons. It is supported on fine metal screen, porous ceramic material or

synthetic fabric. They are the most expensive type of filters but get the water cleaner than any

other type. Diatomaceous earth filters can catch particles as small as 3 �5 microns. As a result

they have found their applications in swimming pools, portable field units, industrial applica-

tions, and installations for small towns. In case of microstrainers, the filtering media normally

used is finely woven, stainless steel fabric. The pore opening of the fabric is so fine that algae

and even microscopic organisms can be removed easily. In practice, the fabric is mounted on

the periphery of a rotating drum, and raw water passes form inside to the outside of the drum.

Microstrainers have found their place in treatment of industrial wastewaters and final polish-

ing filtration of wastewater effluents.

12.3.2 Filter Media

The filter media (such as sand, anthracite or garnet) must be of the appropriate size and ideally,

must be uniform since it is the critical component of a multi-media filter. During the flow of

water through media different actions such as straining, flocculation, interception and sedimen-

tation take place. In sedimentation, a particle settles under gravity on the top of the sand grain

whereas in straining, the particle gets trapped in the voids between the sand grains. When a

particle comes very close to a sand grain, due to inertial forces it gets stuck to the sand grain in

interception. If water is not properly chemically treated the larger flocs form a heavy mat on

the filter surface by straining action and clog the bed. So the applied water needs to be chemi-

cally treated otherwise the filters do not work properly.

The ideal filter media possess the following characteristics:(a) coarse enough to retain the

large flocs as well as fine enough to block the passage of suspended solids, (b) adequate depth

to allow longer filter runs, and (c) graded for effective cleaning during backwashing. Granular

media are specified by �effective size� as well as �uniformity coefficient�. Effective size is de-

fined as the 10 percentile diameter, indicating that 10 per cent of the filter grains by weight are

smaller than this diameter. Uniformity coefficient is defined as the ratio of the size of the sieve

opening that passes 60 per cent finer of the media sample to the size of the sieve opening that

passes 10 percentile of the media sample. Depending on the number of media used, filters can

be further classified as mono-media, dual-media and multi-media.

Typical single-media filter consists of fine or coarse sand or anthracite coal particle rang-

ing in 0.3 to 2 mm size. The dual media filter containing sand and anthracite coal particle

or multi-media filter containing garnet, sand, and anthracite coal particle are considered

more effective than single-media filters. Typically, the depth of the filter media ranges from

200�750 mm.
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12.3.3 Relation of Water Production and Head Loss

In filtration, flow occurs through porous media. Flow resistance increases with time as the

voids between filtering media get clogged, resulting in reducing the efficiency of filtration. Gen-

erally, the velocity with which water flows in granular filter is laminar flow and obeys Darcy�s

law given by:

V = k . i = k (h/l) where, V= approach velocity over filter media in (m/s),

h = head loss, l = length of filter bed and k = Darcy�s coefficient of permeability

Head loss for a bed of uniform size can be given by the Carmen-Kozeny equation as follows:
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where; f = equivalent shape factor varies between 0.75 �0.85

rw = density of water

m = dynamic viscosity of water

In case of rapid sand filters the bed is backwashed. After backwashing the particles get settled

in stratified manner on the bed; layer-by-layer of different diameters. Head loss across the

stratified bed can be found by applying equation for uniform size bed layer by layer and then

summed up to give the head loss across the bed; as given by the following formula:
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where, Xi = mean fraction of particles between adjacent sieve size

dpi = mean particle diameter between adjacent sieve size

f� = friction factor

Gravity filters are either operated at a constant rate with influent flow control and flow

splitting or at a decreasing rate with four or more units fed through a common header. Con-

stant flow is achieved by using an artificial head loss. As suspended solids get removed and

the head loss increases, artificial head loss is reduced so the total head loss remains constant.

Whereas in decreasing rate filter, flow rate decreases through one filter as there is increase in

head, which in turn raises the head and rate of filtration through the other filters. Filtration rate
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affects buildup of head loss and the desired effluent quality. A very high filtration rate allows

penetration of solids into coarse media and accumulation on the fine media. Too low filtration

rate results into ineffective penetration of solids into coarse media; result in head loss buildup

at the top of the coarse media. The optimum filtration rate is defined as the filtration rate that

results in the maximum volume of filtrate per unit filter area for achieving acceptable effluent

quality (Brooks et al., 2001).

12.3.4 Backwashing

As the water passes through the filter, the filtering medium arrests the motion of fine sus-

pended particles. After running for several hours, filter gets clogged due to deposition of par-

ticles between the grains of filtering medium, which could affect filtration efficiency or the

filtration rate. Backwashing is the process in which, clean water is introduced through the filter

underdrains at such a velocity as to expand the bed. As a result of bed expansion the sand frees

form the clogging material. The filtering media also gets rubbed against each other causing

sand particles to get rid of material which is clinging onto it�s surface.

For bed expansion, the excess of the weight of the grains over the buoyant forces exerted on

the grains must be supported by the force due to the backwashing velocity. For unit area of the

filter this backwashing force is equal to specific weight of the water times the head needed to

suspend the grains. This head is called as backwashing head loss (hbL). Excess of the weight

over the buoyant force per unit area of the filter is given as l (1�he) (Yp�Yw).

where,

l = expanded depth of the bed

he = expanded porosity of the bed

Yp = specific weight of the grain particles

Yw = specific weight of the water

Equating the backwashing force to the excess weight,

hbL = le (1 � he) (Yp � Yw) / Yw

expanded porosity of the bed is given by, h e = 
V

v
bF
HG
I
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0 22.

where, Vb = backwashing velocity

For stratified beds, as the filter medium consist of different layers; the backwashing head

loss is sum of the head loss produced over each layer given by,
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As a result of backwashing there is a fractional expansion of bed. This factional expansion of

bed can be determined by considering the total mass of expanded grains equals to the total

mass of unexpanded grains. Material balance for each layer by considering the porosity of

unexpanded bed constant, is given as follows,

li p( )1− η ρ  = le i e i p, .( )1− η ρ

where le i,  is the expansion per layer. Solving for le i,  gives,
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Total expansion of bed is obtained as the summation of fractional expansion per layer as,
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12.4 LIME-SODA AND ZEOLITE SOFTENING

The process of removal of hardness ions of water is termed as �softening�. Presence of multivalent

cations (mostly calcium and magnesium) results into water hardness. Other cations such as

iron (Fe2+), manganese (Mn2+), strontium (Sr2+) and aluminum (Al2+) may be present but not in

significant amounts. There are two types of hardness: carbonate and non-carbonate hardness.

Carbonate hardness is associated with the CO3
2�

 and HCO3
2� ions in water; otherwise the hard-

ness is called as non-carbonate hardness. There are three ways by which hardness can be re-

moved, namely, chemical precipitation, ion exchange and reverse osmosis. The maximum level

considered for public supply is around 300�500 mg/L.

12.4.1 Lime-Soda Process

This process comes under chemical precipitation and uses lime (CaO) or soda ash (Na2CO3) to

remove the calcium and magnesium hardness from water. In addition to removal of hardness

this process also removes the colour, bacteria and turbidity. Commercially, lime is available in

form of hydrated lime and quicklime. Quicklime is available in granular form with 90per cent

CaO and MgO as a primary impurity. Quicklime is prepared in a slaker for feeding in slurry,

which contains approximately 5 per cent of calcium hydroxide, whereas powdered, hydrated

lime contains about 68 per cent of CaO, and prepared in a tank containing turbine mixer by

fluidizing. The chemical reactions in precipitation softening are as follows:

CaO + Ca (OH)2 ® CaCO3 + H2O pH = 8.4

Ca(HCO3)2 + Ca(OH)2 ® 2CaCO3 + 2H2O pH = 9.5

Mg (HCO3)2 +Ca(OH)2 ® CaCO3 + MgCO3 + 2H2O pH = 9.5

MgCO3 + n Ca(OH)2 ® CaCO3 + Mg(OH)2 + (n�1) Ca(OH)2 pH > 11

MgSO4 + Ca(OH)2 ® Mg(OH)2 + CaSO4 pH > 11

MgCl2 + Ca(OH)2 ® Mg(OH)2 + CaCl2 pH > 11

Mg(NO3)2 + Ca(OH)2 ® Mg(OH)2 + Ca(NO3)2 pH > 11

CaSO4 + Na2CO3 ® CaCO3 + Na2SO4 pH > 9.5
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CaCl2 + Na2CO3 ® CaCO3 + 2NaCl pH > 9.5

Ca (NO3)2 + Na2CO3 ® CaCO3 + 2NaNO3 pH > 9.5

First lime reacts with calcium hydroxide to form carbonate precipitate. Next lime reacts with

any calcium bicarbonate present, in both the reactions one equivalent of lime combines with Ca

(HCO)3. Two equivalents of lime are required to remove one equivalent of magnesium bicarbo-

nate as the magnesium precipitates in the form of Mg(OH)2. If non-carbonate hardness is also

present then the addition of soda ash is required. For removal of one equivalent calcium sul-

phate, one equivalent of soda ash is required, whereas magnesium sulfate needs both lime and

soda ash. Excess lime is added to raise the pH during reactions, if pH increases beyond a

certain value, it is reduced by adding H2SO4, but generally CO2 is added. This process of

addition of CO2 is called as �recarbonation�. Recarbonation stabilizes the lime treated water,

reducing the scale forming potential. CO2 neutralizes the excess lime, precipitating it as calcium

carbonate. Further recarbonation converts carbonates to bicarbonates.

Ca(OH)2 + CO2 ® CaCO3+ H2O

CaCO3+CO2+H2O ® Ca(HCO3)2

The advantages of precipitation softening are:

1. Lime added is removed along with the hardness taken out of solution.

2. Reduction in total dissolved solids in the water is achieved.

3. Chemical reactions of lime-soda ash softening are used to estimate the quantity of solids

produced in waste sludge.

12.4.2 Zeolite Softening

This process comes under ion exchange process. An ion exchanger is an insoluble substance

that has the property of exchanging an ion, which has been hung onto its structure with an-

other ion in water. Zeolite media is a versatile product used for the removal of hardness, iron

and manganese; ammonia reduction and pH correction in water. In zeolite�s sodium alumino-

silicate bond, the silica provides strength to the structure, while the aluminum gives material

its ability to soften water. Zeolite works the same way as any cation exchanger- calcium; mag-

nesium and ferrous ions are replaced on a one to one basis with sodium (or potassium) through

the ion exchange process. Once all the sodium ions are exhausted, the resin has to be regener-

ated. However, zeolite requires minimum hardness of 50 ppm. At and above this level of hard-

ness, the pores in the media will expand during the service cycle, allowing CO2 and mineral

acids to enter the media and become trapped like a molecular sieve. This process allows the pH

of water to be raised. However, during the brine cycle of regeneration, the opposite occurs.

Zeolite contracts and shrinks, thus squeezing the gases and acids from the media and rinsing

them to the drain. If the hardness is below minimum 50 ppm, the acidic materials may block

the exchange sites, resulting in loss of capacity. The most common form is sodium zeolite. A

representative ion exchange reaction is as follows:

2NaR + CaCl2 ® CaR2 + 2NaCl
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Hard water flows into a zeolite bed and emerges as a soft water. There is no precipitation, no

reduction of TDS but a loss of sodium and gain of calcium by the use of zeolite. The zeolite

must be regenerated with brine or magnesium. This reaction may be represented as follows:

CaR + 2NaCl ® Na2R + 2NaCl

Calcium and magnesium are removed from the resin in the form of their chlorides and the

resin is simultaneously restored to the sodium form.

12.5 ION EXCHANGE FOR REMOVAL OF TRACE IONIC POLLUTANTS

The ion exchange method can be applied in wastewater treatment for removal of undesirable

anions and cations. Synthetic ion exchange resins are commonly used for wastewater treat-

ment. These resins are made by polymerization of organic compounds into a porous three-

dimensional structure. Internal pore structure depends on cross-linking between organic chains.

A low degree cross-linking increases diffusion of ions through larger pores but physical strength

decreases. The functional group is introduced by reacting the polymeric matrix with a chemical

compound containing the desired group. The number of functional groups per unit mass of

resin gives exchange capacity. Cationic ion exchange resins exchange positive ions and anionic

exchange negative ions. The types of ion exchange resins are:

1. Strong-acid cation resins The chemical behaviour of resins is similar to that of a strong

acid. The resins are highly ionized in both the acid (R-SO3H) and salt (R-SO3Na) form, over the

entire pH range.

2. Weak-acid cation resins The behaviour of these resins is similar to weak acids that are

weakly dissociated. The ionizable group in these resins is carboxylic acid (-COOH).

3. Strong-base anion resins These resins are highly ionized and can be used over the

entire pH range. These resins are used in the hydroxide (OH) form for water deionization.

4. Weak-base anion resins These resins are similar to weak-acid resins, in that the degree

of ionization is strongly influenced by pH.

5. Heavy-metal selective chelating resins The functional group of chelating resins is an

EDTA compound and structure in sodium form is R-EDTA-Na. These resins show a high de-

gree of selectivity for heavy-metal cations. They have a tendency to form stable complexes with

the heavy metals.

The reactions occurring in the process depend upon chemical equilibria situations in which

one ion will selectively replace another on the ionized exchange site. The nature of exchanger,

and the exchanging ions, concentration, other factors such as temperature and the particle size

of the exchanger influence the kinetics of ion exchange. The degree of exchange depends on:

(a) The size and valence of the ions entering into the exchange

(b) The concentration of ions in the water or solution
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(c) Physical and chemical nature of the ion exchange solution

(d) The temperature

The capacity of the resin to exchange ions and quantity of regenerant required determine the

performance and economics of ion exchange. The quantity of ions to be removed in the

wastewater is expressed as equivalents per litre of wastewater to be treated.

The operating capacity of the bed is given by resin utilization, which is the ratio of the quan-

tity of ions removed during treatment to the total quantity of ions that could be removed at 100

per cent efficiency. The regenerant efficiency, employed regenerant quantity is defined as the

quantity of ions removed from the resin as compared to the quantity of ions present in the

volume of regenerant used. The resin utilization increases as the regenerant efficiency decreases.

Treatment of a wastewater by ion exchange involves a sequence of operating steps. The

wastewater is passed through the resin until the available exchange sites are filled and the

contaminant appears in the effluent. This process is defined as breakthrough. At this point

treatment is stopped and the bed is backwashed to remove dirt and to regrade the resin. The

bed is then regenerated. After regeneration, the bed is rinsed with water to wash out residual

regenerant. The bed is then ready for another treatment cycle.

In order to ensure contact of liquid with the resin and to minimize leakage, the minimum
bed depth is 61 �76 cm. The treatment flow rate can vary between 0.27 �0.67 m3/(min.m3). The
regenerant flow is 0.13 �0.27 m3/(min.m3). A rinse water volume of 4 �13.4 m3/m3, applied at a
flow rate of 0.13� 0.20 m3/(min.m3), will usually be sufficient to flush a bed of residual regenerant.

Partial demineralization is often needed to reduce TDS for feed to high-pressure boilers or

for certain process waters. It is also needed to give reusable water for better purposes. While
partial demineralization is often done, the costs of achieving almost complete demineralization

are rather high.

12.6 ACTIVATED CARBON ADSORPTION SYSTEMS

Adsorption is applied for the treatment of industrial wastes containing organics which are re-

fractory and which are difficult or impossible to remove by conventional biological treatment.

The formation of monomolecular layer of the adsorbate on the surface through forces of re-

sidual valence of the surface molecules is chemical adsorption while physical adsorption is

molecular condensation in the capillaries of the solid. Most wastewaters are highly complex

and the compounds present in wastewater have different adsorbability.

Activated carbon is useful in absorbing solvents, dyes, amines, PCBs, various pesticides,

chlorinated compounds, etc. They can also remove taste and odour-causing compounds from

wastewaters to be treated for reuse.

The activated carbon used in adsorption columns is made from different materials such as

wood, lignin, bituminous coal, lignite and petroleum residues. The specific properties of acti-

vated carbon depend upon the material source and mode of activation. In a pyrolysis type pre-

treatment step carbonization is done to prepare a �char�. The char particles are then �activated�

by exposure to oxidizing gases such as steam and carbon dioxide at high temperatures. The

gases develop a porous structure and thus create large surface area (about 800 �1000 m2/g).
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After activation, the carbon is separated into granular (GAC) of grains > 0.1 mm dia or pow-

dered (PAC) form of dia <200 sieve.

Adsorptive capacity is the effectiveness of the carbon in removing desired constituents such

as COD, colour, phenol, etc. The �phenol number� states the carbon�s ability to remove taste

and odor compounds. The capacity of carbon to adsorb low-molecular-weight substances is

given by its �iodine number�. The carbon�s ability to adsorb high-molecular-weight substances

is given by its �molasses number�.

Spent carbon from adsorption column can be regenerated by thermal, steam, or solvent ex-

traction; acid or base treatment; and chemical oxidation. Thermal regeneration of carbon is

common in wastewater treatment. Thermal regeneration is the process of drying, desorption,

and high-temperature heat treatment in the presence of limited quantities of water vapor, flue

gas and oxygen. Capacity of carbon changes through successive regeneration cycles. In most

cases, three to six regeneration cycles will define the maximum capacity loss.

The correlations for equilibrium relationships are Freundlich and Langmuir isotherms.

Freundlich isotherm is found to be good for practical applications. The Freundlich isotherm is:

where
X

M
 = kC1/n (Eq. 12.1)

X = weight of substance adsorbed

M = weight of adsorbent

C = concentration remaining in the solution

k and n are constants, which depend on temperature, the adsorbent, and the substance to be

adsorbed

The expression for Langmuir isotherm is:

X

M
 =

abC

aC1 +
(Eq. 12.2)

b = amount adsorbed to form a complete monolayer on surface and a = constant which in-

creases with increasing molecular size. Direct application of the Langmuir equation is not pos-

sible as most wastewaters contain more than one substance, which will be adsorbed.

Adsorption systems are of two types, batch and continuous. Batch adsorptive systems are

used in laboratory to study the feasibility and economics of adsorption to the removal of spe-

cific waste constituents. Continuous adsorption can be used for practical applications.

In the initial stage of operation, fast adsorption occurs at uppermost layers of the column

and results in solute-free effluent at the bottom. With continuing flow of water, the concentra-

tion of solute in the effluent increases as adsorption moves downward in the bed. Finally, the

effluent concentration equals influent concentration and adsorption zone reaches to the bottom.

The breakpoint is defined as the volume of water passed through the bed before a maximum

effluent concentration is reached. The breakthrough can be controlled by decreasing empty bed

contact time, increasing particle size of adsorbent and increasing initial solute concentration.

In granular activated carbon adsorption systems, which are often used in wastewater treat-

ment for reuse, the typical configurations of the carbon columns include:
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1. Downflow This system consists of a number of fixed beds in series. At breakthrough

point of last column in a series, the first column reaches to its equilibrium with influent concen-

tration. The first column becomes last column of the series after the replacement of carbon.

2. Multiple units The effluent with high COD content from this system is mixed with the

other effluents from fresh carbon columns in order to achieve the desired quantity. This kind of

operation is effective for treatment of wastewater in which the capacity at breakthrough is near 1.0.

3. Upflow This system is used to treat wastewater containing suspended solids or to pre-

vent biological action occurring in the bed.

4. Continuous counterflow In this system, spent carbon is removed from bottom and re-

generated carbon is fed to the top of the reactor. The influent with high residual biodegradable

organic content can cause plugging of the system.

5. Upflow-downflow The system contains two beds arranged in series. The upflow contac-
tor is used for �roughing� and a downflow contactor for �polishing�. After breakthrough, spent
upflow column is regenerated and reused as the downflow polishing unit while unused
downflow contactor is employed as upflow reactor by reversing the flow.

In the case of granular activated carbon systems, a minimum of two contactors are recom-
mended to be used.

Powdered Activated Carbon (PAC) is sometimes used instead of the granular form. It is
added to either to the activated sludge aeration tank in which case the organics in the wastewater
are adsorbed on the carbon and removed via the sludge, or it is added to the effluent of biologi-
cal treatment in which case it is settled in a separate tank to which a polyelectrolyte may need
to be added to facilitate settlement of the powdered carbon. Its regeneration is difficult and
hence, the exhausted material may be wasted.

Interestingly, vermi-castings in powder form have also been suggested and used instead of
powdered activated carbon in one reported case (Patel, 1999) giving good results. This opens
up a new medium for use. However, carefully controlled experiments are necessary to be per-

formed before this medium can be recommended for wider application.

12.7 ADVANCED OXIDATION PROCESSES

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) involve the use of highly potent chemical oxidants such
as the hydroxyl radical (OH*) and have recently emerged as an important class of oxidizing
agents for accelerating the oxidation and destruction of recalcitrant organic contaminants in
industrial wastewaters and air. Many of these bio-refractory organics are on the EPA list of
priority pollutants and the use of AOPs can completely mineralize them to carbon dioxide and
mineral salts. The combination of AOPs with chemical or biological processes can help increase
their overall efficiency and make them cost-effective.

In terms of electro-chemical oxidation potential, the hydroxyl radical (OH*) is almost twice
as potent as molecular oxygen, chlorine, chlorine dioxide and hydrogen peroxide which are
sometimes used as oxidizing agents. Various technologies can be used to produce the hydroxyl
radical. The problem, however, is that the half-life of the hydroxyl free radical is of the order of
a few microseconds only. It is, therefore, not possible to develop high enough concentrations to
make their use in disinfection economical (Metcalf and Eddy, 2003). They are used more com-
monly for the oxidation of trace amounts of refractory organic compounds present in highly
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treated effluents. Research is in progress abroad to overcome these limitations in the use of

AOPs. Some work is also in progress in India (Anjaneyulu, 2005).

12.8 DISINFECTION

Typically all the microorganisms that are present in water are not harmful to human beings.

Disinfection is the process meant for removal of those microorganisms, which are harmful (dis-
ease-causing) to human beings. The process of total destruction of microorganisms is normally
termed as sterilization, which is not normally practiced in wastewater or water treatment. In
disinfection process, however, the cell wall of microorganism is punctured and deactivation of
the enzyme occurs. The various factors which affect disinfection are:

1. The nature and concentration of micro-organisms,
2. The nature and concentration of disinfectant,
3. Interfering agents including ammonia, iron, and manganese,

4. Temperature of water; and

5. Time of contact.

There are several disinfectants commercially used including chlorine, chlorine dioxide, ozone,

and ultraviolet light (UV).

12.8.1 Disinfection with Chlorine

The most commonly used disinfectant in India and several other countries is chlorine because it

is a strong oxidizing agent. One can use it in different forms such as Cl2 gas, bleaching powder

(Ca(OCl)4H2O), lab Cl2� 70�75 % free chlorine (Ca(OCl)2 H2O), and sodium hypochlorite 15%

free chlorine (NaClO).

If compounds such as ammonia, iron, manganese, nitrate, hydrogen disulphide and algae

are present in the water in the first step Cl2 oxidizes these compounds followed by the forma-

tion of chloro-organic and chloromines in the next step.

Cl2 (g) + H2O (l) ® H+ + Cl� + HOCl ® 2H+ + Cl� + OCL�

Ca (OCl)2 ® Ca2+ + 2OCl�

NaOCl ® Na+ + OCl�

It is interesting to know that H+, OCl� and HOCl ions formed in the above reactions relate to

each other according to the following ionization reaction, are primarily pH dependent.

HOCl ® H+ + OCl�

For effective chlorination, the pH of the water should be less that 6.0. If it is less than 5.0 and

the temperature is 00 to 200 C then the present concentration of HOCL is practically 100 per
cent. HOCl is found to be the stronger disinfectant than OCl. The sum of the concentrations of
chlorine, hypochloric acid and hypochlorite ion is collectively called as �free chlorine�.

Reactions of chlorine with natural organics such as fulvic and humic acid present in ambient
water produce some undesirable disinfection by-products such as trihalomethanes. The most pre-
dominant are chloroform and bromochloromethane, which are suspected carcinogens. Phenolic
compounds also react with chlorine to form undesirable disinfection by-products with severe
taste and odour. Using chloramines as a disinfectant can prevent the formation of undesirable
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disinfection by-products. Chloroamines is the combination of chlorine and ammonia. The reac-

tions are as follows:

NH3 + HOCl ® NH2Cl + H2O monochloroamine

NH2Cl + HOCl ® NHCl2 + H2O dichloroamine

NHCl2 + HOCl ® NCl3 +H2O trichloroamine

Temperature, pH, and the concentration of HOCl used affect the amount of different species

of chloramines formed in the above reactions. Monochloroamine and dichloroamine which are

strong disinfectant, together called as �combined available chlorine�; whereas the trichloroamine

is formed as a result of decomposition as more HOCl is added.

12.8.2 Disinfection by Ozone

Disinfection by ozone is typically expensive as it costs about four times more when compared

with the conventional process of chlorination. Ozone is a very good disinfectant, produced on

site by passing pure oxygen or dry, clean air in a high-strength electric field. The reactions are

as follows:

O2 ® [O] + [O]

O + O2 ® O3

O3 + H2O ® HO3 + OH�

HO3 + OH� ® 2HO2

O3 + HO2 ® HO + HO + HO2 ® H2O + O2

The oxygen molecule initially undergoes dissociation to form nascent oxygen. This nascent
oxygen further reacts with oxygen molecule to form ozone. Typical ozone dosing of 0.3 to 0.4
mg/L is sufficient for 100 per cent removal of micro-organisms in 3�4 minutes of the contact
period. Water treated by ozone is environmentally safe since there are no undesirable byproducts.
However, does not ensure the safety of the water contamination in water distribution system,
as there are no residual disinfectant present. Ozone has found to be more effective than chlo-

rine in inactivating certain strains of bacteria and viruses.

12.8.3 Disinfection by UV Light

Irradiation with ultraviolet light (UV) has also been used for disinfection. It is much more

effective in inactivating the bacteria and viruses although it does not produces the residual
disinfectant. In the energy spectrum UV lies in the wavelength range of 2000�3000 A0. In the
laboratory, UV rays can be generated with the help of low-pressure mercury vapor lamp. A
power input of 30 uW/cm2 applied to thin sheets turbidity-free water would be sufficient. For
UV disinfection the water must be turbidity-free (<0.1 ppm), otherwise bacteria, viruses and
other pathogens can simply hide and shielded against UV rays.

The ideal characteristics of a disinfectant are that it should:
1. be able to kill all type of bacteria,
2. react rapidly,
3. not change the quality of water
4. be effective over a normal range of pH and temperature,
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5. form the residual, and

6. be measurable at any time.

Kinetics of disinfection

According to Chick�s law, under the ideal conditions the number of microorganisms destroyed

per unit time is proportional to the number of microorganisms remaining at time �t�.

−dN

dt
Nα

-dN

dt
 = kN where, k is reaction rate constant

dN

N
N

Nt

0

z  = - zk dt

t

0

N

N
t

0

 = e�kt

Significance of concentration of micro-organisms

Cq NR = constant

C = concentration of disinfectant

NR = concentration of micro-organisms reduced by a given % in a given time

q = coefficient of disinfection

Effect of temperature

According to Vaihoff� Arrhenius relation,
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.
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1 24 56

-

where,

t1, t2 is the time required to kill equal percentage at a fixed concentration of disinfectant.

E = activation energy in calorie

Activation energies for chlorine and chloramines at different pH are given in the Table 12.1.

Table 12.1:  Activation energies for different disinfectants

pH E for Chlorine E for Chloramines

7.0 6400 12000
8.5 8200 14000
9.0 9600 20000
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12.9 MEMBRANE PROCESSES

The use of membrane technologies in wastewater treatment was earlier mainly limited to re-

verse osmosis. In the last few years, their use has been extended by the development of a

variety of membranes due to advancement in polymer chemistry and technology as well as by

employing the membranes for newer applications such as �membrane bioreactors�. Thus, mem-

brane technologies are now beginning to play an increasing role in water and wastewater treat-

ment, worldwide. In the US, more stringent public water supply quality requirements make

their use increasingly necessary, while in countries like India, their use is becoming necessary

as fresh water resources are being polluted requiring better and more advanced treatment be-

fore public and industrial supplies can be made. In both the US and India, membrane technolo-

gies are being increasingly considered where reuse of the treated wastewater is envisaged.

Membranes are produced from a wide variety of materials such as cellulose acetate, polyamides,

polysulfones, polypropylene, nylon, polyacrylonitrile, polycarbonate, polyvinyl alcohol,

Polytetrafluoroethylene, ceramic and metal composites, etc. They are manufactured to remove

down to the smallest desired material which is normally stated as molecular weight cut-off (gen-

erally expressed in Daltons). The four most common configurations are: tubular, plate and frame,

spiral wound and hollow fibre. Of these, the hollow fibre membranes are the most commonly

used in wastewater treatment and reuse because they have the highest membrane surface area for

a given footprint. Membrane replacement is generally required every 3� 5 years.

Membranes are semi-permeable materials designed to separate particulate, colloidal and dis-

solved substances from liquid solutes. Essentially, they allow substances smaller than the mem-

brane pores to flow through the system, while holding back substances larger than the pores. When

a membrane is used to separate water from dissolved impurities, the water from the dilute solution

gradually passes through the membrane towards the concentrated one till �osmotic equilibrium� is

attained between the two liquids. If pressure is applied and increased gradually on the concen-

trated side, the flow of water continues to reduce till the applied pressure is equal to the osmotic

pressure. Any pressure in excess of the osmotic pressure reverses the direction of flow of water and

water from the concentrated side enters the dilute side (Reverse Osmosis). Thus, the concentrated

side becomes more concentrated until at some point it becomes more economical to 'reject� it.

The influent is called �feed stream�. The portion which passes through the membrane is called

the �permeate� while the portion retained is called �concentrate�. The rate at which the permeate

flows through is called the �flux�, kg/m2-d or L /m2-d.

12.9.1 Applications in Treatment of Wastewater and Drinking Water

Membrane systems are generally all pressure systems and for wastewater treatment they are

divided into the following four classifications depending on their pore size and molecular weight

cut-off:

i. Microfiltration (MF),

ii. Ultrafiltration (UF),
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iii. Nanofiltration (NF), and

iv. Reverse Osmosis (RO).

Figure 12.3 illustrates the relationship between molecular weight cut-off, membrane classifi-

cation and the relative size of substances removed. The membrane selection is generally based

on molecular weight cut-off (usually expressed in Daltons).
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Fig. 12.3 Membrane systems and pollutants removed

AS–Aqueous Salts; P = Pesticides; V = Viruses; B = Bacteria; GC = Giardia Cysts

Microfiltration MF membranes (pores > 50 nm) are the least expensive membranes and have

been used in wastewater treatment for turbidity removal, solids separation after biological treat-

ment, as in Membrane Bioreactors (MBRs), removal of helminth ova, other organisms, etc. Op-

erating pressures are generally below 50 lbs/sq in (< 350 kPa). Their flux rates average between

400�1600 L/m2-d. They are often used in MBRs for producing reclaimed water for non-potable

purposes and for pre-treatment of waters/wastewaters before NF and RO.

Ultrafiltration UF membranes (pore sizes 2 �50 nm) have been used in wastewater treatment

for many of the same applications as MF membranes except that UF systems give a better

separation of finer colloids, bacteria, viruses, etc. They are also used in MBRs to separate biosolids

after activated sludge. Operating pressures vary from 50 �100 lbs/sq in (350 �690 kPa). Flux

rates vary from 400 �800 L /m2-d. Besides their use in MBRs, they are also used to pre-treat

waters/wastewaters before using NF and RO systems.

Nanofiltration In NF membranes the pores are actually similar to those in RO systems (< 2

nm) but operating pressures are lower. Pressures vary between 75 �200 lbs/sq in (520 � 1400

kPa) and flux rates vary from 200 �800 L /m2/day. They are commonly used in water softening
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to remove divalent cations and in water treatment to remove color, humic organic matter and

other low molecular weight compounds. They can also remove viruses. They are often used to

treat waters pre-treated by microfiltration or ultrafiltration to produce waters for indirect pota-

ble reuse applications such as groundwater injection.

Reverse osmosis In RO systems, the membranes have pores < 2 nm and have the lowest mol.

wt. cut-off. They are, therefore used in desalination operations to remove ionic species from

solution. They also remove sodium, nitrates, sulfates, heavy metals, TDS and other molecules

and, therefore, have applications in treating feed waters for high pressure boilers in industries.

Other use is in further treating waters pre-treated by MF and UF to produce waters of high

quality for indirect potable reuse applications. They require a relatively high operating pressure

>200 lbs/sq in (>1400 kPa). Flux rates vary from 300 � 500 L /m2/day.

12.9.2 Design of Membrane Systems

There are three forms of membrane system: (a) small cells, (b) bench units or (c) pilot plants.

Description of the mass transport of water and solutes through membrane is helpful for mem-

brane studies. Product flux and product purity characterize the performance of a given mem-

brane. Flux is a rate of flow per unit area of membrane and depends on membrane thickness,

chemical composition of feed, membrane porosity, time of operation, pressure across mem-

brane, and feedwater temperature. However, product purity is a function of the rejection ability

of the particular membrane. The useful equations are:

Fw = Kw(DP�Dp) = 
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p
(Eq. 12.3)
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Qf = Qc + Qp (Eq. 12.6)
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(Eq. 12.9)

DC = concentration gradient (M/L3), ((Cf + Cc)/2�Cp)

Cf = feed stream solute concentration (M/L3)

Cc = concentrate stream solute concentration (M/L3)
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Cp = permeate stream solute concentration (M/L3)

k = diffusion coefficient from the surface to the bulk (L3/L2t)

Dr = pressure gradient (L), ((Pf + Pc)/2�Pp)

Dp = osmotic pressure (L), ((pf + pc)/2�Dp)

kw = solvent mass transfer coefficient, (L2t/M)

Fw = water flux (L3/L2t)

Fs = solute flux (M/L2t)

Ks = solute mass transfer coefficient (L/t)

Qf = feed stream flow (L3/t)

Qc = concentrate stream flow (L3/t)

Qp = permeate stream flow (L3/t)

R = recovery

A = membrane area (L2)

r = recycle ratio

The cost and performance of membrane system are also important factors. So, the models

predicting the cost and performance of membrane system are:
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(Eq. 12.10)

Equation (12.10) illustrates diffusion controlled mass transfer including alkalinity, hardness,

TDS, sodium, chlorides.

Cp = FCv (Eq. 12.11)

f = sieving pass coefficient

Equation 12.11 is used to explain sieving controlled mass transfer.

The slit density index (SDI), modified fouling index (MFI) and the mini-plugging factor in-

dex (MPFI) are the three fouling indices. These indices have been shown to not statistically

correlate to flux or mass transfer decline during membrane operation but are used as guides for

membrane pre-treatment. Collection of index data is useful to estimate pre-treatment, can be

easily and inexpensively done, and could provide data that relates pre-treatment requirements

of varying water qualities. The equations for fouling indices are:
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MFI = (QV)�1 (Eq. 12.13)

MPFI =
Q

t
(Eq. 12.14)

ti = time to collect initial 500 ml; tf = time to collect final 500 ml; T = time between ti and tf, (15

min); Q = flow; V = volume

Solvent mass transfer coefficient and the rate of decline of productivity measure productiv-

ity, which is essential for successful membrane applications. The correlation is:

Kw =
F

P
w

D D- p
(Eq. 12.15)
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Monitoring Kw. over time normalizes flux based on pressure and provides truer assessment

of productivity (pages 8�9, Hillis et al., 2000).

12.9.3 Issues in Operation and Maintenance of Membrane Units

There are several books and chapters written on application of membrane processes and issues

about their operation and maintenance (for example: Chapter 11 in Metcalf and Eddy, 2003).

Information in the following sub-section has been extracted from the papers presneted at the

international Conference on Membrane Technology in water and wastewater Treatment held at

Lancaster University from the 27th�29th March 2000 (Hillis, 2000). The Royal Society of Chemis-

try and several other prestigious professional institutions had organized the conference.

The design of the membrane process and fouling affect productivity which is essential to

water treatment facility. Treatment characteristics specify membrane and operating conditions

for particular membrane process. Thus, fouling is the prime contemplation affecting productiv-

ity. The causes of fouling are particle deposits on the membrane surface, macro-molecules

adsorbing onto the surface or into the bulk membrane material, or pore blocking. Pre-treatment

requirements to avoid fouling are:

1. Scaling can be controlled in either surface or groundwaters for all RO/NF membrane sys-

tems by addition of acid and/or antiscalent.

2. Control of plugging in either surface or groundwaters for all RO/NF membrane systems is

attained by feed water turbidities and SDI�s of less than 0.2 NTU and 2 respectively.

3. Bio-fouling occurring in aerobic surface or groundwaters is controlled by NH2Cl or addi-

tion of other bactericidal agents.

4. The control of organic fouling in surface water systems with TOC > 3 � 6 mg/L is achieved

by coagulation, sedimentation and filtration.

Another problems caused due to membrane fouling are poor salt rejection characteristics

and increasing pressure differential across the membranes. As membrane fouling is the most

common reason for performance problems, monitoring of pre-treatment plant and biofouling

control can reduce fouling.
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Cleaning of membranes is vital for production of high quality hygienic potable water and the

functionality and capacity of the membrane plant. The good cleaner for cleaning of membrane

should be optimized for removing the soil and does not adversely influence the membrane

characteristics. Also, physical aspects of membrane cleaning and chemical activities play im-

portant role in membrane cleaning processes. In addition to this, the water for membrane cleaning

should be of best quality.

12.9.4 Combination of Nanofiltration and Reverse Osmosis

First use of an RO was reportedly made in India in 1975. Presently, over 5,000 installations

exist, mostly for producing required quality feed water for high-pressure boilers while a few

installations also exist for reuse of water, especially where so-called �zero� discharge is re-

quired (Chilekar, 2005).

NF and RO are generally required where MF and UF are not adequate for the purpose. In fact,

MF and UF are often used to give pre-treatment to wastewaters to prepare them for application

to NF and RO systems. Both NF and RO can give adequate treatment to pre-treated wastewaters

to make them fit for reuse in high-pressure boilers and for various non-potable uses/reuses in

industry and for groundwater recharge. RO units are really required where dissolved solids (TDS)

are to be reduced. Their use in treating brackish waters and sea waters is well known.

A term often used in deciding on need and extent of pre-treatment by conventional methods

or by MF or UF is the �SDI� value or its �Silt Density Index�. The value of SDI has to be less than

3.0 for successful use of RO systems with reasonably long filter runs. Higher values would

need unduly frequent cleanings. Parameters to be satisfied after pre-treatment by UF are sug-

gested by Chilekar as follows:

Turbidity < 0.3 NTU
SDI < 3.0
Temperature < 45oC
Oil & Grease Absent
Free Chlorine < 0.1 ppm
Organics Free of harmful organics *
pH 3 to 10

* COD value is not a good measure of its fouling characteristics. A pilot study may be needed in some

cases.

The membranes are made from cellulose acetate or polyamides or other materials and have

flux rates and operating pressures as mentioned earlier. Moreover, owing to the higher pres-

sures they have to withstand, their manufacture and assembly are done in different specialized

ways by the manufacturers, all of which are generally more expensive. It is also necessary to

take the manufacturers help in ascertaining the extent of pre-treatment required depending

upon the quality of the feed water.

Their power requirement is also much higher (5 kWh/m3 for nanofiltration and 10 kWh/

m3 for RO plants) than for MF and UF systems. The train of units required in the final flowsheet

is thus:
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Wastewater ® Conventional pre-treatment ® Pre-treatment by UF ® Reverse Osmosis sys-

tem ® Permeate aerated /stabilized as necessary ® Use/reuse

The pH of the permeate is usually high owing to the concentration of alkalinity. For this

reason, the final permeate may have to be aerated and its pH adjusted as noted above before

use or reuse. The concentrated stream from the RO system, however, is disposed.

12.9.5 Disposal of Concentrated Streams

Disposal of the concentrate (also called �rejects�) often poses a severe problem which may make

it difficult to adopt a membrane system. Normally, the problem is site-specific and may some-

times require a high-cost solution. The concentrates may contain hardness, heavy metals, or-

ganics, microorganisms and even some hydrogen sulfide gas.

Firstly, its volume has to be determined from a materials balance based on the movement of

water and solids across the membrane. What is removed from one, enters the other. Nothing is

lost. The volume of permeate + volume of concentrate = the volume of feed, and similarly, the

weight of solids in the feed is equal to its weight in the permeate + weight in concentrate. The

volume of rejects may be considerable in some cases and the discharge rules may not permit its

discharge nearby.

Discharge options in India for disposal of the rejects, have been generally the following:

Ocean disposal This is the preferred method in case of desalination plants which are anyway

located near coastal areas and deal with relatively large volumes. The rejects are pumped to the

sea. However, in case of inland locations, either a dedicated pipeline is provide to carry the

rejects to the coastline or tankers are used to carry truck-loads from the factory to the coastline,

all within economically transportable distances.

Surface water discharge This method is tempting to use but is generally not encouraged for
obvious reasons. If the circumstances warrant it because of no alternative, the rejects are re-
quired to be held in large lagoons (without groundwater pollution) and released only during

the monsoon flood periods in the adjoining rivers. This is generally feasible in case of soft soil

and natural depressions in the land enabling development of lagoons, economically and the

assurance that the method would not be misused .

Evaporation ponds Instead of holding lagoons, one may have to use evaporation ponds where

the soil and climate are both suitable and the volume of rejects are relatively manageable. Evapo-

ration/evapotranspiration ponds can be designed if precipitation and evaporation data are avail-

able. Solar evaporation may only account for about 5 �7 mm of water but improved systems

(incorporating spray systems) have been available which increase evaporation 300 per cent over

this value. External flows from rainwater run-off are carefully excluded by provision of

peripherial catchwater channels and seepage from the lagoons is prevented by use of suitable

liners. Like holding lagoons, evaporation ponds and spray ponds should not become an excuse

for releasing the concentrated rejects into adjoining streams when no one is looking!

The Central Leather Research Institute (CLRI) Chennai, India, is developing what they call a

�Forced Evaporation System� which in early trials has been giving 800 per cent higher evapora-

tion rates than usual evaporation systems (CLRI, Rajamani, 2005).
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Mechanical dewatering In some instances, depending on the volume and relative costs, either

mechanical dewatering systems may be used or Multiple Effect Evaporators (MEE) provided to

give a relatively concentrated residue of solids which can be further �spray dried� if desired,

and consigned to common �secured landfill� sites located nearby. The condensate is sent back to

the plant for reuse, thus giving `zero discharge�.

12.10 COMBINED BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICO-CHEMICAL METHODS

A combination of biological and physico-chemical methods has to be used where a high quality of

reusable water has to be produced. Conventional technologies were traditionally used in India and

elsewhere hitherto to produce reusable water by treating the wastewater first by the usual biologi-

cal treatment methods (such as the activated sludge method or one of its modifications) and then

giving the effluent further treatment by physico-chemical methods (such as activated carbon, multi-

media filtration, zeolite softening, pH correction, etc) as necessary to meet the water quality stand-

ards for reuse in boilers or for other purposes. These methods were rather laborious as they re-

quired several different treatment steps to be put together, their operation required skilled man-

power, and their �footprint� was rather large so considerable space was required. All this has changed

as a result of the recent development of the new �Membrane Bio-Reactors� (MBRs).

12.10.1 The Transition

For comparison, a typical flow sheet of the conventional treatment type has been shown in Fig.
12.4. It consists of a biological treatment step followed by further treatment by alum dosing,
clarification, sand filtration, softening, chlorination and even more treatment depending on the
end-use. The flowsheet shown below indicates how plants of this type, as built in India for

reuse of water over the last 30 to 40 years, looked (Arceivala 1977):

Fig. 12.4 A typical conventional flow sheet for treating municipal wastewater for non-potable reuse

Wastewater ® Biological Treatment (AS or EA + Clarification and sludge return) ® Alum

dosing ® Clarification ® Sand Filtration ® Softening ® Chlorination ® Reuse
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With the use of present-day �membrane bioreactors�, their footprints are much reduced (oc-

cupying one-fourth the space) and operation simplified because they entail only the following

to obtain the same or better quality of reusable effluent:

Wastewater ® Biological Treatment (aeration only) + MF or UF ® Reusable water

Increasingly applied since the 1990s, the use of microfiltration or ultrafiltration systems has

simplified the flow sheet by replacing all the clarification, sand filtration and other units noted

above. The membrane is used instead of the clarifier to separate the solids from the liquid so

effectively that sand filtration and other steps become unnecessary and the foot-print of the

plant is greatly reduced. The membrane step provides a positive means of liquid-solid separa-

tion after biological treatment by preventing any loss of biological solids in the effluent and

therefore allowing a high concentration of biomass to be held in the reactor (MLSS = 8,000 to

10,000 mg/L). Longer solids retention time (SRT) is thus obtained which enables more com-

plete bio-degradation of pollutants to occur. Sludge production is thus reduced. In fact, with

ultrafiltration, complete disinfection of wastewaters can be achieved, together with removal of

micro-pollutants, which is particularly useful for reuse applications.

12.10.2 Membrane Bio-reactors

Some Membrane Bio-Reactors (MBR) incorporate the MF system (e.g., Kubota, Mitsubishi, US

Filter) while some others (e.g., Zenon) incorporates the UF system. Membrane bioreactors us-

ing UF systems give a better final water quality than those using MF systems.

All these four MBRs are increasingly being used in USA, Europe and Japan to give tertiary

treatment to municipal sewage and industrial wastes to produce high quality effluents for re-

use of water. They are just beginning to be used in India in spite of their high cost, as they have

much potential.

In both cases, the membrane processes are relatively simple to operate. The feed solution is

injected at the desired pressure using a pump. The permeate is withdrawn at atmospheric

pressure. As accumulation occurs, the membrane gradually becomes �foul� and needs clean-

ing. Different manufacturers have different cleaning systems. Cleaning is generally done in two

steps: the first is called `maintenance cleaning� and is done automatically every 10�15 minutes

to manage membrane fouling and minimize permeability decline. Because of its frequency, the

cleaning has to be automated. It uses air scouring to maintain flux rates along with membrane

back-pulse or membrane-relax methods. The second is called `recovery cleaning� and is done

once in a few months using chemicals to restore permeability.

Figure 12.5 shows a flowsheet commonly used with membrane systems. Figure 12.5(a) shows

what is called the direct feed (or dead-end) method where all the inflow goes through the

membrane without any recirculation while Fig. 12.5(b) shows what is called the �cross-flow�

arrangement in which a part of the feed passes through the membrane and another part flows

along the membrane (instead of through it) and is recirculated.
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Fig. 12.5 Some typical membrane unit arrangements

Moreover, the placement of the membrane separation unit can also be done in two different

positions as shown in Fig. 12.5(c). In one case the membrane unit is placed inside the aeration

unit while in another case, it is positioned outside the aeration unit. Both types of arrangements

have proved satisfactory in use though the outside separation unit is reportedly preferred be-

cause of easier maintenance (also see Fig. 12.6).

Design considerations As membrane bioreactors are not yet made in India, some typical de-

sign considerations are indicated below based on experience with �Zenon� which is one of the

largest suppliers of MBRs in US. (Cindy Wallis-Lage et al; 2005). In their MBRs, the following

design criteria are generally used:

Capacity of units in USA 3,800 �30,200 m3/day (largest yet 56,700 m3/day)

Membrane Hollow fibre, Pore size: 0.04 mm. Pvdf material favoured for its ability to resist

action of chlorine. Submerged system used (older plants had pressure system). Submerged sys-

tems adaptable to existing tanks when retrofitting. A vacuum of 4 �35 kPa is applied to suck

water through the membrane. Avge Flux Rate: 17 �25 L/m2/hr (400 to 600 L/m2/day)
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Cleaning For maintenance � Compressed air + Backpulse and relax, For recovery: Chemical

soak

F/M 0.1 �0.4 MLSS: 8,000 �15,000 mg/L SRT: 10 �15 days

Power requirement MF and UF systems need 0.4 to 3.0 kWh/m3 respectively.

Membrane Bio-reactors using UF unit

Knoblock et al. (1994) describe a membrane biological reactor for treatment of oily wastewaters

from industries. Typical MBR effluent quality obtained with ultrafiltration (zenon type) in US

operation is given by Cindy Wallis-Lage et al. (2005) as follows:

Parameter Effluent quality

BOD5 mg/L <2.0 � 5.0
TSS, mg/L <1.0 � 2.0
Turbidity (NTU) <0.1
Total phosphorus, mg/L <0.1 (with chemical)
Ammonia, mg/L <1.0

Total nitrogen, mg/L <10 (with anoxic)
Fecal coliforms (Nos/100 ml) <100

MBRs in India A unit by zenon (pressure-type) has been installed in India for an automotive

industry near Noida, New Delhi (1997). Zenon are currently installing a much larger MBR plant

for the Bangalore Development Authority, Bangalore, to treat municipal wastewater for reuse

(Nayak, 2005).

Other manufacturers also supply similar MBR units. Ion Exchange, Mumbai, India, supply

MBRs with MF or UF according to requirements of industries or domestic users. They pro-

vide membranes of the hollow-fibre type, either as immersed or as side-stream units. Inter-

estingly, they make MBR units suitable for treating relatively small flows from clusters of

houses to meet the requirements of new building rules of Mumbai City which require all

buildings over a certain size to practice Rainwater Harvesting (RWH) and also treat their

wastewaters for reuse in non-potable uses such as toilet flushing, gardening, car-washing,

etc. The installation of small MBR units (with a small footprint and non-odorous operation)

facilitates this reuse. The capital cost appears affordable because the payback period is re-

ported to be less than 3 years (Popat, 2005).

Tardiue et al. (1998) have reported on municipal sewage in France and China using a

flow sheet as given in Fig. 12.6 with a ceramic membrane with Zircone (ZrO2) skin. The

membrane molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) was 3,000,000 daltons. While HRTs of 5 and

7.5 hours were used, the SRTs varied from 5 to 60 days. In all cases, the suspended solids in

the effluent were below detection level, coliform removal was 100 per cent, COD removal

averaged 97 per cent and ammonia 95 per cent. To keep membrane fouling to a minimum a

high cross-flow velocity of 4 m/sec was used at a constant flux of 75 to 150 L/h. m2. This

gave efficient removal of the floc particles from the membrane surface due to sheering.
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Chemical cleaning frequency averaged 50 days at the lower flux value and 14 days at the

higher value.

Fig. 12.6 Ultra-filtration coupled with a biological reactor to give reusable water (after Tardieu)

The use of membrane bioreactors has also been discussed in Chapter 15 for possible installa-

tion in decentralized urban wastewater collection systems for treating domestic/municipal

wastewaters as near their source as possible and reusing them for non-potable purposes in

adjoining housing or industries.

Anaerobic Membrane Bio-reactors

Anaerobic membrane bioreactors are still under development. They have great promise for

developing in warm countries which are perennially short of power. In an anaerobic membrane

bioreactor, the biological process would be similar to the activated sludge process, but would

be based on anaerobic activity which does not require power for aeration as regular activated

sludge does. This is possible because of the development of membranes which can separate

solids from anaerobic MLSS as high as 25,000 mg/L operating at flux rates of 10�15 L /m2/hr

or more.

The difficulty pertains to membrane fouling. Colloidal material and microbes along with

inorganic material may accumulate on the membranes. Gas agitation and high liquid velocities

may help to reduce this fouling. Further research work is necessary before more widespread

use of this technology can be made (Choo and Lee, 1998)

Such units would be particularly advantageous to use in a country like India because: (a) treat-

ment cost would be greatly reduced as aeration becomes unnecessary, and (b) their use would be

particularly advantageous in power-short cities or where power is expensive as is often the case

in developing countries. Currently, the process that is somewhat similar in concept is the UASB

process where the anaerobic step is followed by a settling tank. The anaerobic membrane would

be a more efficient separation device than the settling tank and the bioreactor would have a

smaller overall foot-print for the same efficiency. This is an area to be seriously pursued in the

future.
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12.11 THE “CAACO” PROCESS

The Central Leather Research Institute (CLRI), Chennai, State of Tamil Nadu, India, has suc-

cessfully developed a rice husk based activated carbon of medium porosity on which anaerobic

and aerobic bacteria are �immobilized� thus giving a large biomass for �catalytic� action. The

media is placed in a single reactor (like a typical rapid sand filter) to which the wastewater is

applied from the top while air is supplied from the bottom for the oxidation of the organics in

the wastewater. The process is thus named `Chemo-Autotrophic Activated Carbon Oxidation

(CAACO)�.

It has yielded excellent results with difficult to treat industrial wastes such as those from leather

tanning containing poorly biodegradable organics with BOD/COD ratio of 0.31. It has also been

used with Sago, Textile, Chemical and municipal wastewaters. As it is a patented process, the

media has to be purchased through CLRI (Sekaran, 2005, personal communication).

The immobilized bacterial species on rice husk based activated carbon are quite successful in

removing the organics at detention periods as low as 2 hours. Air is supplied at a pressure of

0.5 kg/cm2 and flow rate of only 3L/min through an air distributor provided at the bottom.

The settled wastewater is applied at a surface loading rate of 0.2438 m3/m2/day. The percent-

age removal of COD, BOD, S2� and SO4
� were respectively 87, 96, 100, and 40 (Kennedy et al.,

2004).

The media has been used in a few important installations in India since over 6 years without

replacement of the media. The generation of sludge is negligibly small and this is considered as a

major advantage. There have been cases where either no backwash is needed or is needed very

infrequently. Electrical energy requirement for aeration is also very low as compared to that for

activated sludge or extended aeration. The system is also able to handle fluctuations in the flow of

wastewater including complete stoppage for some time (Singh, 2005, personal communication).

The effluent from this process can be directly reused for non-potable purposes or treated

further as needed through an MF or UF unit to make it fit for finer reuse.
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In the sunny Indian climate, natural drying of digested sludge on open sand beds should be adequate where
land is available. The problem in sludge management arises where persistent substances and heavy metals
are present in the dried sludge thus making it difficult for disposal without the former entering the food
chain some day. Such sludges are treated as �hazardous� and disposed in �secure landfills�.

The sludge generated in wastewater treatment by biological methods may amount to just 1 to 2

per cent of the raw wastewater flow. But this little quantity may cause a considerable materials

handling problem and account for a good part of the operating and maintenance cost of a plant.

These costs are reported to average 20 to 50 per cent in the U.S. (Okun and Ponghis, 1975).

In conventional mechanized treatment plants, solids settling occurs in grit chambers and in

primary, intermediate and final clarifiers. Grit being mainly inorganic is merely washed to re-

move entrained organics before disposal. The solids settled in the clarifiers (referred to as sludge)

being mainly organic need further treatment in aerobic or anaerobic digesters to stabilize them

(except in case of the extended aeration process) before they are dewatered or dried for final

disposal. In the warm, tropical climate of India, drying is often done on open sand beds where

land is available or by using mechanized methods where enough land is unavailable. Where

physico-chemical treatment methods are used, the sludge often needs mechanized methods of

drying. All dried sludge is finally disposed on land, after due precautions.

In case of mechanically aerated lagoons and natural systems such as oxidation ponds, settling

occurs in the lagoon or pond itself where the solids accumulate until manually removed and

disposed on adjoining land.

13.1 SOLIDS REMOVAL BY SCREENING

Screenings The largest-sized solids that come to a treatment plant are relatively large enough

to be removed by screening them out from the flowing wastewaters rather than settling them.

The screens may be manually cleaned or mechanically cleaned depending on the flow and its

contents of screenable materials. The screenings thus removed are generally incinerated or

Solids Settling and

Sludge Management
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buried depending on their nature. Details of screening arrangements are given in Chapter 16.

The other solids required to be removed from wastewaters are relatively smaller and are gener-

ally removed by settling as described below.

Solids settling or sedimentation is a commonly used unit operation in wastewater treatment

and yields sludge which has to be handled and eventually disposed. Four types of settling con-

ditions are recognized in treatment. They are:

(1) Plain settling, as in case of grit removal

(2) Flocculent settling, as in case of primary clarifiers

(3) Zone settling, as in case of sludge blanket settling, and

(4) Compression settling, as in bottom of an activated sludge final clarifier

The four cases are not mutually exclusive and often more than one type can occur in a given

case. Their handling and disposal methods are indicated below.

13.2 GRIT REMOVAL

Grit settling generally involves individual (discrete) particles in a relatively dilute suspension. In

continuous flowing tanks, the profile theoretically traced by a settling particle is a straight line of

some slope [see Fig. 13.1(a] and if the tank is long enough compared to the depth the particle

eventually enters the sludge zone. The settling velocity vO of the particle (and, therefore, the

diameter) which is possible to remove in such a case depends only on the �surface loading� or

�overflow rate� Q/A, since theoretically:

vO =
h

t

where t = V/Q

Fig. 13.1 The profiles traced by a settling particle in a continuously flowing tank
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or vO =
h

V Q

h

A h Q

Q

A
= =

.a f
 m/day or cm/s (Eq. 13.1)

The actual surface loading rate should be less than the one corresponding to v0 determined

from charts or equations for any desired diameter of particles to be removed at a given tempera-

ture. This is because the actual performance of a tank is poorer owing to short-circuiting, cur-

rents, density differences, etc. A suitable value of the �scale-up factor� is used and the area usu-

ally provided is more than the theoretically required one.

A good example of this type of settling in sewage treatment is the conventional grit removal

channel. Grit channels are generally designed to remove all inorganic grit particles equal to or

larger than 0.2 mm diameter, while often removal down to 0.15 mm diameter is aimed at. The

grit specific gravity often ranges from 2.0 to 2.65. Thus, theoretical settling velocities used for

design purposes range from about 10 to 20 cm/s. Scale-up factors for grit channels may be even

5.0 or more to obtain 95 per cent grit removal.

The cross-sectional area of a grit channel depends on the flow. A horizontal flow-through

velocity of about 30 cm/s in the channel is found to be desirable from experience as it permits

grit settling without much organics. Hydraulic control devices (e.g. flumes, proportional flow

weirs, etc.) are provided at the end of the channel to keep the velocity relatively constant over

expected flow fluctuations. Once the channel depth is found at peak flow, its length can be

computed such that the grit particle will reach the channel bottom at its settling velocity before

the flow reaches the outlet end. Channel lengths of 20�30 m are common.

Example 13.1 Estimate the grit channel length necessary if the maximum depth of flow in the channel

is likely to be 1.7 m. Assume grit settling velocity = 10 cm/s, and horizontal flow velocity = 30 cm/s. Use

scale-up factor = 5.0.

Channel length required =
1 7 10

10

30

10
5 0

2

2

.
.

´
´ ´  = 22.5 m

�Manually cleaned� grit removal channels are provided for smaller flows (less than 400

m3/hour) while more elaborate arrangements including grit cleaning are used for larger flows.

The grit channels are designed for 3 ´ dry weather flow (DWF) and the smallest size of grit

particles to be removed are generally taken as 0.15 mm (100 mesh) and assumed to be of specific

gravity 2.40. Two channels are provided for operation, turn by turn, one operating, one under

cleaning.

Grit accumulations vary from 5�15 g/person-day, with the higher value being more probable

in India. In terms of volume, grit collections are reported from USA to vary from 0.01 to 0.10

m3/1000 m3, and from 0.15 to 0.17 m3/1000 m3 in South Africa and India.

The velocity of flow in a grit channel can be maintained constant even at fluctuating flows by

using:

1. A sutro weir in a channel of rectangular cross section, with free fall downstream of the

channel (which accounts for a further loss of head of 15�25 cm).

2. A parabolic-shaped channel with a rectangular weir or Palmer-Bowlus flume.

3. A rectangular-shaped channel with a Parshall flume at the end which would also help easy

flow measurement.
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The last method is the most preferred one, keeping a constant velocity of 0.3 m/sec and a deten-

tion time of about one minute. Grit channel lengths are thus commonly of 20�30 m. Parshall flumes

are available from manufacturers together with flow measuring instrumentation as complete units.

The loss of head in a grit chamber varies from 0.06�0.6 m depending on the velocity control

device used. The lesser value occurs in case of flumes while the larger value is the result of using

a weir, like the sutro weir, requiring free fall downstream.

In case of larger plants with average flows of more than 400 m3/hour (10 ML/day), �mechanically

cleaned� grit removal units are used. Such units settle the required grit size at peak flows and grit

plus some organic substances at lesser flows. Thus, the grit has to be �washed� or separated from the

organic matter by a suitable mechanical device, before disposal. The grit so cleaned is expected to

contain not more than 3 per cent organic matter. Disposal is generally done by using the grit for

landfill or formation of walkways, etc, in the treatment plant or adjoining areas.

Figure 13.2 shows a screening arrangement provided in tandem with a grit channel for a

small municipal plant where both the grit channel and the screens are manually cleaned.

Fig. 13.2 A screening arrangement provided in tandem with a grit channel for a small municipal

plant

13.3 PRIMARY SEDIMENTATION

Primary sedimentation in a municipal wastewater treatment plant is generally plain sedimenta-

tion without the use of chemicals. In treating certain industrial wastes chemically aided sedi-

mentation may be involved. In either case, it constitutes flocculant settling, and the particles do

not remain discreet as in the case of grit, but tend to agglomerate or coagulate during settling.

Thus, their diameter keeps increasing and settlement proceeds at an ever-increasing velocity.

Consequently, they trace a curved profile as shown in [Fig. 13.1(b)].

The settling tank design is such cases depends on both surface loading and detention time.

Typical examples from waste treatment are primary settling tanks.
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�Long-tube� settling tests can be performed in order to estimate specific value of surface load-

ing and detention time for desired efficiency of clarification for a given industrial wastewater
using recommended methods of testing. The scale-up factors used in this case range from 1.25 to
1.75 for the overflow rate, and from 1.5 to 2.0 for detention time when converting laboratory
results to the prototype design.

For primary settling tanks treating domestic or municipal sewage, laboratory tests are generally
not necessary, and recommended design values given in Table 13.1 may be used. BOD removals
of about 30 �40 per cent may be expected. Primary settling tanks for domestic sewage are also

usually provided with a skimming device to remove the scum which floats up with grease and
oil contained in the waste.

Various types of settling tanks are used, some circular and some rectangular, for which de-
scriptions are available in the literature (see Fig. 13.3 and 13.4). The possible use of the more
efficient �tube-setters� and �lamella� is also being investigated although it is feared that their use
with wastewaters may lead to nuisance from unwanted biological growths on the tubes or plates.

With circular and rectangular settling tanks the average depth (side water depth) is gener-
ally kept around 3 m where mechanical sludge scrapers are installed. Using an appropriate
value of surface loading rate from Table 13.1 the required tank area is computed. Knowing the
average depth, the detention time is then computed. Excessively high detention time (longer
than 2.5 hours) must be avoided especially in warm climates where anaerobicity can be quickly
induced. For the same reason, tanks must not be too over-designed to serve future expected

flows.
The overall loss of head in a settling tank is made up of various losses incurred between the

inlet chamber ahead of the tank and the outlet channel of the tank. This loss may add up to

almost 0.4�0.6 m depth.

Table 13.1: Design parameters for settling tanks

Type of settling Overflow rate Solids loading Depth Detention time
(m3/m2/day) (kg/m2/day) (m) (hour)

Average Peak Average Peak

Primary settling only 25�30 50� 60 2.5� 3.5 2.0� 2.5
Primary settling 35�50 60�120 2.5� 3.5 �

followed by secondary
treatment

Primary settling 25�35 50� 60 3.5� 4.5 �
with activated
 sludge return

Secondary settling 15�25 40� 50 70� 120 190 2.5� 3.5 1.5� 2.0
for trickling filters

Secondary settling 15�35 40� 50 70� 140 210 3.5� 4.5 �
for activated sludge
(excluding extended
 aeration).

Secondary settling for 8� 15 25� 35 25� 120 170 3.5� 4.5 �
extended aeration
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Fig. 13.4 A hopper type settling tank with hydrostatic sludge removal done (hence, hopper slopes

of 60o)
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Example 13.2 For a wastewater inflow of 9000 m3/day proposed to be treated in primary settling tank of

not more than 2.25 hours detention time estimate the surface loading rate permissible for use. Assume side

water depth of tank = 3 m.

From the given detention time and flow rate,

Permissible tank volume = 9000
2 25

24
´

.
 = 844 m3

As tank�s side water depth = 3 m, tank area = 
844

3
 = 281 m2

Hence loading on tank =
9000

281
 = 32 m3/m2/day

13.4 CHEMICALLY-AIDED SEDIMENTATION

Normally, for municipal wastewater treatment no chemical addition is required. Only plain sedi-

mentation suffices. Many industrial wastes combined with municipal wastes also do not require

any special chemical pretreatment. However, certain industrial wastes (e.g. from the chemical

industry) may need neutralization with lime or caustic or soda ash prior to further treatment.

Certain other industrial wastes may also need treatment with alum or another flocculating agent

for improving sedimentation.

Chemically-aided sedimentation is generally required in industrial waste treatment either for

neutralizing a highly acidic or alkaline wastewater or for preparing an industrial or municipal

wastewater by improved settling for advanced treatment before reuse. The addition of a chemi-

cal prior to sedimentation is required in the following typical cases:

1. Alum or other flocculating agent has to be applied in order to improve efficiency compared

to plain sedimentation.

2. Lime or other chemical has to be applied to neutralize the waste prior to sedimentation.

Various chemicals are used for such purposes. These include:

· Lime slurry (CaO)

· Hydrated lime [Ca(OH)2]

· Limestone and dolomitic limestone (CaCO3)

· Soda ash (Na2CO3)

· Caustic soda (NaOH)

Limestone treatment is generally cheapest in terms of the chemical cost, but its reaction time is

slower than that for other chemicals. Dolomitic limestones are even slower. Nearly 2 to 4 hours

may be needed for reaction (less if excess chemical is used). Hydrated lime is next in considera-

tion, as it requires about half an hour only for reaction time. However, lime and limestone both

have a sludge disposal problem which has to be satisfactorily taken care of. Soda ash and caustic

soda are ideal as they are almost instantaneous in action and give no sludge, but they are relatively

expensive to use, especially caustic soda, and are therefore considered only for smaller flows or

where sludge disposal is difficult. Figure 13.6 gives a typical continuous type chemical dosing

arrangement which can be provided with pH actuated dosing. Mixing can be provided either by

mechanical mixers (in the form of 1�2 hp units) or by aeration (about 0.5 m3/m2 minute).
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13.5 SECONDARY OR FINAL SETTLING TANKS

Secondary or final settling tanks, which receive the biologically treated flow undergo zone or
compression settling and have to be designed accordingly. Zone settling occurs beyond a certain
concentration when the particles are close enough together to hinder free settling. In fact, inter-
particulate forces may hold the particles fixed relative to one another so that the whole mass
tends to settle as a single layer or �blanket� of sludge. The top of the suspension layer is sharply
defined since it entraps and holds in it the finer-sized particles that would otherwise have been
slower-settling. Thus, the whole suspension settles as though it were composed of the fastest
particles in it. The rate at which a sludge blanket settles can be determined by timing its position

in a settling column test whose results can be plotted as shown in Fig. 13.5(a).

Fig. 13.5 Determination of final settling tank loading rates with zone settling (After Dick, 1967)

Compression settling may occur at the bottom of a tank if particles are in such a concentration as

to be in physical contact with one another. The weight of particles is partly supported by the

lower layers of particles, leading to progressively greater compression with depth and thicken-

ing of sludge. For this reason, the settling rate of the sludge interface diminishes gradually with

time as shown in Fig. 13.5(a). In a continuously flowing tank, the rate of sludge withdrawal from

the compression zone determines the solids concentration in it. From the settling column tests,

the limiting solid flux required to reach any desired underflow concentration can be estimated
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as illustrated in Figs. 13.5 (a) to (c) from which the required tank area can be computed. The
result is generally expressed in terms of the �solids loading rate� (kg/m2/day). It may be neces-

sary to consider peak loadings on an hourly basis, especially with some industrial wastes.

Fig. 13.6 A typical continuous type chemical dosing arrangement with pH actuation

Generally, the sludge is withdrawn as underflow from the bottom of the final clarifier and

recycled to the aeration tank. If the wastewater flow is Q, the recycled flow, R and the solids

concentration in the aeration tank x, the solids load on the surface loading is estimated in terms

of the flow Q only (not Q + R) since the quantity R is withdrawn from the bottom and does not

contribute to the overflow from the tank. The importance of this type of settling is now better

recognized since it has been demonstrated that secondary clarifiers in biological treatment plants

often fall in this category. In the interest of economy, the trend is to carry as high a concentration

of mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) in the aeration devices as is feasible. Beyond an MLSS
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concentration of 2000 mg/l, the clarifier design is often controlled by the solids loading rate
rather than the usual overflow rate. Unless properly designed, solids may carry over into the
effluent leading to deterioration of effluent quality.

Some of the operational problems in the activated sludge process are actually due to poor
settling tank design rather than biological factors. Secondary clarifiers must be sized adequately
with regard to both clarifications and thickening functions. Dick (1967) suggests the use of the
batch flux technique to determine the limiting flux rate and clarifier area to transmit the applied
solids mass loading to the clarifier floor. A cost optimization approach can be followed: the cost
of an activated sludge aeration tank can be reduced by increasing the recycling rate, but this
increases the solids loading on the final clarifier whose size and cost then proportionately in-
creases. Thus, an integral approach to design is desirable to follow.

The recommended design values for treating domestic sewage in final clarifiers and mechani-
cal thickeners (which also fall in this category of compression settling) are included in Table 13.1.
For specific industrial wastes, it may be necessary to confirm batch flux tests, as stated earlier.
Secondary clarifiers for domestic sewage generally do not need to be provided with scum re-
moval devices. In other respects they are similar to primary settling tanks.

Example 13.3 Estimate the final settling tank size required for an extended aeration plant where Plant

inflow = 9000 m3/day, Recycle flow = 6000 m3/day (assumed). MLSS in aeration = 4000 mg/l. Sludge

volume withdrawn = 580 m3/day SS = 3800 kg/day.

Final Settling Tank Sizing

Assuming from Table 13.1, surface loading rate of 35 m3/m2/day

Total area required = 257 m2

Total flow from aeration tank to final clarifier = 9000 + 6000 = 15000 m3/day
Hence

Solids to clarifier = (15000 ´ 103) (4000) 
1

106
 = 60000 kg/day

Assuming solids loading rate of 140 kg/m2/day at average flow
Area required = 428 m2 (This larger area controls)
Hence, provide a final settling tank of 23.4 m diameter
If side water depth is kept 2.75 m
Detention time = 3 hours (which may be checked for acceptability)

This sludge going to the digester may be first �thickened� or concentrated in a thickener (in

order to reduce its volume) before going to the digester as explained further below.

13.6 SLUDGE THICKENERS

The moisture content of the sludges that come from various settling tanks is quite high, with
raw sludge varying from 93 per cent to 99.5 per cent. The moisture�weight�volume relationship

is given by:

Vt / Vo = (100 � po) / (100 � pt )

Where, VO  and Vt = volume of wet sludge initially and at time t

 And pO and pt are corresponding per cent moisture content of sludge (by weight).
It is seen from the above formulation that if the moisture content changes from 95 per cent to

90 per cent, the volume becomes half the original volume. Similarly, reduction in moisture content
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from 95 per cent to 87 per cent reduces the volume to only 38 per cent of the original volume. The

provision of a thickener is, therefore, a very desirable item as it considerably reduces the water

content of the sludge, and thus reduces the volume of the anaerobic digester required next.

A sludge thickener is similar to a circular clarifier except that picket-fence type mechanical

stirrers keep moving and help to break up the loose flocculent structure of the sludge with

entrained water and particulate matter in it. The inlet to the thickener is via the central well

whereas the outlet of thickened sludge is through the tank bottom. A continuous supernatant

flow is returned to the primary settling tank (see Fig. 13.7). Sludge thickeners can also be of

flotation or centrifuge type.

Mechanical thickeners are designed on the basis of hydraulic surface loading and solids load-

ing. The surface overflow rate is generally kept at 16�33 m3/m2/day while the solids loading

varies from 40�80 kg/m2day. If the moisture content of mixed primary and activated sludge

varies from 95.2�97.5, the underflow moisture concentration achievable may vary between 91�

95 per cent. In order to achieve good sludge concentration in the thickener underflow, the average

concentration of suspended solids in the feed is limited to 3,500 mg/L to 5,000 mg/L. The

supernatant removed from the top is similar in BOD and SS to raw sewage. The drive mecha-

nisms for thickener are of heavier duty than those required for primary sedimentation. It is also

good practice to provide a skimmer arm on a thickener.

Inflow

Under flow

Baffle

Effluent

Packet-fence
type tressel arms
to break up
flocculent sludge

Fig. 13.7 A typical sludge thickener

It is important to keep the thickener fresh since anaerobicity might lead to odours and lifting
of the sludge blanket. Perhaps for this reason, the use of thickeners has not been very popular in
the past in India. With proper design and operation, however, such a problem should hopefully
be avoided.

Sludges produced by alum and ferric addition are reported to be more difficult to dewater

than those produced by lime and some lab studies may be needed to determine dosages.

13.7 ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

After the moisture content of raw sludge is reduced in a thickener, it has to be treated further
before disposal. An anaerobic digester helps reduce the volume further before ultimate disposal
and helps recover biogas from the organic content of the sludge. It also makes the sludge rela-
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tively free from objectionable odours. The method generally recommended for larger plants

(> 7,500 m3/day) is to have a thickener, and an anaerobic digester followed by a sludge drying

arrangement as indicated below:

Various Sludges ® Thickener ® Anaerobic Digester ® Dewatering ® Disposal

Digestion as practised in India is generally high-rate digestion done in cylindrical tanks of R.C.C.

(with depth-to-diameter ratios 0.5�0.7) and conical bottoms. It mainly entails mixing of the di-

gester contents using screw-pumps (with typical power inputs of 5�8 W/m3) for a short period

after feeding of raw sludge and maintaining suitable temperatures in the mesophilic range (35°C).

The heating of digester contents is not considered necessary in most parts of India (Manual, 1993).

As explained earlier, the kinetics of sludge digestion involve two groups of bacteria, namely,

acid producers and methane producers. The first group converts the complex organics into or-

ganic acids, whilst the second group converts those acids into methane and CO2. Because their

reaction rates are slower than those of aerobic systems, anaerobic digestion takes longer time.

Generally, 10 �20 days are required in the interest of stability. As these digesters are normally

operated without recirculation, the hydraulic residence time (HRT) is the same as the solids

residence time (SRT). Digesters also need to have enough space for sludge accumulation, scum

formation, gas production and free-board.

A preferred design criteria used is the volatile solids loading in proportion to the volume of

the digester (kg VSS/m3/day). Typical values range from 2.0 to 2.5 kg VSS/m3/day. A much

lower rate may indicate the need for thickening prior to digestion. In order to ensure alkaline

fermentation, the fresh sludge added daily to a digester as dry solids is limited to 2 �3.5 per cent

of the well-digested solids in the digester. This is in a way similar to the F/M concept used in

activated sludge design.

Feeding can be kept uniform by adding sludge in small volumes every 1 to 2 hours. This

helps to maintain a uniform temperature within the digester since methane formers are sensitive

to temperature. Moreover, in high rate digestion normally used in India, the fresh sludge added

is thoroughly mixed with the digester contents by operating mixers for some time immediately

after adding the fresh sludge. The mixers are not operated all the time since quiescent settling

must occur in order to settle the digested sludge (as well as the supernatant) before withdrawal

on a daily basis.

Strictly fresh sludge passes through a so-called �ripening period� after which alkaline fermen-

tation establishes itself spontaneously. Generally, in India the volumetric capacity of digesters is

of the order of 0.07 �0.1 m3 per capita for sludges received from primary settling tanks mixed

with excess activated sludge. This excludes volume required to store digested sludge during

non-drying periods in the monsoon.

Seeding with well-digested sludge helps reduce the ripening time. If for any reason the meth-

ane-forming bacteria are out of step with the acid-forming bacteria, i.e., if methane forming

becomes the rate limiting step, acids tend to accumulate in the system and digestion slows down

or stops. A digester in distress then shows abnormal values of certain indices compared to nor-

mal operation as given in Table 13.2.

Acidity may set in if the rate of addition of raw sludge is too rapid or the rate of withdrawal

of digested sludge is too high or if acidic industrial waste is added. Generally, hydrated lime is
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added in stoichiometric proportions to relieve the stressed condition. Thereafter, however, the

feed or temperature or other condition of operation has to be adjusted to restore the balance

between acid production and acid utilization.

Table 13.2: Some typical values of indices reflecting digester condition

Indices Digester condition

Normal Distressed

pH 6.8�7.2 < 6.6
Gas production, L / kg VS added 500�750 < 50% of normal
CO2 in gas, % 25�35 35�45
Total Alkalinity, mg/L as CaCO3 1500�5000 1000�3000
Total Organic acids, mg/L as CH3COOH 50�300 > 2000
Volatile solids reduction, % 50�60 < 40

The biogas produced in digesters is more or less similar to the bio-gas produced in a UASB

unit discussed earlier in Chapter 7, namely, about 12 �15 L/person. In anaerobic digesters, the

gas produced varies from 500 to 750 L per kg of VSS destroyed, measured at 20°C and its

methane content varies from 68�72 per cent the remaining being CO2. A small amount of H2S,

H2, and N2 (totally amounting to 1 to 3 per cent) may also be produced. The fuel value of biogas

thus recovered depends on the methane percentage. As explained in the case of UASBs, gas

production also depends on other factors, such as the presence of certain inhibitory and toxic

substances in the wastewater.

The biogas is first collected in gas holders of a capacity equal to 25 to 50 per cent of the daily

expected gas production. The biogas is then �cleaned�, if necessary, to remove H2S which can

cause complications, odours and corrosion in subsequent units. Thereafter, it is fed to a �duel-

fuel� engine to finally produce electricity which, ideally, can be used to operate pumps, aerators

and general lighting in the treatment plant. On an average, 1 cu m of biogas with 75 per cent

methane content is equivalent to 1.4 kWh electricity. A flare and safety device may be necessary

(see Fig. 7.1 in Chapter 7). The tank covers may be floating or fixed. If gas is not to be collected,

a number of vents are provided in the dome.

Mumbai has had a great history with sludge digesters over several years thanks to a devoted

group of operators who produced biogas even under difficult working conditions as well as scum

and other problems. One can particularly recall how during the 1935�38 World War, when petrol

was in short supply, the biogas helped the garbage trucks to operate regularly (Borkar, 1981).

The possible presence of heavy metals in wastewater subjected to digestion can also cause

problems. These substances settle in the final sludge and if they are in excess of regulations, the

sludge can be termed �hazardous� as it can cause problems in the food chain if the dried sludge

is spread on land on which crops are grown. Such bio-toxic substances are best removed at the

production point rather than later.

Figure 13.8 gives a cross-section through a digester showing its essential features and piping.

Grit accumulation in Indian digesters is a particular problem requiring cleaning once in
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3�5 years. Hence, attention has to be paid to manual cleaning arrangements shown in the diagram

(Borkar, 1981).

Fig. 13.8 A typical section through a sludge digester showing various inlet, outlet other piping

and valves (gas outlet not shown)

Example 13.4 A sludge digester is to be installed to serve 300,000 people. What will be the approximate

volume of gas produced per day? If the methane content of the gas is around 75 per cent, estimate the

extent of electricity that can be produced continuously by means of a gas engine working with about

20 per cent efficiency. Make suitable assumptions.

Total estimated gas production = 300,000 ´ 12 L/ person/d = 3,600 m3/d

Electricity likely to be produced = 3,600 ´ 1.4 kWh ´ 20% = 1,008 kWh approx.

13.8 AEROBIC DIGESTION

Aerobic digestion of sludge achieves volatile solids stabilization similar to that in anaerobic di-

gestion but the former requires power to operate mechanical or pneumatic aeration systems as

the process is aerobic. Its usage has been particularly popular with smaller-sized biological treat-

ment plants using the contact stabilization process and with certain package plants treating do-

mestic and industrial wastes. With the activated sludge process, the surplus sludge is generally
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stabilized anaerobically (together with the sludge from the primary settling tanks) unless for

some reason there is a need to adopt aerobic stabilization to keep the whole operation aerobic.

Essentially, construction costs for aerobic digesters are lower but, operating costs are higher

owing to power requirements. Among the operating advantages are: odour-free and simpler

operation with lower BOD of supernatant. Among its disadvantages are its power requirement

as well as the fact that no bio-gas is produced. Thus, the use of aerobic digestion is generally

limited to smaller plants.

In aerobic digestion, micro-organisms are in the endogenous phase and a net decrease in

microbial solids occurs with time as in the extended aeration process. Not much design and

operation data are available from actual units, but they are derived from extended aeration

plants which give readily disposable sludge. Most of the smaller-sized aerobic digesters have

been designed on an empirical basis on typical values of certain parameters given in Table

13.3.

Table 13.3: Typical design parameters used in designing aerobic digesters

Item Typical values

Mean cell residence time, at 200 C, days 15�20
Solids loading, kg VS / m3/day 1.6�3.2
Power level (surface aerators) W/m3 ~ 20

Generally, aerobic digesters are designed as flow-through type reactors with no recycling.

Thus, the mean cell residence time is equal to the hydraulic detention time. Recycling reduces

the volume of the digestion tank. Where aerobic digesters are constructed as open unheated

units, there winter temperatures must be estimated and the residence time adjusted accordingly.

Design criteria can also be developed for industrial wastes from lab-scale aerobic digesters

undergoing batch-digestion for 25 �30 days withdrawing samples periodically to check for VSS

concentration. A semi-log plot of the aeration time versus VSS concentration gives a straight line

whose slope gives the value of KV the rate of volatile solids destruction per unit time. Typical

values of KV per day at 20°C range from 0.03 to 0.05 for mixed primary and activated sludges

and from about 0.05 �0.07 for surplus activated sludges alone.

While designing full-scale digesters, one can estimate the required detention time, t, on the

assumption of complete mixing (and no recirculation), from:

 t = (Xo�Xe)/Kv. Xe (Eq. 13.2)

where, Xo and Xe are the initial and final VSS concentrations and t = required detention time in

days.

The oxygen requirement is either determined from actual oxygen uptake tests or assumed to be

equal to about 2 kg per kg of microbial solids, assuming that nitrogen is also fully oxidized to nitrate.

The power requirement is computed from the oxygen transfer capacity of the aeration system. The

recommended power levels range around 20 W per m3 digester volume when the MLSS concentra-

tion is in the range of 8,000 to 12,000 mg/L (Adams and Eckenfelder, 1974). Most mechanical aera-

tors in aerobic digesters also require bottom mixers for solids greater than 8,000 mg/L.

A recent innovation in design is the use of pure oxygen in aerobic digesters.
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Example 13.5 Design an aerobic digester to treat mixed primary and surplus activated sludge likely to

be received from an activated sludge plant serving 60,000 people to give a VSS reduction of 45 per cent.

The following design data may be used:

Primary sludge produced = 60 g dry SS / person (70% volatile). Surplus activated sludge pro-

duced = 1200 kg/day; Surplus VSS = 960 kg/day. Sludge moisture content after thickening =

97% i.e., 3% solids

KV = 0.05 per day at 20o C. Sludge Sp. gr = 1.00

Solution

Primary sludge solids = 60 ´ 60,000 ´ 10�3 = 3,600 kg/day

Total SS to digester = 3,600 + 1,200 = 4,800 kg/day

Sludge volume (after thickening) @ 3% solids = 4,800/0.03 = 160 m3/day

VSS conc, Xo = [(0.7)(3,600) + (960)]/(160)(10�3 ) = 21,750 mg/L

At 45% reduction of VSS, Effluent conc, Xe = 11,960 mg/L

Assuming complete mixing conditions in digester, we get

Detention time, t, in digester = (Xo � Xe)/(Kv.Xe) = (21,750�11,960)/(0.05 ´ 11,960) = 16.4

days, namely, digester volume = 16.4 ´ 160 = 2626 m3

Solids loading = (0.7 ´ 3,600) + 960/2626 = 1.32 kg /m3/day

At 1.2 kg/kg VSS,

Oxygen required = 1.2 ´ 0.45 ´ 3480 kg/day = 1880 kg/day = 78.3 kg/hr

Assuming that at field conditions the aerators can give 70per cent of their standard oxy

genation capacity of 2 kg O2/Kwh, power required for operating mechanical aerators =

78.3/0.7 ´ 2.0 = 56 Kw (75 hp)

Hence, power level = 56/2.626 = 21.32 W/m3.

13.9 SLUDGE DEWATERING

In all biological waste treatment processes some surplus sludge is produced which must be

dewatered and disposed safely. In some cases, dewatering and disposal create a considerable

materials handling problem which must be tackled hygienically and economically.

With facultative type aerated lagoons and algal waste stabilization ponds, the surplus sludge

settles out in the unit itself and is removed only once in a few years after emptying the unit,

exposing the wet sludge to �natural� drying, and carting away the dried sludge for agricultural

use or land filling in the vicinity.

In the extended aeration process (Pasveer type oxidation ditches, carousal ditches, etc) and

where aerobic digestion of surplus sludge is done, the sludge is sufficiently mineralized and can

be taken directly for dewatering and disposal. However, in the case of conventional activated

sludge and trickling filter plants, the sludge is taken (along with the primary sludge) to a sludge

digester as seen earlier for further demineralization and thereafter it is dewatered.

The dewatering methods commonly used include one or more of the following:

1. Natural dewatering methods:

a. open or covered sand beds

b. sludge lagoons, evaporation ponds
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2. Mechanical dewatering methods such as sludge thickeners, solid bowl centrifuges, vacuum

filters and filter presses

3. Physical methods such as heat drying and incineration.

Even today, a majority of the small and medium-sized treatment plants in the world have

open sand beds for sludge drying. In developing countries, especially in warm climates, practi-

cally all plants have open sand beds for drying, while a few may have sludge lagoons. For larger

towns and for industries where enough land may not be available, mechanical dewatering meth-

ods may be used.

In keeping with the emphasis on simpler waste treatment methods, attention will be focused

in this chapter on natural dewatering methods.

13.9.1 Sludge Characteristics

For the rational design of sludge drying and disposal systems, it is first essential to know a few

characteristics of sludges, such as their moisture holding capacity as affected by the nature and

extent of organic and other matter contained in them, their specific gravity, weight and volume

relationships, their dewatering characteristics and such other items which have a significant

bearing on design parameters.

13.9.2 Moisture Content

The moisture content of sludge varies according to the source of the sludge and the nature of

treatment received by it. The moisture content of most sludges at source is very high, often

ranging from 95 to 99 per cent by weight as given in Table 13.4.

Table 13.4: Sludge source and moisture content

Source Moisture content (% by weight)

Final sedimentation  95�97
Final sedimentation underflow in activated sludge process 98.5� 99
Underflow from sludge thickeners 92�95

In warmer climates, more rapid withdrawal of sludge, even with higher moisture content,

may be necessary in order to avoid septicity.

The specific gravity of sludge is very close to that of water itself, say 1.01�1.005 in most cases.

The weight of sludge is several times more than the weight of solids contained in it

Sludge weight =
Dry weight of solids in sludge

Fraction of solids by weight in sludge
(Eq. 13.3)

Sludge volume = Sludge weight  ́
1.0kg / L

Sludgespecificgravity
(Eq. 13.4)

In general terms, the step-wise increase in concentration of solids from settling to their final

disposal occurs as follows:
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Wastewater ® Sedimentation ® Thickening ® Dewatering ® Disposal

0.05�0.10 0.5�2.0 2.0�6.0 12.0�50.0

The moisture content has an enormous effect on sludge weight and volume, and every effort

should be made to withdraw the sludge from such a treatment step that the moisture content is

minimum. The following example illustrates this aspect.

Example 13.6 The surplus solids to be removed daily from an oxidation ditch (extended aeration proc-

ess) amount to 30 g/person/day. Estimate the sludge volume if the point of withdrawal is (i) aeration unit

with MLSS 4,000 mg/l, and (ii) underflow of final clarifier with solids concentration of 10,000 mg/l.

Assume specific gravity of sludge = 1.0.

Case (i): Sludge weight =
30

0 004.
 = 7500 g/person/day

 Sludge volume = 7.5 kg/person/day ´ 1.0/1.0 = 7.5 litres/person/day

Case (ii): Sludge volume =
30

0001.
 = 3,000 = 3 litres/person/day

Thus, withdrawal of surplus sludge from the aeration tank instead of the clarifier would

entail handling 250 per cent more volume. For this reason, selection of the sludge withdrawal

point is important and also pre-thickening of the sludge before disposal is also advantageous for

the same reason.

13.9.3 Stepwise Reduction in Dewatering

It is interesting to observe how much water is removed at each step as the sludge is taken from

a treatment unit, passed through a thickener, and spread on an open sand drying bed. As soon

as the wet sludge is spread on a sand bed, a lot of moisture drains off freely as under-drainage

within the first few hours or one or two days. The balance of the water is held in the sludge due

to capillary and hygroscopic forces, and is only slowly reduced by evaporation from the surface.

(The reader will notice a similarity with concepts used in irrigation systems discussed in Chap-

ter 11) The moisture content of the sludge at each stage ranges around the typical values shown

in Table 13.5 where for the sake of illustration an extended aeration sludge has been taken. If the

dry weight of the solids in the sludge is, say 30 g/person/day, Table 13.5 shows the reduction in

water weight and total weight at each step. The solids weight is naturally unaffected as the

sludge dewaters.

Table 13.5: Stepwise reduction in dewatering extended aeration sludge

Sludge source Moisture content Weight, (g/person/day)

% by weight Solids Water Total

Initial (from final settling tank) 99 30 2970 3000

After thickening 96 30 720 750
After initial percolation (free drainage) 90 30 270 300
At final lifting after evaporation 60 30 45 75
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It is evident that the bulk of the water is removed in the thickener. Thereafter, the bulk of the

remaining moisture is removed in free drainage. Evaporation removes the least but, in fact,

takes the longest time. The final �dried� sludge still has considerable moisture in it, but the sludge

is now �handleable� or liftable with a spade. Further drying beyond the requirement of

handleability is resorted to if packaging in bags and transport is involved. Heat drying is then

sometimes done so as to get a pathogenically safe sludge for use in home gardens.

13.10 DESIGN OF SLUDGE DRYING BEDS

Sand beds for sludge drying are generally constructed as shown in the typical cross-sectional

view given in Fig. 13.9.  Instead of the brick wall shown in the figure, earthen embankments or

pre-cast walls may be used, if desired. Also see (Picture 12 (Plate 7)).

Fig. 13.9 A typical cross-sectional view through an open sand bed for sludge drying

Sludge is generally spread to a thickness of 15 �30 cm over the sand which is kept about 20

cm deep, and supported on a gravel bed about 30 cm deep, through which is laid an open-

jointed earthen pipe 15 cm in diameter spaced about 3 m apart and sloping at a gradient of 1 in

150 towards the filtrate sump. Sand and gravel sizes are similar to those used in coarse sand

filters. The drying beds are often subdivided into smaller units sized to receive the quantities

expected at each withdrawal of sludge from the treatment unit or digester. Each bed may be 5�

8 m wide and 15 �50 m long.

The drying time averages about 1�2 weeks in warmer climates, and 3 �6 or even more in

unfavourable ones. In northern USA, an average of 5 dryings per year are reported for open

beds and about 7 �10 dryings per year for covered beds. Table 13.6 gives the typical range of

area requirements for open beds. From the area requirements given for different countries in the

Table 13.6, it can be seen that they can vary by a factor of over six. This is partly due to climate

and partly due to the sludge characteristics which also substantially affect the drying time. A

rational method for estimating the drying time has been presented in the following section.
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The performance of sand beds for sludge drying is often more meaningful and compara-

ble if stated in terms of solids loading or �bed yield� expressed as kg solids/m2/year, rather

than just m2/person. Examples 13.7 and 13.8 illustrate how this is calculated. The average

bed yield reported from the US (Okun and Ponghis, 1975) is about 98 kg/m2/year (20 lb/

ft2/year).

Covered sand beds Sludge drying on open sand beds may be difficult at certain times of the

year (e.g. during the wet season or winter freezing). A covering or roofing over the beds may

then help, provided the sides are kept open for natural wind movement which is essential as

convection is important for sludge drying. Roofing does obstruct the drying process, and trans-

parent coverings (e.g. glass) should be preferred over opaque ones as they are reported to sig-

nificantly improve the bed yield. Roofing increases the construction cost, but reduces the land

requirement, and an optimum design can be prepared using the general procedure outlined in

the following section to find month-wise, the drying time required with and without roofing:

When sludge drying is not feasible over a certain time period, one of the following alterna-

tives may be adopted depending on local conditions:

1. Provide a sludge holding lagoon to hold all the sludge during the non-drying period. Later,

the stored sludge can be gradually withdrawn for open drying along with the sludge regu-

larly received.

2. Provide a sludge holding lagoon in combination with covered sand beds. In this manner,

the lagoon required is of a smaller capacity since the covered drying bed may be able to

operate over a longer part of the year than an open bed.

3. Omit drying beds and provide only a sludge lagoon of adequate size (see later).

4. Explore alternative methods of sludge discharge during non-drying periods. For example,

the discharge of sludge to a river which may be at high flood during the wet season may be

allowed in some countries.

Table 13.6: Area requirements for open sand beds for sludge drying

Type of sludge and region Area (m2/person)

Oxidation ditch sludge (Netherlands) 0.6� 0.33

Extended aeration waste sludge (South Africa) 0.03� 0.04

Oxidation ditch sludge and conventional digested sludge (India) 0.05� 0.10

Conventional digested sludges (USA) 0.11�0.28

13.11 RATIONAL METHOD OF ESTIMATING DRYING TIME

Traditionally, drying beds have been designed on a rule-of-thumb basis using assumed values of

drying time depending upon local climate and experience. However, present trends are to de-

velop rational criteria capable of universal application, and permitting optimization in design.

The various factors which affect the overall drying time of sludge include:

1. Extent of free drainage (the greater the fraction of the total drainable water, the lesser is the

moisture left to be evaporated).
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2. Climatic factors insofar as they affect:

a. Evaporation rate from sludge surface�this rate is slow and generally controls the over-

all drying time.

b. Moisture added to the sludge by rainfall.

3. Permissible moisture content in outgoing sludge.

The overall drying time can be computed by using a simple model given by Arceivala (1986)

in which a materials balance of all incoming and outgoing moisture masses is made. The model

is applicable to cases where the evaporation time controls the overall drying time. Briefly, for a

given mass of sludge of unit area which has been exposed to rainfall (see Fig. 13.10), the mois-

ture to be evaporated is given by:

 qe = (l�fi)qi + (l�fr)qr�qd  (Eq. 13.5)

in which

 qe = moisture to be evaporated, mass/area

 qi = moisture initially present in sludge, mass/area

 qr = moisture received through rainfall, mass/area

 qd = moisture remaining in dried sludge, mass/area

 fi and fr = fraction of qI and qr, respectively that is drained from the bed (thus

 (l�fi) and (l� fr) are the fractions remaining in the sludge).

Fig. 13.10 Use of materials balance method for estimating overall sludge dewatering time

Generally, in order to suit the usual mode in which rainfall and evaporation data are given, the

above terms can be converted from mass/area to volume/area, namely m3/m2 or stated simply

as meters or mm.

Table 13.7: Typical values of coefficients for aerobically and anaerobically treated sewage

sludges (Arceivala, 1986)

Coefficients Anaerobically digested sludges Aerobically treated sludges

fI 0.45� 0.65 0.8� 0.9

fr 0.43 0.73

fe 0.78 0.78
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The evaporation rate from the sludge surface is less than the free water surface evaporation rate

which is determined by using standard �pans�. Thus, a suitable reduction factor is applied to

standard evaporation rate data generally available for a locality [Section 11.7) The required sludge

drying time is then obtained as:

t =
q

f E
e

e w.
(Eq. 13.6)

in which t = required drying time, days

 Ew = evaporation rate from free water surface, mass/area/time or mm/month

 fe = reduction factor to account for reduced evaporation rate from sludge surface

When Eqs. 13.5 and 13.6 are combined, the required drying time can be stated as:

t =
1 1- + - -f q f q q

f E

i i r r d

e w

b g b g

.
(Eq. 13.7)

From Eq. 13.7 it is evident that the overall drying time is affected by: (i) the effective evapora-

tion rate, (ii) the rainfall received at site (for a covered drying bed, qr = 0), (iii) the permissible

moisture content in dried sludge, and (iv) the sludge characteristics insofar as they affect the

coefficients fi, fr and fe.

The typical range of experimentally derived values of the coefficients for aerobic and anaerobic

digested municipal sewage sludges which are generally applied to sand drying beds at depths

of 15 �30 cm are given in Table 13.7. Aerobic sludges are those from extended aeration plants,

Pasveer and carrousel ditches, and aerobic digesters.

The ranges of values given in Table 13.7 are only typical as they are affected by various fac-

tors. Observe that aerobic sludges drain better than anaerobically digested ones. This has been

observed by several workers. The value of fr is very nearly equal to that of fi but sometimes less

than fi. The timing of rainfall seems to affect the fraction draining through.

Both coefficients fi and fr are affected by the nature of the sludge. The more the organic content

in the sludge, the lower is the value of the coefficients. Similarly, the presence of hygroscopic,

fibrous materials helps retention of moisture and, therefore, reduces the values of the two coeffi-

cients. Arceivala (1986) has observed an inverse correlation between the coefficient fi and the spe-

cific resistance of the sludge. The greater the specific resistance, the lower is the value of fi. The

fraction fi can also be determined by using a very simple laboratory column of sand to simulate a

typical sand bed on which the desired sludge may be applied at the same depth and moisture

content likely in the full-scale unit. Both the time rate of drainage and the amount of moisture

drained may be observed using the method suggested by Swanwick and Baskerville (1965).

Of course, free drainage time is not so important in the design of sand beds as it is in the

design of vacuum filters since drainage can continue even while evaporation is proceeding. It is

the mass of water that will not drain off, namely 1�fi, that is important in the case of sand beds.

Hence, the purpose of the experiment just described should be to find the moisture content of

the sludge sample after free drainage has occurred. In the absence of specific experimental data

for India, the typical values of the coefficients given in Table 13.7 may prove useful especially

when dealing with predominantly domestic sludges (see Example 13.7 later).
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Another purpose for which the experiment just described can be used is to find the effect of
the initial moisture content on the value of the function fi. It is evident that pre-thickening of the
sludge yields a benefit as long as it does not adversely affect the drainable moisture. Similarly,

the depth of sludge application can be optimized by observing its effect on the fraction fi for a

given type of sludge.
Under given climatic conditions, it will be generally found that aerobically stabilized sludges

will require less drying time and, therefore, less land area than anaerobically digested sludges.
This may be kept in view when comparing the two treatment methods. Equation 13.7 can also

be used to estimate the reduced size of drying beds required if covered over to exclude rainfall.

Example 13.7 For an aerobically stabilized sludge (Pasveer type oxidation ditch), estimate the drying time

required in the month of April under the following conditions. The depth of sludge application is 20 cm.

Initial moisture in sludge = 96% by weight

Final moisture acceptable = 60% by weight

Rainfall in month = 11 mm (kg/m2)

Pan evaporation rate in month = 160 mm/month (kg/m2/month)

Sludge density = 1 kg/L

Liquid sludge applied over 1 m2 area = 0.2 ´ 1.0 = 0.2 m3

Weight applied = 200 kg

At 96 per cent moisture content, the water contained in the applied sludge will be 192 kg and

solids will be 8 kg. Therefore,

Weight of water in the dried sludge = 0.6 
8

0 4.
 = 12 kg

Assuming suitable values of the coefficients fi, fr and fe from Table 12.6, the drying time can be

computed using Eq. 13.7 to give over a unit area of 1 m2.

t =
( . ) ( . )

( . ) ( )

1 0 8 192 1 0 75 11 2

0 78 160

- + - -
 = 7 days

Note Similar computations can be made for other months with different rainfall and evapora

tion conditions.

Example 13.8 Estimate the drying time for an anaerobically digested sludge under the same climatic

data as given in Example 13.7.

Using appropriate values of the coefficients (Table 13.7) for anaerobically digested sludges,

say fi = 0.6, fr = 0.43 and fe = 0.78; the drying time can be computed to give t = 15 days. Thus, it

is possible to differentiate rationally between the drying time required for aerobic and anaerobic

sludges.

Example 13.9 Estimate the bed yield for the two cases given above in Examples 13.7 and 13.8. Assume

that two days are required for lifting the dried sludge and refilling the bed.

(i) For the aerobic sludge:

Bed yield =
8

7 2( )+
 = 0.88 kg/m2/day in April
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(ii) For the anaerobic sludge

Bed yield = 
8

15 2( )+
 = 0.47 kg/m2/day in April

Note: Different rates will be observed for each month from which the annual average can be

worked out.

13.12 SLUDGE LAGOONS

Sludge lagooning may be considered as an alternative to sludge drying and may be the method
of choice in certain circumstances. Sludge lagoons of the type discussed below are meant for
receiving aerobically stabilized or anaerobically digested but not raw sludges. They are also not
sludge holding lagoons which hold the sludge only until it can be discharged to a river at high
flood or dried when the climate becomes favourable. They are lagoons in which the solids accu-
mulate and compact in the bottom over a long period of time during which some additional
degradation of organic matter may occur, while some supernatant is displaced out continuously
by the incoming flow.

Lagoons can be formed in natural depressions where the topography permits. Malodour prob-
lems do not occur (as they would in the case of raw sludge lagoons) and are minimal where
anaerobically stabilized sludges are lagooned. In site selection, some consideration should be
given to the possibility of ground water pollution as in the case of other waste treatment ponds
and lagoons. At the time of rainfall, the surface run-off should be prevented from entering the
lagoon. The supernatant displaced out from the lagoon can be routed back to the plant or dis-
posed directly on land, if feasible. In warm climates, evaporation losses may account for a con-
siderable portion of the liquid volume reduction.

At the desired cleaning interval of a few months or years, the lagoon or one of its compart-
ments can be bypassed, and the accumulated sludge removed and profitably used on agricul-
tural fields, thus stabilized sludge is available in a large bulk once in a few years instead of small
quantities available regularly from sludge drying beds.

Figure 13.11 shows that the moisture content of sludge in lagoons progressively reduces with
time though not much reduction occurs after 3�5 years when the accumulated sludge may com-
pact to about 83�87 per cent moisture content. Thus, a cleaning interval of longer than 3�5 years
may not be economical.

During accumulation, the organic solids may undergo further degradation at a slow rate. Not
much data is available in this regard to be able to establish values of the degradation rate con-
stant Kv per unit time at the lagoon temperature and other specific condition. Some estimates of
Kv range from = 0.4 to 0.6 per year. Both the degradation of solids and accumulation progress

with time. Assuming first-order kinetics, the net accumulation can be given as follows:

Wt =
W

K
K to

v
v1 - -exp .b g (Eq. 13.8)

In which,

Wt = weight of volatile solids at time t

Wo = incoming weight of volatile solids per unit time

Kv = degradation rate constant per unit time.
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Fig. 13.11 The gradual reduction in sludge moisture content in a sludge lagoon (based on data

from Okun and Ponghis, 1975)

Okun and Ponghis (1975) give sludge lagoon loadings within the range of 25 to 75 kg/m2 per

year. However, it is desirable to compute lagoon requirements based on local data as illustrated

in Example 13.10. In terms of land requirement, lagoons which are not particularly deep may

not be very competitive with sand beds especially where the climate is favourable for drying.

Not much saving in land may occur in warm climates, but construction cost may be lower

where suitable topography exists.

Example 13.10 A sludge lagoon is to be designed to receive the excess sludge from an extended aeration

plant serving 25,000 people. The excess solids are expected at 30 g/person/day with 55 per cent of the

solids volatile and the remaining fixed. The incoming sludge will have 99 per cent moisture content

(namely, 1 per cent solids).

The lagoon effluent is likely to carry away a suspended solids concentration of 40 mg/l. The

cleaning interval is to be not more than five years. Neglect evaporation and seepage loss assum-

ing that it is balanced by precipitation. Assume degradation rate Kv for volatile solids equals

0.5/year at the average expected lagoon temperature. Estimate lagoon size and its solids load-

ing. Assume moisture content at the end of 5 years is likely to be only 90 per cent.

Incoming suspended solids = 
30 25 000 365

103

´ ´,
 = 273,750 kg/year

Incoming volatile solids = 0.55 ´ 273,750 = 150563 kg/year

Incoming fixed solids = (1 �0.55) 273,750 = 123,187 kg/year
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Incoming sludge volume = 
273

0 01

,750

.
 = 27,375 m3/year

After the lagoon is filled, effluent volume is also 27,375 m3/year

Outgoing solids = 27,375 ´ 40 ´103/106 = 1,095 kg/year

Assuming relative proportion of volatile and fixed solids remain the same in effluent and
influent.

Outgoing volatile solids = 600 kg/year
Outgoing fixed solids = 495 kg/year
Hence,

Net volatile solids = 150,563 � 600 = 149, 963 kg/year
and

Net fixed solids = 123,563 � 495 = 122,672 kg/year
(Note: The outgoing solids could as well have been neglected without affecting design in this

case). The likely quantity of volatile solids accumulating after degradation over a five
year period can be estimated from Eq. 13.8 as

Wt =
149 963

0 5

,

.
 (1�e)-(0.5)(5) = 275,300 kg at the end of 5 years

Total accumulation at the end of 5 years (volatile + fixed)
 = 275,300 + (5 % 122,692) = 888,760 kg.

If the moisture content of the accumulated sludge at the end of 5 years is 90% by weight, and if
the sludge specific gravity is nearly equal to 1.0, then

Accumulated sludge volume =
888

1 0 90 103

,760

( � . ) ´
 = 8888 m3

Rate of accumulation = 8888m

258,000 5

3

´

 = 0.071 m3/person/year

If the lagoon depth is say, 4 m

Area covered = 2222 m2

= 0.09 m2 (net) per person (compare with drying bed areas, Table

13.6)

Solids loading = net incoming solidsper year

area covered

= 149,963 + 122,692

2222
 = 123 kg/m2/year

Again, one can compare and see if lagoons are advantageous to use compared to drying beds,

costwise.

13.13 USE OF EVAPORATION/EVAPOTRANSPIRATION PONDS

In certain locales, natural evaporation ponds may be used for reducing the surplus moisture of a
wet sludge. Free water surface evaporation rates are generally the same as pan evaporation rates

obtained by metereological departments for lakes. If plants are grown on the water surface, the
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evaporation pond becomes an evapo-transpiration pond. In either case, for sizing of the pond

and for estimating the time required for moisture reduction, the principles enunciated earlier for

design of sludge drying beds and design of sludge lagoons, respectively, can be applied if the

local climatic data and nature of sludge are known. The nature of sludge includes its water

draining properties as well as its water retaining properties which in turn depend on the fraction

of inorganic and organic material contained in it.

Where resources are available, actual site-specific rainfall and evaporation data may be ob-

tained. Otherwise, the data given earlier (including Chapter 11 on irrigation) should suffice to

prepare broad designs of evaporation systems.

13.14 MECHANIZED METHODS OF SLUDGE DEWATERING

The use of mechanized methods of sludge dewatering is preferred where the available land is

inadequate for open-bed solar drying or where solar drying is just not possible for climatic
reasons. Mechanized methods require much less land area but, on the other hand, their use may
require some electric power and some pre-conditioning of the sludge by way of addition of
chemicals to get a better (drier) sludge output. Sometimes, when the sludge has a high alkalinity
content, �elutriation� (washing) of the sludge may be necessary before addition of chemicals.

The mechanized methods of dewatering generally used in India after sludge digestion, have
been the following:

· Filter presses
· Vacuum filters, belt filter presses
· Solid bowl centrifuges

Filter presses are generally manually operated, batch-type units. They are, therefore, often pre-

ferred for small industrial waste treatment installations. For small-sized municipal installations,
perhaps extended aeration or aerobic digestion might be preferred so that no separate sludge
handling is needed. Where filter presses are used, the operating pressures range between 700�400
kN/m2 (100 �200 psig) and cycle times average 2 �3 hours. The sludge is first conditioned in a
flocculation tank (using a polymer) and then pumped into the filter. In case of digested sludge,

the final pressed �cake� is likely to have around 35 per cent TS. The �centrate� goes back to the

treatment step from which the liquid sludge came.

Vacuum filters operating on a continuous basis have been used commonly for dewatering

wastewater sludges. Various types exist depending on the filter medium used and are known as

rotary drum type filters, rotary belt filters, spring coil filters and such. An appropriate sized

vacuum pump with related accessories is needed. Some form of chemical conditioning is always

required. The chemicals used may be ferric chloride, lime and poly-electrolytes. They help to

increase the rate of solids formation in the cake. For digested sludges, the cake after vacuum

filtration is likely to have around 20 per cent TS.

Solid bowl centrifuges also operate on continuous flow basis and are commonly used for mu-

nicipal wastewater treatment plants and industrial plants, mainly because of their fast start-up

and shut-down capabilities and their relatively small foot-print. They produce a relatively dry

sludge cake of 15 �20 per cent TS. The polymers used vary from 1 �5 kg/ton of sludge. How-

ever, they require skilled operating and maintenance personnel.
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References such as Eckenfelder (1980) and Metcalf and Eddy (2003) are recommended for

further reading on this subject. More specific details can also be obtained from equipment manu-

facturers after the sludge volume and type are determined.

13.15 SLUDGE DISPOSAL

Final disposal of sludge is almost invariably done on land in one of the following ways:

1. Agricultural use of dried or wet sludge

Wet sludge, without drying, can be directly used. Wet sludges have been used after either aerobic or

anaerobic treatment, They have been transported in tank cars and sprinkled over agricultural fields.

The possible presence of pathogens makes it necessary to adopt careful handling procedures and

restrict crops to non-edible items. Deep ploughing of soil may also be desirable in between plantings.

2. Use of dried sludge as landfill in absence of agricultural demand

This is to be considered only if agricultural use is not possible owing to lack of demand, long

distance for transport, or the objectionable nature of the sludge itself. A suitable site for landfill

must, of course, be available in the vicinity.

3. Spreading wet sludge on eroded or waste land, contouring the field,

so as to gradually build up a top soil of agricultural value

Wet sludge can be spread on poor or eroded waste lands in thin layers of about 3 to 5 cm at a time,

and allowed to dry. Layer upon layer can be applied in this manner to build up gradually a good

top soil of agricultural value. Care should be taken to develop contour steppings, if required, in

order to prevent the erosion of newly formed soil layers. In this manner, sludge can be put to use

in developing new land resources and eventually raising land values. Malodour problems would

be minimal if well stabilized sludges are used. Some fly and mosquito breeding is possible, espe-

cially in warm climates. Control may be feasible in the form of intermittent operation so timed as

to drown out the larvae periodically. Other management problems may include holding the sludge

in a lagoon during the wet season, and guarding against surface and ground water pollution. This

method of using wet sludge can, however, be very rewarding where conditions are suitable.

4. Disposing of wet sludge along with solid wastes for: (i) composting, or

(ii) sanitary landfilling

This can be done either for the purpose of composting or sanitary land filling.

Much experience is available in the use of both raw and digested sludges for composting

along with pre-sorted solid wastes (Carl Adams and Wesley Eckenfelder, 1974). A proper ad-

mixture of the two is essential to obtain a desirable carbon to nitrogen ratio of between 17:l to

13:l, and to maintain a moisture content of 35�45 per cent for aerobic composting. Composting

may be desirable only if a market for compost exists in the area.

Sanitary landfill of sludge is feasible where a landfill site exists nearby. The wet sludge is

absorbed by the municipal solid waste and hence no additional land is required on account of
the sludge. As long as the absorptive capacity is not exceeded, there is no leachate from the site.

The absorptive capacity of a solid waste depends on its composition. In a study in USA, the

absorptive capacity of the solid waste of a town (typical, of USA) was found to range from 0.6 to
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1.8 kg of water per kilogram of dry solid waste. In many developing countries, the capacity would
be much lower owing to lesser content of paper, textiles and food in the solid wastes. Further, the
extent of solid wastes available would also be less on a per capita basis in the developing countries
(0.2�0.8 kg/person/day compared to even over 2 kg/person/day or more in USA).

If the solid waste production is taken as 0.8 kg/person/day, and if the absorptive capacity of
solid waste is assumed as 100 per cent (1 kg sludge/kg solid waste) which may be on the higher
side for a community in a developing country, it can count on only about 0.81 kg of sludge to be
absorbed with its per capita solid waste.

Aerobically stabilized sludges containing solids produced at, say, 30 g/person/day dry weight

and having 99 per cent moisture content would have a volume of 3 l/person/day which would
then need to be thickened to about 96 per cent moisture content so as to give a sludge volume of
about 0.75 l/person/day required to match the absorptive capacity of the available solid waste.
Without thickening, only a part of the sludge can be disposed with solid waste, the other part
requiring drying or some other form of disposal.

Earlier liquid sludge was transported and dumped into the sea. This method of disposal has
now become increasingly difficult to use in many countries owing to stricter coastal pollution

control regulations.
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Chapter 14

As everyone knows, necessity is the mother of invention. Similarly, scarcity is the mother of water
conservation and reuse. People do something only when they start feeling the shortage. Self-motivation is
the other route for achieving desirable ends and is often the best form of regulation and control.

Water has already become a scarce resource in many parts of the world. This is partly due to

rapid population growth and industrialization, partly due to lifestyle changes and partly due to

thoughtless pollution of good water. Global warming and climate change will be the additional

factors in the future. Water conservation and reuse are therefore becoming more and more im-

portant, each day. In fact, reuse gives rise to a �value addition� concept since reuse not only gives

the water back for use but also gives some additional benefits of a socio-economic nature to the

user. It is not always realized how much 'value addition' is obtained through reuse of wastewater.

Primarily, efforts have to be focused on water conservation so that less water is consumed in

the first place. Thereafter comes reuse to the extent possible, considering its techno-economic

aspects. Before any form of reuse is attempted, one has to know in detail the quality of the

wastewater to be treated and the end-use to which it has to be put. This Chapter deals mainly

with reuse in industries.

For agricultural reuse, the wastewater may need to undergo the usual preliminary, primary

and secondary treatment steps, generally undertaken to make the wastewater fit for discharge to

the environment. However, for certain industrial reuse, further treatment (called tertiary treat-

ment) may have to be employed to remove more of the residual pollutants, especially the dis-

solved and refractory (non-biodegradable) substances and more of the micro-organisms depend-

ing upon the end-use contemplated.

Tertiary treatment for industrial reuse is usually done by using mechanized, physico-chemical

processes selected out of the few commonly used ones (described in Chapter 12) and listed below:

· Activated carbon treatment (powdered or granular)

· Chemical oxidation and other advanced oxidation processes

· Multi-media filtration

· Softening (lime soda or zeolite)
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· Demineralization (ion exchange)

· Disinfection (chlorine, hypochlorite, ozone, U-V)

· Membrane processes (microfiltration, ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis)

Tertiary treatment can also be provided by using �natural systems� of treatment such as ponds,
lagoons, constructed wetlands, and such where adequate extent of land is available. Except for a

few agro-industries located in rural areas, land availability often becomes a major constraint
thus forcing industries to adopt mechanized methods.

Conventional systems of waste treatment using biological processes can remove around
90�95 per cent of BOD, COD, suspended solids and coliforms. However, the use of one or more
of the above tertiary treatment systems may become necessary when greater removals, approach-
ing 99 per cent or even more, are desired as is often the case with reuse. Substances like the
nutrients, N and P, dissolved solids, trace organics, etc., may need to be removed to a high
degree by using appropriate tertiary systems.

Highly industrialized countries like USA and European countries also have their own water
problems and several interesting examples of reuse of water can be found there. In the US,
agricultural reuse is mandatory wherever tertiary treatment is required before disposal. Simi-
larly for industries, the National Association of Manufacturers, USA, reported from a survey

some years ago that the potential for reuse in industries existed as given in Table 14.1. According
to this survey, the scope for reuse lay from 15 per cent to as much as 52 per cent mostly from
direct reuse of cooling waters and wash waters. The survey also reported that over 3000 plants

reused their wastewaters and a few plants used municipal sewage after necessary treatment for

reuse.

Table 14.1: Potential for direct reuse in US Industries (National Association of Manufactures, USA)

Industry Water reuse potential (%)

Pulp and paper 52
Chemicals and drugs 35
Automobile 25
Iron and steel 25
Food and beverage 22
Non-ferrous metals 18
Textiles 15

In today�s context, the scope for reuse may be somewhat lesser than that shown in the Table

simply because more efficient and �cleaner� manufacturing processes have been developed over

the years, producing less and less wastewater than in the past.

As we shall see in this Chapter, the Indian experience has also developed in the same direc-

tion, moving step-wise over the years as follows:

· Plain water conservation

· Reuse without any treatment

· Reuse after treatment using on-site toilet waters and some easily treatable industrial

wastewaters

· Reuse after treatment using off-site sources of municipal wastewater
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Interestingly, all reuse in India has been achieved at affordable costs and some industries

have, in fact, saved money by reusing their wastewaters.

14.1 TYPES OF REUSE

In order to give an overall picture, the practice of reuse can be grouped under four major group-

ings for meeting the following four clear objectives. The �value addition� achieved in each case is

also mentioned below:

1. Reuse of urban wastewater in agriculture and horticulture from sewered areas. This is done in

order to conserve (and thus benefit from) reuse of water and nutrients contained in urban

wastewater from sewered areas. This has been discussed below and also earlier in Chapter

11 under �Natural Systems � 3: Wastewater Irrigation�.

2. Reuse of urban wastewater from polluted nallahs draining unsewered areas. This is similar to (1)

above except that the wastewater now flows from unplanned, unsewered areas such as

slums and shanties. The value addition comes from general improvement of the sanitary

condition of the area, and hopefully the health of the residents.

3. Reuse in industrial and commercial establishments to meet chronic water shortages in public water

supplies. The shortages may be due to either lack of adequate water resources or due to local

inadequacies in water distribution or both. The �value addition� comes from the fact that

both production and employment levels in the industry become possible to maintain at the

same level in spite of water shortages.

4. Reuse in industry to meet various other objectives besides relief from water shortage. Such other

objectives may be:

· To conserve other resources in addition to water

· To make reuse possible at little extra cost over that required for pollution control

· To save on water abstraction costs and �cess� charges

· To reduce dependence on vagaries of river flow

· To gain tax advantages from location in arid / designated areas

· To achieve �zero discharge

· To provide motivation for operation and maintenance of treatment plant

5. Reuse for major urban and community development purposes. Such reuse is generally done by a

public body and on a large scale to augment public water supplies. It has the maximum

scope for �value addition� as whole new water resources can get created using wastewater.

(This is discussed more fully in the next Chapter).

14.2 REUSES OF URBAN WASTEWATER IN AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE FROM

SEWERED AREAS

In agriculture, the overall consumption of fresh water far outweighs that consumed in industry

and drinking purposes. Yet, water conservation in agriculture is achieved more in the breach

than in the observance. Large water losses occur in conveyance and storage of water as well as

in the method of application in the agricultural field. The water losses incurred in evaporation
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and seepage from storage reservoirs and lakes and from long conveyance canals, especially in

silty-sandy soils, have been indicated in Chapter 11 on wastewater irrigation. Often, there is

very little that the irrigation engineers can do about reducing these losses. However, in applica-

tion of the water at farm level, some water can be conserved by using �drip irrigation� and such

methods have been explained in Chapter 11.

As far as the use of wastewater from sewered areas is concerned, reuse in India began around

1893 with reuse of sewage in agriculture. However, it has often been practiced for the wrong

reasons. The local municipal authority or industry wants to get rid of the wastewater after par-

tial or no treatment on an �as-is-where-is� basis without responsibility for what happens after-

wards. The nearby farmers see the value of a regular supply of some nutrient-laden �water� for

farming and welcome it, whatever its quality and health implications. Conservation of resources

(both water + nutrients) occurs almost unwittingly. Soil condition either improves or deterio-

rates depending on the nature of the wastewater. A great opportunity for conscientiously ex-

ploiting its `value addition� aspect is, however, lost (Arceivala, 2003).

Generally in India, farming is not in-built into a waste disposal scheme but treated as a sepa-

rate local activity of marginal value. The price charged to the farmers is government controlled

(often ridiculously low) and the amount collected goes to the Revenue Dept, not to the treatment

plant. Thus, the treated effluent becomes a �value-less� product. This is the general scenario.

However, a value addition concept can be introduced as shown by Arceivala (2003) if the use

of the treated effluent is charged according to its water + nutrient + soil conditioning value and

the user-charges so collected go directly towards meeting the treatment cost. If a holistic design

of the whole facility (treatment + farming) is undertaken right from the start, sustainability of

the scheme can be ensured, the health of farm workers protected, the soil condition properly

maintained and a marketing co-operative included along with an appropriate waste treatment

system � all properly conceived from the start so that full value addition is obtained. Some

extent of water conservation can also be achieved. Where irrigation is not feasible throughout

the year, alternative disposal or holding arrangements be provided so as to make irrigation

feasible for at least a major part of the year.

In the case of certain agro-industries, the effluent is often used on land adjoining the industry

to grow crops which are either directly used in the industry itself, or marketed by it. Value

addition through reuse is easier to demonstrate in such cases.

Chapter 11 explains how wastewater irrigation systems are planned and wastewater treat-

ment provided to meet the treated water quality requirements for waters used for crop irriga-

tion or for public parks, sports fields, golf courses, etc. (see Tables 11.8 and 11.10). These require-

ments have to be met in a good system besides those given earlier in Table 1.7 to ensure confirm-

ing to discharge standards and sustainability of the whole scheme.

Either �natural� treatment systems are used or �mechanized� ones depending on the type of

wastewater to be treated, the land available for treatment, and other factors such as availability

of power and skilled labour, etc. Figure 14.1 shows some natural and mechanized treatment

systems that can be used in India.

Where land is available, a simple natural system used for relatively small flows would be as

shown on the following page.
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 Wastewater ® Screens ® Algal pond or hyacinth pond ® To irrigation field.

An optional fish pond may also be provided as shown in Fig. 14.1 (a)(i).

For larger flows or more concentrated wastewaters, the flowsheet could be as shown in Fig. 14.1

(a) (ii) or (b) under:

Fig. 14.1 Wastewater treatment systems generally used prior to reuse on land
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Wastewater ® UASB ® Duckweed pond ® Aeration step ® Duckweed-fed Fish pond ®

Effluent to irrigation field

Alternatively, especially for smaller flows, one can use the system shown in Fig. 14.1 (iii):

Wastewater ® Septic tank ® Constructed wetland ® To irrigation field

In case land available for treatment is not enough for a natural system, a mechanized system

may have to be used. The flow sheet would then be as shown in Fig 14.1(b):

Wastewater ® Preliminary treatment (screening, grit removal, etc.) ® Biological treatment

including settling ® Balancing storage (optional) ® To irrigation field

Chapter 7 shows a prefered and sustainable arrangement in which an anaerobic system like

the UASB is used in conjunction with a pond or lagoon to meet land irrigation standards in

India as well as to secure recovery of several bye-products and resources.

 Treatment can be done in any of the different types of reactors available ranging from la-

goons and ponds on the one hand to RCC tanks on the other. Chapter 6 (Fig. 6.8) gives the

example of an RCC tank built in the form of a simple Sequential Batch Reactor (SBR) system

based on extended aeration, for treating domestic sewage for reuse in watering a horticultural

garden in Mumbai, India.

There is evidently high scope for the reuse of wastewater from urban, sewered, areas and

from industries to meet agricultural demands. But it has to be done in a more scientific and

business-like manner with respect to maintaining the balance between �soil-crop-water� and by

using better management, funding and cost-recovery concepts.

14.3 REUSE OF URBAN WASTEWATER FROM POLLUTED “NALLAHS” DRAINING

UNSEWERED AREAS

A serious problem noted in many large, over-crowded Indian cities is the extensive prevalence

of slums and pavement dwellings which are either not served or are inadequately served by

municipal services. Water supply is generally provided through stand-posts, but drainage is

neglected. The result is that many natural water courses (nallahs) that run through a city carry

wastewater (and some garbage) from these habitations. The wastewater in the nallahs is nothing

but sewage, sometimes even containing industrial wastes from small-scale industries located in

the area. Smell and mosquito nuisances are invariably prevalent.

How does one clean up such polluted nallahs? It is not a one-time job as the local municipalities

will not be able to provide a proper sewerage system in the area for a long time to come. Evidently

a low-cost solution has to be found which will prove to be satisfactory over a long period of time.

The provision of a mechanized, in-stream aeration system to clean up such nallahs is sometimes

suggested. But, it is often not feasible in India either because equipment maintenance would not be

sustainable or the continuous availability of power may not be there or the scheme may just not be

affordable for the beneficiaries. Perhaps, a decentralized and �natural� system that needs no skilled

maintenance and no electric power might be sustainable under the circumstances.

One of the best examples of nallah clean up by a natural system is to be seen in Pune City,
India, at the Rajneesh Ashram, where a polluted and stinking water course flowing through
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several slums and non-sewered areas and along the Ashram in Koregaon Park was taken up on
lease from the local authority by the Ashram to water a beautiful and picturesque semi-public
garden that they proposed to build alongside the Ashram (IEA, 2001). The polluted water was
given partial treatment in a combination of anaerobic and facultative waste stabilization ponds
of short detention time (so as to minimize land requirement) followed by a small wetland area
with a fountain and a long-winding garden along more than a kilometer of the nallah in which
the partially treated wastewater is used through sprinklers (see Fig. 14.2). The beauty of the

garden area after its development has to be seen to be believed.
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Fig. 14.2 A natural treatment system consisting of algal ponds providing for cleaning up a polluted ‘nallah’

before entering a garden in Pune, India

Such an idea could be replicated in many cities of India to clean up polluted and stinking

nallahs by using low-cost, natural treatment systems (which do not need power) and which are

socially acceptable and affordable:

Wastewater ® Lift and divert dry weather flow for partial treatment in series of anaerobic

+ facultative ponds of short detention time built alongside nallah ® Use effluent for water-

ing of permitted crops. (Treatment may be discontinued during wet weather)

 In a slight variation of the above scheme to give some income to slum dwellers, one can
provide partial treatment to the dry weather flow to make it useable for cultivation of vegetables

(not eaten raw) or for cultivating fodder grass or even for horticulture, around the concerned
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nallah banks. This would give a modest source of income to the slum dwellers who would look

after the cultivation as well as help provide a cleaner environment, a kind of �win-win� situation

for all concerned. In New Delhi and some other cities, (see Chapter 2), community toilets are

being provided for the slum and pavement dwellers to reduce pollution of the adjacent nallahs.

These have been successful to some extent but the nallahs themselves continue to carry �gray�

and other polluted waters and need to be improved. Perhaps, the Pune method, along with

community toilets, can be employed in many more cities. Other approaches have also been given

in Chapter 2.

14.4 REUSE IN INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE TO MEET WATER SHORTAGES

The usual objective of industrial reuse is to meet chronic water supply shortages. Necessity, as

we have seen, is the mother of reuse. The solution usually starts with simple water conservation

(just careful usage) and follows the principle that the greater the extent of reuse one wants, the

higher the degree of treatment that will need to be given. Hence, the typical strategy followed by

industries is as follows:

· First, practise as much conservation of water as possible.

· Second, recycle only that fraction of wastewater which is in a relatively good condition and

can be recycled back with little or no treatment either to the same process or to another

process where the water of available quality can be tolerated.

· Thirdly, arrange more �reuse� after some treatment to make the industry�s own wastewater

fit for reuse. The wastewater can be either from its own manufacturing operations or from

its own baths and toilets.

· Finally, if still more reuse is needed, one can look for external sources of wastewater such as

those from adjoining municipal sewers or adjoining industries.

14.4.1 Water Conservation in Industries

Many water consuming industries in India today practise some form of water conservation,

recycle and even reuse. Generally, this is done in response to shortage of water supply or high

cost of fresh public supply or high cost of wastewater disposal. Some of the more common

measures undertaken to conserve water in industries are of the �reduce-recycle� type such as the

following:

(a) Use of pressure-reducing orifices in water supply piping to reduce the rate of flow; other-

wise, workers tend to overuse water (even have a bath under a 6 cm dia hose at high

pressure!).

(b) Recycle of steam condensates back to the boiler (it helps to conserve heat also)

(c) Adoption of counter-current washing where washing is done in 3 or 4 successive compart-

ments. Usually the wash waters from the last compartment are relatively clean and can be

directly recycled to the first compartment.

(d) Use of closed-circuit cooling systems where feasible so that recirculating waters are not lost

in evaporation. Open systems with cooling towers undergo evaporative losses.
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(e) Adoption of �dry� cleaning systems where possible. Why use water if a waste can be re-

moved in its dry state?

(f) Recycling of water used for conveying materials. Water quality is not important in such

uses.

(g) Create and reward awareness in workmen.

14.4.2 Use of Other Strategies

Adopting more full-fledged, pre-planned schemes right from the start has many advantages

because at that early stage, one can also consider the following:

· Select a site for the industry which would facilitate wastewater disposal with relative ease.

· Adopt modern, �cleaner� technologies in manufacture that use less water and/or produce

less waste in the wastewater.

· Lay out separately the drains carrying wastewaters from the different processes, purpose-

fully, so as to make recycle / reuse more feasible, and at lesser cost. All wastewaters should

not be mixed in a single drain for �end-of-pipe� treatment as that may make both treatment

and reuse difficult.

Figure 14.3 shows a drain layout for a factory for separating the wastewaters that can be

recycled without treatment from those which need different degrees of treatment before reuse or

final discharge. For example, the following separate drains would be required:

1. Drains to carry steam condensates back to boiler, directly, after use

2. Drains to carry wastewaters that can be reused directly without treatment, from one opera-

tion to another

3. Drains to carry wastewaters that need to be treated at source before they are allowed to mix

with the general wastewaters

4. Drain to carry general wastewaters to the final treatment plant

One can anticipate better the effect that water conservation and reuse will have on the quality

and quantity of the final wastewaters flowing into the treatment plant. The typical effect noticed

of such conservation and recycle is generally to make the final effluent somewhat more concen-

trated in character.

Figure 14.4 gives a few instances of how relatively easily recycle can be done in a textile unit

(Arceivala et al., 1969).

Among the principal benefits (or value additions) that the above kind of exercise brings is the

general awareness it instills in the staff and management towards water conservation since eve-

ryone sees the protection that reuse affords to the industry�s production output and the fact that

its labour employment levels can be retained in spite of chronic shortages in public water sup-

plies.

14.4.3 Direct Reuse in Industries without Treatment

Reuse first began in India in Mumbai in the textile industry in 1964 �65 when it was shown that

nearly 15�20 per cent of the water can be recycled without any pre-treatment (Arceivala et al.,

1969). The cost of providing direct reuse was relatively small (often only a holding tank, pumps
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Fig. 14.3 Planned separation of factory wastewaters to facilitate treatment and reuse and save

costs

and piping were required) Hence, the cost/benefit ratios were fairly high and cost recovery

periods low. The survey was carried out at the instance of the Mill Owners Association, Bombay,

and the reuse work was carried out in as many as 22 mills of Mumbai, most of which introduced

these methods.
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 As shortages increased, the Bombay Municipal Corporation requested the same above team to

carry out similar surveys in several industries and large water consuming public bodies as a

result of which a few more industries resorted to retrofitting some minimal water saving meas-

ures. Nowadays, new industries either prefer to use less water-consuming technologies or adopt

various pre-planned schemes right from the start.

14.5 REUSE IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS USING ON-SITE SOURCES OF

WASTEWATER

In the years from 1965 onwards, just as the textile mills and other industries in Mumbai had

water problems, several commercial establishments (e.g. tall office buildings of 20�25 storeys,
5-star hotels, etc.) also faced water shortage problems since the Municipal Corporation de-
cided not to give fresh water to them, especially to meet the water requirements for their cen-
tralized air-conditioning systems.

Thus, they tried to meet water shortages by reusing their own toilet waters after suitable

treatment to produce good quality water to meet their cooling system requirements. This could
be done because their requirements were small ranging from 150�250 cu meters per day.
Moreover, the arrangement was satisfactory from the health standpoint since the treated water
was reused in a totally different circuit and no mix-up with the building�s drinking water
supply was possible. The Air India Building in Mumbai was the first one to treat the build-
ing�s toilet waters for reuse as cooling water for its centralized air-conditioning system (see
Fig. 14.5) (Arceivala et al., 1969). All over India, as many as 20 to 30 plants of similar type have
been built (Arceivala, 1977).

The figure shows the building drains carried from the top to the basement with an arrange-
ment for bye-passing the sewage to the municipal sewer, if desired, and likewise for tapping
municipal sewage if additional quantity was needed, to augment the flow through the treatment
plant. Moreover, as all the building wastewater was received within the usual office hours, the

treatment plant had to be sized accordingly and treated water stored adequately (raw sewage
cannot be stored). No grit removal was found necessary in such systems. The extended aeration
system was used since odour-free operation was most important for a plant located in the base-
ment of any prestigious building. Anaerobic processes had to be avoided.

A typical treatment flowsheet for treating toilet waters for reuse as cooling water make-up is

as follows:

Wastewater ® Screening ® Extended aeration ® chemical dosing + flocculation ® Sand

filtration ® zeolite softening + acid correction + occasional chlorine shock dose ® Make-up

water to cooling towers.

The sludge and other wastewaters were returned to the municipal sewer line as permitted by

the municipal authority. Additional treatment shown in the Figure was required in the case of

industries using high pressure boilers for raising steam.

14.5.1 Determining Make-up Water Requirement

In order to determine the quality and quantity of water required for reuse in air-conditioning

systems, the following approach is followed (Arceivala, 1977). An open recirculating system is
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Fig. 14.5 Reuse of water in tall buildings. Flow sheet shows how cooling water make-up requirements

are met in some tall buildings in Mumbai, India, by treating wastewater from the building

itself. Arrangement for augmenting the flow by tapping adjoining municipal sewer is provided.

Treatment plant sludge and other wastes pumped back to municipal sewer downstream of

tapping point. (Arceivala et al., 1969.)

generally adopted and the volume of water kept recirculating in the system is generally
assumed as 11 litres/min for every ton of refrigeration capacity when the temperature drop is
5oC in the cooling tower. For such a situation, the water lost in evaporation (E) is about 1per cent
of the recirculating water. Windage loss (W) is of the order of 0.1 to 0.3 per cent of the recirculating
water when mechanical draught towers are used but increases to 0.3 to 1.0 per cent for atmos-
pheric towers. The blowdown requirement (B) is estimated from the following equation if the

maximum  permissible cycles of concentration are known:

 B =
E W (1 C)

(C 1)

+ −

−

where B,E and W are in litres/min.

For trouble-free operation and minimum use of quality control chemicals in the recirculating

water, the cycles of concentration are generally kept at 2.0 to 3.0 and in no case more than 4.0.

Hence, for example, for a 100 ton A/C plant recirculating water @ 1100 litres/min with a
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temperature drop of say 10oC through a mechanical draught tower where cycles of concentra-

tion are to be restricted to 2.0,

E = 2% of 1100 L /min

W = 0.2% ´ 1100 = 2.2 L /min

B =
22 2 2 1 2

2 1

+ -

-

. ( )

( )
 20 L /min (approx)

Thus, the total make-up water requirement for 24-hour working = B + E + W

= 44.2 L /min = 63.4 cu m / day

If 3.0 cycles of concentration are desired, the make-up water requirement reduces to 44.7 cu

m/day for the same plant.

Depending on the cycles of concentration, the various stable constituents in the make-up wa-

ter will theoretically increase (build-up) to the same extent in the recirculating water. However,

the pH cannot be estimated in this manner. The assumption is frequently made that in the ab-

sence of phenolphthalein alkalinity, the pH of the water leaving the cooling tower will be be-

tween 8.0 and 8.3 due to elimination of free carbon dioxide in the tower. Thus, assuming the pH

and knowing the concentration of calcium, alkalinity and total dissolved solids the Langelier

Index or the Ryzner Stability Index can be estimated at the hottest temperature likely to be

reached in the equipment and from it the tendency to scale or corrode.

If the recirculating water shows a tendency to deposit a scale, reduction in hardness and

alkalinity is the usual means of control. For this reason, control can be achieved by softening the

make-up water as necessary and acid feeding to reduce alkalinity. Automatic dosing and control

equipment may not be provided in the above type of plants since the large storage serves to

balance any variations.

14.5.2 Cooling Water Quality Guidelines

Some guidelines suggested for the desireable quality of cooling waters are given in Table 14.2.

It is not desirable to specify the absolute values for various constituents as the quality of the

recirculating water is largely dependent on the cycles of concentration in the system. However,

it is suggested that the characteristics of the make-up water should not fluctuate much over

short periods of time.

Table 14.2: Cooling Water Quality Guidelines

(a) In make-up water

 1. pH 6.8�7.0 (variation < 0.6 units in 8 hours)

 2. Average TDS value Cycles of Concentr. in recirculating water

3,000 mg/L 2.0

1,000 mg/L 3.5

(variation to be not more than 25% above or below 8-hour average)

3. BOD (5-days, 20o C) < 5.0 mg/L

Contd.
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4. Chlorides (Cl) < 175 mg/L

 5. M.O. Alkalinity (as CaCO3) < 200 mg/L

(depends on Langelier Index value desired. Polyphosphates may be used if necessary.
Addition of acid may be done to reduce alkalinity).

6. Caustic Alkalinity Absent

 7. Ammonia No appreciable amount

8. Oil & grease Absent

(b) In recirculating water

 9. Silica (as SiO2) < 150 mg/l (to avoid silica scale at >60 C in heat exchanger)

10. Phosphates, Sulphates, Carbonates < solubility limit at given pH and temp.

11. ABS Foam not to persist >1 min after10 seconds of vigorous shaking (otherwise anti-foam
agents may need to be used)

12. Langelier Index @ skin temp of Heat exchanger surface 0.5 + 0.1

13. Ryzner Stability Index 6.0�7.0

In the case of commercial buildings, the �value addition� gained from reuse can be judged

from the fact that this was the only way they could generate enough waters to be able to

operate centralized air-conditioning systems required in prestigious buildings in spite of water

shortages in the city. In evidence of the techno-economic value attached to these plants, the

machinery (which was worn out over the years) has been readily replaced by their manage-

ments at considerable cost to keep the plants running. Some plants have been running now for

well over 40 years because the supply of reusable water is thus relatively assured at an eco-

nomical cost.

The operating costs of such plants in 1999 �2002 varied from only Rs 5/- to Rs 8/- per 1,000

litres (Arceivala, 2000).

14.6 REUSE IN LARGE INDUSTRIES USING OFF-SITE SOURCES OF WASTWATER

In industries where larger volumes of reuse water are required, wastewater has to be obtained

from off-site sources such as city sewers and quite complicated treatment systems have to be

used depending on the nature of the initial wastewater and the end-use proposed to be made.

Of the four large industrial reuse plants in India based on municipal sewage taken from off-site

sources, two are in Mumbai and two in Chennai.

14.6.1 The Union Carbide Plant (now called Oswal Agro) at Chembur, Mumbai

This was the first tertiary treatment plant to be built in India for sewage water reclamation. It

was built in 1968 �69 and is of 5 Mld capacity capable of expansion to 10 Mld. About 90 per cent

of the raw sewage inflow is converted into reusable water. Being the first such plant, the Munici-

pal Corporation agreed to give the raw sewage from a nearby public sewer at a nominal rate of

Re 1/- per year for 25 years. Design criteria were developed on the basis of a pilot plant study

(Arceivala, 1977). The rising main from the pump-house to the treatment plant site was laid by

the industry (a distance of over 2.75 km).
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The sewer was considered as a �dependable� source of water. The sewer tapping point was

chosen with a view to avoiding industrial wastes from other industries and sea water infiltration

as the sewer gets deeper. As far as production of make-up water for cooling towers is required,

the flowsheet is essentially similar to the one given earlier in Fig. 14.6 for treatment of toilet

waters except that grit removal is now necessary:

Wastewater ® Screening ® Grit removal ® Extended aeration ® Chemical Dosing +

Flocculation ® Sand filtration ® Zeolite Softening + Acid Correction + Occasional

Chlorine Shock-Dose ® Make-up Water to Cooling Towers.

After screening and grit removal, sewage enters an extended aeration system as shown in Fig.

14.6. Again, an aerobic system was selected owing to fear of odours in the warm climate. An-

other advantage would be the high BOD removal efficiency of the plant giving a well nitrified

effluent and its relative ease of operation and maintenance. These considerations have been jus-

tified in practice.

With a raw sewage BOD of about 200 mg/L it has been consistently possible to obtain low

BOD values of 5 to 10 mg/L in the settled effluent. This gives an efficiency of 95 to 97 per cent

BOD removal at a loading of 0.15 kg BOD/kg MLSS (about 0.25 kg BOD /kg MLVSS). Winter

ambient temperatures average about 23oC. The aeration tank is followed by a mechanically scraped

settling tank with a surface loading of about 30 m3/m2/day. The Sludge Volume Index averages

about 100 and return sludge flows have been kept between 80 and 100 per cent to maintain a

Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids (MLSS) concentration of about 4,000 mg/L.

This comprises the first section of the treatment plant which, in effect, resembles a typical wastewater

treatment plant. The next section of the plant resembles a typical water treatment plant involving

alum dosing, coagulation, sedimentation and rapid sand filtration. The filtrate is pumped partly

through softeners (NaCl regeneration cycle) and partly bye-passed to give a final hardness of about

40 mg/L after blending (similar to fresh municipal water). The softened water and other characteris-

tics are sufficient to meet the guidelines for cooling waters given in Table 14.2.

Finally, in the third section, more advanced treatment is given to about 15% of the water in a

demineralization plant for use as boiler feed whose quality is dependent upon boiler pressure.

The higher the boiler pressure, the purer has to be the feed water. This would have been neces-

sary even with fresh municipal water. For boiler waters and various industrial process waters,

industry�s (Bureau of Indian Standards) or manufacturers� standards are generally available and

must be adhered to. The reuse plant met the industry�s water requirements for many years until

the industry itself closed down.

14.6.2 The Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers (RCF) Plant, Chembur, Mumbai

Rashtriya chemicals has a water reuse plant of 23 Mld capacity built in the year 2,000 and in-

volves a more complicated treatment process including reverse osmosis because the municipal

sewage is more polluted with various industrial wastes than in the above case of Union Carbide.

Sunil G.L. has given details of the flowsheet in a personal communication (Sunil and Bhagwat

2000) (see Fig. 14.7). The plant cost nearly Rs 40 crores to build in 1998 and the operating cost as

reported in 2005 came to Rs 39 per m3. With the passage of time and the success of reuse schemes,
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the Municipal charge levied also became higher at Rs 6/- per cu m of raw sewage. Some �value

addition� also took place in the price of raw sewage given by the municipality!

The plant as constructed had the following flow sheet:

Screening ® Grit Removal ® Activated Sludge System ® Clarifier ® Sand Filter ®

Pressure Filter ® Cartridge Filters ® Reverse Osmosis ® Degasser to Remove CO2 ®

Reuse in Industry

Thus, owing to the more polluted nature of the wastewater picked up from the sewerline

some additional treatment steps became necessary such as the use of Ultrafiltration in order to

improve the quality of the water reaching the RO system (keeping the SDI < 3.0). No ammonia

stripping is necessary as in the Chennai case given below.

14.6.3 The Madras Refineries Ltd. and The Madras Fertilizers Ltd., Chennai

Chennai is perennially short of water and these two industries in Chennai are large users of

water. They are thus reusing municipal sewage since 1991 producing 12 Mld of reusable

water at the former factory and 16 Mld at the latter. Here, there is a major difference in

regard to the quality of the municipal wastewater in that instead of giving raw sewage, the

Chennai Metro Water Board supplies secondary treated sewage (with BOD 120 mg/L even

after secondary treatment) and the industries provide the required further treatment de-

pending on their end-use. The treatment flowsheets are quite advanced using R.O. and other

methods (see Fig. 14.8).

As shown in Fig. 14.8, the refinery gives the treated wastewater received from the city sewage

plant further treatment as follows:

Additional Secondary Biological Treatment ® Chemically-aided Settling + Pressure Filtration

+ Ammonia Stripping, Carbonation, Clarification, Pressure Filtration ® Chlorination ® So-

dium Bisulfite Dosing ® Multimedia Filtration ® Cartridge Filtration ® Reverse Osmosis ®

Permeate for Reuse

The rejects containing high TDS are disposed to the sea through a submerged outfall. The

capital cost of the MRL plant was around Rs 24 crores in 1991. The operating costs are reported

to be about Rs 35/- per 1,000 litres (against Rs 60 per 1000 liters for fresh water supplied to

industries). The Board also charges a much higher tariff rate of Rs 5.2 per 1000 litres to cover its

treatment costs upto secondary stage with some further value addition!

14.6.4 A 3.0 MLD Pilot Plant at Vadodara, Gujarat

This plant uses highly polluted wastewater from the so-called �effluent disposal channel� into

which several industries (such as refineries, fertilizers, petrochemicals) discharge their raw wastes,

showed that at least 75 per cent of the wastewater could be made reusable at operating cost of

Rs 36/1000 litres, (1999 costs). The remaining 25 per cent constituted `rejects� from the R.O.

plant and sludges which would need to be disposed of separately. The flowsheet adopted at
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Vadodara is given in Fig. 14.9 (Tank, et al., 1999) and indicated below. The Disposal of rejects

from the RO units often remains a problem in such schemes.

Wastewater from Effluent Channel ® Chem-feeds (Lime, Polyelec, Soda Ash ® Clarification

® HCl ® Press Filtration ® Sod. Bisulf ® Cartridge Filtr. ® Reverse Osmosis ® Degasser to

Remove CO2 ® For Reuse

In the case of large industries with reuse plants based on off-site sewage supplies, the cost /

benefit ratios can be very variable from case to case. One way to keep the costs low is to use

either less polluted wastewaters (e.g. certain wash-waters, canteen waters, other gray waters

from the industry) or more readily treatable wastewaters from public sewers (e.g., sewers carry-

ing predominantly domestic sewage, free from industrial wastes) so that treatment is less com-

plicated. Otherwise, the cost of water reclamation for reuse tends to get closer to desalination of

sea water.

14.6.5 Ultrafiltration Technology

This is nowadays used in conjunction with biological treatment to give a very high quality

effluent for reuse. Biological treatment along with ultrafiltration (better known as Membrane

Bioreactor) simplifies the flowsheet by replacing all the clarification, sand filtration and other

units noted above. This gives a much reduced footprint and simplicity in operation. The

ultrafiltration step provides a more positive means of solids-liquid separation by preventing

any loss of solids in the effluent and, therefore, allowing a high concentration of biomass (MLSS)

to be built up in the reactor. This gives a longer detention time for the biosolids (SRT) which

enables a more complete bio-degradation to occur. In fact, with ultrafiltration, complete disin-

fection as well as removal of micro-pollutants is achieved which is particularly useful for re-

use applications.

Of course, ultrafiltration membranes have a finite life and need periodic replacement with

imported membranes. Hence, a techno-economic evaluation is needed before adoption of the

system in preference to the conventional system.

A simplified flow sheet with ultrafiltration would be as follows:

Wastewater ® Preliminary Screening, Grit Removal, oil separation ® Activated Sludge

Extended Aeration ® Ultrafiltration Module ® Permeate to Storage ® Reuse ® Solids

Recycled Back to Reactor

The flow sheet is shown in Fig. 14.10 to illustrate the principles. Knoblock et al. (1994) de-

scribe a membrane biological reactor for treatment of oily wastewaters from industries. A mem-

brane ultrafiltration unit has been installed in India, near Noida, for an automotive industry

(1997).

Several equipment companies in India have also started selling Membrane Bioreactors and

R.O. plants to help industries to reuse at least a part if not the full extent of their wastewaters.

This is particularly useful in water scarce states of India.
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Recycle Excess
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Fig. 14.10 Typical flow sheet of biological treatment with ultrafiltration unit for reuse of sewage

and oil containing wastewaters in General Motors Plant at NOIDA, near New Delhi,

(Montgomery Watson, India, 1999)

14.7 REUSE IN INDUSTRIES TO MEET VARIOUS OBJECTIVES IN ADDITION TO

 WATER SHORTAGES

Industries as well as Pollution Control Authorities are increasingly realizing that reuse need not

be done to overcome water shortages alone. Reuse can be done for meeting other objectives as

well, some of which have considerable �value addition� aspects. A few examples are given below

(Arceivala, 2003):

14.7.1 Conservation of Other Resources besides Water

Resource recovery in industries where some product is recovered along with reusable water can

be seen in the following:

· Steam recovery in industries The most common form of reuse done in industries is

steam recovery because both water and heat are recovered.

· Fermentation industry Several plants of this type exist in India using anaerobic digestion

( in the form of UASBs, Bacardi and other processes) to generate bio-gas from high BOD

wastewaters followed by further treatment for land irrigation or river discharge. Thus,

water reuse is achieved along with fuel conservation.

· Leather industry In the leather industry, chromium has been shown to be economically

recoverable for reuse. Chromium removal also helps safe disposal of the sludge from the

treatment plant and makes some reuse possible.

· Pulp and paper industry A pulp and paper mill in Pune achieved considerable savings in

fuel usage through bio-gas production from their pulp-mill wastewaters. Figure 14.11 shows
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how wastewater is treated and reused. Pulp mill waste goes to anaerobic units (Sulzer

type) from which a large quantity of gas is recovered. The paper mill waste is partly treated

in a �save-all� for fibre recovery and then treated further with the Sulzer effluent in an

aerated system for reuse in land irrigation. Thus, both gas and treated effluent are reused

(Ketkar et al., 1994)

14.7.2 Reuse at Little Extra Cost over that Required for Pollution Abatement

Treatment for pollution abatement can itself be an expensive affair. Hence, where reuse can also

be incorporated at little extra cost, it is likely to be adopted as much value addition would occur

from savings in use of fresh water.

The Mahananda Dairy at Goregaon, Mumbai, India, is a good example of this type where

with a little extra capital cost of about Rs 24 lakhs, effluent water was treated further to make it

fit for reuse thus saving over Rs 100 lakhs per year in terms of fresh water costs (Singh, 2003).

14.7.3 Savings on Water Abstraction Costs and on “Cess” Charges

Where both abstraction of fresh water and �cess� charges for discharge of wastewater are com-

puted on flow volume basis, there is a clear case of value addition from savings in such charges

due to reuse of water. There is thus an added incentive for adopting water conservation and reuse.

14.7.4 Reduced Dependence on Vagaries of River Flows

Reuse not only reduces dependence on the amount of water flowing in a river in the different

seasons, but also reduces the cost of treating raw water before use.

14.7.5 Gaining Tax Advantages in Arid and Designated Zones

Substantial tax advantages (value addition) can sometimes be had from locating an industry in

an arid or semi-arid or other �designated� zone. This becomes possible through reuse because

reuse reduces the overall fresh water requirement.

14.7.6 Reduction in Effluent Discharge Volume even Approaching

“Zero” Discharge)

Reduced discharge of effluent volume can also give a locational advantage to an industry. Reuse

leading to �zero� discharge can become a distinct advantage in case of land-locked areas and

where effluents are normally unable to meet discharge standards even after treatment. Zero

discharge usually implies reuse to the maximum extent possible. This is usually achieved by

first reusing the treated effluent as much as possible in the industry and then using the balance

on the factory�s own campus for crop cultivation. Not a drop leaves the campus.

Figure 14.12 shows how reuse is done in a factory (Century Denim) at Indore, M.P., India, in

order to achieve �zero� discharge (AIC-Watson, 1995-96). The flowsheet is generally as follows:

Wastewater ® Screening ® Equalization ® Chemically-aided Tube Settling ® pH Correction

® Extended Aeration ® Settling ® Pressure filter ® Softener ® Dual Media Filtration ®

Cartridge Filter ® Reverse Osmosis + Degasser ® Storage ® Reuse

In a recent publication, Hindustan Lever group of industries in India also state that they have

upgraded technology to recycle effluent water after treatment and as much as 70 per cent of their
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sites are now �zero� liquid discharge sites. They have also reduced their ground water consump-

tion by over 50 per cent. Such is the nature of efforts by industries and control authorities to

conserve water and reuse effluents as far as possible.

Rane and Deshpande (2003) describe a case of a textile mill wastewater of 1100 cu m /d

volume treated to give reusable water and thus achieve �zero� discharge. The flow sheet used is

as follows:

Textile wastewater ® Chemical Dosing + Clarifier ®Aeration (SAFF) ® Tube-settlers ®

Pre-treatment + Cartridge Filter ® RO units to give 65 �70 percent recovery ® Recycle to

Process

The so-called zero discharge depends on how the rejected portion from the RO unit is han-

dled. The cost of recycled water is reported to be around Rs 29/- per cu m.

The severe water shortage in certain states of India such as Tamil Nadu must be mentioned

again here because all forms of water conservation, reuse and recycle are already being practiced

by newer industries located in these States. The State�s Pollution Control Authorities have de-

cided that groundwater abstraction and the extent of abstraction will be controlled and every

industry will have to do maximum reuse so that there is �zero� discharge of effluent, even after

treatment. This has led many industries to install RO plants to enable them reuse their effluents.

Parthasarathy (2005), Varkey (2005) and Kelapure (2005) describe several industries which have

installed RO plants varying between 300�600 m3/day and larger for reusing rather than dis-

charging their effluents. The typical flow sheets are:

Wastewater ® Conventional Treatment for Reuse ® Additional Treatment by UF + RO ®

Further Reuse

Pethe (2005) describes a proposal under discussion in Maharashtra to insist with all distiller-

ies in Maharashtra to install membrane units as may be required for removing the yellowish

color which persists in all treated distillery effluents. Presently, in treatment, the distilleries are

focussing on BOD/COD and solids removal but, not on color removal which is both difficult

and expensive. Membrane technologies should help. Like BOD removal and biogas generation

which has lent itself to building plants on BOOT basis, one might perhaps be able to include

color removal also in the package.

The following example shows how an industry would consider the cost and other factors in

the case of reuse vis-à-vis treatment to meet discharge standards.

Example 14.1 A manufacturing plant uses process water @ 50 m3/h. The maximum allowable concen-

tration of a critical pollutant in the process water has not to exceed 0.10 kg/m3. The concentration of that

pollutant in raw water supply is 0.05 kg/m3. The pollutant added by the process = 100 kg/h. The max

permissible discharge of pollutant to stream = 10 kg/h. Evaporation losses in process = 5 m3/h. Raw water

cost for the industry = Rs 3 per m3. Average cost of effluent treatment required before discharge = Rs 8/-

per m3 while average cost of treatment for reuse = Rs 20 per m3. Estimate the daily cost to industry for

different reuse volumes and the efficiency required in treatment.

Q = q1 + q2 = 50 m3/ h. (see Fig. 14.13)
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Fig. 14.13 Determination of recycle ratio and its cost for an industry

Case (1): There are no pollution control standards. No reuse is done and no effluent treatment

is done, i.e., q2 = 0

Daily cost to industry is only for water intake = 50 m3/ h ´ 24 ´ Rs 3/- = Rs 3,600/- per day

Case (2): Effluent treatment is necessary, but not reuse

Daily cost to industry = 3,600/- + [(50 � 5) ´ 24 ´ Rs 8/-] = Rs 12,240/- per day

Case (3): Assume 70% reuse.

Thus, q1 = 15 m3/h and q2 = 35 m3/h

Pollutant in intake + Pollutant in reuse = Max allowable pollutant in process

(15 ´ 0.05) + (35 ´ C1) = (50 ´ 0.10)

Hence, C1 = 0.121 kg/m3

Discharge from process � losses � reuse = effluent to teatment plant

Thus, effluent to be treated = 50�5� 35 = 10 m3/h

By materials balance,

(15 + 35) 0.1 + 100 kg/h = [(15 + 35) � 5 m3/h} . C2

Hence, C2 = 2.3 kg/m3

Efficiency required in reuse plant = (2.3 � 0.121) / 2.3 = 94.7 %

Efficiency required in effluent treatment plant = (10 m3/h ´ 2.3 kg/m3) � 10 kg/h = 13 kg/h

= 13/23 = 55%

Cost of raw water per day = 15 m3/h ´ 24 h ´ Rs 3/- = Rs 1080

Cost of effluent treatment per day = 10 m3/h ´ 24 h ´ Rs 8/- = Rs 1920

Cost of reuse treatment = 35 m3/h ´ 24 h ´ Rs 20/- = 16,800/-

Total cost = Rs 19,800/- per day

Similarly, for other recycle percentages, one could find the daily cost and plot the data to find

the optimum recycle percentage. Actually cost of treatment will depend on pollutant concentra-

tion but has been assumed constant for the sake of simplification.

Note: If there are no pollution control standards, the industry will not want to spend anything on effluent
treatment and reuse. They will only buy raw water and discharge all their wastewater without
treatment or reuse. The stricter the standards (and their enforcement) the higher the degree of reuse

that will be done.
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14.7.7 Providing Motivation for Operation of Treatment Facilities and Meet-

ing ‘Corporate Responsibility for Environmental Protec-

tion’ (CREP)

Finally, wastewater treatment plants which meet some reuse requirement or bring forth some
income are always found to be running better for many more years than those provided only for
meeting pollution abatement standards of Government. This is perhaps due to better motivation
provided by the necessity of running the plant in order to benefit from reuse. There are many
instances from Indian experience that can be quoted to show that wherever a benefit accrues to
the people concerned from operating a plant properly, it will be operated properly. Plant opera-
tion will be relatively poor and indifferent where it is operated merely for meeting effluent dis-
charge standards. This is perhaps the result of weak enforcement expected on the part of the
regulatory authorities in India and perhaps our work culture.

There is now an approach available to funding agencies like the World Bank, and others con-
cerned with International Standards (ISO, 14000) and similar requirements of export and trade
(like the WTO and bilateral agencies) to refer to what is called �Corporate Responsibility for
Environmental Protection� (CREP) which enjoins a Corporate body hoping to benefit from inter-
national funding or export of its goods and services to comply voluntarily with various Rules
and Regulations for environmental protection no matter in which country they happen to be

located. This is also proving to be a powerful tool for securing compliance.

Conclusion

To end this Chapter on a positive note, a lot of water conservation and reuse is already being
done in industry and agriculture. In the years to come, this will be done yet more until it be-
comes a way of life. Ideally, cleaner technologies will prevail, lesser water and other resources
will be used in industry and agriculture per unit output, lesser waste will be emitted in solid,

liquid and gaseous form. All this will happen. The question is when?
Meanwhile, one of the surest ways of hastening this achievement and also ensuring that

wastewater treatment plants are operated well and maintained properly, is to link them up with
either reuse of water or generation of bio-gas or other product or agricultural produce of eco-
nomic value so that �self-motivation� through income-generation on the part of industry is auto-
matically introduced into the situation. Self-motivation can be regarded as the best form of regu-
lation and control. It makes the owner spend money for setting up the required facilities and
operating them properly while at the same time the industry as well as the nation benefits from

conservation of water and other resources.
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We are now entering the era of reuse on a much wider scale than ever before. The question is: �Just how
far are we prepared to reuse wastewater at the present time?� We already have the technology for renovat-
ing wastewater into potable water. But its acceptability for consumption by the public is doubtful. Only
someday later, after enough field experience, better monitoring and much educational backup, reclaimed
water may become acceptable for directly supplementing fresh municipal supplies.

The rapid population growth occurring in India, accompanied by an even more rapid migra-
tion from rural to urban areas, will only increase as the years go by. It is almost an irrevocable
process. By 2025 one half of India�s population is expected to live in urban centers. Our plan-
ning and decision-making processes are comparatively slow and, therefore, all our infrastruc-
ture and services such as water supply and wastewater disposal are out of step with the grow-
ing requirements. Added to this is the problem of our depleting water resources, handled badly
and often polluted thoughtlessly.

In a country like India which receives rainfall only for a few months of the year but loses
water through evaporation all through the year, rainwater harvesting has to become a way of
life for all its people wherever they are located so that rainwater is pushed underground and
retained for later use rather than flowing rapidly to the sea and getting lost. In fact, harvesting

should not be limited to only rainwater; it could embrace wastewater also. Wastewater should
also be considered as an invaluable water resource and harvested and put to good use. Several
uses of treated wastewaters are possible as discussed in this Chapter. Wastewater renovation
and reuse will, in fact, help to solve two problems simultaneously: wastewater disposal and
water supply to a community.

In this Chapter, we are talking of reuse of wastewater for augmenting public water supplies for
urban and community development. This is in addition to reuse in agriculture and industry,
discussed in the previous chapter, wherein it is generally done on an individual basis and, there-
fore, on a relatively smaller scale with private initiative. Reuse of wastewater for community
development evidently implies reuse on a much larger scale and since water resources develop-
ment is done on a large scale and generally in the public domain, reuse has also to be done on a

large enough scale and in the public sector, namely, by a local authority or governmental body.
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For this reason perhaps, it has not been practiced much as yet. Public bodies have always feared

whether such reuse will meet with wide acceptance by the general public or not. Thus, in spite of
the high degree of treatment often given to wastewater before it is reused, it has traditionally been
reused either for non-potable purposes in industry and commerce or reused in agriculture. Even if
the actual quality is comparable to drinking water, no attempt has been made (in India and many
other countries) to supply the same for drinking purposes since it could potentially meet with
psychological resistance from the public. Besides, scientists also are not quite sure always of the
long-term health effects of the residual micro-pollutants that may be ingested by consumers.

Experience shows that renovated wastewater generally becomes acceptable once its identity
is lost and it is either perceived as river water (because of its mixing with flowing river water)
or perceived as groundwater (because it undergoes groundwater recharge). Both these actions
have a psychologically comforting effect besides having a diluting and purifying effect on the
water which improves its organo-leptic and other properties making it acceptable. Education
will also provide the required conditioning.

Besides acceptability, there is the question of cost. All types of reuse can be considered as
long as their cost is less than that of seawater desalination in coastal areas. Reuse has a future
as long as it costs less than desalination. Desalination will in all probability overtake reuse of
wastewater eventually, but never displace it altogether � at least in the inland areas.

California and Florida in USA are the two leading states practicing wastewater reclamation and
reuse � and desalination of sea water is also beginning to be done. Their wastewater reuse (includ-

ing land irrigation) accounts for 20% and 40% respectively of the municipal wastewater produced
in the state. Several large schemes exist there for reuse of treated wastewater for urban and com-
munity development. Among the desalination schemes, the ASCE Magazine Civil Engineering
News (2004) mentions the Tampa Bay, Florida, Seawater Desalination Plant of 95,000 m3 /day (25
mgd) which since coming on stream in March 2003, has not performed satisfactorily and led to a
court case. The other example of sea water desalination in the US, is from the city of Carlsbad, San
Diego County, California, where a desalination plant of 190,000 m3/day (50 mgd) is under con-
struction and, hopefully, will be successfully operating from 2008.

Europe also uses waters of heavily polluted rivers for public water supply after providing ad-
vanced treatment followed by groundwater recharge. India is another country that already does
much reuse in industry and agriculture and is now beginning to reuse treated wastewater for com-
munity development, of which the first two examples that come to mind are: using treated wastewater

for supplementing evaporation loss from a lake in Hyderabad and rejuvenating a lake in Rajasthan
for tourism development (see further below). After all, 50% of the country�s GDP already comes
from the urban centers and it is time they spent a little more on conserving and augmenting their

water resources�even by ways which may seem somewhat unconventional at present.

15.1 REUSE OF TREATED WASTEWATERS FOR AUGMENTING PUBLIC WATER

SUPPLIES

Large scale reuse of treated wastewater for augmenting public water supplies for urban and

community development purposes is as yet relatively new in many countries including India.

Some idea of the vast scope and potential of so-called �wastewater harvesting� can be obtained

from some of the typical uses listed below:
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· Supply of reclaimed water for non-potable purposes in a city through a dual distribution

system

· Supply of reclaimed water for non-potable purposes in a city using Membrane Bioreactors (MBRs)

· Reuse of wastewater after treatment followed by groundwater recharge for

� Raising ground water aquifer levels

� Controlling saline water intrusion in coastal areas

· Creating new water-based facilities for recreation, water sports, boating, etc

· Supplementing evaporation and other losses in water supply lakes

· Direct use of reclaimed water for augmenting potable water supplies

· Indirect use of reclaimed water for augmenting potable water supplies

Like rainwater harvesting, such reuse could be referred to as �wastewater harvesting�.

Arceivala (2001) describes how the value addition potential of such reuse is substantially higher

than that in the cases given earlier for industry and agriculture since reuse is done at a much

larger community level and the benefits are extremely advantageous for development since

whole new water resources are often generated through reuse of wastewater after adequate

treatment � the treatment being either in a mechanized treatment plant or �natural� in the soil

underground, or a combination of both.

The value addition potential also depends on the quality of water reused for the purpose at

hand. Quality is relatively less important when reuse is for non-potable purposes. Quality be-

comes increasingly important when groundwater recharge is done into an aquifer. Quality is

even more important where unrestricted recreational uses (including body contact sports) have

to take place and finally most critical when direct reuse for drinking purposes is involved. The

reader is referred to Chapter 1 where water quality standards are discussed and the basis on

which standards for such items as Mercury that pass through the food chain, are determined.

The levy of adequate �user-charges� is an important part of this exercise since nothing comes

for free and monitoring and control are necessary in most cases for health protection.

The Example of Navi Mumbai, India The following example from Navi Mumbai (New Bombay)

a newly developing urban area conceived about 25 years ago to deal with the population over-

flow of an already crowded Mumbai City, has been growing quite rapidly and experiencing wa-

ter shortage and other related problems, The population of this area in 1995 was 3,25,000 persons.

In 2001, it was already 7,50,000 (excluding a large floating population) and will be yet doubled by

2010.

With such a fast growth, a serious strategy for water conservation and reuse has to be thought

out by the local body, Navi Mumbai Municipal Corporation (NMMC).

Dagaonkar (2003) who works for NMMC has suggested an overall strategy which would be

typically applicable to any fast-growing Indian city. He has suggested the following steps for

water conservation and reuse within the area:

1. Metering the water supply of all consumers. This would lead to conservation of water and

also reduce somewhat the volume of wastewater to be treated later.

2. Introduction of a Decentralized Wastewater Management system to reduce infrastructure

costs and conserve water by groundwater recharge which would also help prevent saline

water ingress from creek areas.
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3. All existing wastewater treatment plants to be upgraded as necessary to be able to meet

State�s effluent discharge standards.

4. Wastewater from Navi Mumbai be treated and reused for the following purposes (instead

of discharge to the creek):

 (a) Supply to private consumers for flushing / non-potable purposes�� 72.0 MLd

(b) Supply for greening areas in �corridor� below power-supply cables 18.0

(c) For use in various gardens* ������������� 3.3

  (d) For augmenting flow in non-potable lakes**�����������. 5.0

(e) For aquaculture in existing storm water holding ponds#.�� upto 1595.0

* Water usage in gardens is estimated @ 10 L /m2-d
** Lakes tend to dry up in summer.
# Navi Mumbai is located below high tide level. Hence, storage ponds are needed to hold rainwater
during high tide for later discharge (pumping) to the creek. These ponds can be used in dry season for

aquaculture (fishing).

More cities and towns in India need to work out such strategies for their own cases so that

water conservation and reuse is done to the extent possible and on a pre-emptive basis.

15.2 SUPPLY OF RECLAIMED WATER THROUGH A DUAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

In some US and other cities, dual water supply systems are provided, one carrying the regular

potable water supply and the other carrying the non-potable supply. The potable supply uses

either surface or ground water after usual treatment. The non-potable supply generally consists

of reclaimed wastewater after advanced treatment such as the following:

Wastewater ® Primary + biological treatment + tertiary treatment in the form of coagulation,

filtration and disinfection ® non-potable supply for distribution through separate network.

The non-potable supply provides the city with microbiologically decontaminated water fit for

agricultural and horticultural purposes, public gardens, golf courses, roadway median strips, toilet

flushing in residential, commercial, and industrial buildings, cooling water make-up, vehicle wash-
ing, construction uses, fire-fighting and the like where drinking water quality is not necessary to

ensure (see Fig. 15.1). Prof Dan Okun (May 1996) warns that conventional treatment is effective in

removing microbiological contamination but does little to remove trace chemical contaminants. He,

however, states that inadvertent, occasional ingestion of the reclaimed water would not result in

infectious disease. Trace chemical contaminants are a health risk only after long-term ingestion which

would be a problem if the reclaimed water were to be supplied for direct potable purposes.

Crooks (2000) gives examples of two relatively large scale dual supply systems, one existing

in Irvine Ranch Water District, California (57 MLd capacity) since 1961 and the other in St.

Petersburg, Florida (85 MLd capacity) since 1977, both systems being in operation for over 25

years with no unduly noticeable health effects.

In India, New Delhi had a dual quality water supply system, many years ago, drawn from the

Yamuna River, one supplying treated Yamuna water for drinking, cooking, etc., and the other sup-

plying the same river water but untreated for gardening and other non-potable purposes. The dual

system had a tragic end when in 1956 a large-scale jaundice epidemic resulted in which 20,000
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people were affected and several deaths resulted. According to Arceivala (1956) the epidemic was

caused by the untreated wastewater discharged to the Yamuna river through a canal located just

downstream of the river water intake of the treatment plant. Owing to very low flow conditions in

the river that year, the wastewater from the canal got sucked into the treatment plant intake and the

usual water treatment processes got over-powered. The gross pollution was attempted to be con-

trolled by increasing the chlorine dose which did succeed somewhat in controlling the spread of

bacterial infection (typhoid) but, alas, not viral infection (jaundice). If anything, the incident proved,

what everyone knows, that raw wastewater cannot be supplied unless properly treated.

Since this event, the provision of new dual distribution systems of the Delhi type have not

been favored in India, especially since it is felt that with the widespread lack of awareness in the

general Indian public a mix-up of the two systems would be more than likely to occur. The

gardeners and roadside workmen might not hesitate to drink the reclaimed water and plumbers

might inadvertently make cross-connections between the two systems.

Any introduction of dual supplies in Indian towns would have to contend with this histori-

cal past though, after all these years, it appears like a case of �mistaken identity� in accusing

dual supply system instead of faulty planning of intakes. Supply of reclaimed water may yet be

a good alternative to consider for small, specific areas of large cities where reclaimed water can

be supplied to relieve pressure on groundwater supplies. New Delhi itself could consider a

dual supply system on a limited scale to serve some of its residential areas for non-potable

uses. This would relieve pressure on the groundwater supplies where aquifer levels are falling.

In fact, one of the key advantages of a dual distribution system is that it reduces the need to

pump out fresh groundwater for regular supply and thus lets the aquifer level rise up through

natural rain-fed replenishment.

Fig. 15.1 Dual water quality distribution system in a city
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15.3 SUPPLY OF RECLAIMED WATER USING MEMBRANE BIO-REACTORS

Membrane Bio-Reactors can also be provided instead of conventional processes depending on
their techno-economic feasibility.

This kind of a system has been suggested where a decentralized wastewater collection sys-
tem is provided and a cluster of residential buildings are drained to a small activated sludge
type treatment unit having a membrane bioreactor (MBR) working on the ultra-filtration tech-
nology. The MBR would be more efficient than the traditional final clarifier which it would
replace. The clear permeate from the MBR can be reused as non-potable water supply back to
the same cluster of houses. (see Fig. 15.2) (WEF/ WET Journal, June 2004, Jan 2005). The flowsheet

would simply be as follows:

Wastewater from sewer ® Extended aeration / MBR -® Non-potable reuse

Rejects back to sewer ¬----

Several such units could be provided in an urban area served with a decentralized wastewater

collection system. Use of MBRs with ultra-filtration devices has been discussed in detail in

Chapter 12.

A B B

Influent

Ultrafiltration unit

Membrane
permeate
(reusable)

Waste activated
sludge

Membrane bioreactor
(MBR)

A – Fine bubble aeration

B – Coarse bubble aeration

Cluster of houses

Sewer Sewer

MBR

Non-potable
industrial

reuse

Reuse for non-potable
purposes

Waste

Further
disposal

Fig. 15.2 A membrane Bio-reactor using a combination of activated sludge process with an ultra-

filtration system to replace the traditional clarifier. The reusable water from the MBR is

supplied back to the cluster of houses or industries for non-potable use. (Adapted from

WET/WEF, June 2004)

MBRs have been used to treat a wide range of municipal and industrial wastewaters, and

currently are installed at more than 1,000 sites in North America, Europe and Asia (including a

few in India). They take up little space, and can remove many contaminants in one step. Lately,
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researchers have been suggesting their use with decentralized collection systems as a way of in-

creasing water sustainability (Tchobanoglus, 2003) since such use would need less infrastructure

and give more opportunities for reuse because the reclaimed water would find use in the same

location, enabling developed and developing countries to have �sustainable sanitation services�. The

water can be reused safely to flush toilets, to irrigate landscapes, to meet municipal requirements

like street washing, and to provide water to industries, etc. Of course, an MBR of adequately large

size could be used along with a centralized collection system or an arm of such a system.

As stated earlier in Chapter 12, a unit by Zenon (pressure-type) has been installed in India

for an automotive industry near Noida, New Delhi (1997). Zenon are currently installing a

much larger MBR plant for the Bangalore Development Authority, Bangalore, to treat munici-

pal wastewater for reuse (Nayak, 2005)

Other manufacturers also supply similar MBR units. Ion Exchange, Mumbai, India, supply MBRs

with MF or UF according to requirements of industries or domestic users. They provide mem-

branes of the hollow-fibre type, either as immersed or as side-stream units. Interestingly, they make

MBR units suitable for treating relatively small flows from clusters of houses to meet the require-

ments of new building rules of Mumbai City which require all buildings over a certain size to

practice Rainwater Harvesting (RWH) and also treat their wastewaters for reuse in non-potable

uses such as toilet flushing, gardening, car-washing, etc. The installation of small MBR units (with a

small footprint and non-odorous operation) facilitates this reuse. The capital cost appears affordable

because the payback period is reported to be less than three years (Popat, 2005).

Popularizing the use of MBRs in relatively small installations yet requires greater developmental

and demonstration work. More work is also needed in respect of knowledge of cleaning and life of

the membranes, ease of operation of such units and the fact that electric power is not available at all

times in most areas of India. We must perhaps aim at the development of an anaerobic MBR having

an anaerobic-activated-sludge system (not requiring continuous power) or a modified UASB system

with some form of membrane filtration (run by diesel operated pumps) so as to be suitable for

giving reusable water in developing countries with chronic power shortages (see Chapter 7).

15.4 GROUNDWATER RECHARGE FOR REUSE

Since groundwater recharge is generally necessary to be done in almost all of the listed cases
(except for dual supplies and membrane bio-reactors) we shall begin by discussing the impor-
tant topic of groundwater recharge first.

Much experience already exists with water resources developers on the use of fresh water for
recharge. Our discussion, however, will be limited to the use of reclaimed wastewater for re-
charge rather than fresh water. Hence, all of their experience is not directly applicable to wastewater
since the latter may contain persistent substances and microbes which may travel through the soil
and affect the quality of water and health, especially if that water is to be used later for drinking.

The principle aim of groundwater recharge systems using treated wastewater is to secure
groundwater replenishment and possible reuse. It also aims at disposing of wastewater in such
a manner as to avoid undue pollution of the soil or of the groundwater, at the same time, Such

systems, if properly designed and operated, can yield reusable water safely, economically, and
in an aesthetically unobjectionable manner. Crop cultivation with its attendant evapo-transpiration
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is avoided in order to maximize ground water recharge although crop cultivation might im-

prove soil permeability and nitrogen removal.

15.4.1 Planning a Groundwater Recharge Scheme

For planning a groundwater recharge scheme (see Fig. 15.3) using treated municipal wastewater

an environmental impact assessment (EIA) is often required since the following items, at least,

have to be considered carefully:

1. Sewer discharge standards applicable to industries in the area

2. Wastewater treatment processes adopted prior to recharge

3. Recharge methods

4. Recharge area, soil/strata and aquifer characteristics

5. Extraction well proximity to wastewater recharge area

6. Further treatment, if necessary, after extraction to meet reuse requirements

7. Reclaimed water quality monitoring system

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) As large tracts of land may be affected and as sev-

eral different factors have to be taken into account in design, before a groundwater recharge

scheme is undertaken an environmental impact assessment (EIA) would generally be desirable

to carry out. Normally, the proposed site is kept on the leeward side of a town / city to avoid

occasional odor nuisance potential and located above the high flood level expected in the area.

Chapter 11 on irrigation system design gives a few other factors to be considered.

Sewer discharge standards It is absolutely necessary to avoid discharge of difficult indus-

trial pollutants which might affect the subsequent reusability of the groundwater since all types

of persistent chemicals and organics present in industrial wastewater may not be easily remov-

able either during pre-treatment or in the soil or in the subsequent treatment given to the water

extracted from the aquifer for reuse. Because of the increasing concern for long-term health

effects every effort should be made to reduce the number of chemical species and concentra-

tions of specific organic constituents in the applied water. Thus, sewer discharge standards

need to be framed accordingly (not yet framed in India from viewpoint of groundwater re-

charge) and, what is more important, enforced strictly to protect the reclaimed waters.

An industrial source control program should be an integral part of any groundwater recharge

project. Moreover, extreme caution is warranted because of the difficulty and long time period

necessary for restoring a groundwater basin once it is contaminated.

15.4.2 Wastewater Treatment Prior to Recharge

The treatment of the wastewater has to be tailor-made to suit the nature of the wastewater, the

type of soil, its hydrogeologic characteristics, the reuse contemplated and the percentage of re-

claimed water which will be likely to be contained in the extracted groundwater. Primary, sec-

ondary and/or tertiary treatment may be necessary to ensure compatibility with the characteris-

tics of the soil and the aquifer into which recharge occurs, compliance with reclaimed water

standards and sustainability of the whole groundwater recharge scheme. Suspended solids (or-

ganic and inorganic) algae, precipitated deposits, etc. can all affect the continued infiltration

rates (see below) and the reclaimed water quality.
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If groundwater is to be used for potable water supply, microbial pathogens, particularly

enteric viruses must be removed from wastewater during treatment. Considerable virus re-

moval takes place during passage through soils and in residence in the aquifer. Hultquist et al.

(1991) have estimated virus removals from different combinations of processes. The treatment

generally required prior to recharge for potable reuse is primary and secondary treatment fol-

lowed by tertiary treatment in the form of filtration, organics removal and disinfection.

Trace organics/chemicals removal is essential if the extracted water is to be supplied for

potable purposes. When reclaimed water makes up more than 20% of the water reaching any

extraction well for potable water, treatment to remove organics must be provided (e.g., by use of

activated carbon, R.O. or any other method). The Total Organic Carbon (TOC) is usually taken as

a measure of the organic content. In California, the maximum allowable concentration of TOC in

the finally extracted water has to be limited to 1 mg/L. If it is assumed that a 70% removal of TOC

occurs in vertical passage through the unsaturated zone (vadose zone >3 meters) while no re-

moval occurs in flowing horizontally through flow in the aquifer and the dilution is 50%, the

allowable concentration of TOC in the treated water before recharge has to be limited to 6 mg/l.

Thus, the treatment sequence generally provided before groundwater recharge where the

final water is to be used for potable purposes, is as follows:

Wastewater ® Primary + biological treatment + tertiary treatment (coagulation, filtration +

Or- ganics removal + Disinfection ® Groundwater recharge ® Potable supply

In the Dan Region Water Reclamation Project, Israel, it was found that with a minimum resi-

dence time of 400 days in the aquifer and a treated wastewater of TOC 40 mg/L applied to the soil,

the water extracted from the aquifers showed a TOC level of 15 mg/L thus requiring additional

treatment to make the reclaimed water potable. The Californian guidelines are given below.

Recharge methods Two types of groundwater recharge systems are possible to use: (1) Spread-
ing basins, and (2) Direct injection. Depending upon the type of soil and strata, and recharge

objective, either of the above system can be used. The availability of suitable sandy or gravel
soils with good infiltration characteristics is essential for the success of such a spreading basin
project. A number of shallow recharge basins are often provided in parallel (see typical layout
in Fig. 15.3). Each basin may be a long rectangle a few hundred meters long, filled with pre-
treated wastewater to a depth of about 20�30cm and operated intermittently, that is, a few days
�wet� followed by a few days �dry�, for reasons given below. Recharge rates of 3500 and 2230
cu.m/ha-day respectively, have been used at Whittier Narrows and Santee County in Califor-
nia, USA where the soil is reported to be sandy. If the BOD of the treated wastewater is just 5
mg/L, the applied BOD loading rate in the former case comes to 17.5 kg/ha/day.

In the spreading basins used in Israel, the infiltration rate decreases with time due to clog-
ging of the soil surface. Water is then transferred to another basin and the soil dried and tilled
for receiving more water for recharge.

Other methods of recharge are also used such as infiltration basins, filter trenches and re-
charge wells. From German experience, where infiltration basins and wells are used, the river
water to be filtered without pre-treatment has to have suspended solids concentration of about
5 mg/L, plankton of about 10 � 20 mg/L and bacterial content not exceeding 100,000 / ml. If
the river water is more polluted, adequate pre-treatment is needed.
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Direct sub-surface recharge is achieved when water is conveyed and injected directly into
groundwater aquifer. Direct injection is practised where groundwater is deep or where enough
land is not available for surface spreading. The method is particularly effective in creating fresh-

water barriers in coastal aquifers against intrusion of salt water from the sea.

Recharge area, soil/strata and aquifer characteristics The experience of Bouwer (1970) in oper-
ating an experimental recharge system in Phoenix, Arizona, USA showed that, where secondary
sewage effluent is used, the pollution of groundwater by nitrates can be controlled by intermittent
operation of the basins in which sequences of long inundated periods (14 days wet, 7 days dry)
yielded about 90 per cent removal of nitrogen. All the nitrogen in the effluent was converted to
nitrate and denitrified in the renovated water. Apparently, the dry periods aerated the soil and
favoured nitrification, the longer wet period with consequent anaerobicity encouraged denitrification.

Suspended solids, as in secondary effluents, have been found not to clog soils at application
rates of 66 mm/day (660 cu m/ ha day), whereas clogging occurring at application rates as
high as 328 mm/day (3280 cu m/ha day) has been controlled by intermittent operation of the
recharge beds to provide alternating wet and dry periods (Bouwer, 1970). Infiltration tests have
already been described in Chapter 11.

The facility with which most soils can remove phosphorus and microorganisms has also
been discussed in Chapter 11.

Proper design of a groundwater recharge system necessitates the determination of its hydrau-
lic properties. The hydraulic conductivity K of a soil may be markedly different in the horizontal
direction from its value in the vertical direction (anisotropic), especially if it has layers of different
types of soil. Thus, for example, if alternate layers of sandy and gravely beds of equal thickness
exist, with for example, K values of 4m/day and 150m/day, respectively, the hydraulic conduc-
tivity in the horizontal direction Kh is the arithmetic mean of the two values (i.e., 77 m/day),
whereas the conductivity in the vertical direction Kv is the harmonic mean of the two values (i.e.,
13.2 m/day). The ratio Kh/Kv equals 5.83. Furthermore, each layer may be anisotropic in itself.

Bouwer (1970) explains how field tests may be performed to estimate the values of Kh and Kv for
soil by simulation on an electrical resistance network analog using the knowledge of the water
levels in two adjoining observation wells corresponding to given infiltration rates in experimental
recharge basins. In the Phoenix (Arizona, USA) studies, the ratio Kh/Kv was found to be about 16.0.
Diagrams showing equipotentials and streamlines are then prepared for any average recharge rate.

The shape of the groundwater �mound� formed naturally below a recharge basin is shown
in Figure 15.3 with the vertical scale exaggerated. Care must be taken in designing a system so
that the mound beneath the recharge area does not �back up� to the soil surface, with a result-
ing reduction in infiltration rate. A high mound would also make it difficult to maintain a
sufficient aerobic percolation zone (of at least several feet) and permit rapid drainage of the soil
profile during the dry-up periods. It should be noted that the saturated zone has a capillary
fringe extending about it by approximately 0.31 m, depending upon the type of soil.

Extraction well proximity In a water reclamation project, one more element has to be incorpo-
rated in the design, namely, a water extraction system. This may be in the form of extraction
wells, or infiltration drains and galleries of sufficient number and length. The distance of un-
derground travel (on the order of several hundred meters) and the underground detention time
(on the order of several months) must be kept as high as practicable to ensure the desired water
quality at all times. California guidelines below suggest a minimum distance of 150 meters

between the spreading field and the extraction wells.
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Further treatment as necessary to meet reuse requirements Indirect reuse of wastewater
after groundwater recharge normally does not meet with objections on aesthetic grounds, as
the wastewater loses its identity upon infiltration into the soil. The extracted water can be
conveniently used for a variety of purposes, such as recreational, industrial and agricultural
uses. Sometimes further treatment may be necessary for a specific purpose. The practice fol-
lowed in Germany and Holland (given below) is a special case where water is drawn from
highly polluted rivers for ground water recharge.

Water quality monitoring Water extracted from a groundwater basin for potable purposes has
to have acceptable physical, chemical, biological and radiological quality. An appropriate water
quality monitoring system has to be set up depending upon the type of reuse made of the re-
claimed water. The State of California in USA, which has been having several groundwater re-
charge schemes, has been studying since the 1970s water quality and health effects and have
found that groundwater recharge provides an excellent opportunity for complete monitoring of
water quality prior to withdrawal, since observation wells located between recharge areas and

withdrawal wells can be used to test water quality months before it is withdrawn from the aquifer.

15.4.3 Guidelines for Groundwater Recharge with Treated Municipal

Wastewater in California and Florida, USA

Some guidelines recommended for use from experience in California by Asano (1991) where
reclaimed water is applied to soil surface for ground water recharge with the objective of reuse
for potable purposes, are given below in order to indicate the kind of parameters involved. It is
realized that the same guidelines will not be applicable in all countries.

Table 15.1: Proposed guideline parameters for use of reclaimed municipal wastewater (by surface

spreading) for groundwater recharge with objective of reuse for potable water supply

(State of California, USA) (Asano, 1991)

Sr. No Items Requirements

1. Level of treatment Primary, secondary, filtration, organics removal, and
disinfection

2. Max allowable reclaimed
water in extracted water 50%

3. Depth of the Gr. water at
initial percolation rate of

50 mm/min 3 metres
80 mm/min 6 metres

4. Retention time under-ground 6�12 months
5. Horizontal separation Min. 150 meters from recharge to extraction well
6. TOC 6 mg/L
7. Allowable total Nitrogen 10 mg/L as N

Virus removal Estimated virus removal from wastewater is 6.9 log* virus removal when treatment consists
of Primary, Secondary, Filtration, Organics removal and Disinfection. However, the estimated overall
removal of enteric viruses increases to 17.0 log* virus removal in case of a groundwater recharge scheme due
to the combined effects of above treatment processes + soil systems + retention in groundwater.
Knowing the initial concentration of viruses (Plaque Forming Units) in the raw wastewaters, the residual
concentration after treatment or after groundwater recharge can be estimated from the above. For Indian
municipal wastewaters, the viral units average 102 to 104 (Plaque Forming Units)
*(Log virus removal is the negative log of the fraction remaining. Thus if the fraction remaining is 0.10, it is
equivalent to one log removal. Similarly, 5 logs removal is equivalent to 0.00001 remaining or 99.999%
removal. Assumed infiltration rate is 7.3 meters/day (5mm/min) for soil in unsaturated zone).
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In Florida USA, the water treatment required where reclaimed water is planned to be used

for augmenting surface water sources is advanced treatment in the form of primary and sec-

ondary treatment including filtration and organics removal followed by high-level disinfec-

tion. Compliance is also required with most primary and secondary treatment standards. The

final BOD is required to be > 2 mg/L, the TSS > 5 mg/L, total nitrogen >10 mg/L and TOC

> 3 mg/L.
Some well-known applications of groundwater recharge coupled with advanced wastewater

treatment are given later below from US, Israel, and elsewhere. The applications given below
include raising aquifer levels, controlling sea water intrusion in coastal areas, creating new
recreational water resources, supplementing evaporation losses in lakes and finally meeting
potable water requirements. In all the cases, wastewater has to be used because fresh water is
unavailable for the purpose and one has to be careful since the reclaimed water will be con-
sumed by people.

15.5 REUSE OF WASTEWATER TO RAISE AQUIFER LEVELS

The use of groundwater recharge to raise aquifer levels is an important application where lev-
els are fast depleting owing to over-abstraction of groundwater for various uses and where it is
not possible to reduce abstraction because of development in the area. Where fresh water is
available from an adjoining water body like a river or lake, it is first prefered to be used for the
purpose. However, where fresh water ia unavailable and wastewater has to be used, it is done
after adequate treatment to enable groundwater recharge on a sustained basis. Wastewater may
also be used in preference to fresh water since thereby the wastewater can serve a useful pur-
pose rather than flowing it away to the sea. Value addition, comes from the corresponding
increase which occurs in the ground water resources of the area enabling others to draw upon
the additional resources with increase in the general height of the aquifer and corresponding
reduction in pumping and power costs.

The whole aspect of ground water recharge using wastewater has not yet caught the atten-
tion of professional engineers in many countries including India. A typical treatment flowsheet
for using wastewater for raising aquifer levels would be similar to the one given earlier for
reclaiming water for non-potable purposes:

Wastewater ® Primary + biological treatment + tertiary treatment (coagulation, fil-
tration and disinfection) ® Groundwater recharge ® Abstraction ® Further treat-

ment if necessary.

As the treated wastewater passes through the soil pores a certain amount of natural purifica-
tion processes come into play and the water becomes somewhat similar to the natural, fresh
water in the aquifer. However, after abstraction it is again treated if necessary (either individu-
ally or collectively) so that all normal drinking water standards are met. Such schemes exist in
a few countries.

A scheme of this type can be considered for use in certain residential parts of cities in North
India, where the aquifer levels have dropped very low owing to rapid consumption of
groundwater and the soils are favorable for recharge. The scheme has to be tried out on a pilot
scale in selected areas. Groundwater recharge using treated wastewater is also expected to
provide better sanitation in the areas which are presently only partially drained and the un-
treated wastewaters accumulate in depressions and pollute nearby water bodies.
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The National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI, 2000) in Nagpur, India,

has carried out preliminary studies on the subject in Ahmedabad, Gujerat. The alluvial soils in

this city, as also in much of North India are, in fact, favorable for such schemes to be consid-

ered especially where over-abstraction of groundwater has occurred.

15.6 REUSE OF WASTEWATER TO PREVENT SEA WATER INTRUSION IN

COASTAL AREAS

Saline water intrusion is sometimes a problem in coastal areas, where too much groundwater is

abstracted for supporting agricultural, commercial or industrial development such that aquifer

levels drop and sea water starts coming inland. Groundwater recharge, using wastewater, can

be done to reduce this saline water intrusion. No projects have yet been considered for saline

water intrusion control in coastal areas of India using treated wastewater. Areas like Vasai in

Mumbai and the coastal touristic areas of Goa are good examples where good quality

groundwater resources are being threatened by saline water intrusion.

If drinking water is not to be supplied from this aquifer, a typical flow sheet would be as

follows:

Wastewater ® Primary + secondary biological treatment + tertiary treatment (filtration
(optional) + disinfection) ® Groundwater recharge

A higher degree of treatment has to be given where the aquifer is to meet drinking water require-

ments. Large schemes of this type exist in USA, for example, the Water Factory 21 in Orange County,

California, where (for reasons given below) the wastewater is treated to a higher quality and the

reclaimed water used for injection underground to prevent sea water intrusion. The reason a high

degree of treatment is given to the reclaimed water before recharge is that the scheme supports

pumping of groundwater inland for drinking purposes. The obvious approach would have been to

reduce the pumping and restore the hydraulic equilibrium. However, as pumping could not be

reduced the reclaimed water had to perform two tasks: It had to keep saline water intrusion at bay

and at the same time ensure that the ground waters abstracted from such areas continued to remain

suitable for drinking after treatment. Thus, quality of the reclaimed water had to be carefully main-

tained. Thus, the revised treatment flow sheet under installation is as follows:

Secondary effluent ® Micro-filtration ® Cartridge filter ® Reverse Osmosis ® UV disinfec-
tion ® Decarbonator ® To wells for direct injection

This kind of situation could happen in India too if sea water intrusion is due to over-

abstraction of groundwater for drinking water supplies. If over-abstraction is due to agricul-

tural or industrial reasons, lesser treatment might be needed before recharge but, not if drinking

water is also to be supplied. Moreover, as reclaimed water is injected directly into the con-

cerned aquifer (through injection wells), as discussed in the section on Groundwater Recharge

Methods, stricter standards of water quality have to be followed and a preliminary EIA car-

ried out.
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15.7 USE OF RECLAIMED WASTEWATER FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES

In some European and US developments, treated wastewaters have been successfully used

for creating various new recreational and ecological uses of the treated wastewaters such as

the following. In India too, treated wastewaters have begun to be considered for some of

these purposes:

· Rejuvenating existing lakes to mitigate nuisance conditions

· Creating new lakes and areas for recreational, boating, sports and touristic purposes

· Creating new facilities for ecological purposes such as

� Livestock watering

� Developing wetlands

� Developing bird sanctuaries

especially in arid regions where fresh water supplies are scarce for such purposes. Treated

sewage from nearby urban areas can become a dependable �water� resource in such areas for

developing new recreational facilities � some through local initiative and some on privatization

or BOT basis where adequate financial returns are ensured. The possibilities are many � all

excellent examples of value addition to a high degree.

Although many natural rivers and lakes contaminated with varying degrees of raw or

treated wastewaters have been used for recreational purposes including body-contact sports

such as swimming, direct reuse of treated wastewaters for such purposes has begun to be

made in the US only since the 1960s. According to Hillel Shuval (1977) bathers may ingest as

much as 10� 50 ml of the water they are swimming in, and the potential health hazards to be

considered would include enteric infections as well as infections of the upper respiratory

tract.

Treated wastewater used in recreational lakes must satisfy typical health and aesthetic stand-

ards. Experience so far in India is limited to the Hussain Sagar Lake in Hyderabad where

treated wastewater of the city is added to the Lake to supplement evaporation losses (Arceivala

et al, 1995). Other lakes in Andhra Pradesh and Rajasthan are now being considered for simi-

lar rejuvenation.

Trophic tendency of a lake Before rejuvenation, a lake�s morphology and present trophic

state has to be first determined. As explained in Chapter 1, uncontrolled land use leads to poor

quality water in a lake. Typical nutrient inflows from different land uses based on US data have

been given in Table 1.8. From this, the Phosphorus inflows into a lake can be roughly estimated

and the Phosphorus loading on the lake in g/m2/year computed. Use can then be made of the

Vollenweider diagram as modified by WHO/CEPIS for warm water (tropical) lakes (see Fig.

1.8) to determine its trophic status and possible control measures required.

Table 15.2 indicates some guidelines considered reasonable for rejuvenating lakes using treated

wastewaters in India, and proposed to be used for either restricted recreational purposes (namely,

boating, fishing, but not swimming) or unrestricted recreational purposes (i.e., where body-

contact sports, like swimming, are allowed).
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Table 15.2: Some typical water quality requirements suggested for treated wastewaters used in

Lakes in India for restricted and unrestricted uses

Parameter Typical recommended Values

Unrestricted Uses Restricted Uses

- Algal infestation, emergent Absent Absent
vegetation, colour, odour,
floating debris and the like

- Secchi disc depth, m >2.0 �
- pH 6.5 � 8.5 6.5�8.5
- Dissolved oxygen, mg/L >4.0 ( or 50% saturation)a < 3.0 (or 40% saturation)a

- BOD5 mg/L < 3.0 < 3.0
- Suspended solids, mg/L < 10 10�30
- Turbidity, NT units < 10 10�30
- Total Nitrogen, mg/L 15�20 15�20
- Total phosphorus, mg/L 0.3�5.0* 0.3 �5.0*
- Total coliforms, MPN/100 mL <100a <500a

* depending on lake features
a as per Indian Standards

Wastewaters used for rejuvenating recreational lakes should also be acceptable from the rec-

reational viewpoint and thus the lakes should be free from algal infestation, emergent vegeta-

tion, color, odour, floating debris, etc. Under Indian conditions, it would be better to provide

for �unrestricted uses� since the local urchins are always likely to use the lake for body-contact

sports even though not allowed.

From experience in California, USA, which has pioneered recreational reuse with several

lakes in existence over a number of years, the treatment suggested for unrestricted recreational

use, i.e., for use of treated wastewater where body-contact sports are allowed, is as follows:

Wastewater ® Biologically treated, chemically coagulated and filtered to produce a turbidity
of not more than 10 units and adequately disinfected to give less than 2.2 coliforms/100 ml
over a 7-day period ® Additional filtration as indicated below or natural filtration through
soil is required before swimming is allowed.

These requirements were arrived at after several years of careful observation, including moni-

toring of viruses, at Santee, California.

In the case of the Santee, California project the reuse program began in 1961 and was care-

fully increased by short steps from passive aesthetic enjoyment of the lakes and picnicking to

boating followed by a season of �fishing for fun� and then to fishing and eating the catch and

finally in 1965, to swimming in a separate area near one of the lakes so as to have natural

groundwater filtration of at least 400 ft. No viruses were detected after 200 ft of travel through

sand and gravel. Chemical analysis indicated that phosphates, detergents and nitrates traveled

more than 200 ft. Filtration through soil was considered an essential part of the water reclama-

tion process. Public acceptance of the swimming pool facility was very good. The South Lake

Tahoe operation gave further experience in California from the sixties onwards and consoli-

dated knowledge on advanced waste treatment for reuse.

Another typical treatment flowsheet for producing reclaimed water fit for a recreational lake

as given by Middleton (1977) consists of the following steps:
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Wastewater ® Primary treatment + Activated sludge + Biological nitrification + Two-stage

lime treatment + Dual media filtration + chlorination ® To lake

Such facilities for unrestricted recreational use require an extremely well-treated water which

is essentially free from pathogens. Moreover, the treatment system must be reliable in operation

and be monitored carefully.

For restricted recreational uses not involving body-contact sports (i.e., boating, fishing, but not

swimming) the same bacterial standard is required but the requirement for additional filtration

shown above is dropped.

15.7.1 Factors Affecting Reuse in Lakes

Supplementation of non-potable lakes with well-treated sewage to offset evaporation and meet

other objectives is technically feasible. However, in designing such a system the following

aspects should be kept in view:

1. A hydro-geological study of the lake and its catchment area, has first to be undertaken

including its morphology, rainfall and run-off characteristics, its evaporation and seepage

characterstics and related features in order to prepare a complete water balance of the lake

and determine the average and minimum volume of flow required to be supplemented to

the lake, per year and per day.

2. In this regard, H. Kraft (2006) recommends, among other things, a minumum lake depth of

3.0 meters in order to minimize eutrophication problems in the future. The deeper the lake

the better it is from this viewpoint.

3. Water quality in a lake must be protected through adequate pre-treatment of the wastewater.

Nutrients (N + P) in the lake waters must be particularly considered as otherwise unduly

large growths of algae and shallow vegetation can create various problems including

anaerobicity and odor nuisance at low levels in summertime. Generally, lakes provide long

detention time to incoming substances and our interest naturally lies in estimating their

build-up with time. Nitrogen build-up is difficult to estimate owing to possible loss of

nitrogen through denitrification and gain through nitrogen fixation. Phosphorus build-up

is more possible to consider. It is affected by several factors operating independently in the

epilimnion and the hypolimnion portions. Phosphorus is, therefore, generally measured in

the lake water at holothermic (lake turnover) conditions.

The existing phosphorus levels in the lake, the inflows of phosphorus brought in by the

variouis run-offs as well as the possible feedback of phosphorus from the sediments in the

lake bottom, the frequency of overflows, the mean residence time for conservative and

non-conservative substances relative to the residence time of the lake and such data have

to be examined to dermine the potential for nutrient accumulation (Arceivala 1981). Table

1.8 indicates the kind of data required to be obtained locally at a lake site. In the case of

Hussain Sagar Lake, after addition of treated sewage, the lake's mean residence time was

just over 1.0 year (i.e., overflow occurred almost every year) and nutrient build up did not

have much opportunity. Such a fortunate case may not always occur.

4. From experience in Germany, Kraft (2000) suggests that it may be desireable to line the

bottom of such lakes with approximately 20 cm of clay or other suitable lining material in

order to cut-off any feedback of nutrients from the soil in future.
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5. Advanced treatment would be required to be given to the wastewater according to its

original quality and the quantity objectives to be met. Moreover, even after a high level of

treatment, groundwater recharge may be desireable to have if the lake has to be open for

unrestricted recreational uses (including swimming).

6. To meet this flow requirment, a suitable tapping point in the existing sewerage system has to

be identified from where wasterwater can be taken for treatment. This tapping point has to

be so selected that the treatment and flow to the lake can both occur by gravity as far as

possible in order to avoid pumping costs. The tapping point should also draw upon domes-

tic sewage as far as possible free from industrial wastewaters containing difficult to treat

and/or persistent substances. Hence, the tapping point should be carefully selected to keep

treament costs reasonable. It might be an additional advantage to have "natural", non-mecha-

nized, method of treatment as far as possible especially under warm climatic conditions, if

land is available.

7. Finally, for a project to succeed, public acceptance must be achieved, especially if the lake

has to meet unrestricted recreational uses including water-contact sports.

15.7.2 Net Accumulation of Substances in a Lake

A certain amount of net accumulation of substances always occurs in a lake owing to differ-

ences between total inflows and total outflows of substances to and from a lake. Inflows

may be due to direct rainfall, surface run-off and in some cases due to groundwater charge

entering the lake. The outflows from a lake are due to evaporation, seepage and storm

overflows. Substances are not lost when water evaporates since only the water evaporates

while the dissolved substances are left behind. Seepage carries out both the water and the

dissolved substances while leaving behind only the suspended materials. Storm overflows,

on the other hand, flush out material in suspension and solution, generally affecting more

the substances contained in the epilimnion rather than in the hypolimnion. Thus, net accu-

mulations within a water body from time to time may be either positive or negative. The

relative proportion of overflow, seepage and evaporation differs from lake to lake and from

season to season.

Furthermore, the accumulated material may be conservative or degradable. The accumu-

lated quantity thus depends on the mean residence time of the substance in the lake and its

degradation or decay rate constant per unit time. A substance may also be withdrawn from a

system when it undergoes biochemical transformation (e.g., carbon to CO2) or physical trap-

ping in some part of a lake (e.g., bottom sediments).

At steady state conditions, and assuming complete mixing in the lake,

Concentration in lake/Influent conc =  CL/Ci =  Q0 + Qs + Qe =  1 + Qe/Qo + Qs

Qo + Qs

Thus, the concentration ratio of a conservative substance depends on the ratio of the quan-

tity evaporated and the total quantity leaving the lake through overflow and seepage. Lakes

having high evaporation rates and little overflow (as in warm, arid regions) would tend to

show a relatively high net accumulation of incoming substances.

If seepage losses are negligible, CL /Ci =  1+ Qe/Qo

Let to denote the hydraulic residence time in a lake at steady state conditions. For a conserva-

tive dissolved substance, the residence time would be the same as that for water, namely, to.
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If instead of knowing the time to, required to reach steady-state conditions, our interest lies in

knowing the time required to reach, say, 95% of the steady-state value, for a conservative substance

t95 =  3to

For substances which are non-conservative (e.g., phosphorus) the mean residence time in a

lake is computed from:

Residence time of P in years
Mean annual steady state content of P in lake

Annual P load received by the lake
=

The Phosphorus residence time is difficult to determine accurately because of the parameters

involved, Arceivala (1981). Some estimated values of both hydraulic and phosphorus residence

times for a few US lakes are shown in Table 15.3 from which it can be seen that the Phosphorus

residence times vary within a relatively narrow range no matter what the hydraulic residence

times are. As an illustration, in case of Lake Minnetonka, a conservative substance would take 3

x 25 years =  75 years to reach 95% of the steady state value, whereas Phosphorus would take 3 x

0.9 years, namely, 2.7 years only. The residence time is lower because phosphorus is removed by

other mechanisms (e.g., entrapment) besides being flushed out with water displaced from the lake.

Table 15.3: Estimated mean hydraulic and phosphorus residence times for some US lakes

Lake Hydraulic Residence time Phosphorus Residence time

to years tp years

Washington 3.2 0.8
Minnetonka 25.0 0.9
Sebasticook 3.5 1.4
Mendota 4.5 1.0

Lakes or reservoirs where the hydraulic residence time is small respond quickly to increased

or decreased inputs as they displace the old contents with some rapidity. If the hydraulic resi-

dence time of a lake is relatively small or of an order of magnitude similar to that for a non-

conservative substance like Phosphorus, the dominant mechanism for removal is flushing from

the lake and the lake approaches steadfy state at about the same time for both the conservative

and non-conservative substances. However, the difference would be large in case of large lakes

with long hydraulic residence times.

15.8 REUSE OF WASTEWATER FOR SUPPLEMENTING EVAPORATION LOSSES

FROM NON-POTABLE LAKES IN INDIA

In India�s warm climate, heavy evaporation from lakes is a serious problem (as much as 30�50

per cent of the volume of a lake may be lost in evaporation). Controlling evaporation by spreading

chemicals on lakes to retard evaporation has not proved very successful on a sustained basis.

Treated wastewater may in some cases be more feasible to use for rejuvenating a lake so as to

balance evaporation and other losses and keep the lake topped up without disturbing too much

its nutrient balance. This is an area in which not much thought has been given to reuse so far.

The Hussain Sagar Lake in Hyderabad, India, is the first lake in India where treated

wastewater from a part of the city is being reused for about 6 years now (Arceivala et al., 1995).
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Its value addition occurs from the supplementation it provides to the natural run-off coming

into the lake so as to help balance evaporation and other losses, ensure a topped up condition

and overflow each year, control anaerobicity and odors and protect other beneficial uses. As

the lake does not supply any drinking water to the city well-treated sewage from a residential

area upstream of the lake could be used by gravity (thus requiring no pumping) to keep it

topped up for ecological reasons.

From a study of the lake hydrology it was concluded that a volume of 20 MLd of treated

wastewater would suffice to keep the lake topped up and to meet other ecological requirements.

Incidentally, a volume of 20 MLd amounted to an input of 7.3 Million cu m per year which

amounted to nearly 25% of the estimated lake volume of 28.6 Million cu m upto spill level.

The domestic-type wastewater of 20 MLd is first given preliminary screening and grit re-

moval followed by treatment in an extended aeration plant before entering the lake. Nutrient

(N and P) inflow into the lake comes mainly from the run-off from the lake�s catchment area

and from the effluent of the new treatment plant. Adequate provision has been made for phos-

phorus removal (using lime) in the plant, if necessary in future. Nitrogen removal from the

wastewater is not considered immediately necessary as the lake overflows each year and not

much build up of nutrients (N and P) occurs. Moreover, nitrogen fixation would anyway occur

naturally from blue-green algae growing in the lake. However, phosphorus accumulation is

proposed to be kept under observation.

Wastewater ® Preliminary treatment + Extended aeration + P removal (optional) + Disinfec-

tion ® To non-potable water lake for supplementation

The success of this method with Hussain Sagar Lake prompts one to wonder whether supple-

mentation of lake inflow by treated wastewater is a surer way of meeting evaporation and other

losses rather than by spreading chemicals. We know that spreading chemicals to control evapora-

tion has not been very successful in India over all these years for one reason or another. Of course,

in the present case the lake water is not used for potable purposes. There are already several lakes

of this type in India where the waters are not used for potable water supplies and, therefore, the

supplementation method outlined here can be considered in such cases and their cost-effective-

ness examined. If in the case of some lakes, nutrient removal (phosphorus removal) becomes

necessary, it can be done without any undue difficulties in the biological treatment step.

Rejuvenating other non-potable water lakes in India Among the lakes in India with non-

potable waters, one can think of the Powai Lake in Mumbai which is used only for a few

restricted recreational purposes such as boating, garden-watering, etc., (swimming is discour-

aged by the fact that the lake has a few crocodiles in it!). The lake level shrinks very low during

the summer and encourages undesirable uses of the exposed land. The lake can be easily up-

graded and beautified by preventing direct entry of sewage and other wastes into the lake from

the surrounding habitation and from quarrying and construction activities. This can be done by

partly diverting them to municipal sewers for disposal elsewhere and partly by treating ad-

equately the remaining wastewaters which must be allowed to enter the lake because of their

water value. If all wastewaters are diverted away from the lake, the lake may become just a

puddle of water in the hot summer months. Thus, a proper water balance has to be maintained.
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There are several beautiful lakes in Udaipur, Jaipur and other cities of Rajasthan, India, which

are important for maintaining the heavy tourist traffic attracted to this state by its scenic lakes

and historical palaces on its banks. These lakes suffer from low water levels when the normally

scanty rainfall is even more scanty in some years. Fortunately, these lakes are not used for potable

supplies but mainly for ferrying the people in boats and washing of clothes, utensils, buffaloes,

etc., along the shores. The city gets its water supply from other sources supplemented by tube-

wells within the cities. Hence, there is enough wastewater flow which can be picked up and

reused after advanced treatment to top-up the lakes and maintain their beautiful scenic nature.

A lake in Rajasthan which needed to be rejuvenated, recently, was the Jal Mahal Lake off

Jaipur City where according to the consultants the city�s wastewater could be used after treat-

ment to keep the lake topped up and capable of providing facilities for boating and other water

sports to the tourists and other visitors to the area under development on a commercial basis

(BOT). (Arceivala, et al., 2005). The city�s wastewater is first treated in a mechanized treatment

plant using the activated sludge process followed by tertiary treatment after which the quantity

to be introduced into the lake is given further treatment using �natural� treatment systems since
ample land is available. A membrane filtration step is also proposed as follows since a high

quality of make-up water is needed:

Secondary and tertiary treated effluent ®  Constructed Wetlands ® Additional P removal

by chemical dosing ® Ultrafiltration (optional) ® Reuse in lake

Alternatively, in some cases a simpler treatment flow sheet such as the one shown below

may suffice:

Secondary treatment using activated sludge ® Membrane Bio-reactor (MBR) ® Reuse in Lake

India has several lakes which are starved for water either because of over-abstraction or
because of evaporation losses, or both. In many cases, urban sewage can be given adequate

advanced treatment, cost-effectively, using the principles and methodologies outlined in this

chapter to rejuvenate the lakes.

In India, creating a new lake or water body from treated wastewater or putting treated

wastewater to any of the above noted uses, is as yet considered an activity with low priority

when other more pressing local problems exist. However, in arid regions (like Rajasthan), creat-

ing a new lake out of wastewater may become a valuable amenity for the general public and

can have a clear economic benefit. Similarly, an ecologist or naturalist may take heart from the

fact that wastewater disposal problems are thereby being more happily solved by creating a

bird sanctuary or developing a wetland after treatment instead of having a stinking wastewater

cesspool. The techniques given in this section could be profitably used in selected areas of India

where wastewater is available and topography is suitable to develop more amenities (on a
�privatization� or BOT basis) which would attract tourists and thereby create more jobs for the

local people�besides a cleaner environment.

15.9 REUSE OF WASTEWATER FOR SUPPLEMENTING POTABLE WATER LAKES

The next question that comes to mind is: Can the Hussain Sagar type of supplementation be done
where a lake gives potable supplies? This, indeed, is a challenge for all of us. Yes, with good
treatment and groundwater recharge it can definitely be done. The technology is there. The only
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serious question is the possible psychological reluctance to accept such a �water� and the public�s
fear that treatment may not be always up to the mark. The efficacy of monitoring and control
programmes may also be doubted. One could then ask more directly: �how far are we prepared
to reuse?� And, are we prepared to do what it takes to control such schemes properly?

Treatment of the wastewater for potable reuse would have to be done on similar lines as that

noted earlier for creating a new drinking water source after groundwater recharge. The treat-

ment steps would roughly, include the following:

Wastewater ® Primary + Biological treatment including nutrient removal + coagulation

filtration + Organics removal + Disinfection ® Groundwater recharge ® Abstracted water

for Potable Lake replenishment

The treated water added to the lake (see Fig. 15.4) would generally be limited to around

30per cent of the lake volume (in the case of Hussain Sagar lake in Hyderabad, the treated

sewage added to the lake amounted to a volume of 25 per cent of the lake, on a yearly basis) so

as to mainly replace the volume lost in evaporation and ensure a normal overflow during the

wet season. In this manner, the essential character of the lake would be retained as far as pos-

sible. Nutrient build-up would need to be monitored. Moreover, a groundwater recharge step

has been included so as to provide additional natural �treatment� to the wastewater in the soil

to further remove trace organics and microbes and also let the treated wastewater lose its iden-

tity before entering the lake. In this manner, the potential exists for regenerating even potable

water supply lakes readily and at reasonable cost (Fig. 15.4).

Overflow

Supply
Weir

TWL

LWL

Lake
Supplementation

Groundwater
recharge basin

Treatment plant
(primary, secondary
and tertiary)

Upstream
development
From which
wastewater
can be tapped
for treatment
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Fig. 15.4 Supplementation of evaporation losses from a potable water supply lake using treated

wastewater followed by groundwater recharge

In India�s tropical climate, evaporation is an important factor (unlike Western countries) and

solutions like the above have to be proved feasible before they can be expected to be widely adopted.

The following instances of reuse in other parts of the world would support our conviction that

reclaimed water can be reused to supplement our lakes and use them even for potable purposes.

15.10 DIRECT REUSE OF RECLAIMED WATER IN SOUTH AFRICA

Windhoek, Nimibia, in South Africa has a unique water supply system operating intermittently

(when rainfall is low) for over 25 years now where 50 per cent of the town�s normal supply is
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met from direct reuse of treated sewage of the town and the other 50% is taken from a fresh

water lake and blended with it. Figure 15.5 shows the scheme as it existed over many years,

wherein the water supplied to Windhoek town is shown as, say, 1.0. After use the wastewater

reaching the treatment plant is of the usual order of 0.8 which is further diminished by seepage,

leakage, evaporation, sludge withdrawal, etc, in the plant. Thus, only about 0.5 of the original

volume is available for reuse. This is acceptable as 100per cent reuse would in any case not be

feasible owing to potential for soilds build-up. The treatment flow sheet is as follows:

Wastewater ® Primary treatment + Biological treatment + Oxidation Ponds + Chemical

dosing, aeration, Floatation, Rapid sand filtration, chlorination ® Storage + 50% blending

with fresh water ® Public supply

As shown, full biological treatment is followed by oxidation pond, chemical dosing, flotation

for algae and ABS removal, rechlorination and filtration before storage and blending with natu-

ral fresh water supply. No groundwater recharge is involved. Several studies have been under-

taken on this path-breaking project which is now operating over many years.

Fig. 15.5 Direct reuse of treated wastewater (blended 50% with fresh water) to meet the city's

water demand Windhoek, Namibia, South Africa
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15.11 THE INDIAN SITUATION OF UNWITTING DIRECT REUSE

Although the thought of direct reuse of wastewater for potable purposes may be disagreeable,

some countries, including India, have, in fact, a lot of �direct reuse� actually occurring, unwit-

tingly, of which the general public seems to be unaware! Normally, anywhere in the world, in the

case of large and long rivers each town on the river �drinks� the sewage of an upstream town

mixed along with some fresh water. For example, in a broad sense it is true that Agra drinks the

sewage of Delhi while Allahabad drinks the sewage of both Delhi and Agra. However, in a proper

system, the sewage of the upstream town is well treated before discharge to the river, the river

then provides what is called �natural self-purification� and finally the downstream town again

treats the water properly in a water treatment plant before it is distributed to the people.

Unfortunately, where towns have inadequate or over-loaded sewage treatment facilities and

the rivers provide inadequate self-purification, the downstream towns (with overloaded water

treatment plants) have a serious problem. So, where is our protection assured? In fact, the flow

in every river in India is diminishing with time and self-purification may have already become

a myth in many rivers! In some instances, we may already be having a worse situation than

Windhoek, Nimibia. The same must be true in some other populous countries also. It is humor-

ously said that �Prevention may be better than cure, but immunity is still better!�

Some refer to this kind of situation as �unplanned reuse�. In a forceful plea, Prof Dan Okun

(1996) states: �The fact that such unplanned reuse exists should not be a basis for extending the

practice (to regular supplies) given our current knowledge of the recognized health risks of

synthetic organic chemicals from disinfection by-products and from microbial contaminants

such as Cryptosporidium, when sources are polluted. The technology exists to render almost

any water safe to drink. The question is whether potable reuse is necessary.� On the other

hand, Takashi Asano and George Tchobanoglous in the same paper refer to the Windhoek,

South Africa, experience stretched over 25 years and join Dr Vuuren of Holland in saying that

the time has come to judge a water by its quality, not by its history! Moreover, they question

the common perception that �natural� water is supposedly pure and better since it is no longer

true that natural waters are pure when organic carbon compounds of anthropogenic origin

found in wastewater, are now found in snowmelt also.

At this stage, in India, short of recommending desalination of sea water (which would in-

volve an expensive process and, unfortunately, use of much electricity) one could recommend

consideration of indirect reuse of reclaimed water for potable purposes (as given below) as well

as the other reuse methods outlined in this Chapter.

15.12 INDIRECT REUSE OF RECLAIMED WATER FOR POTABLE PURPOSES

Reuse schemes for potable purpose are made less objectionable and more safe by introducing a

ground water recharge step in between. The wastewater is, firstly, highly treated and instead of

directly blending with surface water, it is infiltrated or pumped underground (where the soil is

suitable) to mix with other ground waters as described earlier. In so doing, the reclaimed wa-

ter�s identity is lost, it also benefits from the purifying effect of slow movement in the soil and

has the added advantage of storage underground when not needed for use. The ground water
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is then pumped out at some downstream point as needed and either used directly or given

further treatment depending upon its end use. The exact flowsheet of the treatment steps would

depend on the quality of the wastewater, but in general terms it would be similar to the one

seen earlier for replenishment of potable water lakes, as follows:

Wastewater ® Primary + Biological treatment including nutrient removal + Coagulation,

filtration + Organics removal + Disinfection ® Groundwater recharge ® Potable water to lake

Already a decade ago, as many as 200 reclamation plants in California were reported to be

supplying over 850 areas with about 300 million cu meters per year of reclaimed water.

Groundwater recharge comprised approximately 14 per cent of reclaimed water and was ex-

pected to be the major use of reclaimed water in the future (Hultquist et al., 1991).

The water renovation project in Orange County, California, is based on full tertiary treatment

including multiple stages of biological and physico-chemical treatment and disinfection prior to

recharge to meet its strict requirements. Safety has been demonstrated by toxicological testing.

In Israel, the Dan Region Water Reclamation project provides full biological treatment in-

cluding nitrification and denitrification as well as physico-chemical treatment like excess lime

treatment prior to recharge into the sand dune area south of Tel Aviv.

In Germany and in other parts of Europe where water supplies depend on polluted river

waters, groundwater recharge has been done for over 100 years mainly for spreading the pol-

luted waters to improve their quality for public use. Some of their rivers are used and reused

over and over again and are thus quite polluted and need extensive treatment before reuse. For

the infiltration of pre-treated water from the Rhine, the water is taken from mid-stream and

treated by pre-chlorination, chemical precipitation using ferric chloride, settling in sedimenta-

tion tanks, and filtration through rapid gravel filters. For final filtration, dechlorination and

deodorization, the water passes through closed activated carbon filters before being finally con-

ducted to the distribution system of the area. The water remains underground for about four

weeks during which time the infiltrated water temperature reduces to a welcome 12�13o C.

Holland does the same with highly polluted Ruhr River water that is treated and pumped

underground into the sand dunes, then pumped up and re-treated before use as city drinking

water supply.

In all the above schemes of reuse for community development a ground water recharge step

is invariably included. Some land and suitable soil are therefore required. But, as expected,

extremely useful �value addition� occurs (see Fig. 15.3).

In many developing countries, some groundwater recharge occurs, but in an incidental man-

ner arising out of crop irrigation with wastewaters. These are �low rate� systems requiring much

land, but providing food and employment for the people. Direct recharge systems in permeable

soils are of the �high rate� type; they require less land (0.3-1.0 ha/1000 m3/day) and operating

labour. The performance characteristics of rapid infiltration ponds have been given earlier in

Table 11.7 (US Army Corps and Engineers (1972).

With our large populations and limited water resources, incidental reuse from crop irriga-

tion schemes cannot meet our needs and vigorous efforts will have to be made to develop large

and well-engineered reuse projects in India, someday sooner than later. We are now entering

the era of reuse on a much wider scale than ever before.
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15.12.1 Singapore Re-uses Treated Sewage

As is well known, Singapore is a small country with little water resources (except for sea water

whose desilination would be expensive and need much energy). It thus imports its fresh water

from Malaysia and sees good reason for reclaiming water from sewage for reuse. The Singa-

pore Water Reclamation Study (NEWater Study) was initiated in 1998 as a joint initiative be-

tween the Public Utilities Board (PUB) and the Ministry of the Environment and Water Re-

sources (MEWR). The primary objective of the joint initiative was to determine the suitability

of using NEWater as a source of raw water to supplement Singapore water supply.

In a personal communication, Satish Chilekar (2006) informs that according to the PUB the so-

called �NEWater� is the high-grade water produced after treated municipal sewage has been

further purified using a 3-step process involving advanced membrane technologies like Micro-

filtration, Reverse Osmosis, and the final disinfection of the product water using ultraviolet light:

Wastewater ® Conventional Primary and Secondary Treatment ® Microfiltration ® Reverse

Osmosis ® UV disinfection ® NEWater

NEWater could be mixed and blended with reservoir water and then undergo conventional

water treatment to produce drinking water (a procedure known as Planned Indirect Use).

NEWater is the product from a multiple barrier water reclamation process. The first barrier

is the conventional wastewater treatment process whereby the used water is treated to globally
recognized standards in the Water Reclamation Plants.

The second barrier is the first stage known as Micro-filtration (MF). In this process, the treated
used water is passed through membranes to filter out and retain on the membrane surface, sus-
pended solids, colloidal particles, disease-causing bacteria, some viruses and protozoan cysts. The
filtered water that goes through the membrane contains only dissolved salts and organic molecules.

The third barrier or the second stage of the NEWater production process is known as Re-
verse Osmosis (RO). In RO, a synthetic membrane is used that has small pores which only
allow very small molecules like water molecules to pass through. Consequently, undesirable

contaminants such as bacteria, viruses, heavy metals, nitrate, chloride, sulphate, disinfection

by-products, aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides, etc., cannot pass through the membrane. Hence,

NEWater is RO water and is free from viruses and bacteria and contains very low levels of salts

and organic matters.

At this stage, the water is already of a high grade quality. The fourth barrier or third stage of

the NEWater production process really acts as a further safety back-up to the RO. In this stage,

ultraviolet or UV disinfection is used to ensure that all organisms are inactivated and the purity

of the product water guaranteed.

PUB�s NEWater initiatives which began in 2001 to increase water supply from unconven-

tional sources has produced good outcomes. The substitution of PUB water with NEWater for

non-potable use would free a large amount of potable water for other potable purposes. Be-

sides certain industrial uses, NEWater can also be used for other non-potable applications and

in air-conditioning cooling towers in commercial buildings.
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The NEWater Factories at Bedok and Kranji Water Reclamation Plants were commissioned at

the end of 2002. Following that since February 2003, NEWater has been supplied to water fab-

rication plants and other industries for non-potable use. In January 2004, another milestone in

the NEWater initiative was accomplished with the commissioning of the third NEWater Factory

at Seleatar Water Raclamation Plant which also began supplying NEWater to industrial plants.

The total capacity of the three NEWater factories is 92,000 m3/day.

The ultimate goal of PUB is to increase the non-potable use of NEWater to at least 15 per cent

of Singapore�s water demand by the year 2010. More NEWater Factories are in the pipeline.

With the addition of some alkaline chemicals to restore the acid-alkali or pH balance, the NEWater

is now ready to be piped off to its wide range of applications. Interestingly, the authorities have

also introduced educational programmes in schools to make the reuse of water acceptable to

the general public. (Chilekar 2006 PUB website: www.pub.gov.sq.)

15.13 NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND FOLLOW-UP

MONITORING

Before we explore any of the above schemes of wastewater reuse for urban and community

development, the need for environmental impact considerations and follow up monitoring must

first be given paramount consideration as our ability to practice such supplementation and

reuse will depend not only on new and better water quality standards but also on better envi-

ronmental impact assessment techniques and the adoption of water quality monitoring and

control systems (otherwise we will only have more cases in courts!).

As our population grows fast, the time is coming close for large-scale, �non-traditional� reuse

of wastewater after treatment for urban and community development. Evidently, the first can-

didate scheme for reuse seems to be the provision of a dual quality water distribution system

either using a treatment sequence of the type given earlier or using an MBR. In some cases,

groundwater recharge using treated wastewater, may be needed for raising aquifer levels or for

controlling saline water intrusion in coastal areas and for creating new recreational uses of

treated wastewater.

Treated wastewater could certainly be considered for supplementing evaporation losses from

non-potable water supply lakes as was done in Hyderabad, India. A similar supplementation

method but also involving groundwater recharge could be considered for meeting evaporation

and other losses from potable water lakes. We have a lot of �half-baked� reuse occuring unwit-

tingly in India which has to be controlled. Eventually, indirect augmentation of drinking water

sources has to become possible without affecting public health.

We must begin to have a better understanding of the processes involved and take steps to

identify potential locations, soils, pre-treatment methods to meet required water quality objec-

tives and especially study groundwater recharge mechanisms with reference to the use of re-

claimed wastewaters. Reuse is a fascinating subject and it is clear that to get value addition

from such non-traditional uses our knowledge of advanced treatment, groundwater recharge,

the fate of micro-pollutants, dependable water quality monitoring and control, and EIA are

going to be required more than ever before. We must also have a clear understanding of the
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managerial and financial requirements for successful working of such schemes. Nothing comes

for free. Cost inputs must be followed by cost recovery to keep things going.

Of course, eventually, desalination of sea water might have to be resorted to, but that day

should be postponed as far as possible because desalination will always be more expensive and

require much electricity which will, in all likelihood, be in short supply for a long time to come.
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Chapter 16

The proof of the pudding is always in the eating. When all the units of a treatment plant are put
together, will they work and give the required results? Unfortunately, there are many �non-perform-
ing assets� in our field. Wastewater is a highly variable commodity. It can be a statisticians delight,
but an operator�s nightmare. The devil is often in the detailing.

This chapter gives the various plant components and related factors that must be taken into

account in planning and designing a complete wastewater treatment plant either of the mecha-

nized genre or employing natural systems. The overall performance of the plant greatly depends

on the performance of each unit involved therein, as in the assembly line of a factory wherein

each station has its assigned tasks to accomplish.

Figure 16.1 gives a hypothetical diagram showing some typical alternative flow-sheets adopted

in wastewater treatment and reuse. The placement of every unit in the primary or secondary or

tertiary slot follows a rationale similar to the assembly line technique. The treatment job is done

step by step, removing the coarsest material first (which is also generally the easiest to remove)

and then removing the finer and yet finer material until lastly the microbial and dissolved mate-

rials remain to be removed. The extent of removal required evidently depends on the end-use to

which the treated water is to be put. The mal-functioning of any one unit throws an additional

burden on the next unit and the unit thereafter, eventually resulting in poor overall performance

and consequent damage to the final water quality.

It is important that we discuss the following few apparently diverse items that must be kept

in mind when putting together a wastewater treatment plant:

· Various considerations in site and process selection

· Overall planning for plant:

Plant layout and land requirement

Head loss and the hydraulic profile

Pumping stations and lift stations
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· The treatment system

Initial considerations in planning a municipal system
Screening, grit removal and oil and grease removal
Floatation units and equalization tanks
Primary and secondary settling Tanks
Physico-chemical treatment units
Biological treatment units
Sludge thickening, digestion and dewatering

· Other important requirements of plant design
Some construction requirements
Mechanical, electrical power and erection requirements

· Commissioning and operation
Commissioning a newly constructed plant
Aspects of routine operation and control
Staffing
Some principles of trouble-free operation

· Cost considerations and funding of projects
· Some special requirements of Common Effluent Treatment Plants (CETPs)

16.1 VARIOUS CONSIDERATIONS IN SITE AND PROCESS SELECTION

Several aspects have to be considered when planning wastewater treatment facilities. These con-
siderations can be grouped as follows:
· Environmental
· Engineering and site
· Process performance and O & M considerations
· Energy
Once the manufacturing technology and the disposal site are tentatively selected, further design

is guided by the above stated three considerations, which are all interlinked as discussed below.
Planning for wastewater treatment facilities generally begins from the final disposal site going
backwards in order to obtain an integrated and optimum design that suits the topography and the

available hydraulic head, supplemented by intermediate pumping only if essential (Arceivala, 1986).

16.1.1 Environmental Impact Considerations

For any major infrastructure investment, having clear environmental and socio-economic impacts, it
is desirable to carry out an environmental impact assessment (EIA) of the proposed system prefer-
ably before a site is finalized. The following aspects should at least be considered in making the EIA
of a wastewater treatment and disposal system (see Fig. 16.2 which shows typical items to be in-
cluded):

1. Downstream hydrology and aquatic ecosystem
2. Presence of estuarine and coastal waters, mangroves and wetlands
3. Groundwater pollution potential
4. Odours; aerosol sprays; mosquito nuisance
5. Effects on nearby land use and land values
6. Rehabilitation of affected people, if any
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Fig. 16.2 Some typical environmental impact considerations in locating water supply and

wastewater treatment facilities for an urban area located on an estuary.
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7. Public health aspects
· Discharge standards
· Toxics in food chain
· Nitrates, chemical pollution of water resources
· Bathing water quality

8. Health protection of plant operators / farm workers
9. Plant operation and maintenance aspects

10. Green belt and landscaping

11. Any other aspect.

1. Downstream hydrology and aquatic ecosystem Hydrological considerations affect the

location of outfalls to rivers with regard to protection of nearby water supply intake points either

upstream or downstream, especially at low flow conditions in the river. Hydrological considera-

tions also help in determining expected dilutions downstream, frequency of floods and drought

conditions, flow velocities, travel times to downstream points of interest, navigation, etc.

Surface water quality considerations include compliance with treated effluent standards at

the discharge point with respect to parameters like BOD, suspended and floating solids, oil and

grease, nutrients, coliforms, etc. Special consideration may be given, if necessary, to the presence

of public bathing ghats downstream. The aquatic ecosystem (including fish) may also need pro-

tection in case of rivers through minimum dissolved oxygen downstream, uptake of refractory

and persistent substances in the food chain, and protection of other legitimate uses to which the

river waters may be put.

2. Estuarine and coastal waters Estuarine ecosystems are generally rich in fisheries, shell-

fish and mangrove and wetland areas with rich ecosystem diversity that need protection.

Shoreline discharges of sewage effluents, though treated, could lead to bacterial and viral

pollution and affect bathing water quality of beaches. Discharges have to be made sufficiently

away from the shore for dilution and natural die-away of organisms to occur before they are

washed back to the shoreline by currents. The presence of nutrients could also promote algal

growth in coastal waters, especially in bays where natural circulation patterns might keep the

nutrients trapped in the water body.

3. Groundwater pollution potential Another environmental consideration is the potential

for ground water pollution presented by the proposed treatment units to be built. For example,

in certain soils, special precautions may be needed to intercept seepage of sewage from lagoons

and ponds. Land irrigation would also present a potential for groundwater pollution especially

from nitrates.

In the case of low-cost sanitation methods involving on-site disposal of excreta and sullage

waters, ground water pollution may need special attention if the ground water table is high and

the soil relatively porous or fissured.

4. Odours, aerosol sprays and mosquito nuisance Bad odour and mosquito infestation in

the vicinity of sewage treatment plants, particularly in the downwind direction of prevailing

winds, can have adverse impacts on land values, public health and well being and general util-

ity of amenities may be threatened. These factors have to be considered in selecting sites for

location of sewage treatment plants and treated sewage irrigation fields.
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5. Effect on nearby land use and land values The effects of wastewater treatment plants
on nearby land use and consequently on land values are generally on the negative side. The
mere knowledge that a wastewater treatment plant is located nearby is generally enough to
reduce land values in the vicinity owing to actual or imagined nuisances from odours, flies,
mosquitoes, etc. Moreover, the location of a wastewater treatment plant sometimes invites the
authorities to have a solid waste disposal facility also nearby, in which case land values can
diminish very fast.

A distant location, well away from habitation would be ideal though some of the modern
plants which are well designed, well operated and surrounded by a green belt, can be unobstrusive

to its neighbours.

6. Rehabilitation of affected people When some people dwelling on the proposed site are
affected and have to be moved and resettled elsewhere, a serious problem often arises. Rehabili-
tation can be a messy affair besides the long delays which can occur if not satisfactorily resolved.

There are guidelines laid down by funding agencies, like the World Bank, for this purpose and
must be taken into account right from the EIA stage.

Farming lands are difficult to acquire and mechanized wastewater treatment processes which
require less land have sometimes to be adopted in place of the more natural systems simply

because land is not available. This question is further discussed elsewhere in this book.

7. Public health aspects Public health considerations pervade through all aspects of design

and operation of wastewater treatment and disposal projects. Some aspects have already been

referred to earlier. Public health concepts which must be observed are built into various bye

laws, regulations and codes of practice such as:

(a) Effluent discharge standards including permissible microbial and helminthic quality require

ments. Helminthic standards do not yet exist in India but have serious public health signifi

cance in case of irrigation waters.

(b) Standards for control of toxic and accumulative substances in the food chain.

(c) Standards for control of nitrates and microbial pollution of ground waters.

(d) Standards for control of drinking water resources including wells in adjacent areas.

(e) Standards for control of deterioration in bathing water quality

(f) Standards for discharge of hazardous wastes

(g) Guidelines for odour control.

8. Health protection of plant operators and farm workers Specific control measures have to be

detailed for health and safety of wastewater plant operators and sewage farm workers who are ex-

posed to or handle raw and/or treated sewage. This is all too often neglected in developing countries.

9. Plant operation and maintenance aspects Some operation and maintenance aspects of

treatment plants are given in the next section.

10. Green belt and landscaping Wastewater treatment plant structures need not be ugly

and unsightly. At no real extra cost, some architectural concepts can be used and the buildings

designed to suit the main climates (humid or dry) generally met within a country like India.

Apart from the usual development of a small garden near the plant�s office or laboratory, some

consideration need to be given to sites for disposal of screenings and grit in an inoffensive manner,

general sanitation in the plant area and provision of a green belt around the treatment plant.
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16.1.2 Engineering and Site Considerations

Some engineering considerations that figure prominently in site selection and project design are

listed below:

1. The design period may be taken as 30 years or more from the viewpoint of sufficiency of site

area, but only 10 or 15 years for the construction of first stage of the plant and provision of

its related machinery. The expected stage-wise population to be served, the likely flow and

its fluctuations during this period must be estimated.

2. Topography of the general area to be served, its slope and terrain. Tentative sites suitable for

treatment plant location, intermediate and final pumping stations and disposal works have

to be determined. Contour plans of the tentative sites are required for making layouts.

3. Available hydraulic head in the system up to (i) high flood level in case of disposal to a river,

(ii) high tide level in case of estuarine or coastal disposal, and (iii) level of the irrigation

area to be commanded in case of land disposal.

4. Groundwater depth and its seasonal fluctuations affecting construction at the proposed site,

structural design (e.g., uplift of deep structures), sewer infiltration and land disposal facili-

ties for treated effluent.

5. Soil bearing capacity and type of strata expected to be met in construction at proposed sites.

Decentralized plant locations to facilitate site availability Town planners often fail to reserve

in advance enough land for future wastewater treatment facilities. Municipalities then want the

land to be acquired for them from farmers and others at less than market rates which makes the

land-owners resist the move (and local politicians get into the act!) thus delaying a project.

To minimize land requirement the sewage collection system may be geographically decentral-

ized into two, three or more districts consistent with the topography of the area and its popula-

tion disposition. This leads to two, three or more wastewater treatment and disposal sites, each

of a smaller size. Everything need not be joined to a central collection system requiring a mega-

plant for treatment. Otherwise, non-availability of enough land tends to distort the treatment

decision towards a more mechanized treatment system as it generally requires less land per

person but may be unsustainable in other ways.

16.1.3 Process Performance and O&M Considerations

Process considerations involve factors that affect the choice of treatment method, its design cri-

teria and related requirements such as the following:

(a) Wastewater flow and its characteristics This constitutes the primary data required for

process design. The various parameters to be determined are described in other sections of this

book.

(b) Degree of treatment required In case of domestic or municipal wastewater, this is con-

sidered, for example, in terms of removal of BOD and/or chemical oxygen demand (COD),

nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorous), coliforms, helminths, etc. Land disposal, generally, has to

meet less stringent discharge standards than disposal to surface waters. Land disposal also has

the advantage of benefiting from nutrient removal in the soil and is, thus, preferred wherever it

is feasible.
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It is often not enough to aim only at BOD removal and let other items be left to unspecified

and incidental removal. The selection of a treatment process thus depends on the extent of re-

moval efficiency required for all important parameters and the need to obviate nuisance condi-

tions. If any condition is not met the process can be regarded as having failed.

(c) Performance dependability Wastewater is a highly variable commodity. It can be a

statisticians delight but an operator�s nightmare where rigid standards have to be met at all

times. It is worthwhile to inquire if a specified standard has to be met every time, all the time

(i.e., on 100 per cent basis) or on an average (i.e., 50 per cent of the time) or some other basis

(90 per cent of the time or 99 per cent). In the UK, the effluent BOD standard has to be met 95

per cent of the time.

Different treatment processes have different performance fluctuation characteristics. Thus,

if an effluent standard of, say, 30 mg/l has to be met at all times, one process may actually have

to be designed for 25 mg/l while another process which is more widely fluctuating may have

to be designed for 20 mg/l so as to be able to meet the 30 mg/l standard at all times. Data

from Indian wastewater treatment plants is not available in the form required to judge fluc-

tuation characteristics. Whatever data is available shows that fluctuations are wide and com-

pliance poor (NEERI, 1994).

In India, theoretically, the specified standards have to be met all the time, i.e., on a 100 per

cent basis. This makes true compliance difficult, if not impossible in practice. Existing effluent

standards in India have also discouraged the more widespread use of algal ponds and aerated

lagoons. Algal ponds are natural systems and their treatment efficiencies vary with the climate

from day to day and season to season. The standards specified for ponds have to take this into

account and also state if they apply to filtered or unfiltered samples (i.e. with or without algae).

The dependability of performance of a process in spite of fluctuations in influent quality and

quantity are very useful attributes in ensuring a stable effluent quality. Similarly, ability to with-

stand operational and power failures (especially power failures in case of India) also form im-

portant considerations in choice of process. The more high-rated a process, the more sensitive it

is in operation. Anaerobic processes such as those in case of the UASB and sludge digesters are

less affected by power failures. Lagoons and ponds may be sensitive to temperature. The choice

has to match with the discharge standards to be met in a specified case.

The performance characteristics for some methods of wastewater treatment are summarized

in Table 16.1.

(d) Other process requirements The various other factors affecting the choice of a process

include requirements in terms of the following:

· Land (see Table 16.1).

· Power consumption � (also see Table 16.1). There are two aspects here: power or en-

ergy requirements (see later) and the effect of its dependability on the process. Ability of

a process to withstand power failures is a great asset in countries like India.

· Operating (and control) equipment requirement and its indigenous availability. Proc-

esses which require on-line control instrumentation must be carefully evaluated before

being adopted. What happens when they fail?

· Availability of skilled staff at the given salary and working conditions.
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· Nature of maintenance problems (in terms of equipment, machinery, instrumentation,

structures, etc.)

· Extent of sludge production and its disposal requirements. Sludge is often difficult to

handle and may involve quite a substantial part of plant cost.

· Loss of head expected to occur in flowing through plant in relation to available head (to

avoid intermediate pumping as far as possible).

· Ease of stage-wise extension of plant with time.

Between land and power requirements a trade-off is often possible, based on actual costs of the

two items. This could well be exploited to get an optimum solution for meeting treatment require-

ments and giving a dependable performance using methods suggested in this book (Chapter 9).

Under Indian conditions, the extent of mechanization adopted should generally be the mini-

mum possible so as to ensure �sustainability�. As far as possible, the operating equipment and its

ancillary control equipment should be easy to operate and maintain (with indigenously available

spare parts). From this viewpoint, it is to be noted that, conversion of waste to energy (by meth-

ane gas collection, scrubbing to remove hydrogen sulphide from the gas, wherever necessary

and its conversion to electricity) impose a requirement of higher level of skills of operation and

maintenance. Wherever possible, during the site selection stage itself, the option of gas collection

with direct supply to a nearby industry or area should be favored over conversion to electricity.

Table 16.1: Land and power requirements of different processes

Process Land required in warm Process Power required

climate (m2/persona) (kWh/person-year)

Conventional activated/sludge 0.20�0.25d 12�15
Extended aeration 0.15�0.20 16�19
Trickling filters 0.20�0.30b 7�11
UASB + short detention pond 0.20�0.30c Nil
Facultative aerated/lagoon 0.30�0.40d 12�15
UASB + 7 day pond 0.50�0.40 Nil
Oxidation pond 1.0�2.8c Nil
UASB + duckweed + Fish ponds 2.0�2.8e Nil
Constructed wetlands (reed beds, root zone) 2.0�3.5e Nil
Vermiculture 0.3�0.4 Nil

aPerson signifies flow of 180 L/d and BOD of 50 g/d
bDepends on type of sludge dewatering system (mech. or open bed)
cDepends on pond location and detention time required to meet standards
dBased on 3m depth of water and horizontal: vertical ratio of embankment slopes 2h : 1v
eTentative, subject to more fieldwork in India

16.1.4 Energy Conservation

Equally in developing and developed countries, energy conservation and reduction methods

now need to be given greater attention when designing all waste treatment facilities. Why should

the electric supply of the city be tapped at all for wastewater treatment? Why cannot wastewater

treatment plants firstly minimize their power requirements and then look for power from either
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biogas or other renewable sources (wind and solar energy) so that they are independent of ur-

ban supplies as far as possible?

In this regard, the approach that needs to be considered is to adopt every feasible method to

conserve energy without adding to the costs or complexities of the treatment process. For

example:

(1) A judicious selection of equipment and processes that require minimum amount of power

to operate, and

(2) An emphasis on good engineering and architectural design (without bringing in exotic tech-

nology) so as to benefit from the prevailing climate and conserve electric power.

(3) Adopt more advanced power-recovery and other devices on a cost / benefit basis, pro-

vided the mechanization so introduced is within the technological competence of the peo-

ple concerned.

Among the methods that could be readily included in the above approaches are the follow-

ing:

Select, as far as possible, the least energy-intensive processes capable of meeting effluent qual-

ity requirements. Table 16.1 shows that power requirements are nil for waste stabilization ponds,

relatively low for UASB systems, higher for facultative aerated lagoons and highest for extended

aeration systems. Moreover, aerobic digestion always needs more power than anaerobic diges-

tion. Thus, if a more energy-intensive process is selected, there should be strong justification for

it, such as the need for very high BOD removal efficiency, or the need for nitrification, or the

need for reliability in operation, etc. If, in an instance, a simple waste stabilization pond is found

feasible, no further energy conservation effort is necessary and the method should be preferred.

Often, there is considerable scope for combining two processes having different requirement

(e.g., for power and land) in such a manner as to be able to optimize for overall costs or for

either power or land or some other requirements. Several examples of this type are possible

(Sections 8.6 and 8.7).

Further, within a selected process it may be possible to reduce the energy requirement in

certain ways. For example, an interesting method for reducing energy requirements in extended

aeration and activated sludge processes is to benefit from the oxygen release resulting from

dentrification (Section 6.4).

Similarly, in the case of mechanically aerated lagoons, energy requirements can perhaps be

reduced in warmer climates by constructing deeper units. Better attention to mixing kinetics,

heat conservation, etc. can also help in reducing lagoon sizes and power requirements. More

research is needed in this regard, especially in warmer countries.

Within a given process one should use, wherever possible, the least energy consuming equip-

ment and construction techniques. For example, screw pumps and submersible pumps are

reported to generally use less energy than conventional pumps. Similarly, there are energy

consumption differences between mechanical aeration systems and pneumatic aeration sys-

tems.

Benefits must be secured from natural land contours to avoid pumping as far as possible. In

cold climates, the proper choice of building material and construction techniques becomes im-

portant for heat conservation; so does good architectural design, in any climate.
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Some more methods of energy conservation are listed below:

1. Supplementation of conventional energy sources by wind and solar energy wherever

possible Windmills have been used since time immemorial and could perhaps be extended to

waste treatment plants to run pumps, aeration rotors, rotating discs of RBC type units, etc.,

without introducing much mechanization.

2. Availability of solar energy devices These devices are becoming available, as are other

devices, on an experimental basis for use in space heating. Other uses (e.g., digester heating)

must be explored further before such devices can be used on a wider scale.

3. Adoption of more advanced heat recovery devices Among these, environmental engi-

neers are already familiar with the use of methane from digester gas for heat or power genera-

tion. As mentioned earlier, the system introduces a considerable extent of mechanization which

may not be desirable at all times and the adoption of such a device should, therefore, be care-

fully evaluated.

Other methods conceived for power conservation include waste heat recovery from the

wastewater itself through the use of an electric heat pump. However, its use in developing coun-

tries has not yet occurred for wastewater treatment.

Way back, Wilke and Fuller (1976) described the design of a proposed plant requiring mini-

mum external energy sources for wastewater treatment at Wilton, Maine, USA, for a population

of 4,200. This is achieved through a combination of good engineering and architectural design

for climate control, use of heat devices, waste heat recovery from the effluent by electric heat

pump and choice of low energy requiring process and equipment, besides the usual recovery of

heat energy from methane gas.

In Thailand, a beautiful residential house has been built by an architect that is designed to be

self-sufficient in all respects and needs none of the municipal services like electric supply, water

supply, wastewater disposal, garbage collection, etc., and, in fact, is able to earn a small amount

of money by selling surplus electricity back to the electricity authority. He calls it the Bio-Solar

Home (Soontorn, 2005). He secures his electricity from solar panels mounted on the sloping

roofs, his drinking water supply is obtained by capturing the natural dew, his wastewater dis-

posal is achieved through treatment followed by landscape gardening and his garbage disposal

by composting.

All the above ideas are worthy of implementation in India which is a power-short country

and where dependability of power for all 24 hours is generally not assured. A pilot demonstra-

tion wastewater treatment plant incorporating as many of the above ideas as possible needs to

be set up to demonstrate the feasibility and utility of the devices and methods used.

At the same time, one of the most primary and sensible efforts at energy conservation (without

the use of special gadgets and devices) could come from adoption of the following two types of

systems at least in the small and medium-sized towns and the peri-urban areas of Indian cities:

(1) Decentralized wastewater conveyance, treatment and disposal systems (Chapter 2).

(2) Natural (non-mechanized) treatment systems as discussed in Chapters 9, 10 and 11 all of

which generally need minimum or no power. There are many instances where natural treat-

ment methods and decentralized drainage systems should have been used but have not

(perhaps out of unfamiliarity, inertia, or ignorance).
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16.2 OVERALL PLANNING FOR A PLANT

16.2.1 Plant Layout and Land Requirement

Once an EIA has been carried out and the treatment process firmed up, the various treatment

and ancillary units that need to be included in a treatment plant, should be so laid out as to:

· optimize land requirement,

· minimize lengths of interconnecting pipes, and

· keep pumping heads minimum.

Access for transport of sludge and chemicals, approach for truck traffic and access for power

cables and controls as well as for possible repairs, should be provided in the layout. A labora-

tory for monitoring performance is also to be provided.

The overall land requirements for different treatment units/processes are indicated in Table 16.1

and it should generally be possible to fit in a treatment plant within the overall area indicated therein.

16.2.2 Head Loss and Hydraulic Profile

The hydraulic capacity of various treatment units and their interconnections have to take into

account the likely variations in flow such as the average and the maximum hourly and daily

flows to be received at the plant. The interconnecting channels, pipes and chambers are de-

signed to take care of maximum flows so as to avoid back up and overflow during such periods.

Screens and grit channels are designed to work at constant velocity at all flows through the

provision of flumes which control velocity as well as measure the flows as discussed later.

Biological treatment units are generally designed to cater for daily average organic loads likely

to be received by them. Hydraulically, however, sufficient �free board� is provided to take care of

any back up that may occur at high flows.

Head loss profile The loss of head occurring in a unit actually depends on two factors: (i) the

velocity of flow through the unit, its pipes, valves, etc., and (ii) whether a �free-fall� is desired at

the end of the unit (e.g., in a settling tank launder) or while flowing through the unit (as in a

trickling filter with down-flow). Large lagoons and ponds generally give a very low loss of head

as it is proportional to the velocity of flow through them which is relatively small.

Loss of head = a
V

g

2

2

Values of the proportionality constant a depend on the surface of the material, sharp-edged

or smooth inlet valves, entry and exit losses.

An example of the free-fall requirement is shown in Fig. 16.3 giving cross section through a

settling tank outlet launder channel. Minimum free-fall distance has to be 20 cm from the lowest

point in the V-notch weir to the highest level in the channel.

Table 16.2 gives approximate range of head loss values expected on different components of a

wastewater treatment plant. The overall loss of head likely in a plant depends on its flow sheet

showing what type of units are used, their layout intermediate pumping arrangements, if any.

Thus, overall loss of head values are estimated using Table 16.3.
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Free fall

Fig. 16.3 A cross-section through a clarifier launder showing free-fall arrangement

Table 16.2: Typical range of head loss values of plant components

Treatment plant unit or component Typical range of head loss/values (m)

Screen channel 0.15�0.30
Grit channel 0.05�0.60
Primary settling tank 0.40�0.60
Secondary settling tank 0.40�0.60
Activated sludge aeration tank 0.20�0.40
Trickling filter (downflow type) 3.0�4.0
Rock filter (upflow contact bed) 0.3�0.5
(UASB) unit (downflow type) 1.0�1.5
Aerated lagoon unit 0.2�0.4
Algal waste stabilization pond 0.2�0.3
Duckweed hyacinth pond 0.2�0.3
Constructed wetland (root zone) unit 0.5�2.0
Land irrigation system Variable
Head loss in interconnecting pipes Use Hazen Williams equation
 bends 0.2�0.5 (v2/2 g)
 valves 0.12�1.5(v2/2 g)
 channels Use Mannings equation

Table 16.3: Typical overall head loss values for different types of treatment plants

Type of treatment plant Range of overall head loss (m)

Activated sludge 2.5�3.0
Trickling filter 4.0�6.0
Lagoon or pond type 1.0�1.5
UASB 3.5�4.0

16.2.3 Pumping Stations and Lift Stations

Wastewater pumping stations are generally needed at various points in (i) a city sewerage sys-

tem, (ii) at the start of a sewage treatment plant, and (iii) at intermediate positions in a treatment
plant for lifting sewage or recirculating it. The design of these stations depends on whether there
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is to be a separate �wet well� with pumps located in an adjoining �dry well� or pumps are to be

submerged directly into the wet well, or whether pumps are to be of the centrifugal type or

screw type (Picture 11 (Plate 7)).

Figure 16.4 gives some typical diagrams of different types of pumping stations. Design of

actual pumps is not given here in detail as various manufacturers have their specific designs

and expected efficiencies under different working conditions. However, some guidelines are

recommended to be followed concerning the design of the pump houses. These are indicated

below:

1. Pump houses are generally constructed in reinforced cement concrete (RCC) or in brick or

stone masonry to the required depths. When ground water levels are high, uplift pressures

may be exerted and these must be structurally provided for to avoid damage to the pump

house.

2. Screening of the sewage before it enters the wet well, is always desirable. The screens may

be manually cleaned if spacing between bars is more than 75 mm. The screenings so col-

lected should be possible to lift up and take out for disposal.

3. In case of power failure or if pumps are not working, the wet well may fill up and back up

into the incoming sewer. Thus, an overflow arrangement from the wet well, at a suitable

level, is essential to convey the flow out of the pump house without back-up into the sewer

line. The wet well should also have 40°�60° floor slope to keep it clean.

4. The wet well capacity is generally so provided as to give 5�10 minutes detention at average

flow and not more than 15�20 minutes at the minimum flow. Wet well capacity and pump

operation are related by the fact that pumps start and stop at predetermined levels in the

wet wells. As levels increase more pumps are brought into operation. Pumps are actuated

by float operated switches or electrodes. The start-stop action should not normally occur in

less than 5 minutes, otherwise the electrical contacts of the pump switches tend to wear out

prematurely.

5. A minimum of three pumps are generally provided and often more, to cover the various

flow conditions likely to be encountered when the largest pump is out of order.

6. The pumps are so positioned as to provide positive suction unless submersible pumps are

used. Non-return valves are provided on the delivery side.

7. Space for additional pumps, as needed in the future, is provided from the beginning. Hence

the pump house structure is designed for the ultimate fully developed stage.

8. When two or more pumps are working in parallel, the system discharge is not the sum of

individual discharges. A system curve is generally prepared by manufacturers to deter-

mine pumping head losses at different flows.

9. A proper venting arrangement should be provided (preferably with forced air circulation)

to ensure safety of workmen against asphyxiation due to presence of hydrogen sulphide

(H2S) which is a heavy gas and tends to accumulate in the lower levels of the wet well.

Many unsuspecting workmen have lost their lives in trying to enter pump house wet wells

without adequate safeguards.

10. Power supply to a pump house should have emergency back up against failure.
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Plate 7

Picture 11

Picture 12
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Lift Stations with Screw Pumps

Screw pumps are used in case of lift stations typically needed at the inlet of a sewage treatment

plant and at intermediate positions in a plant, e.g., for recirculation systems. They require simpler

structures and their operation is fully visible (see Fig. 16.5). The most crucial component of screw

pumps is the support bearing at the bottom since its design should not permit any grit to enter the

bearing and cause wear out and reduced life. The screw is inclined at 20°�35° to the horizontal

and turns at 20�100 revolutions per minute (rpm). Figure 16.5 also incorporates a design example.

D

L

S
H

d

C

A

B a = 20° 35°−

Discharge =Q a.n. D3

Q = m / min.3

D = metres d

d D S D

= constant = 0.21 0.33
depending on / and /

-

a

n = rpm

Example: If = 0.3 m, = 60 rpm = 0.3
We get 486 l / min
(leakage = 5 10% )

D n a

Q

Q−

Hollow steel tube used as shaft, diameter =

Inclined 20° 35° dia. of screw =

= pitch of screw = 0.8 to 1.2

/ = 0.35 0.4 = 7 8 meters (max)

Speed = = 20 100 revolutions / min.

= 50 ( )

d

D

D

d D H

n D

-

S

n

- -

-

-1/3

Support bearings are most crucial

Clearance between screw and trough = 0.0045

Drive = electric motor reduction gear

Steel work is coated with bitumen or epoxy.

D

Fig. 16.5 A screw pump used for lift stations

16.3 THE TREATMENT SYSTEM

A generalized flowsheet for any treatment plant (see Fig 16.1) would be as follows:

Influent ® Screening ® Grit removal ® Primary treatment ® Secondary or biological Treat-

ment ® Tertiary or advanced treatment ® Effluent
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The many permutations and combinations that can be made with some of the more com-

monly used treatment methods have been indicated in Fig 16.1. Before we get into details of

some of these units, we would like to include some broad guidelines on the treatment systems

generally preferred for municipal plants. For industrial treatment plants, however, so many choices

are possible that they have not been summarized in this Chapter.

The special requirements of Common Effluent Treatment Plants (CETPs) serving several in-

dustrial units in an area have been discussed separately in Section 16.7.

16.3.1 Initial Considerations in Planning a Municipal Wastewater Treatment

System

Treatment solutions have to be tailor-made taking into account all capital and operating costs as

also the simplicity and sustainability of the systems being considered. The latter is as important as

the former. Some indication is given below of treatment options available depending on the size of

population, the final discharge (whether to river or on land), the extent of water supply available

and the simplicity desired. If mechanization cannot be avoided completely, it is recommended to

be kept to a minimum. On this basis the following suggestions are given (Arceivala, 1998):

(i) For large cities

The choice of treatment and disposal systems for large cities has traditionally been between

the conventional activated sludge systems and trickling filters. Sludge is sent to separate digest-

ers and biogas recovery from digesters has been favoured. Final disposal in case of large cities is

generally to a surface water course as direct land disposal of large volumes may be difficult. A

large metropolitan city like Mumbai had earlier installed part activated sludge and part trickling

filters with digesters made famous as their bio-gas was thankfully used to run municipal gar-

bage trucks during the 1935�39 World War when petrol was in short supply. But these systems

have neither been simple nor sustainable in municipal hands (often lasting just a few short years)

once the old stalwarts were gone.

Relatively simpler alternatives, such as extended aeration systems have sometimes been pre-

ferred by municipal bodies although more power is required for aeration and no biogas is pro-

duced. Similarly, because of their simplicity in operation, aerated lagoons have often been pre-

ferred for municipal uses although their power requirement may be almost the same as conven-

tional activated sludge plants. Mumbai has now provided sea outfalls with World Bank assist-

ance (expensive to construct but easier to use) for their main areas and large aerated lagoons for

some of their northern suburbs. For coastal cities, sea outfalls should be given greater considera-

tion as they generally have low operating costs. Chennai also gives full primary and secondary

treatment to the city sewage, but thereafter, supplies the effluent to nearby industries for tertiary

treatment and reuse as there is an overall shortage of water supply (see Chapter 14).

Trickling filters were once popular in India for larger flows as they were known to be more

rugged and required less power than activated sludge systems. There are some cases where

their revival may be appropriate today.

(ii) For medium cities

For medium-sized cities and for individual drainage districts of bigger cities, the choice often

lies between several alternatives shown below. If the final effluent is used directly for land irri-
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gation, irrigation standards apply, or if it is released to a �nalla� or river (so that farmers down-

stream can pick up the flow and use it for land irrigation as they may require) then, stream

standards apply. Thus, designs have to be tailor-made to meet the desired degree of treatment

required and the volume of flow (IEA, 2001).

It is recommended that for medium and small-sized cities and towns, first consideration be

given to the adoption of decentralized conveyance, treatment and disposal systems as discussed

in Chapter 2. Their adoption gives smaller volumes of flow to be handled at each disposal point

and opens up the possibility of using the non-mechanized, �natural� systems provided land is

available. Sometimes, certain mechanized processes and sometimes a combination of mecha-

nized and natural systems also have to be used, such as:

1. UASB + short detention algal pond.

2. UASB + aerated lagoons.

3. Dual-powered aerated lagoons (aerobic + facultative).

4. Facultative aerated lagoons.

5. Combinations of UASBs, aerated lagoons and algal ponds.

6. UASB + Duckweed Pond + Fish Pond. This is a special case as it has the potential for

giving effluent with a low enough BOD fit for direct discharge to a surface water course,

and generate income from sale of fish. Other resource recovery systems can also be in-

cluded.

7. Extended aeration systems (including Sequencing Batch Reactors such as the Inter Air Sys-

tem). They can give a high degree of treatment with low land requirement and minimal

mechanization but high power requirement.

8. Crop Irrigation, along with any of the above systems

(iii) For selected low-density areas on outskirts of cities and towns

For selected low-density areas and for areas where development is widely dispersed, the

choices depend on the water supply per capita which can sustain flow in sewers, or require on-

site disposal facilities.

Where water supply is adequate:

1. Septic tanks and soak trenches or soak pits in suitable soils.

2. Septic tanks + upflow contact beds + surface discharge

3. Constructed wetlands (e.g., reed beds, root-zone treatment, macrophyte beds,) followed by

surface discharge.

4. Crop Irrigation after biological treatment

Where water supply is inadequate:

1. Low cost sanitation (pit latrines or pour-flush type, etc.)

2. Aqua-privies + soak pits in suitable soils or use of small bore sewers to connect to main sewers.

3. Vermiculture pits.

The reader may also like to refer to the Manual on Sewerage and Sewage Treatment,

published by the Ministry of Urban Affairs, New Delhi (CPHEEO, 1993) for certain guide-

lines regarding work in India. Cost considerations comparison of cost have been discussed

in Section 16.6.
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16.3.2 Screening Arrangements

Screening arrangements are invariably needed prior to treatment plants. The screens may be

coarse, medium or fine depending upon the extent of removal desired for protecting down-

stream units. Coarse screens are manually cleaned and are used for small plants treating less

than 400 m3/hour while medium and fine screens are used for larger plants and are generally

mechanically cleaned. Mechanical cleaning arrangements (not shown here) are specifically

designed and sold by various equipment manufacturers.

The minimum width of the screen channel is kept at 0.6 m. The velocity of sewage flow in this

channel is restricted to 1 m/s at maximum flow and not less than 0.3 m/s at minimum flow. The

screens are made up of mild steel bars 10 mm x 50 mm placed with the larger dimension parallel

to the flow and spaced 75 mm apart in case of coarse screens, 20�50 mm apart in case of me-

dium screens. Fine screens have openings less than 20 mm apart and are used more in case of

certain industrial wastewaters rather than municipal ones.

The velocity restrictions noted above are such as to permit interception of screenings without

undue depositions in the channel. The head loss across the screens ranges from 0.15 to 0.3 m. If

screenings are not removed the head loss would build up further.

The quantity of screenings depends on the nature of the wastewater and the screen openings.

For municipal wastewater a value of 0.015 m3 screenings per 1000 m3 wastewater has been

reported (Arceivala, 1981).

Disposal of screenings Screenings generally consist of floating debris, consisting of wood chips,

sticks, plastics, rubber products, toys, organic and inorganic objects and sometimes even ghastly

human body parts and discarded foetuses!

Disposal is usually done by incineration and/or burial at the plant site. This is possible to

achieve because of its relatively small volume.

16.3.3 Grit Removal

Grit removal is also essential before other treatment plant units are provided. This has been

discussed at length in Chapter 13. Disposal of grit is generally done by filling low lying areas in

the vicinity, making walkways within a treatment plant, setting with lime or cement for paving,

etc. A manually cleaned grit removal channel in tandem with a screening arrangement has been

shown in Fig. 13.2.

16.3.4 Oil and Grease Removal

Normally, the oil and grease present in municipal wastewater float up in the primary settling

tanks for which reason a floating scum arm is invariably provided in these tanks. In case where

industries have specific processes which give oily wastes (e.g. garages) every attempt is made to

remove these wastes at the source itself through the provision of grease traps such as those

shown in Fig. 12.1 (a). The trap is located as near the process unit as possible to ensure degreasing

before other wastes are mixed it.
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In case of industries which produce considerable amounts of oil and grease (e.g. food and

soap industries, oil refineries, etc) an oil separator is often provided in the treatment plant (see

Chapter 12) in accordance with the design procedures laid down by the American Petroleum

Institute (API) which requires the oil separator to remove free oil globules ³ 0.015 cm in diam-

eter and having a specific gravity of 0.80. Based on their field experience, the API has given

certain �factors� which can be used in design. Figure 12.1 (b) shows a typical oil separator.

Present day oil separators are provided with inclined plates (plate settlers) which improve

their performance considerably. Such separators are available from several vendors to whom the

size and specific gravity of the oil globules desired to be removed and their performance effi-

ciency need to be specified.

16.3.5 Floatation Units

Air floatation units are sometimes provided as alternative to oil and grease units for removal of

lighter particles. Some incidental removal of detergents and other wastes also occurs. Three

types of systems are available as explained in Chapter 12.

16.3.6 Equalization Tanks

An equalization tank is often required in the case of industrial wastes coming to a treatment

plant either singly or in combination with other wastewaters as in the case common effluent

treatment plants (CETPs). The purpose can be:

(i) to balance fluctuating flows or concentrations,

(ii) to assist self-neutralization, or

(iii) to even out the effect of a periodic �slug� discharge from a batch process (e.g. caustic

kiering in a textile unit). In the latter case, the equalization tank is economically viable

when provided just downstream of the batch process unit so as to hold the waste and

release it gradually to mix with the other wastes rather than equalize the whole waste.

Equalization tanks are generally of three types:

1. Flow through type

2. Intermittent flow type

3. Variable inflow/constant discharge type

The simple, flow through type equalization tank is mainly useful in assisting self-neutraliza-

tion or evening out of fluctuating concentrations of a chemical, biochemical oxygen demand

(BOD) or temperature, not for balancing of flows since a flow through type tank once filled,

gives output equal to input (see Fig. 16.6a). The tank may have a rotating paddle for stirring or

may be provided with coarse-bubble aeration as an optional item, if required by the nature of

the waste. With soluble wastes there is no sludge problem, otherwise sludge removal also has to

be provided for.

Flow balancing and self-neutralization are both achieved by using two tanks, intermittently,

one after another. One tank is allowed to fill up after which it is checked for pH (or any other

parameter) and then allowed to empty out. The second tank goes through a similar routine. The

tanks may be kept aerated or stirred if required. Intermittent operation tanks are economic for

small flows from industries (see Fig. 16.6 b).
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Fig. 16.6 Types of equalization tanks

When flows are large an equalization tank of such a size may have to be provided that inflow

can be variable while outflow is at a constant rate, generally by a pump (see Fig. 16.6c). The

capacity required is determined from a plot of the cumulative inflow and a plot of the constant
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rate outflow and measuring the gaps between the two plots as shown in Fig. 16.7. A factor of

safety may be applied if desired. The tank may be provided in two compartments to facilitate

operation and maintenance. Aeration or stirring as well as sludge removal may be provided if

required by the nature of the waste.
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Fig. 16.7 Graphical determination of equalization tank size to balance inflows and outflows

Generally, detention times vary from 2 to 8 hours for industrial wastes but may be even 12

hours or more in some cases. Where larger detention times are required, the equalization unit is

sometimes provided in the form of facultative aerated lagoon followed by further treatment as

necessary.
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Example 16.3 Calculate the size of a flow-through type equalization tank for a soluble wastewater flow

of 50 m3/hour assuming 4 hours detention time. Free board is to be 0.4 m. Check for weir overflow rate.

Provide floor slope = 1/20 and a clean out arrangement.

Volume of tank required = 50 ´ 4 = 200 m3

Provide tank of 12 m length, 6 m width and 2.8 m liquid depth

Add free board = 0.4 m to give tank depth = 3.2 m

Weir overflow rate = 
50 24

6

×

m
 = 200 m3/m/day (acceptable)

For floor slope and clean out arrangement see relevant Figures in Chapter 13.

Example 16.4 Determine the capacity of an equalization tank necessary to balance fluctuating inflows

of a suitable wastewater as shown below, when pumping of outflows is to be done at the constant rate of

10 m3/hour.

Time (hour) 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Cumulative 20 40 70 90 110 120 130 140 150 160 180 200 240
Inflow (m3/hour)

From the graphical solution given in Fig. 16.7, the basic volume required is given by the two

intercepts �a� and �b�, namely 30 + 20 = 50 m3. The actual volume of equalization tank may be

somewhat more, to account for a safety factor and free board as necessary.

16.3.7 Primary and Secondary Settling Tanks

Primary and secondary settling tanks are required in the case of most biological treatment sys-

tems. Their theoretical considerations have been discussed earlier in Chapter 13. As stated, ex-
cessively high detention time (longer than 2.5 hours) must be avoided especially in warm cli-
mates where anaerobicity can be quickly induced. For the same reason, tanks must not be over-
designed too much to serve future expected flows.

The overall loss of head in a settling tank is made up of various losses incurred between the
inlet chamber ahead of the tank and the outlet channel of the tank. This loss may add up to
almost 0.4�0.6 m depth. Normally, for municipal wastewater treatment no chemical addition is
required. Only plain sedimentation suffices. Either circular or rectangular settling tanks are pro-
vided together with sludge removal arms as shown in Chapter 13 and Figs. 13.3 and 13.4. A
scum removal arm must also be provided in primary tanks as scum tends to float up in them.

Secondary clarifiers for domestic sewage generally do not need to be provided with scum
removal devices. In other respects secondary clarifiers are similar to primary settling tanks. Gen-

erally, the sludge (called �activated� sludge) is withdrawn as underflow from the bottom of the
final clarifier and partly recycled to the aeration tank. The remaining part (called �surplus�
sludge) is often sent to the primary clarifier for resettling along with the primary sludge and

thence proceeding to the digester. (see Fig 16.1)

16.3.8 Physico-chemical and Biological Treatment Units

Figure 16.1 gives various alternative flowsheets used in wastewater treatment for pollution

control and reuse. Some of the physico-chemical and biological treatment units are used as

secondary and some as tertiary units depending upon the objectives of treatment.
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Physico-chemical treatment units have been discussed in Chapter 12. They may need to be pro-

vided either singly or in combination with biological units depending upon the water quality

objectives to be met. The combination arrangements are particularly necessary in case of

wastewater treatment for reuse.

The provision of various mechanized biological treatment units (both aerobic and anaerobic)

have been discussed earlier in the various concerned chapters (Chapters 3�8) to which the reader

is referred. Biological treatment could also be provided in the form of so-called �natural� sys-

tems. The reader is referred to Chapters 9, 10 and 11 on non-mechanized, �natural� treatment

methods to use wherever appropriate. Design details are given in these chapters.

A few of these treatment methods may be used in combination with one another to get either land

or power or operational advantages, some of which are noted below: Various possibilities exist for

developing different layouts combining either different types of mechanized or natural systems so as

to meet desired objectives. The objectives could either be to reduce land and power requirements, or

enhance simplicity of operation or promote treatability (e.g., by conserving heat) or some such char-

acteristic. Chapter 8, Figure 8.9 illustrates a few possible alternative layouts where two or more

different processes (such as aerated lagoons, algal ponds, duckweed ponds, UASBs, etc) are used:

16.3.9 Sludge Thickening, Digestion and Dewatering

Sludge handling generally consists of sludge thickening (optional) followed by sludge digestion

and dewatering. Conventionally, digestion is an anaerobic process though for smaller plants it

may be an aerobic process. The final dewatering in India has been through open sand beds.

Mechanical dewatering devices are used where land area is not adequate for open sand beds.

Design basis generally used in India has been indicated in Chapter 13.

16.4 OTHER IMPORTANT REQUIREMENTS OF PLANT DESIGN

16.4.1 Some Construction Requirements

It is not the purpose of this section to give detailed construction specifications as would nor-

mally be found in typical tender documents. Only a few useful hints are proposed to be given

here such as the following:

1. It is important that the contractor selected for constructing the treatment plant is experi-

enced in construction of concrete, water-retaining structures. Ordinary building contractors

often fail because they depend on final plastering to cover up all their acts of commission

and omission in constructing concrete walls. A water retaining structure has to be cast

right the first time; no dependence can be placed on subsequent plastering. Hence:

a. The formwork has to be good and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) water bars provided at all

joints (to keep them watertight) while facilitating lifting of walls to required height.

b. The concrete has to be of M-20 grade. It must be �vibrated� while laying so as to get the

required density. Minimum cover on the reinforcement bars should be 25 mm and in-

creased even to 40 mm or more in aggressive locations.

c. Sulfate-resisting cement should be used depending on nature of the wastewater, espe-

cially for digester domes and upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) gas hoods.
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d. Any piping required to be taken through the concrete should be organized before con-

creting, not by cutting holes afterwards. A puddle flange has to be provided on the pipe

to prevent leakage.

e. Wastewaters are generally corrosive and their leakage through a structure gradually de-

stroys the steel reinforcement and weakens it. The reinforcement bars should preferably

be coated with anti-corrosive paints or epoxy.

2. In case of pumping stations and pumps attention has to be paid to various aspects detailed

earlier in this Chapter.

3. Chambers and channels carrying free flow may be constructed in locally available brick or

stone masonry provided liquid depth is less than 1 m.

4. Interconnecting piping between units generally stays buried and inaccessible. It is, there-

fore, advisable to use cast iron or mild steel for pressure lines and tested for water tight-

ness before trenches are backfilled. Where the soil is waterlogged and corrosive high-den-

sity polyethylene (HDPE)/PVC pipes may be used.

5. Storm water drainage from the plant site has to be planned such that no drainage enters a

pump house or any of the treatment units.

6. If a trickling filter is used, the acceptable quality of the stone media (or plastic media)

should be specified. Stone in constant contact with wastewater can deteriorate and ruin the

ventilation through choking of void spaces. Filter ventilation can be enhanced by providing

the peripherial wall in the form of slats instead of a solid wall (as shown in Picture 2).

7. In case of activated sludge or extended aeration plants the aeration facilities have to be

carefully provided to get even distribution of air/oxygen and guard against rapid corro-

sion. For pneumatic aeration systems, PVC/HDPE pipes are used along with air blowers of

suitable horse-power. Alternatively, surface aerators are used. Portions of aerators below

the water line are shot blasted and spray painted.

8. In case of UASBs careful attention has to be paid to choice of materials owing to potential

for heavy corrosion (see Chapter 7 for details).

9. In case of sludge drying beds, the spacing of underdrains, the sizing of gravel bed and its

grading have to be specified as given in Chapter 13.

10. It is crucial to provide a drain linking each unit to the final discharge point to enable quick

emptying of any unit, if necessary. Also, it should be possible to bypass any unit if required

for operational purposes.

16.4.2 Some Mechanical, Electrical and Erection Requirements

Total power required for operating a treatment plant is stated either as (i) connected horsepower

or kilowatt (kW), or (ii) operating kilowatt-hours (kWh). Connected horsepower or kW is ob-

tained by adding up the kilowatts of each separate item in the plant. Operating power require-

ment is obtained by multiplying the connected power by the number of hours the particular unit

is likely to run in a day. All units do not run 24 hours a day. Power requirement has been given

earlier and also discussed in Chapter 5.

1. The electrical/mechanical items (Picture 13 (Plate 8)] concerning a treatment plant have to

be designed for operation in a tropical, humid climate (45°C and 100 per cent humidity).

Generally, electrical power is available at site at 415 V, 3 phase, 50 cycles in India.
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Plate 8

2. Guidelines for the selection of motors and starters are generally as follows:

a. Motors up to 100 hp are squirrel cage, induction motors. Motors above 150 hp are

slip ring motors.

b. Motor enclosures are dependant on locations:

Location Motor enclosure
· Outdoor, normal · Totally enclosed fan cooled (TEFC)
· Outdoor, where gas is likely · Flameproof, fan cooled
· Clean, indoors · Dripproof

Picture 13
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c. Starters for motors depend on type and size of motors

Motor Starter

· Induction motors up to 5.0 hp · Direct-on-line
· Induction motor 5.0-100 hp · Star-delta
· Slip ring motors · Stator/rotor

d. All starters are push button type but their controls are actuated as follows:

Usage Control

· Raw sewage pumps · Level controls for start and stop
· Recirculation and return sludge pumps · Low level cut out switches, if necessary
· Sludge and humus pumps · Timer operated

3. Cables are generally armoured PVC. Outdoor cables are laid in cable trenches 1 m deep

and route markers are provided at intervals.

4. A motor control panel is invariably provided in the control room. It is also advisable to

provide a simplified mimic diagram giving the hydraulic flow diagram and all control

points marked on it to help operators understand what they are doing.

5. For all outdoor motors, a duplicate push button control located near each motor is essential

to provide besides the switch in the control room.

6. Reduction gears wherever provided use a service factor of 1.75 for ordinary purposes, and

2.0 for use with aerators.

7. Other details on aeration equipment and mounting are given in Chapter 5.

8. Minimum thickness of steel work under water is 6 mm.

General area lighting is designed between 50 to 100 lux.

16.5 COMMISSIONING AND OPERATION OF PLANTS

16.5.1 Commissioning a Newly Constructed Plant

Commissioning a newly constructed treatment plant is a stepwise process consisting of:

1. A dry run

2. A wet test, followed by

3. Full commissioning, and

4. Performance testing

A dry run of all the machinery is first undertaken generally singly, item by item. This is done

at no load. The objective is to make sure that all mechanical items work. Similarly, a wet test is

carried out unit by unit, to test for inlets, outlets, leakages, etc. The units are filled with plain

water and checked. Large units like equalization tanks, settling tanks and aeration units could

show a leak when filled to their full working levels.

Finally, the regular commissioning of the plant is taken in hand, using the raw wastewater (or

diluted form of the wastewater), putting into action all the equipment; pumps, aerators,

recirculation systems, etc.

For performance testing, chemicals may be added where necessary for process operation.

Biological aeration systems may take 6-8 weeks or more to get fully functional and build up

Picture 13
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adequate amount of mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) in case of activated sludge. In case

of trickling filters, zoogleal films have to build up on the stone or plastic media. UASB units and

digesters may take longer, especially if started up in the cooler months. Algal waste stabilization

ponds build up algal populations of local variety, quite naturally (no imports of algae or bacteria

from other areas or regions are normally necessary). Local species always tend to thrive best.

Some specific suggestions are made in the relevant chapters in the book.

Some problems may arise where �shock loads� are received which are either hydraulic or

organic or sometimes even toxic in nature. In such cases, equalization and neutralization may be

necessary at the pretreatment stage or control at source may be needed.

Performance testing also includes sampling and analysis work. �Standard� methods and ac-

cepted procedures are used as the results, if found unsatisfactory, may be contested by any of

the parties involved.

16.5.2 Some Aspects of Routine Operation

The trend in these times is to entrust routine operation to private agencies on a contractual basis.

This avoids employment and service problems for municipal bodies and frees the municipal

engineer for supervisory control.

The routine operation of a plant involves items such as the following:

1. Maintenance of performance records This should be done in such a way as to enable

evaluation of the same to provide clues to improvement of performance and, if possible

reduction in operating costs through savings in energy, chemicals, etc.

2. Preventive maintenance The objective is to have minimum number of breakdowns dur-

ing routine operation since in wastewater treatment plant operation a breakdown may lead

to bypassing and dewatering of the unit, and its recommissioning, all of which can be

expensive, messy and disorganizing in nature. Some spare parts and chemicals have to be

kept in ready stock and maintenance procedures properly followed by the staff.

3. Manuals of operation Manuals of operation are generally supplied by the plant design-

ers and builders. These have to include all the above aspects, namely:

a. Operational procedures and testing schedules

b. Preventive maintenance aspects

c. Maintenance of records

4. Control laboratory The laboratory plays a key role in plant operation. Some quality con-

trol is essential. A test like the BOD test can give 100% variation in results for the same

sample when performed without careful controls.

16.5.3 Staffing

Staffing depends on the type and size of a wastewater treatment plant. The person in charge is

generally a mechanical engineer or a chemist. Both disciplines are essential to have for success-

ful operation. Other operators generally have a mechanic�s or electrician�s background. Help-

ers/assistants are also required. All have to be ready to work shift-wise and work with wastewater.

Health exposure to wastewater has to be adequately covered by insurance.

Operation by private agencies on contract basis is feasible and often preferred. But, some

overall supervision and control is necessary to ensure that Pollution Control Board requirements
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concerning effluent quality are met at all times by the sub-contractor through proper sampling

and analysis.

Operator training can never be over-emphasized. It is always humorously said that a license

is needed to drive a car, but no license is needed to operate a treatment plant. On-the-job train-

ing is not enough but often it is the only thing that is provided.

16.5.4 Some Principles of Trouble-free Operation

Even the most appropriate technology when taken up for implementation quickly becomes a

task involving many details. It�s in the details that one can fail. Hence, the importance of Murphy�s

law which says: �Whatever can fail, will fail some day!� Hence, we must be prepared for fail-

ures and build in safety features such as the following:

1. Minimize number of pumping stations; avoid intermediate pumping as far as possible

2. Provide (force draft) ventilation of pump house wet wells for safety (from asphyxiation

due to accumulated H2S gas in pump-house wet-wells).

3. Protect all deep structures against uplift pressures depending on ground water conditions.

4. Avoid weak ladders and walkways.

5. Provide minimum of two pumps, two aerators, two compartments, to facilitate repairs.

6. Minimize, as far as possible on variety of spare parts inventories to be carried.

7. Provide adequate bypasses to be able to (i) take care of overflows, and (ii) isolate any unit

for repairs.

8. Better to provide visible overflows, expansion pipes, etc. rather than sophisticated detec-

tion instruments and alarms.

9. Position the electrical equipment, switches, cables conveniently for easy access and for avoid-

ing dipping in sewage in case of flooding.

10. Provide pneumatic or hydraulic (not electric) transmission systems for automatic valves.

There is always much humidity around.

11. Link up the operation of wastewater and chemical dosing pumps for tandem operation.

12. Expect corrosion to occur and take suitable measures in advance:

a. Extra pipe thickness/extra concrete covers

b. Choice of corrosion resistant materials/metals

c. Provision of expoxy and other coatings

d. Provision of cathodic protection against galvanic corrosion

13. Unduly long detention periods in sedimentation tanks, wet wells, etc. lead to anaerobicity

(foul smells, corrosion, etc.)

14. Choose carefully between floating and fixed aerators, high speed versus low speed aera-

tors, geared motors versus gears plus motors.

15. Lagoon and pond construction in earthwork involves soil compaction, use of proper slopes,

pitching, etc.

16. Watch out for sewer infiltration which can lead to: (i) excessive inflows, (ii) increased salin-

ity, (iii) changes in waste characteristics owing to dilution.

17. When all else fails, motivation is what keeps an operator going. Motivation to keep things

running either for love or money, is what finally matters. Employ a good, trained supervi-

sor and pay him well.
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16.6 COST CONSIDERATIONS AND FUNDING OF PROJECTS

Finally from among the few selected options, the overall costs (capital and operating) have to be

determined in order to arrive at the most optimum solution before funding agencies can be ap-

proached.

16.6.1 Capital and Operating Costs

Capital costs include all initial costs incurred up to plant start up, such as:

1. Land purchase costs including legal fees, if any.

2. Engineering design and supervision charges.

3. Civil construction, equipment supply and erection costs.

4. Interest charge on loan, if any, during construction period.

Operating costs after start up of plant include direct operating costs and fixed costs, such as:

1. Amortization and interest charges on capital borrowings

2. Direct operation and maintenance costs of�

a. Staff

b. Chemicals

c. Fuel and electricity

d. Transport

e. Maintenance and repairs

f. Insurance

g. Overheads

16.6.2 Funding of Projects

Projects may be funded either partly or fully on any one of the following three basis:

(a) Grants

(b) Repayable Loans

(c) Build-Operate-Own-Transfer (BOOT) or other such basis

Grants are sometimes available to a limited extent from governments and public bodies

for infrastructure projects and are the funding method of choice wherever such funding is

available.

Repayable loans are sought from multi-lateral agencies (e.g., World Bank), bilateral agen-

cies (e.g., country to country basis), national governments, public bodies, banks, etc. Loans

may be given at specially low rates of interest and long duration of repayment (soft loans).

Soft loans are often available for infrastructure projects from governmental and multilateral

or bilateral sources. Loans on �harder� terms have often to be negotiated from banks, public

bodies and other lending agencies which would first evaluate the repayment capacity of the

borrower.

If a loan of say present amount (P) has to be borrowed at a certain interest rate (i) from the

market (or a national or international funding agency) and returned in say (n) number of years

the amount to be returned every year is given by the Eq. below:
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and the �Equated Monthly Installment (EMI) is Annuity/12.

BOOT and other such bases For income-tax purposes, a certain amount of �depreciation�

is allowed each year to an industry to be deducted from its taxable income. Presently, an

accelerated rate of depreciation is allowed in India to encourage pollution control invest-

ments by industries. However, public bodies and others who do not pay any income-tax do

not claim any depreciation. Hence, in such cases, they may �benefit� indirectly from depre-

ciation by awarding the contract to a private contractor on �Build-Own-Operate� (BOO) or

�Build-Own-Operate-Transfer� (BOOT) basis since the contractor can claim depreciation as

he �owns� the plant for the contracted duration and he could sell the product (water, re-

usable wastewater, biogas, etc) back to the authority at a mutually agreed (correspondingly

lower) price.

Another advantage of the BOOT system is that the municipal body or the industry con-

cerned off-loads the full responsibility for designing the project, securing funding for it and

operating it for an agreed number of years, all to one person (namely, the contractor). The

contractor will naturally find it in his interest to ensure that both the technology and con-

struction are good because the plant has to perform well for several years (at least until the

loan is returned). The public body or industry has only to furnish the required land and pay

for the final product, namely the water or re-usable wastewater or biogas, or whatever is

contracted.

Capital cost of treating municipal and industrial wastewaters Effluent treatment plants do

not come cheap. Treatment costs essentially depend on the type of wastewater to be treated, its

quantity and on the treatment process used to achieve the desired degree of treatment. Hence,

costs vary widely and some indication can be given only for typical municipal wastewaters and

a few industries to show that industrial wastewater treatment is generally more expensive than

municipal wastewater.

16.6.3 The Capital Cost of Wastewater Treatment

The capital costs for some wastewater treatment processes are given in Table 16.4 and com-

pared with the relatively higher costs of treating a few typical industrial wastewaters as

shown in Table 16.5 (Arceivala, 2001). Attempts have also been made by Geeta Mehta et al.

(1995) and Tripathi et al. (1996) at developing cost computation methods for Indian condi-

tions.

The direct operation and maintenance (O&M) costs per year (i.e., excluding return of loan,

etc.) generally constitute 10�20 per cent of the capital costs, the higher value applying to those

processes with higher power requirements. The terms and conditions on which the original capi-

tal was borrowed (namely, interest charges, loan return period, equated instalments, etc) make a

substantial difference to the annual costs and are hence considered separately. Capital borrow-

ings for public, infrastructure projects are naturally preferred to be made on as �soft loan� a basis

as possible.
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Table 16.4: Approximate capital cost of a few common wastewater treatment processes

(adapted from Arceivala, 2001)

Sr. No. Treatment system Approximate capital cost (2001 costs)(a) (b)

Rs. per person served Rs. (lakhs) per MLd

1. Conventional activated sludge 600�800 35�45
2. Extended aeration 450�550 25�30
3. UASB process 450�550 25�30
4. Aerated lagoon 300�450 20�25
5. Waste stabilization pond 180�200 10�12

(a) Person equivalent to 180 liters and 50 g BOD per day or 5555 persons per million liters per day
(b) Excluding land cost

Table 16.5: Capital cost of treating municipal and some industrial wastewaters by mechanized

methods (adapted from Arceivala, 1986, 2001)

Source Rs (lakhs) per MLd (2001 costs)

Municipal sewage 25�45
Cotton Textiles (excluding denims) 50�80
Milk dairies, sugar factories 60�120
Pharmaceuticals 200�300
Soaps, detergents, vegetable oil refining 280�320
Bulk drugs, antibiotics, distilleries 500�900
Petro-chemicals 800�1200

*excluding land costs

16.6.4 Comparison of Treatment Costs

Different processes have different capital and operating costs which make them difficult to com-

pare. The capital and operating costs are not directly additive since the former is a one time cost

while the latter is an annual cost. Hence, to make them additive for comparison purposes, either

the capital cost should be annualized or the annual cost should be capitalized. Based on a simple

assumption that an invested amount can fetch (say) 10% interest in India, one could state that if

a waste treatment plant has a capital cost of say Rs. 15,000,000 and an operation and mainte-

nance cost of Rs. 1,000,000 per year, then

Capitalized cost = 15,000,000 + (1, , )000 000 10´  = Rs. 25,000,000

Annualized cost = 
15 000 000

1 000 000
, ,

(10)
, ,+  Rs. 2,500,000 per year

These simple calculations ignore the fact that all the capital cost is not incurred in one year

and the operation and maintenance cost per year will increase from year to year owing to inflation

and other factors. Thus, it is more realistic to determine what is called �present worth� as ex-

plained below. Different alternative treatment methods can be better compared with one another

on present worth basis.
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Present worth One of the commonly used methods for comparing different treatment alterna-

tives is to find the present worth of each alternative over a stated period of time. To determine

this it is necessary to know the following:

· Total capital cost (civil, electrical mechanical, and land cost).

· Number of years it would take to complete all the capital works, and the expenditure likely

in each year.

· Operation and maintenance cost in the first year after start up and the excalated cost per

year thereafter, depending on expected inflation rates from year to year.

· Discounting factor (or interest rate) to convert a later sum of money to its net present value

(NPV).

· Life of the plant and its salvage value at the end of its life.

The computation is best explained below by using an example.

Example 16.1 An extended aeration plant of 5 Ml/day capacity is expected to cost Rs. 21,876,000

and the land another Rs. 2,400,000. Construction will take two years. The operation and maintenance

cost is estimated to be Rs. 5,071,000 per year in the first year after start up. Assume a 20-year horizon

and the inflation rates as 9.5 per cent in 1995�96, 8 per cent in 1996�97, 6 per cent in 1997�98 and each

year thereafter. Using a discounting factor (i.e., interest rate) of 12 per cent per year determine the present

worth of all moneys which will be spent in constructing and operating the plant over 20 years. Neglect

any salvage value.

The stepwise computation given in Table 16.6 gives the present worth to be Rs. 76,535,500. It

may be noted as a matter of interest that if instead of extended aeration a low power consuming

process (such as UASB) was used for which the annual operation and maintenance cost was

(say) only half that of the extended aeration process while the capital cost remained the same,

the present worth would only be Rs. 49,984,000 instead of Rs. 76,535,500. Thus, the UASB would

be cheaper in the long run although its capital cost is about the same as the extended aeration

process (Arceivala, 1986).

One finds that the total investment cost during the life span of a plant is typically two to three

times higher than the initial capital investment cost of the plant.

The sample calculation shown above could also suggest to an entrepreneur that a natural

(non-mechanized) process will have a lot of salvage value at the end of its life since land values

in every country keep escalating from year to year. It would, therefore, be profitable to build a

low cost natural system in the initial years and, later when the population grows one could

switch over to a higher cost mechanized system, using a part of the profits made from sale of

surplus land to meet the capital cost of the new mechanized system.

The advisability of building a new wastewater treatment plant on BOT basis should also be

considered rather than waiting for long periods to secure �soft loans� from governmental or

multinational sources. Industries are quicker to benefit from BOT type arrangements, when they

can get usable bye-products like biogas from it.
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Table 16.6: Present worth of a 5 MLd extended aeration plant (Rs. in lakhs) (Arceivala, 1986)

Year Capital cost Annual Base Inflation Inflated Discounting Present
Civil Mech. Elec. Land O & M cost cost rate cost factor worth

1. 68.700 � 24.000 � 92.700 � � � 92.700
2. 103.060 47.000 � � 150.060 1.180 177.071 1.250 141.657
3. � � � 50.710 50.710 1.250 63.388 1.400 45.277
4. � � � 50.710 50.710 1.330 67.444 1.570 42.958
5. � � � 50.710 50.710 1.410 71.501 1.760 40.626
6. � � � 50.710 50.710 1.480 75.051 1.970 38.097
7. � � � 50.710 50.710 1.580 80.122 2.210 36.254
8. � � � 50.710 50.710 1.680 85.193 2.480 34.352
9. � � � 50.710 50.710 1.780 90.264 2.770 32.586
10. � � � 50.710 50.710 1.880 95.335 3.110 30.654
11. � � � 50.710 50.710 2.000 101.420 3.480 29.144
12. � � � 50.710 50.710 2.120 107.505 3.900 27.565
13. � � � 50.710 50.710 2.240 113.590 4.360 26.053
14. � � � 50.710 50.710 2.383 120.841 4.899 24.667
15. � � � 50.710 50.710 2.535 128.554 5.504 23.355
16. � � � 50.710 50.710 2.697 136.760 6.185 22.113
17. � � � 50.710 50.710 2.869 145.489 6.949 20.936
18. � � � 50.710 50.710 3.052 154.776 7.808 19.823
19. � � � 50.710 50.710 3.247 164.655 8.773 18.768
20. � � � 50.710 50.710 3.454 175.165 9.857 17.770

Total 765.355
(i.e. present worth of money which will be spent over 20 years)

16.7 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OF COMMON EFFLUENT TREATMENT PLANTS

(CETPs)

A common effluent treatment plant (CETP) serving several industries is only a special case of an

effluent treatment plant for a single industry. A CETP serves many industries, mostly small and

medium scale industries together with sewage generated by its workers and adjoining housing

facilities, if any. The inclusion of domestic sewage is, in fact, welcome as it provides �seeding�

material for biological treatment.

Over a hundred CETPs exist in India today, nearly 30 per cent of which are in Tamil Nadu

alone. Most of them serve less than 100 units per cluster and total flows vary from 200 to 55,000

cu m/day. However, to put things in perspective, on a countrywide basis, all industrial

wastewaters constitute only 10�15 per cent of the total wastewater generated in the country, the

rest being municipal/domestic wastewater. As the CETPs serve only small and medium-sized

industries, they take care of just 5�7 per cent of the total wastewater flow in India. However,

CETPs are important for controlling industrial pollution locally in their own vicinity.
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Form of organization Those who live in condominium or ownership type houses know some

of the difficult problems of �shared� services. CETPs also have similar problems, perhaps even

more. They have the complications of treatment plant operation along with institutional and

pr attend to. To run the CETPs some industries have got together and

formed co-operatives while others have formed separate entities (Private Limited Companies) in

which the industries hold equity and service charges are levied for treatment so as to, at least,

break even after all costs are met.

Conveyance of wastewaters from industry to the CETP Conveyance of wastewater from the

industries to a CETP can be done either through specially laid sewers or the wastewater can be

brought by tankers. . The preferred method in some CETPs is to receive the influent by tankers

from the individual industries (not through sewers into which anything can be dumped). Sam-

ples are drawn from each tanker before it unloads into a collection sump. Thus, control is better.

Moreover, over short distances (less than 2 km) a tanker system may, in fact, be cheaper than a

sewerage system. In other cases, sewers are preferred.

Basis of charging Good accounting practices have to be invariably followed and members

charged in accordance with some pre-determined basis. Often members are charged according

to a formula based on three parameters: the load of BOD, suspended solids and flow contrib-

uted by each. This implies a certain amount of pre-treatment, regular influent analysis and use

of agreed sampling and analytical procedures. In case a CETP serves a homogenous group of

industries (all manufacturing the same or similar items), the charge may be based on the volume

of flow alone. The mode of conveyance, sampling and analysis is generally decided upon before

the basis of charging is decided.

Pre-treatment at industry level Pretreatment may call for separation of certain wastewater

sewers or drains, in a logical manner, in each industry itself so as to facilitate treatment and /

or reuse of the wastewater (see Fig. 14.3). For example, steam condensates can be taken di-

rectly back to the boilers for reuse. Then, there are wastes which need treatment at source

before mixing with other wastes. pH correction of acidic and alkaline wastes fall in this cat-

egory. Oil removal is also often done at source if the oil comes from only a few sources. Moreo-

ver, all processes do not require high quality water and sometimes the relatively cleaner efflu-

ents can be reused if separated from the others. Essentially, pretreatment is necessary for pH

control, oil/grease removal and in some case for the Total Suspended Solids where they are in

high proportion. All the remaining wastewaters, including toxics, can go for treatment. The

toxic sludges can eventually go to secure landfills as given below. Reuse is best done in each

individual industry itself as it may not be feasible after mixing with the other wastes in the

CETP.

Sometimes, some industries in a group may become �uncooperative� because they may have

to undertake pretreatment even though the CETP exists. Pre-treatment is essential in case of

certain characteristics such as pH adjustment, presence of free acids and alkalis, oil and grease,

etc. Pre-treatment can also be done centrally where all the industries in a group are of the same

type.
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Holistic approach In present day thinking, even small and medium-scale industries are

expected to undertake a holistic approach. This includes the famous mantra �Reduce, Recycle,

Reuse�. Reduced water consumption is firstly considered to the extent possible and reduced use

of other national resources in the form of acids, alkalis, metals and chemicals in general. Thereby,

not only are resources conserved but wastes are minimized and overall costs are saved. Adop-

tion of any feasible� cleaner technologies� in manufacture at the small and medium-scale of

manufacture involved is also sought. Particular attention is paid to the reduction of �hazardous

wastes� as their treatment & disposal are expensive. This is not easy but efforts can yield ben-

efits in some cases. Another trend these days is to recycle and reuse the wastewater as far as

possible. Where good money is being spent on wastewater treatment, why not spend a little

more if that will make the final effluent reusable.

Wastewater treatment in CETP In terms of treatment plant design a few general guidelines

may prove useful:

1. A CETP almost invariably begins with an equalization tank of required detention time (4�

8 hours, even up to 24 hours) to even out quality and quantity fluctuations in the flows

coming to such plants.

2. An aerated equalization tank is preferred but not if the same is to be followed by an anaerobic

unit (e.g. UASB) which requires the inflow to be devoid of oxygen. In the latter case sub-

merged mixing paddles may be used instead of aerators in the equalization tank.

3. A trickling filter is often more robust to use as the first step in the biological section rather

than activated sludge. The trickling filter may be followed by activated sludge or extended

aeration where biological treatment is done in two steps.

4. The use of mechanically aerated lagoons may also be desirable to include in a biological

section instead of trickling filter or activated sludge to benefit from the lagoon�s larger

volume.

5. It is a fact that all present CETPs in India have the usual biological treatment processes and

remove suspended solids and BOD like the regular municipal plants do. Only a few CETPs

do better than that. Most of the inorganic and organic toxics removed in CETPs are only

incidentally removed along with BOD in biological plants and enter the sludge phase.

However, it is time newer processes are considered especially for removal of the other pollut-

ants. The UASB process has already been used in some CETPs in India because of its biogas

value. Other processes, such as the CAACO process, needs to be given consideration in suitable

cases. The use of MBRs, etc, have yet to be made in India to make the treated effluents fit for

reuse.

The tragedy often is that millions are spent on construction of a CETP while even small amounts

are grudged on proper data collection and process design. Another difficulty is that CETP�s are

sometimes ready but wastewater is not available even years later. Plant deterioration then oc-

curs. Plant maintenance is also sometimes neglected.
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Common or combined treatment plants? CETP�s in India have generally been stand-alone

units designed to give treatment only to the incoming wastes from a group of industries and

some incidental domestic type sewage coming from the workers and/or the housing colonies

attached to the factories. However, often it is common experience that better treatment results if

industrial wastewaters are allowed to be mixed with municipal wastewaters so as to benefit

from their dilution, equalization and the presence of nutrients in the municipal wastewaters. Yet,

for various reasons this is often not done. Combined effluent treatment plants will perhaps be

constructed when both the parties involved (the industries and the municipal bodies) find com-

bining as a �win-win� situation for both. . This will happen when the cost of treatment is re-

duced for both parties and reusable water is produced from which both parties can benefit. The

use of Membrane Bioreactors (MBRs) discussed in Chapter 12 have great scope here. Only nega-

tive aspect of this arrangement, seen at present, is if CETPs (with toxics) are ill-placed and the

recycle potential of all municipal wastewaters (as discussed in Chapter 15) is lost.

Hazardous waste disposal The sludge from a CETP may fall in the category of hazardous

wastes, and may have to be dealt with accordingly after dewatering. There may also be some

hazardous wastes from industries which cannot be accepted in CETPs and have to be sent di-

rectly to a hazardous waste treatment and disposal facility. In fact, in several cases it is desirable

to locate a hazardous waste disposal facility advantageously near a CETP. The hazardous waste

treatment and disposal facility should have (a) a secure landfill site together with a pretreatment

unit for stabilization of the waste before consigning to the secure landfill, and (b) an incinerator

for other wastes which should be incinerated. The ash from the incinerator may be deposited in

the secure landfill.

Costing of CETPs It is said that �small is beautiful�, but centralization is cheaper! Separate

treatment of small flows from diverse small-scale industries could add up to a complex and

expensive proposition whereas combining them would give the economy of scale of plant size,

the self-equalization and self-neutralization of the inflows and the sharing of common staff costs

between the subscribers.

Cost figures given below show that CETPs are cheaper to construct than individual plants

(Tripathi et al., 1996; Arceivala, 2001).

Type of plant Capital costs in Rs. per m3/day

(excluding land costs)

Individual Plants:
Cotton textiles (excluding denims) 5,000�8,000
Pharmaceuticals 20,000�30,000
Bulk drugs, antibiotics 50,000�90,000
Petrochemicals 80,000�120,000
Common Effluent Treatment Plants 5,000�40,000

Morever, a CETP can afford to employ better calibre staff and a CETP could also be designed,

built and operated on a �build-operate-and-transfer� (BOT) or �build-own-operate-transfer�

(BOOT) basis in which case capital investment is made by the treatment people and not the

industries.
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The  costing  of  treatment plants, cost comparisons on present worth basis and some taxation

benefits have been discussed in the earlier section.
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The Many Facets of

Sustainable Waste

Management

The true cost of a project never shows up on the balance sheet. Most things are sustainable for a short
while. In order to have sustainability over a long time, even for generations, one must have an ap-
proach similar to that in nature itself for nature is the ultimate assimilator and re-user. We have to
ensure all our actions meet the sustainability test.

Laws, bye-laws and rules are needed to make one undertake, hopefully, what is necessary for
environmental protection. But the other side of the coin is that things must be done wisely and
one must not create other problems in the process. Moreover, the steps taken must be �sustain-
able� so as to be effective over a long period of time.

Sustainability is a relative term. It has no absolute value. Then, how does one know if
sustainability has been achieved? One cannot really know for sure that a process or activity has
worked for its intended length of time when the intended length of time is itself unknown or
could be �forever�. One can, therefore, only follow certain approaches to enhance sustainability
by whatever length of time one can.

Enhancing sustainability is a many-faceted activity. The usual adage �Reduce, Reuse, Recy-
cle� has served us well, but it is more applicable to industries and refers to a limited set of
options. One has to consider more options. One has also to improve sustainability at the com-
munity level, especially in urban areas. Thus, a wider set of approaches is necessary to follow
in order to enhance sustainability in all our activities related to water, wastewater and waste
disposal in general.

Today, in India, the situation is doubly difficult. Firstly, the general population level is very
dense, creating a severe demand, and a continually increasing one, on the country�s water and
other resources, and secondly, the weak nature of pollution control activities and general lack
of public awareness. All these difficulties have led to widespread pollution of the country�s
surface and groundwater resources to such an extent that some even predict India will soon
shift from being a �water-stressed� to a �water-scarce� country mainly due to its own mishan-
dling of its water resources. Furthermore, there are the country�s air and land resources which
must also be protected, but are not being done so adequately. Under such conditions,
sustainability of waste management assumes great importance as it affects all the three natural

resources�air, water and land.
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Environmental protection is the key to all our environmental problems. On deeper thought

we find that nature is, after all, the ultimate user, assimilator and re-user of all our wastes

discharged to the ecosystem and if we do not manage our resources wisely, they will not re-

main sustainable for long. The accumulated pollutants and green-house gases that we talked of

in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.2) will make the Earth more and more inhospitable and their ill-effects will

keep coming back to us through the natural systems, at each recycle.

The philosophy of sustainability both at the industry and community level is explained at

length in this Chapter. To put it in a nutshell, the reader is urged to refer Fig. 17.1 which gives

a graphic description of the �wheel of activities� that must be undertaken in any project to keep

things sustainable. This figure is so important that it has been reproduced at the top of every

chapter of this book.
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Fig. 17.1 The wheel of activities necessary to remain sustainable

The following sections outline the various approaches required for doing things wisely and

improving the sustainability of waste management at both the industry and community levels.

17.1 IMPROVING SUSTAINABILITY AT THE INDUSTRY LEVEL

To have sustainability at the industry level for a long time, one must have the so-called �double

bottom-line� approach. The first bottom-line concerns efficient production so as to make a profit

and keep the business going. The second bottom-line is to have a favourable social and envi-

ronmental impact. Both bottom-lines are important to guard simultaneously for ensuring

sustainability and success.

With regard to industries, it is essential to consider the following few approaches along

with the legal requirements of pollution control in the country:
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1. Minimize use of resources (water, energy, natural and other resources)

2. Minimize waste production (reduce, reuse, recycle)

3. Minimize adverse social and ecosystem impacts

4. Use cleaner technologies and lifecycle analysis techniques

5. Generate revenue from waste treatment and disposal

6. Promote motivation through awareness and education

As most of the above approaches are inter-related, it is not quite right to separate them into

clear-cut sections, but we have done so only for the sake of convenience in discussion. These

approaches have been incorporated in the �Wheel of Activities� shown in Fig. 17.1.

17.1.1 Minimizing Use of Resources

For obvious reasons, manufacturing processes which require the minimum use of natural as

well as other resources should be preferred as they would place a lesser stress on the available

resources in the region and thus remain more sustainable. The use of human and other re-

sources such as water, minerals, fuels, oil, coal, electrical energy, chemicals, building materials,

etc., all need to be minimized as far as possible. This is best done at the industry planning stage

before manufacturing processes are frozen.

Often, it is not possible to minimize the use of all the above resources simultaneously. If

selectivity has to be exercised, one must naturally minimize on the most scarce resource(s) first.

Water is often the scarce resource; sometimes dependable electrical power is more scarce and

the process selected should take this into account. The previous chapters refer to specific ways

in which use of resources like electrical power can be economized (see Section 16.1.4). More

often than not, the manufacturing processes and the location of the industry are selected by the

industry entrepreneur on entirely different considerations and the environmental specialist may

have little choice in the matter but to force-fit to the situation.

Fortunately, in some cases the various Industry-Associations may be able to give good ad-

vice on what is available globally in the form of �cleaner technologies� explained in a later

section.

17.1.2 Minimizing Waste Production

The environmental specialist may have a greater role to play in minimizing waste produced

from operating and maintaining an industry than in the choice of the manufacturing process.

He can help decide where to reduce the use of water by plain conservation or to recycle or to

treat and reuse the same in some other process or operation. Reduce, reuse, recycle must be

done to the maximum extent possible with not only the regular wastewaters but also with all

solid wastes, hazardous wastes and even gaseous emissions such as Green House Gases, CO2

Ozone depleters, etc. (Nat Prod Council, 1994, Modak, 1995).

Minimizing waste production also implies treating the wastes so well as to leave minimum

residues after treatment for discharge to the environment. In this aspect, the so-called �polluter

pays� principle helps. As paying good money for discharging waste is always hurtful to the

bottom-line, its enforcement has generally led to pollution reduction efforts at both the manu-

facturing level and the waste treatment level, thus resulting in improved sustainability.
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17.1.3 Minimizing Adverse Social and Environmental Impacts

Adverse social impacts mainly in the form of health or nuisance to nearby residents have short-

ened the presence of many an industry, through public protest, though the industry may have

generated some welcome employment. It does not matter whether the industry came first at a

site or the local residents. In either case, steps have to be taken to minimize pollution of air,

land, groundwater or river water in its vicinity. Adverse impacts have to be minimized to

ensure sustainability.

Adverse impacts on the ecosystem may often not be apparent early on, but action may be

needed �now� simply because an adverse impact may be �likely� later. One cannot wait till

actual damage is done. Moreover, in relatively eco-sensitive areas, after all efforts are made to

reduce the various forms of wastes generated by an industry, some �residuals� will nonetheless

be produced and one has to find ways and means of minimizing the adverse environmental

impacts which the residuals may have on the environment. This is best done by selecting a

suitable location for the industry.

A strategically clever site selection for an industry can, for example, help it to meet pollution

control problems to some extent. For example, greater dilution of wastewaters may be obtained

when an industry is located on a large or perennial river or on the sea coast (subject to applica-

ble Coastal Regulations like the CRZ in India) Location in a land-locked area may require �zero

discharge� of treated effluent which may also be a good thing as it would force the industry to

give a high degree of treatment to the effluent to make it fit for reuse within the industry itself

as far as possible and use the balance on adjoining land (for crop cultivation) so that nothing

leaves the campus. The industry may also get some tax benefits along with zero discharge. Any

condition which requires one to reduce, reuse or recycle is to be welcomed as it tends to in-

crease sustainability.

Gaseous wastes once released in the atmosphere, no doubt, undergo dilution but they accu-

mulate in the system as a whole, leading to �global warming� and/or 'ozone depletion�. Hence,

to enhance sustainability, they have to be treated or reduced by using methods which are often

expensive and have led to what is called �carbon trading� between different industries in a

country or in different countries.

The concept of �carbon trading� has arisen from the fact that all atmospheric emissions from

the world enter the same common pool of atmosphere around the earth. Hence, it does not

matter where the reduction is made in country A or country B, as long as some reduction is

made somewhere. Hence, it would be a win-win situation if the carbon emission could be first

reduced where it is cheapest to do so. If carbon emission is cheaper to achieve in a country like

India than in the USA, a carbon emitting unit in USA may pay an Indian unit for reducing an

equivalent amount of its carbon emissions and thus take credit for it. An international organi-

zation would, of course, be needed to certify the genuineness of this carbon trading. Under the

Kyoto Protocol, people can enter into legal contracts to buy and sell such �emissions� as it

would be a cost-effective way of achieving an overall reduction in global emissions and im-

prove sustainability for both parties.

It is clear that carbon trading markets would spring up only in countries where penalties are

levied for over-emitting carbon compounds to the atmosphere. The UK already has such a
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market. In India, the Tamil Nadu Newsprint and Paper Ltd. (TNPL) is reported to be the first

unit to enter the carbon trading market. In 2003, it set up a UASB to treat its bagasse washwater

and generate biogas. The gas is utilized to replace furnace oil, a fossil fuel, used in operating a

lime kiln. This gave the company an avenue to participate in the carbon trading business while

at the same time cleaning up its wastewater before discharge. The UN Framework for Control

of Climate Change (UNFCCC) officially quantifies a project�s potential through a system of

Certified Emission Reductions (CER) which can be traded in the open market.

17.1.4 Use of Cleaner Technologies and Lifecycle Analysis Techniques

An approach which is often rewarding to follow is the use of �cleaner technologies� in indus-

trial production since it appears to combine all the previously discussed �minimizing� view-

points referred to above. Considerable research work, often sponsored by industries and indus-

try-Associations, have gone into creating cleaner technologies which would, in the first place,

neither produce much wastes, nor produce difficult to treat wastes, nor give waste residues

after treatment that adversely affect the environment. At the present time, much developmental

work is in progress in this direction in many centers all over the world to help select, modify or

develop new manufacturing technologies to replace older ones which for all intents and pur-

poses were developed when plentiful water was available and effluent disposal was a relatively

easy and low cost, `end-of-pipe� affair discharging either to adjoining rivers or land or public

sewers so that one did not care much for the fact that there is no pay-back period on end-of-

pipe investments.

Cleaner production (CP) today means the continuous application of an integrated environ-

mental protection strategy to processes and products to reduce risks to humans and the envi-

ronment. Cleaner Production is cost effective if it has a favourable pay-back period.

For production processes, cleaner production entails:

· conserving raw materials and energy,

· eliminating the use of toxic raw materials, and

· reducing the quantity and toxicity of all emissions and wastes before they leave a process.

Thus, cleaner production is applied at the front-end of all processes, not as an afterthought.

It conserves water, raw products and other resources during manufacture by reuse of water

(and materials where feasible) and by following �good housekeeping� practices in any factory.

Control at source is one of the best methods of pollution control. Why produce the wrong kind

of wastes, mix them up and then spend money on treating them?

Cleaner production also conserves and minimizes energy requirements of various processes

to save fuel resources and costs.

Cleaner production would give minimum mass and volume of wastes (solid, liquid and gase-

ous). In such cases it is also referred to as �low waste or no-waste technologies�. Cleaner produc-

tion gives wastes that are readily treatable and handleable (for example, it avoids use of arsenic

process in fertilizer manufacture, mercury compounds in agriculture and paper manufacture, and

use of hard detergents in industries). Cleaner production involves finding by research ways and

means of eliminating use of toxic materials and intermediates so that treatment of wastes be-

comes easier and the final residues after treatment do not harm the ecosystem.
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It recognizes that the pathways to cleaner production are not only efficiency and substitu-

tion, using tools such as technology and know-how, but managerial skills and policies, as well.

Of course, all the above mentioned pre-emptive approaches are attractive when environmental

considerations are forced to enter into the decision-making process through environmental im-

pact assessment (EIA) and through strict enforcement of laws.

Lifecycle Analysis (LCA) Techniques

These techniques are used in evaluating different products by focusing on their environmental

impacts and on how to reduce the impacts along the entire life cycle of the product from raw

materials extraction to the ultimate disposal of the product. For this reason, LCA studies are

often referred to as studies from �the cradle to the grave�. The objective is to determine re-

source requirements, to reduce environmental impact at each stage and to improve product

quality and sustainability. The typical stages in the life of a product are:

(a) Production

(b) Usage (operation and maintenance)

(c) Transport (in production, usage and disposal)

(d) Disposal.

The first LCAs done in the early 1970s tended to look at comparative energy consumption at

different stages. Today, they are used to evaluate all resource requirements and environmental

impacts. LCA has often been confined to making an inventory of energy, resource use and

emissions during each step of the product�s life from the cradle to the grave. The method can

also be used to determine environmental performance of different alternative products and/or

manufacturing processes in order to stimulate action for improvement and select the environ-

mentally least damaging product or process to ensure sustainability.

In a cleverly planned situation, when the life of a product ends but the residue of the prod-

uct can be used as raw material for making a new product, the case is referred to as �cradle-to-

cradle�. This is, of course, an ideal case of sustainability.

The frequently used and simplified variants of the above techniques are �environmental au-

diting� and �eco-labeling�.

The reader is advised to use the vast resources on the Internet nowadays available to dis-

cover the various ongoing activities of the several national and international organizations in

related subjects under �Cleaner Technologies� and the �Clean Development Mechanism� and

Lifecycle Analysis�. In a recent publication, Asolekar and Gopichandran (2005) have described

several tools and interventions for practicing 'preventive environmental management' in indus-

try and community.

17.1.5 Revenue Generation from Waste Treatment and Disposal

It should be apparent that any of the following items which help to generate some revenue (not

necessarily full revenue) would make the waste treatment and disposal steps that much more

sustainable in practice. As detailed in Chapter 14, experience has shown that in a country like

India, revenue generation is a very important facet of sustainability of wastewater treatment

plants. It is �value addition� for everybody (Arceivala, 2003). To summarize, the following meas-

ures help increase revenue generation:
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1. Levy of adequate user-charge

Levy of adequate user-charge for all services rendered is the first and most obvious way of

raising adequate finances for the operation of a plant, meeting its fixed costs and generating

surpluses for renewal. Not just the availability of resources but good management of resources

is essential.

2. Reuse of industrial or municipal wastewater

Reuse of industrial and municipal wastewater can be done with or without further treatment

depending on its end-use. If its end-use is for irrigation purposes on adjoining land, no tertiary

treatment may be necessary but if end-use is for reuse in a factory, further tertiary treatment

may become necessary. A special case is the sale of effluent (from an industry or a municipal

wastewater treatment plant) to a conveniently placed, neighboring industry. It helps both the

giver and the receiver to remain sustainable. Both Mumbai and Chennai practice reuse of mu-

nicipal wastewater after treatment for meeting shortages in industries (Chapter 14).

3. Recovery of by-products

Biogas produced in waste treatment can be used to replace oil or other fuels used in boilers.

This can be very economical and, in fact, UASBs, digesters or whole waste treatment plants can

be got built on �BOOT� basis in suitable cases to benefit from their revenue generation poten-

tial. Some revenue could also be produced from sale of sludge, though generally to a much

lesser extent. Any income generated improves sustainability.

In some cases, a by-product can be recovered (after some treatment) which could add to its

revenue generation potential. Typical cases of this type are the recovery of chromium from the

leather tanning process, fiber from paper-making effluent, oil from several industrial wastes

and many other bye-products from industrial wastes, which have a commercial value. Again,

income improves sustainability.

Commercial borrowings are generally undertaken at high rates of interest but still have to be

sought by industrial undertakings. Generally, they are easier to secure where revenue genera-

tion of some kind is involved and sustainability can be demonstrated. Commercial and indus-

trial undertakings also increasingly depend on �Design-Build-Operate� type arrangements of

the BOOT, BOT, BOO, etc, as described in Chapter 16, especially where biogas production or

other by-product recovery is involved.

17.1.6 Promotion of Motivation through Awareness and Education

Among the many ways in which the sustainability of industrial waste treatment facilities can be

enhanced, is the promotion of awareness and education among the people who operate it and

those who are affected by it. This is fairly well known to environmental personnel and one

need not go into details here.

Suffice it to say that experience has always shown that any treatment facility which has an

immediate �purpose� or �objective� to fulfill, and of which the people who are concerned with

it are aware and appreciate, is surely likely to be kept running well for a long time to come.

This is all the more true if the facility also generates some income from its operation. The
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general public is only vaguely interested in minimizing resources consumption or minimizing

waste production or its ecological impacts in a meaningful way. This is of interest more for the

professionals. The general public is interested more in its direct social impacts, if any, and in its

utility, employment and management aspects. Only when more and more awareness of envi-

ronmental matters is generated in the lay public, will they take interest in a holistic view.

17.2 IMPROVING SUSTAINABILITY AT THE COMMUNITY LEVEL

It is said that �if water is life, water conservation and reuse must become our way of life�. For

promoting sustainability of water resources at the community level, one has to look at the way
water and wastewater are handled in both the urban and rural settings. The approaches are,
generally speaking, similar to those advocated for industrial wastes, except that the whole scale
of activity is now much larger, the stake-holders are somewhat different too and the `reduce-
reuse� phenomena cannot be applied directly.

The problems of sustainability of water resources are generally less intense at the rural level.
In the rural areas, population densities are relatively smaller and there is more dependence on
groundwater. Nature collects the rainwater, so to speak, treats it in passage through the soil
and stores it underground for use, as and when required. Thus, the system is extremely sus-
tainable as long as the population density is low and no polluting industry finds its way there.
In India, there are already some pockets in the rural areas where both population densities and
industrial invasions tend to make the situation unsustainable.

In urban areas and their peri-urban surroundings, the population, pollution and public health
problems are often considerable while funding for developing new resources is not readily
available. Hence, the following approaches may be indicated for enhancing the sustainability of
available water resources (Arceivala, 2000):

· Conserve water resources. This is best done at the community level through: (a) rainwa-
ter harvesting to add to the resouces, (b) control of groundwater abstraction to avoid
wasteful uses, and (c) correct pricing of water supply also to conserve resources. Both (b)
and (c) are affected by their political overtones.

· Reduce, reuse, recycle through decentralized wastewater collection and disposal favour-
ing reuse and groundwater recharge.

· Minimize wastes. Use wastewater treatment technologies which are �affordable, accept-
able and manageable.

· Recover all resources and create new water resources out of wastewater (so-called
�wastewater harvesting�).

· Generate revenue and find increased funding. Use Public-Private-Partnerships.
· Promote motivation through public awareness and education.

Thus we see that the �wheel of activities�, which is necessary to keep things sustainable, as

shown in Fig. 17.1, is equally applicable at the community level as it is at the industry level.

17.2.1 Water Conservation through Rainwater Harvesting, Control of Groundwater

Abstraction and Pricing of Water Supply

In order to meet the water supply requirements of large populations and rapidly urbanizing

areas one cannot neglect rainwater harvesting. When a municipality builds a large water reser-

voir or lake, they are obviously doing rainwater harvesting on a public scale. There is no reason
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why it cannot be done on a smaller, private scale, although in an urban area or a metropolitan

city, not much benefit can be realized from it unless the rainwater from roof-tops (however

plenty) can be stored underground in the natural aquifer for later use in the dry months. This

can be done provided soil conditions are favorable for such storage. If the roof-top water has to

be stored in man-made tanks, it becomes costly and the benefit depends on the amount of

money and space each building can afford to give for such storage.

In rural areas, where surface waters are flowing during the wet season, one could construct

weirs, soak pits and various other structures to �slow down� the speed of flowing water and

let it soak more and more underground so as to enrich the aquifers for later use. In hilly areas

also, rainwater harvesting would be very profitable to store good water underground rather

than letting it run down the slopes rapidly and flow to the sea. The greater the proportion of

usable water that can be captured, the greater the sustainability of the system.

Groundwater abstraction is generally left uncontrolled in India. This is not conducive to

equitable usage by all who need to use it. Some kind of control on this natural resource is

necessary. Presently, neither groundwater replenishment by rainwater harvesting nor

groundwater abstraction by users is controlled or charged. It is a completely laissez-faire policy

and needs to be reviewed in the interest of sustainability. The free supply of electric power for

agriculture makes the matter even worse.

The pricing of water is another facet which has to be addressed to �conserve� water use by a

community. In a price-sensitive country like India, the cost of water has to be subsidized to

keep it affordable. The price of water supplied to a community averages only about Rs 3/- per

1000 L whereas its manufacturing cost is more nearly Rs 15/- per 1000 L. The arrangement,

therefore, is to cross-subsidize this water with water used for commercial and industrial pur-

poses even though this makes the latter unduly expensive (over Rs 40/- per 1,000 L in some

cases).

The pricing policy in a country like the USA can be aptly summed up in a sentence as fol-

lows: �Water is free. We only charge for pressure and purity !�

In India, low price is a political necessity at present but because of it several problems arise:

We are unable to give enough quantity at enough pressure because we do not generate enough

funds to add to our aging infrastructure as population increases, nor to maintain the service in

tip-top condition so that purity is assured. Under the circumstances, we have perforce to de-

pend on outside, multinational agencies for securing low-cost funding. When this policy change

comes, sustainability will improve.

17.2.2 Reduce, Reuse, Recycle through Use of Decentralized Systems Together

with Reuse or Groundwater Recharge

Here the reader can refer to Chapter 2, which discusses the use of decentralized systems and

enumerates their advantages and disadvantages. Truly decentralized systems consist of several

independent collection networks within a town, each network collects wastewater from the

houses located in that area and conveys it to a wastewater treatment plant (generally, but not

necessarily, of the �natural� type) after which it is disposed of in its vicinity either for agricul-

tural or horticultural or industrial reuse or for groundwater recharge. Thus, several disposal

sites are to be seen in a town with decentralized system and both water and nutrients con-
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tained in the wastewater are conserved. This is what makes a decentralized system more sus-

tainable than a centralized system. An illustrative example is also given in Section 2.2.2 to-

gether with Fig. 2.3 which could guide a designer. Another method is to use Membrane

Bioreactors as explained in Chapter 15 (DiGiano, 2004).

17.2.3 Use of Appropriate Treatment Technologies

On a countrywide basis in India today, pollution from municipal sources constitutes almost 90

per cent of the total pollution load, the rest being from industrial sources. So municipal pollu-

tion (people�s pollution) is the serious problem. Every river, every lake in India is polluted,

some with sewage, some with garbage and some with sewage, garbage and industrial wastes

entering the water bodies. Even sacred bathing ghats like those at Varanasi are heavily polluted

because either the conveyance systems are inadequate and overflows occur or the waste treat-

ment facilities are inadequate, inoperative or almost defunct. Large sums of money were once

spent, but corresponding benefits have not resulted. They end up as �fatal investments� or to

use banking terminology, � �Non-performing Assets�!

The Fatal Glamour for Mechanized Systems Wastewater treatment has been the �glamour

girl� of environmental graduates in India, and also of their teachers. Wastewater treatment top-

ics are easily the most favorite thesis topics in colleges. But all this glamour is illusory because

there is a wide gap between theory and practice, especially in case of municipal wastewater

treatment.

Firstly, relatively few large cities have wastewater treatment plants. Of course, some large

cities may have two or more plants each to serve their spread out populations. Several me-

dium-sized cities and towns also have treatment plants and some smaller installations exist for

specific industry-owned townships, cantonments, etc. The authors know of at least 15�18 plants

of various sizes under design or construction at the present time (2004) for Indian towns and

cities. The sad part of the story is that only few of the existing municipal plants are in working

order and still fewer meet the discharge standards. Somehow, we have just not yet been able to

get our act together, nor have we been able to develop appropriate technology especially from

the operation and maintenance viewpoint. With few exceptions, we have kept moving towards

more and more mechanization and power consumption in waste treatment, with no under-

standing of the handicaps under which municipal bodies work.

We know that municipalities have serious budgetary difficulties; we know they have un-

skilled operating staff, cumbersome purchase formalities and many other handicaps and yet

we, as technology designers, saddle them with large monthly power consumption bills, compli-

cated treatment processes, and repairs and maintenance nightmares beyond their sincerest ca-

pabilities. Part of this problem arises because of the following occurrences:

1. Tender specifications give �wrong� signals (they seem to invite much mechanization in

the guise of modernization).

2. Non-availability of land for adopting simpler systems (e.g. lagoons and ponds require

more land than mechanized systems).

3. Need for observing unduly strict discharge standards.

4. A general mind-set in favour of mechanized systems (sometimes with the inspiration of

turnkey contractors !).
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Back to Basics With such a vast backlog of municipal wastewater yet to be treated in India,
we should not make more fatal investments. We should build more sustainable treatment plants.
How can we do that? The answer lies in going back to basics, and concentrating on the following
desirable features so that the plants are affordable, acceptable and manageable (Arceivala, 1999):

1. Use as little electric power and mechanization as possible
2. Benefit from warmer temperatures in countries like India
3. Use local labour and materials as far as possible

 4. Ensure that pollution control measures are acceptable to the local people and to the au-
thorities.

5. Generate some income from the reuse of effluent (irrigation crops) and resource recovery
(biogas, sludge, fish, etc). Incidentally, the use of effluent for land irrigation imposes less
demanding effluent quality requirements and augments food resources.

6. Ensure manageability with locally available resources and labour
All the above factors ensure the sustainability of the treatment system and keep it acceptable,

affordable and manageable for a long time to come. Generally, simpler, �natural� systems satisfy
the above criteria. However, land availability is the key to adopting them. Simpler, natural
systems like ponds, lagoons, constructed wetlands, etc., can be used only if adequate area of
land is available at the proposed site.

It is quite obvious that to save on power costs and land for municipal sewage treatment in a
warm country like India the maximum possible biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) removal
must be achieved anaerobically. Thus, among the natural systems, a combination of anaerobic
and aerobic methods followed by land irrigation must be considered to optimize between the
various aspects listed above.

The Anaerobic�Aerobic Systems A commonsense prescription for municipal sewage treat-
ment in a warm country like India is given by a combination of the type shown below in
Fig. 17.2 together with its typical resource recovery potential:

Municipal wastewater

Screening and degritting

Anaerobic treatment
(e.g., UASB)

Aerobic after-treatment
(Pond or aerated lagoon)

Land irrigation

Final effluent

Screening and Grit

Biogas, sludge

Harvested crops, fish (or fowl) +
water for reuse or groundwater recharge

Fig. 17.2 A recommended anaerobic—aerobic treatment system with resource recovery
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Such a treatment system would be adequate to serve most of the medium-sized towns and

cities of India. The large metropolitan areas could have more mechanized systems, if they wish

and if they have the resources to manage them. We must, then, be prepared to make this sys-

tem fully feasible in the Indian context. The anaerobic�aerobic system shown above stands a

good chance of being accepted as suitable also for other developing countries in warm climates.

The anaerobic unit could have been in the form of an anaerobic pond (instead of UASB) but

that would have needed more land and could not have recovered bio-gas for use as fuel. Moreo-

ver, another plus point is that the provision of UASB or similar anaerobic unit does not require

any power for operation and greatly reduces the size of the pond or lagoon for after-treatment.

The various resources that can be recovered are also shown in the diagram.

 Our towns and cities have fairly large populations and the moment we talk of providing

only �natural� systems like lagoons and ponds (without the anaerobic UASB) we are reminded

that such systems are suitable only for very small populations and we are also reminded that

there are inherent difficulties in adopting them, such as:

1. Enough land is never available.

2. Mosquito and malodour nuisance may be generated.

3. Stream discharge standards will be difficult to meet at all times of the year, especially

when land irrigation is not desired.

The land problem The land problem arose from the fact that the only natural treatment sys-

tem we had for many years was the �oxidation pond� which in a climate like India required

20�28 days detention time, and a large enough piece of land was never available. Non-availability

of land was also due to the following reasons:

1. Town planners generally failed to reserve enough land in advance for future sewage treat-

ment (or solid waste disposal) sites near a town.

2. Municipalities wanted the land to be acquired for them at (less than) market rates which

made the land-owners resist the move and local politicians got into the act! Delays and

litigation followed.

Land requirement of various treatment systems depend on several factors, some of which

are location-specific and, therefore, only a range can be given as shown in Table 2.2. A flowsheet

of the type shown above incorporating anaerobic�aerobic treatment needs only 0.2 to 0.3 m2

per person. As an example, a plant of this type built in Haryana has required 0.17 ha per MLd

of municipal wastewater.

 At what price is land �reasonable�? Land availability at a reasonable price is the only way

one can trade off a simpler treatment process which needs more land against a mechanized

process which needs less land. But what is reasonable? Compare the capital investment and

operation and maintenance costs of the different processes that can be used, and one can arrive

at the maximum land cost that can be reasonably afforded to make it possible to adopt the

simpler of the treatment methods considered.

Merely, on the basis of capital costs, excluding land, given in Table 16.3, the difference in cost

between an activated sludge plant and a waste stabilization pond can be Rs. 500 per person. In

many parts of India, oxidation ponds require about 1 m2 land per person. Thus, one can notion-

ally �afford� to spend up to Rs. 500 per square metre on land (i.e. Rs. 50 lakhs per hectare or
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Rs. 20 lakhs per acre) so as to equalize the capital cost of an oxidation pond with that of an

activated sludge plant. If the pond requires 2 m2 per person the corresponding land cost will

have to be half as much. In fact, if the operation and maintenance costs of the two methods also

are taken into account, much higher price can even be justified for the land, and the peace of

mind which will be had in easier maintenance by municipal staff. If paying an attractive price

for the land can get you a more dependable process, why not consider it?

The Supreme Court judgement in India (1996) easing the acquisition of land for sewage treat-

ment plants at Najafgarh, Delhi, may enable us to continue acquiring land at government rates

more readily in other places too, but a little more money can also help as long as the overall

benefits of simpler and more sustainable treatment methods are obtained.

Two examples of land being made available to avoid mechanized treatment can be given.

The first one is from Amman, Jordan, where the entire city�s sewage is treated in ponds of

about 200 ha (500 acres), and the other from Izmir, Turkey, where 2200 ha of land has been

reserved for lagoons to be built. Kolkata has the largest sewage fed fish ponds (3.300 ha) pro-

ducing about 15,000 tons of fish per year.

 Even in the USA, there is a legal requirement that land disposal possibilities must first be

evaluated by consultants before recommending tertiary treatment by mechanized and/or chemi-

cally-aided methods because land disposal is a good, natural and sustainable way of removing

nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorus. Every effort must be made to secure land and not take

the easy way out by opting for mechanized methods just because enough land is not available.

Often where crop irrigation is practised, some land can be snipped off from the farm itself to

accommodate the treatment plant. Sometimes derelict land lying nearby can be used.

The other possible difficulties such as foul smell or mosquito nuisance, and the need to meet

strict disposal standards can be taken care of through better design. In some countries, the

effluent discharge standards are relaxed to some extent specially to favour adoption of natural

treatment systems because of their greater reliability in operation.

Minimizing land requirement The following two approaches can minimize land problem:

1. Decentralize the sewage collection systems as much as possible, consistent with the topog-

raphy of the area, and its population density. Everything need not be joined to a central collection

system requiring a mega-plant for treatment. Low-cost systems, individual on-site treatment and

disposal systems, also have their place and a happy mix can be found for each city.

In fact, a modern trend is to build wastewater recycling, reuse and ground water recharge

systems into the city network as far as possible from the planning stage itself. This actually leads

to decentralization. It may not seem feasible at present at the municipal level, especially where

the population densities are high. Applications can, however, be more readily conceived in the

ever-growing peri-urban areas and in new industrial townships being developed in India.

2. Adopt combinations of treatment systems so as to minimize their land requirements.

This book is full of examples of how the authors have done this through the use of various

types of sewage treatment methods in combinations which take climate and local factors such

as land and power into account. Some newer methods like the upflow anaerobic sludge blanket

(UASB) have also come up to supplement or replace the methods used earlier.
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One of the methods adopted earlier for saving on land and power was the use of conven-

tional primary sedimentation followed by an oxidation pond or maturation pond. About 30 per

cent to 35 per cent BOD removal occurred in primary sedimentation of sewage and the subse-

quent pond thus required proportionately less land. However, the problem of sludge disposal

still remained and digesters were needed. Thus, the system was not very cost-effective. The

UASB followed by a pond or lagoon is much better.

17.2.4 Create More Water Resources by Wastewater Harvesting

Just as we have rainwater harvesting, we can also have �wastewater harvesting� � a field which

has not yet been given much attention because of the relatively obnoxious character of
wastewater. Wastewater can, however, be renovated and with newer technologies it can be
renovated as good as drinking water. In course of time, such renovated water will be increas-
ingly used all over the world, beginning with water-stressed countries and countries with large
populations. This will be one way of ensuring sustainability in future. The other will perhaps be
through desalination.

Presently, the use of renovated wastewater is confined to non-potable uses in areas where
water supplies are scarce. Well-treated wastewater after renovation may be supplied for gen-
eral non-potable use in parts of cities through a separate distribution network and clearly marked
for non-potable purposes. The potable supply can be distributed through another system as is
normally done. Chapter 15 explains how this is done since many years in countries like the US

and what precautions are taken.
Renovated water is also used in a few selected cases for potable use, but only after ground-

water recharge is done so that its �identity� is lost in flowing underground and it is sufficiently
blended with ground or surface water (at least 50 per cent) before potable use is made. Reno-
vated water after groundwater recharge can be used for a variety of purposes to keep things
sustainable, as discussed more fully in Chapter 15. Such uses include:

1. Raising aquifer levels where over-abstraction or meagre rainfall or both have led to de-
pressed aquifer levels.

2. Controlling sea water intrusion in coastal areas. Its use in coastal areas of India is not yet
done but only suggested so far.

3. Creating new recreational facilities such as lakes for boating, fishing, swimming, wetland
development, bird sanctuary, etc. Several lakes of Rajasthan, for example, can be revived

for their touristic beauty in rain-scarce years as discussed in Chapter 15.
4. Supplementing evaporation and other losses from lakes. This is an important way to keep

Indian lakes sustainable in spite of heavy evaporation losses typical of a warm country.
As explained in Chapter 15, the Hussain Sagar Lake in Hyderabad is the first lake in
India that has been using for over seven years, 20 MLd of well-treated sewage from a
nearby residential area to keep the lake in a topped up condition to prevent anaerobicity,
etc, in summer (AIC Waston, 1993�95). This lake is presently used for non-potable pur-
poses. Many other potable water lakes in India can also be supplemented in a similar
manner with well-treated wastewater provided a groundwater recharge step is introduced
after treatment. Indian lakes have a high surface evaporation rate and would become

more sustainable if such methods are followed.
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5. One country in South Africa (Nimibia) uses well-treated wastewater directly blended with

50 per cent fresh river water to supply a city (without groundwater recharge). This coun-

try has been doing it for well over 25 years in the interest of sustainability. In India,

similar reuse occurs unwittingly as shown in Chapter 15,

6. Finally, more examples are cited from US, Europe and Israel in Chapter 15 to show how

in the interest of sustainability, reuse of well-treated wastewater coupled with groundwater

recharge is made for potable purposes.

There is considerable benefit or �value addition� to be had from improving the sustainability

of a country�s water resources by harvesting wastewater for community development purposes.

The technology exists and with sensible monitoring and control, one can achieve success in this

difficult venture. The only question that remains is: Are we prepared to reuse water for potable

purposes even if the best technology is used?

17.2.5 Generate Revenue and Increased Funding

Funding for public projects like developing water resources, is generally the responsibility of

governments and public bodies. Funds are often sought from multinational and bilateral fund-

ing agencies (like the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, etc.) which are available at

relatively lower rates of interest. Several Indian agencies like HUDCO are also available for

assistance.

Loan repayment is helped by whatever additionality of earnings is achieved through reuse

of water. �Wastewater harvesting� also has a useful revenue generation aspect and because of

the funding pattern involved, there is scope for Public-Private-Participation. The latter tends to

promote better planning, use of better technology and better maintenance, all of which lead to

improved sustainability.

17.2.6 Promote Motivation through Public Awareness and Education

If generating motivation for improving sustainability of water resources and wastewater dis-

posal projects is our objective, public awareness and education must be focused on at every

stage as outlined in this and other chapters of the book. Our environmental policies and strat-

egies need to emphasize sustainability, and sustainability is what this book is all about.

 Many useful regulations have come on our statute books; a string of fiscal incentives have

been given for getting action from industries, a mass of technical and scientific development

has occurred, yet the environment scenario in India is uneven. The general refrain is that imple-

mentation is poor. We find that knowing what is to be done, does not necessarily lead to action.

Motivation is needed for the right action to take place. Presently, there is still a lack of political

and social will to pay for what it takes to have a better environment. People would rather have

a better economy first, and perhaps rightly so. To build motivation under the circumstances,

two activities have to be given priority both of which are urgently needed in large measure:

(1) Capacity building and

(2) Community empowerment.

Capacity building generates awareness all round and gives people (not just technocrats) the

capacity to understand the linkages between different components of the environmental ecosys-
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tem and the factors which affect resource conservation and sustainability. The people then see

the reasons behind the actions taken and want to take action themselves.

At this point, community empowerment facilitates them to take the required action by involv-

ing them in decision-making, and offering them transparency of action and the right to infor-

mation. This also includes simplicity and clarity of rules, promotion of NGO activity, public-

private participation, certification of goods and processes and even public interest litigation.

These are the many facets of sustainable waste management. Eventually, as time passes and

their economic conditions improve, people will see the benefit of a better environment, and

greener and cleaner choices will automatically be made by the people more often.

This is the stage we are striving to reach. It is a gradual time process � but, the sooner we

begin, the sooner we will get there! Perhaps, it would be fitting to end this book by quoting

Anne Frank: �How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to

improve the world�.
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